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Section 102 (c) of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) states that all Federal agencies
shall prepare a detailed statement for major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published the Conveyance and
Transfer Environmental Impact Statement (CT EIS) Notice of Intent in the Federal Register (FR)
on May 6, 1998 (63 FR 25022), which identified possible issues and alternatives to be analyzed.
The DOE then held a series of public meetings during the scoping period to provide opportunities
for stakeholders to identify issues, environmental concerns, and alternatives that should be analyzed
in the CT EIS. The results of comments received during the scoping period are summarized at the
end of Chapter 1 of the CT EIS; these comments were used to shape the CT EIS analysis and are
incorporated as appropriate and to the extent practicable within the CT EIS.

The Draft CT EIS was distributed to interested stakeholders for comment in February 1999. Public
hearings were conducted within the 45-day comment period following issuance of the draft
document and the publication of the Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (38 FR 9438) on
February 26, 1999. Oral and written comments were accepted, and these were considered for use in
making changes to the Draft CT EIS, as appropriate. The Final CT EIS includes responses to
comments received on the Draft CT EIS in Appendix H. The DOE will prepare one or more
Records of Decision (ROD[s]) no sooner than 30 days after the Final CT EIS Notice of Availability
is published in the Federal Register. The ROD(s) will describe the rationale used for the DOE’s
selection of an alternative or portions of the alternatives. Following the issuance of a ROD, a
Mitigation Action Plan also may be issued to describe any mitigation measures that the DOE
commits to in concert with its decision(s).
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MEASUREMENTS AND CONVERSIONS

The following information is provided to assist the reader in understanding certain concepts in
this Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Conveyance and Transfer of Certain Land Tracts
Administered by the U.S. Department of Energy and Located at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos and Santa Fe Counties, New Mexico (CT EIS). Definitions of technical terms can be
found in Chapter 22, Glossary.

Scientific Notation
Scientific notation is used in this report to express very large or very small numbers. For

example, the number 1 billion could be written as 1,000,000,000 or, using scientific notation, as
1 x 109. Translating from scientific notation to a more traditional number requires moving the
decimal point either right (for a positive power of 10) or left (for a negative power of 10). If the
value given is 2.0 x 103, move the decimal point three places (insert zeros if no numbers are given)
to the right of its current location. The result would be 2,000. If the value given is 2.0 x 10-5, move
the decimal point five places to the left of its present location. The result would be 0.00002. An
alternative way of expressing numbers, used primarily in the appendices of this CT EIS, is
exponential notation, which is very similar in use to scientific notation. For example, using the
scientific notation for 1 x 109, in exponential notation the 109 (10 to the power of 9) would be
replaced by E+09. (For positive powers, sometimes the “+” sign is omitted, and so the example here
could be expressed as E09.)  If the value is given as 2.0 x 10-5 in scientific notation, then the
equivalent exponential notation is 2.0E-05.

Units of Measurement
The primary units of measurement used in this report are English units with metric equivalents

enclosed in parentheses.

Many metric measurements presented include prefixes that denote a multiplication factor that is
applied to the base standard (e.g., 1 kilometer = 1,000 meters). The following list presents these
metric prefixes:

giga 1,000,000,000 (109; E+09; one billion)

mega 1,000,000 (106; E+06; one million)

kilo 1,000 (103; E+03; one thousand)

hecto 100 (102; E+02; one hundred)

deka 10 (101; E+01; ten)

unit 1 (100; E+00; one)

deci 0.1 (10-1; E-01; one tenth)

centi 0.01 (10-2; E-02; one hundredth)

milli 0.001 (10-3; E-03; one thousandth)

micro 0.000001 (10-6; E-06; one millionth)

nano 0.000000001 (10-9; E-09; one billionth)

pico 0.000000000001 (10-12; E-12; one trillionth)
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U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5900.2A, Use of the Metric System of Measurement,
prescribes the use of this system in DOE documents. Table MC-1 lists the mathematical values or
formulas needed for conversion between English and metric units. Table MC-2 summarizes and
defines the terms for units of measure and corresponding symbols found throughout this report.

Radioactivity Unit
Part of this report deals with levels of radioactivity that might be found in various environmental

media. Radioactivity is a property; the amount of a radioactive material is usually expressed as
“activity” in curies (Ci) (Table MC-3). The curie is the basic unit used to describe the amount of
substance present, and concentrations are generally expressed in terms of curies per unit of mass or
volume. One curie is equivalent to 37 billion disintegrations per second or is a quantity of any
radionuclide that decays at the rate of 37 billion disintegrations per second. Disintegrations
generally include emissions of alpha or beta particles, gamma radiation, or combinations of these.

Radiation Dose Units
The amount of ionizing radiation energy received by a living organism is expressed in terms of

radiation dose. Radiation dose in this report is usually expressed in terms of effective dose
equivalent and reported numerically in units of rem. Rem is a term that relates ionizing radiation
and biological effect or risk. A dose of 1 millirem (0.001 rem) has a biological effect similar to the
dose received from about a 1-day exposure to natural background radiation. A list of the
radionuclides discussed in this document and their half-lives is included in Table MC-4.

Chemical Elements
A list of selected chemical elements, chemical constituents, and their nomenclature is presented

in Table MC-5.
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Table MC-1.  Conversion Table

MULTIPLY BY TO OBTAIN MULTIPLY BY TO OBTAIN

ac 0.405 ha ha 2.47 ac

°F (°F - 32) x 5/9 °C °C (°C x 9/5) + 32 °F

ft 0.305 m m 3.28 ft

ft2 0.0929 m2 m2 10.76 ft2

ft3 0.0283 m3 m3 35.3 ft3

ft3 28.32 l l 0.0353 ft3

gal. 3.785 l l 0.264 gal.

in. 2.54 cm cm 0.394 in.

lb 0.454 kg kg 2.205 lb

mCi/km2 1.0 nCi/m2 nCi/m2 1.0 mCi/km2

mi 1.61 km km 0.621 mi

mi2 2.59 km2 km2 0.386 mi2

nCi 0.001 pCi pCi 1,000 nCi

oz 28.35 g g 0.0353 oz

pCi/l 10-9 µCi/ml µCi/ml 109 pCi/l

pCi/m3 10-12 Ci/m3 Ci/m3 1012 pCi/m3

pCi/m3 10-15 mCi/cm3 mCi/cm3 1015 pCi/m3

ppb 0.001 ppm ppm 1,000 ppb

ton 0.907 metric ton metric ton 1.102 ton

yd3 0.7641 m3 m3 1.308 yd3
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Table MC-2.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Measure

LENGTH

Symbol Name

cm centimeter (1 x 10-2 m)

ft foot

in. inch

km kilometer (1 x 103 m)

m meter

mi mile

mm millimeter (1 x 10-3 m)

µm micrometer (1 x 10-6 m)

VOLUME

Symbol Name

cm3 cubic centimeter

ft3 cubic foot

gal. gallon

in.3 cubic inch

l liter

m3 cubic meter

ml milliliter (1 x 10-3 l)

ppb parts per billion

ppm parts per million

yd3 cubic yard

RATE

Symbol Name

Ci/yr curies per year

cm3/s cubic meters per
second

ft3/s cubic feet per second

ft3/min cubic feet per minute

gpm gallons per minute

kg/yr kilograms per year

km/h kilometers per hour

Table MC-2.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Measure (Continued)

RATE

Symbol Name

mg/l milligrams per liter

mgy million gallons per year

mly million liters per year

m3/yr cubic meters per year

mi/h or mph miles per hour

µCi/l microcuries per liter

pCi/l picocuries per liter

tpy tons per year

mty metric tons per year

NUMERICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Symbol Meaning

< less than
≤ less than or equal to

> greater than
≥ greater than or equal to

2σ two standard deviations

TIME

Symbol Name

d day

h hour

min minute

nsec nanosecond

s second

yr year

ELECTRICITY

Symbol Name

gwh gigawatt-hour

mw megawatt
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Table MC-2.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Measure (Continued)

AREA

Symbol Name

ac acre (640 per mi2)

cm2 square centimeter

ft2 square foot

ha hectare (1 x 104 m2)

in.2 square inch

km2 square kilometer

mi2 square mile

MASS

Symbol Name

g gram

kg kilogram (1 x 103 g)

mg milligram (1 x 10-3 g)

µg microgram (1 x 10-6 g)

ng nanogram (1 x 10-9 g)

lb pound

ton metric ton (1 x 106 g)

oz ounce

TEMPERATURE

Symbol Name

°C degrees Celsius

°F degrees Fahrenheit

°K degrees Kelvin

SOUND/NOISE

Symbol Name

dB decibel

dBA A-weighted decibel

Table MC-3.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Radioactivity

RADIOACTIVITY

Symbol Name

Ci curie

cpm counts per minute

mCi millicurie (1 x 10-3 Ci)

µCi microcurie (1 x 10-6 Ci)

nCi nanocurie (1 x 10-9 Ci)

pCi picocurie (1 x 10-12 Ci)
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Table MC-4.  Radionuclide Nomenclature

SYMBOL RADIONUCLIDE HALF-LIFE SYMBOL RADIONUCLIDE HALF-LIFE

Am-241 americium-241 432 yr Pu-241 plutonium-241 14.4 yr

H-3 tritium 12.26 yr Pu-242 plutonium-242 3.8 x 105 yr

Mo-99 molybdenum-99 66 hr Pu-244 plutonium-244 8.2 x 107 yr

Pa-234 protactinium-234 6.7 hr Th-231 thorium-231 25.5 hr

Pa-234m protactinium-234m 1.17 min Th-234 thorium-234 24.1 d

Pu-236 plutonium-236 2.9 yr U-234 uranium-234 2.4 x 105 yr

Pu-238 plutonium-238 87.7 yr U-235 uranium-234 7 x 108 yr

Pu-239 plutonium-239 2.4 x 104 yr U-238 uranium-238 4.5 x 109 yr

Pu-240 plutonium-240 6.5 x 103 yr

Table MC-5.  Elemental and Chemical Constituent Nomenclature

SYMBOL CONSTITUENT SYMBOL CONSTITUENT

Ag silver Pa protactinium

Al aluminum Pb lead

Ar argon Pu plutonium

B boron SF6 sulfur hexafluoride

Be beryllium Si silicon

CO carbon monoxide SO2 sulfur dioxide

CO2 carbon dioxide Ta tantalum

Cu copper Th thorium

F fluorine Ti titanium

Fe iron U uranium

Kr krypton V vanadium

N nitrogen W tungsten

Ni nickel Xe xenon

NO2- nitrite ion Zn zinc

NO3- nitrate ion



ABOUT THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (42 United States Code [U.S.C.] §4321 et seq.) was
enacted to ensure that Federal decisionmakers consider the effects of proposed actions on the human
environment and to lay their decisionmaking process open for public scrutiny. NEPA also created
the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). The U.S. Department of Energy’s
(DOE’s) NEPA regulations (10 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 1021) augment the CEQ
regulations (40 CFR 1500 through 1508).

Under NEPA, an environmental impact statement (EIS) documents a Federal agency’s analysis of
the environmental consequences that might be caused by major Federal actions, defined as those
proposed actions that may result in a significant impact to the environment. An EIS also:

• Explains the purpose and need for the agency to take action.
• Describes the proposed action and the reasonable alternative courses of action that the

agency could take to meet the need.
• Describes what would happen if the proposed action were not implemented—the “No

Action” (or status quo) Alternative.
• Describes what aspects of the human environment would be affected if the proposed action

or any alternative were implemented.
• Analyzes the changes, or impacts, to the environment that would be expected to take place if

the proposed action or an alternative were implemented, compared to the expected condition
of the environment if no action were taken.

The DOE EIS process follows these steps:

• The Notice of Intent, published in the Federal Register, identifies potential EIS issues and
alternatives and asks for public comment on the scope of the analysis.

• The public scoping period, with at least one public meeting, during which public comments
on the scope of the document are collected and considered.

• The issuance of a draft EIS for public review and comment (for a minimum of 45 days), with
at least one public hearing.

• The preparation and issuance of the final EIS, which incorporates the results of the public
comment period on the draft EIS.

• Preparation and issuance of a Record of Decision, which states:
— The decision
— The alternatives that were considered in the EIS and the environmentally preferable

alternative
— All decision factors, such as cost and technical considerations, that were considered by

the agency along with environmental consequences
— Mitigation measures designed to reduce adverse environmental impacts

• Preparation of a Mitigation Action Plan, as appropriate, which explains how the mitigation
measures will be implemented and monitored.
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Incorporated County of Los Alamos
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THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR THE CONVEYANCE AND TRANSFER OF CERTAIN LAND TRACTS

ADMINISTERED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
AND LOCATED AT

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY,
LOS ALAMOS AND SANTA FE COUNTIES, NEW MEXICO

Section 102 (c) of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) states that all Federal agencies
shall prepare a detailed statement for major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published the Conveyance and
Transfer Environmental Impact Statement (CT EIS) Notice of Intent in the Federal Register (FR)
on May 6, 1998 (63 FR 25022), which identified possible issues and alternatives to be analyzed.
The DOE then held a series of public meetings during the scoping period to provide opportunities
for stakeholders to identify issues, environmental concerns, and alternatives that should be analyzed
in the CT EIS. The results of comments received during the scoping period are summarized at the
end of Chapter 1 of the CT EIS; these comments were used to shape the CT EIS analysis and are
incorporated as appropriate and to the extent practicable within the CT EIS.

The Draft CT EIS was distributed to interested stakeholders for comment in February 1999. Public
hearings were conducted within the 45-day comment period following issuance of the draft
document and the publication of the Notice of Availability in the Federal Register (38 FR 9438) on
February 26, 1999. Oral and written comments were accepted, and these were considered for use in
making changes to the Draft CT EIS, as appropriate. The Final CT EIS includes responses to
comments received on the Draft CT EIS in Appendix H. The DOE will prepare one or more
Records of Decision (ROD[s]) no sooner than 30 days after the Final CT EIS Notice of Availability
is published in the Federal Register. The ROD(s) will describe the rationale used for the DOE’s
selection of an alternative or portions of the alternatives. Following the issuance of a ROD, a
Mitigation Action Plan also may be issued to describe any mitigation measures that the DOE
commits to in concert with its decision(s).
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COVER SHEET

Responsible Agencies:
Lead Federal Agency: U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

Cooperating Agencies: Incorporated County of Los Alamos, San Ildefonso Pueblo, U.S. Department of the
Interior, and U.S. Department of Agriculture

Title:
Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Conveyance and Transfer of Certain Land Tracts Administered by
the U.S. Department of Energy and Located at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos and Santa Fe
Counties, New Mexico.

Contacts:
For further information on this Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS):
Leave message at: 1-800-791-2280 or contact:
Ms. Elizabeth Withers
Conveyance and Transfer EIS Document Manager
Los Alamos Area Office,
Office of Environment,
U.S. Department of Energy
 Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
Call (505) 667-8690
Fax (505) 665-4872

For further information on the U.S. Department
of Energy NEPA Process:
Leave message at 1-800-472-2756 or contact:
Ms. Carol Borgstrom
Director
Office of NEPA Policy and Assistance (EH-42)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 586-460

Abstract:
On November 26, 1997, Congress passed Public Law 105-119, the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State,
the Judiciary, and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 1998 (the Act). This Act, in part, directs the Secretary of
Energy to convey to the Incorporated County of Los Alamos, New Mexico (the County), or its designee, and
transfer to the Secretary of the Interior, in trust for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso, parcels of land under the
jurisdictional administrative control of the Secretary at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). DOE’s
responsibilities under the Act include identifying suitable tracts of land according to criteria set forth in the law,
conducting a title search on each tract of land, identifying and conducting, to the maximum extent practicable, any
environmental restoration or remediation that would be needed for each tract of land, and conducting National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review of the proposed conveyance or transfer of the land tracts. In accordance
with NEPA, this document assesses the potential environmental impacts of conveying and transferring certain
land tracts located at LANL within the Incorporated County of Los Alamos and Santa Fe County. Specifically,
this document examines the environmental consequences that could be expected if each of 10 eligible land tracts,
in whole or in part, were conveyed or transferred with subsequent development and use of the tracts for the
purposes identified by the Act and as further contemplated by the recipients. Two alternatives are analyzed in this
document1: the No Action Alternative and the Conveyance and Transfer of Each Tract Alternative (the Proposed
Action Alternative). Under the No Action Alternative, DOE would continue its administrative control of each
individual tract tentatively identified as a candidate for conveyance and transfer. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, each of the 10 eligible tracts of land individually, in whole or in part, would be either conveyed or
transferred to either the County or the Secretary of the Interior, in trust for San Ildefonso Pueblo. In addition, this
document briefly discusses the known environmental restoration or remediation needed for each of the 10 eligible
land tracts identified for conveyance or transfer and considers the planned use of the land and the ensuing
potential environmental impacts subsequent to the conveyance or transfer of administrative control or ownership.
The potential contemplated land uses identified in this document include cultural, historical, or environmental
preservation and residential, commercial, or industrial development.

                                               
1  Changes made to this CT EIS since publication of the Draft CT EIS are marked with a line in the margin.
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MEASUREMENTS AND CONVERSIONS

The following information is provided to assist the reader in understanding certain concepts in
this Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Conveyance and Transfer of Certain Land Tracts
Administered by the U.S. Department of Energy and Located at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos and Santa Fe Counties, New Mexico (CT EIS). Definitions of technical terms can be
found in Chapter 22, Glossary.

Scientific Notation
Scientific notation is used in this report to express very large or very small numbers. For

example, the number 1 billion could be written as 1,000,000,000 or, using scientific notation, as
1 x 109. Translating from scientific notation to a more traditional number requires moving the
decimal point either right (for a positive power of 10) or left (for a negative power of 10). If the
value given is 2.0 x 103, move the decimal point three places (insert zeros if no numbers are given)
to the right of its current location. The result would be 2,000. If the value given is 2.0 x 10-5, move
the decimal point five places to the left of its present location. The result would be 0.00002. An
alternative way of expressing numbers, used primarily in the appendices of this CT EIS, is
exponential notation, which is very similar in use to scientific notation. For example, using the
scientific notation for 1 x 109, in exponential notation the 109 (10 to the power of 9) would be
replaced by E+09. (For positive powers, sometimes the “+” sign is omitted, and so the example here
could be expressed as E09.)  If the value is given as 2.0 x 10-5 in scientific notation, then the
equivalent exponential notation is 2.0E-05.

Units of Measurement
The primary units of measurement used in this report are English units with metric equivalents

enclosed in parentheses.

Many metric measurements presented include prefixes that denote a multiplication factor that is
applied to the base standard (e.g., 1 kilometer = 1,000 meters). The following list presents these
metric prefixes:

giga 1,000,000,000 (109; E+09; one billion)

mega 1,000,000 (106; E+06; one million)

kilo 1,000 (103; E+03; one thousand)

hecto 100 (102; E+02; one hundred)

deka 10 (101; E+01; ten)

unit 1 (100; E+00; one)

deci 0.1 (10-1; E-01; one tenth)

centi 0.01 (10-2; E-02; one hundredth)

milli 0.001 (10-3; E-03; one thousandth)

micro 0.000001 (10-6; E-06; one millionth)

nano 0.000000001 (10-9; E-09; one billionth)

pico 0.000000000001 (10-12; E-12; one trillionth)
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U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5900.2A, Use of the Metric System of Measurement,
prescribes the use of this system in DOE documents. Table MC-1 lists the mathematical values or
formulas needed for conversion between English and metric units. Table MC-2 summarizes and
defines the terms for units of measure and corresponding symbols found throughout this report.

Radioactivity Unit
Part of this report deals with levels of radioactivity that might be found in various environmental

media. Radioactivity is a property; the amount of a radioactive material is usually expressed as
“activity” in curies (Ci) (Table MC-3). The curie is the basic unit used to describe the amount of
substance present, and concentrations are generally expressed in terms of curies per unit of mass or
volume. One curie is equivalent to 37 billion disintegrations per second or is a quantity of any
radionuclide that decays at the rate of 37 billion disintegrations per second. Disintegrations
generally include emissions of alpha or beta particles, gamma radiation, or combinations of these.

Radiation Dose Units
The amount of ionizing radiation energy received by a living organism is expressed in terms of

radiation dose. Radiation dose in this report is usually expressed in terms of effective dose
equivalent and reported numerically in units of rem. Rem is a term that relates ionizing radiation
and biological effect or risk. A dose of 1 millirem (0.001 rem) has a biological effect similar to the
dose received from about a 1-day exposure to natural background radiation. A list of the
radionuclides discussed in this document and their half-lives is included in Table MC-4.

Chemical Elements
A list of selected chemical elements, chemical constituents, and their nomenclature is presented

in Table MC-5.
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Table MC-1.  Conversion Table

MULTIPLY BY TO OBTAIN MULTIPLY BY TO OBTAIN

ac 0.405 ha ha 2.47 ac

°F (°F - 32) x 5/9 °C °C (°C x 9/5) + 32 °F

ft 0.305 m m 3.28 ft

ft2 0.0929 m2 m2 10.76 ft2

ft3 0.0283 m3 m3 35.3 ft3

ft3 28.32 l l 0.0353 ft3

gal. 3.785 l l 0.264 gal.

in. 2.54 cm cm 0.394 in.

lb 0.454 kg kg 2.205 lb

mCi/km2 1.0 nCi/m2 nCi/m2 1.0 mCi/km2

mi 1.61 km km 0.621 mi

mi2 2.59 km2 km2 0.386 mi2

nCi 0.001 pCi pCi 1,000 nCi

oz 28.35 g g 0.0353 oz

pCi/l 10-9 µCi/ml µCi/ml 109 pCi/l

pCi/m3 10-12 Ci/m3 Ci/m3 1012 pCi/m3

pCi/m3 10-15 mCi/cm3 mCi/cm3 1015 pCi/m3

ppb 0.001 ppm ppm 1,000 ppb

ton 0.907 metric ton metric ton 1.102 ton

yd3 0.7641 m3 m3 1.308 yd3
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Table MC-2.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Measure

LENGTH

Symbol Name

cm centimeter (1 x 10-2 m)

ft foot

in. inch

km kilometer (1 x 103 m)

m meter

mi mile

mm millimeter (1 x 10-3 m)

µm micrometer (1 x 10-6 m)

VOLUME

Symbol Name

cm3 cubic centimeter

ft3 cubic foot

gal. gallon

in.3 cubic inch

l liter

m3 cubic meter

ml milliliter (1 x 10-3 l)

ppb parts per billion

ppm parts per million

yd3 cubic yard

RATE

Symbol Name

Ci/yr curies per year

cm3/s cubic meters per
second

ft3/s cubic feet per second

ft3/min cubic feet per minute

gpm gallons per minute

kg/yr kilograms per year

km/h kilometers per hour

Table MC-2.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Measure (Continued)

RATE

Symbol Name

mg/l milligrams per liter

mgy million gallons per year

mly million liters per year

m3/yr cubic meters per year

mi/h or mph miles per hour

µCi/l microcuries per liter

pCi/l picocuries per liter

tpy tons per year

mty metric tons per year

NUMERICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Symbol Meaning

< less than
≤ less than or equal to

> greater than
≥ greater than or equal to

2σ two standard deviations

TIME

Symbol Name

d day

h hour

min minute

nsec nanosecond

s second

yr year

ELECTRICITY

Symbol Name

gwh gigawatt-hour

mw megawatt
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Table MC-2.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Measure (Continued)

AREA

Symbol Name

ac acre (640 per mi2)

cm2 square centimeter

ft2 square foot

ha hectare (1 x 104 m2)

in.2 square inch

km2 square kilometer

mi2 square mile

MASS

Symbol Name

g gram

kg kilogram (1 x 103 g)

mg milligram (1 x 10-3 g)

µg microgram (1 x 10-6 g)

ng nanogram (1 x 10-9 g)

lb pound

ton metric ton (1 x 106 g)

oz ounce

TEMPERATURE

Symbol Name

°C degrees Celsius

°F degrees Fahrenheit

°K degrees Kelvin

SOUND/NOISE

Symbol Name

dB decibel

dBA A-weighted decibel

Table MC-3.  Names and Symbols for
Units of Radioactivity

RADIOACTIVITY

Symbol Name

Ci curie

cpm counts per minute

mCi millicurie (1 x 10-3 Ci)

µCi microcurie (1 x 10-6 Ci)

nCi nanocurie (1 x 10-9 Ci)

pCi picocurie (1 x 10-12 Ci)
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Table MC-4.  Radionuclide Nomenclature

SYMBOL RADIONUCLIDE HALF-LIFE SYMBOL RADIONUCLIDE HALF-LIFE

Am-241 americium-241 432 yr Pu-241 plutonium-241 14.4 yr

H-3 tritium 12.26 yr Pu-242 plutonium-242 3.8 x 105 yr

Mo-99 molybdenum-99 66 hr Pu-244 plutonium-244 8.2 x 107 yr

Pa-234 protactinium-234 6.7 hr Th-231 thorium-231 25.5 hr

Pa-234m protactinium-234m 1.17 min Th-234 thorium-234 24.1 d

Pu-236 plutonium-236 2.9 yr U-234 uranium-234 2.4 x 105 yr

Pu-238 plutonium-238 87.7 yr U-235 uranium-234 7 x 108 yr

Pu-239 plutonium-239 2.4 x 104 yr U-238 uranium-238 4.5 x 109 yr

Pu-240 plutonium-240 6.5 x 103 yr

Table MC-5.  Elemental and Chemical Constituent Nomenclature

SYMBOL CONSTITUENT SYMBOL CONSTITUENT

Ag silver Pa protactinium

Al aluminum Pb lead

Ar argon Pu plutonium

B boron SF6 sulfur hexafluoride

Be beryllium Si silicon

CO carbon monoxide SO2 sulfur dioxide

CO2 carbon dioxide Ta tantalum

Cu copper Th thorium

F fluorine Ti titanium

Fe iron U uranium

Kr krypton V vanadium

N nitrogen W tungsten

Ni nickel Xe xenon

NO2- nitrite ion Zn zinc

NO3- nitrate ion
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1.0  INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE AND NEED FOR AGENCY
ACTION

This chapter introduces the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) role in the
conveyance and transfer of 10 land parcels at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) to the Incorporated County of Los Alamos and to the Secretary of the U.S.
Department of the Interior, in trust for San Ildefonso Pueblo, as required by Public
Law (PL) 105-119; a statement of the purpose and need for the DOE’s action; and
an overview of the alternatives analyzed in this Conveyance and Transfer of Certain
Land Tracts Environmental Impact Statement (CT EIS). In addition, this chapter
explains DOE decisions that the CT EIS is intended to support, as well as the
relationship of this document to other environmental documentation prepared by the
DOE. At the conclusion of this chapter is an overview of the CT EIS.

LANL is one of several national
laboratories that supports the DOE’s
responsibilities for national security, energy
resources, environmental quality, and science.
LANL is located in north-central New
Mexico, within the Counties of Los Alamos
and Santa Fe, about 60 miles (97 kilometers)
north-northeast of Albuquerque and about
25 miles (40 kilometers) northwest of Santa
Fe (see Figure 1-1). The small communities
of Los Alamos townsite, White Rock, Pajarito
Acres, the Royal Crest Mobile Home Park,
and San Ildefonso Pueblo are located in the
immediate vicinity of LANL, adjacent to its
boundaries and technical areas (TAs) (see
Figure 1-2). LANL currently occupies about
43 square miles (111 square kilometers) or
27,832 acres (11,272 hectares) of land owned
by the U.S. Government and under the
administrative control of the DOE.
Additionally, the DOE has administrative
control over other properties and land within
Los Alamos County, totaling about 915 acres
(371 hectares).

On November 26, 1997, Congress passed
PL 105-119, the Departments of Commerce,
Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related
Agencies Appropriations Act, 1998
(Section 632, 42 United States Code [U.S.C.]

§§2391; the Act). Section 6321 of the Act
directs the Secretary of Energy (the Secretary)
to convey2 to the Incorporated County of Los
Alamos, New Mexico (the County), or to the
designee of the County, and to transfer3 to the
Secretary of the Interior, in trust for the
Pueblo of San Ildefonso, parcels of land under
the jurisdictional administrative control of the
Secretary at or in the vicinity of LANL. Such
parcels of land must not be required to meet
the national security mission of the DOE and
also must meet other criteria established by
the Act.

DOE has prepared this CT EIS in
accordance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (42 U.S.C. §4371
et seq.) to examine potential environmental
impacts associated with the conveyance
or transfer of each of the land parcels
tentatively identified for such in the DOE’s
Land Transfer Report to Congress Under
Public Law 105-119, A Preliminary

                                               
1  Section 632 of the Act is reproduced in Appendix A.
2  The term “convey” as used in the Act and in this document
refers to the disposition of land parcels away from Federal
Government ownership.
3  The term “transfer” as used in the Act and in this document
refers to the disposition of land parcels to another Federal
Government agency, with the retention of ownership by the
Federal Government.
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Figure 1-1.  Location of the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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Identzfication of Parcels of Land in Los 1.1 Background Information 
Alamos, New Mexico for Conveyance or 
Transfer (Land Transfer Report) 1.1.1 Historical Perspective of the 
(DOE 1998b). This CT EIS compares the Development of lANL and the 
impacts associated with conveying or LANL Area 
transferring each of the parcels, in whole or in 
part, with the potential environmental impacts 
associated with taking no such action with the 
subject land tracts. The No Action Alternative 
encompasses the continuation of the current 
uses of the tracts. The analyses contained in 
this CT EIS tier fiom the programmatic 
analysis in the Final Site-Wide Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Continued 
Operation of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory (the SWEIS) (DOE 1999c), which 
analyzes the operation of LANL at an 
enhanced level of activities as the DOE's 
Preferred Alternative. 

In this CT EIS, the DOE also discusses 
information concerning the consequences of 
contemplated uses of the subject tracts, 
without associating these uses with either of 
the potential receiving parties. Because of the 
mandate for the DOE's conveyance and 
transfer of the identified tracts to the County 
and to the Secretary of the Interior in a 
fashion agreed upon by the County and San 
Ildefonso Pueblo, and the DOE'S inability to 
control the exact future uses that the land may 
be put to by either party, any precise 
statement of specific land use environmental 
and socioeconomic effects that could result 
from reuse is largely hypothetical. While the 
DOE has provided this information in order to 

I explore the issues associated with the uses of 
the land that could result from conveyance or 
transfer of individual parcels, the DOE has no 
authority to implement any of the 
contemplated land uses. Most of the 
recommended mitigations directed at 
reducing or eliminating fbture adverse 
impacts from land development and use by 
either the County or San Ildefonso Pueblo are, 
similarly, beyond the control of the DOE and 
would be the responsibility of the recipients. 

The general area of Los Alamos, New 
Mexico, was occupied by small ranches and 
farms interspersed among vast forest and 
meadow areas until 1942, when the nation 
underwent a dramatic change upon its entry 
into World War 11. In the spring of 1943,the 
Los AIamos Ranch School (then the single 
largest private land holding in the Los Alamos 
area) together with portions of surrounding 
properties were chosen as the location of a 
secret research and development facility for 
the world's first nuclear weapon by the U. S. 
Manhattan District of the Army Corps of 
Engineers, on behalf of the Federal 
~ o k n m e n t .  The original facility and its 
operations were referred to as "Project Y of 
the Manhattan Project," which was later 
redesignated as the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. The facility's name was changed 
again during the 1980s to Los Alamos 
National Laboratory. The Federal agency with 
administrative responsibility for LANL has 
similarly evolved fiom the post-World War 11 
Atomic Energy Commission, to the Energy 
Research and Development Administration, 
and finally to the DOE. 

In 1943, nearly 49,337 acres 
(19,981 hectares) of land were acquired in the 
Los Alamos area by the War Department for 
Project Y use. The land came fiom the 
following sources: 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, U. S. 
Forest Service (USFS) (45,670.5 acres 
118,497 hectares]) 
U.S. Department of the Interior, 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
(66 acres 127 hectares]) 

Purchase or condemnation of privately 
held lands (3,600 acres 
11,458 hectares]) 
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The boundaries for the Project Y site 
extended from about the Rio Grande on the 
east to the summit of the Sierra de Los Valles 
in the Jemez Mountains on the west, and from 
about Guaje Canyon on the north to Frijoles 
Canyon on the south. The structures and 
buildings used by the Los Alamos Ranch 
School (of which there are several remaining 
log buildings) were quickly supplemented 
during World War I1 with a variety of mostly 
temporary wooden plank structures used by 
scientists and their families. After the war 
ended, an additional 19,725 acres 
(7,988.6 hectares) of land were acquired from 
the administrative control of other Federal 
agencies during the late 1940s and added to 
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
reservation. The expanded site by then 
included many government facilities and 
buildings, together with civilian housing and 
support structures. Another 3,925 acres 
(1,590 hectares) were acquired in the early 
1960s fkom the administrative control of the 
U.S. Department of the Interior, NationaI Park 

Richland, Washington; and Los Alamos, New 
Mexico. Each of these communities was 
established as a wholly government-owned 
community in which all municipal, 
educational, medical, housing, and 
recreational facilities were provided by the 
Federal Government. Under the AECA, 
national policies were established regarding 
the obligations of the United States to the 
three Atomic Energy Communities. These 
policies were directed at terminating Federal 
Government ownership and management 
of the communities by facilitating the 
establishment of local self-government, 
providing for the orderly transfer to local 
entities of municipal functions, and providing 
for the orderly sale to private purchasers of 
property within these communities with a 
minimum of dislocation. The establishment 
of self-government and transfer of 
infrastructures and land were intended to 
encourage self-sufficiency of the communities 
through the establishment of a broad base for 
economic development. 

Service (NPS) out of Bandelier National Restrictions on access to the Federal 
Monument (BNM) lands (Presidential reservation and Los Alamos townsite area 
Proclamation No. 3 539). Over the ensuing were concurrently lifted in 1957. The first 
years, the site boundaries have been reduced release of Federal land for development of 
extensively as a result of several land transfer private homes in the Los Alamos townsite 
efforts. occurred that same year. Most of Los Alamos 

In 1949, the New Mexico Legislature 
created the County of Los Alamos from 
portions of Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties. 
However, the County remained under the 
control of the Federal Government, and 
access to the Los Alamos area was restricted. 
Under the Atomic Energy Community Act 
(AECA) of 1955 (42 U.S.C. $52301-2394), 
the Federal Government recognized its 
responsibility to provide support for a 
specified period to agencies or municipalities 
that were strongly affected by their proximity 
to facilities that are part of the nation's 
nuclear weapons complex while they 
achieved self-sufficiency. These facilities 
were three so-called Atomic Energy 
Communities: Oak Ridge, Tennessee; 

County remained Federal Government 
property until the DOE's predecessor moved 
forward with the transfer and lease of some of 
the Federal lands under its management to the 
County, other government agencies, and to 
private parties in the late 1950s and early 
1960s. Los Alamos County was incorporated 
in 1969. In 1967, the DOE's predecessor 
agencies began to transfer ownership of land 
tracts, roads, buildings, and some of the utility 
systems managed for the DOE to the County 
to be made available for public use. The land 
that was released at that time was primarily 
located within the Los Alamos townsite and 
had been used for civilian housing and 
community support functions. A relatively 
small amount of land was auctioned to 
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individuals and private developers to establish residences at LANL). The DOE owns the 
the Royal Crest Mobile Home Park, White municipal water system that provides potable 
Rock and Pajarito Acres communities, and to water to LANL and to the County, although 
develop areas in and around the Los Alamos this system is being leased and is proposed for 
townsite. Additionally, a number of leases for conveyance to the County by the end of the 
small tracts of land within the County were year 2000. 
entered into during this period. The release of Over the past 50 years, all of the main 
these lands fiom Federal Government use in LANL mission functions have been moved 
the late 1960s enabled them to be developed onto the mesas located to the south of the Los 
for a variety of uses, ranging fiom Alamos townsite. TA 2 1 is the last LANL 
preservation to urban development (Lyon and site conducting ongoing research and 
Evans 1984). development missions in immediate 

1.1.2 Current LANL Setting and Land 
Uses, DOE Conveyance and 
Transfer Policies, and 
Authorizing Legislations 

Today, only about 38 percent of the total 
land that historically comprised the Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory reserve remains 
under the DOE's administrative control. The 
bulk of this remaining land is occupied by 
LANL, with the University of California as 
the DOE's current management and operating 
contractor conducting day-to-day operation of 
the site. Currently, LANL is bounded by the 
lands of several landowners and stewards 
with a variety of land uses. 

Large tracts of land in the Jemez 
Mountains to the north, west, and south are 
held by the USFS and the NPS; these tracts 
are managed to preserve and maintain natural 
and cultural resources that exist on these 
lands. Lands of the San Ildefonso and Santa 
Clara Pueblos border LANL on the east and 
northeast and are used primarily for 
agricultural, hunting, and residential purposes. 
Currently, the DOE leases lands under its 
administrative control for recreational use (for 
example, the Los Alamos Sportsman's Club 
in Rendija Canyon), public use (such as the 
White Rock Visitor Center and the Los 
Alamos Airport), municipal solid waste 
disposal use (like the Los Alamos County 
Landfill), and for use by the University of 
California (for example, the guest house 

proximity to the Los Alamos townsite (see 
Figure 1.1.2-1). Other LANL TAs located 
along the Los Alamos townsite mesa are used 
primarily as undeveloped buffer zones; 
exceptions to this general land use are TA 73, 
occupied in part by the Los Alamos Airport, 
and TA 43, occupied in part by the DOE's 
Los Alamos Area Office (LAAO) and the 
Health Research Laboratory. Additional 
properties located within the Los Alamos area 
but outside of the LANL boundaries have 
remained under the administrative control of 
the DOE. The largest property, located in 
Rendija Canyon to the north of the Los 
Alamos townsite, totals about 910 acres 
(369 hectares) and is partially leased for use 
as a shooting range &d gun club (the 
aforementioned Los Alamos Sportsman's 
Club). One very small property located within 
the Los Alamos townsite totals less than 
0.5 acre (0.2 hectare) in size and is used for 
historical preservation purposes. 

DOE policy for land and facility use, 
along with transfer and conveyance of real 
property, has continued to evolve because 
of changes in mission and the underutilization 
of some DOE facilities. The DOE has 
recently reviewed its responsibility to further 
the self-sufficiency of the Atomic Energy 
Communities, including Los Alamos, in light 
of the increasing budgetary constraints and 
pressures, together with the downsizing or 
closure of some of the facilities within the 
nuclear weapons complex. 
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Various potential means for mitigating the 
I impacts of reduction or removal of monetary 

support from the agencies or municipalities 
that the nation currently provides with yearly 
stipends have come under consideration. As 
stated in the closing chapters of the AECA, as 

I amended, 

". . . the Administrator shall assure 
that the governmental or other 
entities receiving assistance 
hereunder utilize all reasonable, 
available means to achieve 
financial self-sufficiency to the end 
that assistance payments by the 
Administrator may be reduced or 
terminated at the earliest practical 
time." 

In spite of all efforts to the contrary, the 
transfer and self-sufficiency process has been 
slower for Los Alamos than for other Atomic 
Energy Communities, due to its unique nature 
and location. 

In June of 1996, the DOE submitted a 
report to Congress concerning the assistance 
payments to the County (DOE 1996a). In this 
report, the DOE recommended that: 

The historically paid annual assistance 
payment be discontinued with a final 
lump-sum settlement of $22.6 million, 

The DOE transfer to the County 
several municipal installations and 
functions under its administration and 
operation, and 

/ The DOE transfer to the County 
undeveloped land that could be 
utilized by the County or developed 
by private interest to increase the 
County's revenue from property and 
gross receipts tax. 

In October 1996, Congress enacted 
legislation (the Energy and Water 
Development Appropriations Act of 1997) to 
terminate the annual assistance payments to 
the County by mid 1997, with the 
recommended lump-sum termination 

payment. Disposition of municipal hnctions 
and installations (the water system, fire 
stations, and lease of the Airport) were begun 
in 1997. 

1.1.3 Public Law 105-119 
Congress completed the steps considered 

necessary to provide self-sufficiency for Los 
Alamos in keeping with the last of the 
recommendations made in the June 1996 
report to Congress by enacting PL 105-1 19. 
The same legislation provided for the return 
to San Ildefonso of land that had been part of 
the Pueblo prior to the creation of LANL.~ 

The following portion of the Senate floor debate on 
Section 632 of the Act demonstrates the purpose for the 
conveyance and transfer of land at LANL. 

[slince the 1950's, the Department of Energy and 
its predecessors have made assistance payments to 
the county of Los Alamos, NU Under the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1955, this was accomplished in 
recognition of the dependence of the community 
on the Atomic Energy Commission's, and later the 
DOE'S facilities. Their facilities, worth in the 
hundreds of millions of dollars, paid no taxes to 
this community. Now only Los Alamos County 
and schools receive any assistance, and all other 
communities are off assistance, many via buyouts. 

It is very diff~cult for Los Alamos to reach self- 
sufficiency and to continue into the next century as 
a viable community unless something is done 
about the fact that there is no longer any land 
within the city and county of Los Alamos that can 
be developed, for the excess land is all in the hands 
of the Department of Energy. 

Last year, we agreed to end assistance to Los 
Alamos County through an agreement that coupled 
a very moderate buyout amount with transfer of 
excess land to the City. 

This amendment will eventually return land to the 
county that can be used for normal county growth 
and to the Pueblo of San Rdefonso that has strong 
historic claims to portions of the land. . . . 

(continued) 
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section 632 (a) of the Act states that: "IN parcels are suitable for conveyance or transfer 
GENERAL - The Secretary of Energy shall-- for the purposes of section 632 (b) (1) if 

(1) mnvey, without consideration5, to the 
~n~orporated County of Los Alamos, New 
Mexico, or to the designee of the County, 
"fee" title6 to the parcels of land that are 
allocated for conveyance to the County in 
the agreement under subsection (e); and 

(2) transfer to the Secretary of the Interior, in 
trust for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso, 
administrative jurisdiction over the 
parcels that are allocated for transfer to 
the Secretary of the Interior in such 
agreement ." 

Section 632 (b) (1) of the Act requires the 
Secretary to identify suitable parcels of land 
for conveyance or transfer within 90 days of 
enactment. Section 632 (b) (2) provides that 

This amendment directs the Department of Energy 
to evaluate the land under its control to determine 
what can be released without impacting the 
national security mission of the Laboratory. Now, 
some of that land will not be appropriate for 
economic or housing development, but does 
represent lands that were part of the San lldefonso 
Pueblo at the time of the Manhattan Project. Many 
sacred sites of the San Ildefonso Pueblo are located 
on that property. During the Manhattan Project, 
those San Ildefonso lands became part of Los 
Alamos County, but no compensation was ever 
provided to San Ildefonso Pueblo. This current 
evaluation of the DOE's land requirements 
provides an ideal opportunity to return to the 
pueblo some of that land that they previously used. 

143 Cong. Rec. S7235 (daily ed. July 11, 1997) (statement of 
Sen. Domenici. ) 
S "Consideration" is a contract term in real estate defined as 
follows: That which is received by the grantor in exchange 
for his or her deed; something of value that induces a person 
to enter into a contract. Consideration is most commonly 
given in the form of currencv. 
6 

The term "fee" title speaks to the degree, quality, nature, 
and extent of interest that a person or entity holds in real 
Property. Specifically, it is a contract tern in real estate that 
means the holder is entitled to all rights incident to the 
Property. There are no time limitations on its existence (it is 
said to run forever). The ownership of the land by a fee 
holder is complete and Gee of State domination (except the 
rights of the State of taxation, police power, and eminent 
domain). 

The parcel is not required to meet the I 
national security mission of the DOE 
or will not be required for that purpose 
within 10 years of enactment. I 
The parcel is likely to meet the criteria 
for conveyance or transfer established 
by the Act (including the completion 
of any necessary environmental 
remediation7 or restoration8) within 10 
years of enactment. 

The parcel is suitable for use for any 
of the purposes specified in the ~ c t . ~  

The Act sets forth the criteria, processes, 
and dates by which the tracts will be selected, 
titles to the tracts reviewed, environmental 
issues evaluated, and decisions made as to the 
allocation of the tracts between the two 
recipients. The DOE's responsibilities under 
the Act include identifying potentially 
suitable tracts of land according to criteria set 
forth in the law (Land Transfer Report 
[DOE 1998bl); conducting a title search on 
each tract of land (Title Report 
[DOE 1999aI); identifying any environmental 
restoration and remediation that would be 
needed for each tract Fnvironmental 
Restoration Report [DOE 1999bl); and 
conducting any NEPA review of the 
proposed conveyance or transfer of the 
land tracts (this CT EIS). The Act hrther 

' Environmental remediation, for the purposes of this 
CT EIS analysis, is defined as the process of remedying a site 
where a hazardous substance release has occurred. Remedial 
actions (most often concerned with contaminated soil and 
groundwater, and decontamination and decommissioning 
activities) are responsibilities of the LANL Environmental 
Restoration (ER) Project 

Environmental restoration, for the purposes of this CT EIS 
analysis, is defined as the assessment and cleanup of both 
contaminated (radioactive andlor hazardous substances) 
DOE-owned facilities in use and DOE sites that are no longer 
a part of active operations. 

These purposes are listed in Section 632 (h) of the Act. 
They are: historic, cultural, or environmental preservation; 
economic diversification; and community self-sufficiency. 

October 1999 1-9 Final CT EIS 
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states that the Secretary must, to the 
maximum extent practicable, conduct any 
needed environmental restoration or 
remediation activities within 10 years of 
enactment (by November 26,2007). Required 

1 actions are summarized in Table 1.1.3-1 and 
discussed in greater detail in Section 1.1.4. 

The upcoming conveyance and transfer 
( of land required by the Act is intertwined with 

both the issues of County self-sufficiency and 
the elimination of funding for assistance 
payments. Upon the completion of the 
conveyance or transfer of the qualifying 
parcels of land, the DOE shall make no 
hrther payments with respect to LANL under 
either Section 91 or Section 94 of the AECA, 

I as stated in Section 632 of the Act. 

1.1.4 Actions Associated with Public 
Law 105-1 19 

The following subsections briefly discuss 
I the various actions and reports required by 

PL 105- 1 19. Additional information about 
other environmental regulatory compliance 
actions is provided also. 

1.1.4.1 Land Transfer Report 

be required for fkture DOE mission use''. Ten 
land tracts" have been tentatively identified 
by the DOE in the Land Transfer Report 
(DOE 1998b), totaling about 4,800 acres 
(1,944 hectares). These tracts are shown in 
Figure 1-2 and in greater detail in figures 
presented in Chapters 5 through 14. These 10 
tracts of land are as follows: 

The Rendija Canyon Tract consists 
of about 910 acres (369 hectares).'* 
The canyon is undeveloped except for 
the shooting range (the Los Alamos 
Sportsman's Club) that serves the 
local community; portions of this tract 
are currently under lease from the 
DOE to the community. 

The DOE LAAO Tract consists of 
about 15 acres (6 hectares). It is also 
within the Los Alamos townsite and is 
readily usable. DOE employees 
occupy ofices at the site. 

The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract is a ' 

small, Los Alamos townsite parcel 
located on the edge of the mesa 
overlooking Los Alamos Canyon. It 
consists of less than 0.5 acre 
(0.2 hectare) of disturbed land that is 

As required by the Act, some tracts of 
land have-been recognized by the DOE and 
LANL as being now or likely to become 
nonessential within the next 10 years to 
meet LANL's current and foreseeable 
programmatic missions. By authority of this 
new law, these tracts of land may now be 
disposed of by a conveyance or transfer of 
government ownership, provided there is 
reason to believe that.the land is unlikely to 

October 1999 

'O The conditions under which a parcel or land area is 
"required to meet the national security mission of the DOE," 
for the purposes of this CT EIS, are defined as those sites and 
their activities that are necessary so that DOE mission 
operations and schedules will not be interrupted. Support of 
the national security mission at I,ANL-which includes 
assessment and certification of nuclear weapon safety and 
reliability, weapons-related research and development, some 
nonnuclear component production, pit fabrication, and 
surveillance of plutonium pits-is inclusive of all actions and 
activities taken directly and indirectly and includes all buffa 
zones necessary for health, safety, and security purposes. 

" Note: the congressional report grouped two small tracts 
together as "miscellaneous tracts" that are herein considered 
separately, hence the seeming discrepancy in the total number 
of tracts to be considered for conveyance and transfer. 

lZ All acreages given are approximate. Actual acreage would 
be determined with ground surveys if conveyed or 
transferred. Acreages provided by the Land Transfer Report 
(DOE 1998b) have been adjusted herein to include some 
rights-of-way that were inadvertently excluded from that 
report. 

1-10 Final CT EIS 
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$2' : 
g.: Table 1.1.3-1. PL 105-1 19 Conveyance and Transfer Process Steps 

puOCESS STEPS 
RESPONSIBI I DATE OUE I PARTY(S) - 

Noven . Congress 

I 
L1!minary identification of parcels February 24, 1998 DOE Yes 
iDort to Congress on land identified as 

able for conveyance or transfer by 

Noven DOE 
- 
nbt 5 review (report to Congress settinl 

5 the results of a title search on each 
d of land identified as suitable) (Title 1 I + Final - -- 0--- - - >  -- - - 

$ironmental restoration or remediation 
$tion, if any, that is required with respect 

parcel of land identified) 
3rivironmental Restoration Report) 

;view of environmental impacts of the August 26, 1999 
Inveyance or transfer of each parcel as 
;auired under the provisions of the NEPA 

Final 

'P9 
iport to Congress on results of August 26, 1999 i No 

Znvironmental Restoration Report review 
;d Final CT EIS (combined data re~ort  to I 
greernent on allocation of parcels November 24, 1999 Los Alamos No 
Stween Los Alamos County and San County and 
fiefonso Pueblo (Agreement submitted to San Ildefonso 
ie Secretary) Pueblo 

34 r 

iconveyance and Transfer Plan to February 22,2000 DOE No 

I 
ongress (plan for conveying or 
yferring land according to Agreement 
n allocation of parcels) (Conveyance and 
ransfer Plan) 

:bConveyance and transfer of land (action to November 25,2000 DOE No 
2% s 
,Convey or transfer tracts meeting 
!$itability cnteria must be undertaken bv 

- - - - - - - 

bnvironrnental restoration and remediation November 26,2007 
$mp]eted on lands to be conveyed or 
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undeveloped and currently is used as 
an unsanctioned vehicle parking area. 

The Miscellaneous Manhattan 
Monument Tract consists of less than 
0.5 acre (0.2 hectare). The Manhattan 
Monument is a small, rectangular site 
located within Los Alamos County 
land and adjacent to Ashley Pond, 
where most of the first Los Alamos 
laboratory work was conducted. A 
small log structure occupies the site. 

The DP Road Tract (North, South 
and West) consists of about 50 acres 
(20 hectares). It is generally 
undeveloped except for the West 
section where the LANL archives are 
currently located in one of two 
buildings. 

The TA 21 Tract consists of about 
260 acres (1 05 hectares) and is located 
east of the Los Alamos townsite. This 
occupied site is remote from the main 
LANL area; University of California 
workers occupy offices at the site, and 
LANL operations are conducted at 
facilities there. 

The Airport Tract consists of about 
205 acres (83 hectares). Located east 
of the Los Alamos townsite, it is close 
to the Small Business Center Annex 
(on East Gate Drive). The Los Alamos 
Airport is located on part of the tract, 
while other portions of the tract are 
undeveloped. 

The White Rock Y Tract consists of 
about 540 acres (219 hectares). It is 
undeveloped and is associated with the 
major transportation routes connecting 
Los Alamos with northern New 
Mexico. 

The TA 74 Tract consists of about 
2,715 acres (1,100 hectares). It is a 
large, remote site located east of the 
Los Alamos townsite and is largely 
undeveloped. This parcel was restored 
to the public domain by Presidential 

Proclamation 3539 on May 27, 1963; 
PL 105-1 19 provides the necessary 
legislation required for the tract to be 
disposed of by the DOE at this time. 

The White Rock Tract consists of 
about 100 acres (40 hectares). It is 
undeveloped except for utility lines, a 
water pump station, and a small 
building in use by the County. 

These 10 tracts were identified as 
potentially suitable for conveyance or transfer 
through a process that had its start well before 
the passage of the Act. Informal dialog 
between the County and the DOE on the issue 
of a major conveyance of property started in 
the late 1980s. The County identified more 
than 20 parcels of land that they considered as 
having high potential development value to 
the County. These parcels along with several 
others were then evaluated by the DOE with 
assistance from LANL management to 
determine whether these parcels were 
required for current and future national 
security mission support purposes, including 
their use as health and safety buffer zones 
between LANL operations and members of 
the public living in the vicinity of LANL. By 
mid 1995, discussions regarding these parcels 
included San Ildefonso Pueblo government 
leaders and staff of other area Federal 
agencies. In 1996, a review of the tracts was 
engaged in that divided the parcels into three 
groups: (1) recommended for transfer, 
(2) tracts having unresolved issues, and 
(3) tracts not recommended for transfer. 
These recommendations were based on 
operational impacts, utility easement 
requirements, and known major 
environmental concerns. This list then was 
fbrther reviewed with regard to the criteria 
established by the Act, and the 10 subject 
tracts were identified as a cumulative result of 
these efforts in early 1998. 
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1.1.4.2 Title Report
As required by the Act, the DOE has

conducted a review of its ownership for each
of the 10 tracts of land identified as being
potentially suitable for conveyance and
transfer. The results of this search (in the form
of formal Title Reports) for any claims, liens,
or similar instruments affecting the DOE’s
title to its interests in the real property of each
of the 10 subject tracts were submitted to
Congress (DOE 1999a). No “clouds on the
titles” were discovered during the search.

1.1.4.3 Environmental Restoration Report
The Environmental Restoration Report

required by Section 632(d)(1) of the Act is
intended to inform Congress of any necessary
environmental restoration and remediation
activities that are needed for each of the
subject tracts. It is being produced separately,
but in parallel with, the CT EIS. For each of
the subject tracts, the Environmental
Restoration Report13 (DOE 1999b) describes
known or suspected tract contaminants; the
regulatory status of site contamination; the
number of buildings and other manmade
structures onsite that may require
decommissioning, decontamination, or
demolition; the estimated or known extent of
site contamination; other site concerns; the
range of proposed site remedies by type;
estimated waste generation associated with
remediation and restoration activities; and the
estimated costs and durations for cleanup. The
report also identifies areas where no site data
are yet available. Estimates presented in the
Environmental Restoration Report are based
on existing information; no effort has been
                                               

 13  A separate, detailed Environmental Restoration Project
Plan has been prepared for the TA 21 Tract, in addition to the
report required by PL 105-119. Congress requested this plan
in the conference reports of the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations that accompanied the Energy
and Water Development Appropriation Act for Fiscal Year
1999 (PL 105-245). This plan describes environmental
restoration activities and costs for approximately the next
8 years.

made to generate new data on the subject
tracts. The Environmental Restoration Report
is further intended to give decisionmakers and
the public information about the different
levels of cleanup that could be accomplished
at both ends of the range of site occupancy by
members of the public. In this respect, as in
others, the Environmental Restoration Report
differs from the CT EIS in the range of
information intended to be communicated; in
some respects the assumptions made are more
conservative in nature than those assumptions
made for the CT EIS analysis. Additional
information about the assumptions,
limitations, and a summary of the data
included in the Environmental Restoration
Report is presented in Appendix B of the
CT EIS.

The LANL ER Project has its own process
of site investigation, data analysis, public and
stakeholder involvement, and remediation
that occurs under the auspices of an
administrative authority (either the New
Mexico Environment Department or the
DOE). LANL is regulated under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). The
activities performed by the LANL ER Project
are subject to DOE review for compliance
with the NEPA at the time that proposals for
actions become ripe for decision, which is
typically after public input and Administrative
Authority agreement to pursual of specific
types of cleanup activities has occurred. To
the extent that this information is known or
reasonably bounding14 data have been
developed, that information is presented and
used in the CT EIS analysis. Additional
NEPA review will be necessary for the
majority of the activities yet to be undertaken
for most of the subject tracts.

                                               

 14  To “bound the impacts” is to use assumptions and
analytical methods in an analysis of impacts or risks such that
the result overestimates or describes an upper limit on
(“bounds”) potential impacts or risks. A “bounding analysis”
in a NEPA document is an analysis designed to overestimate
or determine an upper limit to potential impacts or risks.
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The need to complete the process for
proposing remedies and receiving approval
for these by the appropriate administrative
authorities represents one of the multiple
layers of uncertainties regarding the
Environmental Restoration Report’s
information. The difficulties in projecting
costs into the future and the difficulties in
projecting time durations required for cleanup
actions without certain knowledge of
available funding to undertake the activities,
especially on a year-to-year government
funding cycle, both add to the limitations of
the information presented in that report.

1.1.4.4 CT EIS
The review of environmental impacts of

the conveyance or transfer of each parcel, as
required by the Act, is the subject of this
CT EIS. The NEPA compliance process, the
general document scope, the purpose and
need for DOE action, the decisions to be
supported by the impact analysis, a
description of the alternatives analyzed, and a
brief discussion and comparison of the
impacts likely to occur if either alternative
were implemented are discussed later in this
document.

1.1.4.5 Combined Data Report
As required by the Act, a report

presenting information regarding the
environmental restoration or remediation
required for the subject tracts (including
estimated costs and cleanup durations), and
the potential environmental impacts
associated directly, indirectly, and
cumulatively with conveyance and transfer of
the subject tracts will be submitted to
Congress. This report may make
recommendations for the conveyance or
transfer of each of the subject tracts, either in
whole or in part, with regard to the likelihood
of the DOE being able to meet the suitability
criteria established in the Act.

1.1.4.6 Agreement on Allocation of
Parcels

As required by the Act, the Incorporated
County of Los Alamos and San Ildefonso
Pueblo must reach an agreement on the
allocation of parcels between them and
submit documentation of this agreement to
Congress. This is an action to be undertaken
by the County and San Ildefonso Pueblo.

1.1.4.7 Conveyance and Transfer Plan
As required by the Act, the DOE must

submit a plan outlining how it will proceed
with conducting the actual conveyance or
transfer of each of the subject tracts, in whole
or in part, to the two recipients per their
agreement on allocation. This plan will likely
be associated with a Record of Decision
(ROD) for the CT EIS (or may be contained
within the ROD). Additional RODs may be
issued later within the 10-year timeframe
specified under the Act. The Conveyance and
Transfer Plan will implement decisions made
in the ROD(s), which will take into
consideration the estimated costs and cleanup
durations and the technical feasibility of
achieving restoration and remediation to the
maximum extent practical, as required under
the Act, for one of the three uses established
by PL 105-119; it also will consider the
reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts
potentially associated with the subject tracts
as a result of conveyance and transfer.

1.1.4.8 Conveyance or Transfer of Land
The DOE shall convey or transfer parcels

in accordance with the allocation agreement
between the two recipients, subject to the
requirements of the Act for retention of lands
needed for the DOE to meet its national
security mission and/or the requirements for
environmental restoration or remediation
(providing this requirement is meet within the
10-year period beginning on the date of
enactment of the Act).
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1.1.4.9 Environmental Compliance
Actions Required Prior to
Conveyance or Transfer

Discussion of the environmental
compliance actions required for the DOE to
convey or transfer real property is provided in
the October 1997 publication Crosscut
Guidance on Environmental Requirements for
DOE Real Property Transfers (DOE 1997c).
Several of these compliance actions are in
addition to those required by either the Act or
the NEPA. These additional requirements
include the need for:

• Completion of an Environmental
Baseline Survey Report to meet the
requirements of the 1992 Community
Environmental Response Facilitation
Act (CERFA) amendments to the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA)

• Completion of consultation
requirements under Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act and
Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act

• Completion of consultation regarding
traditional cultural properties (TCPs)

• Completion of compliance actions for
10 CFR 1022, DOE Compliance with
Floodplains/Wetlands Environmental
Review Requirements

A brief discussion of pertinent laws,
regulations, permits, and DOE orders is
included in Chapter 17 of this CT EIS.
Actions to meet the procedural requirements
of DOE (General Provisions) 10 CFR 1022
have been undertaken by the DOE both
concurrently with and as a part of the CT EIS
process. Specifically, as provided for by
10 CFR 1022, a Floodplain and Wetland
Assessment was prepared and incorporated
into the Draft CT EIS (see Appendix D); a
separate Notice of Floodplains and Wetlands
Involvement was published in the Federal

Register (FR) (see copy of this notice in
Appendix C), and a Statement of Findings is
included in the Final CT EIS (see
Appendix D). No comments were received
from members of the public regarding the
Notice of Floodplains and Wetlands
Involvement.

Typically, administrative control of land
that is not required by a government agency
likely would be relinquished to the General
Services Administration (GSA) for disposal.
The GSA is the Federal agency responsible
for the conveyance of excess and surplus
Federal real estate, as stated in Section 203 of
the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act of 1949, as amended (40 U.S.C.
484). The GSA is invested with the statutory
means whereby Federal real property holdings
no longer required by Federal agencies for
their needs are disposed of as surplus property
for non-Federal public or private use. Other
Federal agencies are first notified of the
availability of the land, and if another Federal
use need is identified, the GSA then would
arrange for the administrative control of the
land to be turned over to that Federal agency
for their use. Next in line for disposal of real
estate would be State and local public
agencies and eligible nonprofit organizations
for specified public uses. Purchase of the
property at fair market value under
competitive sale for unrestricted use is the last
resort of the GSA for disposal of surplus land.
However, in this case, the disposal of the
property identified at this time by the DOE as
not being required for future mission use is
regulated under the specific provisions of
Section 632 of the Act.

1.2 Purpose and Need for
Agency Action

The DOE needs to act in order to meet the
requirements of Section 632; that is, to
convey and transfer certain parcels of land
identified by the DOE as being suitable for
conveyance or transfer, as defined by the Act.
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To be conveyed or transferred (1) the parcels
of land must have been determined to be
unnecessary for support of the DOE’s mission
requirements before November 26, 200715;
(2) the DOE also must have accomplished any
necessary environmental remediation or
restoration by that time, to the maximum
extent practicable; and (3) the parcels must be
suitable for use by the receiving parties for
historic, cultural, or environmental
preservation purposes, economic
diversification purposes, or community
self-sufficiency purposes. The parcels that
have been preliminarily identified as suitable
for conveyance or transfer by the DOE are
located at LANL within both Los Alamos and
Santa Fe Counties. The recipients of the land
tracts will be the Incorporated County of Los
Alamos or its designee and the Secretary of
the Interior, in trust for the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso.

1.3 DOE Decisions to be
Supported by the CT EIS

Under the provisions of Section 632 of the
Act, the DOE must decide on its action
regarding disposition by conveyance or
transfer of each of the 10 parcels of land
under the DOE’s administrative control that
have been preliminarily identified as
potentially being suitable for that action.
Section 632 provides a narrow basis for
decisions to be made by the Secretary. The
criteria for determining the suitability for
conveyance and transfer are described in
Section 1.2, above. These three criteria will
guide the DOE’s decision to convey or
transfer each of the subject parcels.

In accordance with the provisions of
Section 632, if the DOE decides to dispose of
a particular tract of land, in whole or in part,
and the parcel currently meets the three

                                               
15  November 26, 2007, marks the end of the 10-year action
period specified in Section 632 of the Act.

criteria for suitability, it may be conveyed or
transferred as soon as March 2000. Under the
provisions of the Act, the DOE may defer an
action decision on those tracts that currently
are needed for national security mission
support purposes until the tracts are no longer
required by the DOE for such use, provided
that change in requirements occurs by the
close of the specified 10-year period.
Similarly, the DOE may defer an action
decision on those tracts requiring
environmental restoration or remediation until
those requirements have been met, to the
maximum extent practicable, provided that it
is within the specified 10-year period. The
DOE has the discretion to redefine the spacial
dimensions of a tract from the way it was
previously defined (in the Land Transfer
Report [DOE 1998b]) in order to facilitate an
early disposition decision on those lands that
do not require environmental remediation or
restoration that could be disposed of in 2000.
In that case, the DOE may then defer a
disposition decision on the remaining,
contaminated portions of the tract that would
continue under the DOE’s administrative
control until such time as it may be
environmentally remediated or restored,
provided that occurs within the
10-year period time limitation imposed by the
Act. Similarly, the DOE could redefine
parcels and delay an action decision for those
tracts that are currently being used by the
DOE to support a national security mission-
related action, while making an disposition
decision in the short term on those portions of
tracts that are not so currently required.

As part of the DOE’s screening process
for proposing tracts for potential conveyance
or transfer, the need of a parcel to support the
DOE’s mission over the next 10 years was
considered. One of the tracts proposed for
disposal, the TA 21 Tract, is currently used to
support mission-related operations involving
radioactive material and fusion energy
research. The DOE LAAO Tract is currently
occupied by nearly 100 DOE employees
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responsible for oversight of LANL. The DP
Road Tract includes two buildings; one of
these currently houses the LANL archives.
All three of these tracts were considered to be
likely to become unnecessary for mission
support use by the DOE for various reasons
within the defined 10-year timeframe. Since
the Land Transfer Report was furnished to
Congress in early 1998, a portion of the
TA 21 Tract, namely the Tritium Systems
Test Assembly (TSTA) facility, has been
identified recently by the Director of the
Office of Science as being required beyond
the 10-year timeframe established by the Act
for mission support purposes (Krebs 1998).
Similarly, Defense Programs has identified
the collocated Tritium Science and
Fabrication Facility (TSFF) as also being
required beyond the 10-year timeframe
(Agrawal 1999).

Almost all of the tracts (9 out of 10 tracts)
contain potential or known contaminated sites
or areas that may require some degree of
environmental remediation or restoration in
order to be suitable for the uses approved by
the Act. Only the Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument Tract is known to have no
contamination issues. Environmental
remediation or restoration activities for some
of these contaminated areas may be
achievable by the DOE before the end of the
10-year period in a technically and fiscally
responsible manner. However, some of the
sites may be extremely difficult and
expensive to remediate or restore, and the
DOE ultimately may not pursue such action,
thereby making a no action decision on these
sites. It is expected that the DOE will issue
one or more RODs supported by the Final
CT EIS analysis over the 10-year period
(ending November 26, 2007), in accordance
with the Secretary’s plan for conveyance and
transfer of the parcels.

There are decisions related to these
parcels that the DOE will not make based
upon the Final CT EIS analysis. The potential
beneficial and adverse impacts from future

contemplated development of the land tracts
and those that could result from changes in
the land use must be understood by the DOE
in reaching its decision(s) regarding the
disposal of each of the parcels away from
DOE administrative control although the
DOE will not decide upon future land uses for
the 10 tracts. The discussion of information
regarding the potential impacts that might
result from future development and use of the
tracts is of special value to the potential
receiving parties and to those living in the Los
Alamos County area. The DOE will not
decide on which parcel is received by which
of the named recipients. Section 632 of the
Act specifically states that this decision is to
be made exclusively by the County and San
Ildefonso Pueblo. The information developed
in the course of this CT EIS and the parallel
Environmental Restoration Report
(DOE 1999b) required by the Act may factor
into this decision only to the extent that the
two parties chose to make use of it. Should
the two parties fail to reach an agreement
regarding the disposition of a tract, the land
will not be conveyed or transferred.

The DOE’s decision to transfer and
convey or not to transfer or convey a
particular tract of land will be based, as
appropriate, on the ability of the DOE to
ultimately effect a timely and fiscally
responsible restoration or remediation of any
site contamination to within levels of residual
contamination acceptable for future use by
members of the public, the designated
recipients, and the State and Federal
regulatory agencies. However, the DOE will
not decide upon methods or timing of
restoration or remediation based upon this
CT EIS analysis. To the extent that the
environmental restoration and remediation
information contained in this CT EIS will aid
in better forming conveyance and transfer
decisions, the DOE will consider that
information.

A separate process engaged in by the
DOE through the LANL ER Project that
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involves the public and State and Federal
regulatory agencies will be used to determine
the appropriate level of cleanup to be
undertaken, the technical manner in which it
will be achieved, and the priority of actions
for the subject tracts. This separate process
includes the DOE’s NEPA review that is
performed when the cleanup action(s)
becomes ripe for decision. The DOE is
directed by the language of the Act to
remediate or restore the environment, to the
maximum extent practicable, to a level of
residual contamination compatible with one
of the three uses identified in the Act. It may
not be possible within the time allotted by the
Act for the DOE to reasonably achieve a level
of cleanup consistent with the actual
recipient’s specific intended use for an
individual tract in a fiscally prudent manner.
The use of the language “to the maximum
extent practicable” in the Act indicates that
lawmakers were cognizant of the need for this
effort to be conducted in a reasonable fashion
within the financial bounds imposed by
congressional funding and other available
resources given the status of the individual
sites requiring remediation or restoration. It
may only be possible that the DOE will be
able to meet a minimal level of cleanup
compatible with one of the uses named in the
Act within the time allotted by the Act. This
could result in a greater level of residual
contamination. ER Project activities to date
range across the subject tracts and include
areas where the contamination has been well
characterized and where removal activities
have already been conducted in whole or in
part. Other areas may have had little or no site
characterization work performed yet, such as
areas within floodplains that may have
received contamination washed downstream
from other contaminated areas in the past, and
much work remains to be done within the
tract before remediation decisions can be
reasonably made. Some of the sites are
sufficiently contaminated such that cleanup
activities are likely to be very complex and
will be time and labor intensive; other tracts

may only be slightly contaminated and the
cleanup activities involved are likely to be
straightforward and may be accomplished in a
short period of time with minimal effort. Not
all of the work that may be required to
remediate or restore the subject tracts is
currently included in the DOE plan
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c); this plan is dynamic and
subject to revision and change every year. For
example, the current plan does not include the
floodplain areas where in the past upstream
wastes may have washed downstream onto
some of the tracts and buildings currently in
service that contain asbestos or other
hazardous materials requiring
decontamination before demolition may be
undertaken. Similar plans will be developed
to address the cleanup of these buildings and
floodplain areas. To the extent known or
anticipated, environmental restoration and
remediation impacts information is included
in this CT EIS. However, NEPA compliance
for potential impacts is expected to be
completed; the decisions related to those
activities are expected to be made; and the
actions are expected to be performed before
the DOE makes any subsequent decision(s)
regarding the disposal of the subject tracts as
stipulated by the Act.

1.4 Overview of the Alternatives
Considered

Two alternatives are analyzed in this
CT EIS: (1) the No Action Alternative and
(2) the Conveyance and Transfer of Each
Tract Alternative or the “Proposed Action
Alternative.” The No Action Alternative,
while analyzed in full for the purpose of
providing a baseline for comparison of
impacts, would not meet the need for agency
action. The Conveyance and Transfer of Each
Tract Alternative has been identified as
meeting the DOE’s purpose and need for
action. A Preferred Alternative has been
identified by the DOE, which is a subset of
the Proposed Action Alternative.
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1.4.1 No Action Alternative
Under this alternative, the DOE would

continue its administrative control of each or
all of the individual tracts tentatively
identified as candidates for conveyance and
transfer, and conveyance or transfer actions
for each or all of the tracts would not occur.
Subject lands would continue to be used as
they are currently being utilized. Under this
alternative, land might not be restored or
remediated in a manner or in a timeframe
consistent with that imposed by the Act.
Neither the County nor San Ildefonso Pueblo
would gain additional land for their use as a
means to promote self-sufficiency or
diversification of their income basis.

1.4.2 Convey and Transfer of Each
Tract Alternative

Under this alternative, each of the 10
tracts of land, identified by the DOE’s Land
Transfer Report (DOE 1998b), would
individually be either conveyed or transferred
to either the County or the Secretary of the
Interior, in trust for San Ildefonso Pueblo, in
whole or in part. For those tracts with a
current mission-support use or with
environmental restoration or remediation
requirements, the DOE may delay their
disposition decision for up to 10 years on the
whole tract, or the DOE could make a
disposition decision in the short term to
convey or transfer portions of certain tracts
immediately not currently required for the
DOE mission-support uses or where
environmental restoration or remediation is
not required. The DOE would then retain
control of the remaining, contaminated
portion(s) of the individual tracts or the
portion(s) yet required to support a mission-
related need and delay its disposition decision
on those portions of the tracts for some future
time up until the end of the 10-year period
allowed for by the Act, which would be near
the end of the year 2007. The DOE would
delay the conveyance or transfer until these
tracts meet the conveyance and transfer

criteria—that is, until adequate environmental
restoration or remediation could be
accomplished and until the tract portion is no
longer needed for mission support purposes.
At the end of the 10-year period designated in
the Act, barring any new legislative action to
the contrary, land parcels or portions of
parcels that have not already been conveyed
or transferred would remain under the
administrative control of the DOE, and the
DOE would make a de facto decision in favor
of the No Action Alternative regarding that
land.

The relocation of site tenants to other, as
yet unidentified, generic locations is included
in the analysis of this alternative. Additional
NEPA review will be required for those future
actions when the proposals on specific action
alternatives actually become ripe for
decision(s). Additionally, indirect impacts
that could result from the use of the subject
tracts by the two recipient parties are analyzed
in this CT EIS, together with potential
cumulative impacts from interjecting the
direct and indirect actions into the context of
other local and regional past, present, and
future reasonably anticipated actions.

1.4.3 Preferred Alternative
The DOE has identified the following

subset of the Proposed Action Alternative, by
tract, as its Preferred Alternative. Tracts are
listed below in an approximate order of
potential timing of disposition; the actual
order of tract disposition may be slightly
different. Consistent with PL 105-119, the
actual disposition of each tract, or portion of a
tract, would be subject to the DOE’s
continuing or future need for an individual
tract, or a portion of the tract, to meet a
national security mission support function.
This need could result from either direct or
indirect activity involvement. Additionally,
the disposition of each tract, or portion of a
tract, would be subject to the ability of the
DOE to complete any necessary
environmental restoration or remediation.
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The DOE has concluded that significant
portions of two tracts (the TA 21 Tract and
the Airport Tract) will not be available for
conveyance or transfer within the 10-year
period specified by PL 105-119. This is due to
identified national security operational needs
of two facilities within TA 21 and the need
for surrounding areas to be retained as
security, health, and safety buffer areas. The
area of buffer retention is roughly equivalent
to about a one-half mile radius from the
facility sites and includes portions of the
TA 21 Tract and the Airport Tract.

The DOE also recognizes with regard to
six of the remaining tracts that meeting the
conveyance and transfer criteria within the
mandated 10-year timeframe may not be
possible for all portions of these tracts. For
example, the current national security mission
support functions that are conducted on the
DOE LAAO Tract and the DP Road Tract
could possibly require portions of the tracts to
be retained for use beyond the 10-year
timeframe established by the Act, although
this is considered to be unlikely. Similarly,
there may be newly proposed activities at
LANL facilities that could require the
retention of portions of tracts for national
security mission support reasons. In this case,
only essential areas would be retained, and
the remainder of the tract would likely be
conveyed or transferred.

Further uncertainty regarding the DOE’s
ability to convey or transfer all of the tracts
results because some portions of the six tracts
have associated contamination issues. Those
portions of the tracts may potentially require
environmental restoration or remediation that
could be technically difficult to achieve or
that could require more than the 10-year
period established under the Act for
completion of these actions. The LANL ER
Project process, which includes input from
stakeholders and approval by the
Administrative Authority(s), will proceed
with the anticipation of completing the
necessary environmental restoration and

remediation actions by the end of the year
2007. However, the DOE recognizes that
some tracts that have contamination issues are
going to consume more time and resources
and be more expensive to clean up because
the cleanup technical strategy could change
from those currently planned by the ER
Project.

Reaching agreement on the cleanup
approach and conducting the necessary testing
and remedial action could be a lengthy
process. The extra funding required for such a
change in the planned cleanup also may
require the appropriation of additional
funding from Congress. Given such
considerations, it may not be possible to
complete all of the necessary environmental
remediation or restoration actions necessary
to release all portions of the subject tracts
within the allotted timeframe.  

The DOE is confident that it can convey
or transfer in whole two tracts in the near
term; these two tracts are not currently used
nor are they anticipated to be needed in the
future for national security mission support
needs. Although one of the tracts has a minor
surface disposal site, it can easily be
remediated within a short period of time.
These two tracts are the Miscellaneous
Manhattan Monument Tract and the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract.

The Preferred Alternative for conveyance
and transfer of the 10 land tracts identified as
potentially suitable, per the criteria
established in Public Law 105-119, is as
follows (within each grouping no order of
conveyance and transfer is intended):

Convey or Transfer Entire Tract in the
Year 2000, or Soon Thereafter:

• Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument
Tract

• Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract
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Convey or Transfer Entire Tract or Partial
Tract (Portions of Tract Without Potential
Contamination Issues or Mission Support
Concerns) in the Year 2000, or Soon
Thereafter, But Before the End of the Year
2007:

• DOE LAAO Tract

• White Rock Tract

• Rendija Canyon Tract

• TA 74 Tract

• DP Road Tract

• White Rock Y Tract

Convey or Transfer Partial Tract (Portions
of Tract Without Potential Contamination
Issues or Mission Support Concerns) at a
Later Time, But Before the End of the
Year 2007:

• TA 21 Tract

• Airport Tract

For the tracts that are conveyed in part,
the DOE would continue to resolve
outstanding national security mission support
issues and any contamination cleanup
required on the remaining portions of the
tracts so that conveyance or transfer of those
portions could occur before the end of the
2007 deadline stated in the Act.

The environmental impacts of the
Preferred Alternative, based on current
information, would be expected to be between
those presented for implementation of the
Proposed Action and the No Action
Alternatives for each tract.

1.5 Relationship to Other DOE
NEPA Documents and
Proposed Actions

In this CT EIS, the DOE examines the
environmental consequences that could be
expected if each of the 10 identified land
tracts, in whole or in part, were conveyed or

transferred with subsequent development and
use of the tracts for the purposes identified by
the Act and as further contemplated by the
recipients. However, other DOE NEPA
reviews recently completed or currently being
conducted could affect the analysis of the
long-term result of the conveyance and
transfer actions either indirectly or
cumulatively. These DOE NEPA documents
are summarized here and their relationships to
the CT EIS alternatives are noted.

1.5.1 1999 LANL Site-Wide
Environmental Impact Statement

1.5.1.1 NEPA Analysis
The DOE proposes to continue operating

LANL and has identified four action
alternatives for the continued operation of the
facility: (1) the Expanded Operations
Alternative, (2) the Reduced Operations
Alternative, (3) the Greener Alternative, and
(4) the No Action Alternative. The affected
environment for most resources and impacted
areas is within 50 miles (80 kilometers) of
LANL. Analysis indicates little difference in
the environmental impacts among the
alternatives analyzed. The primary
discriminators are collective worker risk due
to radiation exposure, socioeconomic effects
due to LANL employment changes, and
electrical power demand.

1.5.1.2 Relationship to Conveyance and
Transfer Action

The LANL SWEIS was issued in early
May, 1998 (DOE 1998a). The Final SWEIS
was issued in early 1999 (DOE 1999c); a
ROD was issued on September 13, 1999.
Information contained in the SWEIS
regarding environmental resources or existing
conditions is used extensively in the CT EIS.
Implementing the SWEIS Preferred
Alternative would result in greater use of
electric power due to expanded LANL
operations. This alternative would result in
more people being hired, mostly for long-term
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employment. It also would result in more of
the LANL workers being exposed to
radioactive materials and processes. Use of
the Preferred Alternative as the basis for the
No Action Alternative in the CT EIS provides
a reasonable upper limit of impacts regarding
those resources of concern to the Proposed
Action Alternative analysis. This approach
assures that the CT EIS has not
underestimated the potential impacts that may
result from the conveyance and transfer of the
subject tracts. In particular, the level of use of
utilities (such as electricity and natural gas),
waste management and disposal facilities, and
groundwater resources are maximized in the
Preferred Alternative. As the four alternatives
analyzed in the SWEIS relate to varying
levels of operations at LANL’s key facilities,
the 10 subject tracts for the CT EIS are either
excluded from the analysis (as they do not
form a part of the LANL site) or they remain
unchanged in land use across the alternatives.
The cumulative effects that could result from
implementing the Preferred Alternative and
the subsequent development and growth that
could result from the conveyance and transfer
of land to the County and San Ildefonso
Pueblo are analyzed in Chapter 15 of this
CT EIS. Information contained within the
analysis of human health risk from operating
LANL at its current level and at an expanded
level of operation is included in this
document, especially in the analysis of
relocating public dose receptors relative to the
subject tracts.

1.5.2 DP Road Tract Environmental
Assessment Analysis

In early 1997, the DOE completed an
analysis of the conveyance and development
of 28 acres (11 hectares) on the so-called
“DP Road Tract” in the DP Road Tract
Environmental Assessment (EA)
(DOE 1997a). This tract is a portion of the
tract referred to herein as the “DP Road Tract
(North, West, and South),” being that portion
referred to as the “South” part. The County

was named in the EA as the recipient of this
conveyance action, and their plans to develop
the site included the construction of new
parking lots, storage buildings, office
buildings, and various equipment
maintenance areas for the County’s use. A
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)
and the EA were issued together on
January 23, 1997. No conveyance of this tract
has occurred. Decisions relevant to this tract
will be made based upon the analysis
contained in the CT EIS.

1.5.2.1 Relationship to Conveyance and
Transfer Action

The land conveyance action that was the
subject of the DP Road Tract EA has been
included in the current Proposed Action
Alternative analysis being covered by the
CT EIS. The information provided by the DP
Road Tract EA has been incorporated in this
document by reference. Because it is part of
the Proposed Action Alternative, it is
excluded from the No Action Alternative
analysis.

1.5.3 Research Park Environmental
Assessment

The Research Park EA (DOE 1997b)
analyzed the lease of about 60 acres
(24 hectares) within LANL’s TA 3 and TA 62
to the County’s designee for the construction,
occupation, and use as a research park. About
10 multistoried buildings and their associated
parking lots and roadways will be
constructed, mostly in areas of disturbed land
that have not been developed. The Research
Park will be subleased to organizations,
companies, and groups for the purposes of
operating light laboratories and offices. The
Research Park EA analysis supported the
issuance of a FONSI in October 1997.
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1.5.3.1 Relationship to Conveyance and
Transfer Action

A lease between the Los Alamos
Economic Development Corporation (the
party designated by the County of Los
Alamos to pursue this action) and the DOE
has been negotiated and was executed in
February 1999. The Research Park will
provide space for about 1,500 workers and
will likely have a positive, though minor,
impact on the local economy and
infrastructure. Most of the employees will be
expected to come from other locations within
the State or regional area. Mitigation
measures to protect sensitive area resources
have been taken by the DOE. The
development and operation of the Research
Park are part of the No Action Alternative for
this CT EIS. Chapter 15 of this document
analyzes the cumulative impacts for the
conveyance and transfer action.

1.5.4 Electric Power Systems
Upgrade Project Environmental
Assessment

The DOE is considering the installation of
a third, 18-mile (29-kilometer) electric line
into LANL for the purpose of enhancing the
reliability of electricity service delivery into
the LANL and Los Alamos County area. An
EA is being drafted to analyze the potential
affects of installing and maintaining a
345-kilovolt line from the Norton Substation
across the Rio Grande that would then drop
down to a 115-kilovolt carrying capacity into
the west side of LANL. The proposed action
calls for the installation of oversized
transmission poles and lines that are
commonly used for larger, 345-kilovolt
transmission lines for the segment of the line
that would cross the river area. Installation of
this line would not, in and of itself, provide
additional electricity service into LANL and
Los Alamos County. Instead of splitting the
existing power load between the existing two
supply lines, it would be split between three
lines with the installation of this new line.

When a new power delivery source is brought
into the northern New Mexico area, however,
this line could be altered to deliver its
maximum capacity of 345 kilovolts with
minimal additional effort. The proposed route
for the transmission line crosses BLM- and
USFS-administered land on the eastern side
of the Rio Grande, crosses the river, and
continues across LANL to the northwest
where it would terminate at a new substation
in LANL’s TA 8. From that termination point,
115-kilovolt connections would be made to
the existing substations at TA 3. The
Predecisional Draft EA (DOE/EA 1247) is
scheduled to be released to the stakeholders
and will likely be made available to the public
during 1999.

1.5.4.1 Relationship to Conveyance and
Transfer Action

Electricity demand within the Los Alamos
County area due to increases in population,
commercial, and industrial activities as a
result of the conveyance and transfer of the
subject tracts is analyzed in Chapters 5
through 14 of this CT EIS. Chapter 15 of this
document analyzes the cumulative impacts of
the conveyance and transfer action, along
with other known future electric power
demands. The Electric Power Systems
Upgrade Project EA is proceeding
independently of this CT EIS because the
action is independently justified, does not
prejudice the decision(s), and the action being
analyzed would not affect the total amount
electric power being brought into the area
power pool at this time. The issue of
increased electric power supply is a regional
concern in northern New Mexico, and it
would be expected to have its own NEPA
analysis when it becomes ripe for action
analysis. The installation of a third line into
the LANL and Los Alamos County area (as is
discussed in the Electric Power Systems
Upgrade Project EA) is part of the No Action
Alternative for the CT EIS.
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1.5.5 Strategic Computing Complex
Environmental Assessment

The DOE is considering the construction
and operation of a new computing facility (the
Strategic Computing Complex [SCC]) at
LANL’s TA 3. Equipment at this facility
would be capable of operating at a 50 trillion
floating point operations per second
(TeraOps) computing power level. An EA
was prepared that considered construction,
occupancy, and operation of the two-story,
267,000-square-foot (24,800-square-meter)
building. The building structure includes
office areas and a large, 43,500-square-foot
(4,040-square-meter) computing area filled
with state-of-the-art computer equipment.
Several new parking lots would be
constructed around the TA 3 area to off-set
the parking spaces lost due to the siting of the
building. The reuse of large volumes of water
for cooling and its subsequent evaporation
were the main environmental concerns
analyzed, together with the electric power
demand that such a facility would place on
the existing LANL and Los Alamos County
resources. The impacts of the construction
and operation of the SCC were included in the
levels of operation for all SWEIS alternatives.
The EA and FONSI were issued on
December 21, 1998.

1.5.5.1 Relationship to Conveyance and
Transfer Action

The construction and operation of such a
computing facility at LANL would require
potential companion actions, such as reuse of
discharge water within the cooling systems at
TA 3 and treatment of waters for that purpose
with the potential for zero or at least minor
discharge back to the environment to keep the
potential for adverse impacts insignificant.
The cumulative effects of energy and water
use within the County supply systems are
analyzed in Chapter 15 of this CT EIS. The
SCC construction and operations analysis
proceeded independently of this CT EIS due
to its independent utility and its lack of

prejudicial influence to the decision(s)
supported by this analysis. The proposed
facility is part of the No Action Alternative
for the CT EIS.

1.5.6 Nonproliferation International
Security Center Environmental
Assessment

The DOE is considering the construction
and operation of a new centralized facility for
LANL nonproliferation and security activities
within the TA 3 portion of LANL. An EA
was prepared that considered the construction,
occupancy, and operation of the
Nonproliferation International Security Center
(NISC). The NISC would consist of a single,
four-story building that would house offices
and light laboratory operations over about
163,000 square feet (15,143 square meters) of
floor space. The new building would replace
multiple small offices and laboratory
operations that are currently scattered over
LANL and consolidate their functions,
together with nearly 500 existing LANL
employees. A small shop and high-bay area
would be constructed next to the main
building. The traffic and parking conditions
were the main environmental concerns
analyzed, together with waste generation from
construction activities. The NISC EA
(DOE/EA 1247) was issued on July 22, 1999.

1.5.6.1 Relationship to Conveyance and
Transfer Action

The NISC is part of the No Action
Alternative for the CT EIS. The potential for
economic effect is minor and positive; it is
included in the cumulative analysis provided
in Chapter 15 of the various incidental area
activities anticipated within Los Alamos
County in the near term.
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1.6 Overview of the Conveyance
and Transfer Environmental
Impact Statement

General information regarding the NEPA
process and the process the DOE used in
preparation of this CT EIS is included on the
inside cover of this CT EIS. Additional
information specific to the CT EIS is
described in this section, including the role of
Cooperating Agencies16 and a summary of the
scoping process and comments received,
followed by a summary of the Draft CT EIS
review process and comments received on the
draft document.

1.6.1 Environmental Impact Statement
Approaches

In this CT EIS, each tract is considered
separately, with discussion of the
contemplated land uses, the existing
environment of each tract, and the potential
environmental effects estimated to result from
the development and use of the tract being
included within a single chapter. It should be
noted that, as already stated, the Act provides
no basis for the DOE to direct the future use
of the property to be disposed. As a result, the
uncertainty over the ultimate use of the 10
tracts dictates a generic regional approach in
the CT EIS when considering the future
development and use of each tract.
Information pertaining to land use related
impacts is provided with an emphasis on
significant cumulative and regional effects. It
is not the intent of this CT EIS to satisfy the
various Federal, State, and local
                                               
16  “Cooperating Agency” means any Federal agency other
than a lead agency that has jurisdiction by law or special
expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved
in a proposal (or a reasonable alternative) for legislation or
other major Federal action significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment. The selection and responsibilities
of a Cooperating Agency are described in 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) §1501.6. A State or local agency of
similar qualifications or, when the effects are on a
reservation, an Indian Tribe, may by agreement with the lead
agency become a Cooperating Agency (40 CFR §1508.5).

environmental requirements that would be
required by the future recipients of the tracts
or subsequent owners or uses. Consequently,
the CT EIS is not at the level of detail
normally associated with specific project-
oriented EISs. Certain site-specific issues or
concerns are not resolved in this CT EIS
because these are more related to specific
development plans of the parties who may
acquire the tracts. The Act provides that the
future use of each land tract is to be one of
three potential uses: (1) historic, cultural, or
environmental preservation purposes;
(2) economic diversification purposes; or
(3) community self-sufficiency purposes.
Uses (2) and (3) may include a suite of
potential specific uses, including residential,
recreational, or industrial and commercial
future uses, for the purposes of impact
analysis. The County and San Ildefonso
Pueblo have identified their contemplated
specific uses of each of the tracts. (See
Chapter 2, Section 2.1, for identified
contemplated uses of both parties.) This
contemplated use information has been
factored into the quantitative analysis
contained within this analysis. The DOE is
directed by the language of the Act to
remediate or restore the environment to a
level of residual contamination compatible
with one of the three uses identified above, to
the maximum extent practicable. Under
PL 105-119, the DOE has no authority to
direct future use of the property proposed for
conveyance and transfer. Therefore, the DOE
cannot “know” the future development. The
DOE, therefore, assessed the land uses
identified by the potential recipients rather
than a “worst-case scenario.” The underlying
goals of the original Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) requirement to
evaluate a worst-case scenario were
“disclosure of the fact of incomplete or
unavailable information; acquisition of that
information if reasonably possible; and
evaluation of reasonably foreseeable
significant adverse impacts even in the
absence of all information.” The CEQ later
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rescinded the worst-case scenario because it
was “an unproductive and ineffective method
of achieving those goals; one which can breed
endless hypothesis and speculation”
(SIFR-15618). The underlying assumption of
the EIS analysis is that the contemplated
future uses are bounding for actual future site
uses. Based on the level of environmental site
remediation actually achieved and the amount
of residual site contamination, the use of the
tracts may necessarily be different from those
contemplated based on human health and
ecological risk factors. The transfer or
conveyance of any tract or portion of a tract is
to be made after environmental site
remediation or restoration has already
occurred. The LANL ER Project is engaged
in activities over the entirety of LANL and
land in the Los Alamos townsite area that was
historically involved in the activities
associated with laboratory work. As part of
that project, remediation investigations have
already been initiated on most of the 10
subject parcels. Some site restoration or
remediation work has additionally been
conducted at several of the subject parcels.
The LANL ER Project will proceed
unchanged, except for possible revisions in
terms of schedule, the demolition of buildings
that are currently in service that contain
hazardous materials, and the cleanup of
floodplain areas not currently contemplated.
The LANL ER Project work has its own
process for data gathering, risk analyses,
determination of cleanup levels involving
decisions about what residual contamination
levels are acceptable for future land uses,
public involvement processes, and a separate
NEPA review process, which will largely take
place along different time lines. Because of
these factors, this CT EIS will not engage in a
detailed quantitative analysis of the LANL
ER Project work. A qualitative discussion of
the anticipated ER Project process for each
tract will be included in the No Action
Alternative and the individual tract
conveyance or transfer analysis. The
information included in the qualitative

discussion is drawn from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b) being
prepared in parallel with the CT EIS, which is
summarized in Appendix B of this CT EIS.

1.6.2 Role of Cooperating Agencies
Various LANL area government agencies

have participated in the CT EIS preparation
process as Cooperating Agencies for the
purpose of contributing information needed
for analysis of the cumulative impacts that
could result from the DOE decision to convey
or transfer all or part of the subject tracts.
These agencies are as follows:

Incorporated County of Los Alamos

San Ildefonso Pueblo

U.S. Department of the Interior

• National Park Service, BNM

• BLM, Taos Office

• Bureau of Indian Affairs

U.S. Department of Agriculture

• USFS (Santa Fe National Forest,
Española District)

Several of these Cooperating Agencies
have identified issues of special concern to
their agencies or organizations with regard to
the two alternatives analyzed in the CT EIS.
These issues are included within the analysis
of impacts presented in Chapters 5 through
15, and within the discussion of identified
mitigation measures presented in Chapter 16.
The complete statements made by the
Cooperating Agencies of these issues of
special concern are included in Chapter 18.

1.6.3 Organization of the CT EIS
Chapter 2 of the CT EIS describes the No

Action Alternative, the Conveyance and
Transfer of Each Tract Alternative, and other
alternatives that were considered but not
analyzed further. This chapter also compares
the impacts associated with the No Action
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Alternative and the Conveyance and Transfer
of Each Tract Alternative. Chapter 3 describes
the general LANL environmental setting of
the 10 subject land tracts. Chapter 4 briefly
discusses the methods and assumptions used
in the impacts analysis for this CT EIS.
Chapters 5 through 14 are devoted
individually to each of the 10 subject tracts.
Each of these chapters discusses both
alternatives under consideration, including the
existing environment of the particular tract
being covered, the contemplated future land
use(s), and the potential environmental
impacts that could result from either a DOE
no action or action decision. Chapter 15
analyzes the potential cumulative impacts that
could result under each of the two alternatives
analyzed. Chapter 16 is a discussion of
potential mitigation measures for which the
DOE would be responsible and recommended
mitigations for consideration by the County of
Los Alamos and San Ildefonso Pueblo.
Chapter 17 includes a discussion of actions to
be taken specific to the conveyance and
transfer activity and a listing and brief
discussion of the applicable laws, regulations,
permits, and DOE orders. Chapter 18 includes
information regarding issues of special
concern to the Cooperating Agencies and also
discusses the consultations and coordinations
that were involved in the production of this
document. Chapter 19 contains the references
for the CT EIS analyses, and Chapter 20 is a
list of the preparers of the document and its
analyses. Chapter 21 is a list of agencies,
organizations, and people to whom copies of
this CT EIS were sent. Chapter 22 is the
glossary. Chapter 23 is the index.

1.6.4 Scoping Process and
Comments Received

The NEPA (40 CFR 1501.7) requires
Federal agencies to invite the participation of
affected Federal, State, and local agencies;
any affected Native American tribe; the
proponent(s) of the action; and other
interested parties to comment on the scope

and significant issues to be analyzed in the
CT EIS. In accordance with the NEPA, the
CEQ Regulations for Implementing the
Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] Part 1500-1508),
the DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures
(10 CFR 1021), and DOE’s NEPA orders and
guidelines, the DOE determined on
January 20, 1998, that an EIS should be
prepared to assess the potential environmental
impacts of conveying and transferring certain
land tracts located at LANL within the
Incorporated County of Los Alamos and
Santa Fe County. The DOE published in the
FR, dated May 6, 1998 (63 FR 25022), a
Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare an EIS to
assess the potential environmental impacts of
conveying and transferring certain land tracts
located within the Incorporated County of Los
Alamos and Santa Fe County and at LANL
(see Appendix C). The public scoping period
began with the publication of this NOI and
ended June 30, 1998. Public scoping meetings
were held in three locations: Los Alamos,
New Mexico (May 19, 1998); Santa Fe, New
Mexico (May 20, 1998); and Española, New
Mexico (May 21, 1998). Comments were
accepted verbally, electronically, by phone,
and in writing. In the next section are
summaries of the scoping comments received
on the CT EIS. These comments were used to
shape the CT EIS analysis and were
incorporated as appropriate and to the extent
practicable within the CT EIS analysis in the
pertinent sections.

The DOE received approximately 110
comments from 31 commentors on the scope
of the CT EIS via public comment forms,
letters, electronic mail, and verbal comments
provided at the public hearings. Comments
were organized into the following categories:

• Cultural Resources (01)

• Natural Resources, Wildlife, and
Threatened and Endangered Species
(02)

• Cumulative Impacts (03)
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• Environmental Justice (04)

• Historic Trails, Recreation, and Public
Access to National Forest Lands (05)

• Fire Hazard (06)

• Cooperating Agency Status (07)

• Environmental Restoration (08)

• Alternatives (09)

• Restrictions or Easements (10)

• Future Uses (11)

• Partial Conveyance or Transfer (12)

• Homesteader Issues (13)

• Environmental Monitoring (14)

• Water Rights and Utility Corridors
(15)

1.6.5 Specific Comment Summaries

1.6.5.1 Cultural Resources (01)
Several commentors requested that

impacts on cultural resources and
archaeological sites be analyzed in the
CT EIS. A commentor stated that the DOE
should conduct a survey to identify the
cultural value the lands contain. One
commentor stated that transfer of special
cultural and natural resources to the County
will not provide enough protection for these
resources and that the impacts from this lack
of protection should be analyzed in the
CT EIS. Another commentor expressed
concern that any development activity or
overnight use on TA 74 and the White Rock
Y Tracts would pose a threat to and have a
negative effect on the cultural resources of the
Tsankawi unit of BNM and the visitor
experience of that unit. In Chapter 3, see
Section 3.2.8; in Chapter 4, see Section 4.2.8;
and in Chapters 5 through 14, see Sections
X.1.8, X.2.8, and X.3.8 (where “X” is the
chapter number). Also see Chapters 15
and 16.

1.6.5.2 Natural Resources, Wildlife, and
Threatened and Endangered
Species (02)

Several commentors expressed concern
that extensive development of the land tracts
could have an adverse effect on the natural
and wildlife resources, especially threatened
and endangered species, in and around the
tracts. Concern was expressed about the
potential adverse impacts of increased
development, traffic, recreation, and other
activities that result in habitat loss or
degradation. In particular, a commentor stated
that impacts on habitat and water quality from
activities on canyon edges should be
considered. Several commentors stated that
the CT EIS should include analysis of the
potential impacts on threatened and
endangered species and other natural
resources that are expected to occur when the
tracts are no longer managed by the DOE and
are fully developed. A commentor
recommended that candidates for threatened
and endangered species and species of special
concern also be evaluated in the land tract
surveys and in the analysis of the
environmental effects. The commentor also
recommends that the CT EIS fully assess the
impacts of the proposal and its alternatives on
other fish and wildlife resources, with an
emphasis on sensitive species habitat,
wetlands, waters of the United States, and
native wildlife and plant populations. In
Chapter 3, see Section 3.2.1.7; in Chapter 4,
see Section 4.2.7; in Chapters 5 through 14,
see Sections X.1.7, X.2.7, and X.3.7 (where
“X” is the chapter number). Also see Chapters
15 and 16.

1.6.5.3 Cumulative Impacts (03)
Several commentors stated that the

CT EIS should address the cumulative
impacts of transfer and development of the 10
parcels as a whole, including transportation,
population growth, air pollution, water
availability and quality, habitat fragmentation,
aesthetics, and quality of life. A commentor
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stated that the significance of cumulative
impacts may be obscured when they are
evaluated on a project-by-project basis and
recommends that an adequate quantification
of direct, indirect, and cumulative effects be
completed. Commentors believed that
changes in the land use for some or all of the
parcels will have a cumulative effect over a
much broader area and should be analyzed.
Several commentors requested that the
DOE analyze the impacts of transfer and
subsequent development of the land parcels
on the mandates and environmental protection
goals of other land management agencies
such as the USFS and NPS. See Chapter 15.

1.6.5.4 Environmental Justice (04)
A commentor questioned how the CT EIS

will utilize the Environmental Justice Order.
Another commentor thought it important to
include environmental justice issues in the
CT EIS. In Chapter 3, see Section 3.2.13; in
Chapter 4, see Section 4.2.13; and in Chapters
5 through 14, see Sections X.1.13, X.2.13,
and X.3.13 (where “X” is the chapter
number). Also see Chapter 15.

1.6.5.5 Historic Trails, Recreation, and
Public Access to National Forest
Lands (05)

Several commentors asked the DOE to
consider the impacts from transfer and
development of the 10 tracts and to preserve
the local hiking trail system and recreational
activities that occur on the tracts. A
commentor also requested that impacts from
reduced legal and administrative capacity to
manage, preserve, and protect recreational
resources as a result of the transfer to the
Pueblo or County be considered. A
commentor stated that the Rendija Canyon
Tract contains undeveloped recreational
activities, trails, and access roads to the Santa
Fe National Forest, including the only legal
public access road to this land. The
commentor stated that the Rendija Canyon
Tract contains some water and power

easements that should be considered in the
CT EIS. The commentor also stated that the
USFS needs access to the Santa Fe National
Forest via the Rendija Canyon access road for
administrative purposes. Another commentor
recommended that the parcel of land
containing the Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club
in the Rendija Canyon Tract be transferred to
the County for subsequent lease to the Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club, remaining as a
specified recreation area. Another commentor
stated that access to rock faces for
recreational rock climbing activities within
the White Rock Y Tract should remain open
to the public after the land is transferred or
conveyed. See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1; in
Chapter 4, see 4.2.1; also see Chapters 5
through 14, Sections X.1.1, X.2.1, and X.3.1
(where “X” is the chapter number).

1.6.5.6 Fire Hazard (06)
Several commentors requested that the

DOE include the impacts of development
on the potential for catastrophic fires. A
commentor also noted that it is important, as
part of a comprehensive fire management
system under development, to construct
effective fuelbreaks to reduce the threat of
fire, specifically within the Rendija Canyon
Tract. See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.12; in
Chapter 4, see Section 4.2.12; and in
Chapters 5 through 14, see Sections X.1.12,
X.2.12, and X.3.12 (where “X” is the chapter
number). Also see Chapters 15 and 16.

1.6.5.7 Cooperating Agency Status (07)
The County of Los Alamos requested to

be designated by the DOE as a Cooperating
Agency under NEPA and DOE regulations.
See Section 1.6.4.

1.6.5.8 Environmental Restoration (08)
Several commentors questioned the level

to which the 10 tracts would be “cleaned” or
be environmentally restored. One commentor
requested mitigation of contaminated areas in
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the 10 land tracts to meet U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) or other
environmental requirements. A commentor
questioned whether any land that was
transferred would have to be cleaned up
within 10 years, regardless of cost. A
commentor questioned whether a parcel could
be transferred without cleanup if its intended
use is the same as its current use—for
example, the shooting range at Rendija
Canyon. Another commentor strongly urged
the DOE to utilize the land use plans of the
two recipients of the land transfer, Los
Alamos County and San Ildefonso Pueblo.
The commentor stated that if the County and
Pueblo agree that the land will be used for
commercial/industrial uses, then a
“brownfields” cleanup standard should be
assumed and, if the two parties agree on
preservation for a site or part of a site, then
minimizing ecological risk is the appropriate
standard. Another commentor questioned
if partial tracts are transferred due to
contamination of the rest of the parcel, to
what extent would the DOE protect the
public from the contaminated section. See
Chapters 1 and 2; Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1;
and Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1. Also see
Chapters 5 through 14, Sections X.1.1, X.2.1,
and X.3.1 (where “X” is the chapter number).

1.6.5.9 Alternatives (09)

Comment Summary 09.01
One commentor requested that the DOE

include analysis of transferring two parcels of
land not included in the Land Transfer Report
(DOE 1998b): the University Site on State
Road 4 and the Research Park Phase II site.
Another commentor suggested the deletion of
two areas from the scope of the CT EIS: the
25-acre (10-hectare) “DP South” parcel and
the eastern three-fourths of the 260-acre
(105-hectare) TA 21 Site. See Chapter 2,
Section 2.4.

Comment Summary 09.02
Several commentors requested that the

DOE consider as an alternative the transfer of
the 10 tracts to other Federal agencies, such as
the NPS or the USFS. A commentor stated
that transfer of parcels with cultural and
natural resources should be to Federal
agencies having administrative and legal
capabilities to manage these resources to a
level consistent with or greater than is
currently performed by the DOE. See
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

Comment Summary 09.03
A commentor stated that another

alternative should be added providing for
partial conveyance and transfer of only those
lands that would not adversely affect natural
and cultural resource management and
protection mandates of adjacent Federal and
tribal lands. See Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

Comment Summary 09.04
Another commentor stated that a fourth

alternative that allows for partial conveyance
for reasons other than cleanup concerns
should be analyzed. The commentor noted
that, as proposed, the list of alternative actions
does not provide for “no action” when
transfer of certain parcels, or portions of
parcels, threatens cultural and natural
resources. The commentor stated that
retention by the DOE should be preferred for
portions of parcels where protection and
preservation of cultural and natural resources
after transfer cannot be ensured. Also,
retention by the DOE should be preferred for
areas where the proposed land use is in
conflict with surrounding land uses. See
Chapter 2, Sections 2.1 through 2.4.

1.6.5.10 Restrictions or Easements (10)
Several commentors questioned whether

the DOE has the ability to put restrictions on
the use of the land or specify the type of use
for the land. Another commentor asked if the
DOE could restrict transfer if some of the
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land tracts contained threatened and
endangered species. A commentor requested
that the DOE put restrictions on transfer of
the lands to provide that the subsequent use of
the land be environmentally and socially
sustainable, and, if Los Alamos County or the
Pueblo fail to do so, the land reverts back to
the DOE. A commentor stated that the USFS
needs access to the Santa Fe National Forest
via the Rendija Canyon access road for
administrative purposes and recommended
that all existing trails and access roads within
the Rendija Canyon Tract be reserved and
unrestricted public easements be granted to
ensure long-term public access. See
Chapter 16.

1.6.5.11 Future Uses (11)
Several commentors stated that the

proposed list of future uses was imbalanced
toward development and that the DOE should
consider combining economic diversification
purposes and community self-sufficiency
purposes as they are essentially the same, and
taken separately, would give development
disproportionate weight. Another commentor
believed that the uses are not mutually
exclusive because they are collectively one of
three criteria that justify consideration of a
land parcel for conveyance. A commentor
requested that the future uses include
consideration of recreational uses, aesthetic
uses, and uses by natural resources, such as
wildlife. A commentor states that the lands
within DOE property were all once in
the possession of the Pueblo of San Ildefonso
and contain much religious and cultural
significance and that this should be
considered in future uses of the land. See
Chapters 1 and 2.

1.6.5.12 Partial Conveyance or Transfer
(12)

A commentor questioned how the DOE
would decide which tracts to transfer or
convey in whole or in part. See Chapters 1
and 2.

1.6.5.13 Homesteaders (13)
Several commentors raised the question of

claims to LANL lands by homesteaders and
their descendents. One commentor stated that
the homesteaders believe there is a lack of
cooperation from the DOE in receiving
information they have requested. See
Chapter 1, Section 1.1; DOE LAAO has
supplied the requested information.

1.6.5.14 Environmental Monitoring (14)
One commentor believes that

environmental monitoring is essential and
should be coordinated in efforts with the
Pueblo of San Ildefonso and other agencies.
The commentor stated that if the lands to be
transferred are to be used by the people, a
thorough monitoring and sampling plan
should be developed and implemented to
monitor and ensure the public of its safe use.
See Chapters 1 and 2 and Chapters 5 through
14, Sections X.1.1 and X.2.1 (where “X” is
the chapter number). Also see Chapters 15
and 16 and Appendix E.

1.6.5.15 Water Rights and Utility
Corridors (15)

A commentor stated that water use should
be analyzed in the CT EIS, including
contamination problems and low water
supplies. A commentor recommended that the
CT EIS analyze water supply and utility
corridors for all potential developments. See
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.3; Chapter 4,
Section 4.2.3; and Chapters 5 through 14,
Sections X.1.3, X.2.3, and X.3.3 (where “X”
is the chapter number). Also see Chapter 15.

1.6.6 Draft EIS Comment Process and
Comments Received

The NEPA (40 CFR 1503.1) requires
Federal agencies to invite the participation of
affected Federal, State, and local agencies;
any affected Indian tribe; proponent(s) of the
action; and other interested parties by
comment on the Draft CT EIS. At least one
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public meeting for the purposes of providing
the public with the opportunity to comment
on draft EISs is required under DOE’s NEPA
implementing regulations (10 CFR 1021.313).

The Draft CT EIS was issued in February
1999, and a Notice of Availability for the
draft document with an announcement of the
public meeting times and locations was
published in the Federal Register on February
26, 1999. Two public comment meetings
were held in March at Pojoaque and Los
Alamos, New Mexico. The commenting
period lasted for 45 days, ending on April 12,
1999. During that time and shortly thereafter,
over 200 comments were received on the
Draft CT EIS by 49 commentors via public
comment forms, letters, electronic mail, and
verbal comments provided at the public
hearings.

These comments were used to make
factual changes to the CT EIS and are
incorporated as appropriate and to the extent
practicable within the CT EIS analysis.
Appendix H of this Final CT EIS provides
discussions of general issues raised by
commentors, copies of the actual comments
received, and DOE’s responses. Since the
issuance of the Draft CT EIS, there have been
changes in information, plans, and related
NEPA documents. Changes of this nature,
together with editorial corrections, are
reflected in this Final CT EIS. The following
discussions summarize the changes made to
the draft text and analysis provided in the
CT EIS.

The DOE identified the Preferred
Alternative in the Draft CT EIS as a subset of
the Proposed Action Alternative where the
timing of the disposition of each tract would
be subject to the LANL Environmental
Restoration Project process and consideration
of the use of some of tracts for mission
support activities. The individual tracts were
grouped according to when the DOE believed
each tract or parts of each tract might be
conveyed or transferred. Due to the

identification of mission need for the TA 21
Tract and further analysis of the potential
human health impacts associated with the
TA 21 operations, portions of the Airport
Tract may not transfer as soon as presented in
the Draft CT EIS. These portions of the
Airport Tract may be needed as a buffer zone
for TA 21 operations as long as those
operations are active.

One change to the CT EIS involved the
discussion of the Los Alamos Sportsman’s
Club activities and lease on the Rendija
Canyon Tract. The text was amended to
clarify that the Pueblo of San Ildefonso and
the Incorporated County of Los Alamos have
both agreed to honor the existing leases, and
the County would renegotiate the lease should
the Rendija Canyon Tract be conveyed to the
County.

The CT EIS text regarding cultural
resources has been modified to include the
general information provided by the legal
counsel for San Ildefonso Pueblo regarding
the presence of TCPs on four of the tracts.
Text regarding cultural resources and
environmental justice has been clarified to
explicitly discuss the potential for
disproportionately high and adverse effects to
minority populations based on impacts to
TCPs. Text was also added to explain the
current level of information available to DOE
to address impacts to TCPs and any related
environmental justice effects. The opinions of
the legal counsel for San Ildefonso Pueblo
that there are environmental justice impacts
related to the conveyance and transfer process
or to contemplated land uses on particular
tracts have been added to the environmental
justice sections.

Other changes to the Final CT EIS
included new information core and buffer
habitat areas for threatened and endangered
species on the tracts and new information on
groundwater.

All comments on environmental
restoration received during the comment
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period also were forwarded to the
Environmental Restoration Project group for
consideration.

The CT EIS also was updated to include
the Findings of No Significant Impact and
Records of Decision that have been issued
since the publication of the Draft CT EIS.

 Appendix D, Floodplains and Wetlands,
of the CT EIS was changed to include a
Statement of Findings for the Conveyance and
Transfer of Certain Tracts Administered by
the Department of Energy and Located at Los
Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos and
Santa Fe Counties, New Mexico, prepared in
accordance with the regulatory requirements
of 10 CFR Part 1022. This Statement of
Findings was added to the CT EIS in keeping
with the regulatory provisions, which allow
an agency to make use of the NEPA
documents to facilitate public disclosure
requirements.

1.6.7 Specific Comment Summaries
and DOE Responses

The full text of the comments and
responses to individual comments are
presented in Appendix H of this CT EIS.

Several topics raised by public comments
on the Draft CT EIS were of broad interest or
concern. These topics were categorized as
general issues and represent broad concerns
directly related to the environmental
consequences associated with implementing
the alternatives analyzed in the CT EIS. Many
commentors also raised topics that are not
pertinent to this environmental review;
however, for clarification, the DOE addressed
them to the extent practicable. General issues
include the following topics:

General Issue 1: Purpose and Need

General Issue 2: Deed Restrictions

General Issue 3: Basis for DOE’s
Decisions

General Issue 4: Public Law Process and
the CT EIS

General Issue 5: Environmental
Restoration Process

General Issue 6: Environmental Justice

General Issue 7: Homesteaders
Association Claims

1.6.7.1 General Issue 1: Purpose and Need
Issue:

Commentors questioned whether the
proposed conveyance and transfer of the
tracts identified in the CT EIS would fulfill the
purpose of Public Law (PL) 105-119.
Commentors noted that Los Alamos County
has stated that the proposed conveyance of
these lands would not provide the income
necessary for the County to become self-
sufficient. Commentors also noted that the
real costs for the County to meet the self-
sufficiency goal, such as addressing the water
and electrical usage demand, make the
proposed action untenable. Therefore,
commentors opined that the proposed
conveyance and transfer action would not
satisfy the purpose of PL 105-119, specifically
Los Alamos County self-sufficiency, and that
the conveyance and transfer action evaluated
in this CT EIS does not meet the “purpose
and need for agency action” presented in this
CT EIS. Commentors further stated that for
this reason the conveyance and transfer
action should not be selected by the
decisionmakers. Commentors also noted that
other alternatives, such as continuing
assistance payments to the County, were
rejected because they did not meet the need
for agency action. Commentors believe that if
the DOE’s proposed action does not meet the
need for agency action, it too should be
rejected just as other alternatives were
rejected.

Response:

The DOE believes there may be confusion
between the “purpose and need” for DOE
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action and the intended purpose of
PL 105-119. The purpose and need for DOE
action evaluated in this CT EIS is “to act in
order to meet the requirements of
Section 632” of PL 105-119. The DOE has
evaluated the conveyance and transfer action
and other suggested action alternatives in
light of meeting its requirements under
PL 105-119—that is, to convey and transfer
certain parcels of land identified by the DOE
as being suitable for conveyance or transfer,
as defined by PL 105-119. To be conveyed or
transferred (1) the parcels of land must have
been determined to be unnecessary for
support of the DOE’s national security
mission requirements before November 26,
200717; (2) the DOE also must complete, to
the maximum extent practicable, any
necessary environmental remediation or
restoration by that time; and (3) the parcels
must be suitable for use by the receiving
parties for historic, cultural, or environmental
preservation purposes, economic
diversification purposes, or community
self-sufficiency purposes. The conveyance
and transfer of land tracts would satisfy the
DOE’s obligations required by PL 105-119.
The other suggested action alternatives would
not satisfy these requirements. The “purpose
and need” referenced by the commentor is
best described as the intended purpose of
PL 105-119, which is to provide Los Alamos
County with the means for self-sufficiency,
due to the end of assistance payments, and to
transfer lands to the Pueblo of San Ildefonso.
Section 1.1, Background Information,
contains further information on the intended
purpose of PL 105-119.

The congressionally mandated action
considered in this CT EIS, namely, the
conveyance and transfer of the land tracts,
would meet the purpose and need for agency
action set forth in Section 1.2 and described

                                               
17  November 26, 2007, marks the end of the 10-year action
period specified in Section 632 of PL 105-119.

above. The DOE does not consider whether or
not the intended purpose of PL 105-119 is
met. This would likely be determined by
Congress, the County of Los Alamos, and the
Pueblo of San Ildefonso.

The DOE received several suggestions
regarding other alternatives to be evaluated in
this CT EIS (for example, reinitiate the
assistance payments without conveyance or
transfer). These alternatives were considered
but eliminated from detailed analysis, as
described in Section 2.4 in Chapter 2 because
they would not allow the DOE to meet its
need to comply with the requirements of
PL 105-119. Also see Section 1.6.7.3, General
Issue 3: Basis for DOE’s Decisions.

1.6.7.2 General Issue 2: Deed Restrictions
Issue:

Commentors urged the DOE to ensure
that future ecological and cultural resource
protections for the parcels remain at their
current levels. Specifically, many commentors
were concerned that the proposed action
would not provide adequate protection of
threatened and endangered species and
cultural resources. Commentors wanted the
DOE to accomplish protection of these
resources by placing restrictions in the
instruments of conveyance or transfer so that
any future development of the tracts would be
limited in a manner that would maintain the
ecological and cultural resources of the
tracts. Commentors were concerned that both
Los Alamos County and San Ildefonso Pueblo
lacked the legal drivers, funds, or staff to
adequately protect the existing natural and
cultural resources. They also were concerned
that there appears to be no long-term
resource protection of these lands if they are
conveyed or transferred. Concern was
expressed that development of these lands
would adversely impact Bandelier and the
Santa Fe National Forest and would not be in
harmony with the existing natural setting.
Commentors also wanted the DOE to ensure
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that the current recreational access to the
tracts is continued and enhanced.

Response:

The DOE’s authority to limit or condition
the conveyance or transfer of the tracts at
issue in the CT EIS is circumscribed by the
provisions of PL 105-119. That statute directs
the DOE to convey to the County of Los
Alamos (or its designee) or transfer to the
U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) (in
trust for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso) tracts of
land in the Los Alamos area under its
administrative control that meet the criteria
set out in the statute. The provisions of
PL 105-119 apply differently to conveyances
to the County than they do to transfers to the
DOI. These differences affect the manner in
which ecological and cultural resources would
be protected.

In the case of transfer to the DOI, the land
would still be owned by the U.S.
Government; only the administrative
jurisdiction would be transferred from one
Federal agency to another. See section
632(a)(2) of PL 105-119, presented in
Appendix A. Thus, all applicable
requirements governing activities on Federal
land, including those for the protection of
sensitive resources, would continue.
Responsibility for interpreting and applying
those requirements would rest with the DOI.
It would be inappropriate for the DOE to
attempt to place prior restraints on the DOI’s
ability to exert its authority in administering
land under its jurisdiction.

In the case of conveyances to the County
of Los Alamos, the DOE must convey to the
County “fee” title18 to the parcels of land. See

                                               
18  The term “fee” title speaks to the degree, quality, nature,
and extent of interest that a person or entity holds in real
property. Specifically, it is a contract term in real estate that
means the holder is entitled to all rights incident to the
property. There are no time limitations on its existence (it is
said to run forever). The ownership of the land by a fee
holder is complete and free of State domination (except the

section 632(a)(1) of the PL 105-119,
presented in Appendix A. The DOE must
work within this limitation in determining
what, if any, conditions or restrictions can be
included in the instruments of conveyance.
The DOE may conclude that deed restrictions
are not the most effective vehicle to preserve
ecological and cultural resources. However,
notwithstanding the limited authority
conferred upon the DOE by PL 105-119, the
DOE is required to consult with appropriate
regulators concerning the protection of
threatened and endangered species and
cultural resources before conveying title to
any tracts of land to the County. These
consultations could lead to agreements
between the DOE, the regulators, and the
County on mitigation measures to be applied
to minimize the potential for adverse impacts
after conveyance of the land occurs. The DOE
has contacted these regulators (see Chapter 18
of this CT EIS). The regulators have agreed
that it will be most productive to defer further
consultations until the County and the Pueblo
of San Ildefonso have reached agreement on
which recipient will receive which tracts of
land. See section 632(e) of PL 105-119,
presented in Appendix A. The land division
process should be completed by November
1999. At that time, the DOE and the
regulators will know which tracts will be
conveyed to the County and thus will be the
subject of consultations. These consultations
will address the specifics of the mitigation
measures. The Mitigation Action Plan (MAP)
that the DOE will develop as part of its NEPA
compliance process will include this
information.

The DOE does not have the authority
under PL 105-119 to ensure continued
recreational use of the tracts. Use of the land
will be determined by the recipients.
However, any interested party can contact the

                                                                                             

rights of the State of taxation, police power, and eminent
domain).
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recipients and explore the question of
continued recreational access.

1.6.7.3 General Issue 3: Basis for DOE’s
Decisions

Issue:

Commentors wanted the DOE to choose
the No Action Alternative for some or all of
the tracts, in whole or in part, based on the
potential adverse impacts associated with the
tracts’ eventual use and development by the
recipient parties. Commentors were
concerned that if Los Alamos County received
the land it would be fully developed, and the
existing environmental and cultural resources
would be lost. Commentors believed that if
San Ildefonso Pueblo received the lands they
would not be fully developed, and a better
protection of resources would occur. For this
reason, commentors also wanted the DOE to
convey or transfer particular tracts to a
particular recipient based on the difference in
potential impacts to environmental or cultural
resources.

Response:

The decision process regarding whether a
particular tract of land will be conveyed or
transferred was clearly defined by Congress
in section 632 of PL 105-119. This section of
PL 105-119 specifically directs that the tracts
of land identified by the DOE in the report to
Congress titled “Land Transfer, A
Preliminary Identification of Parcels of Land
in Los Alamos, New Mexico for Conveyance
or Transfer,” if suitable, be transferred to the
Secretary of the Interior in trust for the Pueblo
of San Ildefonso or conveyed to the County of
Los Alamos or their designee. See
section 632(g) of PL 105-119, presented in
Appendix A. The DOE’s role in the process
involves deciding whether the suitability
criteria set by Congress in PL 105-119 have
been met for each tract. If these criteria are
met for a particular tract or portion of a tract,
the portion of the tract that meets the
suitability criteria will be conveyed or

transferred. Moreover, the DOE has no role in
deciding which recipient will receive a
particular tract. This decision is to be made
jointly by the County of Los Alamos and San
Ildefonso Pueblo. See section 632(e) of
PL 105-119, presented in Appendix A.

NEPA requires that an agency evaluate
the No Action Alternative in the preparation
of an EIS. The No Action Alternative reflects
the status quo and provides a baseline against
which the impacts of the various action
alternatives may be compared. An agency’s
discretion to select the No Action Alternative
may be limited or controlled by the enabling
legislation under which the agency is
operating. In this CT EIS, the No Action
Alternative means that the DOE would decide
to not transfer or convey individual tracts.
Under PL 105-119, such a decision must be
based on a determination that a tract does not
meet one of the statutory criteria, and
therefore, is not suitable to be transferred or
conveyed. For example, the DOE could
determine that the necessary environmental
restoration or remediation cannot reasonably
be expected to be completed within the 10
years allowed by the statute. See
section 632(g)(3) of the PL 105-119,
presented in Appendix A. However, the DOE
cannot base a decision to select the No Action
Alternative on any factor other than a failure
of a tract to meet the criteria set out in
PL 105-119, including such factors as
potential adverse resource impacts.

The assessment of potential adverse
impacts presented in this CT EIS can be used
by the San Ildefonso Pueblo and the County
to help them reach decision as to which party
will receive which tract. In addition, the
Pueblo and County can use the information to
guide future use and development decisions.
As required by PL 105-119, the
environmental impact information also will be
part of the DOE report due to Congress
regarding the tracts being considered for
conveyance and transfer (the Combined Data
Report). Thus, the information on potential
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adverse impacts will be part of the overall
decisionmaking process.

1.6.7.4 General Issue 4: Public Law
Process and the CT EIS

Issue:

Commentors believed that the proposed
conveyance and transfer in general was
unfair or that the process set by PL 105-119
was unfair. Specifically, commentors felt that
the exclusion of potential recipients other
than the Pueblo of San Ildefonso and the
County of Los Alamos was unfair.
Commentors requested that the DOE consider
conveying land to a party other than the two
specified in PL 105-119. Commentors
believed that because PL 105-119 defines the
steps to be taken by the DOE, an evaluation
of all reasonable alternatives has not
occurred. For this reason, commentors
believed that the CT EIS does not fully
encourage and facilitate public involvement
in the decisionmaking process, which is the
intent of NEPA. Commentors believed that
PL 105-119 made the decision to bypass the
NEPA process.

Response:

Congress enacted PL 105-119 to address a
very specific issue: the self-sufficiency of the
Los Alamos County. A review of the
historical basis for this legislation places in
context the process Congress chose to achieve
this goal.

Under the Atomic Energy Community Act
(AECA) of 1955 (42 U.S.C. §§2301-2394),
the Federal Government recognized its
responsibility to provide support for a
specified period to agencies or municipalities
that were strongly affected by their proximity
to facilities that are part of the nation’s
nuclear weapons complex while they
achieved self-sufficiency.

These facilities were three so-called
Atomic Energy Communities: Oak Ridge,
Tennessee; Richland, Washington; and Los

Alamos, New Mexico. Each of these
communities was established as a wholly
government-owned community in which all
municipal, educational, medical, housing, and
recreational facilities were provided by the
Federal Government. Under the AECA,
national policies were established regarding
the obligations of the United States to the
three Atomic Energy Communities. These
policies were directed at terminating Federal
Government ownership and management of
the communities by facilitating the
establishment of local self-government,
providing for the orderly transfer to local
entities of municipal functions, and providing
for the orderly sale to private purchasers of
property within these communities with a
minimum of dislocation. The establishment of
self-government and transfer of
infrastructures and land were intended to
encourage self- sufficiency of the
communities through the establishment of a
broad base for economic development.

In spite of all efforts to the contrary, the
transfer and self-sufficiency process has been
slower for Los Alamos than for other Atomic
Energy Communities, due to its unique nature
and location.

In June of 1996, the DOE submitted a
report to Congress concerning the assistance
payments to the County (see Section 1.1.2). In
that report, the DOE recommended that:

• The historically paid annual assistance
payment be discontinued with a final
lump-sum settlement of $22.6 million,

• The DOE transfer to the County
several municipal installations and
functions under its administration and
operation, and

• That the DOE transfer to the County
undeveloped land that could be
utilized by the County or developed
by private interest to increase the
County’s revenue from property and
gross receipts tax.
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In October 1996, Congress enacted
legislation (the Energy and Water
Development Appropriations Act of 1997) to
terminate the annual assistance payments to
the County by mid 1997, with the
recommended lump-sum termination
payment. Disposition of municipal functions
and installations (the water system, fire
stations, and lease of the Airport) were begun
in 1997.

Congress completed the steps considered
necessary to provide self-sufficiency for Los
Alamos in keeping with the last of the
recommendations made in the June 1996
report to Congress by enacting PL 105-119.
The same legislation provided for land to be
transferred to the DOI, in trust for the San
Ildefonso Pueblo, that had been used by the
Pueblo prior to the creation of LANL.

PL 105-119 was drafted with input from
the DOE, San Ildefonso Pueblo, and the
County of Los Alamos. It is customary for
Congress to consult with parties affected by
prospective legislation. However, Congress
ultimately prescribed both the results to be
accomplished by the statute and the process to
be followed in accomplishing those results.
That process was specified in substantial
detail. These details included the potential
recipients, criteria for determining the
suitability of parcels of land for conveyance
or transfer, setting the steps for implementing
the process, setting the timetable for
implementing the process, and the roles and
responsibilities of the parties involved. The
DOE is obligated to adhere to these
requirements and carry out its role as
mandated by PL 105-119. While the NEPA
process includes addressing public concerns
and comments regarding the proposed action,
the DOE does not have the authority to
modify the requirements of PL 105-119. Only
Congress can address changing the process or
details of the process by amending
PL 105-119.

A NEPA analysis is based on the authority
and limitations imposed by the enabling
legislation; this does not invalidate the NEPA
process, but may narrow the scope of the
analysis. Congress could have provided that a
more broadly scoped EIS be prepared by
granting the DOE more discretion in
implementing the statute. Conversely,
Congress could have removed all discretion
and required that the DOE carry out a mere
ministerial conveyance and transfer action,
thereby negating the applicability of NEPA.
However, Congress gave the DOE a limited
decisionmaking role, and that role is reflected
by the scope of this CT EIS. For example, the
alternatives analyzed in the CT EIS (that is, to
convey or transfer each tract, or no action) are
appropriately tailored to the underlying
legislation for this action.

Although there is limited involvement by
the DOE in the conveyance and transfer
decisions, Congress instructed the DOE to
proceed with the NEPA process to evaluate
the potential environmental impacts
associated with the conveyance and transfer
action. See section 632(d)(1)(B) of
PL 105-119, presented in Appendix A. While
the CT EIS may only play a limited role in the
overall decisions made by the DOE, it fulfills
the intent of NEPA. It informs the public of
the impacts of the proposed action. Moreover,
it can be used by the Pueblo and the County
to help reach their decision as to which party
will receive which tract, and to what use they
will ultimately put the land. Finally, the DOE
will use the CT EIS analyses as part of the
report to Congress on the suitability of the
tracts for conveyance and transfer. See section
632(d)(1)(C) of PL 105-119, presented in
Appendix A. These uses of the CT EIS
analyses fulfill the intent of the NEPA process
to inform the decisionmakers and promote
better decisionmaking. The process through
which this CT EIS has been prepared also
fulfills the intent of NEPA to inform the
public in a timely manner so that the public
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can provide input to the decisionmaking
process.

1.6.7.5 General Issue 5: Environmental
Restoration Process

Issue:

Commentors presented concerns or
questions about details of the environmental
restoration activities that will take place on
each of the tracts, such as the timetable for
cleanup and the setting of cleanup levels
Commentors were concerned that the CT EIS
does not adequately address the
environmental remediation that may be
necessary for these tracts. Questions were
raised about the DOE being able to certify
that contaminants were cleaned up to the
level of specified use. Concern also was
expressed that cleanup levels for use of the
land for cultural preservation purposes would
be less than the level of cleanup for
residential use.

Response:

Under the requirements of PL 105-119,
the DOE is required to clean up each tract, to
the maximum extent practicable, before it can
be conveyed or transferred. The DOE,
through the LANL Environmental Restoration
Project, is conducting a separate process for
site cleanup. This process will involve the
public and State and Federal regulatory
agencies to determine the appropriate level of
cleanup to be undertaken for the each tract,
the technical manner in which it will be
achieved, and the priority of the cleanup
actions. This separate process will include the
DOE’s NEPA review of the cleanup actions
as details are developed and they become ripe
for decision.

Currently, there is not enough detail
known regarding the cleanup required for
each of the tracts to pursue the NEPA
compliance action(s). When the regulators
and the public have reviewed and approved
the various types of remediation and
restoration under consideration, the DOE will

then be in a position to pursue the NEPA
compliance review necessary.

The CT EIS presents the information
available to the DOE concerning the potential
environmental restoration of the tracts
proposed for conveyance and transfer. The
cleanup of most of these tracts was already in
the preliminary stages or had been completed
before they were identified for the proposed
conveyance and transfer action. Plans for
completing the cleanup of the tracts will be
dynamic and are subject to revision and
change as additional information becomes
available. This is especially true for plans
dealing with buildings that are currently in
service and contain asbestos or other
hazardous materials requiring
decontamination before demolition may be
undertaken. Plans also will be developed to
address the issue of cleanup of floodplain
areas that may receive contamination washed
downstream from other areas. To the extent
known or anticipated, information on
environmental restoration and remediation
impacts is included in this CT EIS.

Because the details of the future cleanup
activities associated with these tracts are
unknown, this CT EIS presents information
intended to bound the potential environmental
impacts. The environmental information on
restoration provided in this CT EIS (see
Appendix B) is based on the DOE’s
Environmental Restoration Report, which is
being produced to meet the DOE’s
requirements under section 632 of
PL 105-119. This section of PL 105-119
requires the DOE to identify any
environmental remediation or restoration
necessary on the tracts considered for
conveyance and transfer and to then supply
this information in a report to Congress
together with the environmental impact
information. The Environmental Restoration
Report seeks to bound the amounts of wastes
generated, the costs of the cleanup activities
that will occur in the future, and the durations
of cleanup actions, even though the exact
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details of these cleanup activities are currently
only estimated. The DOE’s proposed
remedies and estimates of projected waste
volumes, cleanup costs, and cleanup duration
presented in the Environmental Restoration
Report are based on site knowledge and
characterization data as they exist today.
These projections also are based on the
DOE’s understanding of the types of cleanup
strategies and the cleanup levels that are
generally acceptable to the regulators as
meeting the RCRA corrective action
requirement by which LANL is regulated.

Comments on the Environmental
Restoration Report have been forwarded to
LANL Environmental Restoration Project
personnel. These comments were
incorporated into the Final Environmental
Restoration Report, and letters were sent to
the commentors. To find more information
about the LANL Environmental Restoration
Project or about the restoration or remediation
of the subject tracts, please contact Mr. Ted
Taylor at the DOE Los Alamos Area Office,
528 35th Street, Los Alamos, New Mexico
87544; or call (505) 665-7203.

1.6.7.6 General Issue 6: Environmental
Justice

Issue:

Commentors believed that the CT EIS did
not fully evaluate the environmental justice
impacts to the nearby minority populations.
Commentors stated that the potential adverse
impacts discussed in the CT EIS were not
discussed as environmental justice impacts to
the people of San Ildefonso Pueblo.
Commentors believed that the CT EIS
recognizes adverse impacts on traditional and
cultural resources but does not see these
impacts as disproportionately affecting the
Pueblo of San Ildefonso and therefore does
not recognize an environmental justice
impact. The commentors address specific
concerns about the protection of Tewa Pueblo
shrines and traditional cultural practices on

four of the tracts. Commentors maintain that
cultural preservation land uses would protect
these resources better than the other
contemplated uses. Commentors viewed the
potential impacts on Tewa Pueblo shrines,
artifacts, and traditional cultural practices
associated with the other contemplated land
uses as causing a disproportionately high and
adverse effect on a minority population that
should be addressed in the CT EIS as an
environmental justice impact.

Response:

The DOE has evaluated the impacts
associated with land use, transportation,
infrastructure, noise, visual resources,
socioeconomics, ecological resources,
geology and soils, water resources, air
resources, and human health and has not
identified any disproportionately high and
adverse human health or environmental
impacts on minority or low-income
populations. However, for traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) the analysis has not been
completed.

Executive Order 12898, “Federal Actions
to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations,”
and its accompanying memorandum to the
heads of departments and agencies directed
each agency to take impacts to minority and
low-income communities into account in their
decisionmaking processes. Specifically, these
impacts were to be evaluated during the
NEPA process. The Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) has oversight
responsibility for Federal agencies
compliance with Executive Order 12898 and
NEPA. The CEQ has issued guidance on
evaluating environmental justice through the
NEPA process. The DOE has followed this
guidance in evaluating the environmental
justice issues in both this CT EIS and the
1999 Site-Wide EIS (SWEIS) for LANL from
which this CT EIS tiers and references.

In accordance with CEQ guidance, this
CT EIS evaluates the potential for
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environmental impacts that would have
disproportionately high and adverse impact on
the low-income or minority communities in
the region (see Section 4.2.13 in Chapter 4).
Most of the potential adverse environmental
impacts discussed in this CT EIS, such as
those associated with utilities and threatened
and endangered species, would affect all
populations in the area equally, and thus,
would not have a disproportionately high and
adverse impact to minority or low-income
communities in the region. Other potential
adverse impacts, such as those associated with
traffic, would affect the townsite area, which
has a relatively low percentage of minority
and low-income populations (see
Section 3.2.13 in Chapter 3), and thus, would
not disproportionately affect low-income or
minority populations.

As part of its human health impacts
analysis, the LANL SWEIS looked at
potential exposure through special pathways,
including ingestion of game animals, fish,
native vegetation, surface waters, sediments,
and local produce; absorption of contaminants
in sediments through the skin; and inhalation
of plant materials. For LANL, the special
pathways are important to the environmental
justice analysis because some of these
pathways are more important or viable to the
traditional or cultural practices of minority
populations in the area. Even considering
these special pathways, the SWEIS did not
find disproportionately high and adverse
health impacts to minority or low-income
populations.

Steps taken to protect minority
populations and others living in the vicinity of
LANL are described throughout the SWEIS.
In Volume I of the SWEIS, Chapter 4
discusses the affected environment and
includes descriptions of ongoing
environmental surveillance and compliance
programs, the worker protection program, and
the emergency preparedness and response
program. Chapter 5 analyzes exposure to the
maximally exposed individual (MEI),

recognizing that through limiting the dose to
individual members of the public, the entire
population is better protected. Chapter 6
addresses the programs and activities that
mitigate impact to the public, as well as
additional mitigation measures being
considered by DOE in conjunction with the
SWEIS process.

The following are specific LANL
community issues and areas that are
associated with the analysis of environmental
justice.

• Area Pueblos: San Ildefonso, Santa
Clara, Jemez, Cochiti, San Juan,
Pojoaque, Nambe, and Tesuque

• Predominately Hispanic
Communities: El Rancho, Jacona,
Jaconita, Guachupangue, Española
(Traditional Hispanic communities
also can be artisan guilds, rural
development organizations, and
acequia associations [irrigation water
distribution system associations].)

• Topics of Concern: Human health
(LANL emissions and contaminants),
economic (effects from LANL
projects), and social (project effects on
the fabric of a community and TCPs)

• TCPs: Significant place or object
associated with historical and cultural
practices or beliefs of a living
community that is rooted in that
community’s history and is important
in maintaining the continuing cultural
identity of the community

• General Categories of TCPs:
Ceremonial and archaeological sites,
natural features mentioned in stories
and legends, plant gathering areas
(plants for ceremonial, medicinal, and
artisan purposes), clay procurement
areas (hunting areas and acequias)
(TCPs are not restricted to Native
American groups. For example,
traditional Hispanic communities also
maintain religious practices, arts and
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crafts traditions, folklore, and
traditional medical practices.)

• Subsistence and Other
Consumption Issues: Cattle grazing,
deer and elk hunting, plant cultivation
and wild plant gathering, fishing;
“special exposure pathways”
(ingestion, inhalation, dermal contact);
limiting access; and quantifiable data

Potential impacts to cultural resources
could have a disproportionate adverse affect
to the minority communities in the region.
However, while archaeological and historic
resources have been evaluated, the evaluation
of TCPs or sites has not been completed. The
DOE initiated consultation with the Native
American Pueblos in the region on TCPs
associated with the tracts in July 1998, and
additional correspondence was sent on March
30, 1999, to 23 area Pueblos and tribes (see
Appendix E, Section E.3.2 for additional
discussion). Consultations initiated as part of
the CT EIS are still ongoing.

The DOE recognizes that TCPs could
exist on the tracts and that these might be
affected by the uses for these tracts identified
by the recipient parties. Without the
consultations the DOE cannot ascertain
whether TCPs are present on an individual
tract or the degree to which those TCPs could
be potentially impacted. Without assessment
of the impacts the DOE cannot determine
whether those impacts would have a
disproportionately high and adverse effect on
any minority or low-income communities. In
the discussions of cultural resources and
environmental justice for each tract, the DOE
includes a statement that TCPs could be
present and that they could be impacted by
the land uses being evaluated. The DOE
would continue with the required consultation
process associated with cultural resources and
TCPs.

The DOE acknowledges that there are
different approaches that could be used to
assess environmental justice impacts. Some

groups may view any and all impacts as
significant, others may accept a higher level
of risk. Chestnut Law Offices, legal counsel
for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso, submitted
comments on behalf of the Pueblo that
expressed the belief that the conveyance or
transfer process would have environmental
justice impacts on their population,
specifically,

“...the CT EIS does not recognize
the impact upon these shrines
[Tewa Pueblo] and usage of the
area by Native American
population under the County’s
proposed usages of increased
recreational access, and residential
and commercial development. The
Pueblo views the effect on the
shrines, artifacts and traditional
cultural usage as a disproportionate
adverse impact on a minority
population...”

This comment notwithstanding, the DOE
considers that it has met the objectives of this
Executive Order 12898 to investigate
environmental justice impacts that would be
potentially high and adverse and would
disproportionately affect one group over
another in this Final CT EIS analysis.

1.6.7.7 General Issue 7: Homesteaders
Association Claims

Issue:

Commentors expressed their belief that
the DOE should give the land back to the
families who once owned or homesteaded the
land and not to the County or the Pueblo of
San Ildefonso. Commentors stated that
homesteaders still have a claim to the land
that was taken from them in the Los Alamos
area. Commentors believed that the U.S.
Government took the land from the
homesteaders without just compensation.
Commentors believed that the title search
report for the tracts of land to be conveyed or
transferred was not valid or complete.
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Commentors also believed that the DOE has
not addressed the homesteaders’ claims.

Response:

The DOE has been in communication
with the Homesteaders Association of the
Pajarito Plateau (Homesteaders Association).
The Homesteaders Association is composed
of people who were the homesteaders, or
owners, or descendents of the original
homesteaders or owners of land in the Los
Alamos area that the U.S. Government
condemned or purchased in the 1940s in order
to conduct the Manhattan Project.

In 1942, the Undersecretary of War
directed that the land needed in the area be
acquired. In April 1943, the Secretary of
Agriculture granted authority to the Secretary
of War for the War Department to occupy and
use, for as long as the military necessity
existed, federally owned land under the
jurisdiction of the U.S. Forest Service. This
involved withdrawal of grazing permits. The
holders of the grazing permits were
compensated based on the number of grazing
stock.

The process prescribed for acquiring
privately owned land was by condemnation or
purchase. Authority for condemnation of
private lands was contained in the Second
War Powers Act. Under the Second War
Powers Act, the government filed a Petition in
Condemnation that resulted in an Order of
Possession served by the court on the land
owner, who then had to vacate. To acquire the
land permanently, a Declaration of Taking
was filed by the government, and appraisals

were made by an appointed commission. If
the appraisal was not approved by both the
land owner and the government, the case was
settled in the U.S. District Court. The land
was acquired in fee simple by filing
Declaration of Taking proceedings because
there was not enough time to negotiate with
each owner and because condemnation
proceedings were necessary to eliminate the
numerous title defects that existed.

The Homesteaders Association families
were compensated at that time. The
Homesteaders Association members are now
interested in regaining all of these lands or
receiving additional compensation for the
lands. The Homesteaders Association interest
includes some of the land being considered
for conveyance and transfer.

While no written claim for any of the land
being considered for conveyance and transfer
has been submitted to the DOE, the issue was
researched. Only the Rendija Canyon Tract
has any land that was once the site of a
homestead. Approximately 10 percent or
around 90 acres (40 hectares) of the Rendija
Canyon Tract was formerly privately owned.

As required by PL 105-119, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (COE) has
researched the title to all of the land tracts and
the DOE submitted the resulting title opinions
in a report to Congress. The COE concluded
that the U.S. Government condemned these
lands properly or purchased them properly
and has clear title to the land tracts being
considered for conveyance and transfer.
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2.0  ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN THE CT EIS

This chapter describes the No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action
Alternative, together with other alternatives that were considered but not analyzed in
detail because they were not reasonable within the context of the NEPA. This
chapter also discusses the Preferred Alternative, a subset of the Proposed Action
Alternative. As specified in Public Law (PL) 105-119, the disposition of a tract or
portions of a tract will not occur if the land is needed for national security mission
support or until any necessary environmental restoration or remediation is
completed. The DOE recognizes that meeting the conveyance and transfer criteria
within the mandated 10-year timeframe may not be possible for all portions of these
tracts. This chapter describes the Preferred Alternative, which outlines the potential
timing of disposition of the individual tracts based on these criteria. The chapter
includes information provided by both of the potential recipients as to their
contemplated uses of the subject tracts. The chapter concludes with a comparison of
the environmental consequences of the two alternatives analyzed.

The No Action Alternative is analyzed to
provide a baseline for comparison with the
potential environmental impacts that could
result from implementation of the conveyance
and transfer of each tract. The DOE is
considering a single action alternative to carry
out its statutory responsibilities, the
Conveyance and Transfer of Each Tract
Alternative (the “Proposed Action
Alternative”). This alternative involves the
consideration of the immediate conveyance or
transfer disposition decision of a partial
parcel, while delaying the disposition decision
for the remainder of the parcel. The proposed
DOE action under this alternative is the
conveyance or transfer of each tract of land
identified as suitable, either in whole or in
part, to either Los Alamos County or their
designee, or the Secretary of the Interior in
trust for San Ildefonso Pueblo. The analysis
considers the future contemplated actions by
the recipients of parcels of land and the
resulting indirect impacts. The DOE has
identified its Preferred Alternative, which is a
subset of the Proposed Action Alternative.
Other alternatives were considered but were
dismissed from further detailed analysis as
being unreasonable in the context of NEPA
because they do not meet the purpose and
need for agency action. These various

possible alternatives are discussed in the
following sections of this chapter. At the
close of the chapter, a comparison of the two
alternatives analyzed is presented in table
form.

2.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative of not

conveying and transferring the subject parcels
of land is analyzed in this CT EIS. NEPA
implementing regulations require the
consideration of an alternative of taking no
action on an issue. In this case, the No Action
Alternative would be the retention of
ownership (for each or all) of the tracts by the
Federal Government under the administrative
authority of the DOE, and conveyance or
transfer actions for each or all of the tracts
would not occur. There would be no change
anticipated in the overall land use of each of
the tracts within the foreseeable future (over
the next 10 years), which is consistent with
the Preferred Alternative analyzed in the
LANL SWEIS. Individual tracts would
continue to be used to either support LANL
uses (as undeveloped programmatic activity
buffer zones; historic, cultural, or
environmental preservation areas; future
growth areas; or in support of ongoing or
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similar mission support functions), or the
DOE would continue to lease properties to the
County for continuance of their current
recreational, commercial, or public relations
purposes. LANL Environmental Restoration
(ER) Project activities would be conducted on
the tracts as they become funded in
accordance with either existing or similar
plans developed with public and stakeholder
input. Under this No Action Alternative, both
the County and San Ildefonso Pueblo would
need to seek other means of meeting their
community self-sufficiency requirements and
enhancing their economic diversification. A
more detailed discussion of the No Action
Alternative and how this alternative would
result in a continuation of the status quo may
be found in the individual tract discussions in
Chapters 5 through 14 of this document.

2.2 Proposed Action Alternative
PL 105-119 (the Act) requires the DOE to

convey or transfer the parcels of land
preliminarily identified as suitable and for
which the DOE has clear title within 3 years
(36 months) of the enactment of the Act to the
parties named, in the manner that they have
agreed upon, and for the three future uses
identified in the law. Provisions within the
Act regarding this action allow the DOE to
undertake conveyance or transfer either by the
end of the third year after enactment of the
Act or to delay a disposition decision for up to
10 years after enactment of the Act, ending
November 26, 2007. The reasons provided
under the Act to delay an immediate
conveyance or transfer of the parcels are
(1) that the property is required by the DOE
for mission support purposes but may be
released from such use within the 10-year
period ending November 26, 2007 and/or (2)
that the property is environmentally
contaminated but may be remediated or
restored by November 26, 2007. In the
absence of either criterion being met by
November 26, 2007, the DOE shall not
convey or transfer the individual parcel(s).

For the nine parcels that are currently either
utilized for a mission-support function or that
have some level of environmental
contamination, the DOE will consider the
potential disposition decision of immediately
transferring the portions of a tract—as the
“tract” was originally defined by the DOE in
the April 1998 Land Transfer Report to
Congress (DOE 1998b)—that do not require
some level of environmental remediation or
restoration or that are unneeded for mission
support functions. For the retained portion of
the tract there would be a later disposition
decision based on whether environmental
remediation or restoration or a release from
need mission support use could be achieved
within the 10-year period allowed under the
Act, or a later no action decision would be
made by the Secretary of Energy.

The DOE’s proposed action of conveying
and transferring land tracts is one that, on the
part of the DOE, would involve certain “paper
transactions” and certain physical tenant
relocation activities. This type of action does
not in and of itself generally result in
significant environmental effects.
Environmental restoration or remediation of
the subject tracts identified for potential
conveyance or transfer would be the
responsibility of the DOE and are expected to
be accomplished as currently considered by
the DOE in its plan entitled Accelerating
Cleanup: Paths to Closure (DOE 1998c) and
similar plans. It is not anticipated that the
cleanup efforts would differ much between
the Proposed Action Alternative and the No
Action Alternative, with the exception of
some decommissioning, decontamination,
and demolition actions that are currently part
of LANL’s ER Project; some timing of
activities (cleanup of some tracts could be
accomplished sooner than under the No
Action Alternative); and some possible
cleanup of floodplain areas. As such, most of
the environmental restoration and remediation
actions are not unique to the proposed action
and do not generally involve significant
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adverse environmental impacts. However, in
considering the full suite of potential impacts
that could result from DOE action in
implementing the conveyance or transfer of
these parcels, the DOE must consider the
planned use of the land and the ensuing
potential environmental impacts subsequent
to the conveyance or transfer of
administrative control or ownership. Both
the County and San Ildefonso Pueblo have
expressed interest in pursuing uses of the
parcels for the purposes established by the
Act in ways that are potentially different from
the manner in which the DOE has used the
land over the past 55 years. Therefore, the
CT EIS analysis focuses on subsequent
indirect impacts of property development and
use by the County and by San Ildefonso
Pueblo (including their tenants or other third
parties) that could only occur if the DOE
decides to convey or transfer the subject land
tracts.

In order to consider the potential impacts
and benefits that could result from use(s) of
the 10 tracts after disposition, the
contemplated land uses identified by the two
potential recipients were considered. These
land uses were developed by both potential
receiving parties in accordance with their own
internal government policies and processes.
The land uses identified are not reflective of
any DOE plans for the future use of these
tracts. The DOE believes that the
contemplated land uses encompass a range of
reasonable and likely land uses, given the
individual tracts’ location, physical attributes,
and obvious development constraints. Before
implementation of any future use of each
tract, the sponsoring party would need to
comply with all applicable local, State, and
Federal laws and regulations. This may
include the preparation of project-specific
EISs, environmental assessments (EAs), or
the equivalent that may be required under
State law.

The potential contemplated uses identified
for each tract and considered in this CT EIS
analysis are as follows:

• The Rendija Canyon Tract: cultural
preservation or residential
development and environmental
preservation (natural areas)

• The DOE Los Alamos Area Office
(LAAO) Tract: residential or
commercial development

• The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract:
commercial development

• The Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument Tract: historic
preservation

• The DP Road Tract (North, South
and West): commercial and industrial
development or residential and
commercial development

• The Technical Area (TA) 21 Tract:
commercial and industrial
development

• The Airport Tract: airport,
commercial, and industrial
development

• The White Rock Y Tract:
environmental preservation or cultural
preservation

• The TA 74 Tract: cultural
preservation or environmental
preservation

• The White Rock Tract: cultural
preservation and commercial
development or commercial and
residential development

Each of the tracts may have existing or
future infrastructure uses that include: utility
lines, utility support structures, supply wells,
storage tanks or structures, water or effluent
treatment structures, and transportation
routes. The “footprints” for utility treatment
facilities and such structures may be
expanded in the future, given the potential for
increased use demands upon those systems.
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New roads may be constructed to facilitate
private or public vehicular traffic. Chapters 5
through 14 contain discussions of the land
uses for each tract in more detail, including
how an individual tract may be divided by
two different collocated land uses.

2.3 Preferred Alternative
 The DOE has identified the following

subset of the Proposed Action Alternative, by
tract, as its Preferred Alternative. Tracts are
listed below in an approximate order of
potential timing of disposition; the actual
order of tract disposition may be slightly
different. Consistent with PL 105-119, the
actual disposition of each tract, or portion of a
tract, would be subject to the DOE’s
continuing or future need for an individual
tract, or a portion of the tract, to meet a
LANL national security mission support
function. This need could result from either
direct or indirect activity involvement.
Additionally, the disposition of each tract, or
portion of a tract, would be subject to the
ability of the DOE to complete any necessary
environmental restoration or remediation.

The DOE has concluded that significant
portions of two tracts (the TA 21 Tract and
the Airport Tract) will not be available for
conveyance or transfer within the 10-year
period specified by PL 105-119. This is due to
identified national security operational needs
of two facilities within TA 21 and the need
for surrounding areas to be retained as
security, health, and safety buffer areas. The
area of buffer retention is roughly equivalent
to about a one-half mile radius from the
facility sites and includes portions of the
TA 21 Tract and the Airport Tract.

The DOE also recognizes with regard to
six of the remaining tracts that meeting the
conveyance and transfer criteria within the
mandated 10-year timeframe may not be
possible for all portions of these tracts. For
example, the current national security mission
support functions that are conducted on the

DOE LAAO Tract and the DP Road Tract
could possibly require portions of the tracts to
be retained for use beyond the 10-year
timeframe established by the Act, although
this is considered to be unlikely. Similarly,
there may be newly proposed activities at
LANL facilities that could require the
retention of portions of tracts for national
security mission support reasons. One
example of this is a proton radiography
project that recently has been proposed for
consideration through the DOE’s fiscal year
2001 budget. The DOE will evaluate this
project over the next several months to
determine whether the project should proceed.
The project evaluation will include a NEPA
analysis that considers alternatives to the
proposed actions, which will then be used to
inform a project decision(s). Engaging in this
proposed project could result in an expanded
security, health, and safety buffer area(s)
being required that may intrude upon one or
more of the tracts under consideration for
disposal. Because the White Rock Y Tract is
the nearest subject tract to one of the
alternative LANL locations that will likely be
evaluated for the proton radiography project,
the DOE ultimately could require that this
tract be reduced to a partial tract status for
disposition. In this case, only essential areas
would be retained, and the remainder of the
tract would likely be conveyed or transferred.

Further uncertainty regarding the DOE’s
ability to convey or transfer all of the tracts
results because some portions of the six tracts
have associated contamination issues. Those
portions of the tracts may potentially require
environmental restoration or remediation that
could be technically difficult to achieve or
that could require more than the 10-year
period established under the Act for
completion of these actions. The LANL ER
Project process, which includes input from
stakeholders and approval by the
Administrative Authority(s), will proceed
with the anticipation of completing the
necessary environmental restoration and
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remediation actions by the end of the year
2007. However, the DOE recognizes that
some tracts that have contamination issues are
going to consume more time and resources
and be more expensive to clean up because
the cleanup technical strategy could change
from those currently planned by the ER
Project. For example, in the case of the TA 21
Tract, the regulatory authority(s) could
require exhumation of material disposal sites
on that tract, rather than the currently planned
capping, long-term monitoring strategy, and
possible exhumation strategy. Further, it is
not certain that cleanup of all of this tract is
technically feasible. Reaching agreement on
the cleanup approach and conducting the
necessary testing and remedial action could
be a lengthy process. The extra funding
required for such a change in the planned
cleanup also may require the appropriation of
additional funding from Congress. In other
cases, some tracts include portions of canyon
floodplains, which could be difficult to
remediate. Given such considerations, it may
not be possible to complete all of the
necessary remediation or restoration actions
to release all portions of the subject tracts
within the allotted timeframe.

The DOE is confident that it can convey
or transfer in whole two tracts in the near
term; these two tracts are not currently used
nor are they anticipated to be needed in the
future for national security mission support
needs. Although one of the tracts has a minor
surface disposal site, it can easily be
remediated within a short period of time.
These two tracts are the Miscellaneous
Manhattan Monument Tract and the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract.

The Preferred Alternative for conveyance
and transfer of the 10 land tracts identified as
potentially suitable, per the criteria
established in PL 105-119, is as follows
(within each grouping no order of conveyance
and transfer is intended):

Convey or Transfer Entire Tract in the
Year 2000, or Soon Thereafter:

• Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument
Tract

• Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract

Convey or Transfer Entire Tract or Partial
Tract (Portions of Tract Without Potential
Contamination Issues or Mission Support
Concerns) in the Year 2000, or Soon
Thereafter, But Before the End of the Year
2007:

• DOE LAAO Tract

• White Rock Tract

• Rendija Canyon Tract

• TA 74 Tract

• DP Road Tract

• White Rock Y Tract

Convey or Transfer Partial Tract (Portions
of Tract Without Potential Contamination
Issues or Mission Support Concerns) at a
Later Time, But Before the End of the
Year 2007:

• TA 21 Tract

• Airport Tract

For the tracts that are conveyed in part,
the DOE would continue to resolve
outstanding national security mission support
issues and any contamination cleanup
required on the remaining portions of the
tracts so that conveyance or transfer of those
portions could occur before the end of the
2007 deadline stated in the Act. The six tracts
with possible partial tract conveyances or
transfers are discussed individually in more
detail in the following paragraphs.

The DOE LAAO Tract is partially
occupied by the DOE Los Alamos Area
Office Building and parking lot area that
currently houses about 120 DOE staff and
contractor staff personnel. The site also has
three small potential release sites (PRSs) that
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have already been remediated, although the
remediation has not yet received regulatory
concurrence. There are two tract buildings
that may require decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) as well. The
duration of these efforts is estimated to
involve up to about 18 months and cost from
about $4,253,000 to about $9,680,000.

The White Rock Tract has no known
PRSs within its boundaries that would require
remediation or restoration. However, the tract
is bisected by a floodplain area that has not
yet been sampled for possible contaminants.
Investigation of the floodplain must be
conducted, and although it is not anticipated
that levels of site contamination would
warrant remediation, some remediation may
nevertheless be required. The duration of
these efforts is estimated to involve up to
about 16 months and cost from about
$954,000 to about $3,374,000.

The Rendija Canyon Tract has four PRSs
within its boundaries; three of these sites have
already been remediated and restored
although the remediation has not yet received
regulatory concurrence. The tract also is
bisected by a floodplain area in which
sampling efforts must be conducted, and some
areas of site remediation may be warranted.
The duration of remediation is estimated to
involve up to about 30 months and cost from
about $19,053,000 to about $20,462,000.

The TA 74 Tract has four PRSs within its
boundaries; all four of these sites have already
been remediated and restored although the
remediation has not yet received regulatory
concurrence. The tract also is bisected by
floodplain areas in which sampling efforts
must be completed, and site remediation may
be warranted. The tract could continue to
receive contamination from upstream areas,
so additional offsite investigation and
remediation also may be warranted. The
duration of tract remediation is estimated to
involve up to about 22 months and cost from
about $3,683,000 to about $215,666,000.

The DP Road Tract is occupied by two
large buildings: one that is used for the LANL
archive storage and one that is used for a
contractor support facility. Additionally, the
tract has 10 PRSs within its boundaries and
eight small structures. Two of the PRSs have
already been remediated and restored, and the
remediation has received regulatory
concurrence; the others remain under
investigation or have been remediated and are
awaiting regulatory concurrence. The tract
also shares a floodplain area with the Airport
Tract along DP Canyon, where cleanup is
warranted. The duration of remaining
investigation and possible site remediation is
estimated to involve up to about 84 months
and cost from about $26,986,000 to about
$29,070,000.

The White Rock Y Tract has no PRSs
within its boundaries. However, the tract is
bisected by a floodplain area in which
sampling efforts must be conducted, and some
areas of site remediation may be warranted.
The tract could continue to receive
contamination from upstream areas, so
additional offsite investigation and
remediation also may be warranted. The
duration of remediation is estimated to
involve up to about 24 months and cost from
about $1,880,000 to about $10,424,000.

The environmental impacts of the
Preferred Alternative, based on current
information, would be expected to be between
those presented for implementation of the
Proposed Action and the No Action
Alternatives for each tract. The impacts of
these actions are discussed in following
sections.

2.4 Alternatives Considered But
Eliminated from Detailed
Analysis

Alternative actions that were considered
but not analyzed in detail are discussed in the
following paragraphs. These alternative
actions include
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• Conveyance or transfer to parties other
than those identified by the Act (see
Section 2.4.1)

• Conveyance or transfer of the 10 tracts
to other Federal agencies, such as the
U.S. Department of the Interior,
National Park Service (NPS), or the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S.
Forest Service (USFS)
(see Section 2.4.2)

• Conveyance or transfer of tracts with
the retention of those tracts or portions
of tracts with identified sensitive
resources (such as wetlands, cultural
or historic resources, or threatened or
endangered species)
(see Section 2.4.3)

• Conveyance or transfer of parcels with
cultural and natural resources to other
Federal agencies whose jurisdiction
includes management of these
resources at a level consistent with or
greater than is currently performed by
the DOE (see Section 2.4.4)

• Retention by the DOE of areas where
the contemplated land use would be in
conflict with surrounding land uses
(see Section 2.4.5)

• Conveyance or transfer of two parcels
of land not included in the April 1998
Land Transfer Report (DOE 1998b)
(namely, the so-called University Site
on State Road 4 and the Research Park
Phase II site) (see Section 2.4.6)

• The deletion the 25-acre (10-hectare)
“DP South” Tract from the DP Road
Tract and the eastern three-fourths of
the 260-acre (105-hectare) TA 21
Tract from the scope of the CT EIS
(see Section 2.4.7)

• Maintaining assistance payments and
not engaging in land conveyance or
transfer (see Section 2.4.8)

2.4.1 Conveyance or Transfer to
Parties Other than Those
Identified by the Act

The conveyance or transfer of the 10
subject tracts to parties other than those
identified by the Act was considered. The
named recipients under the Act are the
Incorporated County of Los Alamos (or their
designee) and the Secretary of the Interior, in
trust for San Ildefonso Pueblo. Therefore, the
conveyance or transfer of the subject tracts to
parties other than those two named in the Act
would not allow the DOE to meet its need to
comply with the requirements of the Act.
Potential impacts that might be associated
with the development and use of the 10
subject tracts by parties other the County and
San Ildefonso Pueblo would likely be very
similar in nature to those that are analyzed in
the CT EIS for the conveyance or transfer to
those two parties. The two parties named in
the Act to receive the property propose uses
that are representative of both private-sector
individuals or corporations and of other area
Federal agencies. For individual tracts, the
potential for individual resource area impacts
may be either less than or greater than those
analyzed in the CT EIS, but would likely not
result in vastly different cumulative impacts
than those analyzed. This alternative is not
analyzed further in this CT EIS.

2.4.2 Conveyance or Transfer to
Other Federal Agencies

A suggested alternative of transferring
the 10 tracts to other area Federal agencies,
such as the NPS (U.S. Department of the
Interior) or the USFS (U.S. Department of
Agriculture), was considered. A portion of the
10 parcels are proposed for transfer to the
Secretary of the Interior, under the direct
management of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
to be held in trust for the San Ildefonso
Pueblo. The remaining parcels of land would
convey to a non-Federal Government entity,
the County of Los Alamos. Transferring all
10 tracts to either the U.S. Department of the
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Interior, either in trust for San Ildefonso
Pueblo or for other potential agency use, or to
another Federal Government agency would
not comply with the requirements of the Act.
Although such an action could possibly delay
their ultimate conveyance, it may not preclude
it because all government agencies are being
asked to identify and convey or transfer lands
that are not necessary for their mission use.

The USFS has management responsibility
for lands within the Santa Fe National Forest.
Their management is directed toward the wise
use of land and resources under multiple use
and sustained yield principles in order to
provide optimum, long-term public benefits.
The Santa Fe National Forest strives to meet
the needs and desires of present and future
generations. Existing uses of Santa Fe
National Forest lands surrounding the Los
Alamos townsite include tourism, mining,
recreational activities (including hiking,
hunting, fishing, camping, climbing, and
skiing), and other traditional uses including
firewood gathering and cutting of trees for
vigas and latillas. The NPS, Bandelier
National Monument (BNM) manages lands
south and east of lands managed by the DOE
and the town of Los Alamos. The lands
managed by BNM are managed to protect and
preserve all cultural and natural resources and
provide opportunities for visitor
understanding and enjoyment of those
resources in a manner that preserves these
resources for future generations. People visit
BNM to hike, backpack in the wilderness,
camp, picnic, visit the ruins, learn about the
ancient and current Pueblo Indian culture, and
enjoy the peace and special ambiance of the
monument. While these properties could be
used by the surrounding area Federal agencies
to meet their mission support requirements,
they are not known to be vital to these
agencies’ mission use needs.

In the usual course of events, unneeded
government real properties are turned over to
the General Services Administration (GSA)
for disposal. Other Federal agencies are first

notified of the availability of the land and, if
another Federal usage need is identified, GSA
would then arrange for the administrative
control of the land to be turned over to that
Federal agency for their use. Next in line for
disposal of real estate would be State and
local agencies and eligible nonprofit
organizations for specified public uses.
Purchase of the property at fair market value
under competitive sale for unrestricted use is
the last resort of the GSA for disposal of
surplus land. Assuming that the land parcels
were transferred to another Federal agency
that identified the land as surplus and
employed the GSA disposition process, then
the potential impacts from use of the parcels
would likely be very similar to those
analyzed. This alternative is not analyzed
further in this CT EIS.

2.4.3 Conveyance or Transfer Except
for Tracts with Sensitive
Resources

The conveyance or transfer of parcels
while retaining those tracts or portions of
tracts with identified sensitive resources (such
as wetlands, cultural or historic resources, or
threatened or endangered species) was
considered. Under this alternative, the DOE
would not meet its need to comply with the
requirements of the Act, nor would it meet its
requirement to comply with the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) of 1973. Potential
mitigations for dealing with sensitive
resources present on the parcels will be
included in the mitigations recommended by
this CT EIS, although the DOE will not, in all
cases, be responsible for seeing that these are
carried out by the named recipients. Retaining
these parcels or portions of parcels with
sensitive resources would likely result in
similar impacts to those potentially
encountered by the conveyance and transfer
of the land, although perhaps not on the same
scale as identified by the contemplated land
uses. If the DOE retained a portion of a tract
and conveyed or transferred the remainder of
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the tract, enforcement of protection of the
retained portion would be very burdensome to
the agency and perhaps effectively
impossible. Such action would likely require
fencing of the sites, which would effectively
notify the public as to the location of these
resources. Fencing of these sites could result
in additional taking of threatened or
endangered species or site disturbance and
potential illegal pot-hunting actions by the
public if archeological resources are present.
This alternative is not analyzed further in this
CT EIS.

2.4.4 Conveyance or Transfer of
Tracts with Cultural and Natural
Resources to Other Federal
Agencies

The transfer of all of the parcels with
cultural and natural resources to other Federal
agencies having administrative and legal
capabilities to manage these resources to a
level consistent with or greater than is
currently performed by the DOE was
considered as an alternative. This alternative
would not allow the DOE to meet its
requirements under the Act. As already
mentioned, it is likely that other Federal
agencies would ultimately dispose of the land,
and similar potential impacts analyzed in this
CT EIS would still occur in the future. This is
because a less stringent level of protection to
threatened and endangered species is required
of non-Federal Government agencies under
the ESA; very little protection to
archeological, cultural, or historic sites is
afforded under the various applicable laws by
non-Federal Government entities. This
alternative is not analyzed further in this
CT EIS.

2.4.5 DOE Retention of Areas with
Conflicting Land Uses

Retention by the DOE of areas where the
proposed land use is in conflict with
surrounding land uses was considered. Such
an alternative would not allow the DOE to

meet the requirements set forth in the Act.
Due to the manner in which the Los Alamos
County area was developed, there are many
areas of incongruent land use. In this case, the
identified contemplated land uses are
consistent with neighboring land uses, so the
issue is moot. This alternative is not analyzed
further in this CT EIS.

2.4.6 Convey or Transfer Two Parcels
Not in Land Transfer Report

The conveyance or transfer of two parcels
of land not included in the April 1998 Land
Transfer Report (DOE 1998b) (namely, the
so-called University Site on State Road 4 and
the Research Park Phase II site) was
considered.

The DOE and LANL have reviewed
contemplated future mission requirements.
The conclusion of months of analysis has
indicated that the 10 parcels of land named in
the April 1998 Land Transfer Report to
Congress identified the parcels of land that
could potentially qualify for conveyance and
transfer. The two parcels suggested for
inclusion in the CT EIS analysis were
determined to be required for mission support
uses beyond the 10-year period designated in
the Act. This alternative is not analyzed
further in this CT EIS.

2.4.7 Deletion of Two Tracts from
CT EIS Scope

The suggested deletion of two portions of
tracts from the scope of the CT EIS (namely,
the 25-acre [10-hectare] “DP South” Tract
and the eastern three-fourths of the 260-acre
[105-hectare] TA 21 Tract) was reviewed.
DOE and LANL management resources have
carefully reviewed the mission requirements
and the land and facility use needs of each
organization at the LANL site.

The two tracts recommended for
exclusion were identified as potentially being
suitable for transfer at some time prior to
November 26, 2007. Making what would be
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essentially a no action determination on these
parcels at this time is inappropriate. This
alternative is not analyzed further in this
CT EIS.

2.4.8 Reinitiate Assistance Payments
Without Conveyance or Transfer

Reinitiating assistance payments to the
County and not effecting the conveyance or
transfer of the preliminarily identified parcels
was an alternative considered that would not
meet the letter or intent of the Act. The
environmental impacts of such an alternative
are inherently considered in the analysis of
the No Action Alternative. Such action on the
part of the DOE would require additional
congressional legislation before it could be
undertaken. This alternative was not analyzed
further in this CT EIS.

2.5 Comparison of
Environmental
Consequences of the No
Action Alternative and the
Proposed Action Alternative

2.5.1 Environmental Impacts
The environmental impacts of the

proposed conveyance and transfer of the 10
land tracts are described below. The
assumptions associated with the analysis of
impacts are provided. The impacts are broken
out into direct and indirect impacts. The
impacts of the No Action Alternative are
compared to the impacts projected to result
from implementation of the Proposed Action
Alternative in Table 2.5.1-1 (at the end of this
chapter). As an aide to the reader, a second
table (Table 2.5.1-2) is provided that presents
a summary of the impacts of the Proposed
Action Alternative on a tract-by-tract basis.
The environmental impacts of the Preferred
Alternative, based on current information,
would be expected to be between those
presented for implementation of the Proposed

Action and the No Action Alternatives for
each tract.

2.5.1.1 Analysis of Impacts
The land tracts are part of LANL with the

exceptions of the Rendija Canyon and
Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument Tracts.
Because the tracts are part of or near LANL,
the information contained in the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c) analysis is used with
regard to environmental resources or existing
conditions in the CT EIS. The four
alternatives analyzed in the SWEIS relate to
varying levels of operations at LANL. The
TA 21 Tract has the only facilities analyzed in
the SWEIS that are located on the subject
tracts, while the other tracts are either
excluded from the SWEIS analysis or remain
unchanged in land use across the SWEIS
alternatives. The SWEIS Preferred
Alternative is used as the basis for the CT EIS
No Action Alternative because it provides a
reasonable upper “bounding analysis” of
impacts regarding those resources of concern.
This approach assures that the CT EIS has not
underestimated the potential impacts that may
result from the conveyance and transfer of the
subject tracts.

Implementing the SWEIS Preferred
Alternative would maximize use of electric
power due to expanded LANL operations;
more people being hired, mostly for long-term
employment; and more LANL workers being
exposed to radioactive materials and
processes. In particular, the level of use of
utilities (such as electricity and natural gas),
waste management and disposal facilities, and
groundwater resources are greater in the
SWEIS Preferred Alternative.

Timeframe of Analyses
The schedule for conveyance or transfer

of each tract, either in whole or in part, and
the potential recipient’s eventual development
of the tracts cannot be accurately determined
at this time. Therefore, the relation of those
schedules to the schedule for full
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implementation of the activities described in
the SWEIS Preferred Alternative also cannot
be evaluated. In order to provide bounding
analyses, it is assumed in this CT EIS that the
SWEIS Preferred Alternative has already
been fully implemented, and all of the tracts
are conveyed or transferred and developed
within the next 10 years. This assumption,
while ensuring the analyses of impacts bound
those likely to occur, may be overly
conservative in some cases. Those cases
where the analyses may be overly
conservative (for example, in estimating when
utility demand may exceed capacities) will be
identified.

Direct and Indirect Impacts
Once the land tracts are conveyed or

transferred, they will pass beyond the
administrative control of the DOE. All
subsequent use of the land will be
independent of the DOE. Therefore, for the
purpose of this CT EIS, all impacts associated
with actions that would be undertaken by the
DOE due to the proposed conveyance and
transfer of the land tracts are described as
direct impacts. All subsequent impacts
resulting from actions undertaken by the
recipients after the proposed conveyance and
transfer of the tracts are described as indirect
impacts.

2.5.1.2 Comparison of Direct Impacts
A comparison of the impacts of the No

Action Alternative and the impacts projected
to result from implementation of the Proposed
Action Alternative are presented in
Table 2.5.1-1. The direct and indirect impacts
of the Proposed Action Alternative are also
discussed below. The impacts of the No
Action Alternative are detailed where they
differ from those presented in the SWEIS.

The direct impacts of the proposed
conveyance and transfer of the subject tracts
consist of those associated with the relocation
of DOE LANL operations and personnel who
currently reside on the various tracts.

Employees requiring relocation could be
moved to existing buildings on other parts of
LANL property, or new buildings could be
constructed. These plans are not ripe for
decision. Any decision regarding construction
of new facilities would be preceded by
appropriate NEPA review.

There would be no difference in direct
impacts between the conveyance and transfer
of the tracts and the No Action Alternative in
infrastructure, noise, visual resources,
socioeconomics, geology and soils, water
resources, or human health.

The differences between the direct
impacts of the conveyance and transfer of the
tracts and the No Action Alternative in land
use, transportation, ecological resources,
cultural resources, and air resources are
discussed by affected resource in the
following paragraphs.

Land Use
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in land use or direct impacts
are anticipated. Completion of environmental
restoration activities, including
decontamination, decommissioning, and
possible demolition of DOE facilities may
allow possible changes in future land use.
Environmental restoration activities would
proceed in accordance with existing and
developing plans. Worker impacts associated
with environmental restoration activities
cannot be projected at this time.
Environmental restoration activities would be
subject to their own DOE NEPA review.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative
(the conveyance and transfer of the tracts, in
whole or in part), no specific changes in land
use or direct impacts are anticipated. In
general, environmental restoration activities
are independent of the conveyance and
transfer process; but, the conveyance and
transfer scenarios may influence decisions on
the timing, cleanup levels, and the inclusion
of certain buildings in environmental
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restoration activities. The waste estimates
would be roughly the same as for the No
Action Alternative.

Transportation
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in direct impacts in
transportation are anticipated.

Direct consequences of the conveyance
and transfer of the tracts under the Proposed
Action Alternative include small alteration of
the overall daily commute. DOE and
contractor personnel relocated from the DOE
LAAO, TA 21, and DP Road Tracts would
have to change their commuting routes. Some
DOE and contractor personnel may have a
shorter drive to work, those living in White
Rock for example; but, most would have
farther to travel.

Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in direct impacts to
ecological resources are anticipated.

Direct impacts of the Proposed Action
Alternative (the conveyance and transfer of
the tracts) are limited to the changes in
responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes and procedures for future activities
would be different from those that are
currently governing the subject tracts and may
not be as rigorous. The LANL Threatened and
Endangered Species Habitat Management
Plan would no longer be in effect for those
tracts occupied by or containing suitable
habitat for endangered species.

Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in direct impacts to cultural
resources are anticipated.

Direct impacts of the Proposed Action
Alternative (the conveyance and transfer of
the tracts) are limited to the potential transfer
of known and unidentified cultural resources

and historic properties out of the
responsibility and protection of the DOE.
Under the Criteria of Adverse Effects
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or sale of
resources eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) is an
adverse effect. NRHP eligible resources are
present on nine of the tracts being assessed in
this CT EIS and would be directly impacted
by the Federal action. The disposition of each
of the subject tracts also may affect the
protection and accessibility to Native
American sacred sites or sites needed for the
practice of traditional religion by removing
them from consideration under the American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” In
addition, the disposition of the tracts would
potentially affect the treatment and
disposition of any human remains, funerary
objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural
patrimony that may be discovered on the
tracts under the Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act.

Air Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in direct impacts in air
resources or global warming are anticipated.

Direct consequences of the Proposed
Action Alternative (the conveyance and
transfer of the tracts) include small alteration
of the overall daily commute. DOE and
contractor personnel relocated from the DOE
LAAO, TA 21, and DP Road Tracts would
have to change their commuting routes. Some
DOE and contractor personnel (for example,
those living in White Rock) may have a
shorter drive to work; but, most would have
farther to travel. This would result in slightly
greater emissions.

2.5.1.3 Comparison of Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts are anticipated from the

subsequent uses contemplated by the
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receiving parties for several of the 10 tracts
(see Table 2.5.1-2). The receiving parties
have identified a combination of
contemplated uses for the tracts after
conveyance or transfer. These uses include
development of part or all of some of these
tracts. Estimates of the development acreage
reflect the best available information on the
footprint of the contemplated developments.
This acreage may include the redevelopment
of disturbed land as well as the new use of
relatively undisturbed areas. The impact
analysis assumes that these footprints
represent an approximation of areas that
would be developed but that may not include
all areas that would otherwise be disturbed.
Likewise, there are no specific acreage
estimates for land that may be disturbed or
developed for land uses that include
undefined improvements to utilities or
recreational areas. These areas are
qualitatively addressed in the impact analysis.

Land Use
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in land use or indirect
impacts are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
the indirect impacts of the conveyance and
transfer of the tracts include regional changes
in land use, such as the development of forest,
grazing, and open-space land for residential
and commercial uses. Future land use
patterns could change on several tracts.
Approximately 826 acres (335 hectares) of
the total acreage proposed for transfer and
conveyance could be developed or
redeveloped for other uses.

There is the potential for the introduction
of land uses that would be incompatible with
adjacent landowners’ resource protection
efforts. There may be loss of recreational
opportunities currently enjoyed on some
tracts.

While cumulative impacts to land use
affect only a small percentage of the total

region, many of the anticipated impacts are
concentrated in the vicinity of Los Alamos,
LANL, and White Rock and therefore could
appear substantial.

Transportation
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes or indirect impacts in
transportation are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative
(the conveyance and transfer of the tracts),
commercial, industrial, and residential
developments would greatly increase the
number of trips generated. Peak-hour traffic
entering or exiting 6 of the 10 tracts could
increase by a range of approximately 751 to
3,775 trips. There could be a positive regional
traffic impact in that more LANL employees
could live in Los Alamos and reduce the
overall commuter traffic from other areas.

Cumulative impacts to regional
transportation include substantial increases in
overall regional and local traffic that would
require improvements to traffic controls, new
roads, road widening, and bridges. The
anticipated impacts to transportation would be
expected to be concentrated near the Los
Alamos townsite and the LANL area.

Infrastructure
Under the No Action Alternative, the

electrical system is already at the limits of its
capacity. With the addition of the Strategic
Computing Complex (SCC) and other
regional developments, the electric power
demand will exceed system capacity.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
the total estimated increases in utility usage
associated with the development of the tracts
would be as follows:

• Electricity use: 32 gigawatt-hours
(gwh)

• Peak power: 6 megawatts (mw)
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• Natural Gas: 459 million cubic feet
(mcf) (13,000 million liters per year
[mly])

• Water: 382 million gallons per year
(mgy) (1,446 mly)

• Solid Waste: 2,385 tons per year (tpy)
(2,163 metric tons per year [mty])

Increases in discharges to wastewater
treatment plants could be 132 mgy (500 mly)
for the Bayo Wastewater Treatment Plant and
41 mgy (155 mly) for the White Rock plant.

The increase in peak electricity demand is
in addition to the already anticipated
exceedance of the capacity of the electrical
power system. Water usage demand is
projected to exceed water rights. The natural
gas delivery systems may have to be upgraded
to handle the increased demand. The existing
wastewater treatment capacity is expected to
be exceeded. Solid waste production is
expected to reduce the expected life of the
regional landfill. However, given the
conservative assumptions used in the
calculations and the phased development of
the tracts, the actual utility usage may not
reach capacity limits within the next 10 years.

Noise
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in noise
are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
ambient noise levels would be expected to
increase above current levels for most of the
contemplated land uses. Ambient noise levels
associated with cultural preservation may
decrease, and noise levels associated with
natural areas would be expected to remain the
same or increase slightly. Noise associated
with transportation and utility corridors would
remain the same or could increase with
additional infrastructure construction and use.
Demolition and construction activities would
be expected to temporarily elevate noise
levels on the tracts from the No Action

Alternative levels to a range of 74 to
95 decibels (dB) on the A-weighted scale
(dBA). Residential uses typically would result
in ambient noise levels between 50 and
70 dBA depending on traffic, density, and
location. Commercial and industrial land uses
typically would result in 60 to 70 dBA. Noise
would be present during a greater part of the
day than currently on the tracts that are
developed for residential, commercial, and
industrial land uses. Overall noise from
vehicular traffic would increase.

Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in visual
resources are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
most of the tracts would maintain their current
level of visual aesthetic value after
conveyance and transfer and any subsequent
development. However, the development of
currently undeveloped areas, such as the
Rendija Canyon and White Rock Tracts,
would typically degrade the visual landscape.
The reduction in visual quality would not be
substantial on a regional scale, but local
diminished viewsheds could impact resources
important to maintaining a positive visitor
experience on adjacent NPS lands.

Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in
socioeconomics are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
short-term economic gains would be expected
from employment due to construction
activities for new development. Long-term
gains would depend on the intensity and
success of the development. Depending on the
scenarios implemented, 320 businesses could
be developed on the tracts, employing up to
6,080 workers and generating a total of 8,957
jobs within the region of influence (ROI). As
many as 2,360 residences could be placed on
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the tracts, increasing White Rock and Los
Alamos population by 6,620 residents.

Overall impacts to employment, income,
population, and housing would be minor
within the ROI, but would be concentrated in
the Los Alamos area. Improvements would be
expected in the Los Alamos County tax base
but would probably not offset the loss of
assistance payments, according to information
provided by the County (see Chapter 18,
Section 18.1).

Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in
ecological resources are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
development footprints for the 10 tracts
include approximately 770 acres
(312 hectares) of relatively undisturbed
habitat, primarily ponderosa pine forest and
pinyon-juniper woodland. Contemplated uses
also would be expected to degrade large
amounts adjacent habitat, including preferred
habitat for the American peregrine falcon and
the Mexican spotted owl.

Highly mobile wildlife would be forced to
relocate to adjacent undeveloped areas.
However, successful relocation may not occur
due to increased competition for limited
resources. For less-mobile species, direct
mortality could occur during the actual
construction or from habitat alteration.
Habitat modification could affect several
Federal-listed threatened and endangered
species. Development in some tracts could
result in direct loss of wetland structure and
function with potential increased downstream
and offsite sedimentation. The current lack of
a natural resources management plan by
either the County of Los Alamos or the
Pueblo of San Ildefonso would impede the
development of an integrated, multiagency
approach to short- or long-term natural
resource management strategies. Additionally,
transfer of the land tracts may result in a

much less rigorous environmental review and
protection review process for future activities
because neither the County of Los Alamos
nor the Pueblo of San Ildefonso have
regulations that would match the Federal
review and protection process. Cumulatively,
the development could result in fragmentation
of habitat and disruption of wildlife migration
corridors.

Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in
cultural resources are anticipated.

The development of approximately
826 acres (335 hectares) and use of tracts for
recreation under the Proposed Action
Alternative could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the subject tracts and in adjacent
areas and disturbance of traditional religious
practices.

Geology and Soils
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in
geology and soils are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
soil would be disturbed by development, new
road building, and utilities. Removal of
vegetation and increased runoff from new
impermeable surfaces could increase erosion.
The cumulative impacts to geology and soils
would be insubstantial.

Water Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in water
resources are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
supplies of groundwater would be reduced,
potentially accelerating drawdown of the
main aquifer. Placement of new water supply
wells could impact groundwater quality. New
development could potentially degrade the
surface water quality by increasing the
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pollutant loads and surface runoff volumes
from construction activity, and by creating
additional impermeable surfaces such as roads
and parking lots.

Air Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in air
resources are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
there would be increases in criteria pollutants
from mobile sources and homes using natural
gas or propane. Slight increases in emissions
of hazardous air pollutants would be expected
from the development of new industrial
facilities. The current contributions to global
climate change from the land tracts would
increase more than 25-fold over the No
Action Alternative due to motor vehicle
traffic and residential use of fossil fuels.
Additional use of artificial lighting could
impact the visibility of the night sky.

Human Health
Under the No Action Alternative, no

specific changes in indirect impacts in human
health are anticipated.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, as
many as 900 new residents could be brought
into closer proximity to LANL facilities at the
DOE LAAO and DP Road Tracts, and
another 2,200 residents and lodgers at the
White Rock Tract. Commercial development
could bring as many as 6,000 private-sector
employees into existing one-half mile
radiation site evaluation circles at the DP
Road, TA 21, and Airport Tracts (discussion
of these “circles” is provided in Chapter 4,
Section  4.2.12.2). While the maximally
exposed individual doses would not increase,
these developments would mean increased
total population exposures to radiological and
chemical emissions from normal LANL
operations and hypothetical accidents. A
substantial increase in the public collective
radiation dose and latent cancer fatalities
would result. Risk of developing excess latent

cancer fatalities on the subject tracts from
accident events could maximally increase
from about 57 excess cancer deaths to about
98 excess cancer deaths.

Development of the tracts by the
recipients would involve construction with its
attendant risks to workers. Should the
development include industrial activities,
these activities would involve
commensurately greater worker risks.

Environmental Justice
There would be no impact to

environmental justice under the No Action
Alternative. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, there would be no direct adverse
effects on minority or low-income
populations. Any indirect effects would be
specific to each land tract, not to populations,
and could include possible disruption of
traditional wood gathering activities. Indirect
impacts to traditional cultural properties
(TCPs) potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process. The
Homesteaders Association of the Pajarito
Plateau (as regards all of the subject tracts)
and legal counsel for the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso (as regards four specific tracts) have
expressed their opinions that the conveyance
and transfer of these tracts and their
subsequent contemplated uses would have
additional environmental justice impacts on
their populations.

2.1.2 Mitigation Measures
Mitigations are actions or activities that

can be taken to avoid, minimize, rectify, or
compensate for anticipated impacts.

2.1.2.1 Mitigations Prior to Conveyance
or Transfer

Prior to conveyance or transfer of any of
the land tracts, the DOE will initiate cultural
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resource consultations with the affected
Pueblos and tribal nations and the State
Historic Preservation Office(r), and complete
consultation regarding threatened or
endangered species or their habitat with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). In
the case of conveyance of land tracts to the
County, the DOE may include deed
restrictions precluding any development
within the 100-year floodplains or wetlands,
consistent with the provisions of PL 105-119.

2.1.2.2 Recommended Mitigations
The DOE will coordinate consultations

with the New Mexico State Historic
Preservation Office(r), Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, receiving parties, and
other interested agencies and parties to
engage consideration of impacts on cultural
resources resulting from the conveyance and
transfer of the subject tracts from the
responsibility and protection of the DOE. The
goal of these consultations would be a formal
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
addressing the impacts of the potential loss of
certain cultural resource protections and DOE
responsibilities on the subject tracts, and
defining specific procedures and
responsibilities for managing cultural
resource concerns upon transfer to the
receiving parties. For example, the parties
could consider the implementation of
covenants that would ensure identification of

all resources before development,
minimization of the impacts to cultural
resources, and protection of the rights of
Native Americans regarding traditional
religious practices. Other agreements among
the parties could include development of
agreements concerning threatened or
endangered species habitat, integrated
resource management plans, integrated
emergency response plans, and future land
use options.

2.1.2.3 Potential Resource-Specific
Mitigations

Chapter 16 provides a large list of
potential mitigation measures that were
developed for each resource area. The
mitigation measures suggest how specific
aspects of individual impacts could be
avoided or minimized. These potential
measures range from seeking additional
resources to offset predicted shortfalls in
power and water supplies; providing new
access and rights of way for neighboring land
owners and utilities; and establishing habitat
buffer zones through conservation programs,
maintenance of natural vegetation, and
erosion control; to implementing measures to
control dust during construction.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Land Use Current mission support, research and
development and LANL activity buffer
land uses would continue on the 10 subject
tracts.

Implementation of the Proposed Action
Alternative would cause regional changes in land
use, including the development of forest and
open-space land for residential, commercial, and
industrial uses and dedication of tracts for
cultural preservation or as natural areas.
Approximately 826 acres (335 hectares) of the
total acreage could be developed or redeveloped
for other uses. There is the potential for the
introduction of land uses that would be
incompatible with adjacent landowners’ resource
protection efforts. There may be a loss of
recreational opportunities associated with
changes in land use. While cumulative impacts to
land use affect only a small percentage of the
total region, many of the anticipated impacts are
concentrated in the vicinity of Los Alamos,
LANL, and White Rock and, therefore, could
appear substantial.

Environmental
Restoration

Environmental restoration activities would
proceed in accordance with existing and
developing plans and would be subject to
their own NEPA review. Worker impacts
associated with environmental restoration
activities cannot be projected at this time.

Completion of environmental restoration
activities, including decontamination,
decommissioning, and possible demolition
of DOE facilities on these tracts would
result in preliminary projected waste
volumes of up to 207,860 cubic yards
(158,820 cubic meters). These include
42,300 cubic yards (32,320 cubic meters)
for the cleanup of potential release sites
(PRSs); 61,970 cubic yards (47,350 cubic
meters) for the decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) of structures and
103,590 cubic yards (79,150 cubic meters)
for remediation of canyon systems.

Environmental restoration activities are generally
independent of the conveyance and transfer
process; but, the conveyance and transfer
scenarios may influence decisions on the timing,
cleanup levels, and the inclusion of certain
buildings in environmental restoration activities.
The waste estimates would be roughly the same
as for the No Action Alternative.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Transportation Under the No Action Alternative, traffic
generated from tract activities would not
change from current levels.

Gradual increases in regional traffic levels,
especially during peak hours, would be
expected to continue due to population
growth, other area developments and
increases in LANL employment.

As a direct consequence of the Proposed Action
Alternative, there would be a small alteration of
the overall daily commute for DOE and
contractor personnel relocated from the DOE
LAAO, TA 21, and DP Road Tracts.

Development of the tracts would greatly increase
the number of trips generated. Traffic entering or
exiting 6 of the 10 tracts during the peak hours
would increase by a range of 750 to 3,775 trips
per day. Cumulative impacts to regional
transportation include substantial increases in
overall regional and local traffic that would
require improvements to traffic controls, new
roads, road widening, and bridges. The
anticipated impacts to transportation would be
expected to be concentrated near the Los Alamos
townsite and the LANL area.

Infrastructure Under the No Action Alternative, utility
demand and infrastructure needs generated
by current tract activities would not change
from current levels.

There would continue to be increases
regionally in utility demand and in the
need for additional sources, distribution
systems and waste disposal infrastructure
due to LANL activities and other regional
developments. The electrical system is
already at the limits of its capacity. The
electrical power demand will exceed
capacity with the addition of the Strategic
Computing Complex.

The projected No Action Alternative
utility usage is:

• Electrical Use: 799 gwh

• Peak Power: 116 mw

• Natural Gas: 3,273 mcf (92,730 mly)

• Water: 1,851 mgy (7016 mly)

• Solid Waste: 20,981 tpy (19,028 mty)

• Wastewater Sewage: 962 mgy
(3,642 mly)

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
assuming full implementation of the
contemplated developments on the tracts within
10 years, the total estimated increases in utility
usage would be:

• Electrical Use: 32 gwh

• Peak Power: 6 mw

• Natural Gas: 459 mcf (13,000 mly)

• Water: 382 mgy (1,446 mly)

• Solid Waste: 2,385 tpy (2,163 mty)

Increases in discharges could be 132 mgy
(500 mly) for the Bayo Wastewater Treatment
Plant and 41 mgy (155 mly) for the White Rock
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

The capacity of the electrical power system will
be exceeded. Water usage demand is projected to
exceed water rights. Natural gas delivery systems
may have to be upgraded to handle the increased
demand. The existing wastewater treatment
capacity also would be exceeded. Solid waste
production is expected to reduce the expected life
of the regional landfill.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Noise Under the No Action Alternative, noise
levels associated with activities on the
tracts would remain the same as they are
currently. Minor increases in ambient
noise would be expected due to anticipated
increases in vehicle traffic, regional
development and construction, and LANL
activities such as explosives testing.

Ambient noise levels would be expected to
increase above current levels for most of the
contemplated land uses. Ambient noise levels
associated with cultural preservation may
decrease, and noise levels associated with natural
areas would be expected to remain the same or
increase slightly. Noise associated with
transportation and utility corridors would remain
the same or could increase with additional
infrastructure construction and use. Demolition
and construction activities would be expected to
temporarily elevate noise levels on the tracts
from the No Action Alternative levels to a range
of 74 to 95 dBA. Residential uses typically
would result in ambient noise levels between 50
and 70 dBA depending on traffic, density, and
location. Commercial and industrial land uses
typically would result in 60 to 70 dBA. Noise
would be present during a greater part of the day
than currently on the tracts that are developed for
residential, commercial, and industrial land uses.
Overall noise from vehicular traffic would
increase.

Visual
Resources

Under the No Action Alternative there
would be no anticipated changes to visual
resources. The visual character of the 10
subject tracts reflect the variety of the Los
Alamos region. While some of the tracts
include visually discordant elements of
developed industrial sites, others include
large expanses of natural and undeveloped
canyon areas.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, the
scenic class objectives for most of the tracts
would be met because the visual character would
not change substantially. The visual resources of
some tracts may be improved by the removal and
replacement of industrial buildings. Development
on currently undeveloped tracts would negatively
impact visual character. Important viewsheds in
the vicinity of BNM could be negatively
impacted.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Socioeconomic Under the No Action Alternative there
would be no change in the employment,
income, population, and housing
associated with the 10 subject tracts.
Regional economic growth and efforts
toward self-sufficiency would continue but
at a slower rate.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, short-
term economic gains due to construction
activities would be expected. Long-term gains
would be dependent on the intensity and success
of the proposed development scenarios.

If implemented, 320 businesses could be
developed on the tracts, employing up to 6,080
workers and generating a total of 8,957 jobs
within the ROI. As many as 2,360 residences
would be placed on the tracts, increasing White
Rock and Los Alamos population by 6,620
residents.

Overall impacts to employment, income,
population, and housing would be minor within
the ROI, but would be concentrated in the Los
Alamos area. Improvements would be expected
in the Los Alamos County tax base but would
probably not offset the loss of assistance
payments, according to information provided by
the County (see Chapter 18, Section 18.1).

Ecological
Resources

Under the No Action Alternative,
responsibility for ecological resource
protection would remain with the DOE,
and active management of these resources
would continue.

Regional growth would reduce the amount
of undisturbed habitat and increase
pressure on remaining ecological
resources.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
responsibility for ecological resource protection
and planning would pass to the receiving parties,
who may not have regulations that match the
Federal review and protection process. Current
resource protection and management plans would
not be in effect for the subject tracts.

Development or redevelopment of 826 acres
(335 hectares), as contemplated by the receiving
parties, could result in the heavy modification or
destruction of approximately 770 acres
(312 hectares) of relatively undisturbed habitat,
primarily ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-
juniper woodland. Development also would be
expected to degrade large amounts of habitat
near the developed portion of the land tracts.
Habitat would be impacted or lost for Federal-
protected species such as the American peregrine
falcon and Mexican spotted owl. Habitat
destruction would affect wildlife through direct
mortality and relocation to other lands.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Cultural
Resources

Under the No Action Alternative,
responsibility for cultural resource
protection would remain with the DOE,
and active management of these resources
would continue. Possible impacts from
natural processes, vandalism, unauthorized
collection of artifacts, and disturbance of
traditional places and ceremonies would
continue. Resource loss associated with
regional development would continue.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, there
would be a transfer of over 254 known cultural
resources and historic properties from the
management and protection of the DOE. The
disposition of the tracts may affect the protection
and accessibility to Native American sacred sites
or sites needed for traditional practices and the
disposition of human remains, funerary objects,
sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony.

The subsequent development or redevelopment
of approximately 826 acres (335 hectares) of the
tracts could result in physical destruction,
damage, or alteration of cultural resources on the
subject tracts and in adjacent areas and
disturbance of traditional religious practices.
Increased access and recreational use could result
in resource impacts in an area extending far
beyond the development boundaries.

Geology and
Soils

Under the No Action Alternative, impacts
to geology and soils would be limited to
natural effects of erosion, wildfires, and
earthquakes.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, soil
would be disturbed in areas where development
is planned and adjacent areas. Removal of
vegetation and increased runoff from
impermeable surfaces could increase erosion on
some tracts.

Water
Resources

Under the No Action Alternative, there
would be no new additional impacts to
surface water and groundwater quality and
quantity. Increased use of groundwater due
to LANL activities and regional growth
would continue. New regional construction
would increase the potential for
degradation of surface water quality due to
construction activity and increased
pollutant loads and surface runoff
volumes.

Contemplated residential, industrial, and
commercial development would require an
additional 382 mgy (1,446 mly) of groundwater,
exceeding water rights, potentially accelerating
drawdown of the main aquifer, and impacting
amounts of cheaply available water. Placement
of new water supply wells could impact
groundwater quality.

Construction activity and the creation of
additional impermeable surfaces during
development could impact surface water quality
by increasing pollutant loads and runoff volumes.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Air Resources Under the No Action Alternative, air
quality impacts from the 10 tracts would
remain the same. Monitoring by the State
Air Quality Bureau has demonstrated that
Region 3, which includes the 10 tracts,
meets all applicable air quality standards.
Expected regional growth and planned
LANL activities would not impact air
quality.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, there
would be increases in criteria pollutants from
mobile sources and homes using natural gas or
propane. Slight increases in emissions of
hazardous air pollutants would be expected from
industrial facilities. Development of the tracts
would bring members of the public closer to
LANL sources of hazardous, toxic chemical, and
radioactive air pollutants. In all cases, health-
based air quality standards would not be
exceeded. Development would be associated
with increased use of artificial light, which could
impact the visibility of the night sky.

Global
Climate
Change

Emissions of greenhouse gases in the Los
Alamos region from tract activities would
remain the same. Expected regional
growth and planned LANL activities
would cause minor increases in emissions
of greenhouse gases due to the combustion
of natural gas, diesel fuel, gasoline, and
firewood.

Emissions of greenhouse gases related to tract
activities would increase more than 25-fold due
to motor vehicle traffic and use of fossil fuels.
This would represent a shift of impacts from
other areas and would not be an important
contribution to global climate change.
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Table 2.5.1-1.  Comparison of Impacts of the Alternatives (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Human Health There are no identifiable human health
consequences of the No Action
Alternative. The possible human health
impacts of radiation exposure, chemical
contaminants, facility accidents and
natural event accidents would not be
affected by implementation of the No
Action Alternative.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative, no
discernible individual human health effects are
anticipated. As many as 900 new residents could
be brought into closer proximity to LANL
facilities at the DOE LAAO and DP Road Tracts,
and another 2,200 residents and lodgers at the
White Rock Tract. Commercial development
could bring as many as 6,000 private-sector
employees into existing radiation buffer zones at
the DP Road, TA 21, and Airport Tracts. While
the maximally exposed individual radiation doses
would not increase, these developments would
mean increased total population exposures to
radiological and chemical emissions from normal
LANL operations and hypothetical accidents. A
substantial increase in the public collective
radiation dose and latent cancer fatalities would
result. Risk of developing excess latent cancer
fatalities on the subject tracts from accident
events could maximally increase from about 57
excess cancer deaths to about 98 excess cancer
deaths.

Development of the tracts by the recipients
would involve construction risks to workers and
also subsequent risks to workers engaged in
industrial activities.

Environmental
Justice

There are no high and adverse human
health impacts to minorities or low-income
populations in the area, and there would be
no change under the No Action
Alternative.

No direct adverse effects on minority or low-
income populations are expected under the
Proposed Action Alternative. Indirect impacts to
TCPs potentially may cause disproportionately
high or adverse effects on minority or low-
income communities, but these effects cannot be
determined at this point in the consultation
process. The Homesteaders Association of the
Pajarito Plateau (as regards all the tracts) and
legal counsel for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso (as
regards four specific tracts) have expressed their
opinions that the conveyance and transfer actions
would have additional environmental justice
impacts on their populations.

Notes:  gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mgy = million gallons per year, mw = megawatt, tpy = tons per year,
mty = metric tons per year
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Rendija
Canyon

Land Use Natural Areas and
Residential

Land use would change. Approximately 570 acres (230 hectares) would be disturbed and
developed for single- and multiple-family housing, roadways, and community facilities.
Approximately 340 acres (137 hectares) would be reserved as natural areas and dedicated to
open-space and recreational land uses. Natural areas would be reduced in size and used
more intensively. Residential land use may be incompatible with resource protection on
adjacent lands and some forms of recreational activity may be curtailed. Planned
environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but
decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by
this land use scenario and input from the receiving party.

Cultural Preservation Land use for the entire tract (approximately 910 acres [368 hectares]) would change from
passively managed recreational and open-space uses to restricted access cultural
preservation land. Future use of this tract by the general public would be eliminated and
resources would be managed in a manner determined by the receiving party. Planned
environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but
decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by
this land use scenario and input from the receiving party.

Transportation Natural Areas and
Residential

Access roads and new streets within the tract would be required to support the residential
development. An estimated 12,058 trips per day would be expected to be added to the local
transportation system, with an increase of up to 819 trips during peak-hour traffic. The
volume of additional trips would be expected to degrade traffic flow and to require
improvements to regional transportation infrastructure.

Cultural Preservation A decrease in vehicle use would be expected on Rendija Canyon Road as public access is
removed or restricted. Easements would be required to permit access to Santa Fe National
Forest lands and to maintain or operate existing infrastructure.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Rendija
Canyon
(Continued)

Infrastructure Natural Areas and
Residential

Residential development would require new utility delivery and wastewater infrastructure.
Utility usage would be estimated to increase annually by the following amounts: electricity,
8 gwh; natural gas, 164 mcf (4,644 mly); water, 126 mgy (477 mly); and sewage, 63 mgy
(238 mly).

Cultural
Preservation

Current low utility usage would continue or be reduced, and some infrastructure supporting
the Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club may be removed.

Noise Natural Areas and
Residential

Noise associated with construction would increase temporarily. Noise associated with
residential and vehicle use would be more frequent and could increase from a current
maximum of 40 dBA (estimated) to about 60 or 70 dBA. Noise from Los Alamos
Sportsman’s Club activities would be closer to residential receptors. Should Los Alamos
Sportsman’s Club activities eventually be relocated, these noise impacts would occur at the
new location.

Cultural
Preservation

Noise events would greatly diminish due to restrictions on vehicular access and removal of
the Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club.

Visual
Resources

Natural Areas and
Residential

Residential construction would impact high public value (Scenic Class II) visual resources.

Cultural
Preservation

Visual resources would be maintained; however, access to views within the tract would be
reduced.

Socio-
economics

Natural Areas and
Residential

The construction of new residential areas would temporarily increase employment in the
ROI. Residential development would not impact overall stable growth within the ROI.
Overall employment, income, population, housing, and community services would be
expected to maintain stable growth within the ROI.

Cultural
Preservation

Current socioeconomic forces are likely to be maintained; however, a slight decrease is
possible.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Rendija
Canyon
(Continued)

Ecological
Resources

Natural Areas and
Residential

Approximately 570 acres (230 hectares) of ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-juniper
woodland habitat would be severely modified or lost due to residential development. The
development would effectively disrupt the structure and function of the existing Rendija
Canyon ecosystem. After development, impacts to wildlife species, primarily birds, could
occur due to predation from domestic animals. There would be a loss of preferred habitat
for the Federal-listed American peregrine falcon and Mexican spotted owl. The adjacent
habitat would also experience a lost of quality due to segmentation and other effects. The
loss of acreage due to development would result in a reduction of breeding and foraging
habitat for wildlife currently utilizing the property.

Cultural
Preservation

The transition of this area from bare ground and weedy vegetation to natural vegetation
(primarily grassland and ponderosa pine) is anticipated to result from the removal of Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club. Wildlife disturbance, both visual and auditory, from recreational
use would be diminished. Consequently, ecological resources would be maintained and
slightly improved as access to this area is reduced.

Cultural
Resources

Natural Areas and
Residential

Access to cultural resources would increase with the introduction of additional residents,
the sanctioning of recreational uses, and any trail enhancements, thereby causing possible
destruction and damage to resources, vandalism, unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional practices and ceremonies. Residential development
would cause large-scale disturbance to the cultural resources of this tract due to
construction, grading, and trenching; construction of access roads and new streets
associated with this development would have similar impacts. Development may potentially
impact natural resources utilized by traditional communities.

Cultural
Preservation

Dedicating the tract to cultural preservation is anticipated to have a beneficial impact on the
cultural resources present; restricted access by the general public would help protect the
resources. Another positive impact would be the passive preservation of resources and
continued access to traditional cultural properties afforded to traditional practitioners of the
receiving party. There may be negative impacts to some current traditional users if general
access is restricted. Ongoing negative impacts from natural processes (such as erosion) on
the physical integrity of cultural resources would continue.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Rendija
Canyon
(Continued)

Geology and
Soils

Natural Areas and
Residential

Residential development (approximately 570 acres [230 hectares]), transportation networks
and sewer and electrical utilities would cause soil disturbances. New structures would be
susceptible to a magnitude 7 seismic event and to wildfire episodes. Wildfires, in addition
to the potential impact to structures, would remove ground cover vegetation, causing
increased soil erosion and transport via surface runoff.

Cultural
Preservation

The current geological conditions would likely remain the same; no impacts are expected.
However, removal of the Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club facilities may cause soil
disturbance; but restricting recreational access may decrease erosion.

Water
Resources

Natural Areas and
Residential

Residential development could potentially impact surface water quality and quantity within
and downstream of the tract, due to runoff from paved roads and developed areas.
Development would contribute to overall regional groundwater drawdown and reduced
quantities of cheaply treatable water supplies.

Cultural
Preservation

The current surface water and groundwater conditions would likely remain the same; no
impacts are expected.

Air Resources Natural Areas and
Residential

The canyon air quality would likely remain the same for hazardous and radioactive air
pollutants. However, air quality would deteriorate slightly due to increased use of motor
vehicles, which emit slight quantities of several criteria pollutants. Homes heated with
natural gas, which emits trace quantities of some criteria pollutants, would also contribute
to the reduction of air quality. Contributions to global climate change would increase on the
tract from 30 tons (27 metric tons) per year to 22,000 tons (20,000 metric tons) per year of
carbon dioxide due to increases in motor vehicle traffic and residential use of fossil fuels.

Cultural
Preservation

Dedicating this canyon to cultural preservation would result in fewer visitors, which, in
turn, would reduce already negligible emissions of criteria pollutants and greenhouse gases.
Air quality would be unchanged, and tract contributions to global climate change would be
slightly reduced.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Rendija
Canyon
(Continued)

Human Health Natural Areas and
Residential

The addition of 3,500 new residents in close proximity to LANL facilities would increase
the number of people exposed to radiological and chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL
operations. Residential development also would introduce more sensitive receptors, such as
children and pregnant females, to an area that currently has a single residence. The closer
proximity would slightly increase the radiation dose received by the collective population
within the ROI. In addition, closer public proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities. Physical injury to an
increased number of individuals could also occur if any one of three natural events takes
place (flood, seismic, or wildfire) in Rendija Canyon.

Cultural
Preservation

The human health consequences would be similar to the No Action Alternative.

Environmental
Justice

Natural Areas and
Residential or

Cultural
Preservation

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
are anticipated from implementing the contemplated land uses on this tract. Rendija Canyon
has been identified as a location with TCPs; however, effects to these resources cannot be
determined at this time. Legal counsel for the San Ildefonso Pueblo has expressed the
opinion that conveyance of the tract and subsequent use would result in environmental
justice impacts to the Pueblo’s population.

Modest economic benefits would arise from the additional jobs created during the
construction of new housing in this area. However, restricting public use of roads and trails
in Rendija Canyon would hinder public access to National Forest lands, which afford not
only recreation opportunities for the general public but serve as traditional firewood
gathering and collection areas for other forest products by local Hispanic and Native
American populations. Therefore, restricted access to this area could have a
disproportionately adverse impact on these minority populations if gathering and collection
is sufficiently performed by low-income or minority populations in these areas.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DOE LAAO Land Use Residential Land use would change from professional office to residential, which would be compatible
with adjacent land use. An estimated 9 to 10 acres (3 to 4 hectares) of the total 15-acre
(6-hectare) tract would be developed for multiple-family residential use. The DOE LAAO
Building and steam plant would be removed. This land development would accommodate
apartments or condominiums at an average density of 20 dwellings per acre or 180 to 200
dwellings. The remaining acreage would be used for parking, and open areas would be
landscaped to maintain the residential character of the development. Planned environmental
restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing,
cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by this land use
scenario and input from the receiving party.

Commercial Commercial development would represent a continuation of current land use. The existing
DOE administrative building would be converted to commercial office space that would
accommodate a total of 6 businesses and 15 vehicles. The steam plant would remain, and no
additional development is contemplated. Planned environmental restoration activities would
occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion
of certain buildings may be influenced by this land use scenario and input from the
receiving party.

Transportation Residential The proposed residential development would impact the daily commute for the DOE and
contractor personnel relocated from the DOE LAAO; some will have a shorter drive to
work, but most would have farther to travel. Traffic entering or exiting the area could
increase by as many as 86 trips during peak hours of the work week.

Commercial Because land use would not change substantially, the current traffic volumes (defined as
good operating conditions with stable flow) are anticipated to remain essentially the same
with only a slight increase during peak hours.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DOE LAAO
(Continued)

Infrastructure Residential Residential development would require enhancement of existing infrastructure: electric,
gas, water, and sewage lines would need to be extended to service new structures; and new
roads parking areas, and structures would be developed. Utility usage would be estimated to
increase annually by the following amounts: electricity, 1.3 gwh; natural gas, 26 mcf
(736 mly); water, 20 mgy (76 mly); and sewage, 10 mgy (38 mly). These increases are not
anticipated to exceed the existing capacity for any utility.

Commercial Existing infrastructure would not need to be modified to accommodate commercial land
use. Utility usage would be estimated to increase annually by the following amounts:
electricity, 0.3 gwh; natural gas, 3 mcf (85 mly); water, 3 mgy (11 mly); and sewage, 1 mgy
(4 mly). These increases are not anticipated to exceed the existing capacity for any utility.

Noise Residential Residential use would result in ambient noise levels of 60 to 70 dBA due to vehicular traffic
and residential activities. There would be more vehicle traffic into and out of the tract (500
residents versus 130 employees), and it would occur during longer periods of the day.
During demolition of existing buildings and construction of residences, ambient noise
would increase from about 40 to 50 dBA to about 95 dBA.

Commercial The current noise level, which is largely determined by background noises from traffic on
nearby Trinity Drive and Los Alamos Canyon bridge, would likely remain the same if the
land is commercially used; that is, from 40 to 50 dB.

Visual
Resources

Residential The developed portions of the tract are considered to be of low public value (Scenic
Class IV), while the undeveloped portions are considered to be of moderate public value
(Scenic Class III). Residential development would be accomplished without substantial
change to the visual character of this tract.

Commercial No impacts are expected from this development scenario; the office building would remain,
and no roads or other structures would be added.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DOE LAAO
(Continued)

Socio-
economics

Residential Construction activities would temporarily increase employment in the ROI, which, in turn,
would generate increases in ROI income. However, no impacts on area population and
housing would be expected because the majority of new residents on the tract and
temporary jobs generated by this development would be filled by the existing ROI labor
force.

Commercial There would be possible short-term economic gains from minor construction as well as
long-term economic gains from the industries using the land. Approximately 120 workers
would be employed on the tract and 200 jobs would be generated in the ROI and filled by
the existing labor force; therefore, no impacts on area population and housing would be
expected.

Ecological
Resources

Residential Given the limited acreage involved and existing developed nature of the site, impacts are
expected to be small. Approximately 6.5 acres (2.6 hectares) of ponderosa pine forest
would be lost as the area is converted to housing, roadways, and residential landscaping.
After development, impacts to wildlife species, primarily birds, could occur due to
predation from domestic animals.

Commercial Because no change in land use is expected under this development scenario, no adverse
impacts to ecological resources are projected. However, the environmental review and
protection processes for future activities would not be as rigorous as those that govern the
DOE.

Cultural
Resources

Residential This tract would be extensively altered by construction activities, including demolition of
buildings, grading, and trenching. Two buildings considered potentially eligible to the
NRHP would be demolished. Activities also could result in primary impacts to other
unidentified historic properties through physical destruction, damage, or alteration.

Commercial No discernible impacts to cultural resources are expected because no new development is
planned. The use of the DOE LAAO Building, a potentially eligible resource, would
continue, and the building would not be demolished although modifications would be
likely.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DOE LAAO
(Continued)

Geology and
Soils

Residential This development scenario would require extensive ground disturbance to remove existing
structures and redesign for residential use.

Commercial No soil disturbance or change in availability of resources are anticipated. No impacts from
this development scenario are expected.

Water
Resources

Residential In developed areas, surface water quality may be indirectly affected outside the tract during
and after construction. Development will not affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath
the tract but may contribute to the overall regional water level decline and possibly result in
degradation of water quality within the aquifer.

Commercial The current surface water and groundwater conditions would likely remain the same; no
impacts are expected.

Air Resources Residential There would be no emissions of hazardous or other chemical air pollutants and no
emissions of radioactive air pollutants. However, air quality would deteriorate slightly due
to increased use of motor vehicles, which emit slight quantities of several criteria pollutants
(primarily trace amounts of carbon monoxide and ozone). Homes heated with natural gas,
which emits trace quantities of some criteria pollutants, would also contribute to the
reduction of air quality. Contributions to global climate change would increase from about
130 tons (120 metric tons) per year to an estimated 3,300 tons (3,000 metric tons) per year
of carbon dioxide due to increases in motor vehicle traffic and residential use of fossil fuels.

Commercial The current air quality conditions would likely remain the same; no adverse impacts are
expected. Contributions to global climate change will remain at an estimated 130 tons
(120 metric tons) per year of carbon dioxide.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DOE LAAO
(Continued)

Human Health Residential The addition of 500 new residents in close proximity to LANL facilities would increase the
number of people exposed to radiological and chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL
operations. Residential development also would introduce more sensitive receptors, such as
children and pregnant females, to an area that currently hosts only LANL-related workers.
The closer proximity would slightly increase the radiation dose received by the collective
population within the ROI. In addition, closer public proximity would result in greater
public consequences from some hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Commercial Commercial development poses the same human health consequences as those discussed
for residential development, but are lessened by three factors: (1) fewer members of the
public would use the tract (an estimated 120 workers), (2) workers would be present less
often than residents, and (3) the work force would contain fewer sensitive receptors.

Environmental
Justice

Residential or

Commercial

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
are anticipated from implementing the contemplated land uses on this tract. Modest
economic benefits would arise from the additional jobs created during the construction and
operation of the new facility. Secondary effects would include small increases in business
activity and would likely increase revenues to local government.

Miscellaneous
Site 22

Land Use Commercial The land use of this tract (less than 0.5 acre [0.2 hectare]) would change from a LANL
buffer area used for unauthorized parking to a sanctioned parking area. Activity levels
would likely remain same and, therefore, no discernible impacts are expected. Planned
environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but
decisions on timing and cleanup levels may be influenced by this land use scenario and
input from the receiving party.

All Others Commercial Commercial development of this tract is not expected to adversely impact any of the
remaining resource areas; resource conditions would likely remain the same.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Miscellaneous
Manhattan
Monument

Land Use Historic
Preservation

Land use proposed for this site would result in the continued historic preservation of the
tract. Landscaping and other routine maintenance activities would continue on an as-needed
basis, and the general public would have unrestricted access to the site and its surrounding
area. No environmental restoration activities are planned.

Cultural
Resources

Historic
Preservation

This monument is a contributing element of an NRHP-listed resource and as such,
according to the Criteria of Adverse Effect (36 CFR 800.5(a)(1)), would be directly
impacted if transferred. Impacts would be limited to the potential of transferring this
NRHP-eligible resource out of the responsibility and protection of the DOE, which may
result in a less rigorous standard of care.

All Others Historic
Preservation

Historic preservation of this tract is not expected to adversely impact any of the remaining
resource areas; resource conditions would likely remain the same.

DP Road Land Use Industrial and
Commercial

Land use on the relatively level portions of the tract would change from previously
disturbed, but mostly undeveloped, buffer lands. Contemplated development would be
compatible with existing and adjacent land uses. Approximately 21 of 50 acres (8 of
20 hectares) would be developed for heavy commercial and industrial land use, and an
additional 5 acres (2 hectares) would be developed for office space. When fully developed,
this tract would be occupied by 40 new businesses with 900 total employees and 24
vehicles. Planned environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or
transfer; but decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be
influenced by this land use scenario and input from the receiving party. Site buildings
would likely remain; but the RAD wastewater line would be removed.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DP Road
(Continued)

Land Use Commercial and
Residential

Land use on the relatively level portions of the tract would change from previously
disturbed, but mostly undeveloped, buffer lands. Contemplated development would be
compatible with existing and adjacent land uses. Approximately 21 of 50 acres (8 of
20 hectares) would be developed as a residential trailer court that, when fully developed,
would be occupied by 160 mobile homes, 400 new residents, and 330 personal vehicles. An
additional 5 acres (2 hectares) would be developed for office space that, when fully
developed, would be occupied by 10 new businesses with 225 total employees. Planned
environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but
decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by
this land use scenario and input from the receiving party. Site buildings would likely
remain; but the RAD wastewater line would be removed.

Transportation Industrial and
Commercial or

Commercial and
Residential

For the proposed industrial and commercial development, an estimated 2,312 trips per day
would be expected to be added to the local transportation system, with an increase of up to
296 trips during peak-hour traffic. For the proposed commercial and residential
development, an estimated 1,941 trips would be expected to be added to the local
transportation system, with an increase of up to 178 trips during peak-hour traffic.
Consequently, the volume of these additional trips would likely degrade traffic flow and
would require improvements to the area transportation infrastructure.

Infrastructure Industrial and
Commercial

Mixed development would require enhancement of existing infrastructure: electric, gas,
water, and sewage lines would need to be extended to service new structures; and new
roads, parking areas, and structures would be developed. Utility usage would be estimated
to increase annually by the following amounts: electricity, 2.3 gwh; natural gas, 22 mcf
(623 mly); water, 20 mgy (76 mly); and sewage, 9 mgy (34 mly). These increases are not
anticipated to exceed the existing capacity for any utility.

Commercial and
Residential

Mixed development would require enhancement of existing infrastructure: electric, gas,
water, and sewage lines would need to be extended to service new structures; and new
roads, parking areas, and structures would be developed. Annual utility usage would be
estimated to increase by the following amounts: electricity, 1.6 gwh; natural gas, 26 mcf
(736 mly); water, 21 mgy (79 mly); and sewage, 10 mgy (38 mly). These increases are not
anticipated to exceed the existing capacity for any utility.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DP Road
(Continued)

Noise Industrial and
Commercial

This land use scenario is estimated to result in an increase of as many as 900 new direct
jobs, which would increase traffic flow. Although maximum noise from traffic would not
be expected to increase significantly, traffic noises would likely be present for a greater
portion of the day as the new employees enter and exit this area. Construction activities
would temporarily increase ambient noise levels from about 65 dBA to a range of 74 to
95 dBA.

Commercial and
Residential

Commercial and residential development would have no appreciable difference in ambient
noise levels. Noise from traffic likely would be present for a greater portion of the day.
Construction activities would be expected to temporarily increase noise levels from about
65 dBA to a range of 74 to 95 dBA

Visual
Resources

Industrial and
Commercial or

Commercial and
Residential

These contemplated land use scenarios would result in similar impacts. The current
moderate public value (Scenic Class III) and low public value (Scenic Class IV) visual
resources would be maintained; no major impacts are anticipated.

Socio-
economics

Industrial and
Commercial

The use of this tract for industrial and commercial development would generate additional
employment in the ROI, which would increase ROI income. Minor temporary increases in
employment are anticipated from the construction of new facilities, which, in turn, would
generate increases in regional income. After development is completed, approximately 900
workers would be employed on the tract, and a total of 1,200 jobs would be generated in the
ROI. Jobs would be expected to be filled by the existing ROI labor force.

Commercial and
Residential

The impacts of this land use scenario would be similar to the industrial and commercial
land use scenario. However, fewer long-term jobs would be generated because there would
be fewer businesses on the land. The addition of 400 residents on the tract would not be
expected to impact overall ROI population or public services.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DP Road
(Continued)

Ecological
Resources

Industrial and
Commercial or

Commercial and
Residential

These contemplated land use scenarios would result in similar impacts. Approximately
24 acres (10 hectares) of ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-juniper woodland would be lost;
as a result, habitat would be degraded or lost for Federal-protected species such as the
American peregrine falcon and Mexican spotted owl. Habitat destruction would affect
wildlife through direct mortality and relocation to other lands. In areas near residential
development, impacts to wildlife species, primarily birds, could occur due to predation from
domestic animals.

Cultural
Resources

Industrial and
Commercial

Industrial and commercial development would disturb any cultural resources present due to
construction, grading, and trenching. These impacts would include the potential destruction
of buildings, archaeological sites, and traditional cultural property locations. Cultural
resources avoided by construction may become isolated or have their setting disturbed by
elements out of character with the resource, such as visual or audible intrusions.
Development may potentially impact natural resources utilized by traditional communities.

Commercial and
Residential

The impacts of this land use scenario would be similar to the industrial and commercial
land use scenario. However, the development of a residential trailer park could increase
access to any cultural resources present nearby. Increased access could result in physical
destruction, damage, vandalism, or alteration of cultural resources and disturbance of any
traditional practices and ceremonies.

Geology and
Soils

Industrial and
Commercial or

Commercial and
Residential

These contemplated land use scenarios would result in similar impacts. Soil would be
disturbed to upgrade utilities and roadways, and for any removal of existing structures or
construction of new structures. Any structures on this tract would be vulnerable to greater
than magnitude 7 seismic events, and the stability of the canyon rim must be considered. In
addition, development would increase the susceptibility of soil erosion after the removal of
ground cover vegetation.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DP Road
(Continued)

Water Industrial and
Commercial or

Commercial and
Residential

These contemplated land use scenarios would result in similar impacts. Development will
not affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath the tract; however, any associated
increase in water usage may contribute to the overall regional water level decline, which
could result in degradation of water quality within the aquifer. Surface water may be
impacted if motor oil, gasoline, or other such contaminants are washed from paved areas
into the drainage during storm events. Also, runoff may have more erosive power if it is
flowing across areas that have been denuded, thereby transporting more sediment into the
drainages.

Air Resources Industrial and
Commercial

This land use scenario would result in an increase in the emittance of criteria pollutants
from mobile sources travelling along Trinity Drive and DP Road. No substantial emissions
of hazardous, chemical, or radioactive air pollutants would be expected from this land
usage. Air concentrations at the tract would deliver a maximum radiation dose of
2.5 millirem to people residing there year-round. Contributions to global climate change
would increase appreciably from 400 to 1,800 tons (350 to 1,650 metric tons) per year of
carbon dioxide due to increases in motor vehicle traffic.

Commercial and
Residential

For this land use scenario, ambient air concentrations of criteria pollutants would continue
to comply with national and State standards; hazardous chemical and radioactive air
concentrations would continue to be below health-based standards. However, residential
usage of this tract would have less of an impact on air quality than industrial activities
because this scenario would generate less vehicle traffic. Contributions to global climate
change would increase from 400 to 3,350 tons (350 to 3,000 metric tons) per year of carbon
dioxide due to increases in motor vehicle traffic and residential and office use of fossil
fuels.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

DP Road
(Continued)

Human Health Industrial and
Commercial

The average occupancy (370 people) would be approximately the same as for the
commercial and residential land use scenario and, therefore, impacts would be similar.
Consequences from this scenario are lesser, however, by two factors: (1) workers would be
present less often than residents, and (2) the work force would contain few sensitive
receptors (children and pregnant females). New employees would be brought into closer
proximity to LANL facilities, which would increase the number of people exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL operations. The closer proximity
would slightly increase the radiation dose received by the collective population within the
ROI. In addition, closer public proximity would result in greater public consequences from
some hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Commercial and
Residential

The impacts of this land use scenario are similar to the industrial and commercial land use
scenario. However, residential development would introduce more sensitive receptors, such
as children and pregnant females, to an area that currently hosts only LANL-related
workers.

Environmental
Justice

Industrial and
Commercial or

Commercial and
Residential

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
would be anticipated from implementing the contemplated land uses on this tract.

Modest economic benefits would arise from the additional jobs created during the
construction and operation of the new facility. Secondary effects would include small
increases in business activity and would likely increase revenues to local government.
These impacts would be positive and would not disproportionately affect any single group.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 21 Land Use Commercial and
Industrial

Land use would change from LANL industrial uses to private commercial and industrial
development, and LANL personnel and activities would have to be relocated. A minimum
of 55 acres (22 hectares) would be developed or redeveloped for commercial and industrial
uses. Commercial uses could include businesses such as office buildings and business
parks, warehouses, parking areas, service stations, repair garages, tire shops, motels and
hotels, large stores, and drive-in or take-out facilities. Industrial uses could include light
fabrication and manufacturing facilities compatible with other uses currently located at and
adjacent to the site. When fully developed, the tract would be occupied by 70 businesses,
1,900 employees, and 56 commercial vehicles. Planned environmental restoration activities
would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and
inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by this land use scenario and input from
the receiving party. Current structures and the RAD wastewater line would be removed.

Transportation Commercial and
Industrial

For the proposed commercial and industrial development, an estimated 3,471 trips per day
would be expected to be added to the local transportation system, with an increase of up to
464 trips during peak-hour traffic. These additional trips would likely degrade traffic flow
and would require improvements to the area transportation infrastructure. Transportation
effects of relocating TA 21 personnel would include minor increases in traffic congestion in
the immediate area of the new facilities during morning and evening hours.

Infrastructure Commercial and
Industrial

This proposed land use scenario would require enhancement of existing infrastructure:
electric, gas, water, and sewage lines would need to be extended to service new structures;
and new roads, parking areas, and structures would be developed. Utility usage would be
estimated to increase annually by the following amounts: electricity, 4.0 gwh; natural gas,
39 mcf (1,100 mly); water, 35 mgy (132 mly); and sewage, 19 mgy (72 mly).

Noise Commercial and
Industrial

Typical construction equipment for use in building the new commercial and industrial
facilities temporarily would increase ambient noise levels from less than 50 dBA to a range
of 74 to 95 dBA. Maximum noise from traffic would not be expected to increase
significantly over current conditions, but would likely be present for a greater portion of the
day as new employees enter and exit the area.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 21
(Continued)

Visual
Resources

Commercial and
Industrial

Overall impacts to visual resources would not be expected to be substantial as a result of
this land use. Low public value (Scenic Class IV) visual resources would not be affected or
would be improved in developed areas.

Socio-
economics

Commercial and
Industrial

The use of this tract for commercial and industrial development would generate additional
employment in the ROI, which would increase ROI income. Minor temporary increases in
employment are anticipated from the construction of new facilities, which, in turn, would
generate increases in regional income. After development is completed, approximately
1,900 workers would be employed on the tract, and a total of 3,100 jobs would be generated
in the ROI. Jobs would be expected to be filled by the existing ROI labor force.

Ecological
Resources

Commercial and
Industrial

Under this proposed development scenario, most of the development footprint would be on
previously disturbed land. However, approximately 5 acres (2 hectares) of ponderosa pine
forest, pinyon-juniper woodland, shrub, and grassland habitat would be severely modified
or lost; as a result, habitat would be degraded or lost for Federal-protected species such as
the bald eagle, American peregrine falcon, and Mexican spotted owl. Habitat destruction
would extend to adjacent undeveloped areas and would affect wildlife through direct
mortality and relocation to other lands.

Cultural
Resources

Commercial and
Industrial

Commercial and industrial development would disturb any cultural resources present due to
demolition, construction, grading, and trenching. These impacts would include the
destruction of archaeological sites, potentially eligible historic buildings, and traditional
cultural property locations. Cultural resources avoided by construction may become isolated
or have their setting disturbed by elements out of character with the resource, such as visual
or audible intrusions. Development may potentially impact natural resources utilized by
traditional communities.

Geology and
Soils

Commercial and
Industrial

Soil would be disturbed to upgrade utilities and roadways and for any removal of existing
structures or construction of new structures. Any structures on this tract would be
vulnerable to greater than magnitude 7 seismic events. In addition, development would
increase the susceptibility of soil erosion after the removal of ground cover vegetation.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 21
(Continued)

Water
Resources

Commercial and
Industrial

Development will not affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath the tract. However,
any associated increase in water usage may contribute to the overall regional water level
decline, possibly resulting in degradation of water quality within the aquifer. Two sources
of surface water would be removed prior to disposition of the tract, thereby reducing the
quantity of surface water discharged into the adjacent canyons. Also, runoff may have more
erosive power if it is flowing across areas that have been denuded, thereby transporting
more sediment into the drainages.

Air Resources Commercial and
Industrial

This land use scenario would result in a slight increase in the emittance of criteria pollutants
from mobile sources and businesses using natural gas or propane. However, the removal of
LANL operations from this tract would result in decreased concentrations of hazardous and
chemical air pollutants. In short, air quality would improve somewhat. Doses from the
inhalation of radioactive air pollutants would continue at approximately 2.5 to 4.0 millirem
per year; most of this dose is the result of operations at the Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center, not the idled TA 21 operations. Contributions to global climate change would
decrease from an estimated 7,800 to 2,500 tons (7,000 to 2,200 metric tons) per year of
carbon dioxide, due largely to the cessation of LANL activities. Regionally, carbon dioxide
emissions could increase by 2,500 tons (2,267 metric tons) if tritium research is continued
elsewhere on LANL.

Human Health Commercial and
Industrial

As many as 1,900 private-sector employees would be brought into closer proximity to
LANL facilities, which would increase the number of people exposed to radiological and
chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL operations. The closer proximity would slightly
increase the radiation dose received by the collective population within the ROI. In
addition, closer public proximity would result in greater public consequences from some
hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Environmental
Justice

Commercial and
Industrial

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
would be anticipated from implementing the contemplated land use on this tract. Modest
economic benefits would arise from the additional jobs created during the construction and
operation of the new facilities. Secondary effects would include small increases in business
activity and would likely increase revenues to local government. These impacts would be
positive and would not disproportionately affect any single group.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Airport Land Use Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

Proposed land use identified for the Airport Tract north of East Road could include the
continued use of approximately 93 acres (38 hectares) for the Airport and other uses. An
area of relatively undisturbed land of about 16 acres (6 hectares) also could be developed
for heavy commercial land use purposes. Proposed land use to the south of East Road could
include the development of about 90 acres (36 hectares) of relatively undisturbed land as an
office and business park based on airport-related industry and potential retail uses. When
fully developed, lands on both sides of East Road would be occupied by 200 businesses,
3,100 employees, and 120 commercial vehicles. Planned environmental restoration
activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing, cleanup
levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by this land use scenario and
input from the receiving party.

Transportation Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

For the proposed development, an estimated 14,266 trips per day would be expected to be
added to the local transportation system, with an increase of up to 1,554 trips during peak-
hour traffic. These additional trips would double the traffic on State Road 502, would create
traffic jam conditions, and would require improvements to transportation infrastructure.

Infrastructure Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

Airport, commercial, and industrial development would require enhancement of existing
infrastructure: electric, gas, water, and sewage lines would need to be extended to service
new structures; and new roads, parking areas, and structures would be developed. Utility
usage would be estimated to increase annually by the following amounts: electricity,
11 gwh; natural gas, 110 mcf (3,120 mly); water, 100 mgy (379 mly); and sewage, 31 mgy
(117 mly).

Noise Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

Under this land use scenario, construction activities would temporarily increase ambient
noise levels from less than 40 dBA to a range of 74 to 95 dBA, resulting from typical
construction equipment operation. Once fully developed, traffic from employees and other
travelers would comprise the majority of noise in the area. Noise levels along State Road
502 would likely remain the same at about 60 or 70 dBA; however, noises along the
northern parts of the tract would increase significantly due to increased traffic along new
roads and new commercial and industrial activities, in addition to Airport activities.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Airport
(Continued)

Visual
Resources

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

The proposed airport, commercial, and industrial development would maintain moderate
public value (Scenic Class III) visual resources. Development in the southern portion of the
tract would impact high public value (Scenic Class II) visual resources from the road and
Airport.

Socio-
economics

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

The use of this tract for airport, commercial, and industrial development would generate
additional employment in the ROI, which would increase ROI income. Minor temporary
increases in employment are anticipated from the construction of new facilities, which, in
turn, would generate increases in regional income. After development is completed,
approximately 3,100 workers would be employed on the tract, and a total of 4,327 jobs
would be generated in the ROI. Jobs would be expected to be filled by the existing ROI
labor force.

Ecological
Resources

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

Under this proposed development scenario, approximately 90 acres (36 hectares) of
ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-juniper woodland would be severely modified or lost; as a
result, habitat would be degraded or lost for Federal-protected species such as the bald
eagle, American peregrine falcon, and Mexican spotted owl. Habitat degradation would
extend to adjacent lands and would affect wildlife through direct mortality and relocation to
other lands. The loss of acreage due to development would result in a reduction of breeding
and foraging habitat for wildlife currently utilizing the property.

Cultural
Resources

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

Under this land use scenario, portions of the tract would be extensively altered by
construction activities, grading, and trenching. These activities could result in primary
impacts to eligible resources through physical destruction, demolition, damage, or
alteration. In addition, cultural resources avoided by construction may become isolated or
have their setting disturbed by elements out of character with the resource, such as visual or
audible intrusions.

Geology and
Soils

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

Soil would be disturbed to upgrade utilities and roadways and to construct new structures.
Any structures on this tract would be vulnerable to greater than magnitude 7 seismic events.
In addition, development would increase the susceptibility of soil erosion after the removal
of ground cover vegetation.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Airport
(Continued)

Water
Resources

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

The contemplated land use will not affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath the tract;
but any associated increased water usage may contribute to the overall regional water level
decline, possibly resulting in the degradation of water quality within the aquifer.
Development and construction may potentially affect surface water quality within and
downstream of the tract because stormwater runoff may increase over areas that have been
denuded and carry sediments and surface contaminants into the drainages.

Air Resources Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

This land use scenario would result in a slight increase in the emittance of criteria pollutants
due to space heating, increased motor vehicle traffic, and, perhaps, steam-generating
boilers. However, ambient air concentrations would likely remain with Federal and State
standards, and the Los Alamos region would remain an attainment area. Emissions of
hazardous other chemical air pollutants are likely to be absent or regulated. Doses from the
inhalation of radioactive air pollutants from LANL would continue at approximately 2.1
(western edge) to 5.4 (eastern edge) millirem per year. Contributions to global climate
change would increase from an estimated 6 to 6,900 tons (5 to 6,300 metric tons) per year
of carbon dioxide, due largely to vehicle use and space and water heating.

Human Health Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

As many as 3,100 private-sector employees would be brought into closer proximity to
LANL facilities, which would increase the number of people exposed to radiological and
chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL operations. The closer proximity would slightly
increase the radiation dose received by the collective population within the ROI. In
addition, closer public proximity would result in greater public consequences from some
hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Environmental
Justice

Airport,
Commercial, and
Industrial

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
would be anticipated from implementing the contemplated land use on this tract. Modest
economic benefits would arise from the additional jobs created during the construction and
operation of the new facilities. Secondary effects would include small increases in business
activity and would likely increase revenues to local government. These impacts would be
positive and would not disproportionately affect any minority or low-income populations.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock Y Land Use Cultural
Preservation

The entire tract would be held in cultural preservation; therefore, access to the tract for
public recreation and other uses would be denied, and these recreational opportunities
would be lost. This decrease in activity would likely prove beneficial to adjacent land use,
including Bandelier National Monument and TA 72 operations. Planned environmental
restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing
and cleanup levels may be influenced by this land use scenario and input from the receiving
party. Disposition may include cleanup of the two canyon systems.

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

The entire tract would be held as an undeveloped natural area and passively managed.
Portions of the tract could be used for additions or improvements to utilities or utility
corridors, including construction of roads for improved access. Also, the general public
would have access to the tract for recreational purposes. Planned environmental restoration
activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing and cleanup
levels may be influenced by this land use scenario and input from the receiving party.
Disposition may include cleanup of the two canyon systems.

Transportation Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

These contemplated land use scenarios would result in similar impacts. The possible
construction of new roads to improve access to utilities on the tract would have no impact
on traffic circulation in the area. Therefore, it is expected that the future operational
performance of State Road 502, State Road 4, and East Jemez Road would remain similar
to that of the existing performance.

Infrastructure Cultural
Preservation

Under this land use scenario, no changes are anticipated that would affect the utilities and
infrastructure; easements for continued use of utilities and the transportation corridor would
likely continue.

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

Most of the tract would be maintained as a natural area under this land use scenario;
however, some land would be used for additions or improvements to utilities such as well
construction or utility corridors.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock Y
(Continued)

Noise Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

Continued use of this tract as a transportation corridor is contemplated under both land use
scenarios. Assuming that the two state highways remain in use, ambient noise will probably
remain at its currently level, typically ranging from 60 to 70 dBA, with spikes to 90 dBA.

Visual
Resources

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

This tract would maintain relatively high public value (Scenic Class II) visual resources
under both of the land use scenarios; the objective would be to retain the existing visual
character of the landscape as much as possible. Access to views within the tract may be
limited under the cultural preservation scenario.

Socio-
economics

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

The contemplated land uses of this tract would have little or no impact on employment,
income, population, or housing.

Ecological
Resources

Cultural
Preservation

If the tract is culturally preserved, wildlife disturbance, both visual and auditory, from
recreational use would be diminished; consequently, habitat for most species would be
augmented and improved.

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

Under this proposed land use scenario, the general public would have access for
recreational purposes. Therefore, impacts to natural resources from recreational use are
expected to be minimal, sporadic, and temporary. Minor habitat loss would be expected
from development of utility improvements and minor roadway construction.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock Y
(Continued)

Cultural
Resources

Cultural
Preservation

Dedicating this tract to cultural preservation is anticipated to have a beneficial impact on
the cultural resources present. The restriction of access by the general public is anticipated
to help protect the resources from vandalism, unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional practices and ceremonies. Ongoing negative impacts
from natural processes (such as erosion) on the physical integrity of cultural resources
would continue. There may be negative impacts to some current traditional users if general
access is restricted.

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

Under this land use scenario, the maintenance of natural areas would allow the passive
preservation of cultural resources on the tract. The sanctioning of recreational activities and
possible road construction could increase access to resources, increasing opportunities for
vandalism and disturbance of traditional practices. Construction activities required for
maintaining utilities and establishing new roads could result in physical destruction,
damage, or alteration of cultural resources present. In addition, cultural resources avoided
by construction may become isolated or have their setting disturbed by elements out of
character with the resource, such as visual or audible intrusions. Development may
potentially impact natural resources utilized by traditional communities.

Geology and
Soils

Cultural
Preservation

If the tract is culturally preserved, there would be no disturbance from development.
However, the tract would remain susceptible to wildfires, which could increase erosion
potential.

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

Some degree of land disturbance associated with additions or improvements to utilities,
utility corridors, and access roads would be expected under this land use scenario. In
addition, existing and upgraded structures would be vulnerable to greater than magnitude
7 seismic events and wildfire episodes.

Water
Resources

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

Neither of these proposed land uses would directly or indirectly affect surface water or
groundwater quality or quantity.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Air Resources Cultural
Preservation or
Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

No additional transportation activities are anticipated with either of these land use scenarios
and, as such, there would be no additional emission of air pollutants. Air quality would be
expected to remain high, and doses from radioactive pollutants from LANL operations
would remain less than 2 millirem per year. No contributions to global climate change
would be expected because there would be few or no structures on the tract emitting
greenhouse gases.

Human Health Cultural
Preservation or
Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

The contemplated land uses for this tract do not increase, and may decrease, the number of
workers or members of the public exposed to radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations.

Environmental
Justice

Cultural
Preservation or
Natural Areas,
Transportation, and
Utilities

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
would be anticipated from implementing the contemplated land uses on this tract. The
White Rock Y Tract has been identified as a location with TCPs; however, effects to these
resources cannot be determined at this time. Legal counsel for the San Ildefonso Pueblo has
expressed the opinion that conveyance of the tract and subsequent contemplated uses would
result in environmental justice impacts to the Pueblo’s population.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 74 Land Use Cultural
Preservation

Land use would change from open space buffer with unsanctioned recreational use to
cultural preservation. The entire tract would be held in cultural preservation; therefore,
access to the tract for public recreation and other uses would be denied and these
recreational opportunities would be lost. Land use would be dominated by cultural practices
and activities necessary to meet continuing stewardship needs. Planned environmental
restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing
and cleanup levels and buildings may be influenced by this land use scenario and input
from the receiving party. Disposition may include cleanup of the canyon systems.

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Under this land use scenario, the entire tract would be held as a natural area and passively
managed. Portions of the tract would be used for additions or improvements to utilities,
including well construction, enlargement of sewage treatment facilities, utility corridors,
and roadways. Access to the majority of the tract by the general public would be
unrestricted. Planned environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance
or transfer; but decisions on timing and cleanup levels may be influenced by this land use
scenario and input from the receiving party. Disposition may include cleanup of the canyon
systems.

Transportation Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

These contemplated land use scenarios would result in similar impacts. The possible
construction of new roads to improve access to utilities on the tract would have no impact
on traffic circulation in the area. Therefore, the future operational performance of State
Road 502 and State Road 4 would be expected to remain similar to that of the existing
performance.

Infrastructure Cultural
Preservation

Under this land use scenario, no change is anticipated that would affect the existing utilities
and infrastructure; easements for continued use of utilities would likely continue.

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Most of the tract would be maintained as a natural area under this land use scenario;
however, some land could be used for additions or improvements to utilities, such as well
construction, the construction of sewage treatment facilities, or utility corridors or
roadways.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 74
(Continued)

Noise Cultural
Preservation

If this tract is culturally preserved, ambient noise levels along the southern edge of the tract,
which parallels State Road 502, would remain at an estimated 60 to 90 dBA. The remaining
tract would remain largely undisturbed by noise (10 to 20 dBA).

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Under this land use scenario, daytime ambient noise levels would likely increase slightly
due to vehicle usage, recreational activities, and utility and road construction.

Visual
Resources

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

This tract would maintain relatively high public value (Scenic Class II) visual resources
under both of the land use scenarios; the objective would be to retain the existing visual
character of the landscape as much as possible. Access to views within the site may be
reduced under cultural preservation.

Socio-
economics

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

The contemplated land uses for this tract would have little or no impact on employment,
income, population, or housing. Modest economic activity may be associated with
improvements to utility infrastructure.

Ecological
Resources

Cultural
Preservation

If the tract is culturally preserved, wildlife disturbance, both visual and auditory, from
recreational use would be diminished; consequently, habitat for most species would be
augmented and improved.

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Under this proposed land use scenario, the general public would have access for
recreational purposes; but only minimal impacts to natural resources would be expected
from such use. If motorized recreational vehicles are permitted, they could contribute to
habitat degradation and impacts to the mortality, reproduction, and range of some animals.
Minor or short-term consequences to area wildlife would be expected from the development
of utility improvements.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 74
(Continued)

Cultural
Resources

Cultural
Preservation

Dedicating this tract to cultural preservation is anticipated to have a beneficial impact on
the cultural resources present. The restriction of access by the general public is anticipated
to help protect the resources from vandalism, unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional practices and ceremonies. Ongoing negative impacts
from natural processes (such as erosion) on the physical integrity of cultural resources
would continue. There may be negative impacts to some current traditional users if general
access is restricted.

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Under this land use scenario, the maintenance of natural areas would allow the passive
preservation of cultural resources on the tract. The sanctioning of recreational activities and
possible road construction could increase access to resources, increasing opportunities for
vandalism and disturbance of cultural practices. Construction activities required for
maintaining or improving utilities could result in physical destruction, damage, or alteration
of cultural resources present. In addition, cultural resources avoided by construction may
become isolated or have their setting disturbed by elements out of character with the
resource, such as visual or audible intrusions. Ongoing negative impacts from natural
processes (such as erosion) on the physical integrity of cultural resources would continue.
Development may potentially impact natural resources utilized by traditional communities.

Geology and
Soils

Cultural
Preservation

If the tract is culturally preserved, there would be no disturbance from development.
However, the tract would remain susceptible to wildfires, which could increase erosion
potential. Little potential exists for seismic impacts.

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Some degree of land disturbance related to new construction or improvement of utilities
such as well construction and sewage treatment facilities would be expected under this land
use scenario. In addition, existing and expanded structures would be vulnerable to greater
than magnitude 7 seismic events and wildfire episodes.

Water
Resources

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

Neither of these proposed land uses would directly or indirectly affect surface water or
groundwater quality or quantity.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

TA 74
(Continued)

Air Resources Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

No emissions of hazardous or radioactive air pollutants are anticipated with either of these
land use scenarios. Further, although there could be a slight increase in emissions of criteria
pollutants, concentrations would remain well within State and Federal standards.
Contributions to global climate change would continue as small emissions of carbon
dioxide continue from the highway maintenance facility.

Human Health Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

The contemplated land uses for this tract do not increase, and may decrease, the number of
workers or members of the public exposed to radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations.

Environmental
Justice

Cultural
Preservation or

Natural Areas and
Utilities

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
would be anticipated from implementing the contemplated land uses on this tract. The
TA 74 Tract has been identified as a location with TCPs; however, effects to these
resources cannot be determined at this time. Legal counsel for the San Ildefonso Pueblo has
expressed the opinion that conveyance of the tract and subsequent use would result in
environmental justice impacts to the Pueblo’s population.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock Commercial and
Residential

The commercial and residential development land use scenario would result in a notable
change in land use patterns in the White Rock community. Approximately 20 of 100 acres
(8 of 40 hectares) would be commercially developed as a recreational vehicle park for an
estimated 160 recreational vehicle spaces. Residential areas would include approximately
5 and 35 acres (2 and 14 hectares) of medium- and high-density development, respectively.
When the tract is fully developed, there would be 760 new dwelling units, 2,200 new
residents, and 1,730 personal vehicles, including recreational vehicles and their occupants.
The additional 40 acres (18 hectares) surrounding and between developed areas would be
maintained as open space. Planned environmental restoration activities would occur prior to
conveyance or transfer; but decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain
buildings may be influenced by this land use scenario and input from the receiving party.
Disposition may include cleanup of the canyon systems.

Land Use

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

This contemplated land use scenario would include the use of less than 10 acres (4 hectares)
of the tract for rental storage space or retail businesses, which would, for the most part,
represent a continuation of existing and adjacent land use. When fully developed, this
portion of the tract would contain 4 businesses with 60 employees and 2 commercial
vehicles. Preserved portions of the tract would result in the elimination of public access to
the site. However, site activities are already limited by access restrictions on adjacent
LANL land and, therefore, no significant change would be anticipated. Planned
environmental restoration activities would occur prior to conveyance or transfer; but
decisions on timing, cleanup levels, and inclusion of certain buildings may be influenced by
this land use scenario and input from the receiving party. Disposition may include cleanup
of the canyon systems.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock
(Continued)

Transportation Commercial and
Residential

For the proposed development, an estimated 5,815 trips per day would be expected to be
added to the local transportation system, with an increase of up to 378 trips on State Road 4
and State Road 502 during peak-hour traffic. These volumes and additional trips would be
expected to create traffic jam conditions on State Road 4; widening of this road would be
required to accommodate the additional traffic volume. Pajarito Road would continue to
operate at maximum capacity under this land use scenario.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

The contemplated land use of this tract would result in no significant changes in traffic
volume on State Road 4 or Pajarito Road near the site.

Commercial and
Residential

Commercial and residential development would require enhancement of existing
infrastructure: electric, gas, water, and sewage lines would need to be upgraded to service
new structures; and new roads, parking areas, and structures would be developed. Utility
usage would be estimated to increase annually by the following amounts: electricity,
5.2 gwh; natural gas, 99 mcf (2,800 mly); water, 81 mgy (307 mly); and sewage, 41 mgy
(155 mly).

Infrastructure

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

Under this land use scenario, no utility upgrading would be necessary due to the small
number of anticipated businesses; however, some extension of existing utility lines could be
required. Utility usage would be estimated to increase annually by the following amounts:
electricity, 0.2 gwh; natural gas, 2 mcf (57 mly); water, 2 mgy (8 mly); and sewage, 1 mgy
(4 mly).

Noise Commercial and
Residential

Noise levels on the tract would increase due to increased traffic and number of residents.
Although noise levels along State Road 4 would likely remain in the range of 60 to 70 dBA,
significant noise increases would occur on the remaining parts of the tract; that is, existing
noise levels of 20 to 30 dBA would increase from 40 to 50 dBA. During construction,
noises levels would be expected to range from 74 to 95 dBA.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

Under cultural preservation, tract noise levels would remain the same as they are currently;
however, during commercial construction, noises levels would be expected to range from
74 to 95 dBA.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock
(Continued)

Visual
Resources

Commercial and
Residential or

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

This tract would maintain relatively low public value (Scenic Class IV) visual resources
under both of the land use scenarios. However, commercial development under either land
use scenario would impact existing moderate public value (Scenic Class III) visual
resources on the northwest side of State Road 4, with lesser impacts under the cultural
preservation and commercial land use scenario.

Socio-
economics

Commercial and
Residential

The use of this tract for commercial and residential development would generate increases
in area income; however, these changes would be temporary, lasting only during the
construction period. Minor temporary increases in employment are anticipated from the
construction of new facilities, which would, in turn, generate increases in regional income.
A small number of jobs would be generated by the operation of the recreational vehicle
park. Jobs would be expected to be filled by the existing ROI labor force.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

Under this land use scenario, there would be short-term increases in area employment and
income associated with the construction of limited commercial development and long-term
increases once the facilities are operational. These impacts would be greater than those for
the commercial and residential land use scenario in that, after development is completed,
60 workers would be employed on the tract and a total of 100 jobs would be generated in
the ROI. Jobs would be expected to be filled by the existing ROI labor force.

Ecological
Resources

Commercial and
Residential

Approximately 60 acres (24 hectares) of pinyon-juniper woodland would be severely
modified or lost under this proposed land use scenario. Habitat would be degraded or lost
for Federal-protected species such as the bald eagle, American peregrine falcon, and
southwestern willow flycatcher. Habitat destruction would affect wildlife through direct
mortality and relocation to other lands. After development, impacts to wildlife species,
primarily birds, could occur due to predation from domestic animals.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock
(Continued)

Ecological
Resources

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

Under this land use scenario, the potential impacts to natural resources would be similar but
less compared to the commercial and residential development scenario. Commercial
development would be limited to less than 10 acres (4 hectares) near the highway. Lands
culturally preserved would not undergo construction, thus preserving the current vegetation
and wildlife habitat. In addition, impacts to wildlife disturbance from recreational use
would be diminished due to limited public access. Consequently, habitat for most wildlife
species would be augmented and improved.

Cultural
Resources

Commercial and
Residential

Under this proposed land use scenario, approximately 60 acres (23 hectares) would be
directly disturbed by construction activities. Commercial and residential development
would cause large-scale disturbance to any cultural resources present due to construction,
grading, and trenching. These activities could result in primary impacts to cultural resources
through physical destruction, demolition, damage, or alteration. In addition, cultural
resources avoided by construction may become isolated or have their setting disturbed by
elements out of character with the resource, such as visual or audible intrusions.
Development may potentially impact natural resources utilized by traditional communities.
In addition, access to cultural resources would increase with the introduction of additional
residents, thereby causing possible destruction and damage to resources, vandalism,
unauthorized collection of materials and artifacts, and disturbance of traditional practices
and ceremonies.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

White Rock
(Continued)

Cultural
Resources

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

Dedicating the tract to cultural preservation is anticipated to have a beneficial impact on the
cultural resources present; restricted access by the general public would help protect the
resources. Another positive impact would be the passive preservation of resources and
continued access to traditional cultural properties afforded to traditional practitioners of the
receiving party. There may be negative impacts to some current traditional users if general
access is restricted. Ongoing negative impacts from natural processes (such as erosion) on
the physical integrity of cultural resources would continue. Commercial development,
although limited, would cause disturbance to any cultural resources present due to
construction, grading, and trenching. These impacts could include the destruction of
archaeological sites and traditional cultural property locations. In addition, cultural
resources avoided by construction may become isolated or have their setting disturbed by
elements out of character with the resource, such as visual or audible intrusions.

Geology and
Soils

Commercial and
Residential

The contemplated land use identified for this tract would result in a total of approximately
60 acres (24 hectares) of disturbed land. Any structures would be susceptible to a
magnitude 7 seismic event.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

The cultural preservation land use scenario limits commercial development, resulting in
fewer ground disturbing impacts.

White Rock
(Continued)

Water
Resources

Commercial and
Residential

The contemplated land use will not affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath the tract;
but any associated increased water usage may contribute to the overall regional water level
decline, possibly resulting in the degradation of water quality within the aquifer.
Development and construction may potentially affect surface water quality within and
downstream of the tract because stormwater runoff may increase over areas that have been
denuded and carry sediments and surface contaminants into the drainages.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

The contemplated land use will not affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath the tract;
but any associated increased water usage may contribute to the overall regional water level
decline, possibly resulting in the degradation of water quality within the aquifer.
Development and construction may potentially affect surface water quality within and
downstream of the tract because stormwater runoff may increase over areas that have been
denuded and carry sediments and surface contaminants into the drainages.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Air Resources Commercial and
Residential

Increase in criteria pollutants from mobile sources, homes, and businesses using natural gas
or propane. No new sources of hazardous or radioactive air pollutants are expected. The
current baseline would remain unchanged: dose is 1.0 millirem from LANL operations.
Contributions to global climate change from tract activities would increase considerably
from nearly zero to approximately 14,000 tons (12,600 metric tons) per year of carbon
dioxide due to the increase in motor vehicle traffic and commercial and residential fossil
fuel use.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

No discernible difference in air quality is expected. Emissions of criteria pollutants will
increase slightly but remain within State and Federal standards for ambient air quality.
Contributions to global climate change from tract activities would increase slightly, from
nearly zero to about 150 tons (130 metric tons) per year of carbon dioxide.

White Rock
(Continued)

Human Health Commercial and
Residential

As many as 2,200 new residents and lodgers including sensitive receptors would be brought
into closer proximity to LANL facilities, which would increase the number of people
exposed to radiological and chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL operations. The closer
proximity would slightly increase the radiation dose received by the collective population
within the ROI. In addition, closer public proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

A small number of private-sector employees would be brought into closer proximity to
LANL facilities, which would increase the number of people exposed to radiological and
chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL operations. The closer proximity would slightly
increase the radiation dose received by the collective population within the ROI. In
addition, closer public proximity would result in greater public consequences from some
hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Environmental
Justice

Commercial and
Residential or

Cultural
Preservation and
Commercial

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority and low-income populations
would be anticipated from implementing the contemplated land uses on this tract. The
White Rock Tract has been identified as a location with TCPs; however, effects to these
resources cannot be determined at this time. Legal counsel for the San Ildefonso Pueblo has
expressed the opinion that conveyance of the tract and subsequent use would result in
environmental justice impacts to the Pueblo’s population.
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Table 2.5.1-2.  Summary of Impacts by Land Tract, Resource Area, and Land Use Scenario (Continued)

LAND
TRACTS

RESOURCE
AREA

LAND USE
SCENARIO SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Notes: Acreages are approximate and may differ from actual ground surveys conducted later in the conveyance and transfer process.
DBA = decibel A-weighted scale, gwh = gigawatts per hour, mcf = million cubic feet, mgy = million gallons per year, mly = million liters per year, mty = metric tons per year.
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3.0  OVERVIEW OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This chapter discusses the regional and local setting associated with the land tracts
being considered for conveyance or transfer. Each aspect of the environment or
resource area (for example, air quality, water resources) is discussed in Section 3.2
of this chapter.

3.1 Introduction
Because most of the subject tracts are

currently part of LANL, the discussion of the
regional and local settings for the tracts is
tiered to the discussions contained in the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c). The exceptions
are the Rendija Canyon and the
Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument Tracts,
which, while administered by the DOE, are
not part of LANL, and therefore, were not
discussed in the LANL SWEIS. Each
resource area summarizes and references the
LANL SWEIS where additional data and
references can be found. The discussion of
each resource area concentrates on those
elements that are relevant to the tracts.
Additional LANL information is available in
annual Environmental Surveillance Reports,
which are posted on the LANL web site
(http://lib-www.lanl.gov/pubs/Environment.
htm).

3.2 Regional and Local Setting

3.2.1 Land Use
Los Alamos is located in a region of

north-central New Mexico where the very old
and very new adjoin. The active Pueblos of
Native Americans, the ruins of prehistoric
Indian cultures, and old high-mountain
Hispanic villages highlight the natural setting
and features of the land. The area is
dominated by the Jemez Mountains to the
west and the Sangre de Cristo Mountains to
the east and contains Santa Fe, the oldest
capital city in the nation (see Figure 3.2.1-1).
This predominantly undeveloped area

supports land uses that range from the
protected wilderness areas of Bandelier
National Monument (BNM) and Santa Fe
National Forest, to the research and
development activities carried out at LANL.
The LANL facility, located in Los Alamos
and Santa Fe Counties, rests on the Pajarito
Plateau on the eastern slope of the Jemez
Mountains.

Los Alamos County (the County)
encompasses approximately 70,400 acres
(28,500 hectares). LANL occupies an area of
approximately 27,832 acres (11,272 hectares),
or 43 square miles (111 square kilometers) of
which 86 percent (23,951 acres or
9,700 hectares) lies within Los Alamos
County. The remaining 14 percent of LANL
lies within Santa Fe County. Los Alamos
County, the DOE, U.S. Forest Service
(USFS), and National Park Service (NPS)
represent the four major governmental bodies
that determine land use and provide
stewardship of the land within Los Alamos
County. In addition, the State of New Mexico,
the Bureau of Land Management, and several
Native American Pueblos also provide
stewardship of additional lands located near
Los Alamos.

Land uses on these properties include the
following:

• Los Alamos County. 29 percent of
County land is dedicated to land use
associated with the Los Alamos
townsite; another 26 percent lies
within the community of White Rock
where uses range from residential to
commercial and retail development;
the remaining 45 percent of county
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Figure 3.2.1-1.  Location of the Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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land is undeveloped and dedicated to
recreational uses and open space
(DOE 1999c).

• U.S. Department of Energy. Land
use is based primarily on the support,
research and development (R&D),
R&D waste disposal, explosives waste
disposal, and buffer land activities
associated with LANL (DOE 1999c).

• U.S. Forest Service. Management of
the Santa Fe National Forest is
directed toward the wise use of land
and resources in order to provide
optimum long-term public benefits.
Guided by the principles of multiple
use and sustained yield, the Santa Fe
National Forest strives to meet the
needs and desires of present and future
generations. Existing uses of the Santa
Fe National Forest lands in the
vicinity of the 10 subject land tracts
include tourism; mining; recreational
activities, including hiking, hunting,
fishing, camping, climbing, and
skiing; and other traditional uses such
as firewood gathering and tree cutting
for vigas and latillas.

• National Park Service. Land use
activities at BNM in the vicinity of the
10 subject land tracts are dominated
by resource management and tourism.
BNM consists of two units under the
responsibility of the NPS. The larger
unit, which is located south of the Los
Alamos townsite, is the primary
destination for the park’s 440,000
annual visitors and includes park
headquarters, campgrounds, employee
residences, and a visitor center.
Seventy percent of this unit is
legislated wilderness. The second unit,
Tsankawi, is located to the east of Los
Alamos, across State Road (SR) 4
from Technical Area (TA) 74 and
White Rock Y Tracts. Tsankawi is
essentially undeveloped and is visited
for its solitude and the opportunity for

visitors to explore the archeological
resources. Both units contain the
cultural remains of present day Pueblo
people whose ancestors had occupied
the area for centuries. BNM has a
legislated mandate to protect the
natural and cultural resources of these
lands, and to provide for visitor
enjoyment and education.

• State of New Mexico. Land use on
State lands is recreational, based
primarily on open space (DOE 1999c).

• Native American Pueblos. Lands of
the Pueblo of San Ildefonso are
located adjacent to the communities of
Los Alamos and White Rock, and
share the eastern border of LANL in
Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties. Land
use is based on a mixture of residential
use, gardening and farming, cattle
grazing, hunting, fishing, food and
medicinal plant gathering, firewood
production, and general cultural and
resource protection. Other Native
American lands are located in
Sandoval, Santa Fe, and Rio Arriba
Counties and have similar uses,
together with some commercial and
light industrial land use (DOE 1999c).

Land use in Los Alamos County and in
the overall region is linked to the economy of
northern New Mexico and depends heavily on
tourism, recreation, and the State and Federal
Governments for its economic base. Area
communities are generally small, such as the
Los Alamos townsite with approximately
12,000 residents. These communities
primarily support residential, commercial, and
light industrial land uses. Recreational
resources such as hiking trails, cliff faces,
parks, and athletic facilities are abundant in
the County and highly valued by the residents
of local communities (Figure 3.2.1-2).
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3.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
The Environmental Restoration (ER)

Project at LANL was established by the DOE
in 1989 to assess and remediate sites that
were known or suspected to be contaminated
because of historical operations and that
either were or still are under DOE control. By
1992, the ER Project had reviewed existing
historical records and interviewed long-time
employees, which resulted in the
identification of approximately 2,120 of such
sites, called “potential release sites” (PRSs).
LANL’s PRSs are diverse and include
historically used material disposal areas
(MDAs), canyons, outfalls, drain lines, firing
sites, industrial sites, and miscellaneous other
sites, such as locations of historic spills. By
1994, detailed work plans were being
implemented to characterize LANL’s PRSs in
accordance with the requirements of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) and Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments (HSWA) regulations governing
the cleanup of hazardous wastes.

In 1996, the DOE Office of
Environmental Management initiated a
complex-wide strategy to accelerate site
cleanup and enhance performance of the
cleanup program. In particular, the strategy
focuses on completing work at as many sites
as possible by the end of fiscal year 2006.
Known as Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to
Closure (DOE 1998c), the plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL, to
support the Office of Environmental
Management’s program planning process.

As of September 1998, the LANL ER
Project was in some phase of characterization
for more than 1,100 PRSs and had reported
results on 774 of these PRSs. In addition, the
ER Project had conducted cleanups at 120
sites and had recommended 822 sites for no
further action (NFA) to the DOE and an
additional 586 such sites to New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED). The

DOE has concurred with 425 such
recommendations at the sites over which it
has oversight authority, and the NMED has
concurred with 102 recommendations and
removed 99 sites from Module VIII of
LANL’s RCRA permit. The DOE currently
estimates that most environmental restoration
activities at LANL will be completed by
2008.

In addition to remediating LANL’s PRSs,
the ER Project encompasses another
important component: decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) of DOE facilities
that are contaminated as a result of historical
operations and are considered to be surplus.
Since 1990, more than 40 such structures
have been decommissioned. Approximately
100 additional structures have been slated for
D&D in the future, on a schedule determined
annually on the basis of budget allocations.
Unlike the component of the ER Project
related to PRSs, which has a projected year of
completion, D&D activities are expected to be
ongoing throughout the life of LANL.

Environmental Restoration Activities
Associated with the Land Transfer Parcels

There are about 200 PRSs and about 150
DOE structures located within the 10 parcels
tentatively identified by the DOE for
conveyance and transfer1. One of the parcels,
the Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument
Tract, has no PRSs associated with it and,
consequently, the environmental restoration
issues associated with it are minimal. At the
other end of the spectrum, the TA 21 Tract
contains 154 of the 200 PRSs and 125 of the
152 structures. The environmental restoration
issues associated with this parcel are the most
complex and will be the most costly of all of
the tentatively proposed land transfer parcels.
Certain of the other parcels, including the

                                                            

1  Additional structures may be present onsite that do not
belong to the DOE. The total number of PRSs, buildings, and
structures on each tract may change when the tract
boundaries are surveyed.
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Rendija Canyon Tract, the White Rock Y
Tract, the White Rock Tract, and the TA 74
Tract, are situated within one or more canyon
drainage systems and could, potentially, have
been the recipients of contaminant migration
in the past from mesa top or up-canyon
locations.

Table 3.2.1.1-1 summarizes the number of
PRSs and structures located in each parcel,
and identifies other important issues related to
LANL ER Project activities.

The issues associated with each of the 10
parcels are presented in detail in Appendix B
of this CT EIS, as are the DOE’s estimates of
total remediation and decommissioning
durations.

Environmental Restoration Worker Health
and Safety

Environmental restoration activities,
which include D&D activities, are undertaken
with the intent of reducing the long-term
public and worker health and safety risks
associated with contaminated sites or with

surplus facilities and to reduce risk posed to
ecosystems.

Environmental restoration cleanup
workers are often the most vulnerable to
hazardous exposure and risk. Such workers
are frequently engaged in activities that
involve radioactive and toxic wastes and
under conditions that are conducive to
industrial accidents. Protection of worker
health and safety is built into the planning of
each cleanup project. Decisions regarding
whether and how to undertake an
environmental restoration action are made
after a detailed assessment of the short-term
and long-term risks and benefits for options
specific to the site in question, and, at LANL,
they are made primarily within the framework
of the RCRA.

Environmental restoration activities can
involve heavy equipment, trenches and other
excavations, solvents and other chemicals,
and other hazards. Worker health and safety
risks are mitigated with work plans, safety

Table 3.2.1.1-1.  Summary of Environmental Restoration Sites and Issues
Tentatively Identified for Land Transfer Tracts

TRACT
NUMBER OF
POTENTIAL

RELEASE SITES

NUMBER OF DOE
BUILDINGS AND
STRUCTURESa

OTHER
ENVIRONMENTAL

RESTORATION ISSUES

Rendija Canyon 4 0 None

DOE LAAO 3 2 None

Miscellaneous Site 22 0 1 Construction debris

Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument

0 1 None

DP Road 10 9 Canyon contamination

TA 21 154 125 Canyon contamination

Airport 25 4 Canyon contamination

White Rock Y 0 6 Canyon contamination

TA 74 4 3 Canyon contamination

White Rock 0 1 Canyon contamination
a  The number of buildings and structures presented in the Environmental Restoration Report (DOE 1999b) has been slightly
modified where possible to exclude structures that are temporary in nature or that do not belong to the DOE.
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programs, protective equipment, and similar
administrative, education, and physical
protection measures.

Because there are no individual or
specific environmental restoration actions that
have reached a stage where specific
remediation work plans, methodologies,
tasks, or labor-hour estimates have been
developed, any impact analyses of these
actions can only be presented in general terms
at this time. The short-term risks and controls
associated with the environmental restoration
activities include the following:

• Fugitive Dust. The amount of
material suspended in air and the
associated risk to human health and
the environment is controlled by
frequently wetting the ground at the
cleanup site.

• Surface Runoff. The potential for
contaminant transport by surface
water flow off of a cleanup site is
controlled by collection, flow barriers,
or contouring the ground.

• Soil and Sediment Erosion. This
potential risk is minimized by
covering cleanup sites with tarps
during storm events.

The environmental restoration activities
associated with these tracts are part of the
totality of future environmental restoration
activities discussed in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). The risks associated with the
transport, treatment, storage and disposal of
this waste are included in the LANL SWEIS
analyses (in particular, refer to Sections
3.1.14, 3.1.15, 3.2.14, 3.2.15, 3.3.14, 3.3.15,
3.4.14, 3.4.15, 3.6.3.1, 5.2.9, 5.3.9, 5.4.9, and
5.5.9 of the LANL SWEIS).

3.2.2 Transportation
Two state roads, SR 501 and SR 502,

serve the County and the immediate LANL
area. SR 501, also known as West Jemez
Road, enters the region from the south.

SR 502 enters the region from the east. SR 4
is a state road that loops around the region to
the south and east (see Figure 3.2.1-1).

SR 501 branches north from SR 4 about
5 miles (8 kilometers) southwest of Los
Alamos, while SR 4 intersects with SR 502
approximately the same distance east of Los
Alamos. South from Española, SR 30 also
joins SR 502 approximately 2 miles
(3 kilometers) east of the SR 502 and SR 4
intersection and approximately 8 miles
(13 kilometers) west of the U.S. 84 and
U.S. 285 interchange. Two other roads enter
from the east and also provide access to SR 4:
East Jemez Road, the designated truck route
for entering Los Alamos, and Pajarito Road
(Figure 3.2.1-1).

Due to the relative remoteness of LANL
and its location on the top of the Pajarito
Plateau, the roads into the region have some
sharp curves. Although improved in recent
years, SR 502 is a winding, rather steep, two-
to five-lane highway as it rises up from the
canyon floor. Prior to the ascent up the
canyon to the mesa, SR 502 is a four- and
five-lane road. The other roads into the area,
SR 501, East Jemez Road, and Pajarito Road
are all two-lane roads.

In general, the traffic into the region is
light, although there are substantial peaks in
traffic flows due to employment at LANL. A
significant number of LANL employees
living in White Rock, Española, Jemez
Springs, and elsewhere contribute to the
traffic levels entering the region during the
peak hours of the morning and evenings.
Traffic during the noon hour also is dense.
Although this causes heavy localized
congestion, this congestion is generally
experienced for only a limited duration (less
than 30 minutes). This localized congestion is
inconvenient and frustrating to motorists;
however, it would be difficult to justify
significant system-wide improvements when
the transportation system operates
satisfactorily the vast majority of the time.
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The SR 4 and SR 502 intersection was
reconstructed recently as a grade-separated
interchange to accommodate the volume of
traffic entering and exiting the region via this
intersection.

Although the transportation network near
each of the subject tracts may have additional
lanes in some areas, the carrying capacity of
the roadway is limited to the number of cars
that can be accommodated on the narrowest
section of road. For instance, SR 502 is a
five-lane highway in one section prior to the
interchange with SR 4; however, as SR 502
climbs the mesa into Los Alamos it is only a
two-lane road. The capacity of SR 502 is
therefore limited to the available capacity of
the two-lane section even though it could
carry significantly more traffic near the
interchange.

3.2.3 Infrastructure
Utility systems at LANL and Los Alamos

County include electricity service, natural
gas, water, sanitary wastewater, and solid
waste. Ownership and distribution of these
services are split between the DOE and the
County and are summarized below for each
utility system.

Electricity service comes from the Los
Alamos power resource pool and is delivered
to LANL and the communities of White Rock
and Los Alamos via two regional 115-kilovolt
transmission lines. The installation of an
additional transmission line is under
consideration currently by DOE (see
Chapter 1, Section 1.5.4). This third line
would split the existing power between three
lines instead of two to increase reliability and
could be adapted to provide additional
delivery capacity when new power sources
become available. A steam/power plant at
LANL’s TA 3 can generate additional power
on an as-needed basis. There also are
hydroelectric facilities at Abiquiu and El
Vado Reservoirs.

The natural gas system includes a DOE-
owned high-pressure main, a distribution
system, and pressure reducing stations to
LANL facilities. The County owns the gas
distribution systems to the Los Alamos
townsite and White Rock.

The water system includes supply wells,
water chlorination and pumping stations,
storage tanks, and distribution piping. The
DOE is currently in the process of
transferring ownership of water rights, wells,
rights-of-way, and distribution equipment to
the County. Following transfer, the County
would generally own all water production and
distribution facilities except distribution
systems within LANL technical areas. For a
detailed discussion of the transfer of water
rights to the County, see Section 3.2.3.1.

The Sanitary Wastewater Systems
Consolidation (SWSC) Plant handles
wastewater from most LANL buildings. The
County-owned Bayo Wastewater Treatment
Plant and White Rock Wastewater Treatment
Facility handle sewage for the Los Alamos
townsite and White Rock, respectively. Solid
waste from LANL and the County is disposed
at the DOE-owned, County-operated landfill.
The landfill also receives waste from the City
of Española. Santa Clara Pueblo has
petitioned to send their solid waste to the
DOE landfill and is awaiting approval from
the DOE. The County has decided to close the
current landfill and is planning the
development of a new regional solid waste
facility (PC 1999c).

Table 3.2.3-1 shows the current annual
usage of utilities by LANL and the County
and the existing system capacity. For more
detailed information on LANL utilities and
infrastructure, please refer to the LANL
SWEIS, Section 4.9.2 (DOE 1999c).

3.2.3.1 LANL and Los Alamos County
Water Rights

Until September 8, 1998, the DOE
supplied all potable water for LANL, BNM,
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Table 3.2.3-1.  Annual Usage and Capacity of Utilities

WATER mgy (mly) SEWAGE mgy (mly)

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELEC.
gwh/yr

GAS
mcf (mly)

COUNTY LANL SWSC BAYO WHITE
ROCK

SOLID
WASTE

tpy (mty)

System Limitsa 107 937 8,100 (229,400) 1,260b (4,770) 540 (2,044) 220 (833) 500 (1,893) 300 (1,136) None

Baseline Usage

LANLc 95 628 2,020 (57,200) --- 693d (2,624) 187 (708) --- --- 2,860 (2,600)

County + BNM 14 94 1,040 (29,500) 963 (3,645)   ---   --- 365 (1,382) 146 (553) 15,990 (14,500)

Total 109 722 3,060 (86,700) 963 (3,645) 693 (2,624) 187 (708) 365 (1,382) 146 (553) 18,850 (17,100)

Remaining Capacity -2 215 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) -153(-579) 33 (125) 135 (511) 154 (583) 7 yearse

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mgy = million gallons per year, mly = million liters per year, tpy = tons per year, mty = metric tons per
year
a  For electricity, this is the sum of the contractual import limits and onsite generation; for gas, this is the contract limit; for sewage, this is the design limit of the system; for
water, this is the legal water rights.
b  Does not include Los Alamos County’s rights to 391 mgy (1,400 mly)of San Juan-Chama River water, for which there is currently no mechanism for delivery.
c  Projected usage from the LANL SWEIS No Action Alternative. Figures reflect a decrease in the anticipated peak power usage of the Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator
(LEDA) Project.
d  Includes 20 mgy (75 mly) of water use for Strategic Computing Complex (SCC). The SWEIS assumes 100% of SCC water needs will be met with treated wastewater. Here, it
is assumed that only 2/3 of the water needs will be met with wastewater, and the other 1/3 will come from fresh water.
e  Expected life of the landfill at current solid waste generation rates.
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and Los Alamos County, including the towns
of Los Alamos and White Rock. On that date,
the DOE leased or conveyed portions of its
water production and distribution system to
the County of Los Alamos. The delineation
between County and the DOE’s water rights,
production, and distribution system under this
agreement is essentially as follows: the lease
of the Los Alamos Water Production System,
including all water distribution lines up to the
main distribution point at the boundary of
each TA; the lease of surface and
groundwater rights amounting to 5,541.3 acre
feet (1,805 million gallons [or 6,833 million
liters]) of water per year (DOE 1999c,
Section 4.9.2.1); and the conveyance of
DOE’s contracted annual right obtained in
1976 to 1,200 acre feet (391 million gallons
[or 1,480 million liters]) of San Juan-Chama
Transmountain Diversion Project water
(DOE/LAC 1998a). Neither the DOE nor the
County has constructed a delivery system for
the San Juan-Chama River waters from El
Vado Lake and Abiquiu reservoirs to the
County or LANL. The lease agreement “shall
terminate on the earlier of the 7th day of
September, 2001 or upon delivery by the
Government of a quitclaim deed conveying
the Leased Premises to the Lessee.” The
ultimate intent, pending indemnification, is
for the DOE to convey to Los Alamos County
70 percent of the DOE water right and lease
to Los Alamos County the remaining
30 percent. Per the lease agreement, the DOE
would have purchase rights from the County
for the 30 percent of the water right.

On several occasions since 1986 through
1998, LANL operations have exceeded
30 percent of the total DOE annual water
right (not including San Juan-Chama
Transmountain Diversion Project water). The
agreement between the DOE and the County
does not preclude provision of additional
waters in excess of the 30 percent agreement,
if available. However, the agreement states
that should the County be unable to provide
water to its customers, then the County shall

be entitled to reduce water services to the
DOE in an amount equal to the water rights
deficit (DOE/LAC 1998b).

3.2.4 Noise
Noise is traditionally defined as unwanted

sound. Vibrations include air blasts (also
known as air pressure waves) and ground
vibrations. Higher frequency air blast
vibrations are audible, while lower frequency
air blast and ground vibrations may cause a
secondary and audible noise within structures.
The characteristics of sound include
parameters such as amplitude (loudness),
frequency (pitch), and duration. The decibel
(dB), a logarithmic unit that accounts for
large variations in amplitude, is the accepted
standard measurement for sound. The
threshold for human hearing is between 1 and
5 dB. The threshold of pain, at the other end
of the audible scale, occurs at approximately
140 dB (GSA 1997).

Humans are capable of hearing only a
limited range of frequencies, from 20 to
20,000 hertz. In addition, the human ear is not
equally sensitive to all frequencies over this
range. In order to take this characteristic into
account when measuring noise, a frequency-
weighting known as A-weighting is
commonly applied to sound levels. Because
the A-weighted scale closely describes the
response of the human ear, it is most
commonly used in noise measurements.
A-weighted sound levels are expressed as
dBA. Examples of typical A-weighted sound
levels are shown in Table 3.2.4-1.

Sounds also can be measured in
C-weighted decibels (dBC), a measurement
that reflects a nearly uniform response to
frequencies from 30 to 10,000 hertz.
C-weighted sound measurements tend to be
larger than their A-scale equivalents. In
addition, while the A-weighted scale is best
for human noise response, the C-weighted
scale is more representative of sounds heard
by animals.
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Table 3.2.4-1.  Comparative A-Weighted Sound Levels

COMMON OUTDOOR
SOUNDS

SOUND LEVEL
(dBA) COMMON INDOOR SOUNDS

Jet flyover at 1,000 feet
(300 meters)

110 Rock band

Gas lawn mower at 3 feet
(0.9 meter)

100 Subway train

Diesel truck at 50 feet
(15 meters)

90
Food blender or garbage disposal at 3 feet

(0.9 meter)

Major urban center, daytime 80 Shouting at 3 feet (0.9 meter)

Gas lawn mower at 100 feet
(30 meters)

70 Vacuum cleaner at 10 feet (3 meters)

Heavy traffic at 300 feet
(90 meters)

60
Large business office; dishwasher in the next

room

Urban center, daytime 50 Background noise in large conference room

Urban center, nighttime 40 Background noise in a library

Suburban area, nighttime 30 Bedroom at night

Rural area, nighttime 20
Background at a recording studio; average

whisper

Rustle of leaves in the wind 10 Threshold of hearing

Source: DOE 1996b

Regulatory noise and vibration limits in
the Los Alamos region are outlined in depth
in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c,
Section 4.1.3.1).

3.2.4.1 Existing Noise Levels
Common sources of noise in the region

include traffic, sirens, construction,
lawnmowers, ventilation fans, refrigeration
units, and other commercial noises. Less
frequently encountered sounds include those
from firearms practice, thunder, and LANL
explosives testing. Noise and air and ground
vibrations, even noise created by traffic, are
intermittent aspects of the Los Alamos area.
Although the receptor most often considered
for these environmental conditions is human,
noise and vibration also are perceived by
animals and may be perceived by plants.

Vibration also may contribute to physical
damage of property.

Some studies of ambient noise levels in
the Los Alamos region have been performed.
Readings ranged from 31 to 35 dBA at the
entrance to BNM on SR 4, and from 38 to
51 dBA in White Rock (DOE 1995,
page 4-16). The White Rock readings of 40 to
50 dBA are within expected sound levels for
residential areas.

Traffic noise from trucks and automobiles
within the County contributes heavily to
background noise in the region. Although
some measurements have been made, these
sound levels are found to be highly dependent
upon the measurement location, time of day,
and meteorological conditions such as wind
direction and strength. Therefore, there is no
single representative measurement for
ambient traffic noise.
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Intermittent noise and vibrations are
experienced in the Los Alamos area due to
explosives testing and summer thunderstorms.
Studies conducted to assess the noise and
vibration impact of explosives testing
conclude that local noise limits are not being
exceeded by these tests. The air blasts and
ground vibrations generated by explosives
testing would not be expected to damage
either sensitive historic or prehistoric
structures or other buildings in the region
(DOE 1999c, page 4-21).

3.2.5 Visual Resources
The area that includes the Los Alamos

townsite and the subject tracts for this CT EIS
are located within a region of great visual
diversity and resources. Visual resources
include scenery in the near, middle, and
distant landscape. Views throughout the
region include mountains, mesas, mesa side
slopes, rolling hills, flat areas, and canyons.
Vegetation ranges from fairly dense forest to
rugged, rocky, less vegetated areas. This
creates another level of visual interest with
color and texture. The visual character of the
region also includes residential communities
and highly developed building complexes and
associated facilities. A large variety of views
may be seen at almost any location in the
region.

3.2.5.1 Physical Characteristics of the
Visual Environment

The topography of this part of northern
New Mexico is rugged, especially in the
vicinity of Los Alamos. Mesa tops are cut by
deep canyons, creating sharp angles in the
landforms. In some cases, slopes are nearly
vertical with exposed geology in striking,
contrasting horizontal planes of color varying
from bright orange-red to almost white.
Terrain alteration has been relatively limited
in the region, and disturbance has occurred
for the most part on the level plateau areas.
The most obvious terrain alterations in this
area are the side-hill cuts needed for

roadways. However, these steep cuts are not
as out of character with the surrounding
sharply angled terrain as they would be in
more gentle topography.

A variety of vegetation occurs in the
region, adding to the visual interest. The
range of vegetation communities include low-
lying meadows (grasslands and recent burn
areas), mixed grass, shrub and savannah
lands, and dense conifer evergreen forests.
The height and density of trees may obscure
many views and partially screen others.
Portions of LANL located along mesa tops at
the lower elevations of the facility toward the
eastern site boundary are covered with
grasslands, mixed shrubs, or short trees with
sparsely distributed taller trees, allowing
greater visibility from within the viewshed. In
contrast, portions of LANL located at the
upper elevations toward the western boundary
are more densely covered by tall mixed
conifer forests that lessen the visibility of
these areas.

The most obvious modern alteration of
the natural environment is development.
Within LANL and the Los Alamos townsite,
much of this development is austere and
utilitarian in appearance, contrasting greatly
with nature (DOE 1999c). Because both
LANL and the townsite were established in
response to a national emergency, many
buildings were built as temporary structures.
Overcrowded conditions, due to the limited
amount of land, often have resulted in an
unplanned, visually discordant assembly of
structures and functions, equipment, parking,
and outside storage. More recent
development, however, includes many
facilities with designs and materials that are
more visually appropriate and compatible
with the natural environment.

Visibility related to air quality is an
important facet of the visual environment
within the Los Alamos viewshed. Smoke is
produced in the viewshed by residential
burning, controlled forest management burns,
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and the periodic burning of high explosives
waste material at LANL. Similarly, light
pollution from various sources within the Los
Alamos viewshed is an important facet of the
nighttime visual environment with regard to
the visibility of LANL and the visibility of
celestial features.

The visual assets of the 10 subject tracts
reflect the variety of the Los Alamos region.
While some of the tracts include the visually
discordant elements of developed industrial
sites, others include large expanses of natural
and undeveloped canyon areas. For more
detailed information on the visual resources
of the Los Alamos region, please refer to the
LANL SWEIS, Section 4.1.2 (DOE 1999c).

3.2.6 Socioeconomics
This section presents an overview of

current socioeconomic conditions within the
region of influence (ROI). The ROI for this
analysis is a three-county area that includes
Los Alamos, Santa Fe, and Rio Arriba
Counties.

3.2.6.1 Los Alamos County Self-
Sufficiency

Los Alamos County is a unique
municipality. The vast majority of the
property and economic activity (LANL) in
the County is exempt from taxation but
generates significant demands for public
services. In light of this serious constraint to
revenue generation, the County faces the
dilemma of how to continue to provide
services while dealing simultaneously with
declining revenues resulting from the loss of
Federal assistance payments and increasing
costs arising from accepting and operating
DOE facilities.

Los Alamos County has long been
economically dependent on assistance
payments from the DOE. As a result of
budget constraints, these assistance payments
have ended. The County has been, and
continues to be, greatly restricted in efforts

toward diversification of its economy to
reduce dependence upon LANL. Any
discussion of self-sufficiency for Los Alamos
needs to recognize the factors that have
significantly hindered economic development
to date, such as rugged topography, a location
remote from materials or markets, a high cost
of living, revenue generation restrictions, and
a limited workforce.

3.2.6.2 Employment and Income
The ROI has historically depended in a

large part on government employment.
Because the ROI includes the cities of Los
Alamos and Santa Fe, both the Federal and
State Governments generate many jobs within
this area. However, as shown in
Table 3.2.6.2-1, the private sector has been
gaining in importance. In 1996, government
employment was second to the service sector
in terms of the percentage of jobs provided in
the ROI. The service sector is the largest
employer in the ROI, providing 34.9 percent
of the jobs in the ROI, while government
provides 25.8 percent of the jobs in the ROI,
and the wholesale and retail trade sector
provide 19 percent. Historically, these three
sectors have been the dominant employers
(BEA 1998).

Traditionally, the unemployment rate in
the ROI has been lower than the
unemployment rate in New Mexico and has
remained steady, as shown in Table 3.2.6.2-2.
The 1997 unemployment rate in the ROI
ranged from 1.7 percent in Los Alamos
County to 10.7 percent in Rio Arriba County,
averaging 5.2 percent. The unemployment
rate in New Mexico averaged 6.2 percent in
1997 (BLS 1998).

The average per capita income in the ROI
was $22,861 in 1996, a 31 percent increase
over the 1990 level of $17,398. Average per
capita income levels in the ROI ranged from a
low of $12,243 in Rio Arriba County to a
high of $32,257 in Los Alamos County. The
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Table 3.2.6.2-1.  Employment by Sector in the Region of Influence

PERCENTAGE
SECTOR

1980 1990 1996

Services 26.7 32.3 34.9

Government and Government Enterprises 37.2 29.4 25.8

Wholesale and Retail Trade 16.1 18.1 19.0

Finance Insurance and Real Estate 5.7 5.9 6.4

Construction 5.4 5.9 5.9

Manufacturing 3.1 3.6 3.4

Transportation and Public Utilities 2.4 2.0 1.9

Farm Employment 2.1 1.5 1.3

Other 1.3 1.3 1.4

Source: BEA 1998

Table 3.2.6.2-2.  Unemployment in the
Region of Influence and New Mexico

AREA 1990 1995 1997

Los Alamos County 1.5% 2.0% 1.7%

Rio Arriba County 13.5% 11.9% 10.7%

Santa Fe County 3.3% 4.3% 4.1%

ROI 5.0% 5.4% 5.2%

New Mexico 6.5% 6.3% 6.2%

Source: BLS 1998

1996 average per capita income in New
Mexico was $18,814 (BEA 1998).

3.2.6.3 Population and Housing

Population
The ROI population grew steadily from

1980 to 1994, with annual growth rates
ranging between 2.1 and 3.1 percent. The rate

of growth has slowed since 1994 and
averaged just 0.1 percent between 1996 and
1997. Population growth is expected to
remain slow. Population projections for
the ROI through 2025 are shown in
Table 3.2.6.3-1 (Census 1994 and
Census 1998).
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Table 3.2.6.3-1.  Population Estimates for the Region of Influence

COUNTY 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2025

Los Alamos 18,134 18,605 21,121 22,852 24,482 26,098 29,113

Rio Arriba 34,507 36,853 40,897 44,250 47,406 50,535 56,374

Santa Fe 99,498 112,807 125,848 136,163 145,877 155,504 173,470

ROI 152,139 168,265 187,866 203,265 217,765 232,137 258,957

Sources: Census 1998 and BEA 1998

Housing
In 1990, there were a total of 21,125

housing units in the ROI, 17,216 of which
were occupied. The majority of these were
single-family, detached houses. Rental
vacancy rates ranged from 12.3 percent in
Los Alamos County to 21.8 percent in Santa
Fe County, while owner-occupied vacancy
rates ranged from 2.2 percent in Los Alamos
County to 5.6 percent in Santa Fe County
(Census 1992). ROI housing characteristics
are shown in Table 3.2.6.3-2.

3.2.6.4 Community Services
This section discusses the following

community services in the ROI: medical
services, education, law enforcement, and fire
protection.

Medical Services
The ROI contains five hospitals with a

total capacity of 428 beds. Three of these
hospitals are located in Santa Fe County. All
of the hospitals operate at well below capacity
(AHA 1995). There are 427 doctors serving
the ROI, the majority of whom are located in
Santa Fe County (AMA 1996).

Education
The ROI encompasses four school

districts with over 23,700 students and about
1,377 teachers (see Table 3.2.6.4-1). Student
enrollment in the Los Alamos School District

increased 6.5 percent during the period from
1990 to 1995, although enrollment decreased
during the 1996-1997 school year. Student
enrollments at the other ROI school districts
have remained stable with increases of about
4 percent during the period from 1990 to
1995. None of the school districts in the ROI
is at full capacity. The Los Alamos School
District owns four facilities that are currently
leased to other parties, while the Pojoaque
School District actively recruits students from
other districts.

There are several private, post-secondary
educational institutions located in the ROI
and one public institution, the University of
New Mexico, Los Alamos.

Law Enforcement
Police protection within the vicinity of LANL
is provided by the Los Alamos County Police
Department, which is staffed with 39 officers
and 4 detention personnel. The department,
with a budget of about $3.7 million, responds
to over 1,700 service calls per month and is
involved in various community programs.
Both Santa Fe and Rio Arriba Counties have
a Sheriff’s Office with a staff of 87 and 42,
respectively (DOE 1999c). In addition, the
Santa Fe Police Department supports a staff
of 192, while the Chama Police Department
in Rio Arriba County has a staff of 5
employees (HPI 1998).
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Table 3.2.6.3-2.  Region of Influence Housing Characteristics (1990)

COUNTY

TOTAL
NUMBER

OF
HOUSING

UNITSa

NUMBER
OF

OWNER-
OCCUPIED

UNITS

OWNER-
OCCUPIED
VACANCY

RATES

MEDIAN
VALUE

NUMBER
OF

OCCUPIED
RENTAL
UNITS

RENTAL
VACANCY

RATES

MEDIAN
MONTHLY

CONTRACT
RENT

Los Alamos 7,766 4,836 2.2 $126,100 1,961 12.3 $403

Rio Arriba 6,902 3,856 3.0 $58,800 2,135 11.6 $191

Santa Fe 6,457 3,247 5.6 $103,300 1,181 21.8 $425

ROI 21,125 11,939 — — 5,277 — —
a  This number includes housing units that are only used for seasonal, recreational, and other uses.

Source: Census 1992

Table 3.2.6.4-1.  Public School Statistics in the LANL Region of Influence
(1995-1996 School Year)

SCHOOL
DISTRICT

STUDENT
ENROLLMENTa TEACHERSa

TEACHER/
STUDENT

RATIO

OPERATIONAL
EXPENDITURES
PER STUDENT

Los Alamos 3,606 253.8 1:14.2 $6,640

Santa Fe 12,789.5 706.1 1:18.1 $3,665

Española 5,130 283.5 1:18.1 $3,986

Pojoaque 1,852.5 103.5 1:17.9 $4,011

State Average — — 1:17.0 $4,009
a  These are full-equivalent figures.

Source: DOE 1999c

Fire Protection
The Los Alamos County Fire Department

facilities and equipment are owned partially
by the DOE, operated by Los Alamos County,
and staffed by County employees. Recent
disposition of several fire department
facilities from the DOE to the County have
occurred. The fire department provides
medical and rescue emergency response, and
fire suppression and prevention services to
both LANL and the Los Alamos County
communities. The department operates (on a
full-time basis) five fire stations, including

two at LANL, and a training facility at the
fire department headquarters (DOE 1999c).

3.2.7 Ecological Resources
The following ecological resource

description and discussion is intended to
provide the reader with a general ecological
overview of the organisms present in the
LANL region and their relationship with their
environment. Specific tract information is
addressed in Chapters 5 through 14. This
information was primarily extracted and
condensed from the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c).
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The biodiversity of the LANL region is
shaped by the variety and dynamic
interactions of elevation, climate, topography,
soils, water, vegetation, and animal life, along
with historic and current land use practices.
Variation in precipitation and temperature and
differences in the amount of sunlight that
reach the north-facing and south-facing
canyon slopes have resulted in a diversity of
plant life, wildlife, and soils. The mosaic of
mesa tops, mountains, canyon bottoms, cliffs,
and steep slopes within this region support the
habitats of numerous Federal-and State-
protected species.

The LANL SWEIS used two
organizational themes to address ecological
resources within the LANL region: watershed
units and major vegetation zones. As mapped,
the LANL region includes 14 regional
watersheds bounded by Guaje Canyon on the
north, Frijoles Canyon on the south, the crest
of the Jemez Mountains on the west, and the
Rio Grande on the east (see Figure 3.2.7-1,
Watersheds and Vegetation Zones in the Los
Alamos Area). The watersheds potentially
affected from the Proposed Action
Alternative are Barrancas, Bayo, Cañada del
Buey, Guaje, Los Alamos, and Pueblo
watersheds.

While watersheds traverse all or part of
the elevational gradient, major vegetation
zones are organized into elevation- and
aspect-defined bands across this gradient.
Increasing temperature and decreasing
moisture along the approximately 12-mile
(19-kilometer) wide, 5,000-foot (1,500-meter)
elevational gradient from the peaks of the
Jemez Mountains to the Rio Grande are
primarily responsible for the formation of five
broad bands, containing six major vegetation
zones. These vegetation zones consist of
montane grasslands, spruce-fir forest, mixed-

conifer forest (with aspen forest), ponderosa
pine forest, pinyon-juniper woodland, and
juniper savannah. The vegetation zones and
associated ecotones provide habitat, including
seasonal and year-round breeding, foraging,
calving, fawning, and denning habitat, and
migration routes for a diversity of resident
and migratory wildlife species. This diversity
is illustrated by the presence of over 900
species of vascular plants; 57 species of
mammals; 200 species of birds, including 112
species known to breed in Los Alamos
County; 28 species of reptiles; 9 species of
amphibians; and over 1,200 species of
arthropods. No fish species have been found
within LANL boundaries. Land tracts
proposed for conveyance or transfer primarily
support ponderosa pine forest, pinyon-juniper
woodland, or juniper savannah vegetation.

In some of these land tracts, long-term
fire suppression coupled with a lack of forest
management has resulted in the unnatural
heavy accumulation of live and dead
vegetation. High fuel loads (vegetation) pose
a severe wildfire hazard to natural resources,
cultural resources, and structures. The County
is a member of the Los Alamos Wildfire
Cooperators and Interim Fire Management
Team. The goals of these organizations are to
develop a cooperative urban interface plan
and to develop wildfire protection
requirements. The Pueblo of San Ildefonso is
not a member of either organization.

The primary large-scale components of
the watersheds are the mesa tops and
canyons. Mesa tops provide important
foraging habitat, wildlife corridors that are
especially important for canyon-to-canyon
travel, and provide differing seasonal climatic
conditions (such as temperature) compared to
other habitats.
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The canyons within each of these
watersheds contain an abundant and diverse
array of wildlife. The canyons contain a more
complex mix of habitats than the adjacent
mesa tops and provide nest and den sites,
food, water, and travel corridors. Mammals
and birds are especially evident in these
environments. Large and medium mammals,
such as black bears (Ursus americanus),
mountain lions (Felis concolor), bobcats
(Lynx rufus), coyotes (Canis latrans),
raccoons (Procyon lotor), elk (Cervus
elaphuis nelsoni), and mule deer (Odocoileus
hemionus) are known to use some portion of
nearly all regional canyons. Regional canyon
systems also are essential to a variety of
Federal-and State-protected species. The
north-facing slopes of these canyons provide
habitat for rare species, like the State-
endangered yellow lady slipper orchid
(Cypripedium calceolus L. var. pubescens
[Willd.] Correll), as well as the Jemez
Mountain salamander (Plethodon
neomexicanus), a Federal species of concern
and State-threatened species. Mexican spotted
owls (Strix occidentalis lucida), which are
Federal-listed as threatened, and American
peregrine falcons (Falco pereginus anatum),
which are Federal-listed as endangered, are
known to nest in the regional canyons.
Wetlands are found in each of these
vegetation zones, and the majority of
wetlands on LANL are associated with
canyon stream channels or are present on
mountains or mesas as isolated meadows
containing ponds or marshes, often in
association with springs or seeps. Wetlands
provide habitat, food, and water for a wide
variety of fauna including Federal- and State-
protected species. Of the tracts proposed for
conveyance or transfer, the Airport, Rendija
Canyon, White Rock, White Rock Y, TA 21,
and TA 74 Tracts contain wetlands
(LANL 1998d). See Appendix D of this
CT EIS for further description of the
wetlands.

A number of regionally protected and
sensitive (rare or declining) species
potentially are present in the LANL region
(see Table 3.2.7-1, Protected and Sensitive
Species). These consist of 5 Federal
endangered species, 2 Federal threatened
species (USFW 1998), 1 candidate species,
and 20 species of concern2 (USFWS 1998).
The black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes),
Federal-listed as endangered, was once
widely distributed between Saskatchewan,
Canada, and Arizona, New Mexico, and
Texas where it lived in close association with
prairie dog colonies. It has not been sighted in
New Mexico since 1934. The Arctic
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius),
Federal-listed as endangered, breeds in the
Arctic tundra and inhabits coastlines and
mountains from Florida to South America in
winter. In New Mexico it is considered a rare
migrant, having been verified only in the
Roswell area. An experimental population of
endangered whooping cranes (Grus
americana), consisting of four individuals,
migrates along with sandhill cranes (Grus
canadensis) in October through mid
November and from March through April
following the Rio Grande through northern
and central New Mexico to overwinter in
southern New Mexico. The whooping cranes
roost on sandbars along the way, including
those in White Rock Canyon and the upper
sections of Cochiti Reservoir. This is the only
known period when whooping cranes might
occur on or near LANL (LANL 1998a).

                                                            

2  Federal-listed endangered and threatened species and their
critical habitat are provided legal protection under the
Endangered Species Act. Candidate species are taxa for
which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has
sufficient information to propose that they be added to the list
of endangered and threatened species, but the listing action
has been precluded by other higher priority listing activities.
Species of concern are those that may be of concern to the
USFWS but do not receive recognition under the
Endangered Species Act and that USFWS encourages
agencies to include in NEPA studies.
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Table 3.2.7-1.  Protected and Sensitive Species

SPECIES FEDERAL
STATUS

STATE
STATUS

HABITAT NEEDS COMMENTS

Animal Species

American Peregrine
Falcon
(Falco peregrinus
anatum)

Endangered Threatened • Uses the juniper
savannah, pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest,
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Requires cliffs for
nesting

• Observed breeding
and foraging on
LANL and adjacent
lands

Arctic Peregrine
Falcon
(Falco peregrinus
tundrius)

Endangered due
to similarity of
appearance to the
American
Peregrine Falcon

Unlisted • Rare migrant • Verified only in the
Roswell, New Mexico
area

Whooping Crane
(Grus americana)

Endangered Endangered • Requires rivers and
marshes

• Roosts on sand bars

• Migratory visitor
along the Rio Grande
and Cochiti Lake

Southwestern
Willow Flycatcher
(Empidonax traillii
extimus)

Endangered Threatened • Requires riparian areas

• Requires willows and
cottonwoods

• Observed in Jemez
Mountains

• Potential breeding
areas on LANL lands

• Observed in Rio
Grande Valley near
Española

Black-Footed Ferret
(Mustela nigripes)

Endangered Unlisted • Requires grasslands in
association with prairie
dogs

• Regional habitat
could support the
species

• Last confirmed
sighting in New
Mexico occurred in
1934

Mountain Plover
(Charadrius
montanus)

Candidate
Species

Unlisted • Moderate elevation,
open plains especially
short grass prairie and
sage brush

• Two potential
sightings of flocks of
mountain plovers
during 1995 and 1996
fall migrations
(PC 1999a)
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Table 3.2.7-1.  Protected and Sensitive Species (Continued)

SPECIES FEDERAL
STATUS

STATE
STATUS

HABITAT NEEDS COMMENTS

Animal Species

Bald Eagle
(Haliaeetus
leucocephalus)

Threatened Threatened • Riparian areas • Observed as a
migratory and winter
resident along the Rio
Grande and on
adjacent LANL lands

Mexican Spotted
Owl
(Strix occidentalis
lucida)

Threatened Unlisted • Uses the pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest,
and spruce-fir forest
biotic zones

• Prefers mature and old-
growth forests

• Breeding resident on
LANL, County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest
lands

Jemez Mountain
Salamander
(Plethodon
neomexicanus)

Species of
Concern

Threatened • Uses the mixed-conifer
forest biotic zone

• Requires north-facing,
moist slopes

• Permanent resident on
LANL, County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Bairds Sparrow
(Ammodramus
bairdii)

Species of
Concern

Threatened • Uses the pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Observed on Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Spotted Bat
(Euderma
maculatum)

Species of
Concern

Threatened • Uses the pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest,
and spruce-fir forest
biotic zones

• Requires riparian areas

• Roosts in cliffs near
water

• Permanent resident on
BNM and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

• Unconfirmed reports
on LANL lands

New Mexico
Jumping Mouse
(Zapus hudsonius
luteus)

Species of
Concern

Threatened • Uses the mixed-conifer
and spruce-fir forest
biotic zones

• Requires riparian areas

• Requires water nearby

• Permanent resident on
County and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

• Overwinters by
hibernating

Flathead Chub
(Platygobio gracilis)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Requires access to
perennial rivers

• Permanent resident of
the Rio Grande
between Española and
the Cochiti Reservoir
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Table 3.2.7-1.  Protected and Sensitive Species (Continued)

SPECIES FEDERAL
STATUS

STATE
STATUS

HABITAT NEEDS COMMENTS

Animal Species

Ferruginous Hawk
(Buteo regalis)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the juniper
savannah and pinyon-
juniper woodlands
biotic zones

• Observed as a
breeding resident on
County, LANL,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Northern Goshawk
(Accipiter gentilis)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the mixed-
conifer, ponderosa
pine, spruce-fir forest
biotic zones

• Observed as a
breeding resident on
County, LANL,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

White-Faced Ibis
(Plegadis chihi)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Requires perennial
rivers and marshes

• Summer resident and
migratory visitor on
the Rio Grande and
Santa Fe National
Forest lands

Loggerhead Shrike
(Lanius
ludovicianus)

Species of
Concern

Unlisted • Uses the juniper
savannah, pinyon-
juniper woodland,
Ponderosa pine forest,
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Observed on County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Big Free-Tailed Bat
(Nyctinomops
macrotis)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the juniper
savannah, pinyon-
juniper woodland, and
ponderosa pine forest,
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Roosts on cliffs

• Migratory visitor on
County, BNM, and
Santa Fe National
Forest lands

Fringed Myotis
(Myotis thysanodes)

Species of
Concern

Unlisted • Uses the juniper
savannah, pinyon
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest
biotic zones

• Roosts in caves and
buildings

• Observed on LANL,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Long-Eared Myotis
(Myotis evotis)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the ponderosa
pine forest, mixed-
conifer, and spruce-fir
forests biotic zones

• Roosts in dead
ponderosa pine trees

• Summer resident on
LANL, BNM, and
Santa Fe National
Forest lands
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Table 3.2.7-1.  Protected and Sensitive Species (Continued)

SPECIES FEDERAL
STATUS

STATE
STATUS

HABITAT NEEDS COMMENTS

Animal Species

Long-Legged Myotis
(Myotis volans)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest,
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Roosts in dead conifer
trees

• Summer resident on
LANL, County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Small-Footed Myotis
(Myotis ciliolabrum)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the juniper
savannah, pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest,
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Roosts in cliffs and
caves

• Observed on LANL,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

• Overwinters by
hibernating

Yuma Myotis
(Myotis yumanensis)

Species of
Concern

Unlisted • Uses the juniper
savannah and pinyon-
juniper woodland
forest biotic zones

• Roosts in cliffs and
caves near water

• Summer resident on
LANL, County, and
Santa Fe National
Forest lands

Occult Little Brown
Bat
(Myotis lucifungus
occultus)

Species of
Concern

Unlisted • Uses the pinyon-
juniper woodland and
ponderosa pine forest
biotic zones

• Requires riparian areas

• Forages over water

• Observed on Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Pale Townsends Big-
Eared Bat
(Plecotus townsendii
pallescens)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the pinyon-
juniper woodland,
ponderosa pine forest,
and mixed-conifer
forest biotic zones

• Roosts in caves

• Observed on LANL
and BNM lands

• Overwinters by
hibernating

Goat Peak Pika
(Ochotona princeps
nigrescens)

Species of
Concern

Sensitive • Uses the mixed-conifer
and spruce-fir forests
biotic zones

• Requires boulder piles
and rockslides

• Observed on County
and BNM lands

Common Blackhawk
(Buteogallus
anthracinus
anthracinus)

Unlisted Threatened • Uses the juniper
savannah, and pinyon-
juniper woodland
forests biotic zones

• Observed on BNM
lands
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Table 3.2.7-1.  Protected and Sensitive Species (Continued)

SPECIES FEDERAL
STATUS

STATE
STATUS

HABITAT NEEDS COMMENTS

Animal Species

Gray Vireo
(Vireo vicinior)

Unlisted Threatened • Uses riparian areas in
the juniper savannah
and pinyon-juniper
forests biotic zones

• Observed on County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

New Mexico
Silverspot Butterfly
(Speyeria nokomis
nitocris)

Species of
Concern

Unlisted • Requires mountain
meadows with violets
or other riparian areas
with associated
meadows

• Confirmed sightings
in the Taos area and
east of Santa Fe

• No confirmed
sighting in Los
Alamos County or on
DOE/LANL lands,
however, appropriate
habitat is present
(PC 1999b)

Plant Species

Grama grass cactus
(Pediocactus
papyracanthus)

Species of
Concern

Unlisted • Grows in the juniper
savannah and pinyon-
juniper forests biotic
zones

• Prefers sandy soils in
basalt areas

• Observed on County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Wood lily
(Lilium
philadelphicum var.
andinum)

Unlisted Endangered • Grows in the ponderosa
pine forest, mixed-
conifer, and spruce-fir
forests biotic zones

• Requires riparian areas

• Observed on County,
BNM, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands

Yellow lady’s slipper
orchid
(Cyprepedium
calceolus var.
pubescens)

Unlisted Endangered • Requires riparian areas

• Grows in the mixed-
conifer forest biotic
zones

• Requires moist soil

• Observed on BNM
lands

Helleborine orchid
(Epipactis gigantea)

Unlisted Rare and
sensitive

• Requires riparian areas

• Grows in the juniper
savannah and pinyon-
juniper woodland
forests biotic zones

• Requires springs,
seeps, or other wet
areas

• Observed on County
lands
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Table 3.2.7-1.  Federal- and State-Listed Species (Continued)

SPECIES FEDERAL
STATUS

STATE
STATUS

HABITAT NEEDS COMMENTSa

Plant Species

Great plains
ladiestresses
(Spiranthes
magnicamporium)

Unlisted Endangered • Grows in riparian areas
in Plains and Great
Basin grassland

• This grassland type is
widespread in New
Mexico valley
elevations below 7,500
feet (2285 meters)

• Observed in
Española

• Unconfirmed
reports from White
Rock Canyon

Note:  This listing was developed with information and guidance provided by biologists from LANL; the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service; the USFS; the NPS; the National Biological Service; the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish; the New Mexico
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department; and the New Mexico Natural Heritage Program, as well as consultations
with independent consultants and reviews of the technical literature.

These species are not addressed further in
this CT EIS due to the extremely remote
possibility of their presence at or near the
subject tract locations. The remaining
Federal-protected species—American
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum)
(endangered), bald eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus) (threatened), Mexican spotted
owl (Strix occidentalis lucida) (threatened),
and southwestern willow flycatcher
(Empidonax trailii extimus) (endangered)—
are all known to occur at the LANL area and
are considered fully in the CT EIS analysis.

Each species habitat, as part of the
development process for the LANL
Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat
Management Plan, has been identified and
areas of environmental interest (AEI) have
been designated. There are two components
to each AEI: core zone and buffer zone. AEI
core zones contain important breeding or
wintering habitat for a species, while AEI
buffer zones are areas designated to protect
the core zone from disturbances that would
degrade the value of the area to a protected
species (LANL 1998a).

The breeding territories of American
peregrine falcons center on cliffs that are in
wooded or forested regions. All of Los
Alamos County is within the foraging range
of identified suitable nesting habitat. Several
American peregrine falcon nesting areas are
located in the LANL region. Reproduction at
these nesting sites has been similar to the
State as a whole. One nesting area has been
occupied each year since 1994, and at least
four young were fledged during this period.
There are four American peregrine falcon
AEIs on LANL. In general, the AEI core
zones are centered on deep canyons on the
eastern side of LANL or lands adjacent to
LANL. The canyons with AEIs are Pueblo,
White Rock, Frijoles, and Los Alamos
Canyons (LANL 1998a). Two of the AEIs in
Frijoles and White Rock Canyons are not
affected by the Proposed Action Alternative;
no occupied nesting sites for the American
peregrine falcon are present on the subject
tracts.

In New Mexico, the bald eagle is
primarily a winter inhabitant in the San Juan,
upper Rio Grande, Pecos, Canadian, San
Francisco, Chama, Gila, and Estancia
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Valleys. Bald eagles also occur sporadically
in New Mexico during the summer months.
In the LANL region, bald eagles roost
throughout much of White Rock Canyon
from November until late March or mid
April. Since 1979, these wintering
populations have doubled in size and have
extended their occupancy from the Cochiti
Lake area upriver to include the Rio Grande
in White Rock Canyon. They have been
commonly observed at roost sites near Water
Canyon. While most often they forage in the
vicinity of Cochiti Lake, they use all of White
Rock Canyon regularly and the entire Pajarito
Plateau occasionally (LANL 1998a). There is
one bald eagle AEI, located along the eastern
boundary of LANL in conjunction with the
Rio Grande, and this AEI would not be
affected by the Proposed Action Alternative.

The Mexican spotted owl is found in most
of the mountain ranges of New Mexico,
Arizona, and in portions of Colorado, Utah,
Texas, and northern Mexico. Spotted owls
occupy mixed conifer forests or ponderosa
pine forests that are intermixed with firs and
oaks. In the LANL region, the Mexican
spotted owl is a year-round resident of
forested areas. The owls nest in canyons
vegetated by mixed conifer forest. Nesting
usually begins in late March or early April.
The owls forage in adjacent areas that are
vegetated by a variety of community types,
including open grasslands, ponderosa pine
forest, and pinyon-juniper woodland. Most
individual owls and pairs of owls remain in
their summer territory throughout the year;
however, some individual owls move to lower
elevations during winter months, and about
10 percent travel as far as 35 miles
(56 kilometers) from the nesting area. The
reproductive success of Mexican spotted owls
that nest in the LANL region has been good
to excellent. One pair of owls on LANL
property has fledged two chicks per year for
the last 4 years. Successful nests also have
been maintained in Los Alamos County, at
BNM, and elsewhere in the Jemez Mountains.

There are six Mexican spotted owl AEIs at
LANL. In general, the AEI core zones are
centered in canyons on the western side of
LANL. The canyons with AEIs are Cañon de
Valle, Pajarito, Los Alamos, Pueblo, Sandia-
Mortandad, and Threemile Canyon
(LANL 1998a). While some of the subject
tracts contain or are near Mexican spotted owl
AEIs, no occupied nesting sites are present
within the tracts currently.

The southwestern willow flycatcher
breeds in riparian habitats from southern
California to Arizona and New Mexico,
extending northward to southern Utah and
Nevada. It winters in southern Mexico,
Central America, and northern South America
from September to May. Breeding habitat is
characterized by dense stands of willows
(Salix spp.), tamarisk (Tamarix pentandra),
buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis var.
pubescens), and other riparian shrubs with
open canopies of cottonwoods (Populus spp.).
In the Los Alamos region, southwestern
willow flycatchers have been observed in
BNM; but there has been no indication that
they have successfully nested there. The
nearest known nest site is along the Rio
Grande near Española, upstream from LANL.
Willow flycatchers occasionally have been
observed in White Rock Canyon, and one
sighting of a migrating individual occurred on
LANL property in the wetlands of Pajarito
Canyon. LANL has one AEI for the
southwestern willow flycatcher. It is
composed of two core zones with associated
buffer zones. The AEI core zones are located
in the bottom of Pajarito Canyon
(LANL 1998a). No occupied southwestern
willow flycatcher nesting sites are known to
be present within the subject tracts.

Species listed as endangered, threatened,
or rare or sensitive by the State of New
Mexico are also included in Table 3.2.7-1.
The New Mexico “sensitive” taxa are those
taxa that, in the opinion of the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish, deserve
special consideration in management and
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planning, and these are not listed as
threatened or endangered by the State of New
Mexico.

The County does not have a natural
resource management plan that would be in
effect for conveyed or transferred lands
(PC 1998a). Similarly, the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso has no resource management plan;
however, the Pueblo is beginning
development of a plan, which could take
about 2 years to complete (PC 1998b).

3.2.8 Cultural Resources
Cultural resources are those aspects of the

physical environment that relate to human
culture and society, and those cultural
institutions that hold communities together
and link them to their surroundings. Cultural
resources include expressions of human
culture and history in the physical
environment (such as prehistoric or historic
sites, buildings, structures, objects, districts,
or other places, including natural features and
biota) that are considered to be important to a
culture, subculture, or community. Cultural
resources also include traditional lifeways and
practices, community values, and institutions.
The cultural resources present within the
LANL region are complex because of the
long and intensive prehistoric use of the area,
the continuity of traditional cultural practices
among Hispanic and Native American
groups, the diversity of cultural groups in the
area, and the unique importance of the
historic events that have occurred at LANL.
Information presented in this section on the
cultural resources of the LANL region is
based on extensive discussions found in the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

3.2.8.1 Culture History
Human occupation of the Upper Rio

Grande, Jemez Mountains, and Pajarito
Plateau region is believed to date back to the
Late Pleistocene, approximately 10,000 years
ago. Most archaeologists believe that bands of

early, mobile hunter-gatherers hunted the
large game of that era and collected wild
plant foods. Later, in response to warmer and
drier climatic conditions and the subsequent
loss of large game, hunter-gatherers practiced
a more diverse subsistence strategy by
targeting smaller game and increasing their
plant gathering activities. More sedentary
adaptations and labor specialization occurred
with the development and refinement of
agriculture and the use of bow and arrow
technologies. As larger communities evolved,
a succession of settlement changes occurred
in response to more climatic shifts and
population pressures. Prior to the arrival of
the Spanish, principal settlements had moved
from the mesa tops and cliffs to the Rio
Grande floodplain where Pueblo groups still
reside. As a greater number of Spanish moved
into the region, the puebloan populations
suffered from the incursions of settlers,
epidemics of disease, and attacks by Apaches.
During this period, puebloan populations
declined dramatically and Hispanic villages
were established that continue today. After an
interval of Mexican rule, the United States
took control of New Mexico in 1849.
Ranching, homestead, agricultural, and
recreational uses of the land in the LANL
area continued until 1943 when the U.S.
Government’s program to develop nuclear
weapons for the war effort was established at
Los Alamos. New facilities were constructed
and new missions continued at LANL
through the Cold War to the present. Further
discussion of regional cultural prehistory and
history is presented in Appendix E of the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

The cultural resources identified within
LANL boundaries reflect the patterns of
human use over the last 10,000 years (see
Table 3.2.8.1-1). No Paleo-Indian materials
have been reported at LANL; but these sites
are rare in the region in general. Archaic
period hunter-gatherer adaptations are
represented by scatters of stone tools and
flakes, grinding implements, and burned rock
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Table 3.2.8.1-1.  Timetable for
Cultures in the LANL Region

TIME PERIOD DATES

Paleo-Indian 10,000 to 4,000 B.C.

Archaic 4,000 B.C. to A.D. 600

Developmental A.D. 600 to 1100

Coalition A.D. 1100 to 1325

Classic A.D. 1325 to 1600

Spanish Colonial A.D. 1600 to 1849

Early U.S.
Territorial/Statehood

A.D. 1849 to 1942

Nuclear Energy A.D. 1942 to present

Source: DOE 1999c

features. Sites dating to the Developmental
period on LANL are scarce but include some
pithouse, adobe, and crude masonry structures
near the Rio Grande in the vicinity of
Chaquihui Mesa and lower Water Canyon.
Most Pueblo ruins recorded at LANL date to
the Coalition period. During that time,
habitation typically was in fairly small
Pueblos, distributed widely on the mesa tops.
The settlement pattern shifted during the
Classic period when the smaller mesa top
Pueblos were abandoned and populations
concentrated at major Pueblos, such as
Tsirege and Otowi on land currently held by
LANL. By 1600, however, these communities
were also largely abandoned and local
puebloan populations had moved to the Rio
Grande Valley. Few sites reflecting the use of
LANL property during the Spanish Colonial
period are documented, possibly indicating
seasonal and nonintensive utilization.
Structural remains and ranching and
agricultural features have been recorded from
the U.S. Territorial and Statehood periods.
Cultural resources from the Nuclear Energy
period include a large number of buildings,

structures, and objects that are or may be
considered important historic cultural
resources because of their association with
the Manhattan Project, World War II, or the
Cold War. Consultations with Native
American groups and traditional Hispanic
communities during the preparation of the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c) indicate
continuing cultural use and the presence of all
general categories of traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) within the lands controlled
by LANL.

3.2.8.2 Cultural Resource Types
For this CT EIS, cultural resources

information has been organized into the
categories of: prehistoric and historic
resources, and TCPs. A cultural resource can
fall into more than one of these types due to
use through a long period of time or multiple
functions. Prehistoric cultural resources refer
to any material remains, structures, and items
used or modified by people before the
establishment of a European presence in the
upper Rio Grande Valley in the early 17th
Century. Examples of prehistoric resources in
the LANL region include Pueblo ruins, rock
shelters, cavates, rock art, water control
features, game traps, aboriginal trails and
steps, campsites, and scatters of prehistoric
artifacts (such as pottery sherds or stone tool-
making debris).

Historic resources include the material
remains and landscape alterations that have
occurred since the arrival of Europeans in the
region. Examples of historic resources in the
LANL area include homestead, ranching, and
agricultural features; scatters of historic
artifacts; historic trails; Native American
resources; and buildings and features
associated with Manhattan Project, World
War II, and the Cold War.

TCPs are places associated with the
cultural practices or beliefs of a living
community. These sites are rooted in the
community’s history or are important in
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maintaining cultural identity. Examples of
TCPs for Native American and Hispanic
communities can include natural landscape
features; places used for ceremonies and
worship; places where plants are gathered that
are used in traditional medicines and
ceremonies; places where artisan materials
are found; or places and features of traditional
subsistence systems such as community-
maintained irrigation systems and
traditionally used fields, grazing areas, and
firewood-gathering sites. TCPs also include
sacred areas and places required for the
practice of religion. A detailed discussion of
cultural resource types is presented in
Appendix E of this CT EIS.

The 10 parcels considered for conveyance
or transfer vary in size, topography, natural
resources, and past development. These
differences are reflected in the types of
cultural resources present or expected on each
tract and in trends of land use through time.
For example, several of the tracts are located
on mesa tops that coincide with prehistoric
settlement patterns during the Coalition
period. Some of these tracts also are partially
developed, and though prehistoric resources
are not present, potentially eligible historic
buildings are. Both mesa tops and canyon
bottoms are areas likely to contain TCPs.

3.2.8.3 National Register of Historic
Places Eligibility

The identification of cultural resources
and DOE responsibilities with regard to
cultural resources are addressed by a number
of laws, regulations, executive orders, Pueblo
Accords and other requirements, as discussed
in Chapter 17 of this CT EIS. One of these
laws relevant to the discussion of the cultural
resources of the 10 land tracts is the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966,
as amended (16 United States Code [U.S.C.]
Section 470), and its implementing
regulations (36 Code of Federal Regulations
[CFR] 800) that describe the process for
identification and evaluation of historic

properties; assessment of the effects of
Federal actions on historic properties; and
consultation to avoid, reduce, or minimize
adverse effects. The term “historic properties”
refers to cultural resources that meet specific
criteria for eligibility for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
The NHPA process does not require
preservation of historic properties but does
ensure that the DOE’s decisions (as a Federal
agency) concerning the treatment of these
properties result from meaningful
considerations of cultural and historic values
and of the options available to protect the
properties.

Under NHPA, cultural resources undergo
an evaluation process that determines if the
resource is eligible for listing on the NRHP.
Resources that are already listed, determined
eligible for listing, or are undetermined are
afforded a level of consideration under the
NHPA Section 106 process. Undetermined
resources are those for which eligibility
cannot be determined based on current
knowledge of the resource and where further
work is needed to make an evaluation;
meanwhile, resources are treated as though
eligible until a formal evaluation is
completed. Resources that are not yet
identified are considered to have
undetermined eligibility; these resources
include subsurface archaeological deposits,
unrecorded burials, and unidentified TCPs.

In order to be determined eligible for
listing on the NRHP, a resource must meet
one or more of the following criteria (36 CFR
Part 60):

• Criterion A: associated with events
that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of
our history

• Criterion B: associated with the lives
of people significant in our past

• Criterion C: embodies the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction
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• Criterion D: yielded or may be likely
to yield information important in
prehistory or history

The resource also must retain most, if not
all, of seven aspects of integrity: location,
design, setting, workmanship, material,
feeling, and association.

A resource also is eligible for listing on
the NRHP if it is determined to have
traditional cultural significance. This
significance derives from the role the
resource plays in a community’s historically
rooted beliefs, customs, and practices. To
have this significance, the resource must be
associated with cultural practices or beliefs of
a living community that are rooted in that
community’s history and are important in
maintaining the continuing identity of the
community (Parker and King 1990). To be
eligible for the NRHP, the resource also must
retain integrity as a cultural resource and be at
least 50 years of age.

3.2.8.4 Religious Resources
Religious resources such as sacred areas

or places needed for the practice of religion
are a subset of TCPs. The LANL area has
been occupied or utilized for 10,000 years by
Native American, Spanish, Mexican, and
American cultures. The relationships between
these cultures and the land were and are as
varied as the cultures themselves. These
continued relationships have often resulted in
the attachment of spiritual or religious aspects
to the land. These resources have attained a
position in the religious or spiritual history
and activities of the community and are a part
of that particular culture’s spiritual survival.

There are a number of pieces of
legislation that consider or protect religious
resources. Under the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act (42 U.S.C. 1996),
Federal agencies must evaluate their policies
and procedures to determine changes
necessary to preserve Native American

religious rights and practices, including but
not limited to access to sites, use and
possession of sacred objects, and the freedom
to worship through ceremonials and
traditional rites. The Religious Freedom
Restoration Act (42 U.S.C. 2000bb) stipulates
that the government cannot burden a person’s
exercise of religion without first showing that
the action is in furtherance of a compelling
governmental interest and that the action is
the least restrictive means of furthering that
compelling interest. Finally, Executive Order
13007, “Indian Sacred Sites,” protects
religious resources by directing Federal
agencies to protect the physical integrity of
sacred sites and accommodate access to and
use of these sites by Native American
religious practitioners. This order applies to
federally owned land, but not to Native
American trust lands.

3.2.8.5 Identification of Cultural
Resources

The 10 land tracts proposed for possible
conveyance or transfer have been completely
inventoried for historic and prehistoric
cultural resources, but identification of TCPs
has not been completed. Methods used to
identify the presence of cultural resources and
to determine eligibility vary among the
resource types.

Prehistoric and historic cultural resources
have been identified in all but one of the 10
tracts (Miscellaneous Site 22) (DOE 1998d).
A total of 254 cultural sites have been
recorded. The number of sites by tract and
their NRHP eligibility status is presented in
Table 3.2.8.5-1. Prehistoric resource types
recorded at these sites include Pueblo ruins,
masonry features, rock shelters and cavates,
rock art, water control features and game
traps, garden plots, aboriginal trails and steps,
and scatters of prehistoric artifacts. Historic
resource types recorded at these sites include
homestead, ranching, and agricultural
features; historic trails, historic artifact
scatters, and Native American resources; and
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Table 3.2.8.5-1.  Known Cultural Sites by Tract and Eligibility

PREHISTORIC SITES HISTORIC SITES
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TRACT

Rendija Canyon 38 3 7 3 2 -- 53

DOE LAAO -- -- -- -- 2 -- 2

Miscellaneous
Site 22

-- -- -- -- -- -- 0

Miscellaneous
Manhattan
Monument

-- -- -- 1 -- -- 1

DP Road 1 -- -- -- 2 -- 3

TA 21 1 -- 1 1 41 -- 44

Airport 2 -- -- -- 2 1 5

White Rock Y 19 7 10 -- 4 1 41

TA 74 76 21 -- -- 2 1 100

White Rock 3 1 -- -- -- 1 5

140 32 18 5 55 4Total by
Eligibility Prehistoric Sites = 190 Historic Sites = 64

254

Cold War era LANL properties. Preliminary
evaluation of these cultural sites for NRHP
eligibility is complete; however, final DOE
evaluation recommendations are not expected
until after completion of this CT EIS. All but
two of the tracts (Miscellaneous Site 22 and
Rendija Canyon Tracts) include LANL
buildings, structures, or objects that may have
historic significance. A total of 51 of these
resources have been identified (included in
the 254 sites). Forty of these are located in
TA 21. Formal evaluation of these sites for
NRHP eligibility requires archival research to
identify the role that the building may have
played in historic events and field
documentation to assess its current historical

integrity. The NRHP has an additional
eligibility requirement of “exceptional
importance” that applies to properties less
than 50 years old.

More detail regarding the identified
cultural sites can be found in Appendix E of
this CT EIS.

For the subject land tracts, which all have
been inventoried, data collected on resource
locations could be incomplete due to human
error or conditions such as heavy vegetation
cover, which can seriously affect the ability to
see resources on the ground. In addition,
archaeological resources may be located
completely below the surface. There also is
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the possibility for human burials, especially in
areas near major habitation sites. Patterns in
the locations and densities of cultural
resources in an area can be used to predict if
additional resources are likely to be located in
an area already inventoried.

The LANL SWEIS process included a
review of literature and consultation with
Native American and Hispanic groups to
determine the presence of TCPs or religious
resources (DOE 1999c, Appendix E). This
research determined the presence of
ceremonial and archaeological sites, natural
landscape features, ethnobotanical gathering
sites, artisan material gathering sites, and
subsistence features generally located within
the LANL area. Seven TCPs have been
identified within the subject land tracts so far
(DOE 1998d). The Pueblo of San Ildefonso
has indicated, in general terms, that TCPs are
present on the Rendija Canyon, White
Rock Y, TA 74, and White Rock Tracts.
Additional TCPs may be identified during
further consultations with Native American
and Hispanic groups. TCPs can undergo the
same evaluation of NRHP eligibility as other
cultural resources for consideration under
NHPA.

3.2.9 Geology and Soils
This section describes the geology,

geologic conditions, soils, and mineral and
geothermal resources present at LANL and
the areas surrounding LANL that are relevant
to the subject land tracts. More detailed
information is contained in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). The geologic area includes
LANL, extends to the northern-most point of
the Jemez Mountains and Española Valley in
the north, to the Cerros del Rio Volcanic
Field in the east, to Cochiti Lake in the south,
and to the Valles Caldera in the west.

3.2.9.1 Geology
LANL (including the subject land tracts)

and the communities of Los Alamos and

White Rock are located on the Pajarito
Plateau (see Figure 3.2.9-1). The Pajarito
Plateau is 8 to 16 miles (13 to 26 kilometers)
wide and 30 to 40 miles (48 to 64 kilometers)
long, lying between the Jemez Mountains to
the west and the Rio Grande to the east
(DOE 1999c). The surface of the Pajarito
Plateau is divided into numerous narrow,
finger-like mesas separated by deep east-to-
west oriented canyons that drain toward the
Rio Grande. The land tracts themselves
consist of parts of the mesa tops and the
canyons in between the mesas.

A primary geologic feature in the region
is the Rio Grande Rift, which begins in
northern Mexico, trends northward across
central New Mexico, and ends in central
Colorado. The north-trending Pajarito Fault
system is part of the Rio Grande Rift and
consists of a group of interconnecting faults
that are nearly parallel (see Figure 3.2.9.1-1).

Rocks in the LANL region were
predominantly produced by volcanic and
sedimentary processes.

3.2.9.2 Geologic Conditions
This subsection describes the geologic

conditions that could affect the stability of the
ground and infrastructure in the subject land
tracts and includes volcanic activity, seismic
activity (earthquakes), slope stability, surface
subsidence, and soil liquefaction.

Volcanism
Volcanism in the Jemez Mountains’

volcanic field, west of LANL, has a
13-million-year history. The Jemez
Mountains currently show an unusually low
amount of seismic activity, which suggests
that no magma migration is occurring.
Seismic signals may be partially absorbed
deep in the subsurface due to elevated
temperatures and high heat flow. Such
masking of seismic signals would add
difficulty in predicting volcanism in the
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Figure 3.2.9.1-1.  Major Surface Faults in the Los Alamos Region.
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LANL area. There are plans to install
additional seismograph stations in the vicinity
of the Valles Caldera to improve predictive
capabilities (DOE 1999c).

Seismic Activity
A comprehensive seismic hazards study

was completed in 1995 at LANL
(DOE 1999c). This study provided estimates
of the ground shaking hazards and the
resulting ground motions that may be caused
by these earthquake sources.

The major faults in Los Alamos County
are the Pajarito, Rendija Canyon, and Guaje
Mountain Faults, and their characteristics are
summarized in Table 3.2.9.2-1. Fault
locations are shown on Figure 3.2.9-1.

The seismic hazards results indicate that
the Pajarito Fault system represents the
greatest potential seismic risk to LANL, with
an estimated maximum earthquake Richter
magnitude of about 7. Although large
uncertainties exist, an earthquake with a
Richter magnitude greater than or equal to 6
is estimated to occur once every 4,000 years;
an earthquake with a magnitude greater than
or equal to 7 is estimated to occur once every
100,000 years along the Pajarito Fault system.
Earthquakes of this magnitude may cause

considerable damage to structures and
underground pipes.

Slope Stability, Subsidence, and Soil
Liquefaction

Rockfalls and landslides are two geologic
processes related to slope stability in the area.
The primary risk factors most likely to affect
slope stability are wall steepness, canyon
depth, and stratigraphy. Because of this, land
near a cliff edge (for example, TA 21) or in a
canyon bottom (for example, the White Rock
Tract) is potentially susceptible to slope
instability. The largest slope instability may
be triggered by any process that might
destabilize supporting rocks. These processes
include, but are not limited to, excessive
rainfalls, erosion, and seismic activity.

Subsidence (lowering of the ground
surface) and soil liquefaction are two
geologic processes that are less likely to
affect LANL than rockfalls or landslides. The
potential for subsidence is minimal due to the
firm rock beneath LANL. Bedrock, soils, and
unconsolidated deposits that are unsaturated,
such as those that occur beneath LANL, are
unlikely to undergo liquefaction.

Table 3.2.9.2-1.  Summary of Major Faults in the LANL Region

NAME
APPROXIMATE

LENGTH
mi (km)

TYPE MOST RECENT
MOVEMENT

MAXIMUM
EARTHQUAKEa

POTENTIAL

Pajarito Fault
Zone

26 mi (42 km)
Normal, down-to-

the-eastb
Approximately 45,000 to

55,000 years ago
7

Rendija Canyon
Fault 6 mi (10 km)

Normal, down-to-
the-west

8,000 to 9,000 or 23,000
years ago 6.5

Guaje Mountain
Fault

8 mi (14 km)
Normal, down-to-

the-west
4,000 to 6,000 years ago 6.5

Notes: mi = miles, km = kilometers
a  Richter magnitude.
b  The crustal block on the east side of the Pajarito Fault slips downward toward the east when fault movement occurs. This results in a
fault plane for the Pajarito Fault, for example, that runs under LANL toward the east. A normal west fault involves the crustal block on
the west side of the fault slipping downward toward the west.

Source: DOE 1999c
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3.2.9.3 Soils
Several distinct soils have developed in

Los Alamos County as a result of interactions
between the bedrock, topography, and local
climate. Soils that formed on mesa tops of the
Pajarito Plateau include the Carjo, Frijoles,
Hackroy, Nyjack, Pogna, Prieta, Seaby, and
Tocal soil series (DOE 1999c).

All of the soils in the aforementioned soil
series are well-drained and range from very
shallow (0 to 10 inches [0 to 25 centimeters])
to moderately deep (20 to 40 inches [51 to
102 centimeters]), with the greatest depth to
the underlying Bandelier Tuff being 40 inches
(102 centimeters) (DOE 1999c). The
geochemistry, geomorphology, and formation
of soils in the LANL area have been
characterized in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c).

Soil Monitoring
Soils on and surrounding LANL are

sampled annually as a part of the LANL
Environmental Surveillance and Compliance
Program to determine if they have been
affected by LANL operations. Sediments
occur along most segments of LANL canyons
as narrow bands of canyon-bottom deposits,
which can be transported by surface water
during runoff events or by LANL outfall
effluent flows.

LANL onsite and perimeter soil samples
are collected and analyzed for radiological
and nonradiological constituents and are
compared to the regional (background)
locations. In general, the average
concentrations of tritium, strontium-90,
cesium-137, plutonium-239, plutonium-240,
americium-241, and gross alpha and beta
activity in soils collected from perimeter
stations were not significantly different than
radionuclide concentrations and activity in
soil samples collected from regional
background locations. In contrast, the average
levels of uranium, plutonium-238, and gross
gamma activity were significantly higher than

uranium, plutonium-238, and gross gamma in
background soils. Although the average levels
of uranium and gross gamma activity in
perimeter soils were significantly higher than
background, they were still within the
regional statistical reference levels (RSRLs)
of 4.05 micrograms per gram and
7.3 picocuries per gram, respectively.

Trend analyses show that most
radionuclides and radioactivity, with the
exception of plutonium-238 and gross alpha,
in soils from onsite and perimeter areas have
been decreasing over time (DOE 1999c).
Tritium, which has a half-life of about
12 years, exhibited the greatest decrease in
activity over the 21 years in almost all of the
soil sites studied, including regional locations.
Plutonium-238 and gross alpha activity
generally increased over time in most onsite,
perimeter, and even regional background
sites; all sites, however, were far from being
statistically significant (probability less than
0.05). The source of most plutonium-238
detected in the environment is from nuclear
weapons testing in the atmosphere and from
the reentry burn-up of satellites containing a
plutonium-238 power source (DOE 1999c).
Only a few gross alpha readings and a few
gross beta readings showed significantly
increasing trends (probability less than 0.05)
over time. In these cases, however, the
measurement period was both early and very
short (1978 to 1981).

Soils also were analyzed for trace and
heavy metals, and most metals were within
RSRLs and were well below LANL screening
action levels (SALs) (DOE 1999c). Only
beryllium and lead, both products of firing
site activities, exhibited any kind of trend;
that is, both were consistently higher in
perimeter and onsite soils than in background
soils. Concentrations over time show that
average beryllium in perimeter soils
decreased from 1992 to 1995. Lead decreased
from 1992 to 1995. Similarly, beryllium in
onsite soils decreased from 1992 to 1995.
Lead in onsite soils, on the other hand,
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increased slightly in concentration from 1992
to 1995.

Soil Erosion
Soil erosion can have serious

consequences to the maintenance of
biological communities and also may have
been a mechanism for moving contaminants
across LANL and off the site. Soil erosion
rates vary considerably on the mesa tops at
LANL, with the highest rates occurring in
drainage channels and areas of steep slopes
and the lowest rates occurring on gently
sloping portions of the mesa tops away from
the channels (DOE 1999c).

Areas where runoff is concentrated by
roads and other structures are especially
prone to high erosion rates. High erosion rates
appear to be relatively recent, most likely
resulting from loss of vegetative cover,
decreased precipitation, past logging
practices, and past livestock grazing
(DOE 1999c).

Runoff and erosion would increase after a
wildfire because without a protective ground
cover, runoff quantities and velocities are
magnified, and soil erosion by water and
wind begins immediately. Contributing to this
condition is the likely formation of an ash
layer that inhibits the infiltration of runoff.

3.2.9.4 Mineral Resources
There are no active mines, mills, pits, or

quarries in Los Alamos County or on DOE
land at LANL. Sand, gravel, and pumice are
mined throughout the surrounding counties.

3.2.9.5 Paleontological Resources
No paleontological sites are reported to

occur within LANL boundaries, and the
near-surface stratigraphy is not conducive to
preserving plant and animal remains
(DOE 1999c).

3.2.10 Water Resources
The following sections describe water

resources in the vicinity of the 10 subject land
tracts based upon the regional hydrogeologic
setting, environmental surveillance and
monitoring data, and current land uses. A
more detailed discussion of water resources at
LANL can be found in LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). Additional detailed
information on water monitoring programs
can be found in the annual Environmental
Surveillance Reports.

The geography of the Pajarito Plateau
strongly influences hydrologic conditions in
the vicinity of the 10 subject land tracts. In
addition, a relatively arid climate, high
evapotranspiration rate (evaporation and
water uptake by plants), and thick sequence
of unsaturated volcanic deposits underlying
LANL have a strong influence on water
resources (both quality and quantity) in the
area.

3.2.10.1 Surface Water Hydrology
The predominant surface water features at

LANL are perennial, ephemeral, and
intermittent streams in canyon bottoms that
provide drainage. In addition to naturally
occurring streams, several National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
outfalls provide sources of surface water at
LANL.

Surface water from intermittent streams
and drainages is not used for municipal,
industrial, or irrigation purposes but supports
wildlife living in or migrating through the
canyon reaches. The only surface water
developed for economic use is contained in
the Los Alamos Reservoir. This reservoir is in
upper Los Alamos Canyon, west of LANL
property, and has a capacity of 41 acre-feet
(51,000 cubic meters). It has been used in the
past for landscape irrigation in the Los
Alamos townsite but is not currently used due
to high maintenance costs (DOE 1999c). The
Los Alamos municipal storm drain system
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also contributes to the surface water flow into
DP and Los Alamos Canyons. Eleven canyon
drainage systems cross the eastern boundary
of LANL (toward the Rio Grande), draining a
watershed of approximately 82 square miles
(212 square kilometers) (LANL 1996a).

Flash flooding in canyons following
heavy precipitation is common during July
and August. Several of the land tracts
proposed for conveyance or transfer contain
land in the 100-year and 500-year floodplains.
These land tracts include the TA 74, Rendija
Canyon, the White Rock Y, and White Rock
Tracts.

Surface Water Quality
Surface water quality in the vicinity of

LANL is monitored and reported annually in
the annual Environmental Surveillance
Reports. The LANL SWEIS describes the
surface water monitoring program and results
(DOE 1999c). Movement of sediments by
surface water could be a mechanism for the
transport of contaminants.

Radiation (gross alpha, gross beta, and
gross gamma) and radionuclide levels in
surface waters are generally below or close to
analytical detection limits and well below
drinking water and public dose standards.
Metals in surface water samples are typically
below applicable standards when the samples
are filtered prior to analysis. However, metals
concentrations exceeding drinking water
standards are relatively widespread when
samples are not filtered. In addition, in 1996
selenium was detected in surface water
samples at concentrations greater than the
New Mexico Wildlife Habitat Stream
Standard.

Plutonium concentrations exceed regional
comparison values in several sediment
samples. In general, while some sediment
samples exceed regional comparison value
concentrations for metals, most of these
metals may occur naturally in the sediments.
The exception to this is selenium in sediments

from upper Los Alamos Canyon, which far
exceeds regional comparison concentrations
(DOE 1999c).

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Outfalls

Planned releases from industrial and
sanitary facility discharges (point sources) are
regulated under the Clean Water Act and
NPDES permits. The LANL SWEIS provides
a detailed discussion of NPDES-permitted
outfalls (DOE 1999c, Section 4.3.1.3). LANL
currently has 87 active NPDES-permitted
outfalls that discharge into 10 different
watersheds.

Two additional NPDES-permitted outfalls
are associated with Los Alamos County water
treatment plants and discharge into canyon
reaches. NPDES-permitted outfalls may
impact specific land tracts proposed for
conveyance or transfer and the level of
regulatory oversight of stormwater generated
surface flows.

3.2.10.2 Groundwater Hydrology
Groundwater hydrology in the LANL

region is discussed in detail in the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c) and the Hydrogeologic
Workplan (LANL 1996a). Additional detailed
information on water monitoring programs
can be found in the annual Environmental
Surveillance Reports produced by the LANL
Environmental, Safety and Health Division.

The major economic source for
groundwater in the LANL area is the regional
aquifer. Groundwater also is present in
shallow alluvial systems beneath canyon
bottoms and as perched groundwater beneath
both mesas and canyons; however, these
sources are not present in sufficient quantity
for development.

Regional Aquifer
The regional aquifer (or main aquifer) is

the only aquifer in the LANL region that can
provide large-scale municipal water supplies
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(DOE 1999c). Eleven supply wells in the
regional aquifer provide water to LANL, the
Los Alamos townsite, White Rock, and BNM.
Depth to the regional aquifer beneath the
mesa tops ranges from about 1,200 feet
(366 meters) along the western margins of the
Pajarito Plateau to about 600 feet
(183 meters) at the eastern margin of the
Plateau. The regional aquifer is separated
from intermediate perched groundwater zones
by approximately 350 to 620 feet (107 to
189 meters) of tuff, basalt, and sediments
(LANL 1996a). Mechanisms for recharge to
the regional aquifer are not fully understood,
but recent studies have indicated that there is
minimal recharge to the regional aquifer, and
water is being pumped from storage
(DOE 1999c).

There has been a decline in water levels in
the regional aquifer since pumping began in
the 1950s (LANL 1996a), and it is apparent
that groundwater withdrawal exceeds
recharge in the vicinity of LANL. From 1947
to 1991, water level declines in the four DOE
water supply well fields have ranged from 24
to 76 feet (7.3 to 23 meters) (DOE 1999c).

Groundwater Quality
According to requirements of the DOE

and LANL Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments (HWSA) Permits, groundwater
quality is monitored annually. Groundwater
samples are collected from the regional
aquifer, intermediate perched zones, alluvial
groundwater, and springs in the LANL
region.

In the regional aquifer, drinking water
standards were met for all radionuclides in all
samples collected from 1990 through 1994.
Trace amounts of tritium, plutonium,
americium, and strontium have been detected,
however, but not in the water supply wells.
Organic compounds also have been detected
in samples from test wells at TA 49, and
nitrate has been detected down-canyon from
the Bayo Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Contaminants also have been detected in

alluvial and intermediate perched
groundwater.

• The EPA drinking water standard
(40 CFR Part 141) for strontium-90
was exceeded in at least half of the
alluvial groundwater samples
collected from Mortandad and Los
Alamos Canyons from 1990 through
1994, and the EPA standard for
tritium was exceeded for 20 of 22
samples (DOE 1999c).

• Standards for some water quality
parameters and metals were exceeded
in samples of alluvial groundwater
from Pueblo Canyon, Pajarito
Canyon, and Cañada del Buey.

• High explosives at levels above EPA
health advisories have been found in
groundwater beneath the southwest
portion of LANL (LANL 1999).

• Tritium and nitrates have been
detected in intermediate perched
groundwater in Pueblo and Los
Alamos Canyons at levels below EPA
drinking water standards.

In addition, high explosives, volatile
organic compounds, and nitrates have been
detected in springs in Pajarito Canyon.
Primary LANL sources of contamination
include historic discharges of treated and
untreated waters, discharges from the
Radioactive Liquid Waste Treatment Facility
into Mortandad Canyon, leaks from the
Omega West reactor into Los Alamos
Canyon, and past and present releases from
the County sewage treatment facility into
Pueblo Canyon.

Additional information about groundwater
quality can be found in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c), and in the annual LANL
Environmental Surveillance Reports.

3.2.11 Air Resources
This section discusses air quality as it

exists today in the Los Alamos region. It
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begins with an overview of the climate and
then presents information on the three major
types of air pollutants: criteria pollutants,
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs), and
radioactive air pollutants. A detailed
discussion of air quality and climate is
presented in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c,
Section 4.4).

3.2.11.1 Climate
Los Alamos has a temperate mountain

climate with four distinct seasons. Spring
tends to be windy and dry. Summer has a
2-month rainy season during July and August,
followed by a dry September. In autumn,
there is a return to drier, cooler, and calmer
weather. In winter, storms keep the ground
covered with snow for about 2 months
(LANL 1997, page 17).

The record high temperature is just
95 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) (35 degrees
Celsius [°C]) and the record low is −18°F
(−8°C). The average annual precipitation
(rainfall plus the water-equivalent of snow
and frozen precipitation) is 18 inches
(46 centimeters), with considerable variation
from year to year.

The Los Alamos region does not often
experience severe weather. Lightning is quite
common over the Pajarito Plateau, averaging
57 thunderstorm days annually. These brief
downpours also can cause local flash flooding
in canyons, streams, and other low spots. Hail
falls frequently during the summer,
occasionally causing damage.

Adjacent to LANL and within the Los
Alamos region, BNM is one of the nine
Class I Federal air quality areas in New
Mexico. EPA regulations (40 CFR 51.300)
require that states “…assure reasonable
progress toward meeting the national goal of
preventing any future, and remedying any
existing, impairment of visibility in
mandatory Class I Federal areas.” Future
actions must thus account for, and avoid,

potential degradation of the air quality at
BNM.

3.2.11.2 Criteria Pollutants
The Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857-

18571) mandates that the EPA establish
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for pollutants of national concern.
EPA has identified six criteria pollutants and
has issued standards for all six. The criteria
pollutants are nitrogen dioxide, carbon
monoxide, lead, ozone, particulates, and
sulfur dioxide. New Mexico also has enacted
standards for three other criteria pollutants:
hydrogen sulfide, total reduced sulfur, and
total suspended particulates (20 New Mexico
Administrative Code [NMAC] 3.109-110).

The Los Alamos region is included in
New Mexico Region 3. Monitoring by the
State Air Quality Bureau has demonstrated
that Region 3 meets all air quality standards,
and is an attainment area for all six criteria
pollutants.

3.2.11.3 Hazardous Air Pollutants
Many air pollutants threaten human health

through toxic effects by causing cancer and/or
genetic mutations. Such pollutants are
referred to as hazardous air pollutants, even
though other pollutants also are “hazardous”
to humans and the environment in the general
sense of the term.

The State of New Mexico does not
monitor ambient air quality for concentrations
of HAPs. However, the State does require that
stationary sources (such as stacks) obtain air
quality permits if they have the potential to
emit more than a minimum amount of air
pollutants.

For LANL, emissions estimates were
made for many different chemicals, some of
them HAPs, in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). Results of the analyses
indicated that the highest estimated
concentration of each chemical pollutant
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would be below standards established to
protect human health, with an ample margin
of safety. It was determined that cancer risk
for each pollutant and all receptors was below
the guideline value of one in one million
(1 x 10-6) for excess latent cancer fatality
(LCF) risk (DOE 1999c). A conservative
analysis was performed to calculate the
cancer risk from all pollutants combined. For
the combined pollutants, only two potential
receptors had a cancer risk greater than
1 x 10-6. These two receptors were located at
or near the Medical Center in TA 43. The
combined cancer risks for these two receptors
were 1.17 x 10-6 and 1.07 x 10-6, respectively.

3.2.11.4 Radioactive Air Pollutants
In the Los Alamos region, LANL is the

only facility that emits radioactive air
pollutants. Emission limits are set forth in
EPA regulations at 40 CFR 61, Subpart H,
“National Emissions Standards for Emissions
of Radionuclides Other Than Radon From
Department of Energy Facilities.” The
standard states that emissions “…shall not
exceed those amounts that would cause any
member of the public to receive in any year
an effective dose equivalent of 10 millirem
per year” (40 CFR 61.92).

Radioactive air pollutants emitted by
LANL are of four types: (1) particulate
matter, (2) vaporous activation products,
(3) tritium, and (4) gaseous/mixed activation
products (GMAP). About 95 percent of all
emissions, however, are GMAP emissions
from the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(LANSCE) at TA 53.

Emissions have been in compliance with
the EPA standard (see Table 3.2.11.4-1). In
addition, modeling for 1996 emissions shows
that doses to residents in White Rock
(0.04 millirem) and the Los Alamos townsite
(0.05 millirem) are insignificant
(LANL 1997, page 51).

Table 3.2.11.4-1.  Dose to the
Maximally Exposed Individual from
Exposure to LANL Radioactive Air

Pollutants

YEAR DOSE
(millirem)

PERCENT
OF EPA

STANDARD

1991 6.5 65

1992 7.9 79

1993 5.6 56

1994 7.6 76

1995 5.1 51

1996 5.3 53

1997 2.2 22

Source for 1991 to 1995 data: DOE 1998a, page 4-93.

Source for 1996 data: LANL 1997, page 50.

Source for 1997 data: LANL 1998d, page 50.

3.2.11.5 Global Climate Change
Although not all scientists are in

agreement, there is evidence of an increase in
global temperatures, which may be related to
human activities that produce greenhouse
gases. These gases are believed to absorb
radiated energy in the atmosphere, reflecting
it back to Earth, causing warming and climate
change.

Water vapor (1 percent of the atmosphere)
is the most common and dominant
greenhouse gas; only small amounts of water
vapor are produced as the result of human
activities. The principal greenhouse gases
resulting from human activities are carbon
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Other gases of
concern are hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs),
which are replacing CFCs as refrigerants and
air conditioner gases; perfluorocarbons
(PFCs), which are a byproduct of aluminum
smelting; and sulfur hexafluoride, which is
widely used in insulation for electrical
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equipment (Morrissey and Justus 1998,
page 4). These gases are released in different
quantities and have different potencies in
their contributions to global warming.

Greenhouse gas emissions in the Los
Alamos region include carbon dioxide from
multiple sources: the burning of natural gas
for home and commercial heating; the use of
gasoline and diesel to power automobiles,
trucks, construction equipment, and other
vehicles; and the burning of wood in
residential fireplaces, etc. Although there are
no power plants in the region, the generation
of electricity for private and government use
in the region results in carbon dioxide
emissions in other parts of the State (for
example, the Farmington area) or nation.
Globally, power plants account for one-third
of all carbon dioxide emissions, space heating
(residential, commercial, industrial,
government) for another third, and
transportation the remaining third
(DOE 1999c).

Pipeline leaks from oil and gas processing
plants and stations contribute 9 percent to
global emissions of methane. There are 65
compressor stations and 2 natural gas plants,
most in Rio Arriba County, that are likely
contributors to worldwide total methane
emissions.

There likely are small emissions of CFCs
and HFCs, which are used locally in
refrigeration and air conditioning units at
residential, commercial, industrial, and
government facilities. Emissions of the
remaining greenhouse gases are largely
absent in the region.

3.2.12 Human Health
The following sections summarize

historical and current information on public
health in the LANL vicinity. The public
health concerns are for the radiological and
nonradiological contributions of LANL to the
environment in the Los Alamos area. Because
this information was recently prepared for the

LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c), the material
presented here is summarized from that
document. Additional information is in the
accompanying Appendix G, reprinted from
the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c) and the
annual LANL Environmental Surveillance
and Compliance Reports (for example,
LANL 1997).

The public health information is presented
in two major topics: (1) the radiological
environment in the LANL vicinity and (2) the
nonradiological environment in the LANL
vicinity. The LANL SWEIS describes
emergency preparedness, management, and
response programs implemented at LANL for
protecting the public and workers. This
information is not revisited here, but the
reader is encouraged to examine those
sections in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c,
Sections 4.6.2.5 through 4.6.3.3).

3.2.12.1 The Radiological Environment
in the LANL Vicinity

Sources of radiation exposure for
individuals in the vicinity of LANL include
radon, cosmic and terrestrial radiation, self-
irradiation, exposures from medical and
dental procedures, and LANL operations.

Background doses are those to which an
individual would be exposed regardless of
LANL operations. In 1996, the total effective
dose equivalent (TEDE) to residents from all
background environmental sources was
360 millirem at Los Alamos and 340 millirem
at White Rock (see Table 3.2.12.1-1). It is
projected that these residents on average
would be exposed to an additional
53 millirem per year effective dose equivalent
(EDE) from medical and dental sources of
radiation (NCRP 1987).
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Table 3.2.12.1-1.  Total Effective
Radiation Dose Equivalent from Natural

or Manmade Sources

SOURCE

LOS
ALAMOS
(millirem
per year)

WHITE
ROCK

(millirem
per year)

Radon 200 200

Self-Irradiationa 40 40

Total Externalb 120 100

Total Effective
Background Dose

360 340

Medical and Dental 53 53
a  Dose from radionuclides occurring naturally within the
body, such as potassium-40.
b  Includes correction for shielding.

Source: Adapted from DOE 1999c

Release of radionuclides to the
environment from LANL operations provides
another source of radiation exposure to
individuals in the vicinity of LANL. In order
to quantify the potential exposure to the
public from LANL’s radiation, a hypothetical
individual who resides at the location
receiving the maximum dose is evaluated in
the LANL radiation protection program
(LANL 1997). This individual is described as
the offsite maximally exposed individual
(MEI).

Based on data gathered by both LANL’s
Environmental Surveillance and Compliance
Program and the radiological effluent
monitoring, LANL operations account for
about 1 percent of the total contributions to
the 1996 dose for the offsite MEI
(DOE 1999c). Of this 1 percent, 68.1 percent
is from direct or external penetrating
radiation, 29.6 percent is from air immersion,
0.4 percent is from inhalation, and 1.9 percent
is from ingestion (LANL 1997).

3.2.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment in the LANL
Vicinity

Environmental media and foodstuffs have
been selectively analyzed for chemical
contaminants since the early 1990s.
Appendix C of the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c) presents summaries of the
numbers of analyses, numbers of samples
with detectable concentrations, and average
and 95th percentile concentrations of these
chemicals. For those chemicals in the LANL
Environmental Surveillance and Compliance
Program, there are no significant differences
in concentration between media at the
existing perimeter of the site (currently
including the 10 land tracts) and those of the
general region (DOE 1999c, Appendix D,
Section D.3.4).

Appendix C of the LANL SWEIS also
contains summaries of contaminated site
concentrations for inorganic and organic
chemicals. These onsite data were developed
by the LANL ER Project to characterize the
contaminated sites in order to determine
whether remediation was needed. These
contaminated soil sites were determined in
the LANL SWEIS as not significant
contributors to public exposures by any
exposure pathway under the current
circumstances (DOE 1999c).

Risk due to Chemicals from Ingestion
Regionally, the human health risk due to

chemicals is predominantly from inorganic
chemicals and, more specifically, metals.
Organic chemicals with ingestion potential
are for the most part manmade and not found
in the regional or local environment. The
potential for ingestion of chemicals by the
public is through ingestion of foodstuffs and
drinking water. The potential for ingestion of
chemicals in the vicinity of LANL is believed
to be the same as that posed by ingestion
within the general region.

Three chemical elements identified in the
LANL Environmental Surveillance and
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Compliance Program were identified as
having potential health risk: arsenic,
beryllium, and lead. None of the identified
concentrations in the environmental media
were determined to have been derived from
current or historic LANL operations.

Risk due to Chemicals from Inhalation
Chemical emissions of HAPs and toxic air

pollutants (TAPs) are sufficiently small from
LANL operations that they are not routinely
measured. HAPs and TAPs from LANL are
emitted primarily from laboratory,
maintenance, and waste management
facilities. The LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c)
provided an extensive analysis of HAPs and
TAPs from chemical use and potential
emissions for the current condition or affected
environment. No recent chemical usage was
found to result in emissions of significance
from the standpoint of potential human health
effects.

3.2.12.3 Cancer Incidence and Mortality
in the Los Alamos Region

An extensive discussion of cancer
incidence and mortality in the Los Alamos
region was presented in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c).

Los Alamos Cancer Rate Study
The Los Alamos Cancer Rate Study was a

study of cancer incidence among populations
residing near LANL.

Results of the incidence study showed
that Los Alamos County experienced a 70 to
80 percent excess of brain cancer as
compared with the New Mexico reference
population and national statistics.

A review of incidence rates for 22 other
major cancers and childhood cancers showed
that the incidence of some cancers in Los
Alamos County was greater than that
observed in the reference populations, while
the incidence of other cancers was lower than
or comparable to that observed in the

reference populations. Cancers with incidence
rates consistently elevated in Los Alamos
County during 1970 to 1990 included
melanoma of the skin, prostate cancer, non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, ovarian cancer, and
female breast cancer. Leukemia and major
cancers of the respiratory and digestive
systems occurred at or below the incidence
levels observed in the reference populations.

Several cancers showed distinct temporal
patterns of increasing incidence. Most notable
was the marked increase in thyroid cancer
incidence observed in the mid 1980s. Thyroid
cancer incidence in Los Alamos County
during 1986 to 1990 was nearly four times
higher than that observed in the New Mexico
reference population. Based on the findings of
the study, a study of the elevated thyroid
cancer incidence in Los Alamos County was
made (DOE 1999c). Results of the
investigation showed the incidence of thyroid
cancer in Los Alamos County fluctuated
slightly above the statewide incidence
between 1970 and the mid 1980s before rising
to a statistically significant, four-fold elevated
level during the late 1980s and early 1990s.

The investigation described in this report
did not identify a specific cause of the
unusually high number of thyroid cancers
diagnosed in Los Alamos County. The
likelihood is that the excess had multiple
causes. Potential risk factors for thyroid
cancer include therapeutic irradiation, genetic
susceptibility, occupational radiation
exposure, and weight.

3.2.12.4 Facility Accidents
The DOE maintains equipment and

procedures to respond to situations where
human health or the environment are
threatened. These include specialized
response teams such as Radiological
Assistance Teams, and specialized training
and equipment for the fire department, local
hospitals, and State and other government
public safety organizations that may
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participate in response actions. Response
programs include notification of local
governments whose constituencies may be
threatened. A broad range of exercises are run
to ensure the systems are working properly,
from facility-specific exercises such as fire
drills, to regional exercises involving several
government organizations. Additionally, the
emergency procedures are periodically used
in response to actual events, such as the
Dome Fire in the spring of 1996.

LANL’s emergency planning,
preparedness, and response program is
required by various Federal regulations.
Emergency management and response
personnel are responsible for coordinating
actions necessary to minimize adverse
accident impacts. These personnel are
available on a 24-hour basis, and maintain an
Emergency Operations Center that is staffed
around the clock. Memoranda of
Understanding have been established among
the DOE, Los Alamos County, and the State
of New Mexico to effectively operate during
an emergency by providing mutual assistance
and open access to medical facilities.

3.2.13 Environmental Justice
Environmental justice impacts occur if

there are any disproportionately high and
adverse human health or environmental
effects on minority or low-income
populations that could result from the actions
undertaken by the DOE. Environmental
justice impacts are assessed for a 50-mile

(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL. The
shaded areas in Figure 3.2.13-1 show 1990
Census tracts where racial or ethnic
minorities comprise 50 percent or more of the
total population, or where minorities
comprise less than 50 percent but greater than
25 percent of the total population in the
census tract. Figure 3.2.13-2 shows low-
income communities, which are generally
defined as those where 25 percent or more of
the population is characterized as living in
poverty (annual income of less than $8,076
for a family of two).

3.3 General Setting of the Land
Tracts

The 10 subject tracts of land within this study
total approximately 4,800 acres
(1,944 hectares). Of the total, 3,000 acres
(1,215 hectares) are located in Santa Fe
County, and the remainder are in Los Alamos
County. The 10 parcels range in size from
less than 0.5 acre (0.2 hectare) for the
smallest, to approximately 2,715 acres
(1,100 hectares) for the largest. Current land
use at seven of the parcels is considered
urban, in that they reflect or are adjacent to
some urban development and are readily
served by urban services. The three remaining
parcels (Rendija Canyon, TA 74, and the
White Rock Y) are more rural in nature and
would require additional infrastructure to
accommodate future development
(DOE 1999c).
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Figure 3.2.13-1.  Minority Population Distribution for Los Alamos National
Laboratory and Surrounding Counties.
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Figure 3.2.13-2.  Low-Income Population Distribution by Poverty Status for Los
Alamos National Laboratory and Surrounding Counties.
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4.0  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGIES AND ASSUMPTIONS

This chapter discusses the methods and assumptions associated with the evaluation
of the proposed conveyance or transfer of the subject land tracts. Section 4.1
contains discussion of the factors affecting the general issues presented in the
CT EIS and the overall evaluation process. Section 4.2 presents the methodology and
assumptions used in the analysis of each environmental resource and the associated
impacts.

4.1 General Evaluation Process
and Issues

4.1.1 Format Considerations
The decision process set by Public Law

(PL) 105-119 (the Act) requires some minor
changes to the EIS format. The Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for
implementing the NEPA direct Federal
agencies to follow the standard format
contained in 40 Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Parts 1550-1508 for preparation of an
EIS. However, the regulations allow Federal
agencies to use different formats if “the
agency determines that there is a compelling
reason to do otherwise” (40 CFR 1502.10).
Due to the complex, interwoven nature of the
decision process contained in PL 105-119, the
timing of the different decisions and
determinations, and the number of land tracts
being discussed in this CT EIS, the DOE has
determined that a modified format would
better serve the public interest and more
efficiently satisfy the regulatory requirement
for clear presentation of information.

Given the uncertainty associated with the
conditions of conveyance or transfer of each
individual tract, this CT EIS has been
formatted to provide an individual discussion
of the environment of each tract. Chapter 1
provides an introduction to the DOE’s role in
the conveyance and transfer process, the
purpose and need for the DOE’s action, and
an overview of the alternatives analyzed in

this CT EIS. Chapter 2 describes the Proposed
Action Alternative and other alternatives
considered in detail, as well as the
contemplated land uses for each tract. Impacts
of the No Action Alternative and the
Proposed Action Alternative implementations
are summarized in Table 2.4-1. The overall
aspects of the environment common to all
tracts are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
discusses the perspectives, assumptions, and
methodologies by which the general issues
and each of the environmental aspects and the
associated impacts were assessed. Chapters 5
through 14 discuss each land tract separately.
Each of these chapters discusses the legal or
real estate description of the individual land
tract, the land use(s) contemplated for the
tract, unique aspects of the tract’s affected
environment, and the potential environmental
impacts estimated to result from the
postulated use and development of the tract.

4.1.2 Direct Versus Indirect Impacts
Once the land tracts are conveyed or

transferred they will pass beyond the
administrative control of the DOE, and all
subsequent use of the land will be
independent of the DOE. Therefore, for the
purpose of this CT EIS, all actions and their
associated impacts that would be undertaken
by the DOE due to the proposed conveyance
and transfer of the land tracts are described as
direct impacts. An example of direct impacts
would be the impacts of moving personnel
from the DOE Los Alamos Area Office
(LAAO) building to another facility at LANL.
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All subsequent actions and their associated
impacts that would be undertaken by the
recipients after the proposed conveyance or
transfer of the land tracts are described as
indirect impacts. An example of an indirect
impact would be increased water demand
from new development and use of a tract.

4.1.3 Timeframe of Analyses
The schedule for conveyance or transfer

of each tract, either in whole or in part, and
the potential recipient’s eventual development
of the tracts cannot be accurately determined
at this time. Therefore, the relationship of
those schedules to the schedule for full
implementation of the activities described in
the LANL SWEIS Preferred Alternative also
cannot be evaluated. In order to provide
bounding analyses, it is assumed in this
CT EIS that the SWEIS Preferred Alternative
has already been fully implemented and all of
the tracts are conveyed or transferred and
developed within the next 10 years. This
assumption, while ensuring the analyses of
impacts bounds those likely to occur, may be
overly conservative in some cases. Those
cases where the analyses may be overly
conservative (for example, in estimating when
utility demand may exceed capacities), are
identified in the following chapters.

4.1.4 Global Development
Assumptions

Evaluation of resource impacts (utilities,
air, transportation, etc.) for the Proposed
Action Alternative required that development
conditions be defined or assumed. These
conditions include acreage to be developed,
type of development (none, residential,
commercial, mixture), number of new
dwelling units or businesses, number of new
residents or workers, and number of new
vehicles. Estimates of the development
acreage reflect the best available information
on the footprint of contemplated
developments. This acreage may include the

redevelopment of disturbed land, as well as
the new use of relatively undisturbed areas.
The impact analysis assumes that these
footprints represent an approximation of areas
that would be developed but that may not
include all areas that would otherwise be
disturbed. Likewise, there are no specific
acreage estimates for land that may be
disturbed or developed for land uses that
include undefined improvements to utilities or
recreational areas. These areas are
qualitatively addressed in the impact analysis.

Both potential recipients of the tracts
proposed for transfer were consulted as to
their plans for use of the tracts. Neither Los
Alamos County nor San Ildefonso Pueblo has
development plans for 4 of the 10 tracts:
Miscellaneous Site 22, the Miscellaneous
Manhattan Monument, the White Rock Y,
and Technical Area (TA) 74 Tracts. Three
other tracts have but a single development
scenario, and the remaining three have two
possible development scenarios.

Tracts with a single development scenario
include Rendija Canyon, TA 21, and the
Airport Tracts. If developed, the Rendija
Canyon Tract will become the site of a small
community with nearly 1,300 new homes and
3,500 new residents. TA 21 also has one
development scenario: commercial and
industrial use of 55 acres (22 hectares), which
would have been cleared of existing site
buildings prior to new development. The
Airport Tract also would be destined for
commercial and industrial use, in addition to
its continued use as an airport. No buildings
would be demolished prior to disposition to
accommodate the Airport Tract’s continued
use as an airport facility.

Tracts with two possible development
scenarios include DOE LAAO, DP Road,
and the White Rock Tracts. Under one
development scenario, the DOE LAAO Tract
would continue to be used commercially;
private firms would supplant the DOE in the
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existing office building (6 businesses, 120
new employees). The DOE LAAO Tract also
may be developed residentially; however, in
this case both site buildings would be razed
and replaced by 200 dwelling units and 500
new County residents. The DP Road Tract
might be developed commercially (40
businesses, 900 new workers), or it could
receive a mixture of residential development
(160 mobile homes on 20 acres [8 hectares])
and commercial development on 5 acres
(2 hectares) (10 businesses, 225 new
employees). It is expected that the two site
buildings would remain intact and not be
razed prior to disposition. Finally, the White
Rock Tract could receive minimum
commercial development (four businesses
on just 8 of 100 acres [3 of 40 hectares] of
land), or receive a mixture of residential
and commercial development. Plans for the
latter include 760 new dwelling units (1,900
new residents) and a 20-acre (8-hectare)
recreational vehicle park with capacity for
160 vehicles. Table 4.1.4-1 summarizes
information about these potential
development scenarios; Table 4.1.4-2
summarizes the assumed structure status at
the time of conveyance or transfer. It is
assumed that any leases will transfer with
the conveyance or transfer of each tract.
Only permanent buildings and structures
belonging to the DOE would be subject to
decontamination; only DOE-owned structures
not under lease would be subject to
demolition activities.

4.2 Environmental Impact
Methodologies

The resource areas and issues addressed in
the analysis of the conveyance or transfer of
each of these tracts are as follows:

• Land Use

• Transportation

• Infrastructure

• Noise

• Visual Resources

• Socioeconomics

• Ecological Resources

• Cultural Resources

• Geology and Soils

• Water Resources

• Air Resources

• Human Health

• Environmental Justice

A detailed discussion of the specific
methodologies and assumptions for each of
these areas is provided in the following
sections, as appropriate.

4.2.1 Land Use
The approach used in assessing

potential impacts to land use is comparative
in nature. Impacts are identified based on
determinations of compatibility between land
use reasonably anticipated to occur as a result
of the Proposed Action Alternative; existing
adjacent land uses; and management plans,
policies, and practices.

Consistency and compatibility of future
land use with both ongoing DOE and non-
DOE management plans, policies, regulations,
and practices are assessed also. Examples of
DOE management plans and policies include
those related to resource management, public
safety, and national security for tracts located
adjacent to ongoing LANL operations. Non-
DOE plans and policies include related
resource management plans and policies for
wildlife, parks and monuments, and fire
control (for example, by the National Park
Service [NPS] and U.S. Forest Service
[USFS]). Examples of relevant land use
practices include public use of lands adjacent
to the tracts for recreational purposes such as
hiking, biking, or viewing of wildlife.
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Table 4.1.4-1.  CT EIS Development Assumptions

ACRES (HECTARES) RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
TRACTa

Total Developed Homesb Residentsc Vehicles Businessesd Workers Vehicles

Contemplated Land Use:

Rendija Canyone 910 (369) 570 (231) 1,260 3,500 2,900 0 0 0

DOE LAAO 15     (5) 10     (4) 200 500 420 0 0 0

DP Road 50   (20) 26   (11) 0 0 0 40 900 24

TA 21 260   (99) 55   (22) 0 0 0 70 1,900 56

Airport 205   (80) 105   (43) 0 0 0 200 3,100 120

White Rockf,g,h   100   (40)    60   (24)    760 2,220 1,730    1      6    0

1,540 (613) 826 (335) 2,220 6,220 5,050 311 5,906i 200

Alternate Land Use:

Rendija Canyonj 910 (369) 0     (0) 0 0 0 0 0 0

DOE LAAO 15     (5) 10     (4) 0 0 0 6 120 15

DP Roadk 50   (20) 26   (11) 160 400 330 10 225 6

TA 21 No alternate land use contemplated.

Airport No alternate land use contemplated.

White Rock 100   (40) 8     (3) 0 0 0 4 60 2
a  Remaining four tracts are not developed: Miscellaneous Site 22, Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument, TA 74, and White Rock Y.
b  Homes = Dwelling units (houses, apartments, condominiums, or mobile homes).
c  Residents estimated at the County average of 2.5 per dwelling unit.
d  Businesses: May be more than one business per structure (several firms in an office building).
e  Assumes 420 acres (170 hectares) at three homes per acre (hectare), and 148 acres (60 hectares) for streets, etc.
f  Commercial development consists of RV park (20 acres [8 hectares]) with 160 spaces.
g  “Residents” are the sum of 1,900 new residents plus 320 average occupancy of the RV park.
h  Vehicles include 130 RVs (average occupancy of the RV park).
i  Of 5,900 workers, 3,900 (two-thirds) live in new developments.
j  Alternate “development” is cultural preservation.
k  Alternate scenario: Trailer park (160 units) on 20 acres (8 hectares) + 10 businesses on 6 acres (2.4 hectares).
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Table 4.1.4-2.  Assumed Structure Status at Time of Conveyance or Transfer

TRACT
STRUCTURES

LAND USE
#1

LAND USE
#2

TRACT
STRUCTURES

LAND USE
#1

LAND USE
#2

Rendija Canyon:
Los Alamos
   Sportsman’s Club
Other Club structures
Residences
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

DOE LAAO:
Office building
Steam plant
Sewage lift station
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

Miscellaneous Site 22:
Air monitoring station

Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument:

Monument

DP Road:
Buildings (2)
Storage sheds (7)
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

Residential

Intact
Intact
Intact
Intact
None

Commercial
Intact
Intact
Intact
Intact
None

Commercial
Removed

Preservation
Intact

Industrial
Intact
Intact
Intact

Removed

Preservation

Intact
Intact
Intact
Intact
None

Residential
Razed
Razed
Intact
Intact
None

NA

NA

Residential
Intact
Intact
Intact

Removed

TA 21:
Structures
(more than 100)
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

Airport:
Terminal
Storage (2)
Gas meter
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

White Rock Y:
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

TA 74:
DOT facilities
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

White Rock:
Visitor Center
Electrical substation
Water pump station
Utilitiesa

Environmentalb

Industrial

Razed
Intact

Removed

Commercial
Intact
Intact
Intact
Intact

Removed
Utilities
Intact
Intact

Utilities
Intact
Intact
Intact

Residential
Intact
Intact
Intact
Intact

Removed

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Preservation
Intact
Intact

Preservation
Intact
Intact
Intact

Preservation
Intact
Intact
Intact
Intact

Removed

Notes: NA = not applicable, DOT = U.S. Department of Transportation
a  Utilities: water, electric, gas, sewage lines/equipment, etc.
b  Environmental: air monitoring station, thermoluminescent dosimeter station, monitoring well, stream gauging station, outfall.
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Ten parcels of land, or tracts, have been
initially identified as suitable for conveyance
or transfer. The two potential recipients of
these lands tracts have been consulted as to
their plans for use of these tracts. These plans
are at a preliminary stage and encompass a
range of potential land uses. Because the
decision as to which recipient will receive
each tract will be made by the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso and the County of Los Alamos after
the completion of this CT EIS, the DOE
cannot determine which land use might be
implemented on any land tract. In order to
appropriately analyze the two land uses, the
impacts of the contemplated uses were both
analyzed in the CT EIS.

4.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
PL 105-119 directed, in part, that the DOE

identify land at LANL for conveyance and
transfer. The Act also directed that the DOE
identify any environmental restoration or
remediation that would be necessary prior to
conveyance or transfer of candidate land
tracts. In response, the DOE has prepared a
report (DOE 1999b) to provide Congress with
information needed to make decisions about
actions and funding needed for
characterization and cleanup of the candidate
tracts of land. Information contained in the
environmental restoration sections of this
CT EIS, including Appendix B, is
summarized from the Environmental
Restoration Report.

The LANL Environmental Restoration
Report (DOE 1999b) identifies potential and
confirmed environmental contamination (that
is, potential release sites, or [PRSs]) at each
land tract; identifies buildings and other
structures located within each tract; identifies
canyon system areas of concern; and
stipulates whether additional sampling or
characterization is likely. The LANL
Environmental Restoration Report identifies
remedial actions likely to prove necessary in
order to ready a tract of land for conveyance

or transfer and projects the cost and duration
for these cleanup activities. Three site cleanup
techniques are considered: removal, in situ
treatment, and in situ containment of the
contamination. Two cleanup techniques are
assumed for structures: removal of hazardous
materials (such as asbestos insulation) or
complete demolition of the structure. Cleanup
of canyons systems is assumed to be removal
of contaminated soils. Because the details of
potential remediation actions are not known at
this time, numbers of remediation workers,
individual remediation tasks, and duration of
each task cannot be determined. Therefore,
quantitative risks to remediation workers are
not assessed in this CT EIS. Appendix B,
Environmental Restoration Data, summarizes
this information, but the Environmental
Restoration Report should be reviewed for
more detailed data. Maps of the 10 subject
tracts are included in Chapters 5 through 14
that show, broadly, the areas of each tract
where potential contamination issues (PCIs)
are located and the areas without PCIs.
These maps were furnished by LANL
Environmental Restoration (ER) Project
personnel for inclusion in the CT EIS. The
PCI maps are intended to illustrate the
areas of each tract that include the PRSs,
contaminated structures, and soil or silt areas
that are contaminated either from air or
water disbursement. The PCI areas have
deliberately been exaggerated beyond the
specific location of individual PRSs or known
sites of contamination to accommodate the
special requirements needed to perform future
cleanup activities (which include worker and
equipment staging areas, barrel storage areas,
site egress requirements, health and safety
buffer areas, etc.) and to compensate for
site areas that have not been completely
investigated or that may not have been field
sampled yet (although site contamination is
suspected from past uses of the areas or from
information known to the LANL ER Project).
Therefore, the PCI areas do not reflect actual
total site contamination, nor are they intended
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to do so. Some of the PCI areas reflect site
areas that have already been cleaned up but
that have not been approved for release to use
by the site administrative authority(s).

4.2.2 Transportation
The techniques recommended by the

Transportation Research Board’s Highway
Capacity Manual Special Report 209
(NRC 1994) are used to evaluate the level of
service (LOS) of each transportation link. The
LOS is a qualitative measure describing
operational conditions within a traffic stream.
An LOS describes these conditions in terms
of factors such as speed and travel time,
freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions,
comfort and convenience, and safety. The
LOS designations range from A to F, with
each level defined by a range of volume to
capacity ratios. The LOS designations given

in Table 4.2.2-1 are based primarily on the
Highway Capacity Manual (NRC 1994).

Each transportation link or section is
evaluated for two conditions. The first
analysis assumes that the proposed disposition
of each tract does not take place (the No
Action Alternative). The second analysis
considers the impacts of the disposition of the
tract with the proposed land use(s) as
currently contemplated. This allows an
evaluation of the potential transportation
impacts on the transportation link of the
proposed land use(s) of the tract.

The trips generated at each tract for the
bounding case land use are estimated. This is
done using the procedures of the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip
Generation Manual (ITE 1997). The trips
generated at each tract are then added to the

Table 4.2.2-1.  Level of Service Letter Designations and Definitions

LETTER
DESIGNATION

OPERATING
CONDITIONS LEVEL OF SERVICE DEFINITION

A Good
This is a condition of free vehicle flow, accompanied by low
volumes and high speeds.

B Good
This occurs in the zone of stable vehicle flow, with operating
speeds beginning to be restricted somewhat by traffic conditions.

C Good
This is still the zone of stable vehicle flow, but speeds and
maneuverability are more closely controlled by the higher
volumes.

D Below average
This LOS approaches unstable vehicle flow, with tolerable
operating speeds maintained, though considerably affected by
changes in operating conditions.

E
Maximum
capacity

This cannot be described by speed alone, but represents operations
at lower operating speeds, typically, but not always, in the
neighborhood of 30 miles (48 kilometers) per hour, with volumes
at or near the capacity of the highway.

F Traffic jam
This describes a forced-flow operation at low speeds, where
volumes are above capacity.

Source: NRC 1994
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existing trips on the adjacent transportation
system link, and these form the basis for the
contemplated land use capacity analyses
discussed above.

Background traffic growth rates and
the anticipated annual rate of growth of
existing traffic are estimated in conjunction
with the New Mexico State Highway and
Transportation Department (NMSH&TD)
and County officials. These background
traffic growth rates are applied to the existing
traffic counts provided by the County and
NMSH&TD to forecast future traffic levels
for the baseline (no land disposition) added to
this forecast background traffic to evaluate
the contemplated land use scenario. An
assumption of this analysis is that as
background development occurs in the region,
localized improvements would be made to
accommodate this increased level of traffic.

To assess the indirect impacts of the
proposed conveyance or transfer, existing
County traffic is projected to increase at a rate
of 1.5 percent per year. The County’s Traffic
Engineering Department provided this growth
rate projection. The NMSH&TD
Transportation Planning Division provided a
growth rate of 2.29 percent for use on the
traffic counts (NMSH&TD 1997).

4.2.3 Infrastructure
The approach taken in assessing potential

impacts to utilities is comparative in nature.
Potential impacts are identified by comparing
the existing infrastructure and utility usage
and capacities with the estimated needs for no
action and proposed future land uses. Utilities
considered in the analysis include electricity,
water, natural gas, wastewater, and solid
waste. Utility needs for each tract were
estimated by multiplying the average unit’s
(dwellings or business) utility requirements
by the contemplated number of dwelling units
(residential) or businesses (commercial and
industrial) to be developed. The average unit

utility requirements were derived from actual
County and LANL utility usage figures.

Cumulative utility usage includes the sum
of contemplated developments on transferred
lands, the County’s ongoing and future
developments on tracts currently under
County ownership, and anticipated growth of
LANL. The sum of contemplated
developments on transferred land includes
only one land use scenario from each tract—
that is, the scenario that has the highest
overall anticipated utility usage. LANL
growth is based on the Preferred Alternative
of the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

4.2.4 Noise
The analysis of the impacts of noise and

vibration examines projected activities at each
of the land tracts, with a focus on changes
from existing conditions in the area. The
analysis is qualitatively estimated using
comparative values shown on the decibel
chart provided as Table 3.2.4-1 in Chapter 3.

4.2.5 Visual Resources
Visual resource analyses address those

aspects of an area or project that pertain to its
appearance and the manner in which it is
viewed by agencies and individuals. Visual
resource studies review the aesthetic qualities
of natural landscapes and modifications to
them, the perceptions and concerns of people
for the landscape and landscape change, and
the physical or visual relationships that
influence the visibility of proposed landscape
changes.

The inventory method for this CT EIS will
follow an approach developed and used by the
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), called Visual
Resource Inventory (VRI) (DOI BLM 1986).
This inventory provides a means for
determining visual values. The major
components of the VRI methodology include
scenic quality, distance zones, and sensitivity
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levels. These components are individually
evaluated and are combined into a ratio of one
of four VRI classes. VRI classes represent the
relative value of visual resources present and
provide a basis for considering visual values
during the planning process.

The BLM methodology is used to
evaluate the contemplated land uses by
measuring the degree of contrast between the
proposed activity and the existing landscape.
This score is compared with allowable levels
of contrast for the appropriate management
class. The comparison helps to determine if
mitigation may be necessary to reduce visual
impacts. The mitigation techniques most
appropriate for the project will best be
determined when final development proposals
for buildings and other facilities are available.
However, general suggestions for mitigation
techniques can be discussed on a tract-by-
tract basis.

Visual resource analysis data for the
CT EIS were collected during site visits in
August 1998. Other information was obtained
through various documents and maps.

VRI Class I is assigned to all special
areas where there is a congressional or
administrative decision to maintain a natural
landscape as essentially unaltered by humans.
The objective of this class is to preserve the
existing character of the landscape.

VRI Class II, III, and IV assignments are
based on a combination of scenic quality,
distance zones, and sensitivity levels. The
highest scenic quality areas that do not have
an administrative designation are assigned to
Class II. The objective of this class is to retain
the existing character of the landscape, and
any changes to the characteristic landscape
should be low. For Class III areas, the
objective is to partially retain the existing
character of the landscape and to make only
moderate changes to the landscape. Class IV
areas represent the lowest value of visual
character; the level of change to the

characteristic landscape can be high, but
attempts should be made to minimize further
visual impacts.

4.2.6 Socioeconomics
The total socioeconomic impact to the

region of influence (ROI) is the sum of direct,
primary indirect, and secondary indirect
impacts. Both the direct and indirect impacts
were estimated for the ROI described in
Chapter 3, Section 3.2.6, of this CT EIS.
Because economic impacts affect a large,
economically linked area, no tract has a
specific ROI. Impacts for all tracts are
assessed for the three-county ROI.

Economic impacts are based on the
development assumptions stated in
Section 4.1.5. Direct employment impacts
represent actual increases or decreases in
employment at each tract. Total employment
and earnings impacts were estimated using
Regional Input-Output Modeling System
(RIMS II) multipliers developed specifically
for the ROI by the U.S. Bureau of Economic
Analysis.

The significance of the actions and their
impacts is determined relative to the context
of the affected environment. Conditions in the
ROI, as presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.6
of this CT EIS, provide the framework for
analyzing the significance of potential
socioeconomic impacts that could result from
implementation of any of the alternatives.
Employment and population figures represent
socioeconomic conditions expected to exist in
the ROI through the year 2025.

4.2.7 Ecological Resources
Impact analysis methods and thresholds

were developed in concert with Cooperating
Agency personnel and other local ecological
resource experts. Each subject tract is more
fully described in Chapters 5 through 14 in
terms of watershed, vegetation zone(s), fauna,
and presence or use of the tract by protected
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or sensitive species. Each land tract was field
verified to ensure accuracy of descriptive
data. This information provides the
foundation data for impact analysis for the
Proposed Action Alternative and the No
Action Alternative.

Potential impacts to most species are
assessed qualitatively and in the general
categories of direct mortality from
construction, habitat loss, degradation of
habitat, potential impacts that would occur
after development, and loss of LANL’s
habitat management and protection plans and
their implementation. Impacts to Federal-
listed species’ are species-specific and
primarily determined through an assessment
of effect to the species’ areas of
environmental interest (AEIs) that occur
within a tract proposed for development. Any
reduction or modification to a species’ AEI
core zone is considered an adverse impact.
The severity of impact to a Federal-listed
species resulting from reduction or
modification of its AEI buffer zone(s) is
dependent upon the proposed land tract
scenario. Tract-by-tract information is not
available for those Species of Concern, a
category for plants and animals that the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service encourages
agencies to include in their NEPA analysis.
Therefore, these species are not specifically
addressed in the potential environmental
impact sections.There is the potential for
impacts to the State-listed species presented
in Table 3.2.7-1 in Chapter 3 as a result of the
proposed actions, either through direct
mortality or habitat degradation. However,
there is insufficient information on the actual
distribution and abundance of these species to
make an accurate tract-by-tract assessment of
the potential effects from the Proposed Action
Alternative (LANL 1998b). Therefore, these
species are not specifically addressed in the
potential environmental impact sections.

4.2.8 Cultural Resources
The potential for negative or positive

impacts to cultural resources are assessed
under the No Action Alternative and the
Proposed Action Alternative (conveyance and
transfer of each tract). Cultural resources that
could be directly or indirectly affected by the
alternatives are those located on lands within
the 10 subject land tracts and in areas
surrounding these tracts. Thus, the ROI for
cultural resource impact assessment includes
the land tracts themselves, plus cultural
resources located in surrounding lands.

Cultural resources include prehistoric and
historic resources, and traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) (as detailed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2.8, and Appendix E of this
CT EIS) that are located within the ROI.
These resources include those that have been
identified and those that could potentially be
located within the ROI, such as subsurface
archaeological deposits, unrecorded burials,
and unidentified TCPs. All cultural resources
are considered in the impact analysis;
however, information on National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility of
resources is provided for each of the 10 tracts.

Information on cultural resources is
derived from the results of systematic cultural
resource inventories of the 10 proposed land
tracts and review of literature concerning
TCPs and traditional uses of the area. A more
detailed discussion of the methods employed
to gather cultural resource data is provided
in Appendix E of this CT EIS. Consultations
with Native American tribes were not
completed in time for inclusion into this
CT EIS. Consultations will be completed
prior to conveyance and transfer of any
proposed tracts on a government-to-
government basis in accordance with DOE
Order 1230.2 (see Chapters 16 and 17 of this
CT EIS).

Descriptions of activities occurring under
the two alternatives are used to analyze
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potential impacts to cultural resources.
The results of consequence analyses for
other resource areas (water resources,
land resources, ecological resources,
environmental restoration, infrastructure,
transportation, land use, human health, visual
resources, and noise) are used to determine
the potential for other impacts to the cultural
resources themselves and to traditional
practitioners accessing TCPs.

Impacts are discussed as direct (resulting
from the DOE’s action of conveyance or
transfer) and indirect (resulting from the
broad categories of land use contemplated by
the receiving parties). Potential impacts could
be physical effects to cultural resources
themselves, effects to people accessing the
resources, and effects due to the change in
the application of Federal protections to these
resources.

 Potential impacts to cultural resources are
assessed using the “criteria of adverse effect”
(36 CFR Part 800.5(a)(1)), as defined in the
implementing regulations for the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as
amended (16 United States Code [U.S.C.]
Section 470). An adverse effect is found when
an undertaking may alter the characteristics
that qualify a property for inclusion in the
NRHP. These criteria include physical
destruction or alteration; removal of a
property from its historic location; change of
the character of a property’s use; introduction
of visible, audible, or atmospheric elements
out of character with the resource; neglect
leading to deterioration and vandalism;
isolation and restriction of access; and
transfer, lease, or sale of the property out of
Federal ownership or control without
adequate and legally enforceable restrictions
or conditions to ensure long-term preservation
of the property’s historic significance. The
State Historic Preservation Office(r) (SHPO)
reviews NRHP eligibility and adverse effect
determinations. Activities conducted under
the alternatives will be compared against

these criteria of adverse effect to determine
the potential for impacts to cultural resources.

Potential impacts to TCPs and practices
also are addressed in the context of the
requirements of the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act, the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act, Executive Order
13007: “Indian Sacred Sites,” and the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act. These laws and executive order provide
for Federal protections and considerations for
TCPs and religious practices that may be lost
or changed under the alternatives analyzed.
Potential impacts could include the loss of
access to TCPs by traditional practitioners,
loss of ownership or control over human
remains and certain items found in an
archaeological context, the loss of protection
for certain classes of resources, and burdens
on the practice traditional religions.

4.2.9 Geology and Soils
The methodology used to assess potential

impacts to geology and soils is a two-step
process. First, past activities are evaluated
to see how they have impacted the geology
and soils in the study area. The information
from this study on the existing environment
is presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.9.
Information from Section 3.2.9 was then
used as a basis for assessment of potential
impacts that may result from implementing
the Proposed Action Alternative and the No
Action Alternative. The geology and soils
impact analysis focuses on any changes that
have the potential for being impacted by
seismic events and slope instability, causing
soil erosion and changes to mineral resources.
For example, observation and studies of the
sites in the past have shown where slope
stability problems are most likely to occur
and under what circumstances. This type of
information is used to see if those same
indicators leading to soil erosion were present
in a new action or in a potential change to an
existing activity. This manner of analysis is
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commensurate with the significance of the
potential impacts in this resource area.

Impacts to geology and soils are primarily
associated with effects generated by proposed
construction activities. Where construction
activities would occur outside of existing
facilities, they are explicitly addressed.

The effects on soil contamination from
contaminants released to the atmosphere,
either directly in gaseous effluents or
indirectly from resuspension of onsite
contamination (for example, fugitive dust),
were evaluated. As discussed in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2.9, the information provided from
the geology and soils studies related directly
to the analysis of several other sections within
the CT EIS (such as cultural resources, human
health, and accidents).

4.2.10 Water Resources
Impacts to water resources are assessed

for both the No Action Alternative (continued
DOE operations) and the Proposed Action
Alternative. Each tract is assessed separately,
although cumulative impacts also are
considered. Impacts in each tract are assessed
separately. In some cases water quality data
were not available for the individual tracts.
Impacts on the following water resources are
assessed:

• Surface water quality (including
National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System [NPDES]
discharge points)

• Surface water quantity

• Groundwater quality

• Groundwater quantity

Changes in water quality and quantity are
described and quantified where information is
available. The assessment of potential impacts
to water quality includes a comparison of the
chemistry of any proposed discharge or its
applicable regulatory limits to the existing

water. For instance, any proposed discharge
to surface water is assessed to determine
whether it would affect the quality of the
surface water by increasing chemical
contaminants (such as nitrate) or water
parameters (such as total suspended solids).
The effect of changes in surface water
discharge on transport of sediments and
related contaminants is evaluated also.

Impacts on water quantity are most likely
to exist in the form of withdrawals of
groundwater for drinking water supplies,
although surface water uses also may be
planned or result from proposed alternatives.
Changes that affect 100-year and 500-year
floodplain configurations or that place
structures or barriers in historic floodplains
are evaluated, as well as any other increases
in surface water flow (such as NPDES inputs)
that may cause water and contaminants to
reach the Rio Grande.

4.2.11 Air Resources
For each alternative, the three categories

of pollutants (criteria, hazardous, and
radioactive) were each evaluated from two
perspectives: contributions by LANL
operations and contributions from activities
subsequent to disposition of the land tracts.
In the No Action Alternative, lands are
not transferred and, hence, there are no
contributions other than those from LANL
operations. These contributions have already
been calculated in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). In the Proposed Action
Alternative (convey or transfer):

• Other contributions are estimated
individually for each tract and for each
contemplated use of each tract.

• LANL contributions are examined for
changes from the estimates made in
the LANL SWEIS.

For example, disposition of the White
Rock Tract would place some members of the
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public closer to operations at TA 54.
Resulting exposures to radiological and
chemical air pollutants are, therefore,
reexamined.

4.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
A quantitative analysis was performed for

emissions of carbon dioxide; other
greenhouse gases are discussed qualitatively.

LANL emissions of carbon dioxide from
stationary sources are estimated for
combustion units on each tract of land being
considered for conveyance or transfer.
Estimates are based upon estimated annual
fuel consumption by steam plants, boilers,
and a natural gas water pump at TA 54
(DOE 1999c, Appendix B). Emissions from
automobiles are estimated by assuming
4.3 tons (3.9 metric tons) emitted per private
vehicle per year (DOE 1999c, page 5-19). The
emissions are then summed for the No Action
Alternative.

Under the Proposed Action Alternative
(conveyance and transfer), LANL activities
are replaced by activities of the contemplated
land uses. Estimates of carbon dioxide
emissions are made for residential and
commercial activities, including vehicular
emissions.

4.2.12 Human Health

4.2.12.1 General Considerations and
Assumptions

Analysis for both CT EIS alternatives is
limited to those human health impacts
attributable to the DOE and LANL, with the
exception of three natural phenomena
initiated accidents or events that have area-
wide concerns (floods, seismic events, and
wildfire). The indirect human health impacts
of the activities due to subsequent use by the
land recipients are not addressed. This is
because it is assumed that all uses after the
conveyance or transfer will be in accordance

with State and Federal laws and regulations
that would be protective of workers and the
general public. Also, no human health impact
analysis was prepared for LANL ER Project
activities (restoration, remediation, waste
management, and decontamination and
decommissioning) associated with the 10
subject land tracts or adjoining lands in the
CT EIS. It is assumed that actions would be
conducted in a manner consistent with all
Federal and State regulations and,
specifically, the DOE and LANL Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
permit. It is additionally assumed that each
land tract would be restored or remediated to
a level of residual contamination (consistent
with the requirements at the time of
conveyance or transfer) that will assure a safe
and healthy environment for the uses
contemplated under the Act. This assumption
may hold true for adjoining lands or upstream
and upgradient lands that have potential
contamination issues. The need to clean up
these adjoining or upstream lands would be
dependent upon risk assessment performed by
LANL’s ER Project during the planning
stages of the remedial action. Those potential
human health impacts that are addressed in
this CT EIS are in the respective land-tract
specific sections in Chapters 5 through 14.

4.2.12.2 LANL Operations
The CT EIS addresses the human health

impacts of relevant activities associated with
LANL operations. “Relevant” in this case
means that an activity has the potential to
affect the human health of those residing or
working on the 10 subject land tracts. Human
health impacts associated with LANL
facilities and operations are addressed in
detail in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c). It
should be noted that some LANL operations
described in the LANL SWEIS project human
health impacts to the public, which are not
reflected in the land-tract specific human
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health analyses because they are unrelated to
the 10 subject land tracts.

In the LANL SWEIS, none of the LANL
operations for any alternative are expected to
produce radiological doses over the next
10 years that would result in any excess latent
cancer fatalities (LCFs) to a member of the
public (DOE 1999c, page S-22). Additionally,
exposures to chemicals under any of the
LANL SWEIS alternatives are not expected
to result in significant effects to the public
(DOE 1999c, page S-22). Consequently,
human health impacts to the public from
LANL operations do not, by themselves, need
further analysis in the CT EIS. However,
some operations are examined as a
consequence of transferring or conveying
land, which may place members of the public
in closer proximity to such operations. This
same situation is true with regard to some
LANL accidents described in the LANL
SWEIS. These potential impacts of LANL
operations on non-LANL workers or residents
on the 10 land tracts are addressed where a
potentially viable pathway for exposure may
exist. Only two pathways related to LANL
operations for offsite human health impacts
were identified in the LANL SWEIS. These
are air emissions (for example, fugitive dust,
stack emissions, and direct radiation from
contaminated soils) and water effluents (for
example, NPDES discharges for stormwater
and process waters).

Bringing a receptor (a recreational user or
resident) closer to the source of air emissions
may produce higher exposures or doses.
Bringing a receptor closer to a source of water
effluents will not change the exposure or dose
unless the scenario of exposure changes (such
as the frequency of drinking water). The
CT EIS exposure scenarios are defined as the
same used in the LANL SWEIS. Like the air
emissions, the LANL SWEIS has evaluated
the human health impacts of exposure to
water effluents (DOE 1999c). Water effluents
in the form of NPDES-permitted discharges

are generated on one of the land tracts
(TA 21) (DOE 1999c, Chapter 4,
Table 4.3.1.3-1).

The assumption about environmental
restoration or remediation of all land tracts
being completed prior to conveyance or
transfer means that the potential sources of
radiological or chemical hazards will not be
present on the land tracts themselves once
they are conveyed or transferred. Therefore,
to have a human health impact on the land
recipients would require radiological or
chemical hazards to be transported to the land
tracts from another LANL location. The only
pathway that has potential to do that because
of the closer proximity to LANL operations is
air (via air immersion or inhalation). The
airborne pathway is the primary pathway
examined in detail in this CT EIS, but only
for those operations where the lands to be
transferred are close enough to the LANL
operations that they could pose a potential
risk. The same “closer proximity” situation
may be true for some accident analyses also.

The specific methods for calculating
radiological doses and LCFs are the same as
described in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c).
These methods are based upon risk factors
and reference values developed by the
International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP 1977 and ICRP 1991) and
the National Research Council (NRC 1990).
Information on background radiation was
derived from the National Council on
Radiation Protection (NCRP) (NCRP 1987).
Where applicable, the methods for calculating
the exposure and risks to chemicals are the
same as described in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). These methods are based upon
standard assessment methodologies, reference
doses, and cancer risks (EPA 1991 and
EPA 1997a). Exposure factors for ingestion
and inhalation are taken from the latest EPA
guidance (EPA 1997b).
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An evaluation also has been made to
determine if tracts lie within one of LANL’s
one-half mile radiation site evaluation circles,
due to one or more LANL operations. These
safety circles were intended to be used as
planning tools for site developers and other
project managers responsible for siting new
facilities or operations to inform them of the
presence of existing radiation sources and the
need to evaluate their proposed action(s)
against this information. The concept was
defined and required as part of the planning
process in LANL’s Site Development Plan of
1990 (LANL 1990). This plan states that
proposals for new activities or facilities at
sites that lie within safety circles must be
accompanied, during the siting process, by an
evaluation of the potential radiological
impacts and possible mitigation actions; the
circles themselves are not representative of a
particular dose of radiation to site receptors
under either normal operations or accident
conditions. As part of the human health
assessment for the CT EIS, it was determined
that four of the 10 subject tracts have portions
that are within LANL facility radiation
evaluation circles. These four tracts are the
DOE LAAO Tract (due to activities at the
Health Research Laboratory nearby), the DP
Road and Airport Tracts (due to activities at
TA 21), and the TA 21 Tract (due to
operations both at TA 21 and at the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center [LANSCE]
facility located on the next mesa to the south).
Maps of the radiation site evaluation circles
are provided for these tracts in Chapters 6, 9,
10, and 11 within the discussion of the
existing environments for these tracts. The
human health analysis included in the CT EIS
analysis, by evaluating both chemical and
radiological health consequences from normal
operations and hypothetical accidents,
provides the safety evaluation that must be
considered for the conveyance or transfer of
the subject tracts.

4.2.12.3 Facility Accidents
Accidents considered for the CT EIS are

those presented in the LANL SWEIS,
consistent with the DOE’s overall approach of
relying upon the SWEIS. The methodology
for this reliance consists of reviewing the
SWEIS accidents, determining which are
applicable to the CT EIS, identifying
assumptions and data required to analyze the
applicable accidents, and then assessing the
consequences of the applicable accidents.

SWEIS Accidents
The LANL SWEIS presents 30 accidents

of four different types. In addition, the DOE
added an additional accident scenario in the
LANL SWEIS. (In response to public
comments, a scenario in which a wildfire
sweeps through LANL property was added.)
A summary of accidents is provided in
Table 4.2.12.3-1.

For some accidents, more than one
hypothetical scenario is presented. For
example, accident RAD-15 presents a
hypothetical fire at the Chemical and
Metallurgy Research (CMR) Laboratory
(Building 03-29). Two scenarios are
discussed: (1) a fire in a single chemical

Table 4.2.12.3-1.  Summary of
Potential LANL Accidents Considered

in the Human Health Analysis

TYPE NO. OF
ACCIDENTS

NO. OF
SCENARIOS

Natural
Event

4 5

Chemical 6 16

Radiological 16 22

Worker 5 5

Total 31 48
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laboratory room and (2) a fire that consumes
an entire wing of the CMR Building. The
SWEIS presents consequences for each of
these two scenarios.

Applicable Accidents
This pool of 31 accidents was then

reviewed for applicability to the
proposed disposition of land tracts (see
Table 4.2.12.3-1). Some scenarios were
screened either because no members of the
public would be involved; the scenario is not
a credible accident; or the tract is too distant
to be affected by the accident. As explained
below, a total of 13 accidents and 20
scenarios do not affect any of the land tracts.

Five of the 31 accidents and five of the 48
scenarios involve only LANL workers. For
example, accident WORK-04 in the LANL
SWEIS evaluates the inadvertent exposure
of one or more workers to electromagnetic
radiation (x-rays, accelerator particle beams,
lasers, or radiofrequency sources). These
accidents affect only LANL employees, and
have no public consequences. Accordingly,
they need not be reevaluated for the CT EIS.

Five of the SWEIS accidents have
frequencies of less than 10-6 per year, or less
than once in a million years:

• RAD-04: Inadvertent detonation of a
plutonium-containing assembly
at the Dual Axis Radiographic
Hydrodynamic Test (DARHT)
Facility

• RAD-06: Aircraft crash into the
Radioactive Materials Research,
Operations, and Demonstration
(RAMROD) Facility

• RAD-10: Dropping of a degraded
storage container at Plutonium Facility
(PF)-4

• RAD-11: Containment breach after
detonation of a plutonium-containing
assembly at the DARHT

• RAD-14: Plutonium release due to
ion-exchange column thermal
excursion (three scenarios)

In recognition of the different purposes
that accident analyses play in the LANL
SWEIS, the CT EIS evaluates reasonably
foreseeable accidents that have a frequency in
excess of 10-6 per year. For the CT EIS, these
five accidents (seven accident scenarios) will
not be reevaluated.

Next, the effects of three of the chemical
accidents (six scenarios) do not reach any of
the 10 land tracts proposed for disposition.
Before reaching the tracts, the chemical
plume will have decreased in concentration to
the point that the chemical is, at worst, an
irritant. Therefore, it no longer presents a
health concern. The three chemical accidents
are:

• CHEM-04: Release of toxic gas from
a single container at 54-216

• CHEM-05: Release of toxic gas from
multiple containers at 54-216

• CHEM-06: Chlorine gas release from
outside the Plutonium Facility

None of the radiological accidents can be
screened on the basis of distance from the
accident to the tract. Each radiological
accident requires an estimation of the
maximally exposed individual (MEI) dose,
collective dose, and excess LCFs for each of
the 10 tracts of land proposed for disposition.

Finally, two of the radiological scenarios
from accident RAD-09 were screened as
unnecessary to evaluate. Accident RAD-09
evaluates four separate scenarios for dropping
or puncturing a drum of transuranic waste.
Two scenarios assume cleanup requires
24 hours, and two assume cleanup is
accomplished in 1 hour. The 24-hour cleanup
scenarios are obviously bounding, because
drum contents are available for wind
dispersion for a much longer period of time.
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These were the only RAD-09 scenarios
evaluated.

Assumptions and Data Used in Accident
Assessments

Some information was common to the
assessment of consequences of all remaining
accidents (18) and accident scenarios (28).
Distances from each accident to each of the
10 tracts of land proposed for disposition
were required. Two distances were measured
for each land tract: (1) the distance from the
accident to the closest point of the tract and
(2) the distance from the accident to the mid-
point of the tract. These distances were
assumed to be the same for the Miscellaneous
Site 22 and Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument Tracts, but differed significantly
for the larger tracts, such as the Rendija
Canyon and TA 74 Tracts.

Another piece of information essential
to assessing accident consequences is
the assumed occupancy or population
after development (the number of people
potentially in the path of the chemical or
radiological plume). These data are based
upon development scenarios assumed for
the 10 tracts subsequent to disposition of
ownership, as set forth in the land use sections
of this CT EIS. Maximum assumed
occupancy was then weighted for assumed
average occupancy. For example, Rendija
Canyon would house an estimated 3,500 new
residents if developed under one of the
contemplated scenarios. Should a LANL
accident occur during the day, most of these
residents would not be at home, so that the
consequences of the accident would be much
smaller. Similarly, the Airport Tract may be
developed commercially, with total estimated
employment of 3,100. Should a LANL
accident occur during the evening, however,
most of these workers would have already
gone home, so that the consequences of the
accident would be much smaller.
Accordingly, weighted occupancy or

population was used to assess consequences.
Data for each of the tracts are summarized in
Table 4.1.4-1.

Assessing the Consequences of Applicable
Chemical Accidents

Three chemical accidents were examined
for additional potential public consequences
in the LANL SWEIS. Two evaluation
parameters were used in this examination:

• ERPG-2: Emergency Response
Planning Guideline, Level 2. This is
the maximum airborne concentration
of a chemical below which nearly all
individuals could be exposed for
1 hour without experiencing or
developing irreversible or other
serious health effects or symptoms
that could impair their ability to take
protective action.

• ERPG-3: Emergency Response
Planning Guideline, Level 3. This is
the maximum airborne concentration
of a chemical below which nearly all
individuals could be exposed for
1 hour without experiencing or
developing life-threatening health
effects.

Chemical accident consequences are
expressed in terms of the number of people
exposed to air at either of these two chemical
concentrations. Exposures to air at lower
concentrations result only in irritation or odor
detection, and do not present a health threat.
The key to analysis of chemical accident
consequences, therefore, is estimating the
distances traveled by chemical plumes at or
above ERPG-2 and ERPG-3 concentrations.
These distances were estimated in the LANL
SWEIS, using the ALOHATM computer code.

The ALOHATM code is designed to be
used for emergency responders in the case of
chemical accidents. The code predicts the rate
at which chemical vapors may escape to the
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atmosphere from broken gas pipes, leaking
tanks, and evaporating puddles, and predicts
how the resulting chemical gas cloud
disperses horizontally and vertically into the
atmosphere. ALOHATM predicts the distances
traveled by the chemical plume before
concentrations drop below ERPG-3 and
ERPG-2 concentrations. More detailed
information about the ALOHATM code and
consequences of the chemical accidents are
presented in Appendix G of the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

The assessment of consequences for the
proposed disposition of tracts uses the
ERPG-2 and ERPG-3 distances predicted by
the ALOHATM code, as stated in the SWEIS.
These chemical plume distances were first
compared to the distance between the land
tract and the accident location. If the tract fell
within the distance estimated for plume travel,
then the number of additional public members
affected by the accident was assumed to equal
the weighted average occupancy of the tract.

Assessing the Consequences of Applicable
Radiological Accidents

Three consequence parameters were
estimated for each of the 13 applicable
radiological accident scenarios: (1) MEI dose
at each tract, (2) collective dose for each tract,
and (3) excess LCFs at each tract. Estimations
start with output data from the LANL SWEIS
accident analyses and data generated by
running the MACCS 2 computer code.

The MACCS 2 computer code uses a
Gaussian plume model and source-term input
to predict atmospheric dispersion and ground
deposition of radionuclides from an accident
that releases a plume of radioactive materials
into the atmosphere. The radioactive aerosols
and/or gases are presumed to be transported
by prevailing winds, while dispersing
horizontally and vertically in the atmosphere.
MACCS 2 predicts doses at specified
locations, ground contamination at specified
locations, and collective dose. More detailed

information about the MACCS 2 code and
consequences of the radiological accidents are
presented in Appendix G of the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

For most accidents, the LANL SWEIS
provides information (generated by the
MACCS 2 code) about plutonium ground
concentration as a function of distance. The
method used to estimate MEI doses at the
land tracts, therefore, uses this ground
contamination data. The method assumes that
the relationship of ground contamination
versus distance is the same as that for dose
versus distance (that is, both decrease as a
function of distance from the accident
location at the same rate). Thus, if one knows
ground concentration and dose at a reference
location, and the distance from the accident to
the tract, then dose at the tract can be
estimated by ratio. MEI doses were estimated
through the following steps:

• Distances from the accident location
to the nearest point of each land tract
were calculated.

• A reference location was selected, one
for which the LANL SWEIS had
calculated an MEI dose.

• Mean ground contamination level was
estimated for this reference location.

• Mean ground contamination level was
estimated for each land tract.

• MEI dose was estimated for each land
tract.

Tract collective dose was estimated by
calculating a mid-point MEI dose at each tract
of land for each of the 13 applicable accident
scenarios. The methodology was the same as
used when estimated MEI dose except that
distance was that from the accident to the
mid-point of each land tract. This mid-point
dose was then multiplied by the weighted
average tract population or occupancy to
calculate collective tract dose, from which
excess LCF was calculated. Excess LCF is the
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mid-point MEI dose multiplied by 0.0005
latent cancers per Roentgen equivalent man
(rem) of dose.

Assessing the Consequences of Applicable
Natural Event Accidents

Five natural event accident scenarios
triggered by natural phenomena (four
earthquakes and one wildfire) are postulated
in the LANL SWEIS. These are referred to in
the SWEIS as “site-wide accidents” but are
identified as “natural event accidents” in the
CT EIS. Three of the four earthquake
scenarios were not reevaluated for the
CT EIS. Instead, only the most severe
earthquake is reevaluated, along with the
wildfire accident. For these two accidents, the
consequences of both chemical and
radiological releases were examined.

Sources (such as buildings) of chemical
releases are identified for the LANL SWEIS.
For most buildings, consequences are
evaluated under both conservative (typical)
and adverse weather dispersion conditions.
For both of these accident scenarios, the
SWEIS estimates the ERPG-2 and ERPG-3
distances and the number of people that
would be exposed to ERPG-2 and ERPG-3
concentrations. Potential consequences
subsequent to land disposition are evaluated,
therefore, by determining if any of the land
tracts lie within these distances.

Sources (such as buildings) of substantial
radiological releases also are identified for the
LANL SWEIS. MEI doses are estimated for
some of these sources. These same MEI doses
are reestimated for each of the 10 tracts of
land proposed for disposition (regardless of
whether the tract would be developed). The
method used was to compare the material-at-
risk (MAR) or source term from each building
to the MAR or source term of a RAD-only
accident, then ratio the MEI dose at each land
tract. Collective dose and excess LCFs were
estimated for the land tracts in a similar ratio
fashion.

4.2.13 Environmental Justice
Pursuant to Executive Order 12898,

“Federal Actions to Address Environmental
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations” (59 Federal Register
[FR] 7629 February 16, 1994), this section
identifies and addresses any
disproportionately high and adverse human
health or environmental effects on minority or
low-income populations from implementing
the Proposed Action Alternative.

Potential environmental justice impacts
are assessed using a phased approach. This
approach established three thresholds for
assessing whether environmental justice
issues are likely to arise as a result of
proposed DOE activities. The following three
questions form the framework and establish
the thresholds for the phased approach to
environmental justice analysis.

• Are there any potential impacts to
human populations?

• Are there any potential impacts to
minority or low-income populations?

• Are potential impacts to minority or
low-income populations
disproportionately high and adverse?

For environmental justice impacts to
occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations.

Environmental justice guidance developed
by the CEQ defines “minority” as
individual(s) who are members of the
following population groups: Native
American (American Indian) or Alaskan
Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, Black, or
Hispanic (CEQ 1997). Minority populations
are identified when either the minority
population of the affected area exceeds
50 percent, or the percentage of minority
population in the affected area is
meaningfully greater than the minority
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population percentage in the general
population or other appropriate unit of
geographical analysis. Low-income
populations are identified using statistical
poverty thresholds from the Bureau of the
Census (Census 1992).

Environmental justice impacts become
issues of concern if the proposed activities
result in disproportionately high adverse
human and environmental effects to
minority or low-income populations.
Disproportionately high and adverse human
health effects are identified by assessing the
following three factors to the extent practical:

• Whether the health effects, which may
be measured in risks or rates, are
significant (as employed by the
NEPA) or above generally accepted
norms. Adverse health effects may
include bodily impairment, infirmity,
illness, or death.

• Whether the risk or rate of exposure
by a minority or low-income
population to an environmental hazard
is significant (as employed by the
NEPA) and appreciably exceeds or is
likely to appreciably exceed the risk or
rate to the general population or other
appropriate comparison group.

• Whether health effects occur in a
minority or low-income population
affected by cumulative or multiple
adverse exposures from environmental
hazards.

Section 4-4 of the Executive Order
(59 FR 7629, February 16, 1994) directs
Federal agencies “whenever practical and
appropriate, to collect and analyze
information on the consumption patterns of
populations who principally rely on fish
and/or wildlife for subsistence and that
federal governments communicate to the
public the risks of these consumption
patterns.”

Potential impacts to cultural resources
such as TCPs also could have a
disproportionate and adverse effect on
minority or low-income populations in the
area. If TCPs are present on the tracts or in
adjacent areas, they could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer and subsequent land
uses. Potential impacts to these cultural
resources (for example, destruction, alteration
of setting, or loss of access to religious sites)
also could have human health, economic, or
social effects on minority or low-income
populations. Depending on the intensity of
these effects, impacts may be
disproportionately high and adverse, and thus,
have environmental justice consequences.
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upper canyon reaches. Pinyon-juniper is
present in the lower section. Wetland
vegetation is supported within and adjacent to
the streambed and reservoir.

5.1.8 Cultural Resources
Rendija Canyon was used from the

Archaic period through the U.S. Territorial/
Statehood period. The tract was part of the
Ramon Vigil Spanish land grant. The ROI for
this tract includes the land tract itself, plus
nearby cultural resources located off the tract.
For this tract, these nearby resources are
located on private, County, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands.

One hundred percent of the Rendija
Canyon Tract has been inventoried for
prehistoric and historic cultural resources.
Survey results indicate that there are 53
cultural sites within the tract, of which 48 are
prehistoric and 5 are historic. Of the
prehistoric sites, 41 have been evaluated as
eligible or potentially eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) and 7 as not eligible. All five of the
historic sites have been evaluated as eligible
or potentially eligible for listing on the
NRHP. An inventory for LANL buildings and
structures located on the Rendija Canyon
Tract indicates that there are no such
resources present on the tract.

Currently, there are seven known
traditional cultural properties (TCPs) located
within the Rendija Canyon Tract. The Pueblo
of San Ildefonso has indicated, in general
terms, that TCPs are present on this tract.
There is a high probability that additional
TCPs will be identified during future
consultations with Native American and
Hispanic groups regarding the traditional uses
of this tract. None of the TCPs have been
evaluated for NRHP eligibility. There is a
potential for unidentified resources, including
subsurface archaeological deposits and
unrecorded burials, in the tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the Rendija Canyon Tract is
presented in Appendix E of this CT EIS.

5.1.9 Geology and Soils
The Rendija Canyon Tract is located in a

relatively broad, flat-bottomed canyon. The
tract is heavily forested and is susceptible to
wildfires that would increase soil erosion and
transport via surface runoff. There are major
north-south trending faults visible across this
tract that are collectively known as the
Rendija Canyon Fault. Although there are no
significant structures on this tract, the tract is
susceptible to a greater than magnitude 7
seismic event (as measured on the Richter
scale).

5.1.10 Water Resources
Figure 5.1.1-1 shows the location of the

Rendija Canyon Tract. The tract is transected
by the Rendija Canyon drainage, an
ephemeral drainage that receives stormwater
runoff and snowmelt from adjacent mesa tops
and the Jemez Mountains. There are no
known springs in or upstream of the tract.
There are no National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES)-permitted
outfalls within or upstream of the tract. There
are no groundwater test or supply wells
within the tract or within a distance of
0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer).

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s
(USFWS’s) National Wetland Inventory
(NWI) identifies a riverine wetland associated
with the streambed in the Rendija Canyon
Tract. Details regarding the assessment of
wetlands within tracts can be found in
Appendix D, Floodplain and Wetland
Assessment for the Proposed Conveyance and
Transfer Tracts.

There are no stream gages or established
surface water or groundwater monitoring
stations located upstream of the tract. The
closest environmental monitoring location
maintained by the LANL Environmental
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Surveillance and Compliance Program is for
annual groundwater sampling in the Guaje
well field.

Portions of the Rendija Canyon Tract lie
within the 100-year floodplain. Assessment of
floodplains within tracts can be found in
Appendix D.

5.1.11 Air Resources
The air quality of the Rendija Canyon

Tract is high. Although the State does not
maintain an ambient air monitoring station
in the canyon, it is part of New Mexico
Region 3, an attainment area that meets
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for criteria pollutants. Except for
small amounts of carbon monoxide and ozone
resulting from hydrocarbons emitted from
motor vehicles in the canyon and an
occasional campfire, there are no sources of
criteria pollutants within the canyon itself. As
for hazardous and other chemical pollutants,
analyses performed for the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c) estimate that concentrations of
chemical air pollutants will not exceed health-
based standards for any point beyond the
LANL boundary. From this information, we
can extrapolate that the same conclusion can
be applied to Rendija Canyon. Finally,
analyses for doses from radioactive air
pollutants indicate that a resident of Los
Alamos received, during 1997, an estimated
dose from radioactive air pollutants of
0.03 millirem, or less than 1 percent of the
EPA standard (LANL 1998d, page 50).

5.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
Rendija Canyon is undeveloped except for

water pumping stations maintained by the
DOE and a commercial shooting range
operated by the Los Alamos Sportsman’s
Club. Few greenhouse gases are emitted
except for small amounts of carbon dioxide
resulting from motor vehicles in the canyon,
facility heating of the Los Alamos
Sportsman’s Club and DOE pumping

facilities, and occasional campfires. Carbon
dioxide emissions from these stationary
sources are estimated to be approximately
30 tons (27 metric tons) per year.

5.1.12 Human Health

5.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the Rendija Canyon Tract

The Rendija Canyon Tract is the most
remote of the 10 land tracts. It is the farthest
from LANL and would be least affected by
radioactive air emissions associated with
LANL operations. Radiation doses to the
members of the public who currently use this
tract (such as the Los Alamos Sportsman’s
Club) would be much less than that to the
LANL offsite maximally exposed individual
(MEI) (an effective dose equivalent [EDE] of
1.93 millirem) and would not approach the
regulatory limit of 10 millirem per year.
Background radiation would be the same as
that given for any individual in the Los
Alamos townsite area (an EDE of
360 millirem plus 53 millirem from medical
and dental sources).

5.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the Rendija
Canyon Tract

Because this tract is the most remote of
the 10 land tracts, exposures to
nonradiological contaminants associated with
LANL operations should decrease
significantly with distance from LANL due to
airborne diffusion and dispersion. Exposures
to nonradiological contaminants via the
airborne pathway in the LANL vicinity have
already been shown not to be significant
(DOE 1999c). No LANL activities take place
on this tract other than routine environmental
monitoring.

Parts of the tract lie within canyon bottom
areas, which are susceptible to flooding. The
tract also is heavily forested and would
provide a substantial fuel load for wildfires.
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The tract lies in close proximity to the
Rendija Canyon Fault and the Guaje Fault.
Natural events such as floods, earthquakes,
and wildfire could pose health and safety
risks to individuals on the tract.

5.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c) posits

six chemical accidents, as discussed in
Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12, of this CT EIS. For
all of these accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
the potential accidents would be below both
Emergency Response Planning Guideline

(ERPG)-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time the air
plume reached Rendija Canyon, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, chemical accidents have no
estimated public consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the SWEIS,
as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12, of
this CT EIS. Using data from the LANL
SWEIS, doses to the MEI at Rendija Canyon
have been estimated for each of these, as
shown in Table 5.1.12.3-1.

Table 5.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses at Rendija Canyon Resulting from Hypothetical Accidents
at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY

FREQUENCY
PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE
(mrem)

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-2 33
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 8,000 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 19
Power excursion at the Godiva-IV

fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 1 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 67
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 46 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-

content drum of transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 29
Puncture or drop of high-content

drum of transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 2,610
Seismic-initiated explosion of a
plutonium-containing assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 29
Plutonium release from irradiation

experiment at the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 32 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 600 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 3 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research;
TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
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Because there is but a single residence in
Rendija Canyon and few public workers,
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess latent cancer fatality (LCF) are both
zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe earthquake scenario (accident
SITE-03B) has an estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The postulated earthquake would
release chemicals from a number of facilities,
including formaldehyde from the Health
Research Laboratory (Building 43-01) and
chlorine from the chlorinating station within
the Los Alamos townsite
(Building 00-1109). For all earthquake
scenarios, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by the potential accidents are
below both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and
ERPG-2 (serious health effects) by the time
air plume reached Rendija Canyon, even
under adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, earthquakes have no estimated
chemical consequences at the Rendija Canyon
Tract. The most severe earthquake scenario,
however, would release significant quantities
of radioactive materials from several
buildings, especially from the Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research (CMR) Building
(Building 03-29). Radiological consequences
are estimated to result in a maximum dose of
24 Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at Rendija
Canyon.

The site wildfire scenario would burn
about 8,000 acres (3,240 hectares) within
LANL boundaries, or about 30 percent of
LANL, including most of Mortandad Canyon
and parts of Los Alamos and DP Canyons
east of Technical Area (TA) 21. Chemical
releases would be estimated to be less severe
than in the earthquake scenarios. The largest
quantities of radioactive materials would be
released from the transuranic (TRU) waste

storage domes at Area G. The maximum dose
at Rendija Canyon is estimated to be less than
0.1 rem. Such a wildfire has an estimated
frequency of 0.1 per year, or once every 10
years.

Because there is but a single residence in
Rendija Canyon and few public workers,
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF are both zero for all five natural
event accident scenarios.

5.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

5.2 No Action Alternative

5.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated change in

land use at the Rendija Canyon Tract as
currently described under the No Action
Alternative. Lease agreements between the
DOE and the Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club
would be anticipated to continue according to
the terms and duration of the lease, including
the annual lease renewal of additional
portions of DOE property currently used for
archery, picnic grounds, and storage. No
additional construction or abandonment of
roads or utilities are planned. Similarly, there
would be no contemplated changes in existing
access or right-of-way or ongoing County or
Federal management plans, policies, or
procedures that would impact the recreational
activities identified previously. Access to
areas of the tract originally used for military
ordnance testing would remain posted and
restricted.
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5.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
may take longer. The plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the Rendija Canyon Tract,
as briefly discussed in the Affected
Environment portion of this chapter,
Section 5.1. Information includes estimates of
sampling and cleanup costs, decommissioning
costs, types and volumes of wastes that would
be generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates that a range of
possible remedies are likely for the tract, and
that from one to four removal actions could
take place. Cleanup duration is estimated to
be 30 months for the longest cleanup
segment. (Multiple sites can be restored
simultaneously, so that cleanup duration is
determined by that which requires the most
time.) Waste volumes are projected to total
approximately 7,500 cubic yards (5,331 cubic
meters). Cost estimates for remedial action at
this parcel range from about $19,053,000 to
$20,462,000. These estimates are based on
the information currently available for each
PRS or structure, and are subject to change if
significantly different information is
discovered during the course of investigation
or remediation. It should be noted that all
PRSs, including those at which no
remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be
reported to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs

and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” Although different
cleanup approaches have been identified, it is
possible that the administrative authority
could require additional actions, resulting in
greater waste volumes, a longer cleanup
duration, and higher costs. It also should be
noted that environmental restoration actions
and costs represent only a portion of the
actions and total costs that may be required
for conveyance and transfer of this parcel.
These additional costs may be significant.

5.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
San Ildefonso Road near the Rendija Canyon
Tract. It is expected that the future
operational performance of San Ildefonso
Road and Diamond Drive would remain
similar to that of the existing performance.

5.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would not

result in any changes in the infrastructure or
utilities of this tract; therefore, the impacts
would be the same.

5.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, Rendija

Canyon would continue to be used for
outdoor recreation such as hiking, trail biking,
and by the Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club as a
shooting range. As such, daytime noise levels
would continue as they are currently—
generally at 20 to 30 dB, with noise levels
increasing to 40 dB whenever a slow-moving
vehicle passes by. Gunshots would emit noise
at similar levels, but for shorter durations and
would mostly affect Los Alamos Sportsman’s
Club members who choose to partake in
shooting activities. Nighttime noise levels
would also continue as today, with only an
occasional passing vehicle.
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5.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it is

expected that the visual resources of the tract
would remain much as they exist today. The
visual character of forested areas and
bottomland areas would be expected to
remain the same. Views to and from the site
would remain substantially unchanged.

5.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

5.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at the
Rendija Canyon Tract, as described in
Section 5.1.1. Therefore, no additional
impacts to ecological resources are projected
under the CT EIS No Action Alternative other
than those addressed from a site-wide
perspective and as specified in the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

5.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

Rendija Canyon Tract would remain the
responsibility of the DOE, and the treatment
of the cultural resources present would
continue to be subject to Federal laws,
regulations, guidelines, executive orders, and
Pueblo Accords. Other positive impacts of the
No Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of resources due to lack of
development and the continued access to
TCPs afforded to traditional practitioners in
most areas of the tract. Ongoing negative
impacts from natural processes (such as
erosion) on the physical integrity of cultural
resources would continue. Also, the potential
for negative impacts from continued
recreational activities (such as hiking,
horseback riding, hunting, and off-road
vehicle travel), access by the public, and the
lack of security would continue. These

impacts include unintentional destruction or
damage of resources, vandalism,
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional
practices and ceremonies. These impacts
apply both to resources within the tract and to
those located nearby and outside of the tract
boundary on private, County, and Santa Fe
National Forest lands.

5.2.9 Geology and Soils
Consequences would be limited to

existing uses. The tract is not developed; no
additional utilities, roadwork, or buildings
would be required. No additional construction
or abandonment of roads or utilities would be
planned. No soil disturbance or change in
availability of resources would be anticipated.
No impacts would be expected from
implementing the No Action Alternative.

5.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current and minimal

use of this tract by the DOE would be
anticipated under this alternative.
Consequences to water resources under the
No Action Alternative would be no different
than those already existing in the affected
environment.

5.2.11 Air Resources
As projected in analyses performed for

the LANL SWEIS, air quality in Rendija
Canyon would remain high under the No
Action Alternative. Analyses indicate that the
Los Alamos region would continue as an
attainment area for criteria pollutants—that is,
it will continue to comply with NAAQS.
Similarly, analyses showed that
concentrations of hazardous and other
chemical air pollutants would continue to be
below health-based standards for any point
beyond the LANL boundary. This same
conclusion can be extrapolated to chemical
air pollutant concentrations in Rendija
Canyon. No adverse impact would likely
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result from the implementation of the No
Action Alternative.

Finally, analyses for radioactive air
pollutants indicate that a resident of Rendija
Canyon would receive a dose of less than
2 millirems per year, or less than 20 percent
of the EPA standard (DOE 1999c).

5.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
In the No Action Alternative, land use in

Rendija Canyon would not change from its
current uses. Small amounts of carbon
dioxide would continue to be emitted from
vehicles and the few facilities that require
heat. Other greenhouse gases would not be
emitted. Carbon dioxide emissions would be
estimated to remain at approximately 30 tons
(27 metric tons) per year.

5.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences of the No Action
Alternative for the Rendija Canyon Tract. No
changes in cancer risk should be expected for
this alternative. PRSs shown for this tract
related to artillery impact areas have been
cleaned up based on the findings of human
health and ecologically based risk
assessments submitted to the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) for No
Further Action (NFA). Therefore, human
health risks associated with these PRSs would
be negligible for the No Action Alternative.
Because this tract is currently beyond the
LANL perimeter, it has already been taken
into consideration by the LANL SWEIS
accident analysis.

Currently, there is only one resident in a
trailer on land leased by the Sportsman’s
Club. Physical injury to this individual could
occur if any one of the three natural event
accidents takes place (flood, seismic event, or
wildfire) in Rendija Canyon.

5.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter (Section 5.1). For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume that would be released by
potential chemical accidents are below both
ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time air plume
reached Rendija Canyon, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. Accordingly,
chemical accidents would have no estimated
public consequences at the tract.

5.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios. The estimated tract collective dose
and estimated excess LCF would both be
zero.

5.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. Neither the postulated
wildfire nor any of the earthquakes would
have chemical consequences, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions. The
MEI dose resulting from the postulated
wildfire would be expected to be less than
0.1 rem; the maximum dose from the most
severe earthquake would be about 24 rem.
Because there is but a single residence in
Rendija Canyon and few public workers,
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF would both be zero for all five
natural event accident scenarios.

5.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
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analyses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations, which would
continue under the No Action Alternative,
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents at LANL would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts.

5.3 Proposed Action Alternative
There are no DOE facilities or activities

on this tract that would have to be relocated
or otherwise affected by the proposed
disposition of this tract. Under the Proposed
Action Alternative, the Los Alamos
Sportsman’s Club lease would transfer to the
new owner and the club would remain
operational at least for the duration of the
current lease agreement. Therefore, there
would be no direct consequences of the
transfer of ownership of the tract other than
those associated with potential loss of Federal
protection of cultural and ecological resources
(see Sections 5.3.7 and 5.3.8, respectively,
below).

5.3.1 Land Use
Indirect consequences would be

anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections. The potential relocation
of, or effect on, currently existing non-DOE
facilities or activities are considered indirect

consequences and are discussed in the
following sections.

5.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

The two contemplated land uses identified
for the Rendija Canyon Tract include the
natural areas and residential development
scenario and the cultural preservation
scenario. The following paragraphs describe
these future use scenarios upon which later
discussions of indirect impacts are based.

Table 5.3.1.1-1 and Table 5.3.1.1-2
provide summaries of the attributes of the

Table 5.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the Rendija Canyon
Tract Under the Natural Areas and

Residential Scenario

NATURAL AREAS
(340 ACRES [138 HECTARES])

• Trail system and appropriate facilities
linking to existing trails are proposed.

• Arroyos and canyons left as open spaces
providing linkages to existing recreational
areas in the lower canyons and adjacent
USFS lands.

• Passive management of resources.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
(570 acres [230 hectares])

• Dedicated to residential and support uses.
Residential density proposed as three
dwelling units per acre, assumes 2.5 people
per household.

• Total of 1,260 new dwelling units, 3,500
new residents, and 2,900 personal vehicles.

• Conventional single-family detached and
single- and multiple-family attached
housing; clustering where topographically
amenable (420 acres [170 hectares]).

• Support uses would include such facility
requirements as schools and day-care
centers, community recreation and meeting
facilities, fire, safety, and utility substations
(150 acres [60 hectares]).
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Table 5.3.1.1-2.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the Rendija Canyon

Tract Under the Cultural
Preservation Land Use Scenario

CULTURAL PRESERVATION

• Entire tract held in cultural preservation.

• Land use would be dominated by cultural
practices and activities necessary to meet
continuing stewardship needs.

• Future use of the tract for hiking, horseback
riding, or other recreation by members of
the general public would be eliminated.

• Passive management of resources.

• Removal of Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club
structures.

land uses proposed under each of these
scenarios for the Rendija Canyon Tract.

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Land uses proposed under this scenario
include the development of 570 acres
(230 hectares) of the 910-acre (370-hectare)
tract for single- and multiple-family detached
housing and streets, parks, and community
infrastructure (Figure 5.3.1.1-1). The
remaining 340 acres (138 hectares) would be
dedicated to developed (for example, the Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club) and open-space
and recreation or natural areas. Residential
areas would include 420 acres (170 hectares)
of the developed 570 acres (230 hectares).
Residences would be developed at a density
of three dwelling units per acre with a
population planning factor of 2.5 people per
household. The integration of natural areas
into the development plan would likely
reaffirm the continued uses of the land. New
roads would be constructed to provide access
to both the developed and open-space areas.
Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club activities

would likely remain in the canyon for the
foreseeable future.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Land use under this scenario would be

dominated by cultural practices and activities
necessary to meet continuing stewardship
needs. To ensure the preservation of resources
at the site, future use of the tract for hiking,
horseback riding, or other recreational use by
members of the general public would be
eliminated. Access to over 12,000 acres
(4,900 hectares) of Santa Fe National Forest
would be eliminated. Access would be
provided to use TCPs in the area.
Management of the tract would be passive.
The Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club likely
would be removed or demolished upon
expiration of its lease term.

5.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Development of the Rendija Canyon Tract
under this scenario would result in a notable
change in land use of approximately
63 percent of the total lands of the tract.
Impacts associated with construction
activities would be temporary in nature and
would be minor with regard to land use.

Recreational land use at the tract would
also be anticipated to undergo change.
Residential and other development proposed
at the tract would conflict with some
traditional recreational opportunities at the
site such as off-road vehicle travel and
hunting. These activities would be viewed as
incompatible with residential land use for
safety reasons. Other recreational
opportunities at the site such as hiking and
horseback riding would be adversely affected
by the proposal due to the presence of a large
number of new residents. The development of
this tract could require the Los Alamos
Sportsman’s Club to move at some time,
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depending on location of future residences.
The existing Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club
facilities might remain and be put to other
uses (for example, community center, picnic
facilities, etc.) or could be razed.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Land use proposed under this scenario

would avoid impacts associated with land
disturbance and development. However, the
change in access under this scenario would
represent a meaningful loss to recreational use
of the tract as well as USFS access. Under
this contemplated land use it is likely that the
Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club would have to
move once the existing lease expires in
December 2001. Either the entrance road
would not be gated until the lease expired, or
a short-term easement would have to be
granted for use of the road by Club members.
After the expiration of the lease, the Club
facilities would likely be razed.

5.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional restoration actions would be

required under the Proposed Action
Alternative because restoration activities must
occur before the tract would be considered
suitable for conveyance or transfer.

5.3.2 Transportation

5.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Each of the contemplated uses discussed
in Section 5.3.1.1 would result in a different
set of transportation system impacts for the
Rendija Canyon Tract.

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Uses Scenario

The natural areas and residential
development land use scenario envisions
retention of additional open-space
recreational opportunities and facilities, along
with significant residential development. The
natural areas (open-space recreational) land
uses would have minimal impact on the
weekday peak-hour traffic volume because
recreational facilities generally have higher
use on weekends. Therefore, this analysis
considers only the transportation impacts
associated with the proposed residential
development.

Residences are planned to be developed
on 420 acres (170 hectares) of the tract with a
density of three dwelling units per gross acre,
resulting in an estimate of 1,260 dwelling
units. Table 5.3.2.1-1 shows the number of
trips the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) Trip Generation Manual estimates
would be generated by this development
(ITE 1997).

Table 5.3.2.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Traffic for the Contemplated Natural Areas
and Residential Development Scenario

ITE ESTIMATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR RENDIJA CANYON TRACT

Morning
Peak Hour Trips

Evening
Peak Hour

Trips

Saturday
Peak Hour TripsLand Use

ITE
Land
Use

Code

24 Hour
Two-
Way

Volume
Enter Exit Enter Exit Enter Exit

1,260 Single-Family
Detached Housing

210 12,058 239 706 819 454 643 542
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As shown in the table, the proposed
residential development could add an
additional 706 exiting trips to San Ildefonso
Road in the weekday morning peak hour and
an additional 819 entering trips in the
weekday evening peak hour. The natural areas
and residential development land use scenario
also could add another 12,058 trips per day to
the local transportation system.

Adding these new trips to those already
existing on the transportation network could
result in approximately 16,500 trips on San
Ildefonso Road and 26,000 trips on Diamond
Drive on a daily basis in the year 2018. The
LOS on Diamond Drive would decline from
LOS A for the No Action Alternative to
LOS B, which is the condition where speeds
begin to be restricted somewhat by traffic
conditions, but overall operating conditions
are still considered to be good.

Because all trips under this scenario
would have to utilize San Ildefonso Road, the
volume of additional trips could cause the
LOS to degrade to LOS F. This LOS is
defined as a traffic jam, where operation is at
low speeds and volumes are above capacity.
Should Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club
activities eventually be relocated, current
local users would likely have to drive farther
distances to use the new facilities.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
The contemplated cultural preservation

land use scenario would reduce the current
amount of traffic in this tract. Access to the
tract would be restricted to visits required to
maintain or operate water pumping stations or
power lines. Access to over 12,000 acres
(4,900 hectares) of Santa Fe National Forest
would be eliminated unless easement was
granted. Vehicular traffic could decrease by
as much as 90 percent. Residents who use the
tract for recreation likely would have farther
to drive to other locations.

5.3.3  Infrastructure

5.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The indirect impacts on utilities and
infrastructure associated with the
contemplated land uses, described in
Section 5.3.1.1 of this CT EIS, would vary
greatly.

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

The indirect impacts of the contemplated
uses of the land for the natural areas and
residential development scenario with regard
to utilities and infrastructure would include
increased utility usage and ground disturbance
resulting from construction of new facilities.
With the lack of infrastructure on this tract,
high-density development would require
construction of new utilities and enhancement
to existing ones. The existing water and
electricity lines would be inadequate for the
needs of a community of this size. The
electricity lines would have to be
supplemented or replaced, and a new
dedicated 13.2-kilovolt circuit from the Los
Alamos substation would be needed. The
existing water supply to the canyon would
have to be supplemented with new wells and
appropriate pumping and storage facilities. A
new natural gas main from the Cemetery
Road area and regulator stations would be
needed. The closest wastewater treatment
plant to the Rendija Canyon Tract is the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant, but the distance
and elevation over which sewage would need
to be pumped makes treatment at that facility
impractical. A new sewage treatment plant
and associated plumbing would probably need
to be built also.

Table 5.3.3.1-1 shows the estimated
increase in power, electricity, gas, water,
wastewater, and solid waste as compared to
the capacity currently available in the local
utility systems. Although treatment of
wastewater from the anticipated development
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Table 5.3.3.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for Proposed Development in
Rendija Canyon

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGEa

(BAYO)
mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated annual
increase

1.4 8 164 (4,644) 126 (477) 63 (238) 1,134 (1,028)

Available system
capacity

5 277
5,040

(142,700)
297 (1,125) 135 (511) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year, mgy = million gallons per year,
tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year.
a  Treatment of wastewater from the contemplated development at the Bayo Wastewater Treatment Plant is considered impractical. The
remaining capacity of that plant is tabulated for comparison purposes.

would be impractical at the Bayo Wastewater
Treatment Plant, the remaining capacity of
that plant is tabulated for comparison. Impacts
to the utility systems from residential
development on this tract would be minimal
because the increase in utility demand would
not be expected to exceed system capacities.

Installation of new utility facilities and
upgrades to existing ones would require
creation of trenches and access and
maintenance roads. This construction and
extension of utility lines would cause soil
disturbance. Refer to Section 5.3.9 of this
chapter for detail on impacts resulting from
ground disturbance from new construction.
Should Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club
activities eventually be relocated new
construction and installation of utilities may
be required.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
The indirect impacts on utilities and

infrastructure would be limited to ground
disturbance and the possible relocation of
utilities and structures. Once the lease for the
Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club has expired,
the Club would likely be relocated. Removal
and backfilling of the septic tanks would be
required. Furthermore, the water and
electricity lines that run through the tract may

need to be removed or abandoned in place.
Continuing the Club’s activities (such as
shooting or archery practice and
competitions) at a different location could
require construction of a new clubhouse,
installation of water and electrical power lines
where none exist, and installation of a water
and septic system.

5.3.4 Noise

5.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Noise impacts would increase under the
natural areas and residential development land
use scenario through the introduction of
typical residential noises. The most prevalent
increase would result from increased
vehicular traffic as residents come and go
from work, school, social events, shopping,
etc. New noises also would be introduced,
including construction activities when
housing is first introduced and lawn mowers
and other devices used for routine care and
maintenance of the residences. In short,
daytime noise levels would be expected to
increase from the current maximum of
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40 A-weighted decibels (dBA) (estimated) to
about 60 or 70 dBA. Noises also would be
encountered more often than at present,
during both the day and night. Noise from Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club activities would be
closer to residential receptors. Should Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club activities
eventually be relocated, noises from shooting
practices and competitions would be
eliminated but would likely reappear in
another, as-yet-unknown location.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Noise impacts would likely decrease from

current levels if the Rendija Canyon Tract
were to be used for cultural preservation. The
Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club and all
recreational use of the land would cease, and
the dirt road through the canyon likely would
be gated and its use restricted to maintenance
of the water pumping station and other
minimal activities. As such, although
maximum noise levels would remain as they
are currently, the occurrence of noise events
would greatly diminish. (For example,
vehicular traffic would most likely decrease
by 90 percent or more.) Once the lease for the
Los Alamos Sportsman’s Club has expired,
the Club would likely be relocated. Noises
from shooting practices and competitions
would thus be eliminated from Rendija
Canyon, although they would likely reappear
in another, as-yet-unknown location.

5.3.5 Visual Resources

5.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Residential development would bring
modifications to the landscape. It is unlikely
that housing units or other built facilities and
associated roads and infrastructure could be
designed to preserve the visual character of
the landscape. Because the eastern portion of

the site is more forested than the western
portion, it may have more capacity to absorb
alteration due to development without losing
its visual character. However, it would be
difficult to retain the landscape character
associated with the high public value for the
visual resource.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
With this land use, the tract would remain

undeveloped and retain the existing high
public value associated with Scenic Class II.
Access to view points within the tract would
be restricted.

5.3.6 Socioeconomics

5.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

The construction of new residential areas
would temporarily increase employment in
the ROI. This would, in turn, generate
increases in regional income. These changes
would be temporary, lasting only the duration
of the construction period. Because the
majority of the jobs generated would be filled
by the existing ROI labor force, there would
be no impact on ROI population or increase in
the demand for housing or public services in
the region. Construction of residential
housing would increase the housing base in
the area, increasing the options available.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under this contemplated land use

scenario, there would be no construction and
no development. Thus, there would be no
indirect socioeconomic impact from transfer
of ownership of the Rendija Canyon Tract.

5.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
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Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities for both
receiving parties would not be as rigorous as
those which govern DOE activities.

5.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

The natural areas and residential
development scenario would effectively
disrupt the structure and function of the
existing Rendija Canyon ecosystem.
Ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-juniper
woodland habitat would be significantly
modified or lost. Highly mobile wildlife
species or wildlife species with large home
ranges (such as deer, elk, and birds) would be
able to relocate to adjacent undeveloped
areas. However, successful relocation may not
occur due to competition for resources to
support the increased population and the
carrying capacity limitations of areas outside
the proposed development. Species relocation
may result in additional pressure to lands
already at or near carrying capacity. The
impacts could include overgrazing (in the
case of herbivores), stress, and overwintering
mortality. For less-mobile species (reptiles,
amphibians, and small mammals), direct
mortality could occur during the actual
construction event or ultimately result from
habitat alteration. Acreage used for the
development also would be lost as potential
hunting habitat for raptors and other
predators. In addition to the area to be
disturbed, there would be a decrease in
quality of the habitat immediately adjacent to
the proposed development due to increased
noise level, traffic, lights, and other human
activity, both pre- and post-construction. One
little-addressed consequence of urban
development is the influence of domestic
animals upon wildlife populations. For
example, free-roaming domestic cats may kill
more than 100 animals each year. Studies
have shown that approximately 60 percent of

the wildlife cats kill are small mammals;
20 percent are birds (predation at bird feeders
can be substantial; one Virginia study
estimated 28 kills per urban cat per year); and
10 percent are amphibians, reptiles, and
insects. Due to the presence of coyotes in the
Rendija Canyon area, predation by cats would
tend to be limited to within developed and
closely adjacent natural areas (Goldsmith
et al. 1991, Crooks 1997-98, Hawkins 1998,
and CSBC 1998). Free-ranging domestic dogs
are known to harass and disrupt the activities
of many wildlife species and are documented
to have caused mortality in animals such as
deer and foxes (Goldsmith et al. 1991).

The adjacent habitat also would
experience a loss of quality from the
reduction in size, segmentation of the habitat,
and restrictions on mobility for some
mammals. The loss of acreage due to
development would result in a reduction of
breeding and foraging habitat for wildlife
currently utilizing the property.

There are three species that are Federal-
listed as threatened or endangered that may
potentially use the Rendija Canyon Tract: the
bald eagle, American peregrine falcon, and
the Mexican spotted owl. With respect to the
bald eagle, this area has a low level of
potential use for foraging. The American
peregrine falcon and Mexican spotted owl are
likely to use the area for foraging because
approximately 80 percent of the vegetative
cover is their preferred habitat. Loss of the
entire tract to development would decrease
the total available habitat on DOE/LANL
property by approximately 3 percent. The
Mexican spotted owl Rendija Canyon AEI
core and buffer habitat would be reduced by
approximately 129 acres (52  hectares) and
427 acres (173 hectares), respectively
(PC 1999d).

Development in this tract could result in
the direct loss of wetland vegetation and
function. Even if construction and
development does not occur in the wetland,
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indirect impacts, such as additional surface
runoff from an increase of impermeable
surface areas (such as pavement), resulting in
accelerated streambed erosion and increased
downstream and offsite sedimentation could
occur. Subsequently, floodplain boundaries
may be modified.

The Rendija Canyon Tract and adjacent
lands do, in some areas, support a high
density of ponderosa pine trees that contribute
to a high fuel load and wildfire risk. Without
active participation by the party receiving the
land on the Interagency Wildfire Management
Team, which recommends and coordinates
regional wildfire hazard mitigation actions,
the potential for wildfire occurrence in the
general area may increase as a result of
development and additional human activities
in Rendija Canyon and surrounding lands.

The adjacent Guaje Canyon would
probably be affected from increased
recreational use as a result of the Rendija
Canyon development. Nesting and foraging
habitat in Guaje Canyon would likely receive
increased human use, potentially disturbing
nesting habitat and the behavior of the
Mexican spotted owl and American peregrine
falcon. This human disturbance may not be
compatible with the adjacent habitat for the
Mexican spotted owl on adjoining Santa Fe
National Forest land. Development and
increased recreational use on the edge of this
habitat may impact physical and biological
features essential to the conservation of the
species and may require special management
consideration.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-

and long-term natural resource management
strategies.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under this proposed land use scenario,

impacts to natural resources would be similar
to the No Action Alternative, with two
primary differences. Removal of the Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club would result in the
transition of this area from bare ground and
weedy vegetation to the natural vegetation of
the area, primarily grassland and ponderosa
pine. Noise (gun fire) associated with the Los
Alamos Sportsman’s Club would cease and
remove a potential disturbance to wildlife
from the local area. Wildlife disturbance, both
visual and auditory, from recreational use
would be diminished. Consequently, habitat
for most species would be augmented and
improved.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The potential land recipients’
current lack of a natural resources
management plan would impede the
development of an integrated, multiagency
approach to short- and long-term natural
resource management strategies.

Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those that govern the DOE. The
LANL Threatened and Endangered Species
Habitat Management Plan would not be
developed or implemented for this tract,
thereby potentially reducing the protection
afforded threatened and endangered species
and their potential habitat in this area.

Under this scenario, there could be major
effects on the management of adjacent USFS
lands. Currently, the only access to these
lands is through the Rendija Canyon Tract.
Closing this road would hinder the ability of
Santa Fe National Forest personnel to manage
the ecological resources on over 12,000 acres
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(4,900 hectares), including wildfire
management.

5.1.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself would result from the transfer of
known and unidentified cultural resources out
of the responsibility and protection of the
DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)) the transfer, lease, or sale of
NRHP-eligible cultural resources out of
Federal control is an adverse effect. Eligible
cultural resources are present in the Rendija
Canyon Tract and thus could be directly
impacted by the Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing them from future
consideration under the National Historic
Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition of this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
discovered on the tract. This impact would
result from removing these items from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the next
section.

5.1.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts would be anticipated
from the land uses contemplated for the
Rendija Canyon Tract by the receiving
parties. The two land uses identified for the
Rendija Canyon Tract include natural areas
and residential development, and cultural
preservation. This analysis reflects the broad,
planning-level impacts anticipated from each
contemplated use based on known or probable
cultural resources within the tract.

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

The natural areas and residential
development scenario would be anticipated to
impact cultural resources present in the tract
and in adjacent areas.

The development of planned natural areas
would have the beneficial impact of
minimizing more destructive and intrusive
types of land development and thus allowing
passive preservation of cultural resources on
this part of the tract.

The introduction of additional residents,
the sanctioning of recreational uses, and any
enhancement of trails would increase access
to cultural resources. Increased access could
cause possible destruction and damage to
resources, vandalism, unauthorized collection
of materials and artifacts, and disturbance of
traditional practices and ceremonies.

Residential development would cause
large-scale disturbance to the cultural
resources of the tract due to construction,
grading, and trenching. These impacts include
the destruction of archaeological sites and
TCPs. Resources avoided by construction
may become isolated or have their setting
disturbed by the introduction of elements out
of character with the resource, such as visual
and audible intrusions. The development of
land may cause changes to the presence or
integrity of, or access to natural resources
utilized by traditional communities for
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subsistence, religious, or other cultural
activities.

The construction of transportation
infrastructure would have similar impacts on
cultural resources as described for residential
construction and also would increase impacts
associated with access to resources.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation scenario,

the Rendija Canyon Tract would be used for
cultural stewardship needs by the receiving
party and access to these lands would be
restricted to protect culturally important
resources. It is anticipated that this scenario
would involve little or no construction or
development, but cultural preservation uses
and users would be defined by the receiving
party.

Dedicating the tract to cultural
preservation would be anticipated to have a
beneficial impact on any cultural resources
present. The restriction of access by the
general public would be anticipated to help
protect the resources from vandalism,
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional
practices and ceremonies. Another positive
impact would be the passive preservation of
resources and continued access to TCPs
afforded to traditional practitioners of the
receiving party. There may be potential
negative impacts to some current traditional
users if general access is precluded or
restricted.

5.1.9 Geology and Soils

5.1.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Under the natural areas and residential
development scenario, residential
development, construction of transportation
networks, and installation of sewer and

electricity utilities would cause soil
disturbances. New structures would be
susceptible to a magnitude 7 seismic event (as
measured by the Richter scale), and would be
susceptible to wildfire episodes. In addition to
the potential impact to structures from
wildfire, soils would be susceptible to
increased erosion and transport via surface
runoff after the removal of ground cover
vegetation.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation land use

scenario, impacts would be similar to the No
Action Alternative with some exceptions.
Removal of the Los Alamos Sportsman’s
Club facilities may cause soil disturbance.
Restricting recreational access may decrease
erosion.

5.1.10 Water Resources

5.1.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Residential development may potentially
impact surface water quality and quantity
within and downstream of the tract.
Residential development would not affect
groundwater quality or quantity beneath the
tract but may contribute to the overall
regional water level decline and possibly
result in degradation of water quality within
the aquifer.

Surface water quantity within the Rendija
Canyon drainage may potentially increase as
a result of stormwater runoff from paved
roads and developed areas. Some undefined
portion of the tract lies with in the 100-year
and 500-year floodplains. The potential for
flooding would increase with the denudation
of the area or the area upstream by either
development of the tract or natural causes
such as a wildfire.
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The quality of stormwater runoff may not
meet State requirements for organics if
contaminants such as motor oil or gasoline are
washed from paved areas into the drainage.
Also, runoff may have more erosive power if
it is flowing across areas that have been
denuded, thereby transporting more sediment
into the drainage.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
The impacts to groundwater or surface

water quantity or quality under this
contemplated land use would be the same as
described for those already existing in the
affected environment, as described in
Section 5.1.

5.1.11 Air Resources

5.1.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Under the natural areas and residential
development scenario, canyon air quality
would remain the same as in the No Action
Alternative for hazardous and radioactive air
pollutants and would deteriorate slightly in
criteria pollutants. Motor vehicle use would
increase, and motor vehicles would emit small
quantities of several criteria pollutants. In
addition, homes heated with natural gas
would also emit trace quantities of some
criteria pollutants.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation land use

scenario, the canyon would receive even
fewer visits than it does now. This land use
would result in fewer emissions of criteria
pollutants and no emissions of hazardous and
radioactive air pollutants. Air quality would
be slightly better than that anticipated for the
No Action Alternative.

5.1.11.2 Global Climate Change

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

Under the natural areas and residential
development scenario, contributions to global
warming would increase significantly. Carbon
dioxide emissions would increase to an
estimated 22,000 tons (20,000 metric tons)
per year (versus 30 tons [27 metric tons] in
the No Action Alternative) due to residential
needs such as space heating, hot water
heating, and motor vehicle use. There would
continue to be little or no emissions of other
greenhouse gases, however.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation scenario,

carbon dioxide emissions would be reduced
from an estimated 30 to 13 tons (27 to
12 metric tons) per year and there would
continue to be no emissions of other
greenhouse gases. Contributions to global
warming would be reduced compared to the
No Action Alternative.

5.1.12 Human Health

5.1.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Natural Areas and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

The types of human health consequences
anticipated would be similar to those of the
No Action Alternative. Because all PRS or
other contamination associated with LANL
activities would be cleaned up prior to
transfer, risk to human health would be
minimal to nonexistent for any land use on
this tract. The contemplated natural area land
use would not put the public in closer
proximity to LANL and does not require any
additional analysis for radiological or
nonradiological contaminant exposures.

Residential development would bring
3,500 new residents into closer proximity to
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LANL facilities, thereby increasing the
number of members of the public exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations. Residential
development also would introduce more
sensitive receptors, such as children and
pregnant females, to an area that currently has
but a single permanent residence. While all
doses would be within health-based standards
established by other Federal agencies, the
closer proximity would slightly increase
radiation doses received by the collective
population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL. In addition, closer public
proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical
accidents at LANL facilities.

Given the significant numbers of residents
expected on the tract, some additional and
perhaps significant risk could be incurred.
Physical injury to individuals could occur if
any one of the three natural event accidents
takes place (flood, seismic events, or wildfire)
in Rendija Canyon.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
The human health consequences for this

land use would be the same as described for
the affected environment (see Section 5.1).

5.1.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described for the No Action Alternative.
For all postulated accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time air plume
reaches Rendija Canyon, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. Accordingly,
chemical accidents would have no estimated
public consequences at the tract.

5.1.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Regardless of land use subsequent to

disposition, the MEI dose at this tract would

be the same as described for the No Action
Alternative. MEI doses would be greater than
100 millirem for 3 of 13 accident scenarios: 8
rem for RAD-02 (natural gas pipeline failure,
explosion, and fire at the CMR Building),
2.6 rem for RAD-12 (plutonium release from
the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic
Test [DARHT] Facility during an
earthquake), and 0.6 rem for RAD-15B
(explosion followed by fire in an entire wing
of the CMR Building).

The estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCFs also would remain at
zero as in the No Action Alternative if the
contemplated cultural preservation land use
was chosen subsequent to transfer of
ownership. If the natural areas and residential
development scenario occurred, there would
be substantial increases in collective tract
dose and excess LCFs. For example, the
LANL SWEIS estimated a collective
population dose of 120,000 person-rem for all
people living within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL, resulting in an estimated 57
excess LCFs for hypothetical accident
RAD-02 (DOE 1999c). This would increase
by another 14,000 person-rem and 7 excess
LCFs if Rendija Canyon Tract were
developed residentially. Table 5.3.12.3-1
compares the estimated additional
consequences of all hypothetical radiological
accidents.

5.1.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Natural event accidents would have no

estimated chemical consequences at Rendija
Canyon. For the postulated accidents (wildfire
and four earthquake scenarios), chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time the air
plume reached Rendija Canyon, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions.
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Table 5.3.12.3–1.  Additional Accident Consequences Associated with the Natural
Areas and Residential Development Scenario on the Rendija Canyon Tract

NATURAL AREAS
AND RESIDENTIAL

DEVELOPMENT
LAND USEa

LANL SWEIS
ESTIMATESb

Accident
Scenario

Accident
Location Facility Frequency

per Year
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 74 0.04 72 0.04

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 14,000 6.9 120,000 57

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 41 0.02 100 0.06

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 2 0 24 0.01

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 140 0.07 1,300 0.69

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 110 0.05 400 0.2

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1 0 4 0

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 67 0.03 230 0.12

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 3,900 1.9 35,800 18

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 61 0.03 160 0.08

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 58 0.03 175 0.09

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 1,100 0.54 3,400 1.7

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 7 0 56 0.03

Notes: RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly;
WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging; TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
a  In addition to doses estimated in the SWEIS.
b  For the entire population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL.
c  Person-rem.

MEI doses would be the same as
described in the No Action Alternative,
regardless of land use subsequent to
disposition of ownership. The maximum dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be less than 0.1 rem; from the most severe
earthquake it would be about 24 rem. If the
land use subsequent to transfer of ownership
were cultural preservation, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF also
would remain as described in the No Action
Alternative (that is, both would remain zero).

If the tract were developed residentially,
however, there would be significant increases
in collective tract dose and excess LCFs. The
most severe earthquake would result in an
estimated tract collective doses greater than
30,000 person-rem, and in approximately
20 excess LCFs. These exposures would be in
addition to those estimated in the LANL
SWEIS (340,000 person-rem and 230 excess
LCFs for SITE-03B).
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5.1.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the land uses contemplated for
this tract estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
associated with LANL operations would be
expected to be within regulatory limits and
that no LCFs would likely result. The human
health analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts to residents on the
Rendija Canyon Tract. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations with regard to
implementing the contemplated land uses on
this tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing either of the proposed
alternatives would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, modest economic benefits would
arise from the additional jobs created during
construction of the new housing. Secondary
effects would include small increases in
business activity and would likely increase
revenues to local governments. Each of these
impacts would be positive and would not
disproportionately affect the low-income or
minority area populations.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on

minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process. Legal
counsel for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso has
expressed the opinion that conveyance and
use of this tract would result in an
environmental justice impact on the Pueblo’s
population.

Restricting public use of roads and trails
on this land tract would hinder public and
administrative access to Santa Fe National
Forest lands. These lands afford not only
recreation opportunities for the general public
but serve as traditional firewood gathering
and collection areas for other forest products
by local Hispanic and Native American
populations. Restricted access to this area
could have a disproportionately adverse
impact on these minority populations.

While there are no data on the use of this
tract by traditional wood gatherers, these
wood gatherers are often members of
low-income or minority populations. The
conveyance or transfer of this tract could
reduce the amount of wooded area or restrict
access to the tract, thus affecting the wood
gatherers.

5.1.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
Rendija Canyon Tract would not immediately
cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources. Nor would
cultural preservation, one of the two
contemplated land uses subsequent to transfer
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of ownership. Residential development
would, however, cause irreversible
commitments of ecological habitat and
cultural resources within the tract and in
adjacent areas and canyons (where human
activity levels would increase due to the
presence of 3,500 new residents).

New development also would cause the
irretrievable commitment of resources during
construction and subsequent use of 1,260 new
homes. Energy would be expended in the
form of natural gas and electricity. Additional
water also would be consumed. Construction
of these homes would require the irretrievable
commitment of standard building materials
such as lumber and roofing materials.

5.1.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
Rendija Canyon Tract could result in the loss
of certain Federal protections for cultural
resources on the tract. Loss of these
protections could be considered an
unavoidable adverse impact to these resources
because development of previously
undisturbed areas could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the subject land tract and in
adjacent areas. The conveyance or transfer of
the tract also could result in the loss of certain
Federal protections for ecological resources
and consideration of these resources in
planning future activities on the tract.

Subsequent use of the Rendija Canyon
Tract for cultural preservation would have no
adverse environmental impacts. Subsequent
residential development, however, would
cause unavoidable adverse impacts in several
resource areas.

One such impact would be considerable
loss of ecological habitat within the tract itself
and more frequent human intrusion into
adjacent habitat areas of the Santa Fe National
Forest. The ecological impacts also could
include fragmentation of habitat and potential

disruption of wildlife migration corridors.
There also is potential for adverse impacts
caused by introduction of land uses that are
incompatible with adjacent resource
protection efforts.

Development also would result in
increased demands for utilities (electricity,
natural gas, water, solid waste, and sewage).
Increased demand for three of these (water,
solid waste, and sewage) would have adverse
effects in the immediate Los Alamos region
by lowering the aquifer level more quickly,
shortening the remaining lifetime of the
County landfill, and increasing both the
quantities of sewage that require treatment
and the quantities of treated sewage
discharged to the environment. The
environmental effects of increased demand
for electricity and natural gas would be felt
elsewhere (in the Four Corners region, for
example), in the form of increased emissions
of air pollutants in order to generate
electricity. Increased consumption of natural
gas adds to global climate change through
increased emissions of carbon dioxide.

Development also would lead to an
estimated 20 percent increase in personal
vehicles in Los Alamos County, with
attendant increases in congestion, road
deterioration, and traffic noises. Noise levels
would especially be impacted in Rendija
Canyon itself, with noises increasing in
magnitude, frequency of occurrence, and
duration (into the night). The visual
environment would deteriorate within the
canyon itself and for some of the residents of
nearby Barranca Mesa and North Mesa, who
currently enjoy a view of Rendija Canyon
from their homes.

Finally, residential development would
increase the potential for degradation of
surface water quality. Standard mitigation
measures, however, can limit both short- and
long-term impacts to surface water and
groundwater quality.
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5.1.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and Maintenance
of Long-Term Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
Rendija Canyon Tract would not immediately
cause any specific impacts on short-term uses
of the environment. Under the cultural
preservation land use scenario, the long-term
productivity of this land tract could increase
slightly due to the restriction on recreational
use.

Subsequent residential development,
however, would be incompatible with the
long-term land uses of the adjacent Santa Fe
National Forest (for example, natural resource
protection, outdoor recreation, etc.).
Development also would cause disruption to
and loss of ecological habitat and resources in
the previously undisturbed areas of this land
tract. This development would reduce the
ecological productivity of the local area and
also would preclude future use of this land for
ecological habitat or for cultural resource
protection.
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6.0  DOE LOS ALAMOS AREA OFFICE TRACT

6.1 Affected Environment

6.1.1 Land Use
The DOE Los Alamos Area Office

(LAAO) Tract consists of approximately
15 acres (6 hectares) and is located within the
Los Alamos townsite between Los Alamos
Canyon and Trinity Drive. The tract is bound
to the north and northwest by single- and
multiple-family residential areas and
professional services offices facing onto
Trinity Drive. The tract is bound to the south,
east, and west by the edge of Los Alamos
Canyon at the border with Technical Area
(TA) 43 (see Figure 6.1.1-1, DOE LAAO
Tract Layout). A paved road extending from
Trinity Drive provides access into the site
(DOE 1998b).

The tract contains a three-story
administrative office building, associated
parking, and an abandoned steam plant.
Potentially sensitive wildlife habitat and
structures that may be of historic significance
are present at the site (DOE 1998b).

Land use at the tract has been dominated
recently by the administrative activities of the
DOE. Adjacent land to the north and
northwest has residential and professional
office uses. To the south, east, and west, land
use is for buffer zones related to LANL
operations.

The Los Alamos Bench Trail trends
southwest to northeast across the northwest
edge of the tract (see Figure 3.2.1-2 in
Chapter 3). The extent and variety of
recreational activities at and in proximity to
the tract are limited by adjacent land use.

Figure 6.1.1-2 shows the monitoring
facilities or outfall structures located near the
subject land tract.

6.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
The DOE LAAO Tract contains three

potential release sites (PRSs), two DOE-
owned structures, and no canyon systems.
Two of the three PRSs are associated with the
operation of the steam plant and are
categorized as one surface and one subsurface
unit. The third PRS is a sanitary septic system
and is categorized as an outfall. The structures
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are the DOE office building and the former
steam plant. Sampling of the three PRSs
reveals the presence of organic chemicals.
There are no other environmental restoration
or decommissioning concerns at the tract.
Figure 6.1.1.1-1 shows areas with potential
contamination issues (PCIs) within this tract,
as well as areas with no known
contamination. PCI acreage is estimated to
total only 2.3 acres (0.9 hectare).

6.1.2 Transportation
This site has access to Trinity Drive via

35th Street, a two-lane street (see
Figure 6.1.1-1). 35th Street is essentially an
entrance to the site, and due to topography,
will likely remain so. Trinity Drive is a four-
lane major road near this site that has an
approximate capacity of 7,200 passenger cars
per hour (pcph). Data provided by the County
of Los Alamos show that Trinity Drive
carried approximately 2,630 vehicles in the
vicinity of 35th Street during the peak hour in
January 1998. The average annual daily
traffic for Diamond Drive near the site is
approximately 19,700 vehicles per day. This
results in a level of service (LOS) C for
Trinity Drive for the current traffic volumes,
which is defined as good operating conditions
with stable flow, but speeds and
maneuverability are more closely controlled
by the higher traffic volumes. Increasing
Trinity Drive traffic by 1.5 percent a year to
account for expected growth in the general
area over the next 20 years maintains the
LOS C for Trinity Drive.

6.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 6.1.3-1 shows the locations of

utility lines, roads, and structures on the DOE
LAAO Tract. The tract includes two
buildings: a two-story building that currently
houses DOE LAAO and a smaller abandoned
steam plant currently used for general storage.
The site is accessed via a residential-sized
road (35th Street) from Trinity Drive. All but

the eastern part of the tract is accessible by
road.

All utilities, including water, gas,
electricity, sewage, and steam are available to
this site. Electrical power enters the site from
the west along the edge of the mesa above
Los Alamos Canyon. Water is supplied by
lines entering the site near the west end of the
tract. This tract is not metered separately for
any utilities, and no figures for current utility
usage are available. A sewage lift station is
present on the tract to the west of the LAAO
Building.

6.1.4 Noise
The DOE LAAO Tract has Los Alamos

Canyon to the immediate south and Diamond
Drive to the immediate north. Private
residences bound the tract on both the east
and the west. Activities involve the
approximately 120 individuals who work in
the building, plus visitors. Daytime noise
levels, primarily determined by traffic on
nearby Trinity Drive and the bridge over Los
Alamos Canyon, are an estimated 40 to
50 decibels (dB). Several thousand vehicles
per hour can pass along these thoroughfares
during busy times of the day.

6.1.5 Visual Resources
The LAAO Building (TA-43-39) and

associated parking lots and roads dominate
views within the developed areas of the DOE
LAAO Tract. Views of the developed area are
somewhat obscured from Trinity Drive due to
the curved entry road, the lower elevation of
the developed portion of the tract, and the
vegetation. Undeveloped, forested areas
located mainly around the perimeter and
between the LAAO Building and Trinity
Drive can be viewed from locations in the
building and the parking lots. This tract was
analyzed by assigning two rating units to the
tract based on the visual character of the
developed and undeveloped portions of the
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site. The developed area was designated as
Rating Unit 1. The undeveloped areas were
designated as Rating Unit 2.

Three components were analyzed for each
of the two rating units: scenic quality,
distance zone, and sensitivity level.

After these components were combined
using the Inventory Class Matrix, it was
determined that the developed portions of the
site are assigned to Scenic Class IV, low
public value for the visual resources, and the
undeveloped portions of the site are Scenic
Class III, moderate public value for the visual
resources.

6.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the subject tract
boundaries.

Existing development on this tract
includes the LAAO Building and an
abandoned steam plant. Employment is
limited to the DOE administrative functions
located in the LAAO Building. About 170
people are employed at the site by the DOE.

6.1.7 Ecological Resources
An estimated 35 percent of the DOE

LAAO Tract is either roadway, parking lots,
building, or artificially maintained landscape.
The remaining area is primarily ponderosa
pine forest. There are no identified streams,
wetlands, or floodplains present within the
tract. However, floodplains, surface water,
and wetlands are present at the floor of the
adjacent Los Alamos Canyon. Flora and fauna
in the undeveloped portions of the tract are
characteristic of the region. The site contains
suitable foraging habitat and is within the Los
Alamos Canyon area of environmental
interest (AEI) for the Mexican spotted owl

and the Pueblo Canyon AEI for the American
peregrine falcon (PC 1999d). Because the
tract contains DOE LAAO, and because of its
location within the Los Alamos townsite, the
area is active with personnel entering and
leaving the facility, lunch time picnickers, and
general recreation walkers. Road noise is
evident from passenger vehicles and a variety
of light and heavy delivery trucks within the
site and from vehicle traffic on Trinity Drive.
Lighting sources in the tract include security
lighting and lighting from residential and
commercial developments.

6.1.8 Cultural Resources
The DOE LAAO Tract was used during

the Cold War era. The ROI for this tract
includes the land tract itself, plus nearby
cultural resources located off the tract. For
this tract, these nearby resources are located
on LANL and privately held lands.

One hundred percent of the DOE LAAO
Tract has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric cultural resources. There are no
prehistoric cultural sites recorded within the
tract. Two Cold War era structures are present
within the DOE LAAO Tract and have been
evaluated as potentially eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
There is a potential for unidentified resources,
including subsurface archaeological deposits
and unrecorded burials.

There are no known traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) located within the DOE
LAAO Tract. Consultations to identify TCP
resources have not been conducted, but it is
unlikely that resources are present due to past
development.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the DOE LAAO Tract is
presented in Appendix E of this CT EIS.
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6.1.9 Geology and Soils
The DOE LAAO Tract occupies a portion

of TA 43 off of Trinity Drive and along the
edge of Los Alamos Canyon. Although the
site is heavily developed with the DOE
LAAO offices and parking lot, it is typified
by the Pogna fine sandy loam soil type and
steep rock outcrops along the canyon rim.
Outcrops are the upper member of the
Bandelier Tuff (Tshirege), typical of the
Pajarito Plateau. No major surface faulting is
evident in TA 43.

6.1.10 Water Resources
The DOE LAAO Tract is located on the

mesa top above Los Alamos Canyon, which is
an ephemeral drainage in the vicinity of the
tract. There are no known springs within the
tract nor any known wetlands. There are no
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)-permitted outfalls within
the tract. There are no regional aquifer
groundwater test or supply wells within the
tract or within a distance of 0.5 miles
(0.8 kilometers).

There are no stream gages or established
surface water or groundwater monitoring
stations located within the DOE LAAO Tract.
The closest environmental monitoring
locations maintained by the LANL
Environmental Surveillance and Compliance
Program are for surface water and shallow
groundwater in Los Alamos Canyon and do
not pertain to water quality or quantity
associated with this tract.

The DOE LAAO Tract does not lie within
the 100-year or 500-year floodplains as
modeled by LANL for Los Alamos Canyon.

6.1.11 Air Resources
Air quality at the DOE LAAO Tract is

good, affected mostly by traffic on nearby
Trinity Drive; several thousand vehicles per
hour can pass along this thoroughfare during
busy times of the day. Air quality is also
affected, to a lesser extent, by emissions from

the nearby Human Resources Laboratory
(HRL) and LANL as a whole.

The DOE LAAO Tract is part of New
Mexico Region 3, an attainment area that
meets National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for criteria pollutants.
Except for small amounts of carbon monoxide
and ozone resulting from hydrocarbons
emitted from motor vehicles, there are no
sources of criteria pollutants within the tract
itself.

The office activities at the DOE LAAO
Tract result in no emissions of hazardous and
other chemical pollutants, so that
concentrations of these chemicals at the tract
are the result of other LANL activities.
Emissions from the HRL mostly affect the
tract. However, analyses performed for the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c) estimate that
risk from concentrations of any chemical air
pollutant does not exceed health-based
standards of one million excess latent cancer
fatalities (LCFs) for any point beyond the
LANL boundary, including the Los Alamos
Medical Center. Because the DOE LAAO
Tract is about 900 feet (275 meters) more
distant from HRL than the Medical Center is,
it can be concluded that concentrations of
chemical pollutants at the tract also are likely
to be below health-based standards.

Finally, analyses for doses from
radioactive air pollutants indicate that air
concentrations at the DOE LAAO Tract
would deliver a dose of approximately
1.0 millirem per year to people residing there
year-round, or about 10 percent of the EPA
standard (DOE 1999c). There are no
emissions of radioactive air pollutants from
activities at the tract itself.

6.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
There are two sources of greenhouse gas

emissions from activities on the DOE LAAO
Tract: (1) water and space heating needs of
the DOE LAAO office building and (2) motor
vehicle use. Carbon dioxide emissions from
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these sources are estimated to be
approximately 130 tons (120 metric tons) per
year.

6.1.12 Human Health

6.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the DOE LAAO Tract

There are no activities or operations at the
DOE LAAO Tract that involve radioactive
materials, but personnel on the tract do
receive radiation doses as a result of other
LANL operations. Because the DOE LAAO
Tract is several miles west of the location of
LANL’s offsite maximally exposed individual
(MEI), which has historically been located
near the Small Business Center Annex (on
East Gate Drive), the doses are lower at this
tract than at other tracts proposed for transfer.
For example, the LANL SWEIS projects
doses to the public of 3.1 millirem at the
Annex, from 1.4 to 2.0 millirem for TA 21,
and approximately 1.0 millirem for the DOE
LAAO Tract (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). These
can be compared to the EPA allowable
exposure limit of 10 millirem per year.

Background radiation received at the DOE
LAAO Tract is the same as that for any
location within the Los Alamos townsite—an
effective dose equivalent (EDE) of
360 millirem to any individual, plus an
average of 53 millirem for medical and dental
x-rays and procedures.

The DOE LAAO Tract lies within the
edge of one of LANL’s one-half mile
radiation site evaluation circles (see
Figure 6.1.12.1-1), which were included in
LANL’s 1990 Site Development Plan (LANL
1990). These circles were intended to be used
as planning tools for site developers and other
project managers responsible for siting new
facilities or operations to inform them of the
presence of existing radiation sources and the
need to evaluate their proposed action(s)
against this information. The circles are not
representative of a particular dose of radiation

to the DOE LAAO Tract under either normal
or accident conditions, and are noted herein
for the purposes of disclosure with regard to
the nearest radiation source location relative
to the tract. The quantities of radioactive
material and other sources of radiation
identified by these radiation evaluation circles
were evaluated in the 1999 LANL SWEIS, as
already discussed.

6.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the DOE
LAAO Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants from LANL operations via the
airborne pathway in the LANL vicinity have
already been shown not to be significant for
the affected environment (DOE 1999c). PRSs
for this tract are not located where visitors
would be in proximity to the contaminants.
Prior to their remediation, no nonradiological
emission sources exist on this tract other than
those associated with building infrastructure
(such as, lead paint and asbestos) and mobile
sources due to vehicular traffic.

While flooding from the 100- and
500-year floods may have little effect on this
tract, seismic events and wildfires could have
catastrophic impacts to the land tract. Human
health impacts to people other than workers
would be restricted to visitors. No known
hazardous materials are present on this tract
that could pose a risk during a natural
disaster.

6.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, and 16 different accident scenarios,
as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12, of
this CT EIS. For all but one of the scenarios,
chemical concentrations in the air plume
released by the potential accidents would be
below both Emergency Response Planning
Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-threatening) and
ERPG-2 (serious health effects) by the time
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the air plume reached the DOE LAAO Tract,
even under adverse weather dispersion
conditions. Accordingly, chemical accidents
have no estimated public consequences at the
tract for 15 of the accident scenarios.

The lone scenario in which the chemical
plume reached the DOE LAAO Tract is the
hypothetical rupture of a chlorine cylinder,
during adverse weather dispersion conditions,
at the chlorinating station along Diamond
Drive in the Los Alamos townsite
(Building 00-1109). This scenario has an
estimated frequency of 3 x 10-5 per year, or
once every 330,000 years. Under this
scenario, ERPG-3 concentrations are
estimated to extend a distance of 1,345 feet
(410 meters), and ERPG-2 concentrations a
distance of 4,790 feet (1,460 meters).
The DOE LAAO Tract is 3,280 feet
(1,000 meters) from the accident location and
would thus experience ERPG-2
concentrations. The tract is occupied by about
120 DOE employees. Accordingly, no public
consequences would result.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the LANL
SWEIS, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12. Using data from the LANL
SWEIS, doses to the MEI at the DOE LAAO
Tract have been estimated for each of these,
as shown in Table 6.1.12.3-1.

Accident scenarios result in estimated
tract collective doses of 4,400 person-rem for
RAD-02, 850 person-rem for RAD-12, 260
person-rem for RAD-15B, and less than 15
person-rem for any other accident. Excess
LCF estimates are 2, 0.4, and 0.1 for
accidents RAD-02, RAD-12, and RAD-15B,
respectively.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe postulated earthquake (accident

SITE-03B) has an estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The earthquake would release
chemicals from a number of facilities,
including formaldehyde from the HRL
(Building 43-01) and chlorine from the
chlorinating station within the Los Alamos
townsite (Building 00-1109). As discussed
above for chemical accidents, earthquakes
would have no estimated public consequences
at the DOE LAAO Tract, although DOE
employees would be exposed to ERPG-2
concentrations of chlorine. The most severe
postulated earthquake, however, would
release significant quantities of radioactive
materials from several buildings, especially
from the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Building (Building 03-29).
Radiological consequences are estimated to
result in a maximum dose of nearly 300
Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at the DOE
LAAO Tract.

The postulated site wildfire scenario
would burn about 8,000 acres (3,238 hectares)
within LANL boundaries, or about 30 percent
of LANL, including most of Mortandad
Canyon and parts of Los Alamos and DP
Canyons east of TA 21. Chemical releases
would be less severe than in the earthquake
scenarios. The largest quantities of
radioactive materials would be released from
the transuranic (TRU) waste storage domes at
Area G. The maximum dose at the DOE
LAAO Tract is estimated to be less than 0.1
rem. Such a wildfire has an estimated
frequency of 0.1 per year, or once every 10
years.

The maximum earthquake scenario would
result in a significant tract collective dose to
DOE employees and as many as five excess
LCFs.

6.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
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Table 6.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the DOE LAAO Tract Resulting from Hypothetical
Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY

FREQUENCY
PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE
(mrem)

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-2 38
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 97,000 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 27
Power excursion at the Godiva-IV

fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 1 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 210
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 45 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-

content drum of transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 28
Puncture or drop of high-content

drum of transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 17,000
Seismic-initiated explosion of a
plutonium-containing assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 41
Plutonium release from irradiation

experiment at the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 270 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 5,200 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 15 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research;
TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project

could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

6.2 No Action Alternative

6.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated changes to

land use at the DOE LAAO Tract as
described under the No Action Alternative.
Adjacent TA 43 lands would continue to
serve as a buffer zone to LANL operations.

Similarly, no change in access to the tract
would be anticipated to occur.

6.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
may take longer. The plan includes input from
all major field sites, including LANL.
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The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the DOE LAAO Tract, as
briefly discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 6.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be
generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates that a range of
possible remedies are likely for the tract.
While removal actions are likely for all three
PRSs, the number of structures razed could
differ. Cleanup duration could last up to
18 months for the longest segment. (Multiple
sites can be restored simultaneously, so that
cleanup duration is determined by the site that
requires the most time.) Waste volumes are
projected to range from approximately 400 to
3,400 cubic yards (305 to 2,600 cubic
meters). Cost estimates for remedial action at
this parcel range from about $4,253,000 to
$9,680,000. These estimates are based on the
information currently available for each PRS
or structure, and are subject to change if
significantly different information is
discovered during the course of investigation
or remediation. It should be noted that all
PRSs, including those at which no
remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be reported
to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs
and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” Although different
cleanup approaches have been identified for
the two contemplated land uses, it is possible
that the administrative authority could require
even more restoration, resulting in greater
waste volumes, longer cleanup duration and
associated risks to remediation workers, and
higher costs. It also should be noted that

environmental restoration actions and costs
represent only a portion of the actions and
total costs that may be required for
conveyance and transfer of this parcel. These
additional costs may be significant.

6.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
35th Street or Trinity Drive near the DOE
LAAO Tract. It is expected that the future
operational performance of 35th Street or
Trinity Drive would remain similar to that of
the current performance, assuming that the
future level of development in the area of the
site is 1.5 percent, as predicted by the U.S.
Census Bureau.

6.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would result in

no substantial changes in the infrastructure or
utilities of the DOE LAAO Tract. Operations
would continue at DOE LAAO. No
appreciable increase in utility usage is
expected.

6.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, the DOE

LAAO Tract would continue to be used for an
office building. Occupancy would be
expected to rise from the current 120
employees but by less than 10 percent. This
increase parallels the 20 percent increase in
LANL employment from today’s levels to
levels assumed for the LANL SWEIS
Expanded Operations Alternative
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5, Table 5.3.9.1-1).
Accordingly, the dominant source of ambient
noise would continue to be traffic along
Trinity Drive and traffic crossing the Los
Alamos Canyon Bridge. Noise levels would
be expected to remain about the same,
typically 40 to 50 A-weighted decibels (dBA).
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6.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it would

be expected that the existing visual character
of the tract would remain unchanged. The
buildings and parking areas would remain
somewhat obscured from view from Trinity
Drive by the forested areas of the tract.

6.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract. The
administrative offices would remain on the
tract.

6.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at the DOE
LAAO Tract, as described in Section 6.1.1.
Therefore, no adverse impact to ecological
resources would be projected under the
CT EIS No Action Alternative.

6.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

DOE LAAO Tract would remain the
responsibility of the DOE and the treatment of
any cultural resources would continue to be
subject to Federal laws, regulations,
guidelines, executive orders, and Pueblo
Accords. The use of the DOE LAAO
Building, a potentially eligible resource,
would continue, and the building would not
be demolished. Other unidentified or
undetermined resources would be passively
preserved. Ongoing negative impacts from
natural processes (such as erosion and aging)
on the physical integrity of cultural resources
would continue.

6.2.9 Geology and Soils
Under the No Action Alternative,

consequences are limited to existing uses. The
tract is already developed; no additional
utilities, roadwork, or buildings would be

required. No soil disturbance or change in
availability of resources would be anticipated.
Existing structures are vulnerable to wildfire
episodes and greater than magnitude 7
seismic events as measured on the Richter
scale.

6.2.10 Water Resources
Consequences to water resources under

the No Action Alternative would be no
different than those already existing in the
affected environment.

6.2.11 Air Resources
In the No Action Alternative, the DOE

LAAO Tract would continue to be used for an
office building. Occupancy would be
expected to rise from the current 120
employees but by less than 10 percent.
Accordingly, the dominant source of criteria
pollutants would continue to be traffic along
Trinity Drive. Analyses show that ambient air
quality would remain within standards
established by EPA and the State of New
Mexico for criteria pollutants (DOE 1999c,
Chapter 5).

For hazardous and other chemical
pollutants, analyses performed for the LANL
SWEIS estimate that concentrations of
chemical air pollutants would not exceed
health-based standards for any point beyond
the LANL boundary. The DOE LAAO Tract
is near a location where LANL emissions of
chemical air pollutants approach guideline
values based upon health-based standards.
The combined incremental cancer risks from
releases of all carcinogenic pollutants are
slightly above the guideline value of 1 x 10-6,
or one in one million, at two locations at the
Los Alamos Medical Center: 1.17 x 10-6 at an
air intake duct and 1.07 x 10-6 at a window
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). The major
contributors to this estimated cancer risk are
chloroform, formaldehyde, and
trichloroethylene from the HRL, and
methylene chloride from multiple sources. Of
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these, chloroform alone accounts for more
than 87 percent of the total risk. The DOE
LAAO Tract is about 900 feet (275 meters)
more distant from HRL than the Medical
Center is, and combined cancer risk at this
location would be estimated to be less than
the guideline value of one in one million.

Finally, analyses for doses from
radioactive air pollutants indicate that air
concentrations at the DOE LAAO Tract from
LANL operations would deliver a dose of
approximately 2.0 millirem per year to people
residing there year-round, or about 20 percent
of the EPA standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).
There are no emissions of radioactive air
pollutants from activities at the tract itself.

6.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
In the No Action Alternative, land use for

the DOE LAAO Tract would not change.
Small amounts of carbon dioxide would
continue to be emitted from vehicles and
building heating requirements. Carbon
dioxide emissions would be estimated to
remain at approximately 130 tons (120 metric
tons) per year.

6.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences of the No Action
Alternative for the DOE LAAO Tract. No
changes in cancer risk should be expected for
this alternative. Radiation doses received at
this tract would be estimated to double from
today’s levels, to approximately 2.0 millirem
per year (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). No
significant nonradiological increases in
exposures would be expected. Visitors may
have adequate time to evacuate the premises
for floods or for wildfires. Because warnings
are usually not given for seismic events, the
human health impacts due to seismic events
likely would be greater than the other two
natural disasters. The primary type of human
health risk for natural disasters would be

physical injury from falling building debris
and fires from ruptured gas lines.

6.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For 15 of the 16
accident scenarios postulated in the LANL
SWEIS, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached the
DOE LAAO Tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. ERPG-2
concentrations would reach the tract under the
16th scenario and would affect DOE
employees at the tract. Therefore, under the
No Action Alternative, chemical accidents
would have no estimated public consequences
at the tract, but would affect DOE employees
under one accident scenario.

6.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios. Estimated tract collective doses
would be 4,400 person-rem for RAD-02,
850 person-rem for RAD-12, 260 person-rem
for RAD-15B, and less than 15 person-rem
for any other accident. Excess LCF estimates
would be 2, 0.4, and 0.1 for accidents
RAD-02, RAD-12, and RAD-15B,
respectively. All doses would be to DOE
employees.

6.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described for the affected environment. As
discussed, earthquakes would have no
estimated public consequences at the DOE
LAAO Tract, although DOE employees
would be exposed to ERPG-2 concentrations
of chlorine under adverse weather dispersion
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conditions. The postulated wildfire accident
scenario would have no chemical
consequences at the DOE LAAO Tract. The
MEI dose resulting from the postulated
wildfire would be less than 0.1 rem. The
maximum dose from the most severe
earthquake would be about 300 rem, however.
The maximum earthquake scenario would
result in an estimated dose of 270 rem at the
DOE LAAO Tract, a collective dose to DOE
employees of 12,000 person-rem and as many
as six excess LCFs.

6.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations that would
continue under the No Action Alternative
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from LANL
accidents would not result in disproportionate
adverse human health or environmental
impacts. Therefore, such accidents would not
have disproportionately high and adverse
impacts on minority or low-income
populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts.

6.3 Proposed Action Alternative

6.3.1 Land Use
Direct consequences of the disposition of

this tract would include the relocation of DOE
and contractor personnel who currently work
at the DOE LAAO, and decontamination and

decommissioning of the office building and
steam plant as required. Current plans are to
relocate employees to a new building in TA 3.
Detailed plans and location of the new
building have not been developed, but it is
likely that removal of some trees would be
required at any potential building site. It also
is possible that employees would be relocated
to existing buildings. Any decision regarding
construction of new facilities would be
preceded by appropriate NEPA review.

Indirect consequences would be
anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections.

6.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

Land use proposed for the DOE LAAO
Tract includes residential and commercial
development. The following paragraphs
provide a discussion of each of these
scenarios upon which the discussions of
direct and indirect impacts are based.
Table 6.3.1.1-1 and Table 6.3.1.1-2
summarize the attributes of each of the land
use scenarios.

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

Land use proposed under this scenario
would develop the DOE LAAO Tract for
multiple-family residential use. Land would
be developed to accommodate apartments or
condominiums at an average density of 20
dwelling units per acre with a population
planning factor of 2.5 residents per dwelling.
An estimated 9 to 10 acres (3 to 4 hectares)
of the tract would be used for dwellings
and accessory structures. The remaining
acreage would be used for parking and
open area landscaped to maintain the
residential character of the development (see
Figure 6.3.1.1-1). Access to the tract would
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Table 6.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the DOE LAAO Tract

Under the Residential Development
Scenario

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

• The land use proposed would develop the
site for multiple-family (very high
density) residential use.

• Existing office building and steam plant
would be razed.

• The development would be intended to
accommodate apartments or
condominiums at an average density of 20
dwelling units per acre with 2.5 residents
per dwelling.

• An estimated 9 to 10 acres (3 to
4 hectares) of the tract would be used for
dwellings and accessory structures; the
remaining acreage would be used for
parking and open areas landscaped to
maintain the residential character of the
development.

• When fully developed, there would be
200 new dwelling units, 500 new
residents, and 420 personal vehicles.

Table 6.3.1.1-2.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the DOE LAAO Tract

Under the Commercial
Development Scenario

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

• The land use proposed would utilize the
DOE LAAO administrative building for
commercial office space.

• Total of 6 businesses and 15 commercial
vehicles.

• No additional development is
contemplated.

remain unrestricted. The current DOE LAAO
Building would be removed and activities and
workers would be moved to another facility
within LANL, most likely at TA 3.

6.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

Land use would change from professional
offices to residential under the residential
development scenario. Land use within the
current footprint of the tract would be
developed to reflect that of adjacent multiple-
family residential land uses. There would be
some land disturbance associated with the
proposed use; however, development at the
site is limited by topography. As such, any
new development would to a large degree
take place in previously disturbed areas.

Land use impacts associated with the
development of the DOE LAAO Tract under
this scenario would be minor. The transition
from administrative to multiple-family
residential land use would be consistent with
land uses adjacent to the tract.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

There also would be little to no
anticipated change in land use under the
commercial development scenario. This
proposal would largely result in the
continuation of current land use at the site. As
such, no adverse impacts to land use would be
expected to occur.

6.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional restoration actions would be
required under the Proposed Action
Alternative because restoration activities must
occur before that tract would be considered
suitable for conveyance or transfer.
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6.3.2 Transportation
Direct consequences of the transfer of this

tract would include alteration of the daily
commute for DOE and contractor personnel
relocated from the DOE LAAO Building.
Some DOE and contractor personnel would
have a shorter drive to work, for example,
those living in White Rock, but most would
have farther to travel. Indirect consequences
are discussed in the following sections.

6.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

The residential development land use
scenario for this tract anticipates development
of residential facilities. The Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) land use code
220 was utilized to estimate the trips
generated by this proposed high-density
residential development. High-density
residential development is contemplated for 9
to 10 acres (3 to 4 hectares) of the site at a
density of 20 dwelling units per acre. This
would result in approximately 200 apartment
units. Table 6.3.2.1-1 shows the number of
trips the ITE Trip Generation Manual

estimates would be generated by this
development (ITE 1997).

As shown in Table 6.3.2.1-1, the proposed
development could add an additional 86 trips
to Trinity Drive in the weekday morning peak
hour and add an additional 84 entering trips in
the weekday evening peak hour. The
residential land use scenario also could add
1,326 two-way trips per day on Trinity Drive.
The number of trips anticipated is based on
application of the ITE standard trip
generation methodology. Local conditions in
Los Alamos, such as the number of people
employed at LANL, may affect the actual
number of trips generated during peak hours.

Adding these new trips to those already
existing on the transportation network would
result in 27,900 trips per day on Trinity
Drive. This would result in the LOS C on
Trinity Drive, which is defined as good
operating conditions with stable flow, but
speeds and maneuverability are more closely
controlled by the higher traffic volumes. This
would be the same LOS predicted for the No
Action Alternative. It is likely that the
additional trips generated by this proposed
development would not have a substantial
impact on the operation of Trinity Drive.

Table 6.3.2.1-1. Estimated Increase in Traffic for the Residential Development
Scenario

ITE TRAFFIC VOLUME ESTIMATES FOR DOE LAAO TRACT

Morning Peak
Hour Trips

Evening Peak
Hour Trips

Saturday Peak
Hour Trips

Land Use ITE
Land
Use

Code

24 Hour
Two-
Way

Volume Enter Exit Enter Exit Enter Exit

Apartments –
200 Dwelling
Units

220 1,326 16 86 84 40 0 0
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Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

If the commercial development land use
scenario is implemented, the impacts would
be similar to those described for the affected
environment (see Section 6.1.2) because the
land use would not change substantially.

6.3.3 Infrastructure
As a direct result of conveyance or

transfer of this tract, DOE LAAO personnel
would be relocated to a different facility and
would continue to have the same utility
usage. Indirect consequences are discussed in
the following sections.

6.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

The indirect environmental impacts with
regard to utilities and infrastructure resulting
from this alternative would fall into two
categories: (1) increased utility usage and
(2) ground disturbance resulting from
construction of new facilities or modification
of existing facilities. Table 6.3.3.1-1 shows
the estimated increase in power, electricity,
water and gas usage, and wastewater and

solid waste production for the contemplated
use as compared to the capacity for the
existing utility systems. It is not anticipated
that the increases in usage would exceed the
existing capacity of any utility.

Development of this nature would require
enhancement of existing infrastructure.
Water, electricity, gas, and sewage lines
would need to be extended to service new
structures. New roads, parking areas, and
structures would be developed. The
construction of roads, parking areas and
buildings, and extension of utility lines would
cause soil disturbance. Refer to Section 6.3.9
of this chapter for details on impacts resulting
from ground disturbance from new
construction.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

The commercial development land use
scenario envisions no further development, as
described in Section 6.3.1.1 of this chapter.
Commercial businesses would use the
existing DOE LAAO Building as office
space. The new businesses in the DOE LAAO
Building would create additional utility
usage, which is shown in Table 6.3.3.1-2. It is
not anticipated that these increases would
exceed the capacity for any utility in the
region.

Table 6.3.3.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for the Residential Development
Land Use Scenario on the DOE LAAO Tract

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(BAYO)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated annual
increase

0.2 1.3 26 (736) 20 (76) 10 (38) 180 (163)

Available system
capacity

5 277 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 135 (511) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mgy = million gallons per year,
mly = million liters per year, tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year
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Table 6.3.3.1-2.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for the Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario on the DOE LAAO Tract

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(BAYO)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated annual
increase

0.05 0.3 3 (85) 3 (11) 1 (4) 7 (6)

Available system
capacity

5 277 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 135 (511) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mgy = million gallons per year,
mly = million liters per year, tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year

Additionally, because the existing DOE
LAAO Building would be used and no
construction of new buildings or
infrastructure is anticipated, there would be
no soil disturbance under this land use
scenario.

6.3.4 Noise

6.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

If the tract were developed residentially,
there would be little change in noise levels,
although the ambient noise would increase
slightly. During the demolition of existing
structures and construction of new residences,
ambient noise would increase from about 40
to 50 dBA up to about 95 dBA. Residential
use would result in ambient levels of about 60
to 70 dBA due to vehicular traffic and
residential activities. Noise associated with
vehicles likely would occur over longer
periods of the day and consistently through
the week. However, slow moving vehicles
such as required in a dense residential area,
are less intrusive than, for example, vehicles
moving 40 to 60 miles (80 to 100 kilometers)
per hour on a thoroughfare.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

If the tract were to remain in commercial
use as an office building, then noise levels
would remain as described in the No Action
Alternative (that is, from 40 to 50 dBA). This
noise level would be largely determined by
background noises from traffic on nearby
Trinity Drive and Los Alamos Canyon
Bridge.

6.3.5 Visual Resources

6.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

No substantial impacts to visual resources
would be expected under the residential
development scenario. The developed
portions of the site fall into Scenic Class IV.
Scenic Class IV is considered to be of
relatively low public value. The undeveloped
portions of the site fall into Scenic Class III
and are considered to be of moderate public
value as a visual resource. The contemplated
land use is residential development, which
could be accomplished without substantial
change to the visual character of the tract.
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Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

There would be no impact to visual
resources from this development scenario.
The office building would remain, and no
roads or other structures would be added.

6.3.6 Socioeconomics
There would be no direct socioeconomic

impact from transfer of ownership of the
DOE LAAO Tract. Employment of DOE and
contractor personnel would continue in a
different location. Indirect consequences are
discussed in the following sections.

6.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

In the event of residential development,
construction activities would temporarily
increase employment in the ROI. This would,
in turn, generate increases in ROI income.
These changes would be temporary, lasting
only the duration of the construction period.
Because the majority of the jobs generated
would be filled by the existing ROI labor
force, there would be no impact on area
population or increase in the demand for
housing or public services in the ROI.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

If the site were developed for commercial
or industrial uses, there would be possible
short-term economic gains from minor
construction, as well as long-term economic
gains from the industries using the land.
Based on the development assumptions
described in Chapter 4 of this CT EIS,
approximately 120 workers would be
employed on the tract, and 200 jobs would be
generated in the ROI. Because these jobs
would be filled by the existing ROI labor
force, there would be no impact on area

population or increase in the demand for
housing or public services in the ROI.

6.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern DOE
activities. Indirect consequences are discussed
in the following sections.

6.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

The development of the DOE LAAO
Tract to high-density multiple-family
residential use would impact the ecological
resources on the tract and adjacent areas.
Approximately 6.5 acres (2.6 hectares) of
ponderosa pine forest would be lost as the
area is converted to housing, roadways, and
residential landscaping. Highly mobile
wildlife species or wildlife species with large
home ranges (such as deer, elk, and birds)
would be able to relocate to adjacent
undeveloped areas. However, successful
relocation, primarily into Los Alamos Canyon
(as all sides of the mesa location are
surrounded by development), may not occur
due to competition for resources to support
the increased population and the carrying
capacity limitations of areas outside the
proposed development area. Species
relocation may result in additional pressure to
lands already at or near carrying capacity.
The wildlife impacts could include stress and
overwintering mortality. For less-mobile
species (reptiles, amphibians, and small
mammals), direct mortality could occur
during the actual construction event or
ultimately result from habitat alteration.
Acreage used for the development also would
be degraded as potential hunting habitat for
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raptors and other predators. One
little-addressed consequence of urban
development is the influence of domestic
animals upon wildlife populations. For
example, free-roaming domestic cats may kill
more than 100 animals each year. Studies
have shown that approximately 60 percent of
the wildlife cats kill are small mammals;
20 percent are birds (predation at bird feeders
can be substantial; one Virginia study
estimated 28 kills per urban cat per year); and
10 percent are amphibians, reptiles, and
insects. Due to the presence of coyotes in the
DOE LAAO area, predation by cats would
tend to be limited to within developed and
closely adjacent natural areas (Goldsmith
et al. 1991, Crooks 1997-98, and
CSBC 1998). Free-ranging domestic dogs are
known to harass and disrupt the activities of
many wildlife species and are documented to
have caused mortality in animals such as deer
and foxes (Goldsmith et al. 1991).

In addition to the area to be disturbed,
there would be a slight decrease in quality of
the Los Alamos Canyon habitat immediately
adjacent to the proposed development due to
increased noise level, traffic, lights, and other
human activity, both pre- and post-
construction. Given the limited acreage
involved and existing developed nature of the
site, impacts are expected to be small.

There are three species that are Federal-
listed as threatened or endangered that may
potentially use the DOE LAAO Tract: the
bald eagle, American peregrine falcon, and
the Mexican spotted owl. Loss of the entire
tract as foraging habitat would decrease the
total available habitat for these species by
approximately 6.5 acres (2.6 hectares) or
approximately 0.05 percent of the available
foraging habitat on DOE property. With
respect to the bald eagle, this area has a low
level of potential foraging use. The Los
Alamos Canyon AEI core habitat for the
Mexican spotted owl would be reduced by
approximately 6.5 acres (2.6 hectares).
Pueblo Canyon AEI buffer habitat for the

American peregrine falcon would be reduced
by approximately 1.5 acres (0.6 hectares)
(PC 1999d). Because direct entry into the
adjacent Los Alamos Canyon habitat would
require descending a steep cliff face, only
limited increases in recreational use would be
expected. Therefore, effects to the adjacent
Los Alamos Canyon natural habitat would be
minor.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

Impacts of the commercial development
scenario would be similar to those of the No
Action Alternative, with one basic exception.
The environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern the DOE.

6.3.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself would result from the transfer
of known and unidentified cultural resources
out of the responsibility and protection of the
DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or sale of
NRHP-eligible cultural resources out of
Federal control is an adverse effect.
Potentially eligible cultural resources are
present in the DOE LAAO Tract, and thus,
could be directly impacted by the Federal
action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing them from future
consideration under the National Historic
Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
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Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition of this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
discovered on the tract. This impact would
result from removing these items from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following.

6.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts are anticipated from the
land uses contemplated for the DOE LAAO
Tract by the receiving parties. The two land
uses identified for the tract include residential
development and commercial development.
This analysis reflects the broad, planning-
level impacts anticipated from each
contemplated use.

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

Under the residential development
scenario, the tract would be extensively
altered by construction activities, including
demolition of buildings, grading, and
trenching. Two buildings considered
potentially eligible to the NRHP would be
demolished. Activities also could result in
primary impacts to other unidentified
resources through physical destruction,
damage, or alteration. Resources avoided by
construction or on adjacent lands may be
isolated or have their setting disturbed by the
introduction of elements out of character with
the resource, such as visual and audible
intrusions.

The introduction of additional residents
would increase access to cultural resources
located within the tract and on adjacent
LANL or privately held land. Increased
access could cause possible destruction and

damage to resources, vandalism, unauthorized
collection of materials and artifacts, and
disturbance of traditional practices and
ceremonies.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

Impacts of the commercial development
scenario would be similar to those of the No
Action Alternative, with the exception that
there would be no DOE responsibility for
historic properties on the tract. The use of the
DOE LAAO Building, a potentially eligible
resource, would continue, and the building
would not be demolished although
modifications would be likely. Other
unidentified or undetermined resources would
be passively preserved.

6.3.9 Geology and Soils

6.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

One contemplated use is residential
development. This use would require
extensive ground disturbance to remove
existing structures, install sufficient utilities
to support housing, and complete redesign the
tract’s roadways. The actual area disturbed
would be dependent on final configuration of
planned housing but is estimated to be
approximately 10 acres (4 hectares).

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

Contemplated commercial development
use includes continuation of office use but
with different tract ownership. Consequences
would be the same as for the No Action
Alternative existing uses. The tract is already
developed; no additional utilities, roadwork,
or buildings would be required. No soil
disturbance or change in availability of
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resources would be anticipated. No impacts
from this alternative would be expected.

6.3.10 Water Resources

6.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

If the residential development land use
scenario is pursued, surface water quality
outside of the tract boundary in Los Alamos
Canyon may be indirectly affected by
increased sediment load in stormwater runoff
from the tract during and after construction.
Residential development would not affect
groundwater quality or quantity beneath the
tract but may contribute to the overall
regional water level decline and possibly
result in degradation of water quality within
the aquifer.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

The impacts from the commercial
development of this tract would be the same
as those discussed for the affected
environment (Section 6.1.10). The office
building would remain, and no roads or other
structures would be added.

6.3.11 Air Resources
Direct consequences of the transfer of this

tract would include alteration of the daily
commute for DOE and contractor personnel
relocated from the DOE LAAO Building.
Some DOE and contractor personnel would
have a shorter drive to work, for example,
those living in White Rock, but most would
have farther to travel. This would result in
slightly greater emissions than those
discussed in the No Action Alternative.
Indirect consequences are discussed in the
following sections.

6.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

If the DOE LAAO Tract were developed
residentially, then additional criteria
pollutants, primarily trace amounts of carbon
monoxide and ozone, would be emitted from
residents’ motor vehicles. These emissions
would be slightly greater than in the No
Action Alternative because more people
would occupy the tract and because vehicular
activity would be present in evenings and on
weekends. There would be no noticeable
effect, however, on pollutant concentrations,
and ambient air standards would continue to
be met.

There would be no emissions of
hazardous or other chemical air pollutants or
radioactive air pollutants in the case of
residential development. Concentrations of
these pollutants would thus remain as in the
No Action Alternative. Specifically, chemical
exposures would remain below health-based
standards, and maximum dose from the
inhalation of radioactive air pollutants would
be approximately 2.0 millirem per year.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

Consequences to air quality of
commercial development of the DOE LAAO
Tract would be almost identical to the No
Action Alternative. Air quality would remain
within standards for criteria pollutants, for
hazardous and other chemical air pollutants,
and for radioactive air pollutants.

6.3.11.2 Global Climate Change

Residential Development Land Use
Scenario

Under the contemplated residential
development land use scenario, about 200
housing units, occupied by about 500 new
residents would be constructed. Space and
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water heating requirements, and use of an
estimated 420 personal vehicles, would lead
to a 25-fold increase in emissions of carbon
dioxide, to an estimated 3,300 tons
(3,000 metric tons) per year.

Commercial Development Land Use
Scenario

Under the commercial development land
use scenario, emissions of carbon dioxide
would remain at an estimated 130 tons
(120 metric tons) per year, the same as in the
No Action Alternative.

6.3.12 Human Health

6.3.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Consequences would be the same for
either land use scenario as in the No Action
Alternative. Radiation doses received by
residents at this tract would be an estimated
2.0 millirem per year (DOE 1999c,
Chapter 5).

No changes in cancer risk should be
expected. Nonradiological exposures would
be expected to be below health-based
standards. Residents would face the same
hazards to floods and wildfires as workers
now do, and should have adequate time to
evacuate premises. Seismic events come
without warning and would carry risks of
physical injury from building collapses.

Residential development would bring 500
new residents into closer proximity to LANL
facilities, thereby increasing the number of
members of the public exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations. Residential
development also would introduce more
sensitive receptors, such as children and
pregnant females, to an area that currently
hosts only LANL-related workers. While all
doses would be within health-based standards
established by other Federal agencies, the
closer proximity would increase the radiation

dose received by the collective population
within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of
LANL. In addition, closer public proximity
would result in greater public consequences
from some hypothetical accidents at LANL
facilities. These same human health
consequences would result from commercial
development of the DOE LAAO Tract, but
are lessened by three factors: (1) fewer
members of the public would use the tract (an
estimated 120 workers); (2) workers would be
present less often than residents; (3) and the
work force would contain fewer sensitive
receptors.

6.3.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment estimates greater

public consequences than estimated in the No
Action Alternative. For 15 of the 16 accident
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS,
chemical concentrations in the air plume
released by potential chemical accidents
would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached the
DOE LAAO Tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. ERPG-2
concentrations would reach the tract under the
16th scenario, however, and would affect
residents.

The lone scenario in which the chemical
plume would reach the DOE LAAO Tract is
the hypothetical rupture of a chlorine cylinder
during adverse weather dispersion conditions
at the chlorinating station along Diamond
Drive in the Los Alamos townsite
(Building 00-1109). Under this scenario,
ERPG-3 concentrations would be estimated to
extend a distance of 1,345 feet (410 meters),
and ERPG-2 concentrations a distance of
4,789 feet (1,460 meters). The DOE LAAO
Tract is 3,280 feet (1,000 meters) from the
accident location and occupants would thus
experience ERPG-2 concentrations. In the
Proposed Action Alternative, the tract is
either developed residentially (200
apartments) or retained for commercial use of
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the office building. If developed residentially,
an estimated 360 members of the public
would be exposed to ERPG-2 concentrations.
If developed commercially, an estimated 50
members of the public would be exposed to
ERPG-2 concentrations at the tract. These
exposures would be in addition to the 226
public exposures to ERPG-2 concentrations
and the 180 public exposures to ERPG-3
concentrations, as estimated in the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

6.3.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Regardless of land use subsequent to

disposition, the MEI dose at this tract would
be the same as described in the No Action
Alternative. MEI doses would be greater than
300 millirem for 3 of 13 scenarios: 97 rem for
RAD-02 (natural gas pipeline failure,
explosion, and fire at the CMR Building),
17 rem for RAD-12 (plutonium release from
the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic
Test [DARHT] Facility during an
earthquake), and 5 rem for RAD-15B
(explosion followed by fire in an entire wing
of the CMR Building).

Commercial use of the existing building
for offices has been contemplated as a
possible land use subsequent to transfer of
ownership. Under this scenario, estimated
tract collective dose and estimated excess
LCFs also would remain the same as in the
No Action Alternative, with one difference—
the receptors of these doses would be
members of the public not DOE employees. If
the tract was developed residentially,
collective tract dose and excess LCFs would
increase from those estimated for the
commercial development scenario because
the tract would have a higher population
density (approximately 500 residents versus
120 workers). A comparison of the estimated
additional consequences associated with
hypothetical radiological accidents for each
land use scenario is presented in
Table 6.3.12.3-1.

6.3.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
The postulated wildfire accident scenario

would have no estimated chemical
consequences at the DOE LAAO Tract.
Earthquakes would have consequences,
however. If developed residentially, an
estimated 360 members of the public would
be exposed to ERPG-2 concentrations. If
developed commercially, an estimated 50
members of the public would be exposed to
ERPG-2 concentrations at the tract. These
exposures would be in addition to the 226
public exposures to ERPG-2 concentrations,
and the 180 public exposures to ERPG-3
concentrations, as estimated in the LANL
SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

MEI doses would be the same as in the
No Action Alternative, regardless of land use
subsequent to disposition. The maximum
dose resulting from the postulated wildfire
would be less than 0.1 rem; that from the
most severe earthquake, however, would
approach 300 rem.

If the tract were developed commercially
subsequent to disposition, exposures would
remain as in the No Action Alternative (as
many as five excess LCFs), with one
difference. The difference would lie in the
receptors of these doses. In the No Action
Alternative, all doses would be to DOE
employees. If the tract is transferred, all doses
would be to members of the public.

If the tract were developed residentially,
however, there would be significant increases
in collective tract dose and excess LCFs. The
most severe earthquake would result in
estimated tract collective doses greater than
100,000 person-rem and in more than 40
excess LCFs. These exposures would be in
addition to those estimated in the LANL
SWEIS (340,000 person-rem and 230 excess
LCFs for SITE-03B).
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Table 6.3.12.3-1.  Additional Accident Consequences Associated with Contemplated Land Uses on the DOE
LAAO Tract

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENTa

RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENTa

SWEIS
ESTIMATESb

Accident
Scenario

Accident
Location

Facility Frequency per
Year

Collective
Dosec

Excess
LCF

Collective
Dosec

Excess
LCF

Collective
Dosec

Excess
LCF

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 2 0 14 0.01 72 0.04

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 4,300 2.2 31,000 16 120,000 57

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 1 0 9 0.01 100 0.06

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 0 0 0 0 24 0.01

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 10 0.01 73 0.04 1,300 0.69

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 2 0 16 0.01 400 0.2

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 0 0 0 0 4 0

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 1 0 10 0.01 230 0.12

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 810 0.4 5,800 2.9 35,800 18

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 2 0 14 0.01 160 0.08

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 12 0.01 87 0.04 175 0.09

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 240 0.12 1,700 0.85 3,400 1.7

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 1 0 5 0 56 0.03

Notes: RANT = Radioactive Assay Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Science Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
a  In addition to doses estimated in the SWEIS.
b  For the entire population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL.
c  Person-rem
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6.3.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated land uses
estimate that air emissions and hazardous
chemical and radiological releases associated
with LANL operations would be within
current regulatory limits and that no excess
LCFs would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing any of the proposed
alternatives would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, modest economic benefits would
arise from the additional jobs created during
construction and operation of the new facility.
Secondary effects would include small
increases in business activity and would
likely increase revenues to local governments.
Each of these impacts would be positive and
would not disproportionately affect low-
income or minority populations.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but

these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process.

6.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
DOE LAAO Tract would not immediately
cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources. In addition,
because this tract is already developed, no
significant irreversible commitments of
ecological habitat or cultural resources would
occur under either the residential or
commercial land use scenarios.

Residential development would cause the
irretrievable commitment of resources during
construction and subsequent use of 200 new
apartments. Energy would be expended in the
form of natural gas and electricity. Additional
water also would be consumed. Construction
of these buildings would require the
irretrievable commitment of standard building
materials such as lumber and roofing
materials.

6.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
DOE LAAO Tract could result in the loss of
certain Federal protections for cultural
resources on the tract. Loss of these
protections could be considered an
unavoidable adverse impact to these resources
because new development could result in
physical destruction, damage, or alteration of
cultural resources. The conveyance or transfer
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of the tract could also result in the loss of
certain Federal protections for ecological
resources and consideration of these resources
in planning future activities on the tract.

Subsequent commercial development of
the tract would have no adverse
environmental impacts at the tract itself
because its current land use is similar to a
commercial use. There would be small
impacts within the County. There would be
minor transportation impacts, for example,
because current DOE and contractor
personnel would likely have slightly longer
commutes to work.

Subsequent residential development also
would cause unavoidable adverse impacts in
several resource areas. There would be
increased demands for utilities, for example.
Increased demand for water, solid waste, and
sewage would have adverse effects in the
immediate Los Alamos region by lowering
the aquifer level more quickly, shortening the
remaining lifetime of the County landfill, and
increasing both the quantities of sewage that
require treatment and the quantities of treated
sewage discharged to the environment. The
environmental effects of increased demand
for electricity and natural gas would be felt
elsewhere (in the Four Corners region, for
example), in the form of increased emissions
of air pollutants in order to generate
electricity. Increased consumption of natural
gas adds to global climate change through
increased emissions of carbon dioxide.

Residential development also would lead
to an estimated 3 percent increase in personal
vehicles in Los Alamos County, with

attendant slight increases in congestion and
traffic noises. Noise levels would increase
within the DOE LAAO Tract, in frequency of
occurrence and duration (into the night). The
visual environment would deteriorate within
the tract itself, but would not affect other
areas.

Finally, residential development would
bring 500 new residents into closer proximity
to LANL facilities, thereby increasing the
number of members of the public exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations. While all doses
would be within health-based standards
established by other Federal agencies, the
closer proximity would slightly increase the
radiation dose received by the collective
population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL. In addition, closer public
proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical
accidents at LANL facilities.

6.3.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and Maintenance
of Long-Term Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
DOE LAAO Tract would not immediately
cause any specific impacts on short-term uses
of the environment. The tract is located
within the Los Alamos townsite, is relatively
small, and is surrounded by already-
developed areas. Subsequent development,
whether commercial or residential, would
therefore be compatible with the long-term
uses of the land.
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7.0  MISCELLANEOUS SITE 22 TRACT

7.1 Affected Environment

7.1.1 Land Use
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract consists

of less than 0.5 acre (0.2 hectare) located in
the Los Alamos townsite at the southern edge
of the mesa above Los Alamos Canyon (see
Figure 7.1.1-1) (DOE 1998b).

The northern edge of the tract is located
behind an adjacent commercial storage
business and a fast-food restaurant. The
southern portion of the tract generally
conforms to the topography of the mesa’s
edge.

Historically, when LANL operations were
centralized around Ashley Pond located to the
north across Trinity Drive, the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract was the location of the
machining shops. At present a LANL air
monitoring station is located at the tract.
Although it remains part of LANL, the site is
not otherwise physically or operationally
related to LANL (DOE 1998b). It is
informally used by the public as a vehicle

parking area. Figure 7.1.1-2 shows the
location of the air monitoring station.

A portion of the Los Alamos Bench Trail
crosses the tract Los Alamos Canyon to the
south of the site and continues to the north
(LANL 1998c) (see Figure 3.2.1-2 in
Chapter 3). No other recreational related
opportunities exist at the site.

7.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract contains

no potential release sites (PRSs) and one
structure within its boundaries. There is a
small amount of construction debris,
however, that may have to be addressed prior
to transfer of ownership. No sampling has yet
been conducted to determine whether the
debris is simply solid waste or whether it
contains asbestos or other regulated materials.
For this reason, the entire tract is considered
to have potential contamination issues (see
Figure 7.1.1.1-1).
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7.1.2 Transportation
This tract is adjacent to Trinity Drive (see

Figure 7.1.1-1), which is a four-lane major
arterial with an approximate capacity of 7,200
passenger cars per hour (pcph). Data provided
by the County of Los Alamos show that
Trinity Drive carried approximately 2,630
vehicles in the vicinity of the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract during the peak hour in January
1998. The average annual daily traffic for
Diamond Drive near the site is approximately
19,700 vehicles per day. This results in a
current level of service (LOS) C for Trinity
Drive, which is defined as good operating
conditions with stable flow, but speeds and
maneuverability are more closely controlled
by the higher traffic volumes. Increasing
Trinity Drive traffic by 1.5 percent a year to
account for expected growth in the area over
the next 20 years maintains the LOS C for
Trinity Drive.

7.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 7.1.3-1 shows the utilities and

infrastructure at the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract. The DOE currently uses this tract as a
buffer zone. The tract has an air monitoring
station with a small access stairway. The air
monitoring station uses a negligible amount
of electricity to operate. All utilities are
available to the site. This tract is not metered
separately for any utilities, and no figures for
current utility usage are available.

7.1.4 Noise
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract, less than

0.25 acre (0.1 hectare), is currently
surrounded by commercial properties. The
predominant source of noise, surprisingly, is
traffic on East Jemez Road across Los
Alamos Canyon. An air sampling station is
located on the tract and also contributes to
audible noise. Noise levels are estimated to
range from 50 to 60 decibels (dB).

7.1.5 Visual Resources
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract generally

is visually similar to adjacent land areas.
There are some manmade modifications
within the tract. The primary views to the site
are from South Mesa located across Los
Alamos Canyon to the south of the tract. The
views from the tract to the south, west, and
east are primarily of tree and rock covered
mesa and side slopes. The view to the north is
mainly of commercial storage units. After
scenic quality, distance zone, and sensitivity
level components were combined using the
Inventory Class Matrix, it was determined
that the site falls into Scenic Class IV and that
the current visual resources are of low public
value.

7.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer.

This tract is comparatively small and
currently has no development except for an
air monitoring station. There is no
employment associated with this tract of land.

7.1.7 Ecological Resources
Vegetation in this tract consists primarily

of native grasses, herbs, and shrubs. Fauna
presence in this small tract would be
characteristic of the region but limited to
those species able to coexist with extensive
human development (for example, rats, mice,
songbirds). The site is not in a floodplain nor
does it support wetlands. Habitat for the
American peregrine falcon, bald eagle, and
Mexican spotted owl overlaps this land tract.
The habitat is poor due to the small tract area,
intensive adjacent development, and human
population in the general area. However, the
tract contains 0.25 acres (0.1 hectares) of
identified area of environmental interest
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(AEI) core habitat for the Los Alamos
Canyon Mexican spotted owl (PC 1999d).
Noise in the vicinity of this tract is from
motorized vehicles and business operation in
the area. Artificial light sources associated
with commercial development and vehicles
also are present (LANL 1998b).

7.1.8 Cultural Resources
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract is

located on a mesa edge just north of Los
Alamos Canyon. Prior to DOE use, this tract
was part of the Ramon Vigil Spanish land
grant. The ROI for this tract includes the land
tract itself, plus nearby cultural resources
located off the tract. For this tract, these
nearby resources are located on privately held
land.

One hundred percent of the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract has been inventoried for historic
and prehistoric cultural resources and none
were found. There are no historic structures
located on the tract. There are no known
traditional cultural properties (TCPs) located
in the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract.
Consultations to identify TCP resources have
not been conducted. Due to the tract’s
location and size, it has a low potential for
unidentified resources.

7.1.9 Geology and Soils
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract borders

the edge of Los Alamos Canyon. Outcrops
along the canyon edge belong to the upper
member of the Bandelier Tuff (Tshirege),
typical of the Pajarito Plateau. No major
surface faulting is evident at the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract, but fracturing
along the canyon edge is common in the area.

7.1.10 Water Resources
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract is

located on the slope above Los Alamos
Canyon, which is an ephemeral drainage in
this vicinity. There are no known springs or
wetlands within the tract. There are no

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)-permitted outfalls within
the tract. There are no regional aquifer
groundwater test or supply wells within the
tract or within a distance of 0.5 mile
(0.8 kilometer).

There are no stream gages or established
surface water or groundwater monitoring
stations located within the tract. The closest
environmental monitoring locations
maintained by the LANL Environmental
Surveillance and Compliance Program are for
surface water and shallow groundwater in Los
Alamos Canyon and do not pertain to water
quality or quantity associated with this tract.

The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract does not
lie within the 100-year or 500-year
floodplains as modeled by LANL for Los
Alamos Canyon.

7.1.11 Air Resources
Air quality is good at the Miscellaneous

Site 22 Tract, affected mostly by traffic on
nearby Trinity Drive. Air quality is also
affected, to a lesser extent, by emissions from
LANL as a whole.

The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract is part of
New Mexico Region 3, an attainment area
that meets National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) for criteria pollutants.
Except for small amounts of carbon
monoxide and ozone resulting from
hydrocarbons emitted from motor vehicles,
there are no sources of criteria pollutants
within the tract itself.

Analyses performed for the LANL
SWEIS estimate that concentrations of
chemical air pollutants from LANL do not
exceed health-based standards for any point
beyond the LANL boundary, including at the
Los Alamos Medical Center (DOE 1999c,
Chapter 5). The closest LANL facilities are at
Technical Area (TA) 41, located nearly
directly below Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract,
on the floor of Los Alamos Canyon.
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However, there are no emissions of chemical
air pollutants from TA 41.

Finally, analyses for doses from LANL
radioactive air pollutants indicate that air
concentrations at the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract would deliver a dose of approximately
1.6 millirem per year if people resided there
year-round, or less than one-fifth of the EPA
standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). There are
no emissions of radioactive air pollutants
from activities at the tract itself.

7.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
Because there are no heated facilities and

because motor vehicles cannot operate on this
tract, there are no emissions of carbon dioxide
or other greenhouse gases from the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract.

7.1.12 Human Health

7.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract

The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract sits on
the edge of the LANL townsite mesa just
above TA 41 and is currently within the
LANL perimeter. No one resides on the land,
and there are few visitors. It would be
expected that radiation doses would be much
less than that to the LANL offsite maximally
exposed individual (MEI) due to the much
greater distance from the LANL primary
source of radioactive air emissions (the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center [LANSCE]).
Similarly, background radiation doses would
be the same as for the Los Alamos townsite.
No PRSs or other known sources of
radioactive contamination exist for this tract.

7.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via airborne pathways in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown to be

below health-based standards for the affected
environment (DOE 1999c). No PRSs or
other known sources of nonradiological
contamination exist for this tract except
possibly some building debris.

7.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, chemical accidents have no
estimated public consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the
LANL SWEIS, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. Using data
from the LANL SWEIS, doses to the MEI at
the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract have been
estimated for each of these, as shown in
Table 7.1.12.3-1.

Because there are no workers or residents
at the tract, estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess latent cancer fatality (LCF)
are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe postulated earthquake (accident
SITE-03B) has an estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The earthquake scenario would release
chemicals from a number of facilities,
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Table 7.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract Resulting from
Hypothetical Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY FREQUENCY

PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE

(mrem)
ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-2 48
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 32,000 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 35
Power excursion at the Godiva-IV

fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 2 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 320
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 60 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-

content drum of transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 38
Puncture or drop of high-content

drum of transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 12,000
Seismic-initiated explosion of a
plutonium-containing assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 53
Plutonium release from irradiation

experiment at the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 110 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 2,100 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 5 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research;
TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project

including formaldehyde from the Health
Research Laboratory (Building 43-01) and
chlorine from the chlorinating station within
the Los Alamos townsite (Building 00-1109).
As discussed above for chemical accidents,
earthquakes would have no estimated
chemical consequences at the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract. The most severe postulated
earthquake, however, would be expected to
release significant quantities of radioactive
materials from several buildings, especially
from the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Building (Building 03-29).
Radiological consequences are estimated to

result in a maximum dose of nearly
100 Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract.

The site wildfire scenario would burn
about 8,000 acres (3,240 hectares) within
LANL boundaries, or about 30 percent of
LANL, including most of Mortandad Canyon
and parts of Los Alamos and DP Canyons
east of TA 21. Chemical releases would be
less severe than in the earthquake scenarios.
The largest quantities of radioactive materials
would be released from the transuranic (TRU)
waste storage domes at Area G. The
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maximum dose at the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract is estimated to be less than 0.1 rem.
Such a wildfire has an estimated frequency of
0.1 per year, or once every 10 years.

Because there are no workers or residents
at the tract, estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF are both zero for all
five natural event accident scenarios.

7.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

7.2 No Action Alternative

7.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated change in

land use at the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract, as
currently described under the No Action
Alternative.

7.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
may take longer. The plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract, as briefly discussed in the Affected
Environment portion of this chapter,
Section 7.1.1.1. Information includes
estimates of sampling and cleanup costs,
decommissioning costs, types and volumes of
wastes that would be generated, and length of

time required to effect the cleanup. An
overview of this preliminary information is
set forth in Appendix B of this CT EIS. All
information has been extracted from the
Environmental Restoration Report
(DOE 1999b).

This information indicates the only
cleanup likely for the tract would be the
characterization and removal of the
construction debris, an action estimated to
require 9 months. Waste volumes are
expected to total 10 cubic yards (8 cubic
meters). The cost estimate for remedial action
at this parcel is about $91,000. This estimate
is based on information currently available
regarding the site contamination, and is
subject to change if significantly different
information is discovered during the course of
investigation or remediation. It should be
noted that all PRSs, including those at which
no remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be
reported to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs
and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” Although a cleanup
approach has been identified, it is possible
that the administrative authority could require
additional actions, resulting in greater waste
volumes, a longer cleanup duration, and
higher costs. It also should be noted that
environmental restoration actions and costs
represent only a portion of the actions and
total costs that may be required for
conveyance and transfer of this parcel. These
additional costs may be significant.

7.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
Trinity Drive near the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract. It is expected that the future
operational performance of Trinity Drive
would remain similar to that of the existing
performance.
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7.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would result in

no changes in the infrastructure or utilities of
the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract. The air
monitoring station would remain in operation.
No appreciable change in utility usage or
infrastructure development is expected.

7.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, the

Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract would remain in
its current use, and traffic on Trinity Drive
determines ambient noise levels. Noise levels
would be expected to remain about the same
as they are currently in the range of 50 to
60 A-weighted decibels (dBA).

7.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it is

expected that the visual character of the site
would remain as it is today.

7.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

7.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract, as described in
Section 7.1.1. Therefore, no impact to
ecological resources is projected under the
CT EIS No Action Alternative.

7.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract would remain
under the responsibility of the DOE, and the
treatment of any unidentified cultural
resources present would continue to be
subject to Federal laws, regulations,
guidelines, executive orders, and Pueblo
Accords.

7.2.9 Geology and Soils
Consequences are limited to existing uses

with regard to geology and soils. The tract is
already developed; no additional utilities,
roadwork, or buildings would be required. No
soil disturbance or change in availability of
resources would be expected.

7.2.10 Water Resources
Consequences to water resources under

the No Action Alternative would be no
different than those already existing in the
affected environment.

7.2.11 Air Resources
In the No Action Alternative, the

Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract would continue
to be used as a LANL buffer area. As
currently is the case, there would be no
emissions of criteria pollutants, hazardous or
other chemical pollutants, or radioactive air
pollutants from activities at the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract. Accordingly, air pollutants at
this tract would come from external activities
and sources.

The dominant source of criteria pollutants
would continue to be traffic along Trinity
Drive. Analyses show that ambient air quality
would remain within standards established by
EPA and the State of New Mexico for criteria
pollutants (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

For hazardous and other chemical
pollutants, analyses performed for the LANL
SWEIS estimate that concentrations of
chemical air pollutants would not exceed
health-based standards for any point beyond
the LANL boundary except for the Los
Alamos Medical Center. Concentrations at
the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract also would
comply with health-based standards.

Finally, analyses for doses from
radioactive air pollutants indicate that air
concentrations at the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract would deliver a dose of approximately
2.5 millirem per year to people residing there
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year-round, or about 25 percent of the EPA
standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). There
would be no emissions of radioactive air
pollutants from activities at the tract itself.

7.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
There would be no change from today’s

type or level of activities at the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract for the No Action Alternative.
Because there are no heated facilities and the
tract has no vehicle traffic, there would be no
emissions of carbon dioxide or other
greenhouse gases from the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract.

7.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences of the No Action
Alternative for the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract. No changes in cancer risk should be
expected for implementing this alternative.

7.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For all postulated
accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached Site 22,
even under adverse weather dispersion
conditions. Accordingly, chemical accidents
would have no estimated public consequences
at the tract.

7.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios. The estimated tract collective dose
and estimated excess LCF would both be
zero.

7.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. Neither the wildfire
nor any of the earthquakes would have
chemical consequences, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. The MEI dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be less than 0.1 rem; the maximum dose from
the most severe earthquake would be nearly
100 rem. Because there would be no workers
or residents at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF
would both be zero for all five natural event
accident scenarios.

7.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. Human health analyses
estimate that air emissions and hazardous
chemical and radiological releases from
normal LANL operations that would continue
under the No Action Alternative would be
expected to be within regulatory limits and
that no excess LCFs would likely result. The
human health analyses also indicate that
radiological releases from accidents at LANL
would not result in disproportionate adverse
human health or environmental impacts.
Therefore, such accidents would not have
disproportionately high and adverse impacts
on minority or low-income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts. Employment and expenditures
would remain unchanged from the baseline.

7.3 Proposed Action Alternative
There are no DOE facilities or activities

on this tract that would have to be relocated
or otherwise affected by the proposed transfer
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of this tract except for the need to relocate the
tract’s environmental media monitoring
station onto LANL lands. Therefore, there
would be no direct consequences of the
transfer of ownership of the tract other than
those associated with potential loss of Federal
protection of any cultural and ecological
resources that may be present and the
negligible consequences of relocating the air
monitoring station (see Sections 7.3.7 and
7.3.8, respectively).

7.3.1 Land Use
Indirect consequences would be

anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections.

7.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

Land use proposed for the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract would likely result in its use as
part of a commercial storage business.
Activities at the tract would primarily involve
vehicle parking and container storage. The
site would not be developed further in the
near-term except perhaps by being paved, and
the general public would have unrestricted
access.

7.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The scenario as currently defined would
result in a slight change from existing land
use. The site is currently a LANL buffer area
that receives unauthorized use for vehicle
parking. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract
would change to a sanctioned parking area.
The environmental consequences to land use
would remain essentially the same as for the
No Action Alternative.

7.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional restoration actions would be

required under the Proposed Action
Alternative because restoration activities must
occur before the tract would be considered
suitable for conveyance or transfer.

7.3.2 Transportation

7.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated uses discussed in
Section 7.3.1 would result in transportation
system impacts essentially the same as for the
No Action Alternative. Therefore, it is
expected that the future operational
performance of Trinity Drive would remain
similar to that of the current performance.

7.3.3 Infrastructure

7.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Conveyance or transfer of this tract could
result in closure and possible removal of the
air monitoring station. However, if the
monitoring station were moved to another
location, the electric power usage would be
approximately the same as it currently is,
regardless of location. Otherwise, no changes
to the infrastructure at the site are anticipated,
and no new impacts would result.

7.3.4 Noise

7.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

If developed commercially, the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract would continue
to be used for vehicle parking and storage.
Activity levels would remain as today and,
accordingly, so would noise levels. Noise
from East Jemez Road across Los Alamos
Canyon would continue to be the primary
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intrusion on background noise levels. It is
estimated that noise levels would range from
50 to 60 dB.

7.3.5 Visual Resources

7.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

No substantial impacts to the visual
resources of the tract would be expected
under the Proposed Action Alternative. The
contemplated land use is commercial, similar
to the existing use. The tract is classified as
Scenic Class IV, which indicates low public
value for the visual resources. The planned
use would maintain or improve current visual
resources.

7.3.6 Socioeconomics

7.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Little development would be expected on
this tract of land due to its size and location.
There would be no impact to the regional
economy.

7.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern DOE
activities.

7.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Vegetation on the Miscellaneous Site 22
Tract consists of primarily grasses,
wildflowers, shrubs, and bare ground in a
highly developed area. Commercial
development of the area would result in the
loss of approximately 0.5 acres (0.2 hectares)
of very poor habitat. Approximately
0.26 acres (0.11) of area included in the

Mexican spotted owl Los Alamos Canyon
AEI core habitat would be affected
(PC 1999d).

Under most commercial development
scenarios the impacts would be similar.
Transfer of land out of DOE control would
result in a less rigorous environmental review
and protection process for future activities.

7.3.8 Cultural Resources
National Register of Historic Places

(NRHP)-eligible or potentially eligible
resources and TCPs have not been identified,
nor are they expected to be present in the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract. If resources are
present in the Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract,
direct impacts of the conveyance and transfer
itself would result from the transfer of these
resources out of the responsibility and
protection of the DOE.

7.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

No cultural resources have been identified
nor are expected to be present in the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract. Therefore, there
would be no impacts associated with the use
of this tract.

7.3.9 Geology and Soils

7.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Land use proposed for this tract would
likely result in its use as part of a commercial
storage business. Because this tract is already
developed, no additional utilities, roadwork,
or other soil disturbing actions are
anticipated.
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7.3.10 Water Resources

7.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated land use for the
Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract includes paving
for vehicle parking and container storage. No
other alternative has been contemplated.

Conveyance or transfer of this tract would
not directly affect surface water or
groundwater quantity or quality. However,
surface water quantity and quality outside of
the tract boundary in Los Alamos Canyon
may be indirectly affected by a slight increase
in storm water runoff from the tract that may
wash contaminants from paved areas into the
canyon.

7.3.11 Air Resources

7.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Contemplated use for the Miscellaneous
Site 22 Tract would be little changed from
current unofficial use. Air quality at the tract
would remain unchanged, with concentrations
of criteria pollutants, hazardous and other
chemical pollutants, and radioactive air
pollutants all within Federal and State
standards.

7.3.11.2 Global Climate Change
Contemplated land use for the

Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract would be little
changed from its unofficial current use.
Because there would be no heated facilities
and little possible increase in vehicle use,
essentially there would be no emissions of
carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases.

7.3.12 Human Health

7.3.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The consequences for the Proposed
Action Alternative implementation would be
the same as for the No Action Alternative.
The public could be in closer proximity to
LANL but not closer than the offsite MEI
with respect to the LANL operations
producing the radioactive air emissions.
Therefore, nonradiological and radiological
doses would be the same as for the No Action
Alternative.

7.3.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as in the No Action Alternative. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by potential
chemical accidents would be below both
ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time air plume
reached Site 22, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

7.3.12.3 Radiological Accidents
The Miscellaneous Site 22 Tract has only

one planned use subsequent to land transfer,
namely, continued use as a commercial
storage facility. The MEI dose assessment
would be the same as in the No Action
Alternative; MEI doses would be greater than
500 millirem for 3 of 13 scenarios. The
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF would also remain as in the No
Action Alternative (that is, both would remain
zero).

7.3.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as in the No Action Alternative. Neither the
wildfire nor any of the earthquakes would
have chemical consequences, even under
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adverse weather dispersion conditions. The
MEI dose resulting from the postulated
wildfire would be less than 0.1 rem; the
maximum dose from the most severe
earthquake would be nearly 100 rem.
However, because there is no planned
development of this tract, and hence there
would be no workers or residents, the
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF would both be zero for all five
natural event accident scenarios.

7.3.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated land use
estimate that air emissions and hazardous
chemical and radiological releases from
LANL operations would be expected to be
within regulatory limits and that no excess
LCFs would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations with regard to
implementing the contemplated land uses on
the tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing either of the proposed
alternatives would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, very modest economic benefits
could arise from site improvement and use.
Any impacts would be positive and would not
disproportionately affect any single group.

7.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

Because there would be no change in the
use of this land tract, neither the actual
conveyance or transfer nor the future use
would cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources.

7.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

Because there would be no change in the
use of this land tract, neither the actual
conveyance or transfer nor the future use
would cause any adverse environmental
impacts.

7.3.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

Because there would be no change in the
use of this land tract, neither the actual
conveyance or transfer nor the future use
would cause any specific impacts on short-
term uses of the environment. Similarly,
because this tract is already developed, there
would be no impact to the long-term
ecological productivity of the area.
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8.0  MISCELLANEOUS MANHATTAN MONUMENT TRACT

Because the Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument Tract is small, solely used for an
historic monument, and is not contemplated
to change under any of the alternatives, the
discussions of transportation, infrastructure,
noise, visual resources, socioeconomics,
ecological resources, cultural resources,
geology and soils, water resources, air
resources, human health, and environmental
justice were rolled into the overall discussion
where relevant, or otherwise, omitted entirely.

8.1 Affected Environment
The Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument

Tract contains no potential release sites
(PRSs) within its boundaries, and the only
structure on the tract is the monument itself.

The Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument
Tract is located on less than 0.5 acre
(0.2 hectare) adjacent to Ashley Pond in
the center of the Los Alamos townsite (see
Figure 8.1-1) (DOE 1998b). Access to the site
is available from Trinity Drive.

Although no longer associated with any
LANL operations, the plaque within the
monument structure commemorates the
location of the Los Alamos Ranch School ice
house where components for the atomic bomb

were inspected and assembled. Standard
utilities, gas, water, electricity, and sewers are
available to the site. The Miscellaneous
Manhattan Monument Tract is situated in an
urbanized portion of the townsite and
contains no sensitive habitat. The Manhattan
Monument is, however, a contributing
element of the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory National Historic Landmark,
which was created in 1966. Other
contributing elements of the landmark in the
vicinity include Fuller Lodge, the Historical
Museum, private residences on “Bathtub
Row,” and a stone powerhouse.

The site is one feature of the surrounding
park used by local business people, families,
and tourists. Adjacent land uses include
County offices, banking, and retail
businesses. Although the area is used as open
space, no historic trails or other formal
recreational opportunities exist at the site
(LANL 1998c).

8.2 No Action Alternative
There would be no anticipated change in

land use at the Miscellaneous Manhattan
Monument Tract, as currently described
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under the No Action Alternative. For historic
preservation purposes, the Miscellaneous
Manhattan Monument Tract would remain the
responsibility of the DOE, and the treatment
of this National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP)-listed resource would continue to be
subject to Federal laws, regulations,
guidelines, and executive orders.

8.3 Proposed Action Alternative
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the transfer
of a contributing element of an NRHP-listed
resource out of the responsibility and
protection of the DOE. Under the Criteria of
Adverse Effect (36 Code of Federal
Regulations [CFR] 800.5(a)(1)), the transfer,
lease, or sale of NRHP-eligible resources is
an adverse effect. Because the Manhattan
Monument is a contributing element of a
NRHP-listed resource, it would be directly
impacted by the Federal action. In addition,
Section 110f of the National Historic
Preservation Act requires that Federal
agencies exercise a higher standard of care
when considering undertakings that may
affect National Historic Landmarks.

Land use proposed for this site would
result in the continued historic preservation of
the tract (PC 1998e and PC 1998f).
Stewardship of the site would require that
landscaping and other routine maintenance
activities be performed on an as-needed basis.
The Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument
Tract would not be further developed, and the
general public would have unrestricted access
to the site and its surrounding area.

No change in land use is contemplated for
the Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument
Tract, and no indirect impacts would be
anticipated. Neither environmental restoration
nor decommissioning is anticipated.

8.3.1 Irreversible And Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Because there would be no change in the
use of this land tract, neither the actual
conveyance nor transfer nor the future use
would cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources.

8.3.2 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

Because there would be no change in the
use of this land tract, neither the actual
conveyance nor transfer nor the future use
would cause any adverse environmental
impacts.

8.3.3 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

Because there would be no change in the
use of this land tract, neither the actual
conveyance nor transfer nor the future use
would cause any specific impacts on short-
term uses of the environment. Similarly,
because this tract is already developed, there
would be no impact to the long-term
ecological productivity of the area.
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9.0  DP ROAD TRACT

9.1 Affected Environment

9.1.1 Land Use
The DP Road Tract is located between the

western boundary of Technical Area (TA) 21
and the major commercial districts of the Los
Alamos townsite and is near the currently
active operations of LANL (see
Figure 9.1.1-1, DP Road Tract Layout). The
tract is approximately 50 acres (20 hectares).
The western section of the tract contains two
structures on approximately 2 acres
(0.8 hectare), one of which houses a major
portion of the LANL archives. Approximately
26 acres (10.5 hectares) of relatively level
land is covered with native vegetation.
Portions of DP Canyon and BV Canyon
(which flows into Los Alamos Canyon) are
within the tract boundaries and include areas
generally too steep for development (slopes
greater than 20 degrees). Access into the site
is from Trinity Drive onto DP Road.

Vegetation at the site includes ponderosa
pine forest and pinyon-juniper woodlands,
both with open shrub, grasslands, and
wildflower areas. The DP Road Tract also
contains potentially sensitive wildlife habitat.

With the exception of the buildings
already mentioned, there are no other
permanent buildings within the boundaries of
the DP Road Tract (DOE 1998b). However,
adjacent land use includes various businesses
along DP Road. The Knights of Columbus
building stands just off the intersection of DP
Road and Trinity Drive on the north side of
DP Road. Several hundred yards
(approximately 365 meters) of vacant land lie
between this building and the Los Alamos
Fire Department training facility. The north
leg of the DP Road Tract continues east into
DP Canyon, between businesses along DP
Road and residences along East Road.

In the past, portions of the DP Road Tract
were used for LANL fueling facilities (north)
and for a trailer park and playground area
(south). Currently, there is no LANL activity
within the tract with the exception of archive
storage. A short trail crosses the southeast
“thumb-shaped” part of the tract and provides
access from DP Road to the old Los Alamos
Ranch Trail, which crosses along the north
side of Los Alamos Canyon (see
Figure 3.2.1-2 in Chapter 3). The trail is
sometimes used for hiking. There are no other
recreational opportunities at the site.
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Structures or facilities that are associated
with Federal, State, or local permits are
located on or near the DP Road Tract.
Examples of such facilities or structures are
air monitoring stations and wastewater
discharge outfalls. Radiation stations are
located on or near the tract. Figure 9.1.1-2
shows the location of these facilities relative
to the DP Road Tract.

9.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
There are 10 potential release sites

(PRSs), 10 DOE-owned structures, and
2 canyon systems on this tract. Eight of the
PRSs have been categorized as surface units,
and two as subsurface units. Nine PRSs have
had some sampling and characterization, with
the detection of metals, organic chemicals,
and radioactive isotopes. Structures include
two large archive buildings, six simple
storage sheds, one transportainer, and a
backflow preventer, which is part of the water
supply system. A portion of DP Canyon is
included in this tract.

Figure 9.1.1.1-1 shows areas with
potential contamination issues (PCIs) within
this tract, as well as areas with no known
contamination. PCI acreage is estimated to
total 18 acres (7 hectares). The north and
south legs of the tract appear to have no PCIs.

9.1.2 Transportation
An existing collector road, DP Road

serves this tract (see Figure 9.1.1-1). This
collector road has the capability to service
approximately 2,000 passenger cars per hour
(pcph) in both directions. DP Road can be
accessed from Trinity Drive, a four-lane
major road west of DP Road, and from the
east by a two-lane street, East Road.

Trinity Drive currently has an
approximate capacity of 7,200 pcph, and East
Road has a capacity of approximately
2,400 pcph. Data provided by the County of
Los Alamos show that Trinity Drive at East
Road carried approximately 1,100 vehicles in

the peak hour near the vicinity of DP Road in
January 1998. The average annual traffic on
Trinity Road at East Road near the site is
approximately 10,350 vehicles per day. This
results in a level of service (LOS) D for the
two-lane street, which is defined as below
average operating conditions approaching
“stop and go” traffic flow. The two-lane
section of these roads was evaluated because
it is the constraint for roadway operation.

Increasing Trinity Drive at East Road
traffic to account for expected growth in the
area over the next 20 years degrades the
operation to LOS E in the year 2018. This
LOS represents the maximum capacity of the
road and is the operating condition just prior
to traffic jam conditions.

The existing intersection of DP Road and
Trinity Drive is a blind curve. Westbound
Trinity Drive traffic, transitioning to a one-
lane section at this location, does not have a
clear view of eastbound traffic. The allowable
room for turning onto DP Road and from DP
Road onto Trinity Drive is currently
insufficient, and the turn lane configuration
can be confusing.

9.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 9.1.3-1 shows the location of

structures, roads, and utility lines for the
DP Road Tract. Industrial and security fence
lines are shown on Figure 9.1.3-2. The tract is
largely undeveloped, containing only two
major structures, located at the west end of
the tract. One structure houses the LANL
archives, while a LANL subcontractor,
Johnson Controls Northern New Mexico
(JCINNM), uses the other. DP Road bisects
the tract, but most of the area has no paved
roads.

All utilities are available to this site. A
natural gas supply line passes close to the
boundary of the site near the southwest
corner. Electrical power is available to the
site. A water supply line enters the tract at the
southwest boundary. A radioactive liquid
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waste (RLW) line traverses the southern leg
of the tract. The RLW line currently is
scheduled to be cleaned and plugged. This
tract is not metered separately for any
utilities, and no figures for current utility
usage are available.

9.1.4 Noise
Ambient noise levels for the DP Road

Tract are affected primarily by vehicles using
DP Road and Trinity Drive. The intersection
of these two roads is congested at times, as an
estimated 10,000 to 11,000 vehicles per day
travel along Trinity Drive at this point. There
are light industrial and commercial activities
along the road, but the contribution of these
activities is minor compared to noise from
traffic.

Noise measurements have been taken for
the DP Road Tract as part of a biological
assessment of the impacts of land disposal
and use upon threatened and endangered
species (the Mexican spotted owl). All
measurements were done in the C-weighted
decibel (dBC) scale, because this scale better
represents sounds heard by animals than the
A-weighted decibel (dBA) scale does.
Background noise was determined to average
66 dBC (48 dBA) (DOE 1997a, page 24).

9.1.5 Visual Resources
The DP Road Tract includes areas that are

covered with vegetation as well as some areas
with development (primarily along DP Road).
The land is forested but fairly common in
terms of visual character. Views to the site are
primarily from DP Road, TA 2, and
developed areas south of East Road located to
the north of the tract. There are views of
mountains looking east and west on DP Road.
There are some views from the edge of the
mesas into adjacent canyons, although these
views often are obstructed by vegetation. This
tract was analyzed by assigning two rating
units to the tract based roughly on the areas
with manmade modifications or lack of

modifications within the tract. Rating Unit 1
includes the area adjacent to the DP Road and
the area referred to as “West” where the
archives are located. Rating Unit 2 includes
the areas referred to as “North” and “South”
but is exclusive of the area directly adjacent
to the road.

After scenic quality, distance zone, and
sensitivity components were combined using
the Inventory Class Matrix, it was determined
that the areas in Rating Unit 1 of the tract fall
into Scenic Class III, and the areas in Rating
Unit 2 fall into Scenic Class IV. These classes
represent moderate and low public value for
the visual resources, respectively.

9.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer. This
tract is primarily used to house the LANL
archives. There is little other ongoing
development on the land and little or no
employment associated with activities on this
tract.

9.1.7 Ecological Resources
Vegetation present on the DP Road Tract

is primarily ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-
juniper woodland, both containing open
shrub, grassland, and wildflower areas. Most
of the tract has been disturbed by previous
industrial activities, and at one time it
contained a trailer park and a playground.
Flora and fauna are characteristic of the
region. At least 30 mammal species, including
15 bat species, 80 bird species, 7 reptile and
amphibian species, and 154 plant species are
present in the vicinity of the tract. Several
large game animals, including elk, mule deer,
and black bear, use the area. There is no
identified floodplain within the DP Road
Tract. Adjacent Los Alamos Canyon is a
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perennial water source, flowing a few cubic
feet per second during most of the year, that
supports stretches of riverine and palustrine
wetlands. The tract contains suitable habitat
for the American peregrine falcon, bald eagle,
and Mexican spotted owl. Mexican spotted
owl and American peregrine falcon areas of
environmental interest (AEIs) are present
within the land tract. Noise in the vicinity of
the DP Road Tract results from road traffic on
East Road, Trinity Drive, and DP Road and
from business operations conducted in the
area. DP Road is lit at night by security
lighting and by commercial lighting from
adjacent developed areas.

Biological assessments have been
prepared for four other projects within or
adjacent to the tract area. Determinations for
these projects were a “may affect, but not
likely to adversely affect species of Federal
protection or concern.” Additionally, a
biological assessment was prepared for a land
lease in upper Los Alamos Canyon. The
determination for that project also was “may
affect, but not likely to adversely affect
federally protected species.” The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) concurred
with each determination of effect based upon
the specific proposals for site uses and
mitigations considered for implementation.

9.1.8 Cultural Resources
The DP Road Tract was used from the

Coalition period through the Nuclear Energy
period. Prior to DOE use, this tract was part
of the Ramon Vigil Spanish land grant. The
ROI for this tract includes the land tract itself,
plus nearby cultural resources located off the
tract. For this tract, these nearby resources are
located on LANL and privately held lands.

One hundred percent of the DP Road
Tract has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric cultural resources. One National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible
prehistoric site has been recorded within the
tract. Historic resources include two Cold

War era structures that have been evaluated as
potentially NRHP eligible. There is a
potential for unidentified resources, including
subsurface archaeological deposits and
unrecorded burials.

There are no known traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) located within the DP Road
Tract. Consultations to identify TCP
resources have not been conducted. TCPs
would not be anticipated on developed
portions of the tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the DP Road Tract is presented
in Appendix E of this CT EIS.

9.1.9 Geology and Soils
The boundaries of the DP Road Tract

include areas too steep for development, and
the majority of the developable portions of the
tract have been disturbed previously by
various surface activities (DOE 1999c).
Although the tract is heavily developed, it is
typified by the Pogna fine sandy loam soil
type and steep rock outcrops along the canyon
rim. Outcrops are the upper member of the
Bandelier Tuff (Tshirege), typical of the
Pajarito Plateau. No major surface faulting is
evident at the tract, but fracturing along the
canyon edge is common in the area. Existing
structures are vulnerable to greater than
magnitude 7 seismic events (as registered on
the Richter scale), and given the sparse
vegetation and heavy development, wildfire
episodes may have little impact on any
increased soil erosion.

9.1.10 Water Resources
The tract is located on the mesa top above

Los Alamos Canyon, which is ephemeral
drainage in this vicinity. One arm of the tract
is in the head of DP Canyon, another
ephemeral drainage. DP Canyon receives
stormwater runoff from the Los Alamos
townsite via a storm drain at the head of the
canyon. There are no known springs or
wetlands within the tract. There are no
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National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)-permitted outfalls within
the tract. There are no regional aquifer
groundwater test or supply wells within the
tract or within a distance of 0.5 mile
(0.8 kilometer).

There are no stream gages or established
surface water or groundwater monitoring
stations located within the DP Road Tract.
The closest environmental monitoring
locations maintained by the LANL
Environmental Surveillance and Compliance
Program are for surface water and shallow
groundwater in Los Alamos Canyon and for
intermediate perched groundwater
downstream in DP Canyon and do not pertain
to water quality or quantity associated with
this tract.

The DP Road Tract does not lie within the
100-year or 500-year floodplains as modeled
by LANL for Los Alamos and DP Canyons.

9.1.11 Air Resources
Air quality at the DP Road Tract is

primarily affected by LANL operations at
TA 21 east of the tract and at the Los Alamos
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) facility
on the mesa immediately to the south.
Pollutant contributions also arise from
vehicles using DP Road and Trinity Drive,
commercial activities along DP Road, and the
commercial and residential activities of the
Los Alamos townsite.

The DP Road Tract is part of New Mexico
Region 3, an attainment area that meets
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for criteria pollutants. Except for
small amounts of carbon monoxide and ozone
resulting from hydrocarbons emitted from
motor vehicles, there are no sources of criteria
pollutants within the tract itself.

Concentrations of chemicals at the tract
are the result of other nearby activities.
Commercial activities at the DP Road Tract
result in minor emissions of hazardous and
other chemical pollutants. Analysis shows

that about 130 different chemicals have been
or are being used at TA 21, and about 90 at
LANSCE. (The tract also abuts the TA 2
Omega West reactor, on the floor of Los
Alamos Canyon; but there are no emissions of
chemical air pollutants from this
“mothballed” facility.) For chemical
emissions from activities at both of these
technical areas, however, short-term
exposures resulting from inhalation of
chemical air pollutants at points along the
current boundaries of the technical areas were
all estimated to be less than health-based
standards, and there are no anticipated
adverse health effects. Likewise, long-term
exposures (for sensitive receptors in Los
Alamos and nearby areas) also were estimated
to be less than health-based standards
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

Analyses for doses from radioactive air
pollutants indicate that air concentrations at
the DP Road Tract would deliver a dose of
approximately 1.5 millirem per year to people
residing there year-round, or about 15 percent
of the EPA standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).
There are no emissions of radioactive air
pollutants from activities at the tract itself.

9.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
With the exception of two buildings

(where LANL archives are stored and
JCINNM employees work), there are no
structures or operations within the boundaries
of the DP Road Tract. Thus, water and space
heating and use of government vehicles
comprise the only sources of greenhouse gas
emissions on the tract. Carbon dioxide
emissions are estimated to be less than
400 tons (363 metric tons) per year.

9.1.12 Human Health

9.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the DP Road Tract

This tract is farther than the LANL offsite
maximally exposed individual (MEI) is from
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LANSCE and is in a more westerly direction
from it. As a result, radiological doses are
lower at this tract than for the MEI. The
LANL SWEIS projects doses to the MEI of
3.1 millirem at the Small Business Center
Annex (on East Gate Drive), and
approximately 1.5 millirem at the DP Road
Tract (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). The DP Road
Tract lies near one of LANL’s one-half mile
radiation site evaluation circles (See
Figure 9.1.12.1-1) due to activities at TA 21’s
neighboring Tritium Systems Test Assembly
(TSTA) and Tritium Science and Fabrication
Facility. The radiation site evaluation circles
were included in LANL’s 1990 Site
Development Plan (LANL 1990). These
circles were intended to be used as planning
tools for site developers and other project
managers responsible for siting new facilities
or operations to inform them of the presence
of existing radiation sources and the need to
evaluate their proposed action(s) against this
information. The circles are not representative
of a particular dose of radiation to the DP
Road Tract under either normal or accident
conditions, and are noted herein for the
purposes of disclosure with regard to the
nearest radiation source location relative to
the tract. The quantities of radioactive
material and other sources of radiation
identified by these radiation evaluation circles
were evaluated in the 1999 LANL SWEIS, as
previously discussed.

Background radiation doses would remain
the same as for the Los Alamos townsite.
There are no radiological sources present on
this tract. Not all of the potential
contamination areas have been fully
characterized.

9.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the DP Road
Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via the airborne pathway in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown not
to be significant for the affected environment

(DOE 1999c). No nonradiological emission
sources exist on this tract other than those
associated with building infrastructure and
mobile sources due to vehicular traffic.
Nonradiological PRSs present on this tract
have been cleaned up, and no further action
(NFA) reports have been submitted to the
New Mexico Environment Department
(NMED) for approval with the intent to
remove the PRSs from the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
permit.

Two of the three types of natural disasters
postulated in the LANL SWEIS could occur
on this land (seismic event and wildfire).
However, no known hazardous materials are
present on this tract that could pose a risk
during a natural disaster.

9.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached the DP
Road Tract, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the SWEIS,
as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12.
Using data from the LANL SWEIS, doses to
the MEI at the DP Road Tract have been
estimated for each of these, as shown in
Table 9.1.12.3-1.

Because there are no residents and no
public workers at the tract, the estimated tract
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Table 9.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses at the DP Road Tract Resulting from Hypothetical
Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY

FREQUENCY
PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE
(mrem)

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-2 55
Fire in the outdoor container storage

area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 21,000 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 42
Power excursion at the Godiva-IV

fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 5 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 260
Fire in the outdoor container storage

area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 70 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-content

drum of transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 44
Puncture or drop of high-content

drum of transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 10,000
Seismic-initiated explosion of a
plutonium-containing assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 62
Plutonium release from irradiation

experiment at the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 80 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 1,400 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 4 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research;
TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project

collective dose and estimated excess latent
cancer fatality (LCF) are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe earthquake (accident SITE-03B) has
an estimated frequency of 3 x 10-5 per year, or
once every 330,000 years. The postulated
earthquake would release chemicals from a
number of facilities, including formaldehyde
from the Health Research Laboratory
(Building 43-01)and chlorine from the

chlorinating station within the Los Alamos
townsite (Building 00-1109). As discussed
above, earthquakes would have no estimated
chemical consequences at the DP Road Tract.
The most severe postulated earthquake would
release significant quantities of radioactive
materials from several buildings, especially
from the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Building (Building 03-29).
Radiological consequences are estimated to
result in a maximum dose of approximately
60 Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at the
tract.
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The postulated site wildfire would burn
about 8,000 acres (3,240 hectares) within
LANL boundaries, or about 30 percent of
LANL, including most of Mortandad Canyon
and parts of Los Alamos and DP Canyons
east of TA 21. Chemical releases would be
less severe than in the postulated earthquake
scenarios. The largest quantities of
radioactive materials would be released from
the transuranic (TRU) waste storage domes at
Area G. The maximum dose at DP Road
Tract is estimated to be less than 0.1 rem.
Such a wildfire has an estimated frequency of
0.1 per year, or once every 10 years.

Because there are no residents and no
public workers at the tract, the estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF are
both zero for all five natural event accident
scenarios.

9.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

9.2 No Action Alternative

9.2.1 Land Use
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use within the
DP Road Tract. No additional construction or
abandonment of roads or utilities are planned
within the tract; the undeveloped portions of
the tract would remain so. Similarly, there
would no anticipated change to access to or
within the site.

9.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan

focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006. The plan includes input from
all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the DP Road Tract, as
briefly discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 9.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be
generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates that PRS
cleanup is likely to include four removal
actions and in situ containment for two
former disposal areas. An undetermined
number of structures could be razed, and
contaminated sediments would likely need to
be removed from both canyon systems.
Cleanup of PRSs may require about 7 years
for the longest cleanup segment. (Multiple
sites can be restored simultaneously, so
cleanup duration is determined by the site that
requires the most time.) The 10 DOE
structures (including the two buildings) are
assumed to remain intact. Waste volumes are
projected to range up to about 2,970 cubic
yards (2,260 cubic meters). Cost estimates for
remedial action at this parcel range from
about $26,986,000 to $29,070,000. These
estimates are based on the information
currently available for each PRS or structure,
and are subject to change if significantly
different information is discovered during the
course of investigation or remediation. It
should be noted that all PRSs, including those
at which no remediation is ultimately
required, must be characterized, and the
results must be reported to the administrative
authority. As a consequence, there are almost
always costs and wastes associated with PRSs
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that do not require actual “cleanup.” Although
different cleanup approaches have been
identified, it is possible that the administrative
authority could require additional actions,
resulting in greater waste volumes, a longer
cleanup duration, and greater costs. It also
should be noted that environmental
restoration actions and costs represent only a
portion of the actions and total costs that may
be required for conveyance and transfer of
this parcel. These additional costs may be
significant.

9.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
DP Road near the tract. It is expected that the
future operational performance of DP Road
and Trinity Drive would remain similar to
that of the existing performance.

9.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would not

result in any substantial changes in the
infrastructure or utilities of this tract. The
LANL archives would continue to occupy the
building in which it is currently located, and
JCINNM would continue to use the other
building. No appreciable change in utility
usage is expected.

9.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, the DP

Road Tract would continue in an undeveloped
state. Ambient noises remain the same as
today, determined by the amount of traffic on
DP Road. Background noise levels would be
expected to continue at about 50 dBA.

9.2.5 Visual Resources
It is expected that the visual resources of

the tract would remain unchanged under the
No Action Alternative.

9.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

9.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at the
DP Road Tract, as described in Section 9.1.1.
Therefore, no impact to ecological resources
are projected under the No Action
Alternative.

9.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

DP Road Tract would remain the
responsibility of the DOE, and the treatment
of any cultural resources present would
continue to be subject to Federal laws,
regulations, guidelines, executive orders, and
Pueblo Accords. The use of potentially
eligible buildings would continue, and these
structures would not be demolished. Planned
assessment of these structures would
continue, and information would be available
to the DOE to ensure stewardship of these
resources. Other positive impacts of the No
Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of resources due to lack of
development. Ongoing negative impacts from
natural processes (such as erosion, fire,
seismic events, and aging of buildings) on the
physical integrity of cultural resources would
continue.

9.2.9 Geology and Soils
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use within the
DP Road Tract as currently described. No
additional construction or abandonment of
roads or utilities are planned within the tract;
the undeveloped portions of the tract would
remain so.
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9.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current use of this

tract by the DOE would be anticipated under
this alternative. Consequences to water
resources under the No Action Alternative
would be no different than those already
existing in the affected environment.

9.2.11 Air Resources
As currently is the case, there would be no

emissions of hazardous or other chemical
pollutants or radioactive air pollutants from
activities at the tract. Accordingly, air quality
at the DP Road Tract would be affected
primarily by LANL operations at TA 21 to
the east and at the LANSCE on the mesa
immediately to the south. Pollutant
contributions also would arise from vehicles
using DP Road and Trinity Drive, commercial
activities along DP Road, and commercial
and residential activities of the Los Alamos
townsite.

The dominant source of criteria pollutants
would continue to be traffic along Trinity
Drive and DP Road. Analyses show that
ambient air quality would remain within
standards established by EPA and the State of
New Mexico for criteria pollutants
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

Commercial activities at the DP Road
Tract would result in no emissions of
hazardous and other chemical pollutants, so
concentrations of these chemicals at the tract
would be the result of other activities. Data
show that about 130 different chemicals have
been or are being used at TA 21, and about 90
at the LANSCE. (The tract also abuts the
TA 2 Omega West reactor, on the floor of
Los Alamos Canyon, but there would be no
emissions of chemical air pollutants from this
idle facility.) For chemical emissions from
activities at both of these technical areas,
however, short-term exposures resulting from
inhalation of chemical air pollutants at points
along the current boundaries of the technical
areas would be estimated to be less than

health-based standards. Likewise, long-term
exposures (for sensitive receptors in Los
Alamos and nearby areas) also would be
estimated to be less than health-based
standards (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

Analyses for doses from radioactive air
pollutants indicate that air concentrations at
the DP Road Tract would deliver a dose of
approximately 2.5 millirem per year to people
residing there year-round, or about one-fourth
of the EPA standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).
There would be no emissions of radioactive
air pollutants from activities at the tract itself.

9.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
There would be no changes in land use

under the No Action Alternative, and the two
facilities and associated use of government
vehicles would remain the only sources of
greenhouse gases. Emissions estimates would
remain at today’s levels of less than 400 tons
(363 metric tons) of carbon dioxide annually.

9.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences of the No Action
Alternative for the DP Road Tract. No
changes in cancer risk should be expected for
this alternative. Radiation doses received at
this tract would be estimated to increase from
approximately 1.5 millirem (today’s levels) to
approximately 2.5 millirem per year
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). No significant
nonradiological increases in exposures would
be expected. It is presumed that visitors
would have adequate time to evacuate the
premises for wildfires. Because warnings are
usually not given for seismic events, the
human health impacts due to seismic events
would likely be greater than the other two
natural disasters. The primary type of human
health risk for natural disasters would be
physical injury from building debris. No
changes in cancer risk should be expected for
this alternative.
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9.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For all postulated
accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time the air plume reached the
DP Road Tract, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

9.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. The MEI doses would
be greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS.
The estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero.

9.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. Neither the wildfire
nor any of the earthquakes would have
chemical consequences, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. The MEI dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be less than 0.1 rem; the maximum dose from
the most severe earthquake would be
approximately 60 rem. Because there would
be no residents and no public workers at the
tract, the estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero for
all five natural event accident scenarios.

9.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses estimate that air emissions and

hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations that would
continue under the No Action Alternative
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents at LANL would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts. Employment and expenditures
would remain unchanged from the baseline.

9.3 Proposed Action Alternative

9.3.1 Land Use
Direct consequences of the disposition of

this tract would include the potential
relocation of LANL archives and records
currently being stored in one structure and the
relocation of the site’s environmental media
monitoring stations to LANL land. It is likely
that the record center buildings would remain
on this tract (for example, through a lease-
back arrangement). However, if the archives
have to be relocated, they could be moved to
existing buildings on other parts of LANL
property, to other buildings leased from the
County or private landowners, or a new
storage building could be constructed. Any
decision regarding construction of new
facilities would be preceded by appropriate
NEPA review. The direct consequences of the
potential relocation of the archives, associated
employees, and the monitoring station are
minor and bounded by the indirect
consequences. Therefore, the potential direct
consequences of the transfer of ownership of
the tract will not be discussed for each
resource area other than those associated with
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potential loss of Federal protection of cultural
and ecological resources (see Sections 9.3.7
and 9.3.8, respectively).

Indirect consequences would be
anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections.

9.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

The following paragraphs provide a
description of the contemplated land uses.
Land uses identified for the DP Road Tract
include industrial and commercial
development (see Figure 9.3.1.1-1) or
commercial and residential development (see
Figure 9.3.1.1-2).

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

Under the industrial and commercial
development land use scenario,
approximately 21 acres (9 hectares) of level
acreage would be developed for heavy
commercial and industrial land use. The
remaining approximately 5 acres (2 hectares)
of level area would be developed for
commercial office space.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Another possible scenario would include
some of the above uses and the development
of area at the tract as a trailer park for
residential use. No specific proposal for reuse
of the existing LANL archive buildings is
identified. The area could be used for
commercial and industrial warehouses,
offices, and administrative purposes, or the
buildings could be razed (Figure 9.3.1.1-2).
Table 9.3.1.1-1 and Table 9.3.1.1-2
summarize the attributes of the contemplated
land uses for the DP Road Tract.

Table 9.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the DP Road Tract

Under the Industrial and
Commercial Land Use Scenario

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

• Approximately 21 acres (9 hectares) would be
developed for heavy commercial and
industrial land use.

• Approximately 5 acres (2 hectares) would be
developed for office space.

• Remaining 24 acres (10 hectares) are too steep
to be developed.

• When fully developed, land would be
occupied by 40 new businesses with 900 total
employees and 24 vehicles.

Table 9.3.1.1-2.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the DP Road Tract

Under the Commercial and
Residential Land Use Scenario

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT

• Approximately 20 acres (8 hectares) would be
developed as a trailer park (mobile homes).

• Approximately 6 acres (2 hectares) would be
developed for office space.

• Remaining 24 acres (10 hectares) are too steep
to be developed.

• When fully developed, the trailer park would
be home to 160 mobile homes, 400 new
residents, and 330 personal vehicles.

• When fully developed, the tract would be
occupied by 10 new businesses with 225 total
employees.
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9.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Development locations at the tract are
limited by topography. Land use on the
relatively level portions of the tract would
change from previously disturbed, but mostly
undeveloped, buffer land. The anticipated
change in land use, as described for the
industrial and commercial or the commercial
and residential development scenarios, would
be compatible with both existing and adjacent
land use.

9.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional restoration actions would be

required under the Proposed Action
Alternative because restoration activities must
occur before the tract would be considered
suitable for conveyance or transfer.
Restoration may occur under an accelerated
schedule.

9.3.2 Transportation

9.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

The industrial and commercial
development land use scenario anticipates
development of additional office and
industrial facilities along DP Road. The
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
land use codes used to estimate the trips
generated by these proposed developments
were 130, industrial park and 750, office park.
These ITE land use codes allow estimation of
the trips generated by these facilities based on
the number of acres proposed for each land
use type.

Table 9.3.2.1-1 shows the number of trips
the ITE Trip Generation Manual (ITE 1997)
estimates would be generated by this
development.

As shown in Table 9.3.2.1-1, the proposed
industrial and commercial development could
add an additional 296 entering trips to DP
Road and Trinity Drive in the weekday
morning peak hour and add an additional 295
exiting trips in the weekday evening peak
hour. This combination of land uses may also
add 2,312 trips on Trinity Drive and East
Road.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The commercial and residential
development land use scenario anticipates
establishment of a trailer park similar to the
one that previously occupied a portion of the
DP Road Tract. A trailer density of 8 per acre
with a total of 160 units is assumed. The
commercial development use is anticipated to
be an office park of 5 acres (2 hectares). The
ITE land use codes used to estimate the trips
generated by these proposed developments
were 240 and 750, respectively.

As shown in the table, the commercial and
residential development could add 155
entering trips to DP Road and Trinity Drive in
the weekday morning peak hour and an
additional 178 exiting trips in the weekday
evening peak hour. This combination of land
uses also may result in an additional 1,941
trips on Trinity Drive and East Road.

Adding these trips to those already on the
transportation network would result in
approximately 12,700 and 12,300 trips on
Trinity Drive and East Road for the industrial
and commercial, and the commercial and
residential land use scenarios, respectively.
The LOS for the two-lane section of Trinity
Drive and East Road is LOS E in the year
2018 for both of these combinations of land
uses. This LOS represents the maximum
capacity of the road and is the operating
condition just prior to traffic jam conditions.
It is likely that the DP Road-Trinity Drive
intersection would not be adequate in its
current configuration, and reconstruction of
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Table 9.3.2.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Traffic for the Contemplated
Land Use for the DP Road Tract

ITE ESTIMATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

Morning Peak
Hour Trips

Evening Peak
Hour Trips

Saturday Peak
Hour Trips

Land Use

ITE
Land
Use

Code

24 Hour
Two-
Way

Volume Enter Exit Enter Exit Enter Exit

Industrial –
21 acres (9
hectares)

130 1,311 175 36 46 172 31 66

Office – 5 acres
(2 hectares)

750 1,001 121 11 22 123 9 3

Total 2,312 296 47 68 295 40 69

ITE ESTIMATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

Residential –
20 acres
(8 hectares)

240 770 13 51 56 34 46 40

Office – 6 acres
(2 hectares)

750 1,171 142 12 25 144 11 3

Total 1,941 155 63 81 178 57 43

this intersection would be necessary, possibly
including the addition of a traffic signal.

9.3.3 Infrastructure

9.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

The indirect environmental impacts with
regard to utilities and infrastructure resulting
from this alternative would fall into two
categories: (1) increased utility usage and
(2) ground disturbance resulting from
construction of new facilities. The utility
usage would increase as shown in

Table 9.3.3.1-1. It is not anticipated that these
increases would exceed the capacity of any
utility in the region. Installation of new utility
facilities and upgrades to existing ones would
require creation of trenches and access and
maintenance roads. The construction of roads,
parking areas, and buildings, and extension of
utility lines would cause soil disturbance.
Refer to Section 9.3.9 of this chapter for
detail on impacts resulting from ground
disturbance from new construction.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The indirect environmental impacts with
regard to utilities and infrastructure resulting
from this alternative would fall into two
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Table 9.3.3.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for the Industrial and Commercial
Land Use Scenario on the DP Road Tract

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(BAYO)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated annual
increase

0.4 2.3 22 (623) 20 (76) 9 (34) 44 (40)

Available system
capacity

5 277 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 135 (511) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year, mgy = million gallons per year,
tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year

categories: (1) increased utility usage and
(2) ground disturbance resulting from
construction of new facilities. The utility
usage would increase as shown in
Table 9.3.3.1-2. It is not anticipated that these
increases would exceed the capacity of any
utility in the region.

Installation of new utility facilities and
upgrades to existing ones would require
creation of trenches and access/maintenance
roads. The construction of roads, parking
areas and buildings, and extension of utility
lines would cause soil disturbance. Refer to
Section 9.3.9 for detail on impacts resulting
from ground disturbance from new
construction.

9.3.4 Noise

9.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

This development is estimated to result in
an increase of as many as 900 new direct jobs
(DOE 1997a, page 1), which would increase
traffic flow. Maximum noise from traffic
would not be expected to increase
significantly, but traffic noises would likely
be present for a greater portion of the day as

the new employees arrive at work, exit and
return from lunch, perform daily errands, and
return home in the afternoon.

Construction of the new commercial and
industrial facilities would, however, increase
ambient noise levels along DP Road.
Construction of new facilities would entail
ground clearing, excavation, laying of
foundations, erection, and finishing work.
The use of heavy equipment such as front-end
loaders, concrete mixers, and jackhammers
would produce noise levels ranging from 74
to 95 dBA at a distance of 50 feet (15 meters)
from the construction site. (DOE 1997a,
page 36).

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Commercial and residential development
would represent no appreciable difference in
ambient noise levels. As a temporary activity,
construction would be expected to increase
noise levels from 74 to 95 dBA at a distance
of 50 feet (15 meters) from the construction
site. This noise would be present for longer
times during the day because more vehicles
would be using DP Road. Once development
construction activities have been completed,
however, ambient noise levels should return
to about 50 dBA.
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Table 9.3.3.1-2.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for the Commercial and
Residential Land Use Scenario on the DP Road Tract

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(BAYO)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated annual
increase

0.3 1.6 26 (736) 21 (79) 10 (38) 155 (140)

Available system
capacity

5 277 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 135 (511) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year, mgy = million gallons per year,
tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year

9.3.5 Visual Resources

9.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Contemplated uses include industrial and
commercial uses or commercial and
residential uses. These uses would result in
similar impacts. The current moderate public
value for the Scenic Class III visual resources
and low public value for the Scenic Class IV
visual resources would be maintained or
improved through planned development. No
major impacts to the current visual resources
would be anticipated.

9.3.6 Socioeconomics

9.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

The use of this tract for industrial and
commercial uses would generate additional
employment in the ROI, which would
increase ROI income. There would be minor
temporary increases in employment resulting
from construction of new facilities. This
would, in turn, generate increases in regional
income. These changes would be temporary,

lasting only the duration of the construction
period. Because the majority of the jobs
would be filled by the existing ROI labor
force, there would be no increase in ROI
population or impact on housing demand or
public services.

Once the new facilities were operational,
there would be additional increases in ROI
employment and income. Approximately 900
workers would be employed on the tract, and
a total of 1,200 jobs would be generated in
the ROI, which in turn would increase ROI
income. Because these jobs would be filled
by the existing ROI labor force, there would
be no impact on area population or increase in
the demand for housing or public services in
the ROI.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Under this scenario, the impacts from
construction would be similar to the industrial
and commercial development scenario.
However, fewer long-term jobs would be
generated because there would be fewer
businesses on the land. Approximately 225
workers would be employed on the tract, and
a total of 370 jobs would be generated in the
ROI, which in turn would increase ROI
income. Because these jobs would be filled
by the existing ROI labor force, there would
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be no impact on area population or increase in
the demand for housing or public services in
the ROI.

9.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern DOE
activities.

9.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

Approximately 26 acres (11 hectares) of
ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-juniper
woodland (both containing open shrub,
grassland, and wildflower areas) would be
lost under full buildout of commercial and
residential or and industrial and commercial
development. Highly mobile wildlife species
or wildlife species with large home ranges
(such as deer, elk, and birds) would be able to
relocate to adjacent undeveloped areas.
However, successful relocation may not occur
due to competition for resources to support
the increased population and the carrying
capacity limitations of areas outside the
proposed development area. Species
relocation may result in additional pressure to
lands already at or near carrying capacity.
The impacts could include overgrazing,
stress, and overwintering mortality. For
less-mobile species (reptiles, amphibians, and
small mammals), direct mortality could occur
during the actual construction event or
ultimately result from habitat alteration.
Acreage used for the development also would
be lost as potential hunting habitat for raptors
and other predators. In addition to the area to
be disturbed, there would be a decrease in
quality of the habitat immediately adjacent to
the proposed development due to increased

noise level, traffic, lights, and other human
activity, both pre- and post-construction. One
little-addressed consequence of urban
development is the influence of domestic
animals upon wildlife populations. For
example, free-roaming domestic cats may kill
more than 100 animals each year. Studies
have shown that approximately 60 percent of
the wildlife cats kill are small mammals;
20 percent are birds (predation at bird feeders
can be substantial; one Virginia study
estimated 28 kills per urban cat per year); and
10 percent are amphibians, reptiles, and
insects. Due to the presence of coyotes in the
Los Alamos Canyon area, predation by cats
would tend to be limited to within developed
and closely adjacent natural areas
(Goldsmith et al. 1991; Crooks 1997-98; and
CSBC 1998). Free-ranging domestic dogs are
known to harass and disrupt the activities of
many wildlife species and are documented to
have caused mortality in animals such as deer
and foxes (Goldsmith et al. 1991). The loss of
acreage due to development would result in a
reduction of breeding and foraging habitat for
wildlife currently utilizing the property.

There are three species that are Federal-
listed as threatened or endangered that may
potentially use the DP Road Tract: the bald
eagle, American peregrine falcon, and
Mexican spotted owl. With respect to the bald
eagle, this area has a very low level of
potential use for foraging. Development of
this tract, which is within the AEI for both the
American peregrine falcon and Mexican
spotted owl, could alter foraging behavior of
these species. Loss of the entire tract as
foraging habitat would decrease the total
available Mexican spotted owl, American
peregrine falcon, and bald eagle foraging
habitat by approximately 24 acres
(10 hectares), or 0.9 percent of the available
foraging habitat on DOE-LANL property.
Mexican spotted owl habitat in the Los
Alamos Canyon and Pueblo Canyon AEI and
American peregrine falcon AEI habitat in
Pueblo Canyon would be affected. For the
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Mexican spotted owl, approximately 28 acres
(11 hectares) of core habitat and 25 acres
(10 hectares) of buffer habitat in the Los
Alamos Canyon AEI and approximately
23 acres (9 hectares) of Pueblo Canyon AEI
buffer habitat that overlaps the Los Alamos
Canyon AEI could be affected. American
peregrine falcon AEI core and buffer habitat,
7.5 and 17.0 acres (3 and 7 hectares),
respectively, would be affected by the
Proposed Action Alternative (PC 1999d).
Because direct entry into the adjacent Los
Alamos Canyon habitat is possible by
descending a steep cliff face along an
established trail, increased recreational use is
expected to be occur. Recreational effects to
the adjacent Los Alamos Canyon natural
habitat are projected to occur especially if the
residential use is pursued.

Recreational activities in or near Los
Alamos Canyon wildlife habitat may cause
some animals to alter their activity and
feeding patterns, potentially resulting, for
some species, in increased stress, decreased
reproduction, or the temporary or permanent
abandonment of the affected area.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-
and long-term natural resource management
strategies for the Los Alamos Canyon
watershed.

The LANL Threatened and Endangered
Species Habitat Management Plan would no
longer be in effect for this area—thereby
potentially reducing the protection afforded
threatened and endangered species and their
potential habitat in this area.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The commercial and residential
development scenario would be similar in
impacts to that of the industrial and
commercial development use.

9.3.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer would result from the transfer of
known and unidentified cultural resources out
of the responsibility and protection of the
DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or sale of
NRHP-eligible cultural resources out of
Federal control is an adverse effect. Eligible
cultural resources are present in the DP Road
Tract, and thus could be directly impacted by
the Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing them from future
consideration under the National Historic
Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition of this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
discovered on the tract. This impact would
result from removing these items from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.
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9.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts would be anticipated
from the land uses contemplated for the DP
Road Tract by the receiving parties. The two
land uses identified for the DP Road Tract
include (1) mixed industrial and commercial
development and (2) commercial and
residential development. This analysis reflects
the broad, planning-level impacts anticipated
from each contemplated use.

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

Cultural resources are present in the tract
and adjacent areas that would be impacted by
the contemplated land use scenario.

Industrial and commercial development
would disturb any cultural resources present
due to construction, grading, and trenching.
These impacts would include the potential
destruction of buildings, archaeological sites,
and TCP locations. Resources avoided by
construction may become isolated or have
their setting disturbed by the introduction of
elements out of character with the resource,
such as visual and audible intrusions. The
development of land may cause changes to
the presence or integrity of, or access to
natural resources utilized by traditional
communities for subsistence, religious, or
other cultural activities.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The commercial and residential
development scenario is similar to the
industrial and commercial development
scenario in impacts but includes the
development of a residential trailer park and
additional impacts of access to cultural
resources.

The introduction of additional full-time
residents of the trailer park would increase
access to cultural resources present nearby.
Increased access could cause possible
destruction and damage to resources,

vandalism, unauthorized collection of
materials and artifacts, and disturbance of
traditional practices and ceremonies.

9.3.9 Geology and Soils

9.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Impacts to geology and soils would
consist of disturbing the soil to upgrade
utilities and roadways for the new
development and any removal of existing
structures or constructing of new structures.
Any existing or newly constructed structures
would be vulnerable to greater than
magnitude 7 seismic events and the stability
of the canyon rim must be considered. As
with the No Action Alternative, the sparse
vegetation and heavy development of the tract
would limit any impact on increased soil
erosion due to wildfire.

9.3.10 Water Resources

9.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Both of the contemplated land uses for the
DP Road Tract, a combination of industrial
and commercial uses, or a combination of
commercial and residential uses, would result
in the same indirect consequences.

The contemplated land uses would not
affect groundwater quality or quantity
beneath the tract, but any associated increased
water usage may contribute to the overall
regional water level decline and possibly
result in the degradation of water quality
within the aquifer.

Development and construction may
potentially affect surface water quality within
and downstream of the tract. Surface water
quality may be impacted if motor oil,
gasoline, or other such contaminants wash
from paved areas into the drainage during
storm events. Also, runoff may have more
erosive power if it is flowing across areas that
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have been denuded, thereby transporting
more sediment into the drainage.

9.3.11 Air Resources

9.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

One possibility is for the DP Road Tract
to be developed both commercially (such as
office buildings) and industrially. It is
assumed, however, that there would be no
substantial emissions of hazardous or other
chemical pollutants or radioactive air
pollutants from new activities at the tract.
Accordingly, air quality at the DP Road Tract
would continue to be primarily affected by
offsite activities such as vehicle emissions
and by LANL operations at TA 21 to the east
of the tract and at the LANSCE facility on the
mesa immediately to the south.

The dominant source of criteria pollutants
would continue to be traffic along Trinity
Drive and DP Road, which would increase
under this development scenario. However, it
is unlikely that these additions to regional
activity would cause significant increases in
ambient air concentrations of criteria
pollutants. Ambient air quality should remain
within standards established by EPA and the
State of New Mexico for criteria pollutants.

Assuming that commercial and industrial
activities at the DP Road Tract would result
in no substantial emissions of hazardous and
other chemical pollutants, then concentrations
of these chemicals at the tract would be the
result of other offsite activities. Data
demonstrate that about 130 different
chemicals have been or are being used at
TA 21, and about 90 at the LANSCE. (The
tract also abuts the TA 2 Omega West reactor,
on the floor of Los Alamos Canyon, but there
would be no emissions of chemical air
pollutants from this idled facility.) Chemical
emissions from activities at both of these

technical areas, however, would result in
short-term exposures from inhalation of
chemical air pollutants at points along the
current boundaries of the technical areas
estimated to be less than health-based
standards. Likewise, long-term exposures (for
example, sensitive receptors in Los Alamos
and nearby areas) also would be estimated to
be less than health-based standards
(DOE 1999c, Chapter  5).

With no emissions of radioactive air
pollutants from activities at the tract itself,
doses from radioactive air pollutants would
remain the same as in the No Action
Alternative. Specifically, air concentrations at
the DP Road Tract would deliver a dose of
approximately 2.5 millirem per year to people
residing there year-round, or about one-fourth
of the EPA standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

One contemplated land use for the DP
Road Tract is primarily residential
development, with only 5 acres (2 hectares)
developed commercially. For criteria
pollutants, ambient air concentrations would
continue to comply with Federal and/or State
standards. Chemical air concentrations would
continue to be below health-based standards.
Inhalation doses from radioactive air
pollutants would continue to be an estimated
2.5 millirems per year. However, the
residential use (160 mobile homes and 400
residents) would have less of an impact on air
quality than industrial activities. In short, air
quality would be slightly better than in the
case of all industrial and commercial
development.

9.1.1.2 Global Climate Change

Industrial and Commercial Development
Land Use Scenario

New businesses would require some
commercial vehicles (pick-up trucks and
vans), and would have heating requirements.
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The LANL archive center also would
continue operations. As a result of
development, tract emissions of greenhouse
gases would increase appreciably from
400 tons (363 metric tons) per year in the No
Action Alternative to 1,800 tons
(1,633 metric tons) per year of carbon
dioxide.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

An alternative land use is to develop part
of the tract primarily for residential use.
Approximately 20 acres (8 hectares) would be
developed as a trailer court, hosting an
estimated 160 trailers, 400 new residents, and
330 personal vehicles. Office buildings would
be developed on the remaining 6 acres
(2 hectares). The LANL archive center also
would continue operations. Carbon dioxide
sources would include natural gas used for
residential and office heating, and personal
and commercial vehicles. As a result of this
development, tract emissions of greenhouse
gases would increase further from levels in
the No Action Alternative, and would be
estimated at 3,350 tons (3,038 metric tons)
per year of carbon dioxide.

9.1.12 Human Health

9.1.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Consequences would be the same as in the
No Action Alternative. Radiation doses
received by new residents at this tract would
be an estimated 2.5 millirem per year
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). However, because
this tract lies within the radiation site
evaluation circle for TA 21, and potential
radiological impacts of the disposition and
subsequent development must first be
evaluated along with possible mitigation
techniques, doses may be greater in the case
of an accident at TA 21.

No changes in cancer risk would be
expected under normal operational conditions

at LANL. Nonradiological exposures would
be expected to be below health-based
standards. Residents would face the same
hazards to floods and wildfires as workers
now do, and should have adequate time to
evacuate the premises. Seismic events come
without warning, and would carry risks of
physical injury from building collapses.

Residential development would bring 400
new residents into closer proximity to LANL
facilities, thereby increasing the number of
members of the public exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations. Residential
development also would introduce more
sensitive receptors, such as children and
pregnant females, to an area that currently
hosts only LANL-related workers. While all
doses would be within health-based standards
established by other Federal agencies, the
closer proximity would increase radiation
dose received by the collective population
within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of
LANL. In addition, closer public proximity
would result in greater public consequences
from some hypothetical accidents at LANL
facilities. These same human health
consequences result from commercial
development of the DP Road Tract, but are
lessened by two factors. Workers would be
present less often than residents, and the work
force would contain fewer sensitive receptors.

9.1.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the No Action Alternative. For
all postulated accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time air plume
reached the DP Road Tract, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, chemical accidents would have
no estimated public consequences at the tract.
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9.1.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Regardless of land use subsequent to

transfer of ownership, the MEI dose at this
tract would be the same as described in the
No Action Alternative. MEI doses would be
greater than 100 millirem for 4 of 13
scenarios: 24 rem for RAD-02 (natural gas
pipeline failure, explosion, and fire at the
CMR Building), 320 millirem for RAD-07
(fuel leak and fire at the Waste
Characterization, Reduction, and
Repackaging [WCRR] Facility), 10 rem for
RAD-12 (plutonium release from the Dual
Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test
[DARHT] Facility during an earthquake), and
1.6 rem for RAD-15B (explosion followed by
fire in an entire wing of the CMR Building).
In the No Action Alternative, the MEI doses
would be received by LANL employees;
however, if the tract is transferred and
developed, the likely receptor would be a
member of the public.

Under both contemplated land use
scenarios for the DP Road Tract, average
occupancy (370 people) would be
approximately the same, and the tract
collective dose and excess LCFs would be
approximately the same regardless of the type
of development that actually occurs.
Consequences, however, would be
appreciably higher than those estimated for
the No Action Alternative (for which
collective tract dose and excess LCFs would
both be zero). For example, the LANL
SWEIS estimated a collective population dose
of 120,000 person-rem for all people living
within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of
LANL, resulting in an estimated 57 excess
LCFs for hypothetical accident RAD-02. This
would increase by another 7,700 person-rem
and four LCFs if DP Road were developed.
Table 9.3.12.3-1 compares the estimated
additional consequences of all hypothetical
radiological accidents.

9.1.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Natural event accidents would have no

estimated chemical consequences at the DP
Road Tract.

For the postulated accidents (wildfire and
four earthquake scenarios), chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time the air
plume reached the tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions.

The MEI doses would be the same as in
the No Action Alternative, regardless of land
use subsequent to transfer of ownership. The
maximum dose resulting from the postulated
wildfire would be less than 0.1 rem; that from
the most severe earthquake, however, would
be approximately 60 rem.

There are two possible land uses for the
DP Road Tract. Average occupancy (370
people) would be approximately the same
under both scenarios, so the tract collective
dose and excess LCF would be the same
regardless of the development that actually
occurs. Consequences, however, would be
appreciably higher than those estimated for
the No Action Alternative (for which
collective tract dose and excess LCF would
both be zero). If the DP Road Tract were
developed, then the most severe earthquake
would result in an estimated tract collective
dose greater than 20,000 person-rem, and
approximately 20 excess LCFs. These
exposures would be in addition to
those estimated in the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c) (340,000 person-rem and 230
excess LCFs for RAD-03B).

9.1.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated uses estimate
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Table 9.3.12.3-1.  Additional Accident Consequences Associated with Contemplated
Land Use on the DP Road Tract

BOTH
DEVELOPMENT

SCENARIOSa

SWEIS
ESTIMATESb

Accident
Scenario

Accident
Location Facility Frequency

per Year
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 20 0.01 72 0.04

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 7,700 3.8 120,000 57

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 15 0.01 100 0.06

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 2 0 24 0.01

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 96 0.05 1,300 0.69

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 26 0.01 400 0.2

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 0 0 4 0

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 16 0.01 230 0.12

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 3,700 1.9 35,800 18

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 23 0.01 160 0.08

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 29 0.01 175 0.09

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 520 0.26 3,400 1.7

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 1 0 56 0.03

Notes: mrem = millirem, RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test, CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research,
TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly, TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
a In addition to doses estimated in the LANL SWEIS.
b For the entire population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL.
c Person-rem.

that air emissions and hazardous chemical
and radiological releases associated with
LANL operations would be expected to be
within regulatory limits and that no excess
LCFs would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations with regard to
implementing the contemplated land uses on
the tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing any of the proposed
alternatives would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, modest economic benefits would
arise from the additional jobs created during
construction and operation of the new facility.
Secondary effects would include small
increases in business activity and would
likely increase revenues to local governments.
Each of these impacts would be positive and
would not disproportionately affect any single
group.
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The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process.

9.1.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
DP Road Tract would not immediately cause
any irreversible or irretrievable commitments
of resources. Subsequent development, under
either contemplated land use, would,
however, cause irreversible commitments of
ecological habitat and cultural resources.

New development also would cause the
irretrievable commitment of resources during
construction and operation of the new
businesses and during installation of
infrastructure needed for the residential trailer
court. Energy would be expended in the form
of natural gas and electricity. Additional
water also would be consumed. Construction
of these buildings and related infrastructure
would require the irretrievable commitment
of standard building materials such as lumber
and roofing materials.

9.1.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
DP Road Tract could result in the loss of
certain Federal protections for cultural
resources on the tract. Loss of these
protections could be considered an
unavoidable adverse impact to these resources
because development of previously
undisturbed areas could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the tract. The conveyance or
transfer of the tract also could result in the
loss of certain Federal protections for
ecological resources and consideration of
these resources in planning future activities
on the tract.

Subsequent development of the tract,
either commercially or residentially, would
have unavoidable adverse impacts in several
resource areas. One such impact would be
loss of ecological habitat within the tract
itself.

Development also would cause adverse
impact through increased need for and use of
utilities. Increased demand for water, solid
waste, and sewage treatment services would
have adverse effects in the immediate Los
Alamos region by lowering the aquifer level
more quickly, shortening the remaining
lifetime of the County landfill, and increasing
both the quantities of sewage that require
treatment and the quantities of treated sewage
discharged to the environment. The
environmental effects of increased demand
for electricity and natural gas would be felt
elsewhere (in the Four Corners region, for
example), in the form of increased emissions
of air pollutants in order to generate
electricity. Increased consumption of natural
gas adds to global climate change through
increased emissions of carbon dioxide.

Development also would lead to increased
traffic, either via an increase in personal
vehicles in Los Alamos County (from
residential development) or by increasing the
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labor force within the County (through
commercial development). Both land uses
would result in slight increases in congestion
and traffic noises. Noise levels would
increase within the DP Road Tract, in
frequency of occurrence and duration (into
the night). The visual environment would
deteriorate, especially on the undeveloped
south leg of the tract.

Finally, residential development would
bring 400 new residents into closer proximity
to LANL facilities, thereby increasing the
number of members of the public exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations. The location is
not far from the Small Business Center Annex
(on East Gate Drive), the location of LANL’s
MEI due to radiological air emissions from
LANSCE on the adjacent mesa. While all
doses would be within health-based standards
established by other Federal agencies, the
closer proximity also would increase the

radiation dose received by the collective
population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL. In addition, closer public
proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical
accidents at LANL facilities.

9.1.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
DP Road Tract would not immediately cause
any specific impacts on short-term uses of the
environment. The tract is located within the
Los Alamos townsite, and is surrounded by
already developed areas. Subsequent
development, whether commercial or
primarily residential, would therefore be
compatible with long-term uses of the land.
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10.0  TECHNICAL AREA 21 TRACT

10.1 Affected Environment

10.1.1 Land Use
Technical Area 21 (TA 21) consists of

about 260 acres (105 hectares) at the eastern
end of DP Mesa, near the central business
district of the Los Alamos townsite. The tract
is located between Los Alamos Canyon to the
south, and DP Canyon to the north (see
Figure 10.1.1-1, Technical Area 21 Tract
Layout). The southern and northern
boundaries of the tract extend to the bottom
of the two canyons that define the mesa. The
west-central portion of the tract contains the
majority of the development at the tract in
terms of buildings and structures. The
remaining portions of the tract consist of
sloped areas, some of which would likely not
accommodate development (slopes greater
than 20 percent). Access to the site is via DP
Road, which splits the mesa north and south
(DOE 1998b). The mesa top, while
previously disturbed, remains moderately
vegetated with native grasses, shrubs, and
small trees (DOE 1997a).

TA 21 is among the oldest technical areas
at LANL and is the site of the former
plutonium processing facility (DOE 1998b).
The tract contains roads, water towers, and
other structures that support the 10 primary
buildings on the east end of the mesa
(LANL 1990). Each of the 10 primary
buildings is 10,000 square feet (1,000 square
meters) or more in size.

Existing land use is dominated by
activities at TA 21’s two primary research
areas: DP East and DP West. DP East is an
area of ongoing tritium research and includes
the Tritium Systems Test Assembly (TSTA),
and the Tritium Science and Fabrication
Facility (TSFF). These two facilities are
scheduled to operate beyond the year 2007.
DP West has been in decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D) since 1992. Nearly
half of the site has been demolished, and the
remainder is scheduled for D&D in the
coming years (DOE 1998b). Access is
restricted in LANL operational and buffer
areas. An office building with light biological
laboratories with unrestricted access is
located on the west end of the tract.
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Adjacent land use includes the businesses
located to the west along DP Road, which are
based on a mixture of heavy commercial uses,
including automotive repair shops, machine
shops, and the Los Alamos County Fire
Department training facility. Commercial and
light industrial uses such as those associated
with the Los Alamos Monitor newspaper and
a local hardware store also are present
(LAC 1998). To the south of DP Road,
development is limited to vehicle and
equipment storage areas. The Los Alamos
Airport is located immediately to the north of
the TA 21 Tract, across DP Canyon and State
Road 502 (DOE 1998b).

The Mattie Brook Trail bisects the tract
east and west, and the Los Alamos Canyon
Trail skirts the southern perimeter (see
Figure 3.2.1-2 in Chapter 3). The two trails
connect at the southeast edge of the tract
(LANL 1998c). Access to the trails is
currently restricted from TA 21. No other
recreational opportunities currently exist
within the boundary of the site.
Figure 10.1.1-2 shows the various LANL
media monitoring stations located in or at the
TA 21 Tract.

10.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
TA 21 is one of the oldest technical areas

at LANL, and its uses have included
plutonium processing, tritium research, and
the treatment of radioactive liquids. As a
result, the tract has substantial environmental
contamination. There are a total of 154
potential release sites (PRSs) within 50 feet
(15 meters) of the boundaries of the tract. The
PRSs fall within five categories: 88 surface
units, 34 subsurface units, 21 outfalls, 9
material disposal areas (MDAs), and 2 stack
emissions. The latter include incinerators and
filter houses and will require the assessment
of the entire tract for elevated contamination
levels. A total of 95 of the 154 PRSs have
been partially sampled, the beginning of the
process of characterizing the nature and

extent of contamination from historical
activities.

There also are 125 structures identified (to
date) for decommissioning. These include
electrical substation sheds, wastewater
treatment facilities, research facilities, and
processing facilities. The structures at TA 21
fall within four categories (Types II through
VI) based on the estimated cost per unit area
anticipated for their decommissioning.

In addition to PRSs and structures,
portions of Los Alamos and DP Canyons lie
within the boundaries of the TA 21 Tract.
Although these canyon areas are not suitable
for development, they also may contain
contamination that must be characterized
and/or remediated.

Figure 10.1.1.1-1 shows areas with the
potential contamination issues (PCIs) within
this tract. The TA 21 Tract has numerous
PRSs, many of which have not yet been
characterized. Much of the land around the
sites also may be contaminated from prior
LANL operations. The MDAs within the tract
boundaries may be involved in future
remediation activities and prove very costly
as well. As a result, PCI acreage is estimated
to total almost the entire tract.

10.1.2 Transportation
The existing collector road (DP Road)

that serves this tract (see Figure 10.1.1-1) has
the capability to service approximately 2,000
passenger cars per hour (pcph) in both
directions. DP Road can be accessed from
Trinity Drive (see Figure 9.1.1-1 in
Chapter 9), a four-lane major road west of DP
Road, and from the east by a two-lane
highway (State Road 502) and East Road.

Trinity Drive currently has an
approximate capacity of 7,200 pcph, and East
Road has a capacity of approximately
2,400 pcph. Data provided by the County of
Los Alamos show that Trinity Drive and
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East Road carried approximately 1,100
vehicles in the peak hour near the vicinity of
DP Road in January 1998. The average
annual traffic on Trinity Road and East Road
near the site is approximately 10,350 vehicles
per day. This results in a level of service
(LOS) D for the two-lane highway, which is
defined as below average operating
conditions approaching “stop and go” traffic
flow. The two-lane section of these roads was
evaluated because it is the constraint for
roadway operation.

Increasing Trinity Drive and East Road
traffic to account for expected growth in the
area over the next 20 years degrades
operation to LOS E in the year 2018. This
LOS represents the maximum capacity of the
road and is the operating condition just prior
to traffic jam conditions.

The intersection of DP Road and Trinity
Drive is a blind curve. Westbound Trinity
Drive traffic, a one-lane section at this
location, does not have a clear view of
eastbound traffic. The room for turning onto
DP Road and from DP Road onto Trinity
Drive is currently insufficient, and the turn
lane configuration can be confusing.

10.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 10.1.3-1 shows the location of

structures, roads, and utility lines for the
TA 21 Tract. Industrial and security fence
lines are shown on Figure 10.1.3-2. TA 21
contains all the major utilities, including
water, sewer, steam, electrical, gas, and a
radioactive liquid waste (RLW) line. Power
lines enter the developed area at the midpoint
from the south, then run along DP Road and
distribute power to the rest of the buildings on
the site. A natural gas line enters the TA 21
Tract from the north at the tract’s midpoint. A
steam plant at TA 21 uses natural gas to
produce steam for heating buildings. TA 21
receives water from a supply line entering at
the midpoint of the site from the north. This
tract is not metered separately for any

utilities, and no figures for current utility
usage are available.

An RLW line originates from near the
middle of the developed area, runs west along
DP Road, and exits the site at the western-
most boundary. RLW is transported via this
line to the RLW Treatment Facility (TA 50).
A replacement for the RLW line is currently
under development, and the current line is
expected to be cleaned and plugged.

10.1.4 Noise
The Los Alamos County Airport is to the

north of TA 21 but is separated from TA 21
by DP Canyon, a small tributary of Los
Alamos Canyon. TA 53 is to the south but is
separated from TA 21 by Los Alamos
Canyon. As a result, ambient noise reaching
TA 21 comes largely from workers and light
trucks traveling to and from LANL facilities.
There is slight contribution from traffic along
State Road 502, which can be heard when
there is no traffic entering TA 21 from DP
Road. The takeoff and landing of small
airplanes contribute intermittently to noise
levels. However, because this tract is further
removed from traffic than the neighboring DP
Road Tract, ambient noise levels are
estimated to be somewhat lower than
50 decibels, A-weighted (dBA).

10.1.5 Visual Resources
The TA 21 Tract consists of a variety of

buildings, roads, parking lots, and other
associated facilities located on top of the
mesa. The side slopes of the mesa are mostly
undeveloped and forested. The site,
particularly the water tower, can be seen from
locations along State Road 502. Somewhat
distant views from the site toward the west
include the Jemez Mountains. This tract was
analyzed by assigning two rating units to the
tract based on the visual characteristics of the
undeveloped and developed portions of the
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site. These areas generally correspond to the
side slopes of the mesa, Rating Unit 1, and
the top of the mesa, Rating Unit 2.

After scenic quality, distance zone, and
sensitivity level components were combined
using the Inventory Class Matrix, it was
determined that both the developed and
undeveloped portions of the site fall into
Scenic Class IV, low public value for the
visual resources.

10.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer.

This tract consists of two primary
research areas: DP West and DP East. The DP
West area has been in the decontamination,
decommissioning, and demolition process,
and programs located there have been largely
been relocated to other areas at LANL. An
office building with light laboratories
remains. The DP East area is a tritium
research site. The tritium activities have not
been relocated, and are considered critical to
national security and fusion energy research.
These activities are anticipated to be required
beyond the year 2007.

10.1.7 Ecological Resources
Similar to the DP Road Tract and

contiguous with it, the TA 21 Tract supports
ponderosa pine forest; pinyon-juniper
woodland; and open shrub, grassland, and
wildflower areas. Approximately 20 percent
of the area is developed as roadways, parking
lots, and facilities with associated
landscaping. Most of the tract has been
disturbed by previous industrial activities.
Flora and fauna are characteristic of the
region. At least 30 mammal species,
including 15 bat species, 80 bird species,
7 reptile and amphibian species, and 154

plant species are present in the vicinity of the
tract. Several large game animals, including
elk, mule deer, and black bear use the area.
There are no identified floodplains within the
tract. TA 21 has wetlands within its current
boundaries. A review of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) National Wetland
Inventory (NWI) and wetland mapping data
of the LANL indicated the presence of
wetlands in TA 21. At some time in the past,
industrial outfalls have since been
decommissioned and closed. Eventually,
these associated wetlands will transition to
dry land vegetation. A small (less than 1 acre
or 1 hectare) willow-dominated wetland
exists in the bottom of DP Canyon near the
top of the drainage. With currently designated
conveyance and transfer tract boundaries,
portions of this wetland exist in both the
Airport Tract and the TA 21 Tract. See
Appendix D of this CT EIS for further
description of wetlands and floodplains.
Adjacent Los Alamos Canyon contains a
perennial water source flowing a few cubic
feet per second during most of the year that
support stretches of riverine and palustrine
wetlands. The TA 21 Tract contains suitable
habitat for the American peregrine falcon,
bald eagle, and Mexican spotted owl. Three
Mexican spotted owl areas of environmental
interest (AEIs) overlap this land tract, and
two American peregrine falcon AEIs are also
present and overlapping.

Noise in the vicinity of the DP Tract
results from traffic on East Road, Trinity
Drive, and DP Road, as well as TA 21
activities conducted in the area. DP Road and
TA 21 are lighted at night by security lighting
and by commercial lighting from adjacent
developed areas.

10.1.8 Cultural Resources
TA 21 was used from the Coalition period

through the Nuclear Energy period. Prior to
DOE use, this tract was part of the Ramon
Vigil Spanish land grant. The ROI for this
tract includes the land tract itself, plus nearby
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cultural resources located off the tract. For
this tract, these nearby resources are located
on LANL and privately held lands.

One hundred percent of the TA 21 Tract
has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric resources. Survey results indicate
that there are 44 cultural resources within the
tract. Two of these sites are prehistoric and 42
are historic. One prehistoric site has been
evaluated as eligible for the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP), and the other has
been excavated and does not retain sufficient
data potential currently to be considered
eligible. One of the historic sites is NRHP-
eligible and another is considered potentially
eligible. The remaining 40 historic sites are
LANL buildings associated with the historic
developments during the Nuclear Energy
period. These buildings have been
preliminarily evaluated as potentially eligible
for the NRHP. It is unlikely that all of the
TA 21 buildings will be determined as
NRHP-eligible resources. There also is a
potential for unidentified resources, including
subsurface archaeological deposits and
unrecorded burials in TA 21.

There are no known traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) located within the TA 21
Tract. Consultations to identify TCP
resources have not been conducted. TCPs
may be identified during further consultations
with Native American and Hispanic groups
regarding the traditional uses of this tract.
TCPs would not be anticipated in developed
parts of the tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the TA 21 Tract is presented in
Appendix E of this CT EIS.

10.1.9 Geology and Soils
The southern and northern boundaries of

the TA 21 Tract extend to the bottom of the
two canyons that consist of exposed
Bandelier Tuff and Totavi gravelly loamy
soil. The west-central portion of the tract
contains the majority of the development at

the tract in terms of buildings and structures.
The remaining portions of the tract consist of
sloped areas, some of which would not likely
accommodate development (slopes greater
than 20 percent). The mesa top, while
previously disturbed, is typified by the Pogna
fine sandy loam soil type and steep rock
outcrops along the canyon rim. Outcrops are
the upper member of the Bandelier Tuff
(Tshirege), typical of the Pajarito Plateau. No
major surface faulting is evident in TA 21,
but fracturing along the canyon edge is
common in the area. Existing structures are
vulnerable to greater than magnitude 7
seismic events (as measured on the Richter
scale) and wildfire episodes.

10.1.10 Water Resources
Figure 10.1.1-1 shows the location of the

TA 21 Tract, which includes the mesa top and
adjacent canyons. Both canyons are
ephemeral drainages in the vicinity of the
tract and receive stormwater runoff and
snowmelt from the mesa top and surrounding
areas. There are no known springs within the
tract. DP Spring flows from the DP Canyon
wall adjacent to the tract but does not
maintain flow into the canyon bottom.

The USFWS NWI and LANL identify
wetlands within the TA 21 Tract. Wetlands
assessments are provided in Appendix D.
There are two active National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)-
permitted outfalls within the tract associated
with the TSFF and the steam plant. These
outfalls will be deleted when the source of
discharge has been eliminated. There is one
regional aquifer supply well within the tract
and one regional aquifer test well several
hundred feet northeast of the tract (see
Figure 10.1.1-2). There is an NPDES-
permitted outfall associated with the supply
well.

There are no stream gages within the
TA 21 Tract. There are two surface water
monitoring stations located within the tract,
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DPS-1 and DPS-4. There are groundwater
monitoring stations within the tract in Los
Alamos and DP Canyon, but these are for
shallow and intermediate perched
groundwater zones and do not pertain to the
regional aquifer water supply associated with
this tract. Portions of the TA 21 Tract that lie
within the canyon bottoms are in the 100-year
floodplain. Assessment of floodplains is
included in Appendix D.

10.1.11 Air Resources
Air quality at the TA 21 Tract is primarily

affected by LANL operations at TA 21 and at
the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(LANSCE) on the mesa immediately to the
south. Slight pollution contributions also arise
from automobiles using DP Road and Trinity
Drive and commercial activities along DP
Road.

The TA 21 Tract is part of New Mexico
Region 3, an attainment area that meets
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for criteria pollutants. Five criteria
pollutants are emitted from the steam plant
within TA 21. The only other emissions of
criteria pollutants are small amounts of
carbon monoxide and ozone resulting from
hydrocarbons emitted from motor vehicles.

The steam plant burns fuel oil and has a
peak rating of 140,000 British thermal units
(BTUs) per hour. Plant emissions at peak load
have been estimated as shown in
Table 10.1.11-1. It has been estimated,
however, that these emissions are within air
quality standards (DOE 1999c, Appendix B).

All emissions of hazardous and other
chemical air pollutants at the TA 21 Tract are
from LANL activities. Emissions from the
LANSCE at TA 53 on the neighboring mesa,
also could affect air pollution concentrations
at TA 21. Analysis shows that about 130
different chemicals have been or are being
used at TA 21, and about 90 at the LANSCE.
For chemical emissions from activities at both

Table 10.1.11-1.  Steam Plant
Emissions

CRITERIA
POLLUTANT PEAK EMISSIONS

Carbon monoxide 0.4 lb/hr (0.05 g/sec)

Nitrogen dioxide 1.7 lb/hr (0.22 g/sec)

Sulfur dioxide 4.1 lb/hr (0.52 g/sec)

Total suspended
particulates

0.2 lb/hr (0.02 g/sec)

PM-10 0.1 lb/hr (0.01 g/sec)

Notes: lb/hr = pounds per hour, g/sec = grams per second,
PM-10 = particulate matter less than 10 microns in size

of these technical areas, however, short-term
exposures resulting from inhalation of
chemical air pollutants at points along the
current boundaries of the technical areas were
all estimated to be less than health-based
standards, and there are no anticipated
adverse health effects. Likewise, long-term
exposures (such as for sensitive receptors in
Los Alamos and nearby areas) also were
estimated to be less than health-based
standards (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

Analyses for doses from radioactive air
pollutants indicate that air concentrations at
the TA 21 Tract would deliver a dose of
approximately 1.5 to 3.0 millirem per year to
people residing there year-round, or up to
30 percent of the EPA standard (DOE 1999c,
Chapter 5).

10.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
About 240,000 square feet (22,296 square

meters) of TA 21 structures are heated. In
addition to space and water heating needs,
research conducted at some of these facilities
requires process steam. Maintenance and
research activities also require the use of
several government vehicles. These activities
result in estimated emissions of 7,400 tons
(6,712 metric tons) of carbon dioxide
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annually. Other greenhouse gases are emitted
in very small quantities or not at all.

10.1.12 Human Health

10.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the TA 21 Tract

TA 21 is the land tract closest to
LANSCE, which is the primary source of
radioactive emissions as measured by the
LANL offsite maximally exposed individual
(MEI). The eastern tip of this land tract is
about the same distance from the LANSCE as
the MEI. This tract also has operational
tritium facilities that have airborne
radioactive emissions (TSTA and TSFF) and
maintain some radioactive materials
inventory (tritium) that could be at risk during
a natural disaster or other accident.

This is an industrial complex, so there are
no residents. Therefore, the dose to visitors
(including joggers and hikers) from the
LANSCE are much less than the MEI
effective dose equivalent (EDE) annual dose.
Other potential radiological exposures include
direct radiation from the TA 21 MDAs.
Visitors also are assumed to be Los Alamos
residents who would receive the area
background dose. Radiological PRSs and
other sources of contamination exist on this
site, but these have not been completely
characterized. This tract has the highest
potential radiation dose of all the land tracts
considered for conveyance or transfer because
of the existing operations, MDAs, and
proximity to the LANSCE.

The LANL SWEIS projects radiological
doses to the MEI of 3.1 millirem per year at
the Small Business Center Annex (on East
Gate Drive) and from 1.4 millirem (at its
western edge) to 3.0 millirem (at its eastern
edge) per year at the TA 21 Tract (DOE
1999c, Chapter 5). Doses are thus within the
EPA standard of 10 millirem per year. The
TA 21 Tract lies within two of LANL’s one-
half mile radiation site evaluation circles (see

Figure 10.1.12.1-1) due to activities at the
LANSCE on the neighboring mesa and at
TA 21 itself. The radiation site evaluation
circles were included in LANL’s 1990 Site
Development Plan (LANL 1990). These
circles were intended to be used as planning
tools for site developers and other project
managers responsible for siting new facilities
or operations to inform them of the presence
of existing radiation sources and the need to
evaluate their proposed action(s) against this
information. The circles are not representative
of a particular dose of radiation to the TA 21
Tract under either normal or accident
conditions and are noted herein for the
purposes of disclosure with regard to the
nearest radiation source location relative to
the tract. The quantities of radioactive
material and other sources of radiation
identified by these radiation evaluation circles
were evaluated in the 1999 LANL SWEIS, as
previously discussed.

10.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the TA 21
Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via the airborne pathway in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown not
to be significant for the affected environment
(DOE 1999c). PRSs and other contamination
on this tract may include nonradiological
constituents; the site has not been completely
characterized.

It is postulated that two of the three types
of natural disasters postulated in the SWEIS
could occur on this land (seismic events and
wildfire). This site has hazardous materials
present in the buildings that could be at risk
during a natural disaster.

10.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
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postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached TA 21,
even under adverse weather dispersion
conditions. Accordingly, chemical accidents
have no estimated public consequences at the
tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the
LANL SWEIS, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. Using data
from the LANL SWEIS, doses to the MEI at
TA 21 have been estimated for each of these,
as shown in Table 10.1.12.3-1.

Table 10.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the TA 21 Tract Resulting from Hypothetical Accidents
at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY FREQUENCY

PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE

(mrem)

ACCIDENT
DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 98
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 17,000 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 84
Power excursion at the

Godiva-IV fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 NAa Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 220
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 120 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-
content drum of transuranic

waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 75
Puncture or drop of high-

content drum of transuranic
waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 8,000
Seismic-initiated explosion of

a plutonium-containing
assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 120
Plutonium release from

irradiation experiment at the
Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 67 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 1,200 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 4 Aircraft crash
Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research;
WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging; TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
a  Not Applicable. Accident could not occur at TA 21 if the land were transferred.
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Because there are no residents and no
public workers at the tract, the estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess latent
cancer fatality (LCF) are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe postulated earthquake (accident
SITE-03B) has been estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The postulated earthquake scenario
would release chemicals from a number of
facilities, including formaldehyde from the
Health Research Laboratory (HRL)
(Building 43-01) and chlorine from the
chlorinating station within the Los Alamos
townsite (Building 00-1109). As discussed for
chemical accidents, earthquakes would have
no estimated chemical consequences at
TA 21. The most severe earthquake, however,
would release significant quantities of
radioactive materials from several buildings,
especially from the Chemistry and Metallurgy
Research (CMR) Building (Building 03-29).
Radiological consequences are estimated to
result in a maximum dose of approximately
30 Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at the
tract.

The postulated site wildfire scenario
would burn about 8,000 acres
(3,240 hectares) within LANL boundaries, or
about 30 percent of LANL, including most of
Mortandad Canyon and parts of Los Alamos
and DP Canyons east of TA 21. Chemical
releases would be less severe than in the
postulated earthquake scenarios. The largest
quantities of radioactive materials would be
released from the transuranic (TRU) waste
storage domes at Area G. The maximum dose
at TA 21 is estimated to be about 0.1 rem.
Such a wildfire has an estimated frequency of
0.1 per year, or once every 10 years.

Because there are no residents and no
public workers at the tract, the estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF are

both zero for all five natural event accident
scenarios.

10.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

10.2 No Action Alternative

10.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated changes to

land use at the TA 21 Tract under the No
Action Alternative. TSTA and TSFF
operations occurring in the DP East area of
the tract would continue consistent with
future LANL projections (DOE 1999c).
Tritium research activities would occur within
the existing facilities or in adjacent areas of
previously disturbed lands associated with
those operations. There would be no
anticipated change in access to the site, and
the office building would continue to be used.

10.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in the DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006. The plan includes input from
all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the TA 21 Tract, as briefly
discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 10.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be
generated, and length of time required to
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effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates PRS cleanup is
likely to include removal actions, in situ
treatment, and in situ containment. It is likely
that all structures would be razed, and
contaminated sediments are likely to be
removed from both canyon systems.
Although schedule estimates have not yet
been prepared for cleanup of the canyon
systems, cleanup of PRSs is estimated to
require 7 years, while demolition of structures
is estimated to require 12 months. Waste
volumes are projected to range up to
approximately 9,290 cubic yards (7,090 cubic
meters) from cleanup of PRSs to
approximately 56,560 cubic yards
(43,220 cubic meters) from decommissioning
and razing of structures. The cost estimate for
remedial action at this parcel is about
$400,184,000. This estimate is based on the
information currently available for each PRS
or structure, and is subject to change if
significantly different information is
discovered during the course of investigation
or remediation. It should be noted that all
PRSs, including those at which no
remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be
reported to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs
and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” Although different
cleanup approaches have been identified, it is
possible that the administrative authority
could require additional actions, resulting in
greater waste volumes, a longer cleanup
duration, and higher costs. It also should be
noted that environmental restoration actions
and costs represent only a portion of the
actions and total costs that may be required
for conveyance and transfer of this parcel.
These additional costs may be significant.

10.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
DP Road near the site. It is expected that the
future operational performance of DP Road
and Trinity Drive would remain similar to
that of current performance.

10.2.3 Infrastructure
The impacts of the No Action Alternative

for the TA 21 Tract are the same as the
impacts described in the Expanded
Operations Alternative of the LANL SWEIS
(DOE 1999c). Operations at the TSTA and
TSFF would continue for at least 10 years. No
new environmental impacts are anticipated as
a result of the No Action Alternative.

10.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, TA 21

current uses would continue. There would be
some increase in operations from current
levels, but daytime noises are expected to be
largely unchanged (that is, somewhat less
than 50 dBA).

10.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it is

expected that the visual resources of this tract
would remain the same. The class designation
for this tract is Scenic Class IV, which
indicates visual resources of low public value.

10.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

10.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at the TA 21
Tract, as described in Section 10.1.1.
Therefore, no impact to ecological resources
are projected under the CT EIS No Action
Alternative.
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10.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

TA 21 Tract would remain under the
responsibility of the DOE, and the treatment
of any cultural resources present would
continue to be subject to Federal laws,
regulations, guidelines, executive orders, and
Pueblo Accords. The use of the TA 21
facilities, which may include potentially
eligible resources, would continue. Planned
evaluation of these structures would continue,
and information would be available to the
DOE to ensure stewardship of these
resources. Other positive impacts of the No
Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of resources due to lack of
development. Ongoing negative impacts from
natural processes (such as erosion, fire,
seismic events, and aging of buildings) on the
physical integrity of cultural resources would
continue.

10.2.9 Geology and Soils
Consequences are limited to existing uses.

The tract is already developed; no additional
utilities, roadwork, or buildings are required.
No soil disturbance or change in availability
of resources are anticipated.

10.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current use of this

tract by the DOE is anticipated under this
alternative. Consequences to water resources
under the No Action Alternative would be no
different than those already existing in the
affected environment.

10.2.11 Air Resources
In the No Action Alternative, LANL

operations would continue at TA 21.
Emissions of criteria pollutants would
continue; but the highest estimated
concentration of each pollutant would be
below Federal and State standards established
to protect human health, with an ample
margin of safety. Both short-term and long-

term exposures to emissions of hazardous and
other chemical air pollutants would be within
levels established by health-based standards
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). Doses from
radioactive air pollutants would increase to
approximately 2.5 to 4.0 millirem per year.

The same land use would exist in the No
Action Alternative (tritium research), but the
level of activity is expected to be slightly
greater. As a result, carbon dioxide emissions
also should increase somewhat from current
levels of 7,400 tons (6,712 metric tons) per
year to an estimated 7,800 tons (7,075 metric
tons) per year.

10.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences to the public from
implementation of the No Action Alternative
for the TA 21 Tract. No changes in cancer
risk should be expected for this alternative.
Estimated radiation doses received at this
tract would be approximately double from
today’s levels, ranging from 2.5 millirem (at
the western edge) to 4.0 millirem (at the
eastern edge) per year at the TA 21 Tract
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). Doses would
remain, however, within the EPA standard of
10 millirem per year (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).
No significant nonradiological increases in
exposures would be expected. It is presumed
that visitors would have adequate time to
evacuate the premises for wildfires. Because
warnings are usually not given for seismic
events, the human health impacts due to
seismic events likely would be greater than
the other two natural disasters. The primary
type of human health risk for natural disasters
would be physical injury from falling debris
and fires. No changes in cancer risk should be
expected for this alternative.

10.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section in this chapter. For all postulated
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accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time the air plume reaches
TA 21, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

10.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section in this chapter. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS.
Doses would be received by LANL
employees. The estimated tract collective
dose and estimated excess LCF would both be
zero for nonemployees.

10.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section in this chapter. Neither the wildfire
nor any of the earthquakes would have
chemical consequences, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. The MEI dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be about 0.1 rem; the maximum dose from the
most severe earthquake would be
approximately 30 rem. Because there are no
residents and no public workers at the tract,
the estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero for
all five natural event accident scenarios.

10.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations, which would

continue under the No Action Alternative,
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits, and no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents at LANL would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts. Employment and expenditures
would remain unchanged from the baseline.

10.3 Proposed Action Alternative

10.3.1 Land Use
Direct land use consequences of the

transfer of this tract would include the
relocation of LANL personnel who currently
work at TA 21. Relocated personnel who
currently work in office buildings would
likely be moved to existing buildings on other
parts of LANL property, possibly to new
mobile manufactured buildings on an existing
parking lot at TA 16. Due to recently
identified mission support requirements for
the TSTA and TSFF facilities at TA 21
beyond the 10-year timeframe established by
the Act (Public Law 105-119), the tritium
facilities and inventory would not be expected
to move from TA 21. Planning for any
removal actions needed later has not begun,
and possible alternative locations are
unknown. Environmental media monitoring
stations would require relocation to other
locations within LANL boundaries. The
direct impacts would be minor and would be
bounded by the indirect impacts. Construction
of new facilities necessarily would be
preceded by appropriate NEPA reviews that
may result in the preparation of an
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environmental assessment or an
environmental impact statement.

10.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

The commercial and industrial
development land use scenario proposed for
this tract could include the development of at
least 55 acres (22 hectares) of the mesa,
primarily in areas that have been previously
disturbed (see Figure 10.3.1.1-1).
Immediately off the mesa top, slopes are
generally too steep (greater than 20 percent)
to accommodate development. The attributes
of future land use for the TA 21 Tract under
the commercial and industrial land use
scenario include:

• A minimum of 55 acres (22 hectares)
would be developed for commercial
and industrial uses.

• Commercial uses could include both
light and heavy commercial
businesses such as office buildings
and business parks, warehouses,
parking areas, service stations, repair
garages, tire shops, motels and hotels,
large stores, and drive-in or take-out
facilities, and/or other similar
businesses.

• Industrial uses could include light
fabrication and manufacturing
facilities compatible with other uses
currently located at and adjacent to the
site.

• When fully developed, land would be
occupied by 70 businesses, 1,900
employees, and 56 commercial
vehicles.

10.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

There would be little or no indirect
environmental consequences from the
contemplated land uses because land uses

would remain commercial and industrial. The
location and type of future enterprises would
need to be consistent with existing and
adjacent land use. Access to and within the
eastern portions of the site would be expected
to improve.

10.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional environmental restoration

actions would be required under the Proposed
Action Alternative because restoration
activities must occur before the tract would be
considered suitable for conveyance or
transfer.

10.3.2 Transportation
There would be few direct transportation

impacts resulting from implementation of this
development scenario. Relocation of TA 21
functions would alter the daily commute of
LANL and contractor personnel currently
employed at TA 21. Depending upon their
new work location and their place of
residence, personnel would have either a
shorter or longer drive to work. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.

10.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The commercial and industrial land use
scenario anticipates development of
additional commercial and industrial facilities
at the TA 21 site. The Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) land use code
utilized to estimate the trips generated by this
proposed development was 130, Industrial
Park. This ITE land use code allows
estimation of the trips generated by these
facilities based on the number of acres
proposed for the land use type.
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Table 10.3.2.1-1 shows the number of
trips the ITE Trip Generation Manual
(ITE 1997) estimates would be generated by
this development. As shown in the table, the
proposed development would add an
additional 464 entering trips to DP Road and
State Road 502 in the weekday morning peak
hour and add an additional 455 exiting trips in
the weekday evening peak hour. This land use
scenario also may add an additional 3,471
trips to the local transportation system.

Adding these trips to those already on the
transportation network would result in
approximately 17,500 trips on State Road
502. The LOS for the two-lane section of
Trinity Drive and East Road would be LOS E
with the commercial and industrial
development land use scenario around the
year 2018. This LOS represents the maximum
capacity of the road and is the operating
condition just prior to traffic jam conditions.
It is likely that the DP Road-Trinity Drive
intersection would not be adequate in its
current configuration, and reconstruction of
this intersection would be necessary, possibly
including the addition of a traffic signal.

The construction of a bridge connecting
the eastern edge of the TA 21 Tract with the
Airport Tract would be possible. This
connection would improve the ingress and
egress to the proposed DP Road commercial

area, including this site. This also would
alleviate the traffic problems that currently
exist where DP Road intersects with Trinity
Drive. However, it would increase the
number of trips at the Airport Road and East
Road intersection. This scenario would likely
require the installation of a traffic signal at
the Airport Road-East Road intersection.

Transportation effects within LANL from
the relocation of personnel from TA 21 to
their new facilities would be increases in
traffic congestion during peak morning and
evening hours in the immediate area of the
new facilities. Because of the relatively small
number of personnel relocated (in relation to
the total number of LANL employees), no
noticeable changes would be expected on a
site-wide scale.

10.3.3 Infrastructure
There would be minimal direct

consequences to infrastructure from the
Proposed Action Alternative because utility
needs would be relocated, not terminated. For
example, it would be likely that the TA 21
steam plant would be reproduced elsewhere,
with the same consumption of natural gas as
the existing steam plant.

Table 10.3.2.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Traffic for the Commercial and Industrial
Development Land Use Scenario

ITE ESTIMATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR TA 21 TRACT

Morning Peak
Hour Trips

Evening Peak
Hour Trips

Saturday Peak
Hour TripsLand Use

ITE
Land
Use

Code

24 Hour
Two-
Way

Volume Enter Exit Enter Exit Enter Exit

Industrial – 55 acres
(23 hectares)

130 3,471 464 95 121 455 83 176
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10.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect environmental impacts with
respect to utilities and infrastructure resulting
from this alternative would fall into two
categories: (1) increased utility usage and
(2) ground disturbance resulting from
construction of new facilities. The utility
usage would increase as a result of the
contemplated developments. The estimated
increases are shown in Table 10.3.3.1-1. It is
not anticipated that these increases would
exceed the capacity for any utility in the
region.

Installation of new utility facilities and
upgrades to existing ones would require
creation of trenches and access and
maintenance roads. The construction of roads,
parking areas, and buildings, and the
extension of utility lines would cause soil
disturbance. Refer to Section 10.3.9 of this
chapter for detail on impacts resulting from
ground disturbance from new construction.

10.3.4 Noise
Transfer of ownership would have some

direct impact to noise levels at the TA 21
Tract. Noises created by existing ventilation
systems and by the movement of vehicles

would disappear, and noise levels would
decrease on parts of the tract. Traffic along
East Road, however, is the primary noise
source on northern portions of this land tract,
and these traffic noises would remain. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.

10.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

If conveyed, the TA 21 Tract would be
developed both commercially and
industrially. This development would likely
result in an increase in jobs, which would
increase traffic flow. Maximum noise from
traffic would not be expected to increase
significantly over current conditions, but
traffic noises would likely be present for a
greater portion of the day as the new
employees arrive at work, exit and return
from lunch, perform daily errands, and return
home in the afternoon.

Construction of the new commercial and
industrial facilities would, however, increase
ambient noise levels. Construction of new
facilities would entail ground clearing,
excavation, laying of foundations, erection,
and finishing work. The use of heavy
equipment such as front-end loaders, concrete
mixers, and jackhammers would produce

Table 10.3.3.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for the Commercial and
Industrial Land Use Scenario on the TA 21 Tract

POWER
MW

ELECTRICITY
GWH

GAS
MCF

(MLY)

WATER
MGY
(MLY)

SEWAGE
(BAYO)

MGY
(MLY)

MSW
TPY

(MTY)

Estimated annual increase 0.7 4.0
39

(1,100)
35

(132)
19

(72)
77

(70)

Available system capacity 5 277
5,040

(142,700)
297

(1,125)
135

(511)
NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year, mgy = million gallons per
year, tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year
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noise levels ranging from 74 to 95 dBA at a
distance of 50 feet (15 meters) from the
construction site (DOE 1997a, page 36).

10.3.5 Visual Resources
One direct consequence to visual

resources of conveyance or transfer of
ownership would be the demolition of LANL
structures on the tract prior to disposition.
These actions would result in visual
improvement to the area.

10.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Contemplated uses would be visually
compatible with current tract use and would
maintain or could improve current Scenic
Class IV visual resources by the replacement
of less visually appealing structures.

10.3.6 Socioeconomics
Because TA 21 activities would be

relocated (as opposed to terminated), there
would be no direct socioeconomic
consequences of the Proposed Action
Alternative.

10.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect socioeconomic consequences
would include short-term increases in area
employment and income associated with the
construction of the facilities and long-term
increases once the facilities are operational.
Approximately 1,900 workers would be
employed on the tract and 3,100 jobs would
be generated in the ROI, which would, in
turn, increase ROI income. Because these
jobs would be filled by the existing ROI labor
force, there would be no impact on area
population or increase in the demand for
housing or public services in the ROI.

10.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct ecological impacts of the

conveyance or transfer itself would be limited
to the changes in responsibility for resource
protection. Environmental review and
protection processes for future activities
would not be as rigorous as those which
govern DOE activities.

The LANL Threatened and Endangered
Species Habitat Management Plan would no
longer be in effect for this area—thereby
potentially reducing the protection afforded
threatened and endangered species and their
potential habitat in this area.

10.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Approximately 20 percent, or 52 acres
(21 hectares) of the TA 21 Tract are currently
developed. Commercial and industrial
facilities would be constructed primarily
within the developed areas and would replace
many of the existing structures. Contemplated
development would destroy or substantially
modify at least 5 additional acres (2 hectares)
of habitat, primarily ponderosa pine, pinyon-
juniper, shrub, grassland, and wildflower
areas. Highly mobile wildlife species or
wildlife species with large home ranges (such
as deer, elk, and birds) would be able to
relocate to adjacent undeveloped areas;
however, successful relocation may not occur
due to competition for resources to support
the increased population and the carrying
capacity limitations of areas outside the
proposed development area. The impacts
could include overgrazing, stress, and
overwintering mortality. For less-mobile
species (reptiles, amphibians, and small
mammals), direct mortality could occur
during the actual construction event or from
habitat alteration. Development would reduce
breeding and foraging habitat for wildlife
currently utilizing the property and would be
lost as potential hunting habitat for raptors
and other predators. In addition, there would
be a decrease in quality of the habitat
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immediately adjacent to the proposed
development due to increased noise level,
traffic, lights, and other human activity, both
pre- and post-construction.

Development in this tract could result in
the accelerated loss of wetland vegetation
present at the decommissioned industrial
outfalls and loss of the small wetlands within
both the TA 21 and Airport Tracts. Even if
construction and development does not occur
in the TA 21 or Airport Tracts’ wetland,
indirect impact such as additional surface
runoff from an increase of impermeable
surface areas (pavement), resulting in
accelerated erosion and increased
downstream and offsite sedimentation could
occur.

There are three species that are Federal-
listed as threatened or endangered that may
potentially use the TA 21 Tract: the bald
eagle, American peregrine falcon, and the
Mexican spotted owl. With respect to the bald
eagle, this area has a low level of potential
use for foraging. Three Mexican spotted owl
AEIs (Los Alamos Canyon, Pueblo Canyon
and Sandia Canyon AEIs) overlap the TA 21
Tract, and development could affect
approximately 133 acres (54 hectares) of core
habitat (Los Alamos Canyon AEI) and buffer
habitat comprised of approximately 92 acres
(37 hectares) in the Los Alamos Canyon AEI,
63 acres (26 hectares) in the Pueblo Canyon
AEI, and 18 acres (7 hectares) in the Sandia
Canyon AEI. Two American peregrine falcon
AEIs could be affected: 15 acres (6 hectares)
of core habitat and 127 acres (51 hectares) of
buffer habitat in the Pueblo Canyon AEI and
11 acres (4 hectares) of core habitat in the Los
Alamos Canyon AEI (PC 1999d).

Because direct entry into the adjacent Los
Alamos Canyon habitat would be available by
descending established trails, increased
recreational use is expected occur.
However, recreational effects to the adjacent
Los Alamos Canyon natural habitat are
projected to be minor because the area is

proposed for commercial development and
not residential or recreational use.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-
and long-term natural resource management
strategies for the Los Alamos Canyon
watershed.

10.3.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself would result from the potential
transfer of known and unidentified cultural
resources out of the responsibility and
protection of the DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or sale of
NRHP-eligible cultural resources out of
Federal control is an adverse effect. Eligible
cultural resources are present in the TA 21
Tract and thus could be directly impacted by
the Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing these resources from
future consideration under the National
Historic Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition of this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
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discovered on the tract. This impact would
result from removing these items from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

10.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts would be anticipated
from the land use contemplated for the TA 21
Tract by the receiving parties. The receiving
parties have identified a combination of
commercial and industrial land uses on a
minimum of 55 acres (22 hectares) of the
tract. This analysis reflects the broad,
planning-level impacts anticipated from this
contemplated use.

Under the commercial and industrial
development scenario, portions of the tract
would be extensively altered by construction
activities, including grading and trenching.
These activities could result in primary
impacts to NRHP-eligible resources through
physical destruction, demolition, damage, or
alteration. Resources avoided by construction
on adjacent lands may be isolated or have
their setting disturbed by the introduction of
elements out of character with the resource,
such as visual and audible intrusions. The
development of land may cause changes to
the presence or integrity of, or access to
natural resources utilized by traditional
communities for subsistence, religious, or
other cultural activities.

10.3.9 Geology and Soils
There would be no direct consequences of

transfer of ownership of the TA 21 Tract.
Indirect consequences would be as discussed
in the following sections.

10.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated land use includes
commercial and industrial development
activities. There would be little to no
anticipated change in land use under this
scenario for the TA 21 Tract. Impacts to
geology and soils would be limited to
disturbances resulting from any upgrade to
utilities and roadways.

10.3.10 Water Resources
Transfer of this tract may directly affect

surface water quantity. Transfer would not
directly affect surface water quality or
groundwater quantity or quality.

10.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Surface water quantity and quality may be
indirectly affected if the contemplated land
use is pursued. The contemplated land use
would not affect groundwater quality or
quantity beneath the tract, but any associated
increased water usage may contribute to the
overall regional water level decline and
possibly result in degradation of water quality
within the aquifer.

Development and construction may
potentially affect surface water quality within
and downstream of the tract. Two sources of
surface water, the NPDES-permitted outfalls
associated with TA 21 operations, would be
removed prior to disposition of the tract. This
would reduce the quantity of surface water
discharged into the adjacent canyons. Surface
water quality could be impacted during
construction and development of the tract as
stormwater runoff may increase over areas
that have been denuded and carry sediments
and surface contaminants into the drainages.
Possible mitigative measures are discussed in
Chapter 16, Potential Mitigation Measures.
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10.3.11 Air Resources
From a regional perspective, there would

likely be a slight beneficial direct impact to
air quality from the Proposed Action
Alternative. LANL activities would be
relocated, not terminated, and the tritium
research facilities would be reconstructed. It
is probable that newer process designs and
newer emission control technologies would
be installed. As a result, emissions of
chemical and radiological air pollutants might
decrease slightly from levels in the No Action
Alternative. There would be little or no
change to emissions of criteria pollutants.
Indirect consequences are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

10.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Under the Proposed Action Alternative,
LANL facilities would be idled and then
razed. New businesses potentially would
include warehouses, service stations, repair
garages, motels, stores, and office buildings.
The result of this transformation would be a
likely increase in emissions of criteria
pollutants, a probable reduction in emissions
of hazardous and other chemical air
pollutants, and the elimination of radioactive
air pollutants from TA 21. In short, air quality
would improve somewhat.

Despite increased emissions of criteria
pollutants, ambient air concentrations would
likely continue to below standards established
by the EPA and the State. With the removal
of LANL operations, concentrations of
hazardous and chemical air pollutants, which
are already lower than health-based standards,
would decrease. Doses from the inhalation of
radioactive air pollutants would continue at
approximately 2.5 to 4.0 millirem per year
because most of this dose is the result of
operations at the LANSCE, not the idled
TA 21 operations.

10.3.11.2 Global Climate Change
It is assumed that this development would

result in four office buildings (20 firms) and
50 commercial and industrial businesses. In
turn, these businesses would require an
estimated 56 commercial vehicles, a
combination of vans, pick-up trucks, and
automobiles. LANL facilities would be razed.
Carbon dioxide emissions would result from
the use of natural gas to heat buildings and
through the use of commercial vehicles.
Resultant emissions are estimated to be
2,500 tons (2,267 metric tons) of carbon
dioxide per year. This would be a two-thirds
reduction from emissions in the No Action
Alternative, caused largely by the cessation of
LANL activities. (The reduction would be for
this tract alone, however. Regionally, carbon
dioxide emissions could increase by
2,500 tons [2,267 metric tons] per year should
tritium research continue elsewhere on LANL
property.)

10.3.12 Human Health
There would be few direct impacts to

human health from transfer of ownership of
the TA 21 Tract. Tritium research activities
would be assumed to be relocated to another
LANL technical area, likely more distant
from population centers than TA 21.
However, because more than 90 percent of
the dose to the regional populace stems from
research at the LANSCE, this relocation
would have little impact. Potential indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.

10.3.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial development would bring an
estimated 1,900 new workers into closer
proximity to LANL facilities, thereby
increasing the number of members of the
public exposed to radiological and chemical
air pollutants emitted by LANL operations.
While all doses would be within health-based
standards established by other Federal
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agencies, the closer proximity would increase
the radiation dose received by the collective
population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL. In addition, closer public
proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical
accidents at LANL facilities.

Radiation doses received by workers
would range from 2.5 millirem (at the western
edge) to 4.0 millirem (at the eastern edge) per
year at this tract (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).
Because this tract lies within the radiation site
evaluation circle for the LANSCE, however,
potential radiological impacts of the
disposition and subsequent development may
warrant additional consideration.

No changes in cancer risk should be
expected. Nonradiological exposures would
be expected to be below health-based
standards. Residents would face the same
hazards to floods and wildfires as workers
now do but should have adequate time to
evacuate the premises. Seismic events come
without warning and would carry risks of
physical injury from building collapses.

10.3.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the No Action Alternative. For
all postulated accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time air plume
reached TA 21, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

10.3.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Subsequent to transfer of ownership, the

MEI dose at this tract would be the same as
described in the No Action Alternative. The
MEI doses would be greater than
200 millirem for 4 of 13 scenarios postulated
in the SWEIS: 17 rem for RAD-02 (natural

gas pipeline failure, explosion, and fire at the
CMR Building), 220 millirem for RAD-07
(fuel leak and fire at the Waste
Characterization, Reduction, and
Repackaging [WCRR] Facility), 8 rem for
RAD-12 (plutonium release from the Dual
Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test
[DARHT] Facility during an earthquake), and
1.2 rem for RAD-15B (explosion followed by
fire in an entire wing of the CMR Building).

For the contemplated commercial and
industrial development land use, there would
be substantial increases in collective tract
dose and excess LCFs. For example, the
LANL SWEIS estimated a collective
population dose of 120,000 person-rem for all
people living within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL, resulting in an estimated 57
excess LCFs for hypothetical accident
RAD-02. This would increase by another
8,000 person-rem and four LCFs under the
commercial and industrial development land
use. Table 10.3.12.3-1 compares the
estimated additional consequences of all
hypothetical radiological accidents.

10.3.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Natural event accidents would have no

estimated chemical consequences at the
TA 21 Tract. For the postulated accidents
(wildfire and four earthquake scenarios),
chemical concentrations in the air plume
released by potential chemical accidents
would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume would
reach the tract, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions.

The MEI doses would be the same as
described in the No Action Alternative. The
maximum dose resulting from the postulated
wildfire would be about 0.1 rem; that from
the most severe earthquake would be about
30 rem. If the tract were developed
commercially, however, there would be
significant increases in collective tract dose
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Table 10.3.12.3-1.  Additional Accident Consequences Associated with the
Commercial and Industrial Land Use on the TA 21 Tract

BOTH
DEVELOPMENT

SCENARIOSa

SWEIS
ESTIMATESb

Accident
Scenario

Accident
Location Facility Frequency

per Year
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 57 0.03 72 0.04

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 8,000 4.0 120,000 57

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 48 0.02 100 0.06

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 NAd NAd 24 0.01

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 120 0.06 1,300 0.69

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 74 0.04 400 0.2

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1 0 4 0

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 47 0.02 230 0.12

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 4,700 2.3 35,800 18

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 70 0.04 160 0.08

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 32 0.02 175 0.09

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 570 0.29 3,400 1.7

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 2 0 56 0.03

Notes: mrem = millirem, RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test, TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage
Project
a  In addition to doses estimated in the LANL SWEIS.
b  For the entire population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL.
c  Person-rem
d  Not applicable. Accident could not occur at TA 21 if land were transferred.

and excess LCFs. The most severe earthquake
would result in an estimated tract collective
doses greater than 20,000 person-rem, and in
approximately 12 excess LCFs. These
exposures would be in addition to those
estimated in the LANL SWEIS (340,000
person-rem and 230 excess LCFs for
SITE-03B).

10.3.13 Environmental Justice
There would be no direct or indirect

consequences of the Proposed Action
Alternative. For environmental justice

impacts to occur, there must be high and
adverse human health or environmental
impacts that disproportionately affect
minority or low-income populations. The
human health analyses for the contemplated
land uses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from LANL operations would be expected to
be within regulatory limits, and no excess
LCFs would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
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environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations with regard to
implementing the contemplated land uses on
the tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the Proposed Action
Alternative would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, modest economic benefits would
arise from the additional jobs created during
construction and operation of the new facility.
Secondary effects would include small
increases in business activity and would
likely increase revenues to local governments.
Each of these impacts would be positive and
would not disproportionately affect low-
income or minority populations.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process.

10.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption

of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
TA 21 Tract would not immediately cause
any irreversible or irretrievable commitments
of resources. Subsequent commercial and
industrial development would, however,
cause the irretrievable commitment of
resources during construction and operation
of new businesses. Construction of these
buildings would require the irretrievable
commitment of standard building materials
such as lumber and roofing materials. Energy
would be expended in the form of natural gas
and electricity. Additional water also would
be consumed.

10.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
TA 21 Tract could result in the loss of certain
Federal protections for cultural resources on
the tract. Loss of these protections could be
considered an unavoidable adverse impact to
these resources, as development of previously
undisturbed areas could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the tract. The conveyance or
transfer of the tract also could result in the
loss of certain Federal protections for
ecological resources and consideration of
these resources in planning future activities
on the tract.

Development also would cause adverse
impact through increased need for and use of
utilities. Increased demand for water, solid
waste, and sewage services would have
adverse effects in the immediate Los Alamos
region by lowering the aquifer level more
quickly, shortening the remaining lifetime of
the County landfill, and increasing both the
quantities of sewage that require treatment
and the quantities of treated sewage
discharged to the environment. The
environmental effects of increased demand
for electricity and natural gas would be felt
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elsewhere (in the Four Corners region, for
example), in the form of increased emissions
of air pollutants in order to generate
electricity. Increased consumption of natural
gas adds to global climate change through
increased emissions of carbon dioxide.

Development also would lead to increases
traffic by increasing the labor force within the
County. The addition of an estimated 1,900
new workers would in a 10 to 15 percent
increase in commuter traffic, with attendant
increases in congestion and traffic noises
during daylight hours. Noise levels would
increase within the TA 21 Tract because the
current work force is less than one-fourth that
projected subsequent to development. The
visual environment would deteriorate from
that created by the demolition of existing
LANL structures (although more modern
architectural designs might result in visual
improvement when compared to that of
today).

Finally, development would bring more
members of the public into closer proximity
to LANL facilities, thereby increasing the
number of people exposed to radiological and
chemical air pollutants emitted by LANL
operations. The location is not far from the
Small Business Center Annex (on East Gate
Drive), the location of LANL’s MEI, due to
radiological air emissions from the LANSCE
on the adjacent mesa. While all doses would
be within health-based standards established
by other Federal agencies, the closer
proximity also would increase the radiation
dose received by the collective population
within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of
LANL. In addition, closer public proximity

would result in greater public consequences
from some hypothetical accidents at LANL
facilities.

Finally, commercial and industrial
development would increase the potential for
degradation of surface water quality. Standard
mitigation measures, however, can limit both
short- and long-term impacts to surface water
quality.

10.3.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of
TA 21 Tract would not immediately cause
any specific impacts on short-term uses of the
environment. Environmental restoration
activities at the tract, already completed
before ownership is transferred, would cause
some short-term disruption and use of
resources but would ultimately provide for
long-term improvement in environmental
quality and associated productivity.
Demolition of LANL facilities also would
lead to improvements in the visual
environment.

The tract is located immediately adjacent
to the Los Alamos townsite, and land use has
been commercial and industrial for five
decades. Continued commercial and industrial
land use would, therefore, be compatible with
the long-term uses of the land.
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11.0  AIRPORT TRACT

11.1 Affected Environment

11.1.1 Land Use
The Airport Tract consists of

approximately 205 acres (83 hectares) and is
located on the northeastern edge of the mesa
above Pueblo Canyon and to the east of the
Los Alamos townsite (see Figure 11.1.1-1,
Airport Tract Layout). The bottom of Los
Alamos Canyon to the south and the mesa’s
edge to the north define the tract’s
boundaries. The tract includes land on both
sides of State Road 502, which serves as the
main entrance to the community of Los
Alamos.

Since 1948, the Airport Tract has
primarily been used for commercial air
transportation. Prior to that, the tract served as
a landfill upon which the Los Alamos Airport
was ultimately constructed. Other past
activities at the tract included the use of
portions of the tract for construction supply
and storage. The area of the tract to the north
side of East Road surrounding the Airport’s
runways and support buildings is primarily
grassland. Areas to the south of East Road are

primarily covered in juniper-savannah with
open shrub, grasslands, and wildflower areas.
Areas of the tract to the south of East Road
are adjacent to sensitive wildlife habitat and
archeological sites.

Currently, the Airport handles both
commercial and private air transportation, as
well as emergency transport and support (for
example, medical and fire response). Los
Alamos County operates the Airport, under a
lease agreement from the DOE (DOE 1998b).
Directly to the west of the Airport and north
of East Road is a single-family residential
development (DOE 1998b). Directly to the
east of the Airport is the Small Business
Center Annex (on East Gate Drive),
consisting of offices and other light
commercial and retail land uses. Other land
uses along East Road to the west and in
reasonable proximity to the Airport include
several churches, a public swimming facility,
and a park (LAC 1998). Immediately to the
north of the tract is a steep drop off the
mesa’s edge. Land on the south side of East
Road is undeveloped area that serves as a
buffer area for LANL operations.
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The DP Canyon crossover trail (see
Figure 3.2.1-2 in Chapter 3) crosses portions
of the tract located south of State Road 502
(LANL 1998c). No other recreational
opportunities are associated with the Airport
Tract.

Figure 11.1.1-2 shows the location of
various environmental media monitoring
stations on the subject land tract.

11.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
The Airport Tract contains 24 potential

release sites (PRSs) within its boundaries and
has another within 50 feet (15 meters) of the
tract boundary. These PRSs consist of five
surface units, eight subsurface units, six
outfalls, and six former material disposal
areas (MDAs). Some sampling and
characterization has been performed 19 of the
25 sites, and 2 have already been cleaned up.
There also are four structures on the tract: the
terminal building, a gas meter station, a
storage building, and a storage shed. There
are no other environmental restoration or
decommissioning concerns at this tract.

Figure 11.1.1.1-1 shows areas with
potential contamination issues (PCIs) within
this tract, as well as areas with no known
contamination. Only the southern tip of the
tract appears to have no known contamination
issues, although much of the tract has not yet
been characterized. The areas to the south of
East Road were formerly known as
“contractors’ row,” and are suspected to
contain substantial construction debris with
potential contamination. As a result, PCI
acreage is estimated to total 185 acres
(75 hectares), almost the entire tract.

11.1.2 Transportation
The Los Alamos Airport is adjacent to

East Road, which changes designation from
State Road 502, a two-lane State highway
entering the Los Alamos townsite from the
east (see Figure 11.1.1-1). Current capacity of
this road is approximately 2,200 passenger

cars per hour (pcph). Data provided by the
County of Los Alamos show that East Road
carried approximately 1,500 vehicles in the
peak hour in September 1998. State traffic
flow maps show that the average annual
weekday traffic on East Road was 17,250
vehicles in 1996 near this location. As a
general rule, when peak hour traffic is
10 percent of the average annual weekday
traffic, a road is at or near its capacity. Using
this rule, it appears that East Road is
approaching full capacity at this location.

The level of service (LOS) determined for
this section of East Road was LOS E, which
is defined as operating conditions of
maximum capacity. Applying the U.S.
Census Bureau’s 1.5 percent annual growth
rate to the existing traffic maintains the LOS
at E in about 2018. However, it will degrade
to LOS F, or traffic jam conditions, shortly
after 2018. Widening State Road 502 and
East Road to four lanes near the site will
improve the level of service to LOS B (good
operating conditions with stable traffic flow)
in about 2018.

Under existing traffic volumes provided
by the New Mexico State Highway and
Transportation Department (NMSH&TD),
State Road 502 east of the Airport operates at
LOS E or F coming up the mesa, due to the
mountainous terrain.

11.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 11.1.3-1 shows the location of

structures, roads, and utility lines for the
Airport Tract. Industrial and security fence
lines are shown on Figure 11.1.3-2. Operation
of the Airport is provided by the County of
Los Alamos. All utilities and structures are
owned by the County, but the land is leased
from the DOE. Development on the Airport
Tract consists of the runway, taxiways,
terminal, private hangars, parking, and
associated facilities. East Road, a two-lane
road, bisects the site and is separated from the
airport runway by fencing. The site has all
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utilities available. This tract is not metered
separately for any utilities, and no figures for
current utility usage are available.

11.1.4 Noise
The Airport Tract lies adjacent to East

Road. Vehicular traffic from the highway is
the major source of ambient noise for this
tract of land. The takeoff and landing of small
airplanes contribute intermittently to noise
levels. Ambient noise levels vary with
distance from the highway. At the northern
edges of Technical Area (TA) 73, the edge
most distant from the highway, ambient noise
levels are estimated to be less than 40
decibels, A-weighted (dBA). At the southern
edge, along the highway, background levels
are likely to be in the range of 60 to 70 dBA
during the daytime.

11.1.5 Visual Resources
The Airport Tract includes the developed

airport facility on the north side of East Road
and the undeveloped vegetated area to the
south of East Road. Views from the Airport
Tract include views to the north across Pueblo
Canyon and south across East Road to the
undeveloped portion of this tract. Views of
the Airport are mainly from East Road and
from the subdivision adjacent to the west.
This tract was analyzed by assigning two
rating units to the tract based on the
difference in the visual character with regard
to manmade modifications on the north and
south sides of East Road. The area north of
East Road, Rating Unit 1, is developed for
airport functions, while the area south of the
road, Rating Unit 2, is undeveloped.

After scenic quality, distance zone, and
sensitivity level components were combined
using the Inventory Class Matrix, it was
determined that the developed airport portions
of the tract have moderate public value for
visual resources, Scenic Class III, and the
undeveloped portions of the tract have high

public value for visual resources, Scenic
Class II.

11.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer.

This tract consists of the Airport, a
commercial air service operated by Los
Alamos County under a lease agreement with
the DOE. All employment on the tract is
associated with the Airport.

11.1.7 Ecological Resources
The Airport Tract occupies the mesa top

adjacent to and above Pueblo Canyon. The
vegetation of the tract, covering
approximately 60 percent of the land area, is
primarily ponderosa pine forest; pinyon-
juniper woodland; and open shrub, grassland,
and wildflower areas. The remaining
40 percent of the area is developed as
roadway, parking lots, runway, and buildings.
The flora and fauna are typical of the region.
There are no perennial surface water courses
or floodplains within the tract. A small
willow-dominated wetland exists in the
bottom of DP Canyon near the top of the
drainage. This wetland overlaps portions of
the Airport and TA 21 Tracts. See
Appendix D of this CT EIS for further
description of the wetlands and floodplains.
Foraging habitat is present for the bald eagle,
Mexican spotted owl, and American
peregrine falcon. Los Alamos Canyon and
Pueblo Canyon areas of environmental
interest (AEIs) overlap the Airport Tract for
both the Mexican spotted owl and American
peregrine falcon. Noise is generated from
vehicle traffic utilizing the Airport and from
State Road 502 and aircraft landings and
takeoffs. The Airport Tract is lighted at night
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by security and commercial lighting at the
Airport and by adjacent residential areas.

11.1.8 Cultural Resources
The Airport Tract was used from the

Archaic period through the Nuclear Energy
period. Prior to DOE use, this tract was part
of the Ramon Vigil Spanish land grant. The
ROI for this tract includes the land tract itself,
plus nearby cultural resources located off the
tract. For this tract, these nearby resources are
located on LANL and privately held lands.

One hundred percent of the Airport Tract
has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric cultural resources. Survey results
indicate that there are five cultural sites
within the tract, two of which are prehistoric
and three are historic. Both of the prehistoric
sites have been evaluated as eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
The historic sites include two buildings and a
trash scatter that may be associated with
historic developments during the Nuclear
Energy period. These buildings have been
evaluated as eligible for the NRHP, and the
trash scatter was evaluated as not eligible.
There is a potential for unidentified resources,
including subsurface archaeological deposits
and unrecorded burials in the Airport Tract.

There are no known traditional cultural
properties (TCPs) located within the Airport
Tract. Consultations to identify TCP
resources have not been conducted. TCPs
may be identified during further consultations
with Native American and Hispanic groups
regarding the traditional uses of this tract.
TCPs would not be anticipated in developed
parts of the tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the Airport Tract is presented in
Appendix E of this CT EIS.

11.1.9 Geology and Soils
The Airport Tract is located on the

northeastern edge of the mesa above Pueblo

Canyon and to the east of the Los Alamos
townsite (see Figure 11.1.1-1). Although
heavily developed, the tract is underlain by
the Hackroy sandy loam and steep rock
outcrops along the canyon rim. Outcrops are
the upper member of the Bandelier Tuff
(Tshirege), typical of the Pajarito Plateau. No
major surface faulting is evident in this tract.

11.1.10 Water Resources
The Airport Tract is located on the mesa

top between Los Alamos and DP Canyons,
and the northern and southern boundaries
extend to the bottom of these canyons. Both
canyons are ephemeral drainages in the
vicinity of the tract. Both Los Alamos and DP
Canyon receive stormwater runoff and
snowmelt from the mesa top and surrounding
areas. One spring, DP Spring, flows from the
DP Canyon wall but does not maintain flow
into the canyon bottom. A discussion of a
wetland in the bottom of DP Canyon is
included in Appendix D.

There are no stream gages within the
Airport Tract. There are two surface water
monitoring stations located on the southern
tract boundary, DPS-1 and DPS-4. There is
one test well within the tract and one regional
aquifer supply well several hundred feet to
the southwest.

A portion of the Airport Tract is within
the 100-year floodplain. Assessment of this
floodplain is included in Appendix D.

11.1.11 Air Resources
Air quality at the Airport Tract is

primarily affected by LANL operations at
TA 21 and the Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center (LANSCE). Pollutant contributions
also arise from traffic on East Road and from
the airplanes that use the Los Alamos Airport.

The Airport Tract is part of New Mexico
Region 3, an attainment area that meets
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for criteria pollutants. Except for
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small amounts of carbon monoxide and ozone
resulting from hydrocarbons emitted from
motor vehicles and airplanes, there are no
sources of criteria pollutants within the tract
itself.

There are no sources within the tract that
emit hazardous or other chemical air
pollutants, so concentrations of these
pollutants at the tract are the result of other
activities, primarily those at TA 21. Analysis
shows that about 130 different chemicals
have been or are being used at TA 21.
However, short-term exposures resulting from
inhalation of chemical air pollutants at points
along the current boundaries of TA 21 were
all estimated to be less than health-based
standards (which implies that concentrations
at the Airport would likely be lower), and
there are no anticipated adverse health effects.
Likewise, long-term exposures (such as for
sensitive receptors in Los Alamos and nearby
areas) also were estimated to be less than
health-based standards (DOE 1999c,
Chapter 5).

Just off of the eastern edge of this tract is
the location of the maximally exposed
individual (MEI) for radiation doses from all
of LANL’s operations. The estimated dose
from air pollutants for the MEI in 1997 was
2.2 millirem, which assumes an individual
resided there 24 hours per day for 365 days
(DOE 1999c). Other years brought higher
doses, and the LANL SWEIS analysis
estimated a dose of 3.1 millirem. This is at the
eastern boundary of the tract. At the western
edge, the dose is estimated at about
1.1 millirem (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

11.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
At present, this tract has only one heated

structure, the terminal building. The building
is small, and natural gas consumption is
estimated to approximate that for a home.
Greenhouse emissions are estimated to
consist of only 6 tons (5 metric tons) of
carbon dioxide per year.

11.1.12 Human Health

11.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the Airport Tract

TA 73, which encompasses the Airport, is
the second closest land tract to LANL’s
LANSCE, which is the primary source of
radioactive emissions as measured for the
LANL offsite MEI. The eastern tip of this
land tract is just a little farther from the
LANSCE than the MEI. This tract is currently
leased by the County, and LANL has no
operational facilities there. The dose to non-
LANL personnel on this site from the
LANSCE would be less than that to the MEI.
The LANL SWEIS estimates doses of
3.1 millirem per year to the MEI, and
1.1 millirem at the western edge of the tract
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). Doses are thus
within the EPA standard of 10 millirem per
year. Individuals at the Airport Tract site also
are assumed to be Los Alamos residents who
would receive the area background dose.
Radiological PRSs and other sources of
contamination exist on this site, but these
have not been completely characterized. This
tract has the second highest potential
radiation dose of all the land tracts to be
considered for conveyance or transfer because
of its proximity to the LANSCE.

The Airport Tract lies within one of
LANL’s one-half mile radiation site
evaluation circles due to activities at TA 21
on the neighboring mesa, and within the edge
of another such circle due to activities at the
LANCE. The radiation site evaluation circles
(see Figure 11.1.12.1-1) were included in
LANL’s 1990 Site Development Plan
(LANL 1990). These circles were intended to
be used as planning tools for site developers
and other project managers responsible for
siting new facilities or operations to inform
them of the presence of existing radiation
sources and the need to evaluate their
proposed action(s) against this information.
The circles are not representative of a
particular dose of radiation to the Airport   
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Tract under either normal or accident
conditions, and are noted herein for the
purposes of disclosure with regard to the
nearest radiation source location relative to
the tract. The quantities of radioactive
material and other sources of radiation
identified by these radiation evaluation circles
were evaluated in the 1999 LANL SWEIS, as
previously discussed.

11.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the Airport
Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via an airborne pathway in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown not
to be significant for the affected environment
(DOE 1999c). PRSs and other contamination
on this tract may include nonradiological
constituents, but the site has not been
completely characterized. It is not known if
hazardous materials are used on the tract.

11.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time air plume reached the
Airport Tract, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the LANL
SWEIS, as discussed in Chapter 4, Section
4.1.12 of this CT EIS. Using data from the
LANL SWEIS, doses to the MEI at the

Airport have been estimated for each of these,
as shown in Table 11.1.12.3-1.

Because there are no residents and few
public workers at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess latent
cancer fatality (LCF) are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe postulated earthquake (accident
SITE-03B) has an estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The earthquake scenario would release
chemicals from a number of facilities,
including formaldehyde from the Health
Research Laboratory (Building 43-01) and
chlorine from the chlorinating station within
the Los Alamos townsite (Building 00-1109).
As discussed for chemical accidents,
earthquakes would have no estimated
consequences at the Airport Tract. The most
severe postulated earthquake, however, would
release significant quantities of radioactive
materials from several buildings, especially
from the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Building (Building 03-29).
Radiological consequences are estimated to
result in a maximum dose of approximately
30 Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at the
tract.

The postulated site wildfire scenario
would burn about 8,000 acres
(3,240 hectares) within LANL boundaries, or
about 30 percent of LANL, including most of
Mortandad Canyon and parts of Los Alamos
and DP Canyons east of TA 21. Chemical
releases would be less severe than in the
earthquake scenarios. The largest quantities
of radioactive materials would be released
from the transuranic (TRU) waste storage
domes at Area G. The maximum dose at the
Airport is estimated to be about 0.1 rem. Such
a wildfire has an estimated frequency of 0.1
per year, or once every 10 years.
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Table 11.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the Airport Tract Resulting from Hypothetical
Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY FREQUENCY

PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE

(mrem)

ACCIDENT
DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 67
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 9,500 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 51
Power excursion at the

Godiva-IV fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 11 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 120
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 92 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-
content drum of transuranic

waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 58
Puncture or drop of high-

content drum of transuranic
waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 2,600
Seismic-initiated explosion of

a plutonium-containing
assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 75
Plutonium release from

irradiation experiment at the
Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 38 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 690 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 3 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly;
WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging; TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project

(Because there are no residents and few
public workers at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF are
both zero for all five natural event accident
scenarios.)

11.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by

the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

11.2 No Action Alternative

11.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated change to

land use at the Airport Tract under the No
Action Alternative. Land use at the tract
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would continue to provide commercial,
private, and emergency air transport services.
Lease agreements between the DOE and the
County of Los Alamos would be anticipated
to continue. Land located to the south of State
Road 502 would continue to serve as a buffer
area for LANL operations.

11.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
may take longer. The plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the Airport Tract, as briefly
discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 11.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be
generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates that PRS
cleanup is likely to include 9 removal actions
and in situ containment for 10 former disposal
areas. No cleanup is anticipated to be required
for the four structures. Cleanup of PRSs is
estimated to require more than 6 years for the
longest cleanup segment. (Multiple sites can
be restored simultaneously, so cleanup
duration is determined by the site that
requires the most time.) Waste volumes are
projected to range to approximately
24,460 cubic yards (18,690 cubic meters).
The cost estimate for remedial action at this
parcel is about $28,217,000. This estimate is

based on the information currently available
for each PRS or structure, and is subject to
change if significantly different information is
discovered during the course of investigation
or remediation. It should be noted that all
PRSs, including those at which no
remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be
reported to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs
and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” It is possible that the
administrative authority could require
additional actions, resulting in greater waste
volumes, a longer cleanup duration, and
higher costs. It also should be noted that
environmental restoration actions and costs
represent only a portion of the actions and
total costs that may be required for
conveyance and transfer of this parcel. These
additional costs may be significant.

11.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
Airport Road near the site, other than the
anticipated annual growth rate of 1.5 percent
as estimated by the U.S. Census Bureau. The
future operational performance of Airport
Road and East Road would remain similar to
that of the existing performance, LOS E
(maximum capacity), slowly degrading to
LOS F (traffic jam conditions) in year 2020.

The topography of the area also affects
traffic flow because the majority of the traffic
that passes by the Airport Tract also climbs
the mesa on East Road. The mountainous
terrain of this climbing section causes a
reduction of the road capacity and contributes
to the degradation in LOS.

11.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would result in

no changes in the infrastructure or utilities of
this tract. The Airport would continue to be
operated under lease agreement with the
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DOE. The level of utility usage would not
change appreciably. Thus, implementation of
the No Action Alternative would have no
substantial environmental impacts related to
infrastructure.

11.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, the Airport

Tract would continue to be used as an airport
that services only private and small
commercial craft. Ambient noise levels would
remain the same as those which currently
exist, decreasing from 60 to 70 dBA along
State Road 502 to 40 dBA or less along the
northern boundary of the tract.

11.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it is

expected that the tract would remain much as
it is today—that is, airport facilities and
forested land would not change, and current
visual resources would remain the same.

11.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

11.2.7 Ecological Resources

Under the No Action Alternative, there
would be no changes in land use at the
Airport Tract, as described in Section 11.1.1.
Therefore, no impact to ecological resources
is projected under the CT EIS No Action
Alternative.

11.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

Airport Tract would remain the responsibility
of the DOE, and the treatment of any cultural
resources present would continue to be
subject to Federal laws, regulations,
guidelines, executive orders, and Pueblo
Accords. The use of the Airport Tract

facilities, which may include potentially
NRHP-eligible resources, would continue.
Planned evaluation of these structures would
continue, and information would be available
to the DOE to ensure stewardship of these
resources. Other positive impacts of the No
Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of resources due to lack of
development.

Ongoing negative impacts from natural
processes (such as erosion, fire, seismic
events, and aging of buildings) on the
physical integrity of cultural resources would
continue. Also, the potential for negative
impacts from continued recreational activities
(namely hiking), access by the public, and the
lack of security would continue. These
impacts include unintentional destruction or
damage of resources, vandalism, and
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts. These impacts apply both to
resources within the tract and to those located
nearby but outside of the tract boundary on
LANL lands.

11.2.9 Geology and Soils
Consequences would be limited to

existing uses. The tract is already developed;
no additional utilities, roadwork, or buildings
would be required. No soil disturbance or
change in availability of resources would be
anticipated, except for those associated with
environmental restoration activities. Existing
structures are vulnerable to greater than
magnitude 7 seismic events (as registered on
the Richter scale) and wildfire episodes.

11.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current use of this

tract by the DOE would be anticipated under
this alternative. Consequences to water
resources under the No Action Alternative
would be no different than those already
existing in the affected environment.
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11.2.11 Air Resources
As projected in analyses performed for

the LANL SWEIS, air quality at the tract
would remain high under the No Action
Alternative. Analyses indicate that the Los
Alamos region would continue as an
attainment area for criteria pollutants—that is,
it would continue to comply with NAAQS.
Similarly, analyses showed that
concentrations of hazardous and other
chemical air pollutants would continue to be
below health-based standards for any point
beyond the LANL technical areas that have
chemical airborne emissions. Because there
would be no chemical emissions from the
Airport, and because the Airport Tract lies
outside other technical area boundaries (for
example, TA 21), it can be concluded that
concentrations of chemical pollutants at the
tract also would likely be below health-based
standards. Finally, analyses indicate that
concentrations of radioactive air pollutants
from LANL operations at the Airport Tract
would deliver doses between 2.1 (western
edge) and 5.4 (eastern edge) millirem per
year, or from 21 to 54 percent of the EPA
standard (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

11.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
The affected environment and No Action

Alternative land uses are identical. Hence,
carbon dioxide emissions would remain at an
estimated 6 tons (5 metric tons) annually.

11.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences for the No Action
Alternative for the Airport Tract. Radiation
doses received at this tract would be
estimated to approximately double from
today’s levels, ranging from 2.1 millirem (at
the western edge) to 4.0 millirem (at the
eastern edge) per year at the tract (DOE
1999c, Chapter 5). Doses would remain,
however, within the EPA standard of
10 millirem per year (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

No changes for cancer risk should be
expected for this alternative.

No significant nonradiological increases
in exposures would be expected. LANL
employees should have adequate time to
evacuate the premises for floods or for
wildfires. Because earthquakes usually come
without warning, the human health impacts
due to seismic events likely would be greater
than flood or wildfire. Seismic events would
carry risks of physical injury from building
collapses.

11.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For all postulated
accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time the air plume reached the
Airport Tract, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

11.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. The MEI doses would
be greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS.
The estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero.

11.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment of
this chapter. Neither the wildfire nor any of
the earthquakes would have chemical
consequences, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. The MEI dose resulting
from the postulated wildfire would be about
0.1 rem; the maximum dose from the most
severe earthquake would be approximately
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30 rem. Because there are no residents and
few public workers at the tract, the estimated
tract collective dose and estimated excess
LCF would both be zero for all five natural
event accident scenarios.

11.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations, which would
continue under the No Action Alternative,
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents at LANL would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts. Employment and expenditures
would remain unchanged from the baseline.

11.3 Proposed Action Alternative
There are no DOE facilities or activities

on this tract that would need to be relocated
or otherwise would be affected by the
proposed disposition of this tract, except for
several environmental monitoring stations.
Environmental effects involved in the
relocation of these monitoring stations would
be negligible. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, the Airport would transfer to the
new owner and would remain operational at
least for the duration of the current lease
agreement. Therefore, there would be no

direct consequences of the transfer of
ownership of the tract other than those
associated with potential loss of Federal
protection of cultural and ecological resources
(see Sections 11.3.7 and 11.3.8 respectively).

Indirect consequences would be
anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections.

11.3.1 Land Use

11.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

Land uses contemplated for the Airport
Tract include a combination of commercial
development and airport, and industrial uses
(see Figure 11.3.1.1-1). The following
paragraphs provide description of these land
uses.

Land use identified for the Airport Tract
could include the continued use of
approximately 93 acres (38 hectares) to the
north of State Road 502 for the Airport and
related uses. An area of about 16 acres
(6 hectares) to the west and adjacent to the
Airport also could be developed for heavy
commercial land uses.

Land uses to the south of East Road could
include the development of about 90 acres
(36 hectares) as an office and business park
based on Airport-related industry and
potential retail uses. Both the office and
business park proposed to the south of East
Road and the heavy commercial use proposed
to the north of East Road lie in areas of
limited development potential due to airport
flight and clear zones restricting slope,
building height, and other aspects of
development. Table 11.3.1.1-1 summarizes
the attributes of the land uses proposed for the
Airport Tract.
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Table 11.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of Future Land Uses for the Airport Tract Under the
Airport, Commercial, and Industrial Land Use Scenario

(North and South of State Road 502)

AIRPORT, COMMERCIAL, AND INDUSTRIAL LAND USENORTH OF EAST ROAD

• The Airport, which consists of approximately 93 acres (38 hectares) would continue to dominate land
use as a public airport to the north of State Road 502.

• An area east of the Airport and also north of State Road 502 (16 acres [6 hectares]) could be developed
for industrial land uses.

• Because of the location of the Airport at the entryway to the community, some screening and
landscaping could be added as a component of the development of the area.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LAND USESOUTH OF EAST ROAD

• Areas to the south of East Road (approximately 90 acres [36 hectares]) could be developed as an office
and business park based on airport-related industry and/or retail uses.

• When fully developed, lands on both sides of East Road would be occupied by 200 businesses with
3,100 total employees and 120 commercial vehicles.

11.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

There would be little anticipated change
in land uses associated with the development
proposed for the Airport Tract, where Airport
activities would remain the dominant land
use. Although these land uses would be
disturbed to the north and to the south of State
Road 502 under this scenario, retail,
commercial, and heavy commercial land use,
and/or the continuation of Airport activities
would each be viewed as compatible with
existing and adjacent land use of the Airport
Tract.

11.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional environmental restoration

actions would be required under the Proposed
Action Alternative because restoration
activities must occur before the tract would be
considered suitable for conveyance or
transfer.

11.3.2 Transportation

11.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The airport, commercial development and
industrial land use scenario anticipates
development of additional office and
industrial facilities at the Airport Tract. The
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
land use codes utilized to estimate the trips
generated by these proposed developments
were 130, Industrial Park, and 750, Office
Park. These ITE land use codes allow
estimation of the trips generated by these
facilities based on the number of acres
proposed for each land use type.

Table 11.3.2.1-1 shows the number of
trips the ITE Trip Generation Manual
(ITE 1997) estimates could be generated by
this development. As shown in the table, the
proposed development would add 1,554
entering trips to the Airport Tract and State
Road 502 in the weekday morning peak hour
and an additional 1,324 exiting trips in the
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Table 11.3.2.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Traffic for the Airport, Commercial, and
Industrial Land Use Scenario

ITE ESTIMATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR AIRPORT TRACT

Morning Peak
Hour Trips

Evening Peak
Hour Trips

Saturday Peak
Hour Trips

Land Use

ITE
Land
Use

Code

24
Hour
Two-
Way

Volume Enter Exit Enter Exit Enter Exit

Industrial Park 16
acres (6 hectares)

130 1,010 135 28 35 132 24 51

Office Park 90
acres (36 hectares)

750 13,256 1,419 250 298 1,192 0 0

Total 14,266 1,554 278 333 1,324 24 51

weekday evening peak hour. Assuming that
all of these trips are new trips results in a
doubling of traffic on State Road 502. This
would exceed the capacity of State Road 502,
causing operating conditions to degrade
below LOS F, or traffic jam conditions.
Widening State Road 502 to a four-lane
section is this area would improve the LOS to
E (maximum capacity).

A bridge could be constructed to connect
the eastern edge of the TA 21 Tract with the
Airport Tract. This connection would
improve the ingress and egress to the
proposed DP Road commercial area,
including this tract. This also would alleviate
the traffic problems that currently exist where
DP Road intersects with Trinity Drive.
However, it would increase the number of
trips at the Airport Road-East Road
intersection. This scenario would likely
require the installation of a traffic signal at
the Airport Road-East Road intersection.

11.3.3 Infrastructure

11.3.3.1 Environmental Conseqences of
the Contemplated Uses

The environmental impacts resulting
directly from the disposition of this tract
would be minimal with respect to the utilities
and infrastructure. The Airport would remain
in operation with no change in the utility
usage or the infrastructure. Thus, no new
impacts to utilities and infrastructure would
result directly from conveyance or transfer of
this tract. Environmental Consequences of the
Contemplated Uses.

The contemplated development, as
described in Section 11.3.1.1, would require
enhancement of existing utilities. Water,
electricity, gas, and sewage lines would need
to be extended to service new structures.
Additionally, utility usage would increase,
though the amount would depend on the type
of industries present. As it relates to utilities
and infrastructure, the contemplated use is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Indirect environmental impacts with
respect to utilities and infrastructure resulting
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from this alternative and associated with this
land would include increased utility usage
and ground disturbance resulting from
construction of new facilities. Utility usage in
the existing developments on the Airport
Tract would not be expected to change. The
contemplated industrial and commercial
developments would result in increases in
utility usage. The estimated increases are
shown in Table 11.3.3.1-1. It is not
anticipated that these increases would exceed
the capacity for any utility in the region.

The industrial and business park
developments would require enhancement of
the existing utility lines. Installation of new
utility facilities and upgrades to existing ones
would require creation of trenches and access
and maintenance roads. The construction of
roads, parking areas, and buildings, and
extension of utility lines would cause soil
disturbance. Refer to Section 11.3.9 of this
chapter for detail on impacts resulting from
ground disturbance from new construction.

11.3.4 Noise

11.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

If developed commercially, roads and
structures would be constructed. Construction
of new facilities would entail ground clearing,
excavation, laying of foundations, erection,

and finishing work. The use of heavy
equipment such as front-end loaders, concrete
mixers, and jackhammers would produce
noise levels ranging from 74 to 95 dBA at a
distance of 50 feet (15 meters) from the
construction site (DOE 1997a, page 36).
Construction noises would not be permanent,
however. Once fully developed, traffic from
employees and other travelers would
comprise the majority of noise in the area.
Noise levels along State Road 502 would
likely remain the same, at about 60 to
70 dBA. Noises along the northern parts of
the tract, however, would increase
significantly due to increased traffic along
new roads and due to commercial and
industrial activities in addition to the existing
airport activities.

11.3.5 Visual Resources

11.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Contemplated airport, commercial
development, and industrial land uses north of
East Road would maintain current Scenic
Class III, moderate public value for the visual
resources. Development in the southern
portion of the tract would impact high value
Scenic Class II views from the road and from
the Airport.

Table 11.3.3.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for the Commercial and
Industrial Land Use Scenario on the Airport Tract

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(BAYO)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated annual
increase

1.9 11 110 (3,120) 100 (379) 31 (117) 220 (200)

Available system
capacity

5 200 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 135 (511) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year, mgy = million gallons per
year, tpy = tons per year, msw = municipal solid waste, mty = metric tons per year, NA = not applicable
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11.3.6 Socioeconomics

11.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The Airport would be expected to
continue operating in a similar fashion under
this alternative. Employment would remain
the same. Some of the land could be used for
industrial and commercial development.
There would be short-term increases in area
employment and income associated with the
construction of facilities and long-term
increases once the facilities are operational.
Approximately 3,100 workers would be
employed on the tract and 4,327 jobs would
be generated in the ROI, which would in turn
increase ROI income. Because these jobs
would be filled by the existing ROI labor
force, there would be no impact on area
population or increase in the demand for
housing or public services in the ROI.

11.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct ecological impacts of the

conveyance or transfer itself would be limited
to the changes in responsibility for resource
protection. Environmental review and
protection processes for future activities
would not be as rigorous as those which
govern DOE activities.

11.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Continued use of the 93 acres
(38 hectares) for the Airport and support
activities would not change the natural
resource environment, and development of
the 16 acres (6 hectares) to the west would
have small impact. The development of the
remaining approximately 90 acres
(36 hectares) on the mesa could contribute to
the isolation of the DP Canyon habitat to
slopes and canyon bottoms. Approximately
90 acres (36 hectares) of primarily ponderosa
pine forest and pinyon-juniper woodland

could be converted to developed areas or
landscaping.

Highly mobile wildlife species or wildlife
species with large home ranges (such as deer,
elk, and birds) would be able to relocate to
adjacent undeveloped areas. However,
successful relocation may not occur due to
competition for resources to support the
increased population and the carrying
capacity limitations of areas outside the
proposed development area. Species
relocation may result in additional pressure to
lands already at or near carrying capacity. The
impacts could include overgrazing, stress, and
overwintering mortality. For less-mobile
species (reptiles, amphibians, and small
mammals), direct mortality could occur
during the actual construction event or
ultimately result from habitat alteration. The
loss of acreage due to development would
result in a reduction of breeding and foraging
habitat for wildlife currently utilizing the
property. The developed tract also would be
lost as potential hunting habitat for raptors
and other predators. In addition to the area to
be disturbed, there would be a decrease in
quality of the habitat immediately adjacent to
the proposed development due to increased
noise level, traffic, lights, and other human
activity, both pre- and post-construction.

Development in this tract could result in
the direct loss of wetland vegetation and
function. Even if construction and
development does not occur in the wetland,
indirect impacts such as additional surface
runoff from an increase of impermeable
surface areas (pavement), resulting in
accelerated streambed erosion and increased
downstream and offsite sedimentation could
occur.

There are three species that are Federal-
listed as threatened or endangered that may
potentially use the Airport Tract area: the bald
eagle, American peregrine falcon, and the
Mexican spotted owl. With respect to the bald
eagle, this area has a very low level of
potential use for foraging. Development of
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this tract, which is within the AEI (DP, Los
Alamos, and Pueblo Canyons) for both the
American peregrine falcon and Mexican
spotted owl, may alter the foraging behavior
of these species. For the Mexican spotted owl,
loss of the entire tract would affect
approximately 5 acres (2 hectares) of core
habitat and 120 acres (49 hectares) of buffer
habitat in the Los Alamos Canyon AEI and
overlapping Pueblo Canyon AEI habitat
consisting of 52 acres (21  hectares) of core
habitat and 143 acres (58 hectares) of buffer
habitat. Approximately 154 acres
(62 hectares) and 9 acres (4 hectares) of
American peregrine falcon AEI core habitat
in Pueblo Canyon and Los Alamos Canyon,
respectively, and 44 acres (18 hectares) of
Pueblo Canyon AEI buffer habitat
overlapping the Airport Tract area could be
affected (PC 1999d). Because direct entry into
the adjacent Los Alamos Canyon and Pueblo
Canyon habitat would require descending a
steep cliff face, increased recreational use is
expected to be limited. Therefore, recreational
impacts to the adjacent Los Alamos and
Pueblo Canyons natural habitat would be
expected to be minor. DP Canyon may
receive increased recreational use because it
would be fronted by development in areas
now vacant.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-
and long-term natural resource management
strategies for the DP Canyon, Los Alamos
Canyon, and Pueblo Canyon watersheds.

11.1.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself to cultural resources would
result from the transfer of known and

unidentified cultural resources out of the
responsibility and protection of the DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or sale of
NRHP-eligible cultural resources out of
Federal control is an adverse effect. Eligible
cultural resources are present in the Airport
Tract that could be directly impacted by the
Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing these resources from
future consideration under the National
Historic Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition for this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
discovered on the tract. This impact would
result from removing these resources from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.

11.1.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts to cultural resources
would be anticipated from the land use
contemplated for Airport Tract by the
receiving parties. This analysis reflects the
broad, planning-level impacts anticipated
from this contemplated use.

Under the airport, commercial, and
industrial development scenario, portions of
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the tract would be extensively altered by
construction activities, grading, and trenching.
These activities could result in primary
impacts to eligible resources through physical
destruction, demolition, damage, or alteration.
Resources avoided by construction may be
isolated or have their setting disturbed by the
introduction of elements out of character with
the resource, such as visual and audible
intrusions. The development of land may
cause changes to the presence or integrity of,
or access to natural resources utilized by
traditional communities for subsistence,
religious, or other cultural activities.

11.1.9 Geology and Soils

11.1.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated use for Airport Tract is
airport, commercial development, and
industrial, which would require ground
disturbance for construction of buildings and
installation of utilities. Both existing and new
structures would be vulnerable to greater than
magnitude 7 seismic events (as registered on
the Richter scale) and wildfire episodes.

11.1.10 Water Resources
Transfer of this tract would not directly

affect surface water or groundwater quantity
or quality. These resources may be indirectly
affected, however, if development is pursued,
as discussed in the following sections.

11.1.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated land uses would not
affect groundwater quality or quantity beneath
the tract, but any associated increased water
usage may contribute to the overall regional
water level decline and possibly result in
degradation of water quality within the
aquifer.

Surface water quality may be indirectly
affected if the contemplated land use is

pursued. Development and construction may
potentially affect surface water quality within
and downstream of the tract. Surface water
quality could be impacted during construction
and development of the tract because
stormwater runoff may increase over areas
that have been denuded and carry sediments
and surface contaminants into the drainages.

11.1.11 Air Resources

11.1.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

If this tract were developed commercially
and industrially, new roads and structures
would be constructed. The tract itself would
have increased emissions of criteria pollutants
due to space heating, increased motor vehicle
traffic, and, perhaps, steam-generating
boilers. However, ambient air concentrations
would likely remain within Federal and State
standards, and the Los Alamos region would
remain an attainment area. Emissions of
hazardous and other chemical air pollutants
would likely be absent or regulated. If there
are emissions from any new businesses on
this large tract of land, those emissions would
be subject to Federal and State new-source
performance standards. Sources would require
an air permit and pollution control measures if
emissions exceed certain minimum values.
Therefore, regulations, permits, and controls
would keep emissions below levels hazardous
to human health. It is assumed that there
would be no new sources of radioactive air
pollutants; in which case, inhalation of
radioactive air emissions from LANL would
be the same as in the No Action Alternative,
ranging from 2.1 (western edge) to 5.4
(eastern edge) millirem per year, or from
21 percent to 54 percent of the EPA standard.

11.1.11.2 Global Climate Change
Contemplated land use includes retention

of the airport, and commercial and industrial
development of 105 acres (43 hectares) of
land. An estimated 200 new businesses,
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mostly firms in office buildings, could be
placed on this tract. These businesses would
employ more than 3,000 and would require a
combined fleet of 120 commercial vehicles
(pick-up trucks, vans, and automobiles).
Vehicular use and space and water heating
combined would result in estimated emissions
of about 6,900 tons (6,258 metric tons) of
carbon dioxide annually (versus 6 tons
[5 metric tons] per year in the No Action
Alternative).

11.1.12 Human Health

11.1.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial development would bring an
estimated 3,100 new workers into closer
proximity to LANL facilities, thereby
increasing the number of members of the
public exposed to radiological and chemical
air pollutants emitted by LANL operations.
While all doses would be within health-based
standards established by other Federal
agencies, the closer proximity would increase
radiation dose received by the collective
population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL. In addition, closer public
proximity would result in greater public
consequences from some hypothetical
accidents at LANL facilities.

Radiation doses received by workers at
the Airport Tract would range from
2.1 millirem (at the western edge) and
5.4 millirem (at the eastern edge) per year at
this tract (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). Because
this tract lies within the radiation site
evaluation circle for TA 21, however, use of
the undeveloped areas of the tract may require
additional consideration.

No changes in cancer risk should be
expected. Nonradiological exposures would
be expected to be below health-based
standards. New workers would face the same
hazards to floods and wildfires as workers
now do, and should have adequate time to

evacuate the premises. Seismic events come
without warning, and would carry risks of
physical injury from building collapses.

11.1.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the No Action Alternative. For
all postulated accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time the air
plume reached the Airport Tract, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, chemical accidents would have
no estimated public consequences at the tract.

11.1.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Subsequent to transfer of ownership, the

MEI dose at this tract would be the same as
described in the No Action Alternative. MEI
doses would be greater than 200 millirem for
4 of 13 scenarios postulated in the LANL
SWEIS: 17 rem for RAD-02 (natural gas
pipeline failure, explosion, and fire at the
CMR Building), 200 millirem for RAD-07
(fuel leak and fire at the Waste
Characterization, Reduction, and
Repackaging [WCRR] Facility), 8 rem for
RAD-12 (plutonium release from the Dual
Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test
[DARHT] Facility during an earthquake), and
1.1 rem for RAD-15B (explosion followed by
fire in an entire wing of the CMR Building).

Under the contemplated land use scenario,
there would be substantial increases in
collective tract dose and excess LCFs. For
example, the LANL SWEIS estimated a
collective population dose of 120,000 person-
rem for all people living within a 50-mile
(80-kilometer) radius of LANL, resulting in
an estimated 57 excess LCFs for hypothetical
accident RAD-02. This would increase by
another 12,000 person-rem and six excess
LCFs under the development scenarios for the
Airport Tract. Table 11.3.12.3-1 compares the
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estimated additional consequences of all
hypothetical radiological accidents.

11.1.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Natural event accidents would have no

estimated chemical consequences at the
Airport Tract. For the postulated accidents
(wildfire and four earthquake scenarios),
chemical concentrations in the air plume
released by potential chemical accidents
would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) concentrations by the time any air
plume would reach the tract, even under
adverse weather dispersion conditions.

MEI doses would be the same as
described in the No Action Alternative. The
maximum dose resulting from the postulated
wildfire would be about 0.1 rem; that from the
most severe earthquake would be about
30 rem. If the tract were developed
commercially, however, there would be
significant increases in collective tract dose
and excess LCFs. The most severe earthquake
would result in an estimated tract collective
dose greater than 30,000 person-rem and in
approximately 20 excess LCFs. These
exposures would be in addition to those

Table 11.3.12.3-1.  Additional Accident Consequences Associated with Airport,
Commercial, and Industrial Land Use Scenario on the Airport Tract

AIRPORT,
COMMERCIAL, AND
INDUSTRIAL LAND

USEa

SWEIS
ESTIMATESb

Accident
Scenario

Accident
Location Facility Frequency

per Year
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 83 0.04 72 0.04

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 12,000 5.9 120,000 57

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 63 0.03 100 0.06

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 13 0.01 24 0.01

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 150 0.07 1,300 0.69

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 110 0.06 400 0.2

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1 0 4 0

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 72 0.04 230 0.12

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 3,200 1.6 35,800 18

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 93 0.05 160 0.08

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 47 0.02 175 0.09

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 860 0.43 3,400 1.7

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 4 0 56 0.03

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
a In addition to doses estimated in the LANL SWEIS.
b For the entire population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL.
c Person-rem.
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estimated in the LANL SWEIS
(340,000 person-rem and 230 excess LCFs
for SITE-03B).

11.1.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated land uses
estimate that air emissions and hazardous
chemical and radiological releases from
LANL operations would be expected to be
within regulatory limits and that no excess
LCFs would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations with regard to
implementing the contemplated land uses on
this tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the Proposed Action
Alternative would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Under the Proposed Action
Alternative, modest economic benefits would
arise from the additional jobs created during
construction and operation of the new facility.
Secondary effects would include small
increases in business activity and would
likely increase revenues to local governments.
Each of these impacts would be positive and
would not disproportionately affect
environmental justice.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,

and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process.

11.1.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
Airport Tract would not immediately cause
any irreversible or irretrievable commitments
of resources. Subsequent commercial and
industrial development would, however,
cause irreversible deterioration of the visual
environment along East Road.

New development also would cause the
irretrievable commitment of resources during
construction and operation of new businesses
and office buildings. Construction of these
buildings would require the irretrievable
commitment of standard building materials
such as lumber and roofing materials. Energy
consumption would be expended in the form
of natural gas and electricity. Additional
water also would be consumed. In addition,
continued use of the existing airport facilities
would maintain the irretrievable commitment
of resources currently utilized to operate the
Airport.

11.1.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
Airport Tract could result in the loss of
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certain Federal protections for cultural
resources on the tract. Loss of these
protections could be considered an
unavoidable adverse impact to these resources
because development of previously
undisturbed areas could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the tract. The conveyance or
transfer of this tract could result in the loss of
certain Federal protections for ecological
resources and consideration of these resources
in planning future activities on the tract.

Subsequent commercial and industrial use
of currently undeveloped portions of the tract
would have unavoidable adverse impacts in
several resource areas. One such impact
would be deterioration of the visual
environment within the tract, from adjacent
residential areas, and from more distant
vistas.

Development also would cause adverse
impact through the increased need for and use
of utilities. Increased demand for water, solid
waste, and sewage services would have
adverse effects in the immediate Los Alamos
region by lowering the aquifer level more
quickly, shortening the remaining lifetime of
the County landfill, and increasing both the
quantities of sewage that require treatment
and the quantities of treated sewage
discharged to the environment. The
environmental effects of increased demand
for electricity and natural gas would be felt
elsewhere (in the Four Corners region, for
example), in the form of increased emissions
of air pollutants in order to generate
electricity. Increased consumption of natural
gas adds to global climate change through
increased emissions of carbon dioxide.

Development also would lead to increased
traffic by increasing the labor force within the
County. The addition of an estimated 3,000
new workers would result in a 20 to 25
percent increase in commuter traffic, with
attendant increases in congestion and traffic
noises during daylight hours. Noise levels

would increase substantially within the
Airport Tract with the coming and going of
the work force and, especially, delivery
vehicles that include would large trucks, vans,
and tractor trailers.

Development would bring more members
of the public into closer proximity to LANL
facilities, thereby increasing the number of
people exposed to radiological and chemical
air pollutants emitted by LANL operations.
The location is not far from the Small
Business Center Annex (on East Gate Drive),
the location of LANL’s MEI due to
radiological air emissions from the LANSCE
on the adjacent mesa. While all doses would
be within health-based standards established
by other Federal agencies, the closer
proximity also would increase radiation dose
received by the collective population within a
50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL. In
addition, closer public proximity would result
in greater public consequences from some
hypothetical accidents at LANL facilities.

Finally, commercial and industrial
development would increase the potential for
degradation of surface water quality. Standard
mitigation measures, however, can limit both
short- and long-term impacts to surface water
quality.

11.1.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
Airport Tract would not immediately cause
any specific impacts on short-term uses of the
environment. The tract is located immediately
adjacent to the Los Alamos townsite, adjacent
to areas already developed residentially and
commercially. Additional commercial and
industrial development use would, therefore,
not be incompatible with the long-term uses
of the land.
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12.0  WHITE ROCK Y TRACT

12.1 Affected Environment

12.1.1 Land Use
The White Rock Y Tract consists of

approximately 540 acres (218 hectares) and
incorporates the alignments and intersections
of State Road 502, State Road 4, and the
easternmost portion of East Jemez Road.
State Road 502 bounds the tract to the north,
across from the Technical Area (TA) 74
Tract. The White Rock Y Tract shares its
southern boundary with Pueblo of San
Ildefonso lands, just south of East Jemez
Road. State Road 4 and Bandelier National
Monument (BNM) lie to the east, and TA 72
lies to the west (see Figure 12.1.1-1, White
Rock Y Tract Layout). The tract can be
accessed by any of these three roadways.

The tract is moderately forested with
ponderosa pine and pinyon-juniper
woodlands. Numerous archaeological sites
and one possible historic structure are present
at the site. Portions of the tract also are
adjacent to wetlands and sensitive wildlife
habitat. The Los Alamos Canyon Trail is the
single well-established trail, crossing the
northwest edge of the site.

Current land use at the tract is limited to
the wells, power lines, and transportation
facilities constructed previously in support of
LANL operations (DOE 1998b). In addition,
a portion of the tract is used for recreational
rock climbing. Adjacent land uses to the north
and south include activities associated with
the use and maintenance of State Road 502
and East Jemez Road. To the west, activities
are based on LANL operations at TA 72,
which serves as a training area and firing
range for LANL’s security force. Directly to
the east across State Road 4, land use is
dominated by the tourism and National Park
Service activities at BNM.

Figure 12.1.1-2 shows the environmental
media monitoring stations located on the
subject land tract.

12.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
The White Rock Y Tract has no potential

release sites (PRSs). It contains six structures,
all of which are part of the County water
supply system. The structures include a water
tank, a booster pump station, a water well, a
chlorinator station, a sand trap, and a fluorine
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station. In addition, the tract is traversed by
Los Alamos and Sandia Canyons, both of
which may contain residual contamination
from past LANL operations. Characterization
performed to date indicates the presence of
several radioactive isotopes in stream channel
sediments. Although additional sampling may
be performed, sampling conducted to date
indicates that existing levels of contamination
in the canyon systems are lower than levels
that would elicit health concerns.

Figure 12.1.1.1-1 shows areas with the
potential contamination issues (PCIs) within
this tract, as well as areas with no known
contamination. Only the southernmost part of
the tract, near to and south of East Jemez
Road, appears to have no known
contamination issues, although much of the
tract has not yet been characterized. PCI
acreage is estimated to total 306 acres
(124 hectares), more than half of the tract.

12.1.2 Transportation
The White Rock Y Tract incorporates the

alignments and intersections of State
Road 502, State Road 4, and the easternmost
part of East Jemez Road. The site includes the
State-owned, grade-separated interchange at
State Road 5 and State Road 502.
Table 12.1.2-1 shows the geometry, capacity,
1996 traffic volumes, and 1996 and 2018
level of service (LOS) for these three
roadways. The annual traffic growth rate used
at this location was 2.29 percent according to

the New Mexico State Highway and
Transportation Department (NMSH&TD),
Transportation Planning Division
(NMSH&TD 1997).

As shown in Table 12.1.2-1, the LOS for
both State Road 4 and East Jemez Road is
expected to degrade from LOS E (maximum
capacity) to LOS F (traffic jam conditions) by
the year 2018. Although State Road 502
operates at LOS B near the White Rock Y
under current conditions, it is likely to be at
or over capacity in the two-lane section that
climbs the mesa.

12.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 12.1.3-1 shows the location of

roads, fence lines, and utility lines on the
White Rock Y Tract. This tract is largely
undeveloped. State Road 502 and State
Road 4 and East Jemez Road traverse the
tract. An interchange between State Road 502
and State Road 4 is present. Electricity, gas,
and water lines and several water wells are
located on the site.

12.1.4 Noise
The White Rock Y Tract straddles State

Road 502 along its northern boundary and
State Road 4 along its eastern boundary. The
only source of ambient noise for this tract is
vehicular traffic. Traffic can be quite heavy
during early morning and late afternoon.

Table 12.1.2-1.  Traffic Volume Estimates

LOCATION NUMBER
OF LANES

CURRENT
CAPACITY

(pcph)

1996 PEAK
HOUR

TRAFFIC
VOLUMES

1996
LEVEL

OF
SERVICE

2018
LEVEL

OF
SERVICE

State Road 502 2 EB/3WB 3,100 EB/4,650 WB 1,805 B C

State Road 4 2 2,200 1,570 E F

East Jemez Road 2 1,550 1,000 E F

Notes: pcph = passenger cars per hour, EB = eastbound, WB = westbound
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Noise levels decrease with distance from the
highways. Immediately adjacent to the
highways, noise levels are likely to be in the
range of 60 to 70 decibels, A-weighted (dBA)
for most traffic conditions, increasing to
90 dBA when large vehicles such as tractor
trailers pass.

12.1.5 Visual Resources
The White Rock Y Tract includes fairly

steep side slopes of a mesa with some
vegetation. Road cuts for State Road 502 are
quite dominant in the landscape. There are
good views looking from the roads of the
surrounding landscape. The tract also
includes a high, narrow, rocky mesa that is
fairly prominent in the landscape. Views from
the mesa of the surrounding landscape are
quite spectacular. The White Rock Y Tract is
located directly across State Road 4 from the
Tsankawi unit of BNM and is well within the
viewshed of Tsankawi mesa. Visitors are
attracted to the Tsankawi unit because of its
solitude, peace and tranquillity, and the
opportunity to explore the archeological
resources in such a setting. The view from
Tsankawi mesa is breathtaking and
encompasses most of the area proposed for
transfer.

For the purposes of the visual resource
analysis, this tract was divided into two rating
units based on land characteristics. Rating
Unit 1 includes the areas directly adjacent to
the roads. Rating Unit 2 includes the mesa
area west of the intersection of State
Road 502 and State Road 4.

Three components were analyzed for
Rating Unit 1. Scenic quality was determined
to be “B” due the common scenic character of
the landform combined with the manmade
modifications. The distance zone was
designated as “foreground/middleground” due
to the proximity of the unit to State Road 502
and State Road 4, major viewing points. The
sensitivity level was considered to be “high”
due to high visibility from nearby viewpoints.

The combination of these components using
the Inventory Class Matrix results in a Scenic
Class of II for Rating Unit 1.

Three components were analyzed for
Rating Unit 2. Scenic quality was determined
to be “A” primarily due to interesting
landforms within and adjacent to the rating
unit. The distance zone for the rating unit was
determined to be “foreground/middleground”
because of the proximity to viewpoints along
State Road 502 and State Road 4. The
sensitivity level was determined to be “high”
due to the high visibility of the site. The
combination of these components using the
Inventory Class Matrix results in a Scenic
Class of II for Rating Unit 2. Both units
within the tract fall into Scenic Class II,
indicating visual resources of high public
value.

12.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer.

The White Rock Y Tract is used currently
only for transportation to other parts of LANL
and for utilities, such as water wells. There is
no employment associated with this tract.

12.1.7 Ecological Resources
The predominate vegetation in the White

Rock Y Tract is pinyon-juniper woodland
interspersed with shrubs, grasslands, and
wildflowers. Los Alamos Canyon and its
perennial stream and floodplain cross the
White Rock Y Tract. The ephemeral Sandia
Canyon stream and portions of its floodplain
also are present in this tract. The tract
includes a portion of a 100-year floodplain,
with the water flow primarily routed into
conduits and transported under State Road 4
and State Road 502. Wetlands are present in
association with the streambed and associated
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floodplains. See Appendix D for further
description of the wetlands and floodplains.
Flora and fauna are expected to be
characteristic of the region. The tract contains
suitable habitat for the bald eagle, Mexican
spotted owl, and American peregrine falcon.
Areas of environmental interest (AEIs) for the
Mexican spotted owl (Los Alamos Canyon
AEI) and American peregrine falcon (Pueblo
Canyon and Los Alamos Canyon AEIs) are
defined within this tract. Noise in the vicinity
of the tract results from motor vehicles using
State Road 4 and State Road 502. Lighting is
primarily from motor vehicles.

12.1.8 Cultural Resources
White Rock Y was used from the Paleo-

Indian Period through the Nuclear Energy
period, with most intensive use dating to the
Coalition and Classic periods. The tract was
part of the Ramon Vigil Spanish land grant.
The ROI for this tract includes the land tract
itself, plus nearby cultural resources located
off the tract. For this tract, these nearby
resources are located on LANL, BNM, and
San Ildefonso Pueblo lands.

One hundred percent of the White Rock Y
Tract has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric cultural resources. Survey results
indicate that there are 41 cultural sites within
the tract, 36 of which are prehistoric and 5 of
which are historic. Of the prehistoric sites, 19
are considered to be eligible and 7 as
potentially eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP); 10 are
considered not eligible. Of the five historic
sites, four are potentially eligible, and the
other is not eligible. One of the potentially
eligible sites is a building dating to the Cold
War era. There is a high potential for
unidentified resources, including subsurface
archaeological deposits and unrecorded
burials.

Formal consultations to identify
traditional cultural property (TCP) resources
have not been conducted. There is a high

probability that TCPs will be identified
during further consultations with Native
American and Hispanic groups regarding the
traditional uses of this tract. The Pueblo of
San Ildefonso has indicated, in general terms,
that TCPs are present on this tract. TCPs
would not be anticipated in developed parts of
the tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the White Rock Y Tract is
presented in Appendix E of this CT EIS.

12.1.9 Geology and Soils
Soil members include the Penistaja sandy

loam, the Servilleta loam, and the Prieta silt
loam. No major surface faulting is evident on
this tract. Existing structures are vulnerable to
greater than magnitude 7 seismic events (as
measured on the Richter scale) and wildfire
episodes.

12.1.10 Water Resources
Figure 12.1.1-1 shows the location of the

White Rock Y Tract. The tract is transected
by Los Alamos and Sandia Canyons. Both
canyons are natural ephemeral drainages in
the vicinity of the tract; however, Los Alamos
Canyon receives treated sanitary effluent
from the County’s Bayo Wastewater
Treatment Plant at its confluence with Pueblo
Canyon. This effluent-supported reach
extends to the tract’s eastern boundary. There
are no known springs within the tract. The
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) and
LANL have identified wetlands on this tract.
Wetlands assessments are included in
Appendix D.

There are two stream gages within the
White Rock Y Tract operated by LANL. A
summary of the flow data for two recent years
is presented in Table 12.1.10-1. These
stations also are surface water monitoring
stations. There is one regional aquifer supply
well and two new regional aquifer test wells
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Table 12.1.10-1.  Los Alamos and Sandia
Canyons Gaging Summary

WATER
YEAR LOCATION

#
DAYS/
YEAR

OF
FLOW

TOTAL
VOLUME

(acre-
feet)

MAXIMUM
FLOW
RATE
(gpm)

1997 Los Alamos
Canyon

91 173 76,745

1996 Los Alamos
Canyon

32 15 15,259

1997 Sandia
Canyon

3 0.9 4,448

1996 Sandia
Canyon

1 1 1,795

Note: gpm = gallons per minute

Sources: LANL 1996b, LANL 1998e

within the tract. The two test wells have been
drilled but not completed yet. There is one
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES)-permitted outfall associated
with the supply well.

The White Rock Y Tract lies within the
100-year floodplain as modeled by LANL for
Los Alamos and DP Canyons. Assessment of
these floodplains is included in Appendix D.

12.1.11 Air Resources
The White Rock Y Tract straddles State

Road 502 along its northern boundary, and
State Road 4 forms its eastern boundary. The
tract is part of New Mexico Region 3, an
attainment area that meets National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for criteria
pollutants. Small quantities of hydrocarbon-
generated ozone and carbon monoxide from
vehicular highway traffic are the only
emissions of criteria pollutants from within
the tract.

There are no emissions of hazardous or
other chemical air pollutants at this tract,
which means that any exposures are the result
of air carried from other locations. Analyses
performed for the LANL SWEIS estimate

that concentrations of chemical air pollutants
will not exceed health-based standards for
any point beyond the LANL boundary, and
there are no adverse health effects expected.
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5). From this
information, the same conclusion can be
applied to the White Rock Y Tract.

There also are no emissions of particulate
radioactive air pollutants from within the
boundaries of the White Rock Y Tract.
However, cesium-137 in soils emits direct
radiation that is detected by LANL’s
monitoring network. Estimates for this
location, however, indicate doses of less than
1 millirem per year, or less than 10 percent of
the EPA standard.

12.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
There are no structures or other stationary

sources emitting greenhouse gases located on
this tract.

12.1.12 Human Health

12.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the White Rock Y Tract

No one resides or works on this land, and
visitors remain there only for a short time. It
is expected that radiation doses would be
much less than that to the LANL offsite
maximally exposed individual (MEI) due to
the much greater distance from the primary
source of radioactive air emissions at LANL
(from the Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center [LANSCE]). Similarly, background
radiation doses would be the same as for the
Los Alamos townsite. While there are no
PRSs on this tract, there are known sources of
radioactive contamination on and upstream of
the tract (from cesium-137 contaminated
sediments).
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12.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the White
Rock Y Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via an airborne pathway in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown not
to be significant for the affected environment
(DOE 1999c). Sources of contamination other
than PRSs on this tract may include
nonradiological constituents; the site is not
completely characterized.

It is postulated that all three types of
natural disasters examined in the LANL
SWEIS could occur on this land (flood,
seismic events, and wildfire). This site does
not have hazardous materials present. No
additional nonradiological exposures would
be expected from natural event accidents.

12.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume reached the
White Rock Y Tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. Accordingly,
chemical accidents have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the SWEIS,
as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.12 of
this CT EIS. Using data from the LANL
SWEIS, doses to the MEI at the White
Rock Y Tract have been estimated for each of
these, as shown in Table 12.1.12.3-1.

Because there are no residents and no
public workers at the tract, estimated tract

collective dose and estimated excess latent
cancer fatality (LCF) are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe postulated earthquake (accident
SITE-03B) has an estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The earthquake scenario would release
chemicals from a number of facilities,
including formaldehyde from the Health
Research Laboratory (Building 43-01) and
chlorine from the chlorinating station within
the Los Alamos townsite (Building 00-1109).
As discussed above, earthquakes would have
no estimated chemical consequences at the
White Rock Y Tract. The most severe
postulated earthquake, however, would
release significant quantities of radioactive
materials from several buildings, especially
from the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research
(CMR) Building (Building 03-29).
Radiological consequences are estimated to
result in a maximum dose of approximately
8 Roentgen equivalent man (rem) at the tract.

The postulated site wildfire would burn
about 8,000 acres (3,240 hectares) within
LANL boundaries, or about 30 percent of
LANL, including most of Mortandad Canyon
and parts of Los Alamos and DP Canyons
east of TA 21. Chemical releases would be
less severe than in the earthquake scenarios.
The largest quantities of radioactive materials
are released from the transuranic (TRU)
waste storage domes at Area G. The
maximum dose at White Rock Y Tract is
estimated to be about 0.2 rem. Such a wildfire
has an estimated frequency of 0.1 per year, or
once every 10 years.

Because there are no residents and no
public workers at the tract, the estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF are
both zero for all five natural event accident
scenarios.
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Table 12.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the White Rock Y Tract Resulting from Hypothetical
Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY FREQUENCY

PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE

(mrem)

ACCIDENT
DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 98
Fire in the outdoor

container storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 5,400
Natural gas pipeline

failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 97
Power excursion at the
Godiva-IV fast-burst

reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 3 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 72
Fire in the outdoor

container storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 330 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 5
Puncture or drop of

average-content drum of
transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 230
Puncture or drop of high-

content drum of
transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 2,600
Seismic-initiated

explosion of a plutonium-
containing assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 140
Plutonium release from

irradiation experiment at
the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 22 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 420
Fire in entire building

wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 3 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly;
WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging; TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project

12.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile

(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.
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12.2 No Action Alternative

12.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated changes in

land use at the White Rock Y under the No
Action Alternative. TA 72 operations to the
west of the tract would continue consistent
with future LANL projections. Similarly, the
water wells and transportation routes located
at the tract would remain in support of LANL
operations.

12.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in the DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
could take longer. The plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the White Rock Y Tract, as
briefly discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 12.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be
generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report to Support Land
Conveyance and Transfer Under Public
Law 105-119, Revision 1 (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates that no
decommissioning of the six structures would
be necessary. Cleanup of canyon sediments
may be required, resulting in about
3,770 cubic yards (2,880 cubic meters) of
waste from these minimal restoration
activities. Cost estimates for remedial action
at this parcel range from about $1,880,000 to

$10,424,000. These estimates are based on
the information currently available for each
PRS or structure, and are subject to change if
significantly different information is
discovered during the course of investigation
or remediation. It should be noted that all
PRSs, including those at which no
remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be
reported to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs
and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” It is possible,
however, that the administrative authority
could require even more restoration, resulting
in greater waste volumes, a longer cleanup
duration, and higher costs. It also should be
noted that environmental restoration actions
and costs represent only a portion of the
actions and total costs that may be required
for conveyance and transfer of this parcel.
These additional costs may be significant.

12.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
State Road 502, State Road 4, or East Jemez
Road near the tract. It is expected that the
future operational performance of these
roadways would remain similar to that of the
existing performance, assuming that the
future annual growth rate is 1.5 percent as
predicted the U.S. Census Bureau.

12.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would result in

no changes in the infrastructure or utilities of
the White Rock Y Tract. The tract would
continue to be used as a corridor for
transportation and utilities. No appreciable
increase in utilities or infrastructure usage is
expected; thus, the impacts to utilities and
infrastructure would not change.
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12.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, ambient

noise levels would remain much as they are
currently, typically from 60 to 70 dBA, but up
to 90 dBA. Noises would continue to vary
with time of day (with traffic volume) and
with distance from the highways.

12.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it is

expected that the visual character of the site
would remain much as it exists today. Visual
characteristics of the landforms and manmade
modifications would not be expected to
change in any substantial way.

12.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

12.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at White
Rock Y Tract, as described in Section 12.1.1.
Therefore, no impact to ecological resources
is projected under the CT EIS No Action
Alternative.

12.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

White Rock Y Tract would remain the
responsibility of the DOE, and the treatment
of the cultural resources present would
continue to be subject to Federal laws,
regulations, guidelines, executive orders, and
Pueblo Accords. Other positive impacts of the
No Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of resources due to lack of
development. Ongoing negative impacts from
natural processes (such as erosion, fire,
seismic events, and aging of buildings) on the
physical integrity of cultural resources would
continue. Also, the potential for impacts from
continued recreational activities (such as

hiking and climbing), access by the public,
and the lack of security would continue.
These impacts include unintentional
destruction or damage of resources,
vandalism, and unauthorized collection of
materials and artifacts. These impacts apply
both to resources within the tract and to those
located nearby but outside of the tract
boundary on LANL, BNM, and San Ildefonso
Pueblo lands.

12.2.9 Geology and Soils
Consequences of the No Action

Alternative would be limited to those of
existing uses. The tract is already developed;
no additional utilities, roadwork, or buildings
would be required. No soil disturbance or
change in availability of resources would be
anticipated from implementing the No Action
Alternative.

12.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current use of this

tract by the DOE would be anticipated under
this alternative. Consequences to water
resources under the No Action Alternative
would be no different than those already
existing in the affected environment.

12.2.11 Air Resources
In the No Action Alternative, air quality

would remain high, as it is today. For criteria
pollutants, ambient air concentrations would
remain within air quality standards. Similarly,
concentrations of hazardous and other
chemical air pollutants would remain within
health-based standards. Analysis of doses
received from radioactive air emissions result
in estimated doses of 1.0 to 1.8 millirem per
year, less than one-fifth of the EPA standard.

12.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
There would be no structures or other

stationary sources emitting greenhouse gases
located on this tract.
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12.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable human

health consequences of the No Action
Alternative for the White Rock Y Tract. No
changes in cancer risk would be expected for
this alternative.

12.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For all postulated
accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume reached the
White Rock Y Tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. Accordingly,
chemical accidents would have no estimated
public consequences at the tract.

12.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 2 of 13
scenarios. The estimated tract collective dose
and estimated excess LCF would both be
zero.

12.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. Neither the wildfire
nor any of the earthquakes would have
chemical consequences, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. The MEI dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be about 0.2 rem; the maximum dose from the
most severe earthquake would be
approximately 8 rem. Because there would be
no residents and no public workers at the
tract, estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero for
all five natural event accident scenarios.

12.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations, which would
continue under the No Action Alternative,
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents at LANL would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts. Employment and expenditures
would remain unchanged from the baseline.

12.3 Proposed Action Alternative
There are no DOE facilities or activities

on this tract that would have to be relocated
or otherwise affected by the proposed
disposition of this tract except for the
relocation of some environmental media
monitoring stations onto LANL land. These
direct consequences would be minor and
bounded by the indirect consequences.
Therefore, direct consequences of the transfer
of ownership of the tract will not be discussed
for each resource area other than those
associated with potential loss of Federal
protection of cultural and ecological resources
(see Sections 12.3.7 and 12.3.8 respectively).

Indirect consequences would be
anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
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associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections. Where the impacts from
the two contemplated uses differ, they are
broken out and discussed separately.

12.3.1 Land Use

12.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

Land uses proposed for the White Rock Y
Tract include (1) cultural preservation, and
(2) natural areas, transportation, and utilities.
The following paragraphs provide an
overview of these scenarios.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Land use under this scenario would be

dominated by cultural practices and activities
necessary to meet continuing stewardship
needs. In order to ensure preservation of the
tract, access to the site by members of the
general public would be eliminated. Although
the tract would not be developed, portions of
the tract would be used for utilities, utility
corridors and roadways, as they are currently,
with minimum future additions to
infrastructure.

Natural Areas, Transportation, and
Utilities Land Use Scenario

Under this scenario, land use would be
based on maintaining the tract as a natural
area. The general public would have access to
the site for recreational purposes. Although
the tract would not be developed, portions of
the tract would be used for additions or
improvements to utilities (such as wells or
power lines), or utility corridors, including
construction of roads for improved access.
This use would be much as it is currently,
with some additional infrastructure facilities.

Table 12.3.1.1-1 and Table 12.3.1.1-2
summarize the attributes of each of the
potential scenarios.

Table 12.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of
Future Land Use for the White

Rock Y Tract Under the Cultural
Preservation Land Use Scenario

CULTURAL PRESERVATION LAND
USE

• Entire tract is held in cultural
preservation.

• Land use would be dominated by cultural
practices and activities necessary to meet
continuing stewardship needs.

• Future use of the tract for recreation by
members of the general public would be
precluded.

Table 12.3.1.1-2.  Attributes of
Future Land Use for the White
Rock Y Tract Under the Natural

Areas, Transportation, and Utilities
Land Use Scenario

NATURAL AREAS,
TRANSPORTATION, AND UTILITIES

LAND USE

• Entire tract would be held as an
undeveloped natural area and “passively”
managed.

• Portions of the tract could be used for
additions or improvements to utilities
(wells, power lines) or utility corridors,
including construction of roads for
improved access.

• The general public would have access to
the tract for recreational purposes.
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12.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
There would be some anticipated change

in land use associated with the cultural
preservation land use scenario proposed for
the White Rock Y Tract. Access to the tract
for public recreation and other uses would be
denied, and these recreational opportunities
would be lost. Continued use of the existing
utilities and transportation facilities at the site
would remain. The decrease in activity at and
in proximity to the tract from the change in
access associated with this scenario would
likely prove beneficial to adjacent land use,
including BNM and TA 72 operations.

Natural Areas, Transportation, and
Utilities Land Use Scenario

There would be some anticipated change
to land use associated with the proposed
natural areas, transportation, and utilities
scenario. Some degree of land disturbance
associated with the additions or
improvements to utilities, utility corridors,
and access roads would be expected. Impacts
associated with these activities would be
temporary in nature and would not be
anticipated to result in any major change in
land use.

Activity at and in proximity to the tract
would be anticipated to increase under this
scenario. Unrestricted access to the tract
could increase pedestrian traffic in areas
adjacent to wetlands, archaeological and
historical sites, and sensitive habitat. The
potential for these resources to be effected is
discussed in detail in the ecological and
cultural resource sections for this tract.
Although this would not be anticipated to
adversely impact lands within the tract, it
could be potentially nonbeneficial to adjacent
land uses. Because of the likely increase in
activity adjacent to BNM, activities required
in support of resource management at BNM

could intensify. Management of site security
at TA 72 could be similarly affected.

12.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional environmental restoration

actions would be required under the Proposed
Action Alternative because restoration
activities must occur before the tract would be
considered suitable for conveyance or
transfer.

12.3.2 Transportation

12.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Both the cultural preservation land use
scenario and the natural areas, transportation,
and utilities land use scenario would result in
transportation system impacts similar to the
No Action Alternative. These land use
scenarios as currently defined would, in large
part, result in the continuation of existing land
uses. The possible construction of new roads
to improve access to utilities on the tract
would have no impact on traffic circulation in
the area. Therefore, it is expected that the
future operational performance of State
Road 502, State Road 4, and East Jemez Road
would remain similar to that of the existing
performance, assuming that the future annual
growth rate is 1.5 percent as predicted the
U.S. Census Bureau.

12.3.3 Infrastructure

12.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under this land use scenario, no changes

would be anticipated that would affect the
utilities and infrastructure. Easements for
continued use of utilities and the
transportation corridor would likely continue.
Thus, this land use would have no direct or
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indirect consequences to utilities and
infrastructure.

Natural Areas, Transportation, and
Utilities Land Use Scenario

Under this land use scenario, most of the
tract would be maintained as a natural area.
Some of the land, however, would be used for
additions or improvements to utilities such as
well construction or utility corridors.
Improvements to the utilities are considered
as positive impacts to the area’s utilities and
infrastructure as they would improve the
existing capacity.

However, soil would be disturbed by
activities related to improvements in the
utilities. Refer to Section 12.3.9 for more
information on soil disturbance related to this
land use scenario.

12.3.4 Noise

12.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Continued use of the White Rock Y Tract
as a transportation corridor is contemplated
under both land use scenarios for this tract.
Assuming that the two state highways remain
in use, ambient noise levels would remain as
they are projected for the No Action
Alternative, typically ranging to 70 dBA, with
spikes to 90 dBA.

12.3.5 Visual Resources

12.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The Scenic Class II designation for this
tract is associated with a relatively high
public value for the visual resource. The
visual resource objective for this scenic class
is to retain the existing character of the
landscape as much as possible. The
contemplated uses for this tract include
natural areas, transportation and utilities, or
cultural preservation. Either use would retain

existing visual character and would not
impact visual resources.

12.3.6 Socioeconomics

12.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated uses of this tract would
have little or no impact on employment,
income, population, or housing. There may be
some modest economic activity associated
with improvements to utilities and
infrastructure.

12.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern DOE
activities.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-
and long-term natural resource management
strategies for the White Rock Y Tract.

The LANL Threatened and Endangered
Species Habitat Management Plan would no
longer be in effect for this tract—thereby
potentially reducing the protection afforded
threatened and endangered species and their
potential habitat in the White Rock Y Tract.
This plan has designated approximately
19 acres (8 hectares) within this tract as Los
Alamos Canyon area of environmental
interest (AEI) core habitat for the Mexican
spotted owl, and for the American peregrine
falcon approximately 53 acres (21 hectares)
(Pueblo Canyon AEI) and 237 acres
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(96 hectares) (Los Alamos Canyon AEI) are
defined as AEI core habitat along with
111 acres (45 hectares) of Pueblo Canyon
AEI buffer habitat (PC 1999d).

12.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation scenario,

the potential impacts to natural resources
would be similar to the undeveloped but
publicly accessible alternative. However,
wildlife disturbance, both visual and auditory,
from recreational use would be diminished.
Consequently, habitat for most species would
be augmented and improved.

Natural Areas, Transportation, and
Utilities Land Use Scenario

The White Rock Y Tract has about
540 acres (219 hectares) of pinyon-juniper
woodland with open areas occupied by
shrubs, grasslands, and wildflowers. Under
this land use scenario, the tract would
continue to be passively managed as a natural
area. While the site is not proposed for
specific development under these alternatives,
portions of the tract would be used for
additions or improvement to utilities or utility
corridors, including construction or roads for
improved access. The general public
potentially would have increased access for
recreational purposes. Increased recreation
access, especially if it includes motorized
recreational vehicles, may cause animals (in
some species) to alter their activity and
feeding patterns, potentially resulting in
increased stress, decreased reproduction, or
the temporary or permanent abandonment of
the affected area. Motorized recreational
vehicles could result in further habitat
degradation due to noise, an increase in the
number of trails, and increased erosion.
Foraging habitat for the American peregrine
falcon and bald eagle could be affected. The
White Rock Y Tract comprises approximately
2 percent of American peregrine falcon and

bald eagle general habitat available at LANL
(LANL 1998b). Development of utility
improvements and minor roadway
construction would have associated habitat
loss but generally would be expected to be
minor.

12.3.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would result from the transfer
of known and unidentified cultural resources
out of the responsibility and protection of the
DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or sale of
NRHP-eligible cultural resources out of
Federal control is an adverse effect. Eligible
cultural resources are present in the White
Rock Y Tract and thus could be directly
impacted by the Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing them from future
consideration under the National Historic
Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing these resources from consideration
under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act,
American Indian Religious Freedom Act, and
Executive Order 13007, “Indian Sacred
Sites.” Finally the disposition of this tract
would affect the treatment and disposition of
any human remains, funerary objects, sacred
objects, and objects of cultural patrimony that
may be discovered on the tract. This impact
would result from removing them these items
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.
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12.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts would be anticipated
from the land uses contemplated by the
receiving parties for the White Rock Y Tract.
The two land uses identified for the White
Rock Y Tract include (1) cultural
preservation and (2) natural areas,
transportation, and utilities. This analysis
reflects the broad, planning-level impacts
anticipated from each contemplated use.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation scenario,

the White Rock Y Tract would be used for
cultural stewardship needs by the receiving
party. Access to these lands by the general
public would be restricted to protect
culturally important resources. It is
anticipated that this scenario would involve
little or no construction or development; but,
cultural preservation uses and users would be
defined by the receiving party.

Dedicating the tract to cultural
preservation would be anticipated to have a
beneficial impact on the cultural resources
present. The restriction of access by the
general public would be anticipated to help
protect the resources from vandalism,
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional
practices and ceremonies. Another beneficial
impact would be the passive preservation of
resources and continued access to TCPs
afforded to traditional practitioners of the
receiving party.

Ongoing negative impacts from natural
processes (such as erosion) on the physical
integrity of cultural resources would continue.
There also may be potential adverse impacts
to some current traditional users if general
access is precluded or restricted.

Natural Areas, Transportation, and
Utilities Land Use Scenario

Under the natural areas, utilities, and
transportation scenario, the tract would be

held as an undeveloped, publicly accessible
natural area. The maintenance of natural areas
would allow the passive preservation of
cultural resources on the tract by restricting
more destructive types of land use.

Portions of the tract also would be used
for additions or improvements to utilities and
road networks. It is anticipated that there may
be construction and other ground disturbing
activities required for maintaining utilities
and establishing new roads. These activities
could result in the physical destruction,
damage, or alteration of the cultural resources
present. Resources avoided by construction
may become isolated or have their setting
disturbed by the introduction of elements out
of character with the resource, such as visual
and audible intrusions. These activities may
cause changes to the presence or integrity of,
or access to, natural resources utilized by
traditional communities for subsistence,
religious, or other cultural activities.

The sanctioning of recreational uses and
the construction of roads would increase
access to cultural resources. Increased access
could cause unintentional destruction and
damage to resources, vandalism, unauthorized
collection of materials and artifacts, and
disturbance of traditional practices and
ceremonies.

12.3.9 Geology and Soils

12.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation land use

scenario, there would be no disturbance for
development. The tract would remain
susceptible to wildfires, which could increase
erosion potential.

Natural Areas, Transportation, and
Utilities Land Use Scenario

With the proposed natural areas,
transportation, and utilities scenario, some
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degree of land disturbance associated with the
additions or improvements to utilities, utility
corridors, and access roads would be
expected. Existing and upgraded structures
would be vulnerable to greater than
magnitude 7 seismic events (as measured on
the Richter scale) and wildfire episodes.

12.3.10 Water Resources

12.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Transfer of this tract under either
contemplated land use would not directly or
indirectly affect surface water or groundwater
quality or quantity.

12.3.11 Air Resources

12.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Continued use of the White Rock Y Tract
as a transportation corridor is included as part
of both contemplated uses. As such, there
would be no additional activities or additional
emission of air pollutants. Air quality would
remain the same (high) as in the No Action
Alternative. Specifically, NAAQS would be
met for criteria pollutants; concentrations of
hazardous and other chemical air pollutants
would remain below health-based standards;
and doses from radioactive pollutants would
remain less than 2 millirem per year or less
than 20 percent of the EPA standard.

12.3.11.2 Global Climate Change
Contemplated use for the White Rock Y

Tract would be largely unchanged following
disposition. Accordingly, there would be few
or no structures or other stationary sources
emitting greenhouse gases located on this
tract.

12.3.12 Human Health

12.3.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The consequences for human health for
both contemplated uses would be the same as
discussed for the No Action Alternative. The
public could be in closer proximity to LANL
but not closer than the offsite MEI with
respect to the LANL operations producing the
radioactive air emissions. Therefore,
radiological doses would be the same as for
the No Action Alternative.

12.3.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the No Action Alternative. For
all postulated chemical accidents,
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential accidents would be below both
ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time any air
plume reached the White Rock Y Tract, even
under adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, chemical accidents would have
no estimated public consequences at the tract.

12.3.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the No Action Alternative.
MEI doses would be greater than 500
millirem for 2 of 13 scenarios postulated in
the LANL SWEIS. The estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF
would both be zero.

12.3.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the No Action Alternative.
Neither the wildfire nor any of the
earthquakes would have chemical
consequences, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. The MEI dose resulting
from the postulated wildfire would be
approximately 0.2 rem; the maximum dose
from the most severe earthquake would be
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about 8 rem. However, because there is no
planned development of this tract, and hence,
there would be no workers or residents, the
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF would both be zero for all five
natural event accident scenarios.

12.3.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated land uses
estimate that air emissions and hazardous
chemical and radiological releases associated
with LANL operations would be expected to
be within regulatory limits and that no latent
cancer fatalities would likely result. The
human health analyses also indicate that
radiological releases from LANL-generated
accidents would not result in disproportionate
adverse human health or environmental
impacts. Therefore, such accidents would not
have disproportionately high and adverse
impacts on minority or low-income
populations with regard to implementing the
contemplated land uses on the tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the Proposed Action
Alternative would not lead to environmental
justice impacts.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this

point in the consultation process. Legal
counsel for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso
expressed the opinion that the conveyance
and use of this tract would result in an
environmental justice impact on the Pueblo’s
population.

12.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
White Rock Y Tract would not immediately
cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources. Because only
minimal road and utility improvements would
be made under the proposed land use
scenarios, a minor irreversible commitment of
ecological habitat and cultural resources
could occur.

The natural areas, transportation, and
utilities land use scenario would cause
irretrievable commitments of minor quantities
of resources during upgrade of the roads and
utilities. These resources include energy
expended in the form of electricity and the
burning of fossil fuels.

12.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
White Rock Y Tract could result in the loss of
certain Federal protections for cultural
resources on the tract. Loss of these
protections could be considered an
unavoidable adverse impact to these resources
because new development could result in
physical destruction, damage, or alteration of
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cultural resources on the tract. The
conveyance or transfer of the tract also could
result in the loss of certain Federal protections
for ecological resources and consideration of
these resources in planning future activities
on the tract. Subsequent upgrading of roads
and utilities on the tract could cause adverse
impacts to ecological habitat, including loss
of a small amount of habitat.

12.3.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

Because there would be virtually no
change in the use of this land tract under the
proposed land uses, neither the actual
conveyance or transfer nor the future use
would cause any specific impacts on short-
term uses of the environment. Similarly, there
would be no noticeable impact to the long-
term ecological productivity of the area.
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13.0  TECHNICAL AREA 74 TRACT

13.1 Affected Environment

13.1.1 Land Use
Technical Area (TA) 74 represents a large

area of LANL buffer lands, consisting of
approximately 2,715 acres (1,100 hectares)
(DOE 1998b). The tract is located east of the
Los Alamos townsite and below the mesa
upon which the townsite is built. The northern
half of the site is dominated by lower Bayo
Canyon; the southern half includes much of
Pueblo Canyon.

U.S. Forest Service (USFS) property
borders the tract to the north. State Road 502
forms the southern border of the tract and
provides the primary vehicle access. State
Road 502 also serves to separate TA 74 from
the northeast edge of the White Rock Y Tract
and the northwest edge of the Bandelier
National Monument (BNM). Pueblo of San
Ildefonso lands lie to the east, and the Airport
Tract is to the west (see Figure 13.1.1-1,
Technical Area 74 Tract Layout). Access to
the tract is currently gated and limited to
Federal, State, and local government
personnel on official business. However,
access by others may be coordinated on a

case-by-case basis. Although not subject to
Los Alamos County land use controls, the
tract is zoned by the County as Federal lands
for planning purposes (LAC 1998).

The TA 74 Tract is isolated from LANL
operations and contains numerous
archaeological sites and sensitive wildlife
habitat (LANL 1990). The site is heavily
forested with ponderosa pine and pinyon-
juniper woodlands (DOE 1999c).

Existing uses at the tract include activities
associated with the State highway
maintenance facility, which includes two
buildings, and the water wells and tanks
present at the site. Adjacent land uses
includes the Bayo Wastewater Treatment
Plant located in the west-central portion of the
tract, land practices of the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso to the east, and ongoing airport
activities to the west. Land use directly to the
south and southwest includes the use and
maintenance of State Road 502 and the White
Rock Y intersection of State Road 502 and
State Road 4. Directly to the southeast, land
use is dominated by tourism and National
Park Service activities at BNM. Land uses to
the north on USFS lands include hiking,
horseback riding, climbing, bird watching,
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and forest management activities. The road
into the tract and several unpaved roads
within the tract serve as fire-break roads for
the USFS and provide access to adjacent land,
including the Bayo Wastewater Treatment
Plant.

There are three well-established trails that
cross the tract (see Figure 3.2.1-2 in
Chapter 3). The Otowi Mesa Trail crosses
between the northwest corner of the tract and
the northwest side of the tract. The Bayo
Canyon Trail enters the tract from the
northwest and continues in a southeasterly
direction to its terminus within the TA 74
Tract. The Camp Hamilton Trail trends
roughly south and north along the western
edge of the tract (LANL 1998c). Although
access via the gated main road is limited,
access is available to the general public for
recreational purposes (hiking, horseback
riding, climbing) via these trails.

Figure 13.1.1-2 shows the environmental
media monitoring stations located on and near
the subject land tract.

13.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
The TA 74 Tract has four potential release

sites (PRSs): one surface unit, one subsurface
unit, and two outfalls. Three PRSs are located
on a mesa point at the southwest corner of the
tract, near the Small Business Center Annex
(on East Gate Drive). The fourth PRS, a
former disposal area for construction debris,
is situated on the canyon below this mesa. All
four PRSs have been characterized, and
remediation has been performed. Further
cleanup is not likely to be necessary. The tract
also contains three DOE-owned structures (a
water tower, water tank, and a well) that are
part of the County water supply system.

The TA 74 Tract also is traversed by
Pueblo and Bayo Canyons, both of which
may contain residual contamination from past
LANL operations. Characterization
performed to date indicates the presence of
several radioactive isotopes in stream channel

sediments. Although additional sampling may
be performed, sampling conducted to date
indicates that existing levels of contamination
in the canyon systems are orders of
magnitude lower than levels that would elicit
health concerns.

Figure 13.1.1.1-1 shows areas with
potential contamination issues (PCIs) within
this tract, as well as areas with no known
contamination. The eastern half of the tract
from Barranca Mesa to the White Rock Y
Tract is thought to have no known
contamination issues, although much of the
tract has not yet been characterized. The
western half of the tract is the site of
dispersed plutonium in sediments. PCI
acreage is estimated to total 1,150 acres
(465 hectares), about 40 percent of the tract.

13.1.2 Transportation
The TA 74 Tract is adjacent to the White

Rock Y Tract, which incorporates the
alignments and intersections of State
Road 502 and State Road 4 (see
Figure 13.1.1-1). Table 13.1.2-1 shows the
geometry, capacity, 1996 traffic volumes, and
1996 and 2018 levels of service (LOSs) for
these roadways. The annual traffic growth
rate used at this location was 2.29 percent
according to the New Mexico State Highway
and Transportation Department
(NMSH&TD), Transportation Planning
Division (NMSH&TD 1997).

The traffic counts to conduct this analysis
are the same as those used for the White
Rock Y Tract, discussed in Chapter 12,
Section 12.1.2.

As shown in Table 13.1.2-1, the LOS for
both State Road 4 and East Jemez Road is
expected to degrade from LOS E (maximum
capacity) to LOS F (traffic jam conditions) by
the year 2018. Although State Road 502
operates at LOS B near the White Rock Y
under current conditions, it is likely to be at
or over capacity in the two-lane section that
climbs the mesa.
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Table 13.1.2-1.  Traffic Volume Estimates

LOCATION
NUMBER

OF
LANES

CURRENT
CAPACITY

(pcph)

1996 PEAK
HOUR

TRAFFIC
VOLUMES

1996
LEVEL OF
SERVICE

2018
LEVEL

OF
SERVICE

State Road 502 2 EB/3 WB
3,100

EB/4,650 WB
1,805 B C

State Road 4 2 2,200 1,570 E F

Notes: pcph = passenger cars per hour, EB = eastbound, WB = westbound

13.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 13.1.3-1 shows the location of

roads and utility lines on the TA 74 Tract.
Developments on this tract include water
wells, a water tank, and a State highway
maintenance facility. Several dirt roads and
trails traverse the tract. Electric power lines
cross the tract boundaries on the west end of
the tract. Natural gas and sewage lines are not
present on the tract.

A new wastewater treatment facility has
been proposed to replace the aging Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant (DOE 1999c).
The proposed plant would accommodate
future growth and meet stricter water
discharge compliance regulations and would
be built close to the existing plant. Once the
new facility was completed, the existing plant
would be abandoned. While the proposed
plant installation is independent of the
decision to convey or transfer the TA 74
Tract, the increased effluent from the new
plant may have impacts on this tract.

13.1.4 Noise
TA 74 is the largest of the land tracts

under consideration for transfer. Ambient
noises exist only along the southern edge of
the tract, which parallels State Road 502 at
distances varying from zero to several
hundred feet. Ambient noise levels along this

southern edge are estimated at 60 to
90 decibels, A-weighted (dBA). However, for
the remaining 90 percent-plus of the tract,
ambient noise levels are likely in the range of
10 to 20 dBA (largely undisturbed).

13.1.5 Visual Resources
The TA 74 Tract includes areas of Pueblo

Canyon and associated side slope areas
toward the north. The site is fairly
undisturbed, and the scenery is visually
interesting. There are several unpaved roads
and trails within the site, as well as water
wells and road maintenance facilities. State
Road 502 runs along the southern boundary
of the tract. There are good views into the site
from State Road 502 and State Road 4.

The TA 74 Tract is located directly across
State Road 4 from the Tsankawi unit of BNM
and is well within the viewshed of Tsankawi
mesa. Visitors are attracted to the Tsankawi
unit because of its solitude, peace and
tranquillity, and the opportunity to explore the
archeological resources in such a setting. The
view from Tsankawi mesa is breathtaking and
encompasses most of the area slated for
transfer. This tract was analyzed by assigning
two rating units to the tract based on the two
characteristic landforms: the side slope area
roughly on the north side, Rating Unit 1, and
the lowland area along Pueblo Canyon,
Rating Unit 2.
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 Three components were analyzed for
Rating Unit 1. Scenic quality was determined
to be “A” due the above average scenic
character of the landform combined with
subtle manmade modifications. The distance
zone was designated as “foreground/middle-
ground” due to the proximity of the unit to
State Road 502, a major viewing point. The
sensitivity level was considered to be “high”
due to public interest and high visibility from
nearby viewpoints.

The combination of these components
using the Inventory Class Matrix results in a
Scenic Class of II for Rating Unit 1.

Three components were analyzed for
Rating Unit 2. Scenic quality was determined
to be “A” primarily due to interesting and
somewhat unique vegetation and landforms
within and adjacent to the unit and subtle
manmade modifications. The distance zone
was determined to be “foreground/middle-
ground” because of the proximity to
viewpoints along State Road 502. The
sensitivity level was determined to be “high”
due to the high visibility of the site from
viewpoints on State Road 502.

The combination of these components
using the Inventory Class Matrix, result in a
Scenic Class of II for Rating Unit 2. Both
units within the tract are designated as Scenic
Class II, indicating visual resources with high
public value.

13.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer.

The TA 74 Tract is largely unimproved
and currently accommodates water wells, a
water tank, and a highway maintenance
facility. There is little employment associated
with this tract.

13.1.7 Ecological Resources
Vegetation communities present with the

TA 74 Tract are basically ponderosa pine
forest; pinyon-juniper woodland; and open
shrub, grassland, and wildflower areas.
Maintained dirt roads are the primary
development within the tract. Pueblo, Bayo,
and Los Alamos Canyons cross this tract. An
ephemeral stream is associated with each
canyon. Floodplains within the TA 74 Tract
are not well defined. Wetland areas are
present downstream of the Bayo Wastewater
Treatment Plant. See Appendix D for further
description of the wetlands and floodplains.
Flora and fauna are characteristic of the
region. Suitable habitat is present for the
Mexican spotted owl, American peregrine
falcon, and bald eagle. Los Alamos Canyon
and Pueblo Canyon areas of environmental
interest (AEIs) are defined within this land
tract for the Mexican spotted owl and
American peregrine falcon. Noise levels
within TA 74 are associated with vehicular
traffic on State Road 4 and State Road 502,
and with casual recreational use. Current
lighting in the tract is associated with vehicles
and distant residential and commercial
facilities.

13.1.8 Cultural Resources
TA 74 was used from the Archaic period

through the Nuclear Energy period. The tract
was part of the Ramon Vigil Spanish land
grant. The ROI for this tract includes the land
tract itself, plus nearby cultural resources
located off the tract. For this tract, the nearby
resources are located on LANL, BNM, Santa
Fe National Forest, and San Ildefonso Pueblo
lands.

One hundred percent of the TA 74 Tract
has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric cultural resources. Survey results
indicate that there are 100 cultural sites within
the tract, 97 of which are prehistoric and 3 of
which are historic. Of the prehistoric sites, 76
have been evaluated as eligible to the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
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and 21 as potentially eligible for listing on the
NRHP. Of the three historic sites, two are
potentially eligible, and the other has been
determined not eligible. There are no
buildings present on the TA 74 Tract. There is
a very high potential for unidentified
resources, including subsurface
archaeological deposits and unrecorded
burials.

Formal consultations to identify
traditional cultural property (TCP) resources
have not been conducted. There is a very high
probability that TCPs will be identified
during further consultations with Native
American and Hispanic groups regarding the
traditional uses of this tract. The Pueblo of
San Ildefonso has indicated, in general terms,
that TCPs are present on this tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the TA 74 Tract is presented in
Appendix E of this CT EIS.

13.1.9 Geology and Soils
The TA 74 Tract is heavily forested and is

susceptible to wildfires. There are minor
north-south treading faults visible in the north
east corner of the tract, and the existing water
wells and tanks are susceptible to a greater
than magnitude 7 seismic event as measured
on the Richter scale.

13.1.10 Water Resources
Figure 13.1.1-1 shows the location of the

TA 74 Tract. The tract is transected by Pueblo
and Bayo Canyons. Both canyons are natural
ephemeral streams in the vicinity of the tract;
however, Pueblo Canyon receives treated
sanitary effluent from the County’s Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant. This effluent-
supported reach extends to the confluence
with Los Alamos Canyon. There is one
known spring, Hamilton Bend Spring,
that does not flow consistently. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS) National
Wetland Inventory (NWI) and LANL identify

wetlands in this tract. Assessment of these
wetlands is included in Appendix D.

There is one stream gage and a surface
water monitoring station within the TA 74
Tract. There is one regional aquifer supply
well and one regional aquifer test well within
the tract. There is one National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)-
permitted outfall associated with the supply
well.

Portions of the TA 74 Tract associated
with the canyon bottoms lie within the
100-year floodplain. Floodplain assessments
are included in Appendix D.

13.1.11 Air Resources
TA 74 is the largest of the land tracts

under consideration for disposition. Air
quality at the tract is high. Neither hazardous
nor radioactive air pollutant sources exist at
the tract. Small amounts of hydrocarbon-
generated ozone and carbon dioxide are
emitted by vehicles passing through the
southern edge of the tract on State Road 502;
but no criteria pollutants are emitted from
anywhere else on this large tract of land.

The tract is part of New Mexico Region 3,
an attainment area that meets National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
criteria pollutants. Analyses performed for the
LANL SWEIS estimate that concentrations of
chemical air pollutants will not exceed health-
based standards for any point beyond the
LANL boundary (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5),
and no adverse human health effects are
expected. From this information, we can
extrapolate that the same conclusion can be
applied to TA 74. Estimates for this location
indicate doses from radioactive emissions at
LANL range from 2 millirem at its western
edge to less than 1 millirem per year, or less
than 10 percent of the EPA standard, for most
of the rest of the tract.
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13.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
With the exception of the highway

maintenance facility, there are no structures
or other stationary sources of greenhouse
gases located on this tract. Accordingly,
emissions of greenhouse gases are small.

13.1.12 Human Health

13.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the TA 74 Tract

The TA 74 Tract is the second most
remote of the 10 land tracts. It is the second
farthest from LANL and would be less
affected by LANL radioactive air emissions
than many of the other tracts. Radiation doses
to members of the public who currently use
this tract would be much less than that to the
LANL offsite maximally exposed individual
(MEI) (an effective dose equivalent [EDE] of
1.93 millirem) and would not even approach
the regulatory limit of 10 millirem per year.
Background radiation would be the same as
that given for any individual in the Los
Alamos townsite area (an EDE of
360 millirem plus 53 millirem for medical
and dental).

The major consideration on this tract is
that many of the sediments on the southwest
corner are contaminated with plutonium. A
risk analysis is being prepared to address the
human health risk for these sediments by the
LANL Environmental Restoration (ER)
Project. This information is not available
currently.

13.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the TA 74
Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via an airborne pathway in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown not
to be significant for the affected environment

(DOE 1999c). No PRSs or other known
sources of nonradiological contamination
exist for this tract. Therefore, no additional
nonradiological exposures would be expected.

13.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume reaches
TA 74, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the
LANL SWEIS, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 in this CT EIS. Using data
from the LANL SWEIS, doses to the MEI at
TA 74 have been estimated for each of these,
as shown in Table 13.1.12.3-1.

Because there are no residents and few
public workers at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess latent
cancer fatality (LCF) are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe postulated earthquake (accident
SITE-03B) has an estimated frequency of
3 x 10-5 per year, or once every 330,000
years. The postulated earthquake would
release chemicals from a number of facilities,
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Table 13.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the TA 74 Tract Resulting from Hypothetical
Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY FREQUENCY

PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE
(mrem)

ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 38
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 2,600 Natural gas pipeline failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 29
Power excursion at the Godiva-IV

fast-burst reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 1 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 40
Fire in the outdoor container

storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 100 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1
Puncture or drop of average-

content drum of transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 66
Puncture or drop of high-content

drum of transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 1,000
Seismic-initiated explosion of a
plutonium-containing assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 44
Plutonium release from irradiation

experiment at the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 12 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 220 Fire in entire building wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 2 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; CMR = Chemistry and Metallurgy Research;
TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project

including formaldehyde from the Health
Research Laboratory (Building 43-01) and
chlorine from the chlorinating station within
the Los Alamos townsite (Building 00-1109).
As discussed, earthquakes would have no
estimated chemical consequences at TA 74.
The most severe postulated earthquake,
however, would release significant quantities
of radioactive materials from several
buildings, especially from the Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research (CMR) Building
(Building 03-29). Radiological consequences
are estimated to result in a maximum dose of

approximately 8 Roentgen equivalent man
(rem) at the tract.

The postulated site wildfire scenario
would burn about 8,000 acres
(3,240 hectares) within LANL boundaries, or
about 30 percent LANL, including most of
Mortandad Canyon and parts of Los Alamos
and DP Canyons east of TA 21. Chemical
releases would be less severe than in the
earthquake scenarios. The largest quantities
of radioactive materials would be released
from the transuranic (TRU) waste storage
domes at Area G. The maximum dose at
TA 74 is estimated to be about 0.1 rem. Such
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a wildfire has an estimated frequency of 0.1
per year, or once every 10 years.

Because there are no residents and few
public workers at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF are
both zero for all five natural event accident
scenarios.

13.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80 kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

13.2 No Action Alternative

13.2.1 Land Use
There would be no anticipated change in

land use at the TA 74 under the No Action
Alternative. The limitations on gated access
to the tract would remain. There also would
be no anticipated change in adjacent land use
as currently defined.

13.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
may take longer. The plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the TA 74 tract, as briefly
discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 13.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be

generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report (DOE 1999b).

This information indicates that although
characterization of the four PRSs would be
necessary, no remedial action is likely to be
required. Similarly, no cleanup of structures
should be required. Some removal of
sediments from the canyon systems may be
necessary, and as much as 98,880 cubic yards
(74,910 cubic meters) of waste may result.
Characterization of PRSs is estimated to
require 18 months. Cost estimates for
remedial action at this parcel range from
about $3,683,000 to $215,666,000. These
estimates are based on the information
currently available for each PRS or structure,
and are subject to change if significantly
different information is discovered during the
course of investigation or remediation. It
should be noted that all PRSs, including those
at which no remediation is ultimately
required, must be characterized, and the
results must be reported to the administrative
authority. As a consequence, there are almost
always costs and wastes associated with PRSs
that do not require actual “cleanup.” It is
possible, however, that the administrative
authority could require even more restoration,
resulting in greater waste volumes, a longer
cleanup duration, and higher costs. It also
should be noted that environmental
restoration actions and costs represent only a
portion of the actions and total costs that may
be required for conveyance and transfer of
this parcel. These additional costs may be
significant.

13.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
State Road 502 or State Road 4 near the tract.
It is expected that the future operational
performance of these roadways would remain
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similar to that of the existing performance,
assuming that the future annual growth rate is
1.5 percent as predicted the U.S. Census
Bureau.

13.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would result in

no changes in the infrastructure or utilities of
the TA 74 Tract. The water wells and tank
and the State highway maintenance facility on
the tract would remain in operation under a
special use permit. No appreciable increase in
utility usage on the tract would be anticipated.
Thus, implementing the No Action
Alternative would have no new impacts to
utilities and infrastructure.

13.2.4 Noise
Noise levels in the No Action Alternative

would be unchanged from those that exist
currently (60 to 90 dBA along State
Road 502, but less than 20 dBA for most of
the tract).

13.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, it is

expected that the tract would remain
unchanged with regard to visual resources.
Vegetation, landforms, and views into the site
would remain as they are today for all areas
of the tract. The Scenic Class II determination
for the tract is associated with a relatively
high public value for the visual resource,
which would be retained under the No Action
Alternative.

13.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

13.2.7 Ecological Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no changes in land use at the TA 74
Tract, as described in Section 13.1.1.

Therefore, no impact to ecological resources
would be anticipated under the CT EIS No
Action Alternative.

13.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

TA 74 Tract would remain the responsibility
of the DOE, and the treatment of the cultural
resources present would continue to be
subject to Federal laws, regulations,
guidelines, executive orders, and Pueblo
Accords. Other positive impacts of the No
Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of resources due to lack of
development and the continued access to
TCPs afforded to traditional practitioners in
most areas of the tract.

Ongoing adverse impacts from natural
processes (such as erosion) on the physical
integrity of cultural resources would continue,
as well as the potential impacts of fire and
seismic events. Also, the potential for impacts
from continued recreational activities (such as
hiking and horseback riding) access by the
public, and the lack of security would
continue. These impacts include unintentional
destruction or damage of resources,
vandalism, unauthorized collection of
materials and artifacts, and disturbance of
traditional practices and ceremonies. These
impacts apply both to resources within the
tract and to those located nearby but outside
of the tract boundary.

13.2.9 Geology and Soils
Consequences would be limited to

existing uses. There would be no anticipated
change in land use at the TA 74 Tract as
currently described under the No Action
Alternative.

13.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current use of this

tract by the DOE would be anticipated under
this alternative. Consequences to water
resources under the No Action Alternative
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would be no different than those already
existing in the affected environment.

13.2.11 Air Resources
Air quality under the No Action

Alternative would be largely unchanged from
that of today. Criteria pollutant concentrations
would remain within NAAQS.
Concentrations of hazardous and other
chemical air pollutants would remain below
health-based standards. Doses from
radioactive pollutants would range from
4.2 millirem at its western edge to less than
1 millirem per year, or less than 10 percent of
the EPA standard, along the eastern portions
of the tract (DOE 1999c, Chapter 5).

Emissions of greenhouse gases under the
No Action Alternative would be small and
unchanged from those of today.

13.2.12 Human Health
There are no identifiable human health

consequences of implementing the No Action
Alternative for the TA 74 Tract. No changes
in cancer risk should be expected for this
alternative.

13.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For all postulated
accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume reached
TA 74, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
health consequences at the tract.

13.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. MEI doses would be

greater than 500 millirem for 2 of 13
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS.
The estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero.

13.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. Neither the wildfire
nor any of the earthquakes would have
chemical consequences, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. The MEI dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be about 0.1 rem; the maximum dose from the
most severe earthquake would be
approximately 8 rem. Because there would be
no residents and few workers at the tract,
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF would both be zero for all five
natural event accident scenarios.

13.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses estimate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations, which would
continue under the No Action Alternative,
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents at LANL would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes from implementing
the No Action Alternative would not lead to
environmental justice impacts. Employment
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and expenditures would remain unchanged
from the baseline.

13.3 Proposed Action Alternative
There are no DOE facilities or activities

on this tract that would have to be relocated
or otherwise affected by the proposed
disposition of this tract. Under the Proposed
Action Alternative, the State highway
maintenance facility special use permit would
transfer to the new owner, and the facility
would remain operational, at least for the
duration of the current permit agreement.
Therefore, there would be no direct
consequences of the transfer of ownership of
the tract other than those associated with
potential loss of Federal protection of
ecological and cultural resources (see
Sections 13.3.7 and 13.3.8 respectively).

Indirect consequences would be
anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
following sections. Where the impacts from
the two contemplated uses differ, they are
broken out and discussed separately.

13.3.1 Land Use

13.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

Land uses proposed for the TA 74 Tract
include cultural preservation and natural areas
and utilities. The following paragraphs
provide an overview of each of these
scenarios.

Table 13.3.1.1-1 and Table 13.3.1.1-2
summarize the attributes of each of these
potential scenarios.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Land use under this scenario would be

dominated by cultural practices and activities
necessary to meet continuing stewardship
needs. In order to ensure future preservation

of resources at the tract, future use of the tract
for hiking, horseback riding, or other
recreational use by members of the general
public would be eliminated.

Table 13.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the TA 74 Tract Under the

Cultural Preservation Land Use
Scenario

CULTURAL PRESERVATION LAND
USE

• Entire tract would be held in cultural
preservation.

• Land use would be dominated by cultural
practices and activities necessary to meet
continuing stewardship needs.

• Future use of the tract for hiking,
horseback riding, or other recreation by
members of the general public would be
eliminated.

Table 13.3.1.1-2.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the TA 74 Tract Under the

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

NATURAL AREAS AND UTILITIES
LAND USE

• Entire tract would be held as a natural
area and “passively” managed.

• Although the site would remain primarily
undeveloped, some land at the tract would
be used for additions to or improvements
of utilities such as well construction,
enlargement of sewage treatment facilities
(currently adjacent to the site), utility
corridors, and roadways.

• Access to the majority of the tract by the
general public would be unrestricted.
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Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

Land use under this scenario would
maintain the tract for use as a natural area.
The site would be passively managed,
remaining primarily undeveloped. The
general public would have unrestricted access
to the majority of the tract for recreational
purposes. Some of the land would be used for
additions to or improvements of utilities such
as well construction, the enlargement or
replacement of sewage treatment facilities
(currently adjacent to the tract), utility
corridors, and roadways.

13.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
There would be some anticipated direct

impacts resulting from changes to access for
the tract under the cultural preservation
scenario. Activities associated with the State
highway maintenance facility would likely be
excluded under this scenario, as would other
access (for example, USFS, the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant) currently
available via the main road.

The State highway maintenance facility
would either require relocation or a
negotiated agreement. An easement could be
negotiated between the USFS and the land
owner to accommodate continued access for
resource and emergency management
purposes. Alternative access to the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant already exists.
Although the change in access to the tract
would be inconvenient and require additional
coordination and/or contingency planning by
Federal, State, and local personnel, impacts
associated with the change in access would be
minor.

Indirect impacts associated with the land
use proposed under the cultural preservation
scenario also would result in the loss of
access to the tract for recreational purposes;
therefore, recreational opportunities on the

tract would be lost. However, access into the
site via the gated main road is already
restricted, limiting the extent of recreational
use. Although the loss of the remaining
access to the tract would be viewed as an
adverse impact, when considered within the
context of existing limitations it would be a
minor impact.

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

There also would be some change to land
use under the natural areas and utilities
scenario. Some degree of land disturbance
related to new construction or improvement
of utilities, utility corridors, and roadways
would occur. However, any impacts
associated with the development of utilities,
utility corridors, and roads would be
temporary in nature and likely result in only
minimal local impacts.

The degree of land disturbance or habitat
loss from expansion of the existing sewage
treatment facility would be design dependent.
No major impacts would be expected to
occur. Access to the tract likely would be
improved under this scenario and would be
beneficial to recreational land uses.

13.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional environmental restoration

actions would be required under the Proposed
Action Alternative because restoration
activities must occur before the tract would be
considered suitable for conveyance or
transfer.

13.3.2 Transportation

13.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The cultural preservation land use
scenario and the natural areas, transportation,
and utilities land use scenario would both
result in transportation system impacts similar
to the No Action Alternative. This land use
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scenario as currently defined would, in large
part, result in the continuation of existing
transportation conditions. The possible
construction of new roads to improve access
to utilities on the tract would have no impact
on traffic circulation in the area. Therefore, it
would be expected that the future operational
performance of State Road 502 and State
Road 4 would remain similar to that of the
existing performance, assuming that the
future annual growth rate is 1.5 percent as
predicted the U.S. Census Bureau.

13.3.3 Infrastructure

13.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under this land use scenario, no change

would be anticipated that would affect
existing utilities and infrastructure. Easements
for continued use of utilities would likely
continue. No direct or indirect consequences
would be anticipated. However, use of the
existing road through the tract for access to
the wastewater treatment plant may cease.

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

Under this land use scenario, most of the
tract would be maintained as a natural area.
Some of the land, however, could be used for
additions or improvements to utilities, such as
well construction, the construction of sewage
treatment facilities (discussed previously in
this chapter), or utility corridors or roadways.
These additions or improvements would
result in soil disturbance. Refer to
Section 13.3.9 for more details on soil
disturbance related to this land use scenario.
Otherwise, improvements to the utilities are
considered as positive impacts to the area’s
utilities and infrastructure because they will
improve the existing capacity.

13.3.4 Noise

13.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the contemplated cultural

preservation land use scenario, noise levels
would remain at current levels. Ambient
noises along the southern edge of the tract,
which parallels State Road 502, would remain
at an estimated 60 to 90 dBA. However, for
the remaining 90 percent-plus of the tract,
ambient noise levels would remain at
estimated levels of 10 to 20 dBA (largely
undisturbed).

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

Under the natural areas and utilities land
use scenario, the area would likely see modest
increases in vehicle use and recreational
activity, and increases in noise associated
with utility and road construction. Daytime
ambient noise levels likely would increase
due to these uses. Nighttime noises, however,
are not likely to be significantly different
from the solitude that currently exists over
much of the tract.

13.3.5 Visual Resources

13.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The Scenic Class II determination for the
tract is associated with a relatively high
public value for the visual resource. The
visual resource objective for this scenic class
is to retain the existing character of the
landscape. Under both contemplated uses, the
visual character would be retained, and visual
resources would not be impacted.
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13.3.6 Socioeconomics

13.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The contemplated uses for this site,
largely preservation activity or natural areas,
would have little or no impact on
employment, income, population, or housing.
Modest economic activity may be associated
with improvements to utility infrastructure.

13.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern DOE
activities.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-
and long-term natural resource management
strategies for the Barrancas Canyon, Bayo
Canyon, and Pueblo Canyon watersheds.

Transfer of this tract would result in a
much less rigorous environmental review and
protection process for future improvement to
utilities or construction of utility corridors
and other related activities. Neither the
County of Los Alamos nor the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso have regulations that would match
the Federal review and protection process
such as required under NEPA implementing
regulations (40 Code of Federal Regulations
[CFR] Parts 1500-1508). The LANL
Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat
Management Plan would no longer be in
effect for this tract area—thereby potentially
reducing the protection afforded threatened

and endangered species and their potential
habitat in TA 74 area.

13.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The TA 74 Tract is the largest tract
proposed for disposition and contains
approximately 2,715 acres (1,100 hectares) of
ponderosa pine forest and pinyon-juniper
woodlands, with open shrub, grassland, and
wildflower areas.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation scenario,

the potential impacts to natural resources
would be similar to the natural area land use
scenario. However, wildlife disturbance, both
visual and auditory, from recreational use
would be diminished. Consequently, habitat
for most species would be augmented and
improved.

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

Under the natural areas and utilities land
use scenario, most land would be passively
managed as a natural area. Increased
recreation access, especially if it includes
motorized recreational vehicles, may cause
animals (in some species) to alter their
activity and feeding patterns, potentially
resulting in increased stress, decreased
reproduction, or the temporary or permanent
abandonment of the affected area. Motorized
recreational vehicles could result in further
habitat degradation due to noise, an increase
in the number of trails, and increased erosion.
Foraging habitat is present within this land
tract for American peregrine falcon, bald
eagle, and Mexican spotted owl and contains
AEIs for the American peregrine falcon
(including potential nest sites) and Mexican
spotted owl (LANL 1998b). The area contains
overlapping Mexican spotted owl core and
buffer habitat for the Los Alamos Canyon
(18 acres [7 hectares] of buffer habitat) and
Pueblo Canyon (16 acres [6 hectares] and
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31 acres [13 hectares] of core and buffer
habitat respectively) AEIs. Pueblo Canyon
AEI habitat for the American peregrine falcon
consists of 808 acres (327 hectares) of core
habitat and 392 acres (159 hectares) of buffer
habitat (PC 1999d). Increased recreation
could affect these species’ use of this land
tract. Improvement to utilities or new
corridors would be expected to have minor
and short-term consequences to the wildlife
of the area.

13.3.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself would result from the transfer
of known and unidentified cultural resources
out of the responsibility and protection of the
DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 CFR 800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or
sale of NRHP-eligible cultural resources out
of Federal control is an adverse effect.
Eligible cultural resources are present in the
TA 74 Tract and thus could be directly
impacted by the Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing them from future
consideration under the National Historic
Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition of this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
discovered on the tract. This impact would
result from removing these items from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or

from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.

13.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts would be anticipated
from the land uses contemplated by the
receiving parties for the TA 74 Tract. The two
land uses identified for the TA 74 Tract
include cultural preservation and natural areas
and utilities. This analysis reflects the broad,
planning-level impacts anticipated from each
contemplated use.

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under the cultural preservation scenario,

the TA 74 Tract would be used for cultural
stewardship needs by the receiving party.
Access to these lands by the general public
would be restricted to protect culturally
important resources. It is anticipated that this
scenario would involve little or no
construction or development, but cultural
preservation uses and users would be defined
by the receiving party.

Dedicating the tract to cultural
preservation would be anticipated to have a
beneficial impact on the cultural resources
present. The restriction of access by the
general public would be anticipated to help
protect the resources from vandalism,
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional
practices and ceremonies. Another beneficial
impact would be the passive preservation of
resources and continued access to TCPs
afforded to traditional practitioners of the
receiving party. There also may be potential
impacts to some traditional users if general
access is precluded or restricted.

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

Under the natural areas and utilities
scenario, the tract would be held as an
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undeveloped, publicly accessible natural area.
The maintenance of natural areas would have
the beneficial impact of allowing the passive
preservation of cultural resources on the tract
by restricting more destructive types of land
use. Portions of the tract also would be used
for additions or improvements to utilities. It is
anticipated that there may be construction and
other ground disturbing activities required for
maintaining and improving utilities. These
activities could result in the physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of the
cultural resources present.

Resources avoided by construction may
become isolated or have their setting
disturbed by the introduction of elements out
of character with the resource, such as visual
and audible intrusions. These activities may
cause changes to the presence or integrity of,
or access to natural resources utilized by
traditional communities for subsistence,
religious, or other cultural activities.

The sanctioning of recreational uses
would increase the access to and use of this
tract by the general public. Increased access
could cause possible destruction and damage
to resources, vandalism, unauthorized
collection of materials and artifacts, and
disturbance of traditional practices and
ceremonies.

13.3.9 Geology and Soils

13.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Cultural Preservation Land Use Scenario
Under cultural preservation land use

scenario, all existing recreational usage would
be eliminated. Wildfires would increase soil
erosion and transport in surface streams.
Little potential exists for seismic impacts.

Natural Areas and Utilities Land Use
Scenario

Some degree of land disturbance related
to new construction or improvement of

utilities and utility corridors would occur.
However, any impacts associated with the
development of utilities and utility corridors
would be temporary in nature and likely only
result in minimal loss of lands. The degree of
land disturbance or loss from expansion of the
existing wastewater treatment facility would
be design dependent. Existing or expanded
structures would be vulnerable to greater than
magnitude 7 seismic events (as measured on
the Richter scale) and wildfire episodes.
Wildfires would increase soil erosion and
transport in surface streams.

13.3.10 Water Resources

13.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Contemplated uses of this tract would not
impact surface water or groundwater quantity
or quality.

13.3.11 Air Resources

13.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

For both contemplated land uses, there
would continue to be no emissions of
hazardous or radioactive air pollutants.
Further, although there could be a slight
increase in emissions of criteria pollutants,
concentrations would remain well within
State and Federal standards. Air quality
would remain the same as in the No Action
Alternative.

13.3.11.2 Global Climate Change
Under this cultural preservation scenario,

the existing State highway maintenance
facility may be removed and there would be
no sources of carbon dioxide emissions on the
tract. Under the other scenario, the highway
maintenance facility would remain, and there
would continue to be small emissions of
carbon dioxide, as in the No Action
Alternative.
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13.3.12 Human Health

13.3.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

The impacts to human health of both
contemplated land uses would be similar to
the No Action Alternative. Any onsite
radiological or nonradiological contamination
would be cleaned up prior to conveyance or
transfer. The public could be in closer
proximity to LANL but not closer than the
offsite MEI with respect to the LANL
operations producing the radioactive air
emissions. Therefore, radiological doses
would be the same as for the No Action
Alternative.

13.3.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the No Action Alternative. For
all postulated accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time air plume
reaches TA 74, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. Accordingly, chemical
accidents would have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

13.3.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as in the No Action Alternative. The MEI
doses would be greater than 500 millirem for
3 of 13 scenarios postulated in the LANL
SWEIS. The estimated tract collective dose
and estimated excess LCF would both be
zero.

13.3.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as discussed in the No Action Alternative.
Neither the wildfire nor any of the earthquake
accident scenarios would have chemical
consequences, even under adverse weather
dispersion conditions. The MEI dose resulting

from the postulated wildfire would be less
approximately 0.1 rem; the maximum dose
from the most severe earthquake would be
about 8 rem. Because there is no planned
development of this tract, and hence, there
would be few workers and no residents,
estimated tract collective dose and estimated
excess LCF would both be zero for all five
natural event accident scenarios.

13.3.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

For environmental justice impacts to
occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated uses estimate
that air emissions and hazardous chemical
and radiological releases from normal LANL
operations would be expected to be within
regulatory limits and that no excess LCFs
would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from LANL-generated accidents
would not result in disproportionate adverse
human health or environmental impacts.
Therefore, such accidents would not have
disproportionately high and adverse impacts
on minority or low-income populations with
regard to implementing the contemplated land
uses on the tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing either of the proposed
alternatives would not lead to environmental
justice impacts.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
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present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but
these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process. Legal
counsel for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso
expressed the opinion that conveyance and
use of this tract would result in an
environmental justice impact on the Pueblo’s
population.

13.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations. The
conveyance or transfer of the tract also could
result in the loss of certain Federal protections
for ecological resources and consideration of
these resources in planning future activities
on the tract.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
TA 74 Tract would not immediately cause
any irreversible or irretrievable commitment
of resources. Because only minimal road and
utility improvements would be made under
the proposed land use scenarios, a very minor
irreversible commitment of ecological habitat
and potentially cultural resources would
occur.

The natural areas, transportation, and
utilities land use scenario would cause
irretrievable commitments of minor quantities
of resources during upgrade of the roads and
utilities. These resources include energy
expended in the form of electricity and the
burning of fossil fuels.

13.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of
TA 74 Tract could result in the loss of certain
Federal protections for cultural resources on
the tract. Loss of these protections could be
considered an unavoidable adverse impact to
these resources, as new development could
result in physical destruction, damage, or
alteration of cultural resources on the tract.
The conveyance or transfer of the tract also
could result in the loss of certain Federal
protections for ecological resources and
consideration of these resources in planning
future activities on the tract.

13.3.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

Because there would be virtually no
change in the use of this land tract, neither the
actual conveyance or transfer nor the future
land uses would cause any specific impacts
on short-term uses of the environment.
Similarly, there would be no noticeable
impact to the long-term ecological
productivity of the area. Under the cultural
preservation land use scenario, the long-term
productivity of this land tract could increase
slightly due to the restriction on recreational
use.
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14.0  WHITE ROCK TRACT

14.1 Affected Environment

14.1.1 Land Use
The White Rock Tract consists of about

100 acres (40 hectares) and is located north of
the White Rock residential community (see
Figure 14.1.1-1, White Rock Tract Layout).
Lands belonging to the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso lie to the north of the tract, and to
the west is LANL’s current low-level
radioactive waste facility located in Technical
Area (TA) 54. State Road 4 provides the
primary access to the site (DOE 1998b).

Vegetation at the tract includes pinyon-
juniper woodlands and juniper savannah. The
tract was historically part of TA 54 but is
separated from the developed portions of the
TA 54 by elevation. The tract was never used
for LANL activities beyond providing
electrical power from a small substation,
water from a pump station and water lines,
and serving as a buffer area between residents
and LANL operations.

Existing land use at the White Rock Tract
includes activities associated with a water
pump station, an electrical substation, and

power lines. A small Visitor Center on land
leased to the County is located at the tract
also (DOE 1998b).

Adjacent land uses are based on that of
the White Rock commercial and residential
activities and include retail and light
commercial industry, offices, commercial
storage, single-family dwellings, and a small
amount of high-density residential areas
(approximately 9 acres [3.6 hectares]). The
largest and most active businesses serve the
local communities, including a supermarket,
gas stations, and local retail establishments
(LAC 1997). Land use to the north includes
the open areas of undeveloped Pueblo land.
There are no recognized trails within the tract;
no other recreational opportunities exist at the
tract (LAC 1997 and DOE 1999c).

Another land use involves structures or
facilities that are associated with Federal,
State, or local permits. Examples of such
facilities or structures are air monitoring
stations, wastewater discharge outfalls, and
water monitoring or supply wells.
Figure 14.1.1-2 shows the environmental
media monitoring stations located on and near
the subject land tract.
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14.1.1.1 Environmental Restoration
There are no potential release sites (PRSs)

within the White Rock Tract. There is only
one DOE-owned structure; a pumping station
for the water supply system. No sampling or
characterization of the tract has been
performed to date. A portion of the tract lies
within the stream channel and floodplain of
Cañada del Buey, and sampling of this
canyon system has detected low levels of
several radioactive isotopes.

Figure 14.1.1.1-1 shows areas with the
potential contamination issues (PCIs) within
this tract, as well as areas with no known
contamination. Only the western half appears
to have no known contamination issues,
although much of the tract has not yet been
characterized. The western half of the tract is
the site of dispersed plutonium in sediments.
PCI acreage is estimated to total 38 acres
(15 hectares), about 40 percent of the tract.

14.1.2 Transportation
This site has access to State Road 4, a four-
lane State highway (see Figure 14.1.1-1). East
and west of White Rock, State Road 4 is a
two-lane highway and will be analyzed as
such. State Road 4 also intersects with
Pajarito Road, a two-lane road, at the eastern
edge of the tract. The current capacity of State
Road 4 at this location is approximately 2,375

passenger cars per hour (pcph). The current
capacity of Pajarito Road is approximately
1,900 pcph. Table 14.1.2-1 shows the
geometry, capacity, 1996 traffic volumes, and
1996 and 2018 level of service (LOS) for
these two roadways.

As shown in the table, the LOS for both
State Road 4 and Pajarito Road is expected to
degrade from LOS D (below average
operating conditions) to LOS E (maximum
capacity) by the year 2018.

14.1.3 Infrastructure
Figure 14.1.3-1 shows the location of

structures, roads, fence lines, and utility lines
on the White Rock Tract. A small building on
land leased to the County as a Visitor Center
is present on the tract. Two electrical power
lines traverse this tract immediately north of
State Road 4. A water line and pumping
substation are located on the tract. Except for
the pumping station and Visitor Center, there
are no facilities located on this tract that use
gas, water, or electricity. However, all
utilities are available to the site. This tract is
not metered separately for any utilities, and
no figures for current utility usage are
available.

Table 14.1.2-1.  Traffic Volume Estimates

LOCATION NUMBER OF
LANES

CURRENT
CAPACITY

(pcph)

1996 PEAK
HOUR TRAFFIC

VOLUMES

1996 LEVEL
OF SERVICE

2018 LEVEL
OF SERVICE

State Road 4 2 2,375 1,107 D E

Pajarito Road 2 1,900 700 D E
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14.1.4 Noise
The White Rock Tract is undeveloped

except for utility lines, the Visitor Center, and
a water pump station. It is bounded on the
north by the San Ildefonso Pueblo, an area
largely unused. Its western edge is formed by
TA 54, but disposal activities are located
about 1 mile (1.6 kilometers) away.
Contributions to ambient noise levels,
therefore, come from the southern borders of
this triangular-shaped tract (State Road 4 and
the town of White Rock). Measurements of
noise levels in White Rock itself have been
made and were found to range from 38 to
51 decibels, A-weighted (dBA) (DOE 1999c,
Chapter 4). However, noises along the
southern border of this tract, especially
immediately adjacent to the State highway,
are estimated to be higher (in the range of
60 to 70 dBA).

14.1.5 Visual Resources
The White Rock Tract is located along the

north side of State Road 4 across from the
town of White Rock. Most of the site is
forested, but there are some structures on the
east end of the tract. Views into this area are
mainly from State Road 4 and the
development along the road. The tract
includes areas north of the boundary of San
Ildefonso Pueblo. Views into this site are
primarily from San Ildefonso Pueblo. This
tract was analyzed by assigning two rating
units to the tract based on the proximity to
State Road 4. Rating Unit 1 extends along
State Road 4 and across State Road 4 from
the development in White Rock along the
southeast side of the road. Rating Unit 2
includes the remaining area, roughly
triangular in shape beyond Rating Unit 1 to
the northwest.

Scenic quality, distance zone, and
sensitivity levels were combined using the
Inventory Class Matrix. Visual resources in
Rating Unit 1 were judged to be Scenic
Class III, moderate public value, and

resources in Rating Unit 2 were determined to
be Scenic Class IV, low public value.

14.1.6 Socioeconomics
The most meaningful economic region of

influence (ROI) for all of the tracts is the
regional setting described in Chapter 3 of this
CT EIS. Labor and housing markets extend
well beyond any of the tract boundaries
affected by the proposed land transfer.

The White Rock Tract is used currently
only for utilities and the Visitor Center. There
is little or no employment associated with the
tract.

14.1.7 Ecological Resources
The White Rock Tract is covered by

approximately 75 percent pinyon-juniper
woodland vegetation and 20 percent
developed areas (roadway, a pump station,
and the Visitor Center). The remaining areas
are occupied by shrubs, grasslands, and
wildflowers. Surface water channels
associated with Cedro, Mortandad, Cañada
del Buey, Sandia, and Pajarito Canyons are
present on or close to this tract. One
floodplain (Cañada del Buey) crosses this
tract. Wetlands have been identified in
association with the floodplain. See
Appendix D for further description of the
wetlands and floodplains. Pajarito Canyon,
located south and west of the tract, contains
wetlands within the stream channel. Flora and
fauna present within the tract are expected to
be characteristic of the region. Habitat for the
American peregrine falcon and bald eagle has
been identified in this tract. No area of
environmental interest (AEI) overlaps the
White Rock Tract (PC 1999d). However, the
southwestern willow flycatcher AEI core
zone is adjacent to, but not within, the
southwestern edge of the tract. No
southwestern willow flycatcher habitat exists
within the White Rock Tract. Noise in the
vicinity results from road traffic on State
Road 4 and Pajarito Road. Portions of this
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tract are illuminated at night by commercial
lighting from adjacent developed areas in
White Rock.

14.1.8 Cultural Resources
The White Rock Tract was used from the

Coalition period through the Nuclear Energy
period. The tract was part of the Ramon Vigil
Spanish land grant. The ROI for this tract
includes the land tract itself, plus nearby
cultural resources located off the tract. For
this tract, these nearby resources are located
on San Ildefonso Pueblo and LANL lands.

One hundred percent of the White Rock
Tract has been inventoried for historic and
prehistoric cultural resources. Survey results
indicate that there are four prehistoric sites
and one historic site within the tract. Three of
the prehistoric sites have been evaluated as
eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) and one as
potentially eligible. The one historic site, a
Cold War era structure, has been evaluated as
not eligible for the NRHP. There is a potential
for unidentified resources, including
subsurface archaeological deposits and
unrecorded burials.

Formal consultations to identify
traditional cultural property (TCP) resources
have not been conducted. It is probable that
TCPs will be identified during further
consultations with Native American and
Hispanic groups regarding the traditional uses
of this tract. The Pueblo of San Ildefonso has
indicated, in general terms, that TCPs are
present on this tract. TCPs would not be
anticipated in developed parts of the tract.

Additional information on the cultural
resources of the White Rock Tract is
presented in Appendix E of this CT EIS.

14.1.9 Geology and Soils
Current activity at the tract is limited to

the continued use of the Visitor Center, the
electrical substation, and power lines

(DOE 1998b). Existing structures are
vulnerable to greater than magnitude 7
seismic events and wildfire episodes. Soil
members include the Penistaja sandy loam,
the Servilleta loam, and the Prieta silt loam.
No major surface faulting is evident on this
tract.

14.1.10 Water Resources
Figure 14.1.1-1 shows the location of the

White Rock Tract. The tract is transected by
Cañada del Buey, which is an ephemeral
stream in the vicinity of the tract. There are
no known springs within the tract. There are
no regional aquifer water supply wells or test
wells within 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) of this
tract. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) National Wetland Inventory (NWI)
identifies wetlands in the White Rock Tract.
Assessment of these wetlands is included in
Appendix D.

There is one stream gage within the White
Rock Tract, which is the only surface water
monitoring station on the tract. There is
another stream gage upstream of the tract in
Pajarito Canyon where water quality is
monitored. There are no groundwater
monitoring stations located within the tract.
The closest groundwater monitoring locations
maintained by the LANL Environmental
Surveillance and Compliance Program are for
shallow groundwater and do not pertain to
water quality or quantity associated with this
tract.

The White Rock Tract lies within the
100-year floodplain. Assessment of this
floodplain is included in Appendix D.

14.1.11 Air Resources
The White Rock Tract consists of

100 acres (40 hectares) and is relatively
removed from LANL activities. Because
LANL activities are a distance away,
contributions to air quality come primarily
from the southern borders of this triangular-
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shaped tract (State Road 4 and the town of
White Rock).

Air quality at the tract is high. Neither
hazardous nor radioactive air pollutant
sources exist at the tract. Small amounts of
ozone generated from hydrocarbons and
carbon dioxide are emitted by vehicles
passing through the southern edge of the tract
on State Road 502; but no criteria pollutants
are emitted from anywhere else on this large
tract of land. The tract is part of New Mexico
Region 3, an attainment area that meets
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for criteria pollutants.

Approximately 40 different hazardous and
other chemicals have been used at TA 54;
almost all of these are used at the small
laboratories at the entrance to TA 54 at its
western edge, a distance of about 3 miles
(5 kilometers) from the White Rock Tract.
Chemical use at both TA 18 and TA 36 is
limited, with small quantities of 15 chemicals
reported for TA 18, and small quantities of
just 8 chemicals reported for TA 36. Analyses
performed for the LANL SWEIS estimate
that concentrations of chemical air pollutants
will not exceed health-based standards for
any point beyond the LANL boundary
(DOE 1999c, Chapter 5), and no adverse
health effects are expected. From this
information, we can extrapolate that the same
conclusion can be applied to the White Rock
Tract for emissions from TA 18 and TA 36.
Concentrations of chemicals used at TA 54
are all from 1 percent to 10 percent of health-
based standards at the TA 54 boundary.
Therefore, it is probable that concentrations at
the White Rock Tract also are below health-
based standards.

Estimates for this location indicate doses
from radioactive emissions from LANL to
residents of White Rock. From the three
nearest technical areas, estimated doses are
0.01, 0.24, and 0.02 millirem per year from
TA 18, TA 36, and TA 54, respectively
(DOE 1999c, Appendix B). The combined

dose is thus less than 10 percent of the EPA
standard of 10 millirem per year.

14.1.11.1 Global Climate Change
At present, this tract sits largely idle.

Heating is required for the Visitor Center and
one LANL water pumping station at the
White Rock Tract. Carbon dioxide emissions
are estimated to be 23 tons (21 metric tons)
per year. There are no other greenhouse gas
emissions.

14.1.12 Human Health

14.1.12.1 The Radiological Environment
for the White Rock Tract

No people reside on this tract. Only a
part-time staff works on this land, and visitors
remain there only for a short time. It is
expected that radiation doses are much less
than that to the LANL offsite maximally
exposed individual (MEI) due to the much
greater distance from the LANL primary
source of radioactive air emissions (the Los
Alamos Neutron Science Center [LANSCE]).
Similarly, background radiation doses are
essentially the same as for the Los Alamos
townsite. While there are no PRSs on this
tract, there are known sources of radioactive
contamination from silt migration along the
canyon areas.

14.1.12.2 The Nonradiological
Environment for the White
Rock Tract

Exposures to nonradiological
contaminants via the airborne pathway in the
LANL vicinity have already been shown to
be minor for the affected environment
(DOE 1999c). No PRSs or other known
sources of nonradiological contamination
exist for this tract. Therefore, no additional
nonradiological exposures would be expected.
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14.1.12.3 Facility Accidents

Chemical Accidents
The LANL SWEIS posits six chemical

accidents, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. For all
postulated accidents, chemical concentrations
in the air plume released by the potential
accidents would be below both Emergency
Response Planning Guideline (ERPG)-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume reaches the
White Rock Tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. Accordingly,
chemical accidents have no estimated public
consequences at the tract.

Radiological Accidents
There are 13 credible radiological

accident scenarios postulated in the
LANL SWEIS, as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.1.12 of this CT EIS. Using data
from the LANL SWEIS, doses to the MEI at
the White Rock Tract have been estimated for
each of these, as shown in Table 14.1.12.3-1.

Because there are no residents and few
public workers at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess latent
cancer fatality (LCF) are both zero.

Natural Event Accidents
There are five natural event accident

scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
four earthquakes and one wildfire. The most
severe earthquake (accident SITE-03B) has
an estimated frequency of 3 x 10-5 per year, or
once every 330,000 years. The postulated
earthquake would release chemicals from a
number of facilities, including formaldehyde
from the Health Research Laboratory
(Building 43-01) and chlorine from the
chlorinating station within the Los Alamos
townsite (Building 00-1109). As discussed,
earthquakes would have no estimated
chemical consequences at the White Rock
Tract. The most severe postulated earthquake,
however, would release significant quantities

of radioactive materials from several
buildings, especially from the Chemistry and
Metallurgy Research (CMR) Building
(Building 03-29). Radiological consequences
are estimated to result in a maximum dose of
approximately 6 Roentgen equivalent man
(rem) at the tract.

The postulated site wildfire scenario
would burn about 8,000 acres
(3,240 hectares) within LANL boundaries, or
about 30 percent of LANL, including most of
Mortandad Canyon and parts of Los Alamos
and DP Canyons east of TA 21. Chemical
releases would be less severe than in the
earthquake scenarios. The largest quantities
of radioactive materials would be released
from the transuranic (TRU) waste storage
domes at Area G, about 1 mile
(1.6 kilometers) from the White Rock Tract.
The maximum dose at the tract is estimated to
be about 1 rem. Such wildfire has an
estimated frequency of 0.1 per year, or once
every 10 years.

Because there are no residents and few
public workers at the tract, estimated tract
collective dose and estimated excess LCF are
both zero for all natural event accident
scenarios.

14.1.13 Environmental Justice
Any disproportionately high and adverse

human health or environmental effects on
minority or low-income populations that
could result from the actions undertaken by
the DOE are assessed for the 50-mile
(80-kilometer) area surrounding LANL, as
described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.14.

14.2 No Action Alternative

14.2.1 Land Use
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use.
The tract would continue to provide
electricity and water to portions of LANL,
and the Chamber of Commerce would
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Table 14.1.12.3-1.  MEI Doses for the White Rock Tract Resulting from Hypothetical
Accidents at LANL Facilities

ACCIDENT
SCENARIO

ACCIDENT
LOCATION FACILITY FREQUENCY

PER YEAR

MEI
DOSE

(mrem)

ACCIDENT
DESCRIPTION

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 53
Fire in the outdoor

container storage area

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 2,400
Natural gas pipeline

failure

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 71
Power excursion at the
Godiva-IV fast-burst

reactor

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 0 Aircraft crash

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 35
Fire in the outdoor

container storage area

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 1,500 Aircraft crash

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 23
Puncture or drop of

average-content drum of
transuranic waste

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 1,200
Puncture or drop of high-

content drum of
transuranic waste

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 1,500

Seismic-initiated
explosion of a

plutonium-containing
assembly

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 100
Plutonium release from

irradiation experiment at
the Skua reactor

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 11 Fire in single laboratory

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 210
Fire in entire building

wing

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 2 Aircraft crash

Notes: mrem = millirem; RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly;
WCRR Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging; TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
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continue to staff and operate the Visitor
Center. Similarly, there would be no changes
in access to the tract.

14.2.1.1 Environmental Restoration
Characterization and cleanup of this tract

would take place as described in DOE’s
Accelerating Cleanup: Paths to Closure
(DOE 1998c) or similar plans. The plan
focuses on completing work at as many
contaminated sites as possible by the end of
fiscal year 2006, although some LANL sites
could take longer. The plan includes input
from all major field sites, including LANL.

The DOE has developed preliminary
information based on current knowledge of
contamination at the White Rock Tract, as
briefly discussed in the Affected Environment
portion of this chapter, Section 14.1.1.1.
Information includes estimates of sampling
and cleanup costs, decommissioning costs,
types and volumes of wastes that would be
generated, and length of time required to
effect the cleanup. An overview of this
preliminary information is set forth in
Appendix B of this CT EIS. All information
has been extracted from the Environmental
Restoration Report to Congress
(DOE 1999b).

This information indicates no structures
are likely to require decommissioning. Some
removal of contaminated sediments may be
required. This cleanup would last up to
16 months and result in approximately
940 cubic yards (720 cubic meters) of waste.
Cost estimates for remedial action at this
parcel range from about $954,000 to
$3,374,000. These estimates are based on the
information currently available for each PRS
or structure, and are subject to change if
significantly different information is
discovered during the course of investigation
or remediation. It should be noted that all
PRSs, including those at which no
remediation is ultimately required, must be
characterized, and the results must be

reported to the administrative authority. As a
consequence, there are almost always costs
and wastes associated with PRSs that do not
require actual “cleanup.” It is possible,
however, that the administrative authority
could require even more restoration, resulting
in greater waste volumes, a longer cleanup
duration, and higher costs. It also should be
noted that environmental restoration actions
and costs represent only a portion of the
actions and total costs that may be required
for conveyance and transfer of this parcel.
These additional costs may be significant.

14.2.2 Transportation
The No Action Alternative would result in

no significant changes in traffic volume on
State Road 4 or Pajarito Road near the site. It
is expected that the future operational
performance of Pajarito Road and State
Road 4 would remain similar to that of the
existing performance, assuming that the
future annual growth rate is 1.5 percent as
predicted the U.S. Census Bureau.

14.2.3 Infrastructure
The No Action Alternative would result in

no changes in the infrastructure or utilities of
the White Rock Tract. Thus, implementing
the No Action Alternative would have no new
impacts to the utilities and infrastructure.

14.2.4 Noise
In the No Action Alternative, some

increase in traffic would occur along State
Road 4 due to an increase in overall LANL
employment of about 21 percent. This traffic
increase would only slightly modify noise
levels in the White Rock Tract and would
have no effect at all in parts of the tract that
are removed from the highway. Noise levels
would thus remain at 60 to 70 dBA along the
highway and less than 40 dBA on other parts
of the tract.
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14.2.5 Visual Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

visual resource of the tract would remain
much as it is today. The forested areas that
include some manmade modifications would
not be expected to change with regard to the
visual character.

14.2.6 Socioeconomics
Under the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use
or change in employment on the tract.

14.2.7 Ecological Resources

Under the No Action Alternative, there
would be no changes in land use at White
Rock Tract, as described in Section 14.1.1.
Therefore, no impact to ecological resources
would be anticipated under the CT EIS No
Action Alternative.

14.2.8 Cultural Resources
Under the No Action Alternative, the

White Rock Tract would remain the
responsibility of the DOE, and the treatment
of the cultural resources present would
continue to be subject to Federal laws,
regulations, guidelines, executive orders, and
Pueblo Accords. Other positive impacts of the
No Action Alternative would be the passive
preservation of cultural resources due to lack
of development.

Ongoing negative impacts from natural
processes (such as erosion, fire, or seismic
events) on the physical integrity of cultural
resources would continue. Also, the potential
for impacts from access by the public and the
lack of security would continue. These
impacts include unintentional destruction or
damage of resources, vandalism, and
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts. These impacts would apply both to
resources within the tract and to those located
nearby but outside the tract boundary on
LANL and San Ildefonso Pueblo lands.

14.2.9 Geology and Soils
No Action Alternative consequences

would be limited to existing tract uses. The
tract is already developed; no additional
utilities, roadwork, or buildings are required.
No soil disturbance or change in availability
of resources would be anticipated.

14.2.10 Water Resources
Continuation of the current use of this

tract by the DOE would be anticipated under
this alternative. Consequences to water
resources under the No Action Alternative
would be no different than those already
existing in the affected environment.

14.2.11 Air Resources
In the No Action Alternative, there

would be no anticipated changes in land use.
LANL activities at adjacent technical areas
would increase, but air quality would be
largely unchanged from that of today. Criteria
pollutant concentrations would remain within
NAAQS. Concentrations of hazardous and
other chemical air pollutants would remain
below health-based standards. Doses from
radioactive pollutants would increase slightly.
From the three nearest technical areas,
estimated doses are 0.01, 0.72, and
0.02 millirem per year from TA 18, TA 36,
and TA 54, respectively. (DOE 1999c,
Appendix B). The combined dose would be
less than 10 percent of the EPA standard of
10 millirem per year.

14.2.11.1 Global Climate Change
There would be no change in facilities or

levels of activity in the No Action
Alternative. Carbon dioxide emissions would
continue at approximately 23 tons (21 metric
tons) per year.

14.2.12 Human Health
There would be no identifiable

consequences of implementing the No Action
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Alternative for the White Rock Tract. No
changes in cancer risk should be expected for
this alternative.

14.2.12.1 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. For all postulated
accidents, chemical concentrations in the air
plume released by potential chemical
accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time any air plume reaches the
White Rock Tract, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. Accordingly,
chemical accidents would have no estimated
public consequences at the tract.

14.2.12.2 Radiological Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 4 of 13
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS.
The estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero.

14.2.12.3 Natural Event Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the Affected Environment
section of this chapter. Neither the wildfire
nor any of the earthquakes would have
chemical consequences, even under adverse
weather dispersion conditions. The MEI dose
resulting from the postulated wildfire would
be about 1 rem due to releases from TRU
waste storage domes at Area G; the maximum
dose from the most severe earthquake would
be approximately 6 rem. Because there would
be no residents and few public workers at the
tract, estimated tract collective dose and
estimated excess LCF would both be zero for
all natural event accident scenarios.

14.2.13 Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses indicate that air emissions and
hazardous chemical and radiological releases
from normal LANL operations, which would
continue under the No Action Alternative,
would be expected to be within regulatory
limits and that no excess LCFs would likely
result. The human health analyses also
indicate that radiological releases from
accidents would not result in disproportionate
adverse human health or environmental
impacts. Therefore, such accidents would not
have disproportionately high and adverse
impacts on minority or low-income
populations.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing the No Action Alternative
would not lead to environmental justice
impacts. Employment and expenditures
would remain unchanged from the baseline.

14.3 Proposed Action Alternative
There are no DOE facilities or activities

on this tract that would have to be relocated
or otherwise affected by the proposed
disposition of this tract, except for an
environmental media monitoring station. No
environmental effects would be associated
with the relocation of the site’s surface water
monitoring station. Therefore, there would be
no direct consequences of the transfer of
ownership of the tract other than those
associated with potential loss of Federal
protection of cultural and ecological resources
(see Sections 14.3.7 and 14.3.8, respectively).

Indirect consequences would be
anticipated from the subsequent uses of the
tract contemplated by the receiving party or
parties. The contemplated uses and the
associated consequences are discussed in the
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following sections. The potential relocation of
or effects on currently existing non-DOE
facilities or activities are considered indirect
consequences and are discussed in the
following sections as appropriate.

14.3.1 Land Use

14.3.1.1 Description of Contemplated
Uses

Land use identified for the White Rock
Tract includes commercial and residential
development, and cultural preservation and
commercial development (see
Figure 14.3.1.1-1 and Figure 14.3.1.1-2). The
following paragraphs provide a description of
each of these scenarios.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Land use proposed under this scenario
would include both commercial and
residential development areas. As proposed,
residential areas would include approximately
5 acres (2 hectares) of medium-density
residential areas based on a developed density
of 12 dwelling units per acre, and
approximately 35 acres (14 hectares) of high-
density residential areas at a density of 20
dwelling units per acre. Residential
development would assume an average
population of approximately 2.5 people per
household for a total of 1,900 new residents.
Commercial development would include
approximately 20 acres (8 hectares) for a
recreational vehicle park, which would result
in up to 400 temporary lodgers on the tract at
any given time. Additionally, approximately
40 acres (18 hectares) surrounding and
between the developed areas would be
maintained as open space.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Land use under this scenario would be
divided between ensuring preservation of
portions of the tract and developing other
parts of the tract for commercial purposes.
Commercial development would likely be
limited to lands adjacent to State Road 4,
across from the White Rock commercial
district development. Upslope portions of the
tract would be held in preservation where
access by the general public would be
eliminated. The Visitor Center could be
required to be relocated and the building may
be razed. However, the lease of the land to the
County would be expected to transfer to the
new owner and the facility would be expected
to remain operational at least for the duration
of the current lease agreement.

Table 14.3.1.1-1 and Table 14.3.1.1-2
summarize the attributes of land use proposed
for the White Rock Tract under each of these
scenarios.

14.3.1.2 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The increased density associated with the
development of the White Rock Tract under
the commercial and residential development
land use scenario would result in a notable
change in land use patterns in the White Rock
community. High-density residential land use
would increase by roughly 75 percent. A
small, medium-density residential area also
would be developed. Use of the recreational
vehicle park on a portion of the tract likely
would be of high use only on a seasonal basis.
The 20 acres (8 hectares) would provide for
an estimated 160 recreational vehicle spaces.
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Table 14.3.1.1-1.  Attributes of Future
Residences Land Use for the White

Rock Tract Under the Commercial and
Residential Land Use Scenario

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT

• About 20 acres (8 hectares) would be
developed as a recreational vehicle park
with 160 spaces.

• About 5 acres (2 hectares) would be
developed as residences at a density of 12
dwelling units per acre.

• About 35 acres (approximately 14 hectares)
would be developed as residences at a
density of 20 dwelling units per acre.

• When fully developed, there would be
760 new dwelling units, 2,200 new
residents, and 1,730 personal vehicles,
including recreational vehicles and their
occupants.

• About 40 acres (18 hectares) surrounding
and between the developed areas would
remain as open space.

• Visitor Center and water pumping station
would remain.

Table 14.3.1.1-2.  Attributes of Future
Land Use for the White Rock Tract

Under the Cultural Preservation and
Commercial Land Use Scenario

CULTURAL PRESERVATION AND
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

• Land use at the tract would be primarily
cultural preservation with limited
commercial development.

• Commercial development along State Road 4
could include storage rental space and/or
retail businesses on less than 10 acres
(4 hectares) of land.

• Upslope portions of the tract would be held
in preservation where access by the general
public would be eliminated.

• Visitor Center and water pumping station
would remain at least for the duration of the
current lease agreement.

• The developed portion of the tract would
contain 4 businesses with 60 total employees
and 2 commercial vehicles.

There is a critical shortage of affordable
housing in the Los Alamos/White Rock area.
Although the increased residential density
associated with this development would likely
result in some adverse secondary impacts, it
also would serve to offset the shortage of
affordable housing. The population of the
community would increase by about
one-third.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

The commercial development proposed
under this scenario would not be anticipated
to result in the same degree of secondary
effects identified in discussions on residential
density. The use of less than 10 acres

(4 hectares) of the tract for rental storage
space or retail businesses would, for the most
part, represent a continuation of existing and
adjacent land use.

Preservation of portions of the tract would
result in the elimination of access to the site
by the general public. However, activities at
the site are already limited by restrictions on
access to the adjacent LANL land. As such,
there would be no significant change in
access to the portion of the tract proposed for
cultural preservation.

14.3.1.3 Environmental Restoration
No additional environmental restoration

actions would be required under the Proposed
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Action Alternative because restoration
activities must occur before the tract would be
considered suitable for conveyance or
transfer.

14.3.2 Transportation

14.3.2.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The commercial and residential
development land use scenario anticipates
development of additional open space and
residential and commercial facilities. The
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
land use codes were utilized to estimate the
trips generated by these proposed
developments. These ITE land uses represent

the medium-density residential, high-density
residential, and recreational vehicle park.

Table 14.3.2.1-1 shows the number of
additional trips the ITE Trip Generation
Manual (ITE 1997) estimates could be
generated by this development.

As shown in the table, the proposed
development would add 378 exiting trips to
State Road 4 and State Road 502 in the
weekday morning peak hour and an
additional 374 entering trips in the weekday
evening peak hour. This combination of land
uses also could add up to 5,815 new trips on
State Road 4. These additional trips would
cause the LOS for the two-lane section of
State Road 4 to degrade below LOS F (traffic
jam conditions). In order to avoid these
unacceptable operating conditions, widening
State Road 4 to four lanes would be necessary

Table 14.3.2.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Traffic for the Commercial and Residential
Development Land Use Scenario

ITE ESTIMATED TRAFFIC VOLUMES FOR WHITE ROCK TRACT

Morning Peak
Hour Trips

Evening Peak
Hour Trips

Saturday Peak
Hour Trips

Land Use

ITE
Land
Use

Code

24
Hour
Two-
Way

Volume Enter Exit Enter Exit Enter Exit

Residential
Condominium –

5 acres
(2 hectares)

230 387 5 24 24 12 17 15

Apartments –
35 acres

(14 hectares)
220 4,668 56 303 296 141 0 0

Recreational
Vehicle Park –

20 acres
(8 hectares)

240 760 11 51 54 32 39 37

Total 5,815 72 378 374 185 54 52
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to accommodate the additional level of traffic
volume. The section of State Road 4 that is
currently four lanes would operate at LOS B
(good operating conditions with stable traffic
flow) with the additional trips. Pajarito Road
would continue to operate at LOS E
(maximum capacity) under this land use
scenario.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

In the event that the cultural preservation
and commercial development land use is
implemented, it is likely that transportation
impacts would be similar to the No Action
Alternative.

14.3.3 Infrastructure

14.3.3.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Development of this nature would require
enhancement of existing utilities. Water,
electricity, gas, and sewage lines would need
to be extended to service new structures.
Additionally, utility usage would increase.

The indirect environmental impacts with
regard to utilities and infrastructure resulting
from this alternative fall into two categories:
(1) increased utility usage and (2) ground
disturbance resulting from construction of
new facilities. Table 14.3.3.1-1 shows the
estimated increase in power, electricity and
gas and water usage, and wastewater and
solid waste production. It is not anticipated
that these increases would exceed the capacity
for any utility in the region.

Installation of new utility facilities and
upgrades to existing ones would require
creation of trenches and access and
maintenance roads. The construction of roads,
parking areas and buildings, and extension of
utility lines would cause soil disturbance.
Refer to Section 14.3.9 of this chapter for

detail on impacts resulting from ground
disturbance from new construction.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Under this land use scenario, only a small
portion would be developed for commercial
use. It is anticipated that no more than four
businesses would be developed on the tract
and would be located adjacent to State Road 4
on soil that has already been disturbed.
Because of the small number of anticipated
business, there would be no need to upgrade
the utility systems, but some extension of the
existing utility lines could be required. The
estimated utility usage increase brought about
by the new businesses is shown in
Table 14.3.3.1-2. It is not anticipated that
these increases would exceed the capacity for
any utility in the region.

14.3.4 Noise

14.3.4.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

One contemplated use would be
commercial and residential development. Two
apartment complexes would be constructed
and a recreational vehicle park would be
installed. Noise levels on the White Rock
Tract would increase due to increased traffic
and people. Noise levels along State Road 4
would likely remain in the range of 60 to
70 dBA, but significant increases would occur
on the remaining parts of the tract. Consistent
with residential use, noise levels on other
parts of the tract would likely to increase from
40 to 50 dBA from existing levels of 20 to
30 dBA.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Another possible use for this tract would
be cultural preservation and limited   
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Table 14.3.3.1-1.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for Commercial and
Residential Development Land Use Scenario for the White Rock Tract

PEAKING
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(WHITE
ROCK)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated
annual increase

0.9 5.2 99 (2,800) 81 (307) 41 (155) 730 (662)

Available
system capacity

5 277 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 154 (583) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year,
mgy = million gallons per year, MSW = municipal solid waste, tpy = tons per year, mty = metric tons per year, NA = not available

Table 14.3.3.1-2.  Estimated Increase in Utility Usage for Cultural Preservation and
Commercial Development Land Use Scenario for the White Rock Tract

PEAK
POWER

mw

ELECTRICITY
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

WATER
mgy (mly)

SEWAGE
(WHITE
ROCK)

mgy (mly)

MSW
tpy (mty)

Estimated
annual increase

0.04 0.2 2 (57) 2 (8) 1 (4) 4 (3.5)

Available
system capacity

5 277 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) 154 (583) NA

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = gigawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year,
mgy = million gallons per year, MSW = municipal solid waste, tpy = tons per year, mty = metric tons per year, NA = not available

commercial development. Commercial
development would be likely along State
Road 4. Noise levels for this strip of land
would continue to result primarily from
highway traffic, and hence, should not change
significantly from current noise levels and
those of the No Action Alternative. Parts of
the tract away from the highway would likely
be used for cultural preservation, for which
noise levels would remain unchanged from
the No Action Alternative.

14.3.5 Visual Resources

14.3.5.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

One contemplated use is commercial and
residential development. This development
would impact the existing Scenic Class III,
moderate public value visual resources, on the
northwest side of State Road 4. Scenic
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Class IV, low public value visual resources,
would be maintained or improved.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Another possible use for this tract is
cultural preservation with limited commercial
development along the eastern part of the
northwest side of State Road 4. This limited
development would still impact the existing
Scenic Class III landscape on the northwest
side of State Road 4, but to a lesser degree
than the commercial and residential
development land use scenario. Scenic
Class IV resources would be maintained or
improved.

14.3.6 Socioeconomics

14.3.6.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The contemplated uses for the White
Rock Tract include commercial and
residential development. The construction of
new residential areas would temporarily
increase employment in the ROI. This would,
in turn, generate increases in area income.
These changes would be temporary, lasting
only the duration of the construction period.
The majority of the jobs generated would be
filled by the existing ROI labor force.
Therefore, there would be no impact on area
employment or increase in the need for
housing in the area.

There would be short-term increases in
area employment and income associated with
the construction of commercial facilities, and
long-term increases once the facilities are
operational.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Another possible use for this tract is
cultural preservation with limited commercial

development along the eastern part of the
northwest side of State Road 4. There would
be short-term increases in area employment
and income associated with the construction
of the limited commercial development and
long-term increases once the facilities are
operational. These impacts would be greater
than those for the commercial and residential
development land use scenario.

Approximately 60 workers would be
employed on the tract and a total of 100 jobs
would be generated within the ROI, which
would, in turn, increase ROI income. Because
these jobs would be filled by the existing ROI
labor force, there would be no impact on area
population or increase in the demand for
housing or public services in the ROI.

14.3.7 Ecological Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance or

transfer itself would be limited to the changes
in responsibility for resource protection.
Environmental review and protection
processes for future activities would not be as
rigorous as those which govern DOE
activities.

14.3.7.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The commercial and residential
development land use scenario would include
the development of approximately 60 acres
(24 hectares) of pinyon-juniper woodland
habitat that would be severely modified or
lost. Highly mobile wildlife species, birds, or
wildlife species with large home ranges (such
as deer and coyotes), would be able to
relocate to adjacent undeveloped areas.
However, successful relocation may not occur
due to competition for resources to support
the increased population and the carrying
capacity limitations of areas outside the
proposed development. Species relocation
may result in additional pressure to lands
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already at or near carrying capacity. The
impacts could include overgrazing, stress, and
overwintering mortality. For less-mobile
species (small mammals and reptiles), direct
mortality could occur during the actual
construction event or ultimately result from
habitat alteration. Acreage used for the
development also would be lost as potential
hunting habitat for raptors and other
predators.

In addition to the area to be disturbed,
there would be a decrease in quality of the
habitat immediately adjacent to the proposed
development due to increased noise level,
traffic, lights, and other human activity, both
pre- and post-construction. One little-
addressed consequence of urban development
is the influence of domestic animals upon
wildlife populations. For example, free-
roaming domestic cats may kill more than
100 animals each year. Studies have shown
that approximately 60 percent of the wildlife
cats kill are small mammals; 20 percent are
birds (predation at bird feeders can be
substantial; one Virginia study estimated 28
kills per urban cat per year); and 10 percent
are amphibians, reptiles, and insects. Due to
the presence of coyotes in the White Rock
area, predation by cats would tend to be
limited to within developed and closely
adjacent natural areas (Goldsmith et al. 1991,
Crooks 1997-98, and CSBC 1998). Free-
ranging domestic dogs are known to harass
and disrupt the activities of many wildlife
species and are documented to have caused
mortality in animals such as deer and foxes
(Goldsmith et al. 1991).

Development in this tract could result in
the direct loss of wetland vegetation and
function. Even if construction and
development does not occur in the wetland,
indirect impact such as additional surface
runoff from an increase of impermeable
surface areas (pavement) could result in
accelerated streambed erosion and increased
downstream, and offsite sedimentation could

occur. Subsequently, floodplain areas may
undergo boundary changes.

The adjacent habitat also would
experience a loss of quality from the
reduction in size, segmentation of the habitat,
and restrictions on mobility for some
mammals. The loss of acreage due to
development would result in a reduction of
breeding and foraging habitat for wildlife
currently utilizing the property. There are
three species that are Federal-listed as
threatened or endangered that may forage in
the White Rock Tract: bald eagle, American
peregrine falcon, and southwestern willow
flycatcher. With respect to the bald eagle and
southwestern willow flycatcher, this area has
a low level of potential use for foraging. The
American peregrine falcon is likely to use the
area for foraging.

The watershed management approach to
natural resource management requires the
integration of natural resource management
plans across several land management
agencies. The current lack of a natural
resources management plan by either the
County of Los Alamos or the Pueblo of San
Ildefonso would impede the development of
an integrated, multiagency approach to short-
and long-term natural resource management
strategies.

Disposition of this tract would result in a
much less rigorous environmental review and
protection review process for future
development or other activities. Neither the
County of Los Alamos nor the Pueblo of
San Ildefonso have regulations that would
match the Federal review and protection
process such as required under the NEPA
implementing regulations (40 Code of Federal
Regulations [CFR] 1500-1508).

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Under the cultural preservation and
commercial development scenario, the
potential impacts to natural resources would
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be similar but less compared to the
commercial and residential development
scenario. Commercial development would be
limited to less than 10 acres (4 hectares) near
the highway. Lands maintained in cultural
preservation status would not undergo
construction, thus preserving the current
vegetation and wildlife habitat. Additionally,
due to recreation use restriction on cultural
preservation lands, impacts to wildlife
disturbance, both visual and auditory, from
recreational use would be diminished.
Consequently, habitat for most wildlife
species would be augmented and improved.

14.3.8 Cultural Resources
Direct impacts of the conveyance and

transfer itself would result from the transfer
of known and unidentified cultural resources
out of the responsibility and protection of the
DOE.

First, under the Criteria of Adverse Effect
(36 CFR 800.5(a)(1)), the transfer, lease, or
sale of NRHP-eligible cultural resources out
of Federal control is an adverse effect.
Eligible cultural resources are present in the
White Rock Tract and thus could be directly
impacted by the Federal action.

Second, the conveyance and transfer of
this tract could potentially impact the cultural
resources by removing them from future
consideration under the National Historic
Preservation Act.

Third, the disposition of this tract may
affect the protection and accessibility to
Native American sacred sites and sites needed
for the practice of any traditional religion by
removing them from consideration under the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, American
Indian Religious Freedom Act, and Executive
Order 13007, “Indian Sacred Sites.” Finally,
the disposition of this tract would affect the
treatment and disposition of any human
remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and
objects of cultural patrimony that may be
discovered on the tract. This impact would

result from removing these items from
consideration under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or
from changing the way this act is applied to
these remains and objects. Indirect
consequences are discussed in the following
sections.

14.3.8.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Indirect impacts would be anticipated
from the land uses contemplated for the
White Rock Tract by the receiving parties.
The two land uses identified for the White
Rock Tract include (1) commercial and
residential development and (2) cultural
preservation and commercial development.
This analysis reflects the broad, planning-
level impacts anticipated from each
contemplated use.

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Under the commercial and residential
development scenario, approximately
60 acres (24 hectares) would be directly
disturbed by construction activities. Cultural
resources are present in the tract and adjacent
areas that would be impacted by the
contemplated land use scenario.

Commercial and residential development
would cause large-scale disturbance to any
cultural resources present due to construction,
grading, and trenching. These impacts would
include the destruction of archaeological sites
and TCP locations. Resources avoided by
construction may become isolated or have
their setting disturbed by the introduction of
elements out of character with the resource,
such as visual and audible intrusions. The
development of land may cause changes to
the presence or integrity of, or access to
natural resources utilized by traditional
communities for subsistence, religious, or
other cultural activities.
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The introduction of additional full-time
residents and transient users of the
recreational vehicle park would increase
access to cultural resources. Increased access
could cause unintentional destruction and
damage to resources, vandalism, unauthorized
collection of materials and artifacts, and
disturbance of traditional practices and
ceremonies.

The construction of transportation
infrastructure would have similar impacts on
cultural resources as described for residential
and commercial construction and also would
increase access to cultural resources.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Under the cultural preservation and
commercial development scenario, the level
portions of the White Rock Tract would be
used for commercial enterprises, and upslope
areas would be dedicated to cultural
preservation and cultural stewardship needs
by the receiving party. Access to the cultural
preservation lands by the general public
would be restricted to protect culturally
important resources. Cultural preservation
uses and users will be defined by the
receiving party.

Commercial development would be
limited to less than 10 acres (4 hectares)
adjacent to the highway. This development
would cause large-scale disturbance to any
cultural resources present due to construction,
grading, and trenching. These impacts would
include the destruction of archaeological sites
and TCP locations. Resources avoided by
construction may become isolated or have
their setting disturbed by the introduction of
elements out of character with the resource,
such as visual and audible intrusions. The
development of land may cause changes to
the presence or integrity of, or access to
natural resources utilized by traditional
communities for subsistence, religious, or
other cultural activities.

Dedicating portions of the tract to cultural
preservation would be anticipated to have a
beneficial impact on the cultural resources
present. The restriction of access by the
general public is anticipated to help protect
the resources from vandalism, unauthorized
collection of materials and artifacts, and
disturbance of traditional practices and
ceremonies. Another positive impact would
be the passive preservation of resources and
continued access to TCPs afforded to
traditional practitioners of the receiving party.
There also may be potential impacts to some
current traditional users if general access is
precluded or restricted.

14.3.9 Geology and Soils

14.3.9.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

The commercial and residential land use
identified for the White Rock Tract would
result in a total of 60 acres (24 hectares) of
disturbed land in this tract. Any structures
constructed would be vulnerable to greater
than magnitude 7 seismic events (as
registered on the Richter scale) and wildfire
episodes.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

The cultural preservation and commercial
development land use scenario would limit
the commercial development to less than
10 acres (4 hectares), resulting in fewer
ground disturbing impacts.
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14.3.10 Water Resources

14.3.10.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Land Use
Scenario

Commercial and residential development
may potentially affect surface water quality
and quantity within and downstream of the
tract. Development would not affect
groundwater quality or quantity beneath the
tract but may contribute to the overall
regional water level decline and possibly
result in degradation of water quality within
the aquifer.

Surface water quantity within the Cañada
del Buey drainage may potentially increase as
a result of stormwater runoff from paved
roads and developed areas. The tract lies
within the 100-year and 500-year floodplains.
The potential for flooding would increase
with the denudation of the area or the area
upstream by either development of the tract or
natural causes such as a wildfire.

Surface water quality could be impacted
during construction and development of the
tract as stormwater runoff may increase over
areas that have been denuded and carry
sediments and surface contaminants into the
drainages.

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Cultural preservation and limited
commercial development would not affect
surface water quality or quantity within or
downstream of this tract. Limited commercial
development would not affect groundwater
quality or quantity beneath the tract, but may
contribute slightly to the overall regional
water level decline. Degradation of
groundwater quality is not likely.

14.3.11 Air Resources

14.3.11.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

With this development scenario, air
quality would be slightly deteriorated, but
would remain high. Additional emissions of
ozone generated from hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide would result from increased
vehicle traffic and from residential heating
needs. The region would remain an
attainment area, however, and concentrations
of criteria pollutants would remain within
State and Federal standards for ambient air
quality. LANL activities would remain the
source of hazardous and other chemical
pollutants. However, as discussed previously
for the No Action Alternative, concentrations
of chemical air pollutants would not exceed
health-based standards. Finally, doses from
radioactive air pollutants would be no
different than estimated for the No Action
Alternative (less than 1 millirem per year).

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

Another possible use for this tract would
be cultural preservation and limited
commercial development. Air quality would
remain high as in the No Action Alternative.
There would be no emissions of hazardous or
radioactive air pollutants, and concentrations
would remain below EPA and other health-
based standards. There would be a slight
increase in emissions of criteria pollutants as
compared to the No Action Alternative; but
concentrations would remain safely within
State and Federal standards for ambient air
quality.
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14.3.11.2 Global Climate Change

Commercial and Residential Development
Land Use Scenario

Residential use would include
construction of about 760 apartments on
40 acres (16 hectares), resulting in an
estimated 1,900 new residents and 1,600
personal vehicles. Sources of carbon dioxide
include vehicular use and space and water
heating. Commercial plans would include a
20-acre (8-hectare) recreational vehicle park,
with assumed space for 160 recreational
vehicles and up to 400 lodgers. Sources of
carbon dioxide include vehicular use and
heating. This development would lead to
estimated emissions of about 14,000 tons
(13,000 metric tons) of carbon dioxide per
year, a large increase over emissions
estimated for the No Action Alternative
(23 tons [21 metric tons] per year).

Cultural Preservation and Commercial
Development Land Use Scenario

For this scenario, development would be
assumed to be limited to a strip of land along
State Road 4, allowing for construction of
only about four new businesses. The Visitor
Center and LANL pumping station may be
eliminated. These commercial heating needs
would result in estimated emissions of about
150 tons (140 metric tons) of carbon dioxide
annually. Other greenhouse gases are not
likely.

14.3.12 Human Health

14.3.12.1 Environmental Consequences of
the Contemplated Uses

Residential and commercial development
would bring an estimated 2,200 new residents
and visitors into closer proximity to LANL
facilities, thereby increasing the number of
members of the public exposed to
radiological and chemical air pollutants
emitted by LANL operations. Residential
development also would introduce more

sensitive receptors, such as children and
pregnant females, to an area that currently
hosts only LANL-related workers. While all
doses would be within health-based standards
established by other Federal agencies, the
closer proximity would increase the radiation
dose received by the collective population
within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of
LANL. In addition, closer public proximity
would result in greater public consequences
from some hypothetical accidents at LANL
facilities. For the other contemplated land
use, cultural preservation with limited
commercial development, these same human
health consequences would result, but to a
much smaller extent (an estimated 60
workers).

14.3.12.2 Chemical Accidents
Accident assessment would be the same

as described in the No Action Alternative. For
all postulated accidents, chemical
concentrations in the air plume released by
potential chemical accidents would be below
both ERPG-3 (life-threatening) and ERPG-2
(serious health effects) by the time any air
plume reached the White Rock Tract, even
under adverse weather dispersion conditions.
Accordingly, chemical accidents would have
no estimated public consequences at the
tract).

14.3.12.3 Radiological Accidents
Regardless of land use subsequent to

transfer of ownership, the MEI dose at this
tract would be the same as described in the
No Action Alternative. MEI doses would be
greater than 500 millirem for 3 of 13
scenarios postulated in the LANL SWEIS:
2,400 millirem for RAD-02 (natural gas
pipeline failure, explosion, and fire at the
CMR Building), 1,500 millirem for RAD-12
(plutonium release from Dual Axis
Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test [DARHT]
Facility during an earthquake), and
1,200 millirem for RAD-09B (puncture, at
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Area G, of the highest-content drum of TRU
waste).

Subsequent to disposition, one possible
land use is limited commercial development,
with the majority of the tract set aside for
cultural preservation. Under this scenario,
there would be slight increases in collective
tract dose and excess LCF (versus zero dose
in the No Action Alternative). For example,
the LANL SWEIS estimated a collective
population dose of 120,000 person-rem for all
people living within a 50-mile (80-kilometer)
radius of LANL, resulting in an estimated 57
excess LCFs for hypothetical accident RAD-
02. This would increase by 38 person-rem
and one LCF if the White Rock Tract was set
aside for cultural preservation with limited
commercial development. Table 14.3.12.3-1
compares the estimated additional
consequences of all hypothetical radiological.

Another contemplated land use for the
White Rock Tract is a combination
commercial and residential development. If
this development were to occur, public
exposures would be substantially greater than
in the No Action Alternative. For example,
there would be an estimated 2,500 person-rem
incremental collective dose for accident
RAD-02, versus 120,000 person-rem
estimated in the LANL SWEIS.
Table 14.3.12.3-1 compares the estimated
additional consequences of all hypothetical
radiological accidents for the two land use
scenarios.

14.3.12.4 Natural Event Accidents
Natural event accidents would have no

estimated chemical consequences at the
White Rock Tract. For the postulated
accidents (wildfire and four earthquake
scenarios), chemical concentrations in any air
plumes released by potential chemical

accidents would be below both ERPG-3 (life-
threatening) and ERPG-2 (serious health
effects) by the time the air plumes reached the
tract, even under adverse weather dispersion
conditions.

MEI doses would be the same as in the
No Action Alternative, regardless of land use
subsequent to transfer of ownership. The MEI
dose resulting from the postulated wildfire
would be about 1 rem due to releases from
TRU waste storage domes at Area G; the
maximum dose from the most severe
earthquake would be approximately 6 rem.

If the tract were used for limited
commercial development subsequent to
disposition, exposures would increase from
the No Action Alternative (both zero). The
estimated tract collective doses would
approach 100 person-rem for the wildfire
accident and 500 person-rem for the most
severe earthquake. Associated cancer
fatalities would be less than one for either
accident.

Another possible land use for the White
Rock Tract is a combination residential
development (approximately 40 acres
[16 hectares], 760 dwelling units) and
commercial development (a 20-acre
[8-hectare] recreational vehicle park). If this
development were to occur, public exposures
would be significantly greater than in the No
Action Alternative. The estimated tract
collective doses would approach
1,000 person-rem for the wildfire accident
and 7,500 person-rem for the most severe
earthquake. Associated cancer fatalities
would be less than one for the wildfire and
approximately four for the most severe
earthquake. These exposures would be in
addition to those estimated in the LANL
SWEIS (340,000 person-rem and 230 excess
LCFs for RAD-03B).
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Table 14.3.12.3-1.  Additional Accident Consequences Associated with the Contemplated Land Uses on

the White Rock Tract

CULTURAL
PRESERVATION

AND COMMERCIAL
SCENARIOa

COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL
SCENARIOa

SWEIS ESTIMATESb

Accident
Scenario

Accident
Location Facility Frequency

per Year
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF
Collective

Dosec
Excess

LCF
Collective

Dosec
Excess
LCF

RAD-01 54-38 RANT 1.6 x 10-3 4 0.002 58 0.029 72 0.04

RAD-02 03-29 CMR 1.5 x 10-6 170 0.083 2,500 1.250 120,000 57

RAD-03 18-116 Kiva #3 4.3 x 10-6 5 0.002 68 0.034 100 0.06

RAD-05 21-209 TSTA 9.1 x 10-6 0 0 0 0 24 0.01

RAD-07 50-69 WCRR 3.0 x 10-4 3 0.001 41 0.021 1,300 0.69

RAD-08 54-230 TWISP 4.3 x 10-6 73 0.037 1,100 0.55 400 0.2

RAD-09A 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-1 1 0.001 16 0.008 4 0

RAD-09B 54-226 TWISP 4.9 x 10-3 56 0.028 840 0.420 230 0.12

RAD-12 16-411 -- 1.5 x 10-6 87 0.043 1,300 0.650 35,800 18

RAD-13 18-116 Kiva #3 1.6 x 10-5 7 0.003 99 0.050 160 0.08

RAD-15A 03-29 CMR 3.6 x 10-5 1 0 11 0.006 175 0.09

RAD-15B 03-29 CMR 3.2 x 10-5 14 0.007 210 0.105 3,400 1.7

RAD-16 03-29 CMR 3.5 x 10-6 0 0 2 0.001 56 0.03

Notes: RANT = Radioactive Assay and Nondestructive Test; TSTA = Tritium Systems Test Assembly; WCRR = Waste Characterization, Reduction, and Repackaging;
TWISP = Transuranic Waste Inspectable Storage Project
a In addition to doses estimated in the LANL SWEIS.
b For the entire population within a 50-mile (80-kilometer) radius of LANL.
c Person-rem
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14.3.13  Environmental Justice
For environmental justice impacts to

occur, there must be high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts that
disproportionately affect minority or low-
income populations. The human health
analyses for the contemplated land uses
estimate that air emissions and hazardous
chemical and radiological releases from
LANL operations would be expected to be
within regulatory limits and that no excess
LCFs would likely result. The human health
analyses also indicate that radiological
releases from accidents would not result in
disproportionate adverse human health or
environmental impacts. Therefore, such
accidents would not have disproportionately
high and adverse impacts on minority or low-
income populations with regard to
implementing the contemplated land uses on
this tract.

The analyses also indicate that
socioeconomic changes resulting from
implementing any of the proposed
alternatives would not lead to environmental
justice impacts. Modest economic benefits
would arise from the additional jobs created
during construction and operation of the new
facility. Secondary effects would include
small increases in business activity and would
likely increase revenues to local governments.
Each of these impacts would be positive and
would not disproportionately affect low-
income or minority populations.

The analysis of impacts to cultural
resources indicates that TCPs could be
present on the tract or in adjacent areas. If
present, TCPs could be impacted by the
conveyance or transfer or by subsequent land
uses. Consultations to determine the presence
of these resources have not been completed,
and the degree to which these resources may
be impacted has not been ascertained. Impacts
to TCPs potentially may cause
disproportionately high or adverse effects on
minority or low-income communities, but

these effects cannot be determined at this
point in the consultation process. Legal
counsel for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso has
expressed the opinion that conveyance and
use of this tract would result in an
environmental justice impact for the Pueblo’s
population.

14.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
White Rock Tract would not immediately
cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources. Nor would
cultural preservation with limited commercial
development along State Road 4, one of the
two contemplated land uses subsequent to
transfer of ownership. Commercial and
residential development would, however,
cause irreversible commitments of ecological
habitat and cultural resources within the tract
and in adjacent areas (where human activity
levels would increase due to the presence of
about 2,200 new residents and lodgers).

New development also would cause the
irretrievable commitment of resources during
construction and subsequent use of 760 new
dwelling units. Energy would be expended in
the form of natural gas and electricity.
Additional water would be consumed also.
Construction of these buildings would require
the irretrievable commitment of standard
building materials such as lumber and roofing
materials.
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14.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
White Rock Tract could result in the loss of
certain Federal protections for cultural
resources on the tract. Loss of these
protections could be considered an
unavoidable adverse impact to these resources
because development of previously
undisturbed areas could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the subject land tract and in
adjacent areas. The conveyance or transfer of
the tract also could result in the loss of certain
Federal protections for ecological resources
and consideration of these resources in
planning future activities on the tract.

Subsequent use of the tract for cultural
preservation with limited commercial
development along State Road 4 would have
few adverse environmental impacts.
Subsequent commercial and residential
development, however, would cause
unavoidable adverse impacts in several
resource areas.

One such impact would be substantial loss
of ecological habitat within the tract itself.
There also could be more frequent human
intrusion into adjacent habitat areas of San
Ildefonso Pueblo. There also is potential for
adverse impacts caused by introduction of
land uses that are incompatible with adjacent
resource protection efforts.

Commercial and residential development
also would result in increased demands for
utilities (electricity, natural gas, water, solid
waste, and sewage services). Increased
demand for three of these services (water,
solid waste, and sewage), would have adverse
effects in the immediate Los Alamos region
by lowering the aquifer level more quickly,
shortening the remaining lifetime of the
County landfill, and increasing both the
quantities of sewage that require treatment
and the quantities of treated sewage
discharged to the environment. The

environmental effects of increased demand
for electricity and natural gas would be felt
elsewhere (in the Four Corners region, for
example), in the form of increased emissions
of air pollutants in order to generate
electricity. Increased consumption of natural
gas adds to global climate change through
increased emissions of carbon dioxide.

Development also would lead to an
estimated 10 percent increase in personal
vehicles in Los Alamos County and a one-
third increase in the White Rock townsite,
with attendant increases in congestion, road
deterioration, and traffic noises. Noise levels
would especially be impacted within and
immediately adjacent to the tract itself, with
noises increasing in magnitude, frequency of
occurrence, and duration (into the night). The
visual environment would deteriorate, both
within the tract and from adjacent areas of the
townsite.

Finally, residential development would
increase the potential for degradation of
surface water quality. Standard mitigation
measures, however, can limit both short- and
long-term impacts to surface water and
groundwater quality.

14.3.16 Relationship Between Local
Short-Term Use of the
Environment and the
Maintenance of Long-Term
Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
White Rock Tract would not immediately
cause any specific impacts on short-term uses
of the environment. Subsequent use of the
tract for cultural preservation with limited
commercial development along State Road 4
would be compatible with the long-term land
uses of both cultural preservation on adjacent
San Ildefonso lands and with commercial
uses of the business district of the White
Rock Tract.

Subsequent commercial and residential
development of the tract, however, may be
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incompatible with the long-term land uses of
adjacent San Ildefonso lands and with nearby
Bandelier National Monument (Tsankawi
ruins). Development would also lead to
disruption and loss of ecological habitat and
cultural resources in this largely undisturbed

tract of land. The development would reduce
the ecological productivity of the tract and
would preclude future use of the land for
ecological habitat or for cultural resource
protection.
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15.0  CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

This chapter describes the potential cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action
Alternative together with the incremental impacts of the Alternative Action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of
what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.
Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant
actions taking place over a period of time. The chapter includes the methods of
analysis and a summary of the cumulative impacts by resource area.

15.1 Introduction
The Council on Environmental Quality

(CEQ) regulations implementing the
procedural provisions of the NEPA define
cumulative effects as “the impact on the
environment which results from the
incremental impact of the action when added
to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions regardless of what
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person
undertakes such other actions” (40 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] Part 1508.7). The
regulations further explain that “cumulative
effects can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place
over a period of time.” The cumulative effects
analysis presented in this CT EIS is based on
the potential effects of land conveyance and
transfer when added to common issues and
their effects in the regions of influence (ROIs)
for each resource resulting from past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future actions.

Based on examination of the potential
direct and indirect environmental impacts of
the conveyance and transfer, the potential
impacts of other DOE and LANL actions, and
the potential impacts of other actions in the
region; the DOE has examined each of the
following resource areas for cumulative
effects: land use, transportation,
infrastructure, noise, visual resources,
socioeconomics, ecological resources,
cultural resources, geology and soils, water
resources, air resources and global climate
change, human health, and environmental

justice. Critical cumulative issues related to
utility supply and infrastructure are outlined
in greater depth. This chapter provides a brief
summary description of cumulative impacts
resulting from the conveyance or transfer of
the subject 10 land tracts included in the
impact analysis presented in Chapter 5
through Chapter 14, a brief overview of other
DOE activities at LANL, and other regional
activities.

15.2 Methods of Analysis
The DOE assessed cumulative effects by

combining three elements: anticipated LANL
activities, anticipated development activities
(primarily in Los Alamos County), and
projected development subsequent to
disposition of the 10 land tracts.

Anticipated LANL activities are those
presented in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c)
for the Preferred Alternative. The SWEIS
Preferred Alternative provides a reasonable
upper limit of impacts from LANL
operations, and has been selected as the level
of LANL operations assumed for both the
CT EIS No Action Alternative and the
CT EIS Proposed Action Alternative. (Slight
adjustments were made for a reduced scale
for the low energy demonstration accelerator
[LEDA] at the Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center [LANSCE].) For the CT EIS, it has
been assumed that the adjusted SWEIS
Preferred Alternative has already been fully
implemented.
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The impacts of anticipated regional
development activities also have been
included in the cumulative impacts analysis.
In Los Alamos County, there are 10
residential development projects in various
stages of planning or construction. These
include Ponderosa Estates, Los Pueblos Road,
North Mesa, Quezemon, Arrowhead
Subdivision, 2500 Central Avenue, the
Middle School Site, the Canyon Rim Site, and
Dormitory Housing in the Los Alamos
townsite and environs, and the White Rock
School Site. Upon completion, these
residential developments would result in
approximately 1,300 new dwelling units and
an estimated 3,300 new residents. There also
are plans for development of a Research Park
on about 60 acres (24 hectares) of land leased
from the DOE; the park would employ 1,500
people. For the cumulative impacts analysis,
it has been assumed that all of these
developments, both residential and
commercial, have been fully implemented.

The third element included in this
cumulative impacts assessment is the
projected development subsequent to
disposition of the 10 land tracts. Four of the
land tracts (Miscellaneous Site 22,
Miscellaneous Manhattan Monument,
Technical Area [TA] 74, and White Rock Y
Tracts) have no development plans,
regardless of whether the County or San
Ildefonso Pueblo were to receive the tract. A
single contemplated land use has been
identified for two others tracts, the TA 21 and
Airport Tracts. Two potential land uses have
been identified for the remaining tracts. For
tracts with two possible land uses, each
resource area assumed the development
scenario that would have the most
consequences. For example, both residential
and commercial development land uses are
possible for the DOE LAAO Tract.
Residential development of the DOE LAAO
Tract would result in more demand for
utilities, more traffic, and more carbon
dioxide emissions than would the commercial

development scenario of continued use of the
existing office building by others than the
DOE. Accordingly, residential development
of the DOE LAAO Tract was assumed when
examining the cumulative impacts for
utilities, transportation, and global climate
change.

For each resource area, the analysis
begins with a description of the potential
impacts on the resource that may occur from
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
regional projects, activities, and agency plans.
This analysis is followed a description of the
potential impacts for the conveyance or
transfer scenario that represents the maximum
level of potential impacts for that resource.
This methodology results in a conservative
analysis that overstates potential impacts
that may occur in the next 10 years (see
Section 4.1 in Chapter 4). Potential
cumulative impacts are defined with an
assessment of the context and intensity of the
impacts and the incremental contribution of
the conveyance or transfer to regional
cumulative effects.

15.3 Cumulative Impacts by
Resource Area

The following sections present
descriptions of cumulative impacts by
resource area. For comparison purposes
Table 15.3-1 is provided, summarizing
cumulative impacts for each resource area.

15.3.1 Land Use
Cumulative impacts to land use are

assessed by comparing the compatibility of
anticipated changes in land use to existing
adjacent land uses, management plans,
policies, and practices. Cumulative impacts to
land use occur when the net effect of
incremental impacts would conflict with
established land uses in the region, disrupt or
divide established land use configurations,
represent a substantial change in land use
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Table 15.3-1.  Summary of Cumulative Effects Within the Region of Influence

RESOURCE
AREA

CT EIS PROPOSED
ACTION ALTERNATIVE

LANL ACTIVITIES OTHER REGIONAL
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL POTENTIAL
IMPACT

Land Use Maximum of 826 acres
(335 hectares) would be
developed or redeveloped.
Potential for introduction of land
uses incompatible with adjacent
resource protection efforts. Loss
of recreational opportunities under
some scenarios.

No changes outside LANL
boundaries. Within LANL,
environmental restoration
activities may change land use.

Land use would change in several
locations in the Los
Alamos/White Rock area where
residential developments are
currently in various stages of
planning or construction. Other
commercial, industrial, and
residential development projects
would be anticipated in Los
Alamos, Rio Arriba, and Santa Fe
Counties. In addition, a research
park covering about 60 acres
(24 hectares) of land leased from
the DOE also is being planned.

Development or alteration of over
826 acres (335 hectares) would
change the land uses from
primarily forest or woodlands to
residential, commercial, or
industrial uses.

Transportation Peak hour traffic entering or
exiting all 10 tracts could increase
by a range of approximately 751
to 3,775 trips in ROI commuter
traffic.

Potential increase in local traffic
from increase of up to 1,400 full-
time employees.

New residential development
could cause increases in local
traffic.

Increases in local traffic could be
substantial and could overload
existing roads, thus requiring road
improvements.

Infrastructure Cumulative usage increases would
be
• Electricity use: 32 gwh

• Peak power: 6 mw

• Natural gas: 459 mcf
(13,000 mly)

• Water: 382 mgy (1,446 mly)

• Solid waste: 2,385 tpy
(2,163 mty)

Increases in discharges to
wastewater treatment plants could
be 132 mgy (500 mly) for the
Bayo Wastewater Treatment Plant
and 41 mgy (155 mly) for the
White Rock Wastewater
Treatment Facility.

Maximum cumulative uses are
• Electricity use: 693 gwh

• Peak power: 100 mw

• Natural gas: 2,020 mcf
(57,200 mly)

• Water: 740 mgy (2,802 mly)

• Solid waste: 3,160 tpy
(2,867 mty)

Potential cumulative wastewater
discharge to the SWSC is 187 mgy
(708 mly).

Estimated maximum cumulative
uses, including increases from
current developments and the
research park would be
• Electricity use: 106 gwh

• Peak power: 16 mw

• Natural gas: 1,253 mcf
(35,530 mly)

• Water: 1,111 mgy (4,214 mly)

• Solid waste: 17,821 tpy
(16,161 mty)

Potential wastewater discharges to
the SWSC and, Bayo and White
Rock wastewater treatment plants
are 199, 425, and 151 mgy (753,
1,609, and 572 mly), respectively.

Total anticipated uses would
exceed the capacity for peak
power supply, water rights, and
the Bayo Wastewater Treatment
Plant. Estimated local landfill life
would be reduced to 5.5 years.
The Bayo Wastewater Treatment
Plant’s capacity would be
exceeded by 57 mgy (216 mly).
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Table 15.3-1.  Summary of Cumulative Effects Within the ROI (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA

CT EIS PROPOSED
ACTION ALTERNATIVE

LANL ACTIVITIES OTHER REGIONAL
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL POTENTIAL
IMPACT

Noise Ambient noise levels would
increase above current levels for
most of the contemplated land
uses. Ambient noise levels
associated with cultural
preservation, natural areas, and
current transportation and utility
corridors would remain about the
same. Demolition and
construction activities temporarily
would elevate noise levels to a
range of 74 to 95 dBA.
Residential uses typically would
result in ambient noise levels
between 50 and 70 dBA, and
commercial and industrial land
uses typically would result in 60
to 70 dBA. Noise would be
present during a greater part of the
day on developed tracts, and
overall noise from vehicular
traffic would increase.

Temporary and minor noise is
associated with construction on
LANL property. Impacts from
noise and vibration associated
with explosives testing would be
similar to those currently
experienced.

Noise effects would be similar to
those described for the CT EIS
Proposed Action Alternative.

Ambient noise would increase in
local areas due to construction and
increased motor traffic, but would
not add appreciably to overall
noise levels. In most tracts, noise
would occur more often than at
present.

Visual
Resources

The objectives of the scenic
classes associated with the tracts
would be met. Generally, the
existing visual values would be
maintained.

No changes except for new
lighting associated with a new
transportation corridor on LANL
property.

Effects to visual resources would
be similar to those described for
the CT EIS Proposed Action
Alternative.

Impacts to visual resources would
be minimal.
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Table 15.3-1.  Summary of Cumulative Effects Within the ROI (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA

CT EIS PROPOSED
ACTION ALTERNATIVE

LANL ACTIVITIES OTHER REGIONAL
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL POTENTIAL
IMPACT

Socioeconomic Short-term economic gains from
construction activities. Long-term
gains depend on the intensity of
development.

Increase of up to 4,230 people in
the Tri-County area from increase
in LANL employees under the
SWEIS Preferred Alternative.
Associated increase of
$172 million in personal income.

Socioeconomic effects would be
similar to those described for the
CT EIS Proposed Action
Alternative.

Both short-term and long-term
beneficial economic effects would
be expected from increased
development. Overall impacts to
employment, income, population
and housing would be minor
within the ROI, but would be
concentrated in the Los Alamos
area. Improvements would be
expected in the regional tax base
but, according to the County of
Los Alamos, would probably not
offset the loss of assistance
payments.

Ecological
Resources

Development footprints for the 10
tracts include approximately
770 acres (312 hectares) of
relatively undisturbed habitat,
primarily ponderosa pine forest
and pinyon-juniper woodland.
Contemplated uses would be
expected to degrade large amounts
adjacent habitat, including
preferred habitat for the American
peregrine falcon and the Mexican
spotted owl.

Removal of up to 41 acres
(17 hectares) of pinyon-juniper
woodland habitat and 7 acres
(3 hectares) of ponderosa
pine-Gambel oak on LANL
property. No significant
ecological effects would be
expected.

Development of previously
undisturbed areas would cause
habitat destruction.

Development of more than
818 acres (331 hectares) would
degrade large amounts of wildlife
habitat and would cause adverse
impacts to ecological resources
and could result in further
fragmentation of habitat and
disruption of wildlife migration
corridors.

Cultural
Resources

Development of 826 acres
(335 hectares) and use of tracts for
natural areas could result in
physical destruction, damage, or
alteration of cultural resources on
the subject tracts and in adjacent
areas. Potential loss of certain
Federal protections for cultural
resources on subject tracts could
result.

Potential exists for effects to some
prehistoric resources due to
shrapnel or vibrations from
explosives testing. Also, 15 sites
potentially eligible for the
National Register of Historic
Places could be affected by the
expansion of Area G.

Development of previously
undisturbed areas could result in
physical destruction, damage, or
alteration of cultural resources.

Development of 826 acres
(335 hectares) and use of
conveyed or transferred tracts for
natural areas could result in
physical destruction, damage, or
alteration of cultural resources.
Potential loss of certain Federal
protections for cultural resources
on conveyed or transferred tracts
could result.
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Table 15.3-1.  Summary of Cumulative Effects Within the ROI (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA

CT EIS PROPOSED
ACTION ALTERNATIVE

LANL ACTIVITIES OTHER REGIONAL
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL POTENTIAL
IMPACT

Geology and
Soils

Development would disturb soils
and increase runoff. No other
impacts to geologic resources
would be expected.

No impacts to geologic resources
expected, except for minimal
deposition of contaminants to
soils.

Development of previously
undisturbed areas would result in
soil disturbance; but, no other
impacts to geologic resources
would be expected.

Cumulative impacts to geologic
resources are not considered to be
substantial.

Water
Resources

An additional 382 mgy
(1,446 mly) of groundwater could
be used. Potential exists for
degradation of surface water
quality from construction activity
and increased pollutant loads and
surface runoff volumes from
increase in impermeable areas.
Placement and operation of new
water wells to address increased
demand could impact groundwater
quality.

Potential cumulative groundwater
usage is 740 mgy (2,800 mly).
Surface water quality within
LANL is not expected to change
substantially.

Groundwater use estimations for
Los Alamos County, including the
current developments and the
research park are 1,111 mgy
(4,214 mly). Potential exists for
degradation of surface water
quality from construction activity
and increased pollutant loads and
surface runoff volumes from
increase in impermeable areas.

Total anticipated uses would
exceed the capacity for water
rights by 533 mgy (2,020 mly).
The additional water withdrawal
would accelerate drawdown of the
main aquifer and could seriously
impact the amount of cheaply
treatable water available.

Potential for degradation of
surface water quality during
construction activities.

Air Resources Increases expected in criteria
pollutants from mobile sources
and homes using natural gas or
propane. Slight increase expected
in emissions of hazardous air
pollutants from industrial
facilities. Contributions to global
climate change would increase
more than 25-fold due to motor
vehicle traffic and residential use
of fossil fuels.

Criteria and toxic pollutant
emissions are not expected to
exceed applicable standards or
approach levels that could affect
human health. Increases in criteria
pollutants would be expected from
additional mobile sources
associated with increased
employment.

Increases would be expected in
criteria pollutants from mobile
sources and homes using natural
gas or propane. Slight increase
would be expected in emissions of
hazardous air pollutants from
industrial facilities. Contributions
to global climate change would
increase due to motor vehicle
traffic and residential use of fossil
fuels.

Increases in criteria and toxic
pollutant emissions would occur.
The cumulative effect from these
increases would not be expected
to be major. Increased
development would lead to
additional artificial light and
impacts to visibility of the night
sky. Increased carbon dioxide and
greenhouse gases are expected
locally. These would represent a
shift of impacts from other areas
and would not be an important
contributor to global climate
change.
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Table 15.3-1.  Summary of Cumulative Effects Within the ROI (Continued)

RESOURCE
AREA

CT EIS PROPOSED
ACTION ALTERNATIVE

LANL ACTIVITIES OTHER REGIONAL
ACTIVITIES

TOTAL POTENTIAL
IMPACT

Human Health As many as 900 new residents
could be brought into closer
proximity to LANL facilities at
the DOE LAAO and DP Road
Tracts and another 2,200 residents
and lodgers at the White Rock
Tract. Commercial development
could bring as many as 6,000
private-sector employees into
existing radiation buffer zones at
the DP Road, TA 21, and Airport
Tracts. These developments
would mean increased public
exposure to radiological and
chemical emissions from LANL
normal operations and
hypothetical accidents. A
substantial increase in the public
collective radiation dose and
LCFs would result.

Fifty-seven excess latent cancer
fatalities for the public are
estimated to result from
hypothetical accidents.

No substantial impacts to human
health would be expected.

No substantial impacts to human
health would be expected for
normal operations. The latent
cancer fatalities from hypothetical
accidents would increase from
about 57 excess latent cancer
fatalities to approximately 98
excess latent cancer fatalities from
LANL operations because of
increased populations close to
LANL facilities.

Environmental
Justice

No direct adverse effects on
minority or low-income
populations. Indirect impacts
could include disruption of
traditional wood gathering
activities or loss of traditional
cultural properties, which may
lead to environmental justice
impacts.

No direct or indirect adverse
effects on minority or low-income
populations.

Because no other applicable
Federal activities have been
identified by the cumulative
analysis, environmental justice
issues do not arise.

No cumulative adverse effects on
minority or low-income
populations would be expected.

Notes: gwh = gigawatt-hours, mw = megawatt, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liters per year, mgy = million gallons per year, tpy = tons per year, mty = metric tons per
year, SWSC = Sanitary Wastewater Systems Consolidation, dBA = A-weighted decibels
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configurations, or would be inconsistent with
adopted land use plans.

Past and present land use in the region is
described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. No specific changes in land use
or impacts are anticipated for upcoming
LANL activities, but completion of
environmental restoration actions may allow
the possibility of changes in future land use.
These ongoing environmental restoration
actions will require the treatment and/or
removal of large quantities of various waste
materials from LANL during the next 10
years. Treatment methods and disposition of
these wastes will be addressed by separate
NEPA review. In general, these actions are
proceeding independently of the conveyance
or transfer process; but the conveyance and
transfer scenarios may influence decisions on
the timing, cleanup levels, and the inclusion
of certain buildings in environmental
restoration activities. Table 15.3.1-1
summarizes the estimated waste volumes
associated with environmental restoration
activities for the 10 subject tracts, based on
very preliminary site characterization. It
should be emphasized that environmental
restoration actions would proceed under the
No Action Alternative. Other anticipated
regional changes in land use include the
development of forest, grazing, and open-
space land for residential and commercial
uses. Under the various conveyance and
transfer scenarios, future land use patterns
could change on several tracts, as described in
Chapter 5 through Chapter 14.

Potentially important cumulative impacts
of these changes in land use would include
the loss of trail access and other recreational
opportunities; the introduction of land uses
that are incompatible with adjacent National
Park Service (NPS), U.S. Forest Service
(USFS), and LANL resource protection
missions and plans; increased activity in
proximity to protected wildlife habitat and
cultural resources; and the net loss and further
fragmentation of ecosystems, which would

reduce the amount and quality of plant and
animal habitat in the region. Population
increases also would increase visitation at
Bandelier National Monument (BNM) and
require the expenditure of scarce financial
resources to provide for more visitors’
services and security.

While cumulative impacts to land use
would affect only a small percentage of the
total region, many of the anticipated impacts
from actions would be concentrated in the
vicinity of Los Alamos, LANL, and White
Rock. Implementation of the various
conveyance and transfer scenarios, especially
those contemplated for the Rendija Canyon
and the White Rock Tracts could be important
contributors to cumulative impacts in this
area.

15.3.2 Transportation
Cumulative impacts to transportation are

assessed by combining the number of trips
anticipated to be generated by the
contemplated land uses and the infrastructure
improvements required to accommodate
increased traffic levels with the transportation
impacts of other existing and planned
developments.

The regional transportation infrastructure
and capacities are described in Chapter 3,
Affected Environment. Peak hourly traffic in
the vicinity of LANL ranges from 114 (State
Road [SR] 4) to 5,285 vehicles (SR 501) for
onsite routes and ranges from 380 (SR 4) to
7,069 vehicles (U.S. 84/285) for regional
routes. Some minor increases in worker trips
and increased truck transport of hazardous
chemical and radioactive materials are
expected as a result of future LANL activities
and increases in employment. Workers from
the planned Research Park development and
residents from the various residential
developments would cause increases in the
number of trips anticipated regionally. Under
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Table 15.3.1-1.  Estimated Environmental Restoration Waste Volumes

TRACT CONTEMPLATED
LAND USE

CLEANUP OF
PRSs

D&D OF
STRUCTURES

REMEDIATION
OF CANYONS

MAJOR WASTE TYPE

Rendija Canyon Cultural Preservation 7,500 (5,700) -- 0 Hazardous wastes from munitions

Rendija Canyon Residential Development 7,500 (5,700) -- 0 Hazardous wastes from munitions

DOE LAAO Commercial Development 90 (70) 300 (230) -- Construction debris

DOE LAAO Residential Development 230 (176) 3,190 (2,440) -- Construction debris

Miscellaneous
Site 22

Commercial Development 10 (8) -- -- Construction debris

Miscellaneous
Manhattan
Monument

Cultural Preservation -- -- -- No cleanup required

DP Road
Commercial/Industrial

Development
810 (620) 2,220 (1,690) 0 RCRA hazardous wastes

DP Road
Residential/Commercial

Development
750 (570) 2,220 (1,690) 0 RCRA hazardous wastes

TA 21
Commercial/Industrial

Development
9,290 (7,090) 56,560 (43,220) 0 Construction debris

Airport
Commercial/Industrial

Development
24,460 (18,690) 0 -- Solid waste from former landfill

White Rock Y Cultural Preservation -- 0 3,770 (2,880)
Low-level radioactive canyon

sediments

TA 74 Cultural Preservation 0 0 98,880 (74,910)
Low-level radioactive canyon

sediments

White Rock
Cultural Preservation/

Commercial Development
-- 0 0 No cleanup required

White Rock
Residential/Commercial

Development
-- 940 (720)

Low-level radioactive canyon
sediments

Notes:

All volumes are cubic yards (followed by cubic meters).
PRSs = potential release sites
D&D = decontamination and decommissioning

Dash (--) indicates there are no PRSs, structures, or canyons.
Zero indicates that no wastes are expected to be generated.
RCRA = Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
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the various conveyance or transfer scenarios,
commercial, industrial, and residential
developments would greatly increase the
number of trips generated.

Potentially important cumulative impacts
to regional transportation would include
increases in overall regional and local traffic.
Traffic increases may require improvements
to the transportation infrastructure such as
traffic controls, new roads, road widening,
and bridges. Traffic increases also may
degrade local air quality.

The expected impacts to transportation
would be expected to be concentrated in the
areas near the Los Alamos townsite and
LANL area rather than be distributed
throughout the region. Implementation of the
various conveyance or transfer scenarios
would be an important contributor to
cumulative impacts in this area. An increase
in local traffic would be expected for land
tracts undergoing development. Peak hourly
traffic would likely increase in 6 of the 10
parcels by 751 to 3,775 vehicles. The largest
increases would be associated with further
development of the Airport Tract from
approximately 278 to 1,554 vehicles during
the peak traffic period. Areas transferred for
cultural preservation would expect a decrease
in local traffic due to increased access
restrictions.

15.3.3 Infrastructure
Cumulative impacts to infrastructure and

utilities are assessed by comparing the current
capacities of utility systems and infrastructure
with utility demand and infrastructure
requirements of reasonably foreseeable future
regional projects and activities. Important
cumulative impacts occur when the net effect
of incremental impacts of the proposed
action, added to those of other past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future actions,
would create demand in excess of utility
capacities and would require extensive
expansion of infrastructure.

Potentially important cumulative impacts
to regional utilities and infrastructure have
been identified. The increase in peaking
demand for electricity would be expected to
exceed the capacity of the electrical power
system. Water usage would be projected to
exceed water rights. Delivery systems for gas
may need to be upgraded to handle increased
demand. The capacity of the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant would be
expected to be exceeded. Solid waste
production would be expected to reduce the
expected life of the regional landfill.

A description of utility infrastructure is
presented in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. System capacities, current and
anticipated utility use, and waste generation
associated with LANL, other regional
developments, and the conveyance and
transfer scenarios are included in
Table 15.3.3-1.

The system capacities for the various
utilities are reiterated here for comparison.
Note that many of the numbers are
“bounding” numbers; in other words, they are
the highest usage that could realistically be
expected. The cumulative usage on the
transferred tracts represents the maximum
utility usage associated with the contemplated
land uses for each tract. Note also that the
disposition of the tracts and any subsequent
development would occur over the course of
10 years, so impacts to utility systems would
not be immediate.

The contemplated developments on these
lands would increase the electricity peaking
power demand by 6 megawatts and the
electrical energy usage by 32 gigawatt-hours.
Other developments in the County would
increase the peaking power demand by
2 megawatts to a total of 16 megawatts and
increase electricity usage by 12 gigawatts to a
total of 106 gigawatts. Projected LANL
developments would create an additional
power demand of 5 megawatts and energy
usage of 65 gigawatts. The total increase in
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Table 15.3.3-1.  Cumulative Utility Usage Projections versus Existing Capacity

WATER mgy (mly) SEWAGE mgy (mly)
POWER

mw
ELEC.
gwh

GAS
mcf (mly)

COUNTY LANL SWSC BAYO WHITE
ROCK

SOLID WASTE
tpy (mty)a

System Capacity 107 860 8,100 (229,400) 1,260 (4,770) 540 (2,044) 220 (833) 500 (1,893) 300 (1,136)

Current Usageb

LANLc 95 628 2,020 (57,200) --- 693 (2,624) 187 (708) --- --- 2,700 (2,600)

County + BNM 14 94 1,040 (29,500) 963 (3,645) --- --- 365 (1,382) 146 (553) 15,990 (14,500) c

SUM 109 722 3,060 (86,700) 963 (3,645) 693 (2,624) 187 (708) 365 (1,382) 146 (553) 18,690 (17,100)

Remaining Capacitye -2 215 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) -153 (-579) 33 (125) 135 (511) 154 (583) 7 years

LANL Developments

Expanded Operationsb 5 65 0 (0) --- 47 (178) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 300 (272)

Remaining Capacitye -7 150 5,040 (142,700) 297 (1,125) -200 (-758) 33 (125) 135 (511) 154 (583) 6.8 years

County Developments

Transferred Land 6 32 459 (13,000) 382 (1,446) --- 0 (0) 132 (500) 41 (155) 2,385 (2,163)

Current developments 1 8 170 (4,810) 131 (496) --- 0 (0) 60 (227) 5 (19) 1,176 (1,067)

Research Park 1 4 43 (1,220) 17 (64) --- 12 (45) 0 (0) 0 (0) 200 (181)

Española growthf 455 (413)

SUM 8 45 672 (19,030) 530 (2,006) --- 12 (45) 192 (727) 46 (174) 4,216 (3,824)

Remaining Capacitye -15 105 4,368 (123,670) -233 (-881) -200 (-758) 21 (80) -57 (-216) 108 (409) 5.5 years

Notes: mw = megawatts, gwh = megawatt-hours, mcf = million cubic feet, mly = million liter per year, mgy = million gallons per year, tpy = tons per year, mty = metric tons per year
a  Remaining capacity of landfill estimated at 7 years (130,000 tons [120,000 metric tons] at current disposal rates).
b  Includes 20 mgy at the Strategic Computing Complex (SCC), which is not reflected in the SWEIS. The SWEIS assumes 100% of SCC water needs are met with treated wastewater. In the
CT EIS a more conservative assumption is used. It is assumed that only two-thirds of the SCC water needs are met by recycled wastewater with the remaining third met by fresh water.
c  No Action Alternative from the SWEIS. Figures reflect a decrease in anticipated peak power at the LEDA Facility.
d  Includes solid wastes from Los Alamos County, Española, and Santa Clara Pueblo.
e  Difference from contract limits or physical capacity.
f  Based on growth of Rio Arriba County in the LANL SWEIS.
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peaking demand from all future developments
would be expected to exceed the peaking
power capacity of the electrical system by
15 megawatts.

The increase in natural gas usage for
developments in the County and at LANL is
shown in Table 15.3.3-1. It is not anticipated
that these developments would exceed the
capacity of the regional delivery system.
However, some segments of the local delivery
system may need to be upgraded to handle the
increased demand.

As shown in Table 15.3.3-1, Los Alamos
County water use resulting from
contemplated developments on dispositioned
land would be expected to increase by
382 million gallons (1,446 million liters) per
year. Other County developments would
increase water usage by an additional
148 million gallons (560 million liters) per
year, bringing the total County increase to
530 million gallons (2,006 million liters) per
year. Under the proposed 70/30 split of water
rights between the County and the DOE,
these developments would cause the County
to exceed their water rights by an estimated
233 million gallons (882 million liters) per
year. The projected increase in water usage
for LANL is 47 million gallons (178 million
liters) per year. Based on these projections,
the DOE (LANL) would exceed its share of
the water rights by 200 million gallons
(757 million liters) per year. If the County
were to address this increased demand by the
installation of new water supply wells, then
the placement and operation of these wells
could impact water quality.

Wastewater treatment at the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant would increase
by 132 million gallons (500 million liters) per
year from developments on dispositioned
lands (not including developments on the
White Rock Tract, which would pipe sewage
to the White Rock Wastewater Treatment
Facility). Proposed and ongoing
developments in the County would produce

an additional 60 million gallons (227 million
liters) of effluent annually to be treated at the
Bayo Wastewater Treatment Plant. The total
estimated increase would be 192 million
gallons (727 million liters) per year, which
would cause the capacity of the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant to be exceeded
by 57 million gallons (216 million liters) per
year. Increases in wastewater to the LANL
Sanitary Waste Systems Consolidation
(SWSC) Plant and the White Rock
Wastewater Treatment Facility would not be
expected to exceed the rated capacities.

Solid waste production would increase by
2,385 tons (2,163 metric tons) per year as a
result of developments on transferred lands,
as shown in Table 15.3.3-1. An additional
1,376 tons (1,248 metric tons) per year
would be generated from other developments
in the County, and another 455 tons
(413 metric tons) per year would be expected
from growth in Española. LANL solid waste
production is expected to increase by 300 tons
(272 metric tons) per year from the SWEIS
Expanded Operation Alternative and
development of the Strategic Computing
Complex (SCC). LANL solid waste
projections do not include wastes generated
by planned environmental restoration
activities. The disposition of environmental
restoration wastes is not known at this time.
However, all wastes would be managed
according to applicable regulations and
permits and according to the decisions made
based on the DOE’s WM PEIS. The total
increase in solid waste production of
4,516 tons (4,098 metric tons) per year would
reduce the life of the landfill from 7 to 5.5
years. The County has decided to close the
current landfill and is planning the
development of a new regional solid waste
facility (PC 1999c). Increases in solid waste
production may require accelerating the
development of the new facility.
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15.3.4 Noise
Cumulative noise impacts are assessed

by determining the increases in levels of
noise anticipated to be generated by the
contemplated land uses and from construction
related to the development of the tracts.
Important cumulative impacts occur when the
net effect of regional projects or activities
would cause a noticeable and adverse
increase in ambient noise levels or if
construction causes excessive noise and
vibrations.

Past and present noise sources and levels
are described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. Noise and vibration from
LANL activities are expected to increase
slightly during construction and operation of
new facilities and due to increased frequency
of high explosives testing. Other anticipated
noise sources would include construction
noise associated with housing, commercial
and industrial projects, and increases in
ambient noise associated with use of these
facilities and residences and vehicle traffic.
Similar potential changes would occur under
the conveyance or transfer scenarios.

Cumulatively, ambient noise would
increase in local areas, especially during
construction, but would not add appreciably
to overall noise levels. In most tracts, noise
would occur more often than at present. Areas
designated for cultural preservation and
natural areas would experience similar levels
of noise or slight decreases in ambient noise
levels.

15.3.5 Visual Resources
Important cumulative impacts occur when

the net effect of regional projects or activities
would adversely affect scenic quality from a
regional perspective.

Regional visual resources are described in
Chapter 3, Affected Environment. Visual
resources are not expected to change due to
future LANL activities except for increases in
lighting associated with a transportation

corridor. Residential, commercial, and
industrial development in undisturbed areas
could degrade views and would increase
ambient light visible in the night sky in the
region. Similar visual changes could occur
under the various conveyance or transfer
scenarios.

As more undisturbed lands are developed,
there would be some cumulative impact on
visual resources, especially in the vicinity of
LANL, Los Alamos, and White Rock. This
reduction in visual quality would probably
not be substantial on a regional scale; but,
diminished viewsheds could impact resources
important to maintaining a positive visitor
experience on adjacent NPS lands. The
maintenance of viewsheds from BNM have
been identified as critical to the management
mission of BNM. The negative effects on
viewsheds of regional development and
increased lighting of the night sky would be
considered to be very important regional
impacts. Implementation of conveyance or
transfer scenarios in currently undeveloped
areas would be an important component of
the intensity of these potential impacts.
Conveyance and transfer scenarios in
previously developed areas on several tracts
could positively impact visual resources by
replacing less visually appealing structures
with more visually compatible industrial and
commercial structures. Areas designated for
cultural preservation and natural areas would
experience similar levels of visual resources
as currently enjoyed or slight improvement.

15.3.6 Socioeconomics
Cumulative socioeconomic impacts are

assessed by comparing baseline conditions
with anticipated regional changes in
population, employment, and expenditures
expected as a result of reasonably foreseeable
projects and activities. Important cumulative
socioeconomic impacts occur when the net
effect of regional projects or activities would
substantially alter the location and
distribution of regional populations,
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substantially raise the unemployment rate,
substantially affect the local housing market,
or result in the need for new school services.

Because of its unique history, Los Alamos
County has long been economically
dependent on transfer payments from the
DOE. These payments have ended. The DOE
is transferring municipal facilities, functions,
and lands to contribute to the economic self-
sufficiency of the County.

Past and present socioeconomic
conditions are described in Chapter 3,
Affected Environment. LANL activities
account for an estimated one third of
employment, wage and salary, and business
activity in the Los Alamos, Rio Arriba, and
Santa Fe Counties. LANL is expected to
increase employment of full-time equivalent
employees by 2,186 over 1995 and area
population would likely increase by 4,230
people. Other regional developments such as
the Research Park, which is expected to
employ 1,600 people, and other commercial
and industrial developments would increase
local employment and wage levels.
Residential construction also would be
expected to increase temporary construction
employment and provide housing for
anticipated population increases.

Under the various conveyance or transfer
scenarios, similar developments are planned
and would be expected to increase
employment and wage levels and to
contribute to population growth regionally.
Depending on the scenarios implemented,
320 businesses could be developed on the
tracts, employing up to 6,080 workers and
generating a total of 8,957 jobs within the
ROI. As many as 2,360 residences could be
placed on the tracts, increasing White Rock
and Los Alamos population by 6,620
residents.

Expected cumulative impacts to regional
socioeconomics would include positive
population, employment, and economic
growth within the ROI. The contribution of

the conveyance or transfer of the subject
tracts to regional socioeconomic impacts
would be likely be short-term economic gains
from construction. Long-term gains would
include increased levels of employment and
wages and an increase in locally available
housing to match projected population
growth. Regional development would
contribute to economic self-sufficiency but
would not be expected to replace the loss of
transfer payment funds, according to
information provided by the County (see
Chapter 18, Section 18.1).

15.3.7 Ecological Resources
Cumulative impacts to ecological

resources are assessed by comparing the
impacts on watersheds, vegetation, fauna, and
habitat used by threatened and endangered
species anticipated by the conveyance and the
contemplated land uses with impacts
associated with other regional projects and
activities. Important cumulative impacts
could occur when the net effect of regional
projects or activities result in harm,
harassment, or destruction of protected
species; the fragmentation, or loss of sensitive
habitat and breeding areas; and the loss of
substantial numbers of individuals of native
plant or animal species.

Regional ecological resources are
described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. Projected LANL activities
would include the removal of up to 41 acres
(17 hectares) of pinyon-juniper habitat and
7 acres (3 hectares) of ponderosa pine-
Gambel oak habitat. Regional projects
include the development of an undetermined
amount of previously undisturbed plant and
animal habitat. Under the conveyance or
transfer development scenarios,
approximately 826 acres (335 hectares) would
be developed or redeveloped, resulting in the
direct loss of approximately 770 acres
(312 hectares) of ponderosa pine forest and
pinyon-juniper woodland. Development
would be expected to degrade large amounts
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of adjacent habitat near the developed
portions of the tract.

Potentially important cumulative impacts
to regional ecological resources include a net
loss and fragmentation of existing
watersheds, migration routes, and habitat
from development, which would also
contribute to the deterioration of adjacent
habitat. Development projects in the region
would be expected to cause the direct
mortality of less-mobile species during
construction and through habitat loss and
force the relocation of mobile species into
areas with limited carrying capacities.
Increased human use of habitat areas in the
region due to better access, residential
development, and sanctioning of recreational
uses could disturb breeding and nesting areas
and increase the damaging impacts of
domestic pets. The additional fragmentation
of land ownership would hinder efforts for
regional resource planning by watershed or
ecosystems. The loss of habitat and alteration
of travel routes could result in an increase in
automobile accidents involving vehicles and
animals and property damage caused by
animals.

While cumulative impacts to ecological
resources would affect only a small
percentage of the total region, many of the
anticipated impacts from actions would be
concentrated in the vicinity of Los Alamos,
LANL, and White Rock. Implementation of
the conveyance or transfer scenarios,
especially those contemplated for the Rendija
Canyon Tract, could be important
contributors to cumulative impacts in this
area. The largest loss would be associated
with development in the Rendija Canyon
Tract of approximately 570 acres
(359 hectares). For the American peregrine
falcon and Mexican spotted owl,
approximately 4 percent of available
preferred habitat from current DOE lands
would be lost.

15.3.8 Cultural Resources
Cumulative impacts to cultural resources

are assessed by weighing the anticipated
impacts on prehistoric, historic, and
traditional cultural properties (TCPs)
resources related to the conveyance and
transfer of the tracts and the contemplated
land uses with impacts associated with other
regional projects and activities. Important
cumulative impacts occur when the net effect
of regional projects or activities would result
in the destruction, alteration, isolation,
neglect, loss of protection, or the introduction
of visible, audible, or atmospheric elements
out of character with the resource. Because
cultural resources are considered
nonrenewable, each loss contributes to a
decrease in the existing regional resource
base, or, in the case of TCPs, a loss of a part
of the cultural or spiritual heritage of a group
or individual.

An overview of the cultural resources in
the region is described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. Planned LANL construction
activities and explosives testing may affect up
to 15 archaeological sites and other properties
eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places, but these impacts will be addressed by
the National Historic Preservation Act
Section 106 consultation process. Other
regional development projects would involve
ground disturbing activities; but, it is not
known whether cultural resources would be
or have been affected by these projects.
Conveyance or transfer could remove over
4,800 acres (1,994 hectares) of land from
certain Federal cultural resource protections.
Development of approximately 826 acres
(335 hectares) could result in adverse effects
to cultural resources on the tracts and in
adjacent areas.

It is possible that implementation of these
projects could result in additional important
cumulative impacts to the regional resource
base and/or disruption of Native American or
other cultural practices. Potential cumulative
impacts would include destruction, alteration,
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or isolation of prehistoric, historic, or TCP
resources or the introduction of elements out
of character with their setting. Residential
development and increased access by the
public could cause possible destruction or
damage of resources, vandalism,
unauthorized collection of materials and
artifacts, and disturbance of traditional
practices and ceremonies. Negative impacts
to very important cultural resources on
adjacent NPS and USFS lands would be
likely due to increased access opportunities.
Adjacent development and subsequent
increased access and visitation to BNM and
the Santa Fe National Forest would likely
seriously impact the ability of these land-
managing agencies to provide for the
protection and interpretation of important
cultural resource sites.

Because the extent of cultural resources
affected by other regional projects is
unknown and resources present would be
subject to less protection when the tracts are
conveyed or transferred, it is difficult to
assess the contribution to overall cumulative
impacts. Conveyance or transfer scenarios
would potentially impact a large number of
cultural resources in the immediate vicinity of
LANL but not in the overall region.

15.3.9 Geology and Soils
Cumulative impacts to geology and soils

are assessed by comparing the impacts on
slope stability, soils, mineral resources,
seismic risk, and the release of soil-borne
contaminants based on the contemplated land
uses with impacts associated with other
regional projects and activities. Important
cumulative impacts occur when the net effect
of regional projects or activities would result
in large-scale slope instability, erosion, or
loss of prime agricultural or mineral
resources.

The geology and soils of the region are
described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. No specific changes to soils or

impacts would be anticipated for upcoming
LANL activities. Other anticipated regional
changes would include some soil disturbance
due to construction in previously undisturbed
areas. Under the conveyance or transfer
scenarios, over 826 acres (335 hectares) of
soil could be disturbed due to development,
as described in Chapter 5 through Chapter 14.

Cumulative effects to geology and soils
would be minor on a regional basis.
Implementation of the conveyance or transfer
scenarios would contribute to ground
disturbance and potentially increase soil
erosion.

15.3.10 Water Resources
Cumulative impacts to water resources are

assessed by comparing the impacts on surface
water and groundwater quantity and quality
associated with the contemplated land uses
and the impacts of reasonably foreseeable
regional projects and activities. Important
cumulative impacts occur when the net effect
of regional incremental impacts would
increase flood potential or could affect
surface water or groundwater quality or
quantity. Important cumulative impacts also
would occur if Federal, State, or local
regulatory requirements were violated by the
combined impacts of regional projects or
activities.

The water resources of the region are
described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. Current and projected water use
is described in Table 15.3.3-1. No specific
future LANL activities are expected to
change surface water quality; but, water use is
expected to increase. Other anticipated
regional developments would be expected to
increase groundwater demand and increase
impermeable surfaces (such as parking lots
and paved roads), affecting both the amount
of runoff and the transport of contaminants.
Full implementation of the conveyance or
transfer development scenarios also would
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increase water demand and impermeable
surfaces.

15.3.10.1 Water Quantity
Cumulative impacts to surface water

quantity from the increased developed areas
would be expected to be inconsequential.
Cumulative impacts to groundwater quantity
and quality from the increased developed
areas could be substantial. Currently, water
levels in the regional aquifer are declining.
Development of tracts under the contemplated
land uses would increase the potential number
of residents by about 30 percent. The
additional water withdrawal associated with
these development scenarios, coupled with
the LANL SWEIS Preferred Alternative of a
30 percent increase in water withdrawal from
the main aquifer, could seriously impact the
amount of available, cheaply treatable water
for both Los Alamos County and LANL.

15.3.10.2 Water Quality
Cumulative impacts to surface water

quality from the increase in developed areas
would be expected to be relatively minor in
relation to the current size of the Los Alamos
and White Rock townsites and the variety of
commercial and industrial businesses
historically operated in the area. Surface
water quality within or near tracts may be
affected temporarily where proposed
construction and development is to take place.
Surface water quality may be affected on a
long-term basis by the introduction of
contaminants via stormwater runoff from the
additional developed commercial, industrial,
and parking areas.

Cumulative impacts to groundwater
quality could result from the placement and
operation of new water supply wells that
could be installed in order to address
increased demand. Decreases in groundwater
quality could result in impacts to human
health.

15.3.11 Air Resources
Cumulative impacts are assessed by

weighing the air quality impacts associated
with the conveyance and transfer of the tracts
and the contemplated uses by the receiving
parties with any air quality impacts expected
from other regional projects and activities.
Important air quality impacts occur when the
net effect of regional projects or activities
would have the potential to increase regional
criteria, hazardous, and radioactive air
pollutant concentrations in excess of Federal
air quality and other standards. Emissions
also may contribute to global climate change.

The air resources of the region are
described in Chapter 3, Affected
Environment. Planned LANL activities would
not be expected to exceed or approach
applicable health-based standards for criteria
or toxic air pollutants; but, there may be
increases in mobile sources due to increased
employment. Increased automobile, heating,
and industrial emissions would be expected
with new regional development, which could
contribute to global climate change.
Implementation of the conveyance or transfer
scenarios would generate similar kinds of
emissions.

The EPA has identified seven criteria
pollutants, and New Mexico three more. New
Mexico Air Quality Region 3, consisting of
Los Alamos and other counties, currently
meets all standards for criteria pollutants.
Transfer of the 10 tracts, and subsequent
development of some of them, would result in
slight increases in criteria pollutants from
mobile sources and the heating of homes and
commercial and industrial buildings. These
additional emissions, however, would not
have a significant impact on the air quality of
the region, and Region 3 would continue to
meet national and State air quality standards
for criteria pollutants.

Hazardous and toxic chemical air
pollutants are currently emitted in small
quantities as a result of LANL research and
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other activities. Concentrations of these
pollutants, however, do not exceed health-
based standards for any point beyond LANL
boundaries (DOE 1999c), and no adverse
health effects are expected. Transfer of the 10
tracts, and subsequent development of some
of them, would not be expected to result in
additional emissions of such pollutants, but
would bring members of the public closer to
some LANL emission sources. However,
concentrations would still not exceed health-
based standards, and thus, no cumulative
impacts would be expected.

Radioactive air pollutants in the region
come from LANL operations, mostly from
research and production activities at the
LANSCE facility at TA 53. Emissions are
within health limits imposed by the EPA and
would be expected to remain so
(DOE 1999c). Transfer of the 10 tracts and
subsequent development of some of them
would not result in any additional emissions
of radioactive air pollutants, but would bring
members of the public closer to LANL
emission sources. This would slightly
increase the collective radiation dose received
by members of the public but would not
change the maximum dose received by any
single individual.

Visibility in the Los Alamos region is
excellent. However, transfer of the 10 tracts
and subsequent development of some of them
would increase County population by as
much as 30 percent. As discussed in
Section 15.3.5, this development would result
in increased lighting that would have a
negative cumulative impact to views of the
night sky, and could affect views in BNM.

Finally, development subsequent to the
disposition of the 10 tracts would
significantly increase regional emissions of
greenhouse gases, which contribute to global
climate change. Increased emissions, an
estimated 40,000 tons [36,300 metric tons] of
carbon dioxide annually, would result from
additional personal and commercial vehicles

and from the heating of new homes and
commercial and industrial buildings.
However, while this is significant from a
regional perspective, contributions would be
less than 0.001 percent of global emissions of
these pollutants.

15.3.12 Human Health
Cumulative human impacts are assessed

by weighing the human health and accident
risks associated with the conveyance and
transfer of the tracts and the contemplated
uses by the receiving parties with any human
health impacts expected from other regional
projects and activities. Important human
health impacts occur when the net effect of
regional projects or activities would have the
potential to affect regional human health by
increasing the exposure to radiological or
hazardous materials or increasing the risk of
accidents or the danger of natural
phenomenon such as fires, floods, or
earthquakes.

Excluding the impacts of naturally
occurring events, cumulative health impacts
result primarily from LANL operations.
Development of the subject land tracts would
not be expected to contribute substantially to
human health impacts in the region. As
shown in Figure 5.3.4.2-1 in Chapter 5 of the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c), the estimated
maximum dose resulting from expanded
LANL operations is estimated to be
5.4 millirem per year; the estimated
maximum dose to a resident of the Royal
Crest Trailer Park is estimated to be
4 millirem; the dose to Los Alamos townsite
residents range from 1 to 2 millirem; and a
White Rock resident is estimated to receive
less than 1 millirem. These exposures
correlate to risks of excess latent cancer
fatalities (LCFs) of 2.7 x 10-6, 2 x 10-6, 0.5 to
1.0 x 10-6, and less than 0.5 x 10-6 per year of
operation, respectively, under normal
operation conditions.
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The human health impacts resulting from
hypothetical accidents and naturally occurring
events would increase due to the potential
increase in residents and workers closer to
LANL operations. While it is understood that
not all tracts will be fully developed, it was
assumed that each tract would be populated to
the maximum extent associated with the
identified land uses. Should all of the tracts be
developed with the maximum populations
identified, the population dose and LCFs due
to hypothetical accidents would increase
approximately 70 percent over the 120,000
person-rem and 57 excess LCFs estimated in
the LANL SWEIS. Similarly, the population
dose and LCFs due to naturally occurring
events would increase approximately
60 percent over the 340,000 person-rem and
230 excess LCFs estimated in the LANL
SWEIS.

15.3.13 Environmental Justice
Cumulative environmental justice impacts

are assessed by weighing the impacts
associated with the conveyance and transfer
of the tracts and the contemplated uses by the
receiving parties with any environmental
justice impacts expected from other regional
projects and activities. Environmental justice
impacts occur when the net effect of regional
projects or activities would result in
disproportionately high adverse human and
environmental effects to minority or low-
income populations.

Environmental justice issues are discussed
in Chapter 3, Affected Environment. No
environmental justice issues are anticipated
for upcoming LANL activities, and no other
regional activities are applicable. Under the
conveyance or transfer scenarios, there would
be potential cumulative impacts to minority
or low-income populations based on impacts
to TCPs. Consultations to determine the
presence of these resources, the degree to
which these resources may be impacted, and
the possible effects on minority or low-
income populations have not been completed.

There also may be some tract-specific indirect
effects on traditional wood gathering. Legal
counsel for the Pueblo of San Ildefonso has
expressed the opinion that there would be
environmental justice impacts associated with
the conveyance and contemplated uses of four
of the subject tracts: Rendija Canyon, White
Rock Y, TA 74, and the White Rock Tracts.

No cumulative impacts on minority or
low-income populations would be expected.
No adverse human health impacts would be
associated with the conveyance and transfer
or contemplated uses that would contribute to
disproportionate impacts to minority or low-
income populations.

15.3.14 Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

This section describes the major
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources that can be identified at the level of
analysis conducted for this CT EIS. A
commitment of resources is irreversible when
its primary or secondary impacts limit the
future options for a resource. An irretrievable
commitment refers to the use or consumption
of a resource that is neither renewable nor
recoverable for use by future generations.

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
subject land tracts would not immediately
cause any irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of resources. The proposed land
use scenarios would, however, cause
irreversible commitments of ecological
habitat, and potentially cultural resources, in
land tracts where new development would
occur.

Development of previously undeveloped
areas also would cause the irretrievable
commitment of resources during construction
and operation of the residential, commercial,
or industrial facilities. Energy would be
expended in the form of natural gas and
electricity. Additional water also would be
consumed. Construction of these facilities
would require the irretrievable commitment
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of standard building materials such as roofing
materials and concrete.

15.3.15 Unavoidable Adverse
Environmental Impacts

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
subject land tracts would not immediately
cause any adverse environmental impacts.
The proposed land use scenarios would,
however, cause unavoidable adverse impacts
to ecological habitat, and potentially cultural
resources, in land tracts where new
development would occur. The ecological
impacts could include loss of habitat,
fragmentation of habitat, and potential
disruption of wildlife migration corridors.
There also is potential for adverse impacts
caused by introduction of land uses that are
incompatible with adjacent resource
protection efforts. The actual impact would be
dependent on the specific resource in the
adjacent area.

Conveying or transferring land tracts also
could result in the loss of certain Federal
protections for cultural resources on these
tracts. Loss of these protections could be
considered an unavoidable adverse impact to
these resources, as this could lead to

development of previously undisturbed areas.
This development could result in physical
destruction, damage, or alteration of cultural
resources on the subject land tracts and in
adjacent areas.

15.3.16 Relationship Between Short-
Term Uses of the Environment
and the Maintenance and
Enhancement of Long-Term
Productivity

The actual conveyance or transfer of the
subject land tracts would not immediately
cause any specific impacts or short-term uses
of the environment. The proposed land use
scenarios would, however, require short-term
use of resources (for example, water, fuel,
electricity, etc.) during construction and also
cause permanent loss of ecological habitat
and potential loss of cultural resources. An
increase in residential, commercial, and
limited industrial development would cause
overall enhancements of the long-term
productivity of the area. The environmental
restoration activities at the subject tracts,
while causing some short-term disruption and
use of resources, provide for long-term
improvement.
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16.0  MITIGATION MEASURES

This chapter discusses potential measures to mitigate impacts identified in the
CT EIS analysis. Potential mitigation measures are described in three groups: those
which will be taken by the DOE prior to conveyance or transfer, recommended
mitigations, and resource-specific mitigations.

16.1 Introduction
The regulations promulgated by the

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to
implement the procedural provisions of the
NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
1500-1508) require that an EIS include a
discussion of appropriate mitigation
measures (40 CFR Part 1502.14[f],
40 CFR Part 1502.16[h]). The term
“mitigation” includes the following:

• Avoiding an impact by not taking an
action or parts of an action

• Minimizing impacts by limiting the
degree or magnitude of an action and
its implementation

• Rectifying an impact by repairing,
rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment

• Reducing or eliminating the impact by
preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the action

• Compensating for the impact by
replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments
(40 CFR Part 1508.20)

This chapter describes potential
mitigation measures in three categories:
(1) mitigations prior to conveyance or
transfer, (2) recommended mitigations, and
(3) also potential resource-specific
mitigations. These mitigation measures
address the range of potential impacts of
transferring tracts for natural areas; cultural
preservation; and commercial, residential, and
industrial development scenarios. Tract
activities include existing efforts and controls

such as regulations, policies, contractual
requirements, and administrative procedures
to mitigate impacts. The existing programs
and controls are too numerous to list
completely. Examples include the Fire
Protection Program, Pollution Prevention and
Waste Minimization Programs, Water and
Energy Conservation Programs, and the
Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat
Management Plan. These are discussed in
detail in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c).

Any new or additional mitigation
measures that could further reduce the
impacts identified in Chapter 5 though
Chapter 14 are discussed in the following
sections. The description of these measures
does not constitute a commitment by the DOE
or the land recipient to undertake any of them.
Any such commitments would be reflected in
any Records of Decision (RODs) following
the publication of the Final CT EIS, with a
more detailed description and implementation
plan in one or more mitigation action plans to
be published following the ROD(s).

16.2 Mitigations Prior to
Conveyance or Transfer

Prior to conveyance or transfer of any of
the land tracts, the DOE will take the
following actions:

• Initiate cultural resource consultations
with the affected Pueblos and Tribal
Nations and the State Historic
Preservation Office(r), and complete
consultations regarding threatened or
endangered species and their habitats
with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS).
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• Consistent with the provisions of
Public Law (PL) 105-119, in the case
of conveyance of land tracts to the
County, the DOE may include deed
restrictions precluding any
development within the 100-year
floodplains1 or wetlands2. The DOE
also may include other deed
restrictions, notices, and similar land
use controls as deemed appropriate
and necessary that are protective of
human health and safety.

• Relocate any environmental
monitoring stations after consultation
with State regulators, as appropriate.

The DOE will consider inclusion of
additional land use controls within the deed
mechanism at the time of conveyance of
tracts that would be protective of sensitive
resources in a manner consistent with the
DOE’s consultation results.

16.3 Recommended Mitigations
This section describes recommended

mitigations involving DOE discussions,
consultations, and similar planning activities
with other organizations and land recipients.

                                               
1  Executive Order 11988, “Floodplain Management,” states
that (under section 3(d)):

“When property in floodplains is proposed for lease,
easement, right-of-way, or disposal to non-Federal public or
private parties, the Federal Agency shall (1) reference in the
conveyance those uses that are restricted under identified
Federal, State, or local floodplain regulations; and (2) attach
other appropriate restrictions to the uses of properties by the
grantee or purchaser and any successors, except where
prohibited by law; or (3) withhold such properties from
conveyance."
2  Executive Order 11990, “Protection of Wetlands,” states
that (under Section 4):

“When federally-owned wetlands or portions of
wetlands are proposed for lease…or disposal to non-Federal
public or private parties, the Federal agency shall:
(a) reference in the conveyance those uses that are restricted
under Federal, State, or local wetlands regulations; and
(b) attach other appropriate restrictions to the uses of
properties by the grantee or purchaser and any successor,
except where prohibited by law; or (c) withhold the
properties from disposal.”

The DOE should coordinate consultations
with the New Mexico State Historic
Preservation Office(r), the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation, the receiving
parties, and other interested agencies and
parties to ensure adequate consideration of
impacts on cultural resources resulting from
the conveyance and transfer of the subject
tracts from the responsibility and protection
of the DOE. The goal of these consultations
would be a formal Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) addressing the impacts of
the potential loss of certain cultural resource
protections and DOE responsibilities on the
subject tracts and defining specific procedures
and responsibilities for managing cultural
resource concerns upon transfer to the
receiving parties. These could include
covenants to be developed for the protection
of various cultural resources.

Specific issues to be discussed would
include, but would not be limited to the
following:

• Minimize impacts to cultural
resources in and adjacent to the
subject tracts from the loss of
responsibility and protection of the
DOE by delegating cultural resource
preservation responsibilities and
developing a process that parallels
existing protections and procedures.

• Minimize the adverse effect of the
transfer or conveyance of National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP)-
eligible properties out of the
responsibility and protection of the
DOE by including adequate
restrictions or conditions to ensure
preservation of the properties’
significant historic features.

• Minimize potential impacts to historic
buildings from the loss of DOE
responsibility and protection by
completing the identification and
evaluation effort for all buildings in
the subject tracts; ensuring that
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NRHP-eligible buildings continue to
be used (to the maximum extent
feasible) and maintained in a manner
that preserves their historical value;
and exploring the reuse of other
NRHP-eligible buildings for activities
that must be relocated.

• Minimize potential impacts to
traditional cultural properties (TCPs)
by completing consultations to
identify the presence and importance
of these resources within the subject
tracts, identifying any potential
impacts of conveyance or transfer on
access to TCPs in adjacent areas, and
exploring methods to avoid
disturbance of TCPs and traditional
users.

• Minimize potential impacts from the
loss of DOE protections and
guarantees regarding the preservation
of Native American sacred sites and
the rights of Native Americans to
practice traditional religions on the
subject tracts under the American
Indian Religious Freedom Act and
Executive Order 13007, “Indian
Sacred Sites,” by allowing for the
continuation of any traditional
religious practices.

• Minimize the potential impacts from
the loss of DOE protection for
archaeological resources on these
lands under the Archaeological
Resource Protection Act by providing
for similar requirements for permitting
prior to excavation of archaeological
sites, the disposition of archaeological
materials and penalties for
unauthorized excavation, vandalism,
and trafficking of archaeological
materials.

• Minimize the potential impacts from
the loss of DOE responsibility for the
protection and disposition of Native
American sacred objects, objects of
cultural patrimony, and funerary

objects under the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act by establishing agreements
outlining similar procedures for
addressing the inadvertent discovery
of Native American human remains or
funerary objects and their disposition.

• Provide for the loss of DOE
responsibility for the curation of
archaeological and cultural resource
collections from these tracts under
36 CFR 79 by assigning these
responsibilities and contracting for
curation services.

• Develop a natural resources
management plan that is integrated
and developed with the natural
resource management plans of other
adjacent land management agencies.

• Continue involvement in the roles and
responsibilities that have been
established with the townsite of Los
Alamos, County of Los Alamos, State
of New Mexico, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) for emergency response. This
includes the notification processes for
each of the response groups and
mutual aid in the event of an
emergency.

• Explore the establishment of a
proactive means toward developing
future use options for transferred
properties, in accordance with State
law and the County Charter.
Participation in a Future Use Options
Logistics and Support Working Group
with the USFS, the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED),
Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
Pueblos, and local citizen groups
would be encouraged. Public
involvement is encouraged through
the Citizens Advisory Board and
would be instrumental in providing
interim recommendations on future
land use options.
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• Coordinate with local jurisdictions,
Native Americans, and State officials
to explore methods to maintain a
rigorous environmental review and
protection review process for future
development or other activities.

16.4 Potential Resource-Specific
Mitigations

Resource-specific mitigation issues are
discussed in the following sections. Unless
otherwise noted, the analyses in Chapter 5
through Chapter 14 assume that these
measures would not be implemented by the
recipients. The following potential
mitigations are recommendations for action
by the recipients and the DOE.

16.4.1 Land Use
The following potential mitigation

measures for land use impacts were
identified.

• Explore means to compensate for the
loss of recreational use on tracts
transferred for cultural preservation
and development.

• Explore solutions to overcome
impacts to access routes to adjacent
lands, access routes needed for fire
and emergency vehicles, and access
routes for emergency egress for Los
Alamos residents.

• Explore the necessary means to reduce
wildfire and seismic hazards.

• Explore coordinating closely with
local groups to have incompatible uses
and developments controlled.

• Explore limiting commercial and
industrial development by limiting
operations to those with a low level of
risk consistent with surrounding
neighborhoods.

• Establish a regional program to
promote conservation, pollution

prevention, and waste avoidance
efforts.

• Explore methods of providing for
additional municipal services
including working with site
developers.

16.4.1.1 Environmental Restoration
No potential impacts requiring mitigation

were identified for environmental restoration.

16.4.2 Transportation
The potential mitigation measure to

transportation impacts was to explore the
installation of traffic signals and minor lane
changes (restriping) to better manage
increases in traffic volumes. Also
consideration of new roads, road widening,
and bridges would be included. The particular
improvements and their locations would be
identified upon implementation of specific
land use scenarios at each land tract.

16.4.3 Infrastructure
The following potential mitigation

measures for infrastructure and utilities
impacts were identified.

• The predicted shortfalls in electrical
power supply, water supply, and
wastewater treatment capability
should be addressed in two parallel
efforts: (1) seek additional resources;
and (2) establish conservation
programs to avoid waste and
encourage recycling.

• The County and the DOE should
explore a means to obtain additional
water rights to compensate for the
anticipated shortage. In the meantime,
both the County and the DOE should
consider establishment of water
conservation programs. These
programs could include incentives to
encourage installation of low-flow
showers and toilets and using native
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and drought-resistant plants in
landscaping. LANL might evaluate
industrial processes to determine
where water conservation measures
could be implemented.

• Explore implementation of a water
resource best management practices
project for current and future water
systems, covering distribution system
water audits, leak detection, and
repair.

• Explore means to identify where new
production wells and delivery
infrastructure would be required to
meet demand associated with
residential, industrial, and commercial
development scenarios. Also include
wells and services that would be
reduced as a result of transferring land
uses to cultural preservation scenarios.
Also conduct a detailed study on the
regional groundwater quality and
quantity.

• The DOE should consider proceeding
with the installation of the proposed
new 115-kilovolt power line to
enhance the reliability of the electrical
transmission to the Los Alamos power
supply pool. At present, the regional
power system (northern and
northeastern New Mexico) is at full
use capacity, and additional power
would not be delivered to the local
system even if the new 115-kilovolt
line were installed. The DOE and the
County should consider other options
for electrical power, such as local
generation. Both the DOE and the
County should consider implementing
further energy conservation measures.
These measures might include
installation of “intelligent” heating
ventilation and air conditioning
control systems, use of energy-
efficient light bulbs, and reduction in
power use by shutting off appliances,
computers, and lights not in use.

• The predicted shortage of wastewater
treatment capacity at the Bayo
Wastewater Treatment Plant may be
addressed with the proposed new
treatment plant. The new plant would
be built near the Bayo Wastewater
Treatment Plant and would have a
higher capacity and chemical
treatment capability. It is not expected
that the anticipated developments
would achieve full buildout before
the new plant is in operation.
However, water conservation efforts
implemented by the County should
decrease the production of wastewater
sent to the existing plant.

• Los Alamos County is in the process
of establishing a new landfill. A site
has been selected near Ojo Caliente,
and the landfill is expected to be in
operation within 3 to 5 years. The
minimum predicted life of the existing
landfill is 5.6 years if the anticipated
growth of the County and LANL is
realized. Should the new landfill’s
construction schedule slip, the existing
landfill may reach capacity before the
new landfill is completed. To avoid
this, the possibility of diverting more
solid waste to various recycling
organizations should be explored. For
example, diversion of construction
rubble could increase the life of the
landfill by several years.

16.4.4 Noise
The following potential mitigation

measures to noise and vibration impacts were
identified:

• Explore means to control construction
noises including restricting most
construction activities to normal
daytime periods. Other means involve
phasing demolition, construction, and
remodeling activities.
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• Explore means to control traffic noises
through the use of berms/sound walls,
vegetation buffer areas, building
configurations, and other site planning
tools.

16.4.5 Visual Resources
The potential mitigation measures to

visual resources impacts were that local
jurisdictions could explore improving the
visual quality of tracts through incorporating
regional based design guidelines. These
guidelines would contain a set of principles
and detailed design guidance for the physical
development and redevelopment of sites. The
guidance could include specifics such as
building massing, facades, color palettes, and
building orientation and entries. Where
decommissioning, demolition, or
environmental restoration is planned, actions
could be taken to restore the area to its
approximate natural condition by backfilling,
reducing side slopes, applying topsoil,
reseeding, and establishing plant growth.

16.4.6 Socioeconomics
The potential mitigation measure to

socioeconomic impacts was to explore means
to address the economic self-sufficiency
needs of the receiving parties.

16.4.7 Ecological Resources
The following potential mitigation

measures to ecological resources impacts
were identified:

• Explore means to prevent the
inadvertent electrocution of raptors
where new above-ground electric lines
are installed. Transmission and
distribution lines should be
constructed in accordance with
standards outlined in the publication
Suggested Practices for Raptor
Protection on Power Lines
(RRF 1996). The right-of-way holder

should assume the burden and expense
of proving that pole designs not
shown in this publication are “raptor
safe.” A raptor expert could provide
such proof.

• Explore means to manage trash and
food items in closed containers to
reduce attractiveness to opportunistic
predators such as ravens, coyotes, and
bears.

• Explore means to reduce the impacts
of dogs and cats on other animals.

• Explore means to apply the planned
Natural Resource Management Plan to
transferred lands to control the quality
of existing ecological resources.

• Explore the use of LANL’s
Threatened and Endangered Species
Habitat Management Plan for
guidance on the continued
management of threatened and
endangered species on transferred
lands.

• Explore whether detailed surveys for
the presence or absence of threatened
and endangered species and sensitive
species, as well as migratory bird
nests could be conducted at sites prior
to commencing activities that could
result in ground disturbance or
destruction. If any of these species
were encountered at a site, avoidance
measures could be implemented. Such
measures could include scheduling the
activities outside of the breeding
season and transplanting populations
to another location. Migratory bird
nests and birds occupying those nests,
which could be affected by the
activity, would be removed in
accordance with the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act permit from the USFWS.

• Explore methods necessary for careful
siting and design of new construction
and minimizing losses of mature trees
and special habitats.
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• Explore means to avoid the removal
of native vegetation within the
riparian corridor(s) during demolition,
earth moving, construction, habitat
restoration, and trail-building
activities. Consider the establishment
of a permanent 50-foot (18-meter)
wide restricted access buffer zone to
protect surface water corridors. Locate
all staging areas in already disturbed
sites. A qualified biologist could
develop a detailed habitat restoration
plan for development activities. These
plans, to be prepared by the project
applicant prior to construction should
specify all activities necessary to
restore the drainage with minimal
erosion and should be supervised by
restoration specialists. If vegetation
removal were required, project
developers could confer with
municipal, Pueblo, and State officials
regarding the type of vegetation to be
removed, the extent of removal, and
corresponding revegetation
mitigations.

• Explore means to limit impacts when
a more site-specific plan is presented
to the appropriate jurisdiction (for
instance, requiring tree removal
permits).

16.4.8 Cultural Resources
The following measures to mitigate

potential direct and indirect impacts to
cultural resources were identified:

• Explore means to minimize potential
impacts to cultural resources by
modifying development plans for the
subject tracts so that direct disturbance
or introduction of elements out of
character with the resource or
traditional practices are avoided.
Ensure that protections for cultural
resources from public access are in
place and that development does not

increase erosion of archaeological
resources.

• Minimize impacts to cultural
resources by preparing tract-specific
Historic Properties Treatment Plans
that include provisions for a data
recovery program for NRHP-eligible
archaeological resources that cannot
be avoided, an appropriate level of
documentation of historic buildings,
any mitigations considered for TCPs,
procedures for avoiding and
monitoring resource impacts during
construction, and a discovery plan
for resources observed during
construction.

16.4.9 Geology and Soils
The following potential mitigation

measures to geology and soils resources
impacts were identified:

• Explore means to implement
recommend seismic upgrades to
reduce life safety risks associated with
structural failures for a moderate-
probability earthquake. In addition,
any existing structures identified for
retention for future use should be
evaluated in detail to determine the
cost effectiveness of seismic upgrades.

• Explore the benefits of using grading
permits approved by local authorities
for site preparation work involving
more than 5 cubic yards (3.8 cubic
meters) or slopes greater than
20 percent.

16.4.10 Water Resources
The following potential mitigation

measures to water resources impacts were
identified:

• Explore means to reduce surface water
quantity and improve surface water
quality diverted by drainage structures
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associated with site development.
Infiltration basins and erosion control
best management practices during
construction are examples of such
means.

• Map the 100- and 500-year
floodplains and restrict development
within these areas.

• Explore conducting water resources
studies involving introduction of new
waste streams into aquifers and
watersheds, increases in the amount of
automotive chemicals from vehicles in
stormwater runoff, and pending legal
conflicts with water rights.

16.4.11 Air Resources
The following potential mitigation

measures to air resources impacts were
identified:

• Explore techniques to control dust
during demolition, construction, and
renovation activities, including using
mowing rather than discing for weed
control; seeding and watering inactive
portions of construction sites;
minimizing the area disturbed by
clearing, earthmoving, or excavation;
and restricting site clearing, grading,

etc. during periods of sustained strong
winds.

• Explore the development of processes
to measure and control the emissions
of chemical pollutants in industrial
and commercial development areas.

16.4.11.1 Global Climate Change
No potential mitigation measures were

identified for global climate change.

16.4.12 Human Health
The potential mitigation measures to

human health impacts were to explore
identifying health and safety buffer zones
around LANL operations for the protection of
the public from both operational and accident
exposures to hazardous or radioactive
substances in air, water, or soil.

16.4.13 Environmental Justice
The potential mitigation measure to

environmental justice impacts was to explore
means to ensure continued access of the low-
income and minority users of subsistence and
traditional resources to those resources.
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17.0  APPLICABLE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PERMITS, AND DOE
ORDERS

This chapter describes the laws, regulations, permits, and DOE orders that relate to
the Proposed Action Alternative and the No Action Alternative. This chapter also
details the conveyance and transfer process steps and required environmental
compliance actions.

17.1 Introduction
As part of the NEPA process, the DOE

must consider if actions discussed in this
CT EIS would result in a violation of any
Federal, State, or local laws or requirements
(40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
1508.27) or require a Federal permit, license,
or other entitlement (40 CFR 1502.25). This
chapter provides a summary of the
regulations and regulatory processes
pertaining to the DOE’s proposed conveyance
or transfer of the 10 tracts at Los Alamos,
New Mexico. This chapter also lists the
existing major environmental requirements,
agreements, and permits that relate to the
CT EIS No Action Alternative (that is, LANL
keeps the land tracts). Most of these
requirements, agreements, and permits are
detailed in the LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c).
This chapter focuses on those specific to the
transfer of the land tracts.

17.1.1 Conveyance and Transfer
Process Steps

The DOE published its Crosscut
Guidance on Environmental Requirements
for DOE Real Property Transfer in October
1997 (DOE 1997c). This guidance discusses
the procedures for identifying property for
transferal; screening for potential use by other
Federal, State, and local agencies; assessing
the environmental baseline conditions;
preparing any needed NEPA documentation;
gaining General Services Administration
(GSA) concurrence on determinations of
excess property free of encumbrances; and

including contract and deed requirements.
This guidance document provides direction
for complying with the environmental
requirements associated with the disposition
of real property, including land and
improvements on the land (such as buildings,
roads, and other structures). It includes
comprehensive discussions of the various
Federal statutes, regulations, and DOE orders
that may be involved in such disposal actions.

Section 1.4.2 of the Crosscut Guidance
lists 10 statutes that grant the DOE limited
authority to engage directly in real property
transfers without engaging the Bureau of
Land Management or the GSA disposal
processes. An 11th statute, Section 632 of
Public Law (PL) 105-119 (the Act), initiated
the considered conveyance and transfer of the
10 subject tracts at Los Alamos and
prescribed the overall conveyance and
transfer process.

The process steps specific to the Act are
enumerated in Chapter 1 of this CT EIS in
Table 1.1.3-1, PL 105-119 Conveyance and
Transfer Process Steps. However, as also
noted in Chapter 1, these steps do not
constitute the full set of steps that the DOE
must take in order to reach final conveyance
or transfer of the subject tracts. Several
environmental compliance actions are
necessary in addition to those required by
either the Act or NEPA. These additional
requirements include the need for

• Completion of an Environmental
Baseline Survey Report to meet the
requirements of the 1992 Community
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Environmental Response Facilitation
Act amendments to the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), sections
120(h)(3) to 120(h)(5)

• Completion of consultation
requirements under Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) of
1973 and Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of
1966

• Completion of consultation regarding
traditional cultural properties (TCPs)

• Completion of compliance actions for
10 CFR 1022, DOE Compliance With
Floodplains/Wetlands Environmental
Review Requirements

Measures required to effect the
environmental remediation and restoration of
tracts with potential contamination issues are
either ongoing at this time or would have to
be initiated before the DOE makes a decision
on the conveyance or transfer of the land
involved. The environmental restoration
process is discussed in Section 17.1.2. The
Environmental Restoration Report
(DOE 1999b) produced by the DOE in
parallel to the CT EIS discusses the process
required for the DOE to complete the
appropriate restoration or remediation
activities on the subject tracts.

Due to the timing of the decision process
laid out in the Act, the completion of the
DOE’s Section 7, Section 106, and TCP
consultation processes will be conducted after
the County and San Ildefonso Pueblo have
identified which of the tracts will be
conveyed or transferred to each of the two
recipient parties. This is a departure from the
usual timing of the completion of these
regulatory compliance actions, which
normally occur before the NEPA analysis
process is completed. The steps and timing of

the regulatory compliance efforts anticipated
to take place after the completion of this
CT EIS are discussed in Sections 17.1.3 and
17.1.4. Mitigation measures likely will be
needed before conveyance or transfer of the
tracts can be accomplished in order to
mitigate potential adverse effects to sensitive
cultural resources and animal species. These
mitigation measures must be agreed upon by
the parties involved and the regulatory
agencies responsible for implementing the
ESA and the NHPA. Such measures may
include, but not be limited to, recovery of
information and documentation of data,
including photographic documentation.
Mitigations also could include leaving
archeological or historical resources
untouched at this time or even burying
archeological resources to better protect
them. These potential mitigations are
discussed in Chapter 16.

Chapter 18 contains copies of letters sent
to various parties initiating the consultation
processes required of the DOE under the
ESA, NHPA, and various executive orders.
The consultation and mitigation processes
could require several years to complete and
also could prove to be very expensive.

Actions to meet the procedural
requirements of DOE (General Provisions)
10 CFR Part 1022, Compliance With
Floodplain/Wetlands Environmental Review
Requirements, have been undertaken by the
DOE, both concurrently with and as part of
the CT EIS process. Specifically, as provided
for under the requirements of 10 CFR 1022, a
Floodplain and Wetland Assessment was
prepared and incorporated into the Draft
CT EIS (see Appendix D); a separate Notice
of Floodplain and Wetlands Involvement was
published in the Federal Register (FR) (see a
copy of this Notice in Appendix C); and a
Statement of Findings is included in this Final
CT EIS. No comments were received from
members of the public regarding the Notice
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of Floodplain and Wetlands Involvement.
The DOE is required to followup any
mitigations that the DOE commits to in its
Record of Decision(s), such as the imposition
of deed restrictions on land conveyed to the
County of Los Alamos. With the exception of
followup action, the DOE has met the
procedural requirements of 10 CFR 1022
with the publication of the Final CT EIS.

In addition to the above-mentioned action
steps required of the DOE in order to convey
or transfer the 10 subject tracts, the DOE
must have the land surveyed to establish the
legal definition of the tracts.

17.1.2 Environmental Restoration
Process

An environmental restoration or cleanup
process for radioactive contaminants is
governed by DOE regulations and orders. An
environmental restoration or cleanup process
for hazardous contaminants is typically
governed by the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) or the CERCLA and
their associated regulations. These sets of
regulations and orders govern how
environmental contamination is defined,
characterized, and remediated. While there
are regulatory differences, they generally
follow a common process. This common
process includes the following steps:

• Initial assessment of suspected areas
of contamination

• Preliminary risk assessment to
estimate potential risks and needs for
further sampling

• Preliminary prioritization of areas that
should be characterized

• Planning and implementing a formal
sampling and analysis program

• Risk assessment

• Drafting of recommendations based
on the data as to how much

remediation, if any, is needed for each
area

• Review and approval of these
recommendations by the appropriate
regulator

• Feasibility studies for alternative
methods of remediation

• Implementation of remedial actions
and post-remediation activities

For almost all of the area within the 10
tracts being evaluated for conveyance or
transfer, the process is in the first or second
step. LANL’s Environmental Restoration
(ER) Project is currently being conducted
under RCRA in accordance with the NMED
as directed by the EPA. The approval for
RCRA methodologies is contained in the
hazardous waste permit. All decisions and
determinations associated with the ER Project
are made in negotiations with the regulators.
LANL currently plans to perform advance
remedial actions (such as interim and
voluntary corrective actions) where feasible.

17.1.3 Ecological Consultation
Process

For the consultation procedures of the
ESA and Section 7(c) of the 1978
amendments, the DOE has compiled
information on seven threatened and
endangered species that are present or
potentially present on lands proposed for
conveyance and transfer in order to assess
possible effects on these species (PC 1998a).
Regulations promulgated under Section 7 of
the Act define the process whereby proposed
Federal actions that may affect threatened and
endangered species are evaluated by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Because
listed species are known to be present in
some of the land tracts and thus may be
impacted by implementation of the proposed
action, the DOE cannot make any irreversible
or irretrievable commitment of resources until
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the Section 7 consultation process is
completed. The DOE will complete the
Section 7 consultation process after the
receiving parties and their proposed land uses
are determined for the various land tracts.

The specific impact analysis and data will
be addressed in a DOE-prepared Biological
Assessment (BA) that is submitted to the
USFWS. The BA will present the DOE effect
determination that transfer and conveyance of
certain land tracts would have on listed
species. Three findings are possible: “no
effect”; “may affect, not likely to adversely
affect”; and “may affect, likely to adversely
affect.” The USFWS, in turn, will issue its
concurrence with the DOE’s determination,
or a biological opinion if necessary, that
states the USFWS opinion on whether or not
the action is likely to jeopardize the continued
existence of a listed species. Should the
USFWS find that the proposal is likely to
jeopardize a species, they will list reasonable
or prudent alternatives or state that none are
known. The DOE would then make a
determination on how to proceed with the
proposed action in light of its Section 7
obligations and BA. If the USFWS finds that
the proposal is not likely to jeopardize a listed
species, the DOE may proceed with the
proposed action.

17.1.4 Cultural Consultation Process
Cultural resources that fall under the

consideration of the NHPA, as amended, are
located or are potentially located on lands
proposed for conveyance and transfer. Under
the NHPA, regulations define a process
whereby the effects of the proposed
undertaking (the conveyance and transfer) on
cultural resources eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) are
considered and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation is afforded a reasonable
opportunity to comment. This process
involves consultation between the DOE and

the New Mexico State Historic Preservation
Office(r) (SHPO) to determine the effect of
the undertaking on identified eligible cultural
resources and appropriate mitigation
measures to avoid or reduce any identified
adverse effects. The DOE will not make any
irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
resources until this consultation process has
been completed and any mitigation measures
have been conducted. The DOE will complete
the NHPA consultation process after the
receiving parties and their proposed land uses
are determined for the various land tracts.

The DOE has completed a 100 percent
pedestrian survey and recording of all
identified cultural materials for each of the
parcels proposed for conveyance and transfer.
This includes archaeological sites (prehistoric
and historic) and buildings and structures.
The DOE will conduct consultations with
potentially interested Native American tribes
to identify the presence of any TCPs located
in the proposed parcels. This information,
along with the DOE’s evaluation of eligibility
of the identified resources and determination
of the effect of the conveyance and transfer
on eligible resources, will be presented to the
SHPO for concurrence. The SHPO, in turn,
will issue an opinion on the eligibility of
resources and determination of effect within
30 days after receipt of the information. If the
SHPO determines an adverse effect is likely,
the SHPO and the DOE will consult to
determine appropriate mitigation measures.

Currently, cultural resources located on
DOE-administered land are addressed by
other Federal mandates. These include the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act,
Religious Freedom Restoration Act,
Executive Order 13007: “Indian Sacred
Sites,” Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act, and the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act. These acts and
executive orders provide for (1) the
protection of cultural resources;
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(2) access to cultural resources by Native
American and other traditional practitioners;
(3) repatriation of human remains, associated
and unassociated funerary objects, sacred
items, and items of cultural patrimony to
affiliated descendants or Native American
tribes; and (4) consultation with culturally
affiliated Native American tribes regarding
the excavation of archaeological sites and the
treatment and disposition of excavated
archaeological materials. The application of
these pieces of legislation to cultural
resources located in the proposed land tracts
either will be removed or will be applied
differently, depending on the legislation and
who receives the particular tract of land,
resulting in effects to the resources,
traditional practitioners, and descendants or
affiliated tribes. In order to determine the
extent of these effects, the DOE will conduct
extensive consultations with potentially
interested Native American tribes to identify
the presence of any cultural resources located
in the proposed parcels that fall under the
purview of these acts and executive orders.
Consultations also will address the potential
for effects due to changes in the application
of these pieces of legislation. The DOE will
not make any irreversible or irretrievable
commitment of resources until this
consultation process has been completed and
any mitigation measures have been
conducted. The DOE will complete this
consultation process after the receiving
parties and their proposed land uses are
determined for the various land tracts.

17.2 DOE Regulatory Authorities
for Environment, Safety, and
Health

DOE regulations pertaining to
environment, safety, and health are applicable
for analysis in this CT EIS only if the No
Action Alternative is selected for any or all of
the land tracts under consideration. In other

words, they apply only if the DOE retains the
land. The No Action Alternative is the same
as the Expanded Operations Alternative in the
LANL SWEIS (DOE 1999c). These
regulations are listed in Table 17.2-1. Refer to
the LANL SWEIS for detail about each
directive.

17.3 Laws, Regulations, and
Executive Orders Related to
Environmental Planning and
Consultation

Table 17.3-1 lists the laws, regulations,
and executive orders related to environmental
planning and consultation. Most of these
directives pertain to the No Action
Alternative, which is the same as the
Expanded Operation Alternative in the LANL
SWEIS. However, these laws also may apply
to any land tracts that are conveyed or
transferred to the U.S. Department of the
Interior to be held in trust for San Ildefonso.
Refer to the LANL SWEIS for details on
each of these directives.

17.4 Laws, Regulations, and
Executive Orders Related to
Regulatory Environmental
Protection and Compliance

The laws, regulations, and executive
orders related to regulatory environmental
protection and compliance are shown in
Table 17.4-1 for air resources, Table 17.4-2
for water resources, and Table 17.4-3 for land
resources. These laws may pertain to both the
No Action Alternative and the Proposed
Action Alternative, whether the tracts are
conveyed or transferred to the County of Los
Alamos or to the Department of the Interior.
Refer to the LANL SWEIS for details of each
directive.
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Table 17.2-1.  DOE Regulatory Requirements for Environment, Safety, and Health

10 CFR Part 1022 Compliance with Floodplain/Wetlands Environmental Review Requirements

42 U.S.C. §2011 et seq. Atomic Energy Act of 1954

DOE Order 451.1A National Environmental Policy Act Compliance Program and related
requirements, including:
• 10 CFR Part 1021, DOE NEPA Implementing Procedures

• 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508, Regulations Implementing the Procedural
Provisions of NEPA

DOE Order 5400.1 General Environmental Protection Program

DOE Order 5400.5 Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment

DOE Order 5820.2A Radioactive Waste Management

DOE Order 1230.2 American Indian Tribal Government Policy

Note: U.S.C. = United States Code
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Table 17.3-1.  Laws, Regulations, and Executive Orders Related to Environmental
Planning and Consultation

35 FR 4247 Protection and Enhancement of Environmental Quality, Executive Order 11514, as
amended by Executive Order 11991

36 FR 8921 Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment, Executive Order 11593

42 FR 26951 Floodplain Management, Executive Order 11988

42 FR 26961 Protection of Wetlands, Executive Order 11990

59 FR 7629 Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations, Executive Order 12898

61 FR 26771 Indian Sacred Sites, Executive Order 13007

16 U.S.C. §470 National Historic Preservation Act, as amended

16 U.S.C. §470aa Archaeological Resource Protection Act, as amended

16 U.S.C. §1531 et
seq.

Endangered Species Act, as amended, and related requirements including:

• 16 U.S.C. §703, Migratory Bird Treaty Act

• 16 U.S.C. §668, Bald Eagle Protection Act

• 17-2-37 et seq., NMSA 1978, New Mexico Wildlife Conservation Act

25 U.S.C. §3001 Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990

42 U.S.C. §1996 American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978

42 U.S.C. 2000bb Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 (HR 1308)

42 U.S.C. §4321 et
seq.

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended

Cooperative
Agreements

• DE-FC04-93AL-97270, Los Alamos Pueblos Project, Recipient Santa Clara
Pueblo

• DE-FC04-94AL-99997, Los Alamos Pueblos Project, Recipient Jemez Pueblo

• DE-FC04-94AL-99996, Los Alamos Pueblos Project, Recipient Cochiti Pueblo

• DE-FC04-97AL-77460, Los Alamos Pueblos Project, Recipient San Ildefonso
Pueblo

• New Mexico Agreement in Principle, between the State of New Mexico and the
U.S. Department of Energy

PL 102-484 The National Defense Authorization Act of 1993

Pueblo Accords • Accord between the Pueblo of Cochiti and the U.S. Department of Energy

• Accord between the Pueblo Jemez and the U.S. Department of Energy

• Accord between the Pueblo of San Ildefonso and the U.S. Department of Energy

• Accord between the Pueblo of Santa Clara and the U.S. Department of Energy
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Table 17.4-1.  Air Resource Directives

43 FR 47707 Federal Compliance with Pollution Control Standards, Executive
Order 12088, as amended by Executive Order 12580

20 NMAC 2.70 Operating Permits; General Provisions

20 NMAC 2.72 Construction Permits; Permit Processing and Requirements

20 NMAC 2.74 Permits–Prevention of Significant Deterioration; General Provisions

20 NMAC 2.78 Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants

42 U.S.C. §4901 Noise Control Act of 1972

42 U.S.C. §7401 et seq. Clean Air Act, as amended

NMSA 74-2-1 et seq. New Mexico Air Quality Control Act

Notes: FR = Federal Register, NMAC = New Mexico Administrative Code

Table 17.4-2.  Water Resource Directives

40 CFR Part 110.6 Unplanned Discharges, Spills, and Releases

40 CFR Part 112 Oil Pollution Prevention

40 CFR Part 503 Standards for the Use or Disposal of Sewage Sludge

33 U.S.C. §1251 Clean Water Act, as amended, and related requirements including:

• NMSA 74-6B-1 et seq., New Mexico Groundwater Protection Act

• NMSA 74-6-1 et seq., New Mexico Water Quality Act

42 U.S.C. §300f Safe Drinking Water Act

DOE 5400.1 General Environmental Protection Requirements

DOE 5400.5 Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment

NPDES Permit NM0028355 Industrial and Sanitary Effluent Discharges at LANL

NPDES Permit NM0028576 Industrial Discharges from the Hot Dry Rock Geothermal Facility at LANL

NPDES Permit
NMR00A384

General Permit for Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activity at LANL

Ordinance 85-70 Los Alamos County: “An Ordinance Repealing Chapter 15.16 of the Los
Alamos County Code Adopting a New Chapter 17.70 Pertaining to Flood
Damage Prevention”

Ordinance 1988-1 Santa Fe County: “An Ordinance to Establish Regulations for Development in
Flood Hazard Areas, Set Minimum Floor Elevations for Compliance, Define
Flood Plains, Address Required Building Improvements, and Establish
Variance Regulations for Cases Where There Isn’t an Ability to Comply with
Adopted Standards”

Ordinance 1996-1 Santa Fe County: “Flood Hazards”

Notes: U.S.C. = United States Code, NPDES = National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
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Table 17.4-3.  Waste Management, Toxic Substances, Pollution Prevention, and
Environmental Restoration Directives

20 NMAC 5.1 Underground Storage Tanks, General Provisions

7 U.S.C. §136 et seq. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, and related requirements
including:

• 40 CFR Part 165, Procedures for the Disposal and Storage of Pesticides

• 40 CFR Part 170, Worker Protection Standards

15 U.S.C. §2601 et seq. Toxic Substances Control Act

42 U.S.C. §6901 et seq. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

42 U.S.C. §9601 et seq. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, as
amended

42 U.S.C. §13101 et seq. Pollution Prevention Act of 1990

49 U.S.C. §801 et seq. Hazardous Material Transportation Act, and related requirements including:

• 49 CFR Part 171, General Information, Regulations, and Definitions

• 49 CFR Part 172, Hazardous Materials Tables, Special Provisions,
Hazardous Materials Communications, Emergency Response
Information, and Training Requirements

• 49 CFR Part 173, General Requirements for Shipments and Packagings

• 49 CFR Part 174, Carriage by Rail

• 49 CFR Part 177, Carriage by Public Highway

• 49 CFR Part 178, Specifications for Packagings

DOE 5400.5 Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment

DOE 5820.2A Radioactive Waste Management

PL 102-386, 106 Stat. 1505 Federal Facility Compliance Act

Notes: NMAC = New Mexico Administrative Code, U.S.C. = United States Code

17.4.1 Air Resources
Table 17.4-1 lists the directives related to

air resources.

17.4.1.1 Council on Environmental
Quality Draft Guidance
Regarding Consideration of
Global Climatic Change in
Environmental Documents
Prepared Pursuant to NEPA

The Council on Environmental Quality’s
draft guidance on global climate change is not

included in the LANL SWEIS and is
described in detail here. The draft guidance
specifically directs Federal agencies to review
whether and to what extent continuing and
proposed activities contribute directly or
indirectly to greenhouse gases and climate
change. In doing so, Federal agencies must
consider the following two aspects of global
climate change in their NEPA documents:
(1) the potential for Federal actions to
influence global climatic change (that is,
increased emissions or sinks of greenhouse
gases) and (2) the potential for global climatic
changes to affect Federal actions (for
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example, feasibility of coastal projects in light
of projected sea level rise). The guidance also
suggests that the most meaningful analysis
would be done not at the project level, but at
the program level (that is, a programmatic
EIS). Please refer to the Global Climate
Changes sections for each tract under
consideration for more information (Chapters
5 through 14).

17.4.2 Water Resources
Table 17.4-2 lists the directives related to

water resources.

Presidential Memorandum on Xeriscaping,
April 26, 1994

The Presidential Memorandum on
Xeriscaping is not included in the LANL
SWEIS and is described in here. This
Memorandum directs Federal agencies to
implement environmentally and economically
beneficial practices on Federal landscaped
grounds and to reflect these practices in
appropriate NEPA documents. The guidance

recommends that NEPA documents reflect
beneficial landscape practices, such as use of
native plants; design, use, or promotion of
construction practices that minimize adverse
effects on the natural habitat; pollution
prevention; water and energy efficiency; and
creation of outdoor demonstration projects.

17.4.3 Waste Management, Toxic
Substances, Pollution
Prevention, and Environmental
Restoration

Table 17.4-3 lists the directives related to
waste management, toxic substances,
pollution prevention, and environmental
restoration.

17.5 Community Right-to-Know
and Emergency Planning

Table 17.5-1 lists the directives related to
Community Right-to-Know and Emergency
Planning.

Table 17.5-1.  Community Right-to-Know and Emergency Planning Directives

58 FR 41981 Federal Compliance with Right-to-Know Laws and Pollution Prevention
Requirements, Executive Order 12856

42 U.S.C. §11001 et
seq.

Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, and related
requirements including:
• 40 CFR Part 355, Emergency Planning and Notification
• 40 CFR Part 370.21, Material Safety Data Sheet Reporting
• 40 CFR Part 370.28, Inventory Reporting
• 40 CFR Part 372, Toxic Chemical Release Reporting: Community

Right-to-Know
Note: U.S.C. = United States Code
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18.2 Consultation Letters

This section presents the letters associated with the DOE’s regulatory compliance consultation
processes.  The following letters have been exchanged with the listed representatives and
agencies.

• Ms. Jennifer Fowler-Propst, Field Supervisor, Ecological Services Field Office, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service

• Dr. Lynne Sebastian, State Historic Preservation Officer, Historic Preservation Division
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22.0  GLOSSARY

Accident. An unexpected or undesirable
event. In this context, accidents may lead to
the release of hazardous material within a
facility or into the environment, exposing
workers or the public to hazardous materials
or radiation.

Accord Pueblos. Four Pueblos that have each
executed formal accord documents with the
DOE setting forth the government-to-
government relationship between each of the
Pueblos and the DOE. The four Pueblos are
Cochiti, San Ildefonso, Santa Clara, and
Jemez.

Advisory Council of Historic Preservation
(Council). An independent 19-member
Federal council created by the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1996, Title II
(16 United States Code [U.S.C.] §470 et seq.).
Under Section 106, the Council must be
afforded the opportunity to comment on
undertakings that affect National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible properties.

Air pollutant. Any substance in air that
could, if in high enough concentration, harm
humans, other animals, or vegetation.

Air quality standards. The level of “criteria”
pollutants in the air prescribed by regulations
that may not be exceeded during a specified
time in a defined area.

Ambient air. That portion of the atmosphere,
external to buildings, to which the general
public is exposed.

Aquifer. Rock or sediment in a formation,
group of formations, or part of a formation
that is saturated and sufficiently permeable to
conduct groundwater.

Archaeological sites (resources). Any
location where humans have altered the
terrain or left material remains (artifacts)
during prehistoric or historic times.

Artifact. An object of archaeological or
historical interest produced or shaped by
human workmanship.

Atomic Energy Commission. A five-
member commission, established by the
Atomic Energy Act of 1946, to supervise
nuclear weapons design, development,
manufacturing, maintenance, modification,
and dismantlement. In 1974, the Atomic
Energy Commission was abolished and all
functions were transferred to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and the
Administrator of the Energy Research and
Development Administration. The Energy
Research and Development Administration
was later terminated and its functions vested
by law in the Administrator were transferred
to the Secretary of Energy.

Background radiation. Radiation from
(1) naturally occurring radioactive materials
that have not been technologically enhanced,
(2) cosmic sources, (3) global fallout as it
exists in the environment (such as from the
testing of nuclear explosive devices),
(4) radon and its progeny in concentrations or
levels existing in buildings or the
environment that have not been elevated as a
result of current or past human activities, and
(5) consumer products containing nominal
amounts of radioactive material or producing
nominal levels of radiation (10 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] 835.2).

Baseline. A quantitative expression of
conditions, costs, schedule, or technical
progress to serve as a base or standard for
measurement during the performance of an
effort; the established plan against which the
status of resources and the progress of a
project can be measured. For the CT EIS, the
environmental baseline is the site
environmental conditions that are considered
representative for the purpose of projecting
future impacts.
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Beryllium. An extremely lightweight and
strong metal used in weapons systems.

Biota. Living organisms, including plants and
animals.

Bounding. A credible upper limit to
consequences or impacts.

Bounding analysis. An analysis designed to
overestimate or determine an upper limit to
potential impacts or risks.

“Bound the impacts.” The use of
assumptions and analytical methods in an
analysis of impacts or risks such that the
result overestimates or describes an upper
limit on (“bounds”) potential impacts or risks.

Caldera. A large crater formed by the
collapse of the central part of a volcano.

Cancer. The name given to a group of
diseases characterized by uncontrolled
cellular growth with cells having invasive
characteristics such that the disease can
transfer from one organ to another.

Capability. The combination of equipment,
facilities, infrastructure, and expertise
required to undertake types or groups of
activities and implement mission element
assignments.

Capacity. The maximum hourly rate at which
vehicles can reasonably be expected to
traverse a point or uniform section of a lane or
roadway during a given time period under
prevailing roadway, traffic, and control
conditions.

Cavate Pueblo. Structure making use of
natural rock to form the sides of a single
structure or group of buildings, frequently by
hollowing out the interior space.

Cesium. A silver-white alkali metal. A
radioactive isotope of cesium, cesium-137, is
a common fission product.

Climatology. The characteristics of the
weather over a period of time. The science of
climatology addresses the causes, distribution,

and effects of weather on the environment and
humans.

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). All
Federal regulations in force are published in
codified form in the Code of Federal
Regulations.

Cold War period. The historic period from
1949 to 1989, characterized by international
tensions and nuclear armament buildup,
especially between the United States and the
U.S.S.R. The era began approximately at the
end of World War II when the Atomic Energy
Act was passed, establishing the Atomic
Energy Commission, and ended with the
dissolution of the U.S.S.R. into separate
republics and the ending of large-scale
nuclear weapons production in the United
States.

Collective dose. The sum of the total
effective dose equivalent (TEDE) values of
all individuals in a specified population.
Collective dose is expressed in units of
person-rem (or person-sievert) (10 CFR 835).

Collector street. The collector street system
provides both land access service and traffic
circulation within residential neighborhoods
and commercial and industrial areas

Community (biotic). All plants and animals
occupying a specific area and their
relationships.

Consideration. A contract term in real estate
defined as that which is received by the
grantor in exchange for his or her deed;
something of value that induces a person to
enter into a contract. Consideration is most
commonly given in the form of currency.

Contamination. The deposition or discharge
of chemicals, radionuclides, or particulate
matter above a given threshold, usually
associated with an effects level onto or into
environmental media, structures, areas,
objects, personnel, or nonhuman organisms.
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Convey. As used in this CT EIS, refers to the
disposition of land parcels away from Federal
Government Ownership.

Cooperating Agency. As defined by the
Council on Environmental Quality regulations
for implementing the NEPA, any Federal
agency other than a lead agency that has
jurisdiction by law of special expertise with
respect to any environmental impact involved
in a proposal (or a reasonable alternative) for
legislation or other major Federal action. The
selection and responsibilities of a Cooperating
Agency are described in 40 CFR §1501.6.
A State or local agency of similar
qualifications or, when the effects are on a
reservation, a Native American tribe, may by
agreement with the lead agency become a
Cooperating Agency (40 CFR 1508.5).

Credible accident. An accident that has a
probability of occurrence greater than or
equal to once in a million years.

Criteria of adverse effect. Regulations in
36 CFR Parts 800.5(a)(1) and 800.9(b) and
Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §470 et seq.) that
provide guidelines for determining the kind
and intensity of effect to an NRHP-eligible
cultural resource.

Criteria pollutant. Six air pollutants for
which National Ambient Air Quality
Standards are established by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency: sulfur
dioxide, nitric oxides, carbon monoxide,
ozone, particulate matter-10 (smaller than
10 microns in diameter), and lead.

Cultural resource site. The specific place or
location of regular human occupation or use.

Cultural resources survey. A systematic
inventory of an area to identify cultural
resources.

Cultural resources. Cultural resources are
those aspects of the physical environment that
relate to human culture and society, and those
cultural institutions that hold communities
together and link them to their surroundings.

Cultural resources include expressions of
human culture and history in the physical
environment such as prehistoric or historic
sites, buildings, structures, objects, districts,
or other places including natural features and
biota which are considered to be important to
a culture, subculture, or community. Cultural
resources also include traditional lifeways and
practices, and community values and
institutions.

Cumulative impacts. The impact on the
environment that results from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future
actions regardless of what agency (Federal or
non-Federal), private industry, or individuals
undertake such other actions. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor,
but collectively significant, actions taking
place over a period of time (40 CFR 1508.7).

Debitage. The refuse flakes created when
stone tools are manufactured.

Decay (radioactive). The decrease in the
amount of any radioactive material with the
passage of time, due to the spontaneous
transformation of an unstable nuclide into a
different nuclide or into a different energy
state of the same nuclide; the emission of
nuclear radiation (alpha, beta, or gamma
radiation) is part of the process.

Decibel, A-weighted (dBA). A unit of
weighted sound pressure level measured
by the use of a metering characteristic
and the “A” weighting specified by the
American National Standards Institute
(S1.4-1971[R176]).

Decibel (dB). A unit of sound measurement.
In general, a sound doubles in loudness for
every increase of 10 decibels.

Decommissioning. As used in the CT EIS,
the process of decontamination, disassembly,
and storage or disposal in a manner and state
that assures future exposure of humans and
the environment would be at acceptable
levels.
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Decontamination. The removal or reduction
of radioactive or chemical contamination
from facilities, equipment, or soils by
washing, heating, chemical or electrochemical
action, mechanical cleaning, or other
techniques.

Deposition. In geology, the laying down of
potential rock-forming materials
(sedimentation). In atmospheric sciences, the
collection and retention of airborne
particulates of gases on any solid or liquid
surface (called dry deposition), or their
removal from the air by precipitation (called
wet deposition or precipitation scavenging).

Dispersion. The downwind spreading of a
plume by turbulence and meander in wind
direction, resulting in a plume of lower
concentration over a larger area.

Disposal. The process of placing waste in a
final repository.

Distance zones. The relative visibility from
travel routes or observation points.

DOE orders. DOE directives that promulgate
requirements and policies to DOE employees
and contractors, including requirements to
comply with other laws and regulations.

Dose (or radiation dose). The amount of
energy deposited in body tissue as a result of
radiation exposure. Various technical terms,
such as absorbed dose, collective dose, dose
equivalent, and effective dose equivalent, are
used to evaluate the amount of radiation an
exposed person receives. Each of these terms
is defined in this glossary.

Dose equivalent. The product of absorbed
dose in rad (or gray) in tissue, a quality factor,
and other modifying factors. Dose equivalent
is expressed in units of rem (or sievert)
(1 rem = 0.01 sievert) (10 CFR 835.2).

Dosimeter. A device, instrument, or system
that measures radiation dose (for example,
film badge or ionization chamber).

Drawdown. The height difference between
the natural water level in a formation and the

reduced water level in the formation caused
by the withdrawal of groundwater.

Drinking-water standards. The prescribed
level of constituents or characteristics in a
drinking water supply that cannot be
exceeded legally.

Ecosystem. Living organisms and their
nonliving (abiotic) environment functioning
together as a community.

Ecotone. Transition zone between two
adjacent distinct plant or animal communities.

Effective dose equivalent (EDE). The
summation of the products of the dose
equivalent received by specified tissues or
organs of the body and the appropriate
weighting factor. It includes the dose from
radiation sources internal and/or external to
the body. The effective dose equivalent is
expressed in units of rem (or sievert)
(10 CFR 835.2).

Effluent. Liquid or gaseous waste streams
discharged into the environment.

Eligible cultural resource. A cultural
resource that has been evaluated and reviewed
by an agency and the State Historic
Preservation Office(r) and recommended as
eligible for inclusion in the National Register
of Historic Places, based on the criteria of
significance.

Eligible properties. Eligible properties (or
historic properties) are cultural resources that
meet the requirements for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
The effects of Federal actions on eligible
properties must be assessed by agencies, and
consultation is required to avoid, reduce, or
minimize adverse effects.

Emission standards. Legally enforceable
limits on the quantities and/or kinds of air
contaminants that can be emitted into the
atmosphere.

Endangered species. Plants and animals or
other living organisms in danger of extinction
by human-produced or natural changes in
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their environment. Requirements for declaring
a species endangered are contained in the
Endangered Species Act of 1973.

Environmental assessment (EA). A written
environmental analysis that is prepared
pursuant to the National Environmental
Policy Act to determine whether a major
Federal action could significantly affect the
environment and thus require preparation of
an environmental impact statement. If the
action would not significantly affect the
environment, then a finding of no significant
impact is issued.

Environmental impact statement (EIS). A
document required of Federal agencies by the
National Environmental Policy Act for
proposals for legislation or major Federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of
the human environment. A tool for decision
making, it describes the positive and negative
environmental impacts of the proposed action
and alternative actions.

Environmental justice. A requirement of
Executive Order 12898 for Federal agencies
to identify and address, as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human
health or environmental impacts of Federal
programs, policies, and activities on minority
or low-income populations.

Environmental monitoring. The process of
sampling and analysis of environmental
media in and around a facility being
monitored for the purpose of (1) confirming
compliance with performance objectives and
(2) early detection of any contamination
entering the environment to facilitate timely
remedial action.

Ephemeral stream. A stream that flows only
after a period of heavy precipitation.

Epicenter. The point on the Earth’s surface
directly above the focus of an earthquake.

Epidemiology. The science concerned with
the study of events that determine and
influence the frequency and distribution of
disease, injury, and other health-related events

and their causes in defined human
populations.

Ethnographic. Information about cultural
beliefs and practices.

Exposure limit. The legal limit of
accumulated exposure (to ionizing radiation,
nonionizing radiation, noise, chemicals, or
other hazardous substances).

Fault. A fracture or a zone of fractures within
a rock formation along which vertical,
horizontal, or transverse slippage has
occurred.

Fee title. A contract term in real estate that
means the holder is entitled to all rights
incident to the property. There are no time
limitations on its existence (it is said to run
forever). The ownership of the land by a fee
holder is complete and free of State
domination (except the rights of the State of
taxation, police power, and eminent domain).

Finding of no significant impact (FONSI).
A document by a Federal agency briefly
presenting the reasons why an action, not
otherwise excluded, will not have a
significant effect on the human environment
and will not require an environmental impact
statement.

Formation. In geology, the primary unit of
formal stratigraphic mapping or description.
Most formations possess certain distinctive
features.

Fugitive emissions. Emissions to the
atmosphere from pumps, valves, flanges,
seals, and other process points not vented
through a stack. Also includes emissions from
area sources such as ponds, lagoons, landfills,
and piles of stored material.

Geology. The science that deals with the
Earth, the materials, processes, environments,
and history of the planet, including the rocks
and their formation and structure.

Groundwater. Water below the ground
surface in a zone of saturation.
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Hazardous material. A material, including a
hazardous substance, as defined by 49 CFR
171.8 that poses a risk to health, safety, and
property when transported or handled.

Hazardous waste. A solid waste that,
because of its quantity, concentration, or
physical chemical or infectious
characteristics, may significantly contribute to
an increase in mortality; or may pose a
potential hazard to human health or the
environment when improperly treated, stored,
or disposed. The Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) defines a “solid” waste
as including solid, liquid, semisolid, or
contained gaseous material (42 U.S.C. 6901
et seq.). By definition, hazardous waste has
no radioactive components.

Historic context. A planning unit that is
based on a shared theme, specific time period,
and/or geographical area. Historical contexts
are developed for predicting the types of
cultural resources that may be present, the
activities that may have taken place in the
area, and determining the role individual
cultural resources played in expressing or
demonstrating the shared theme, time period,
and/or geographic area. The evaluation
process uses the historic context to identify
data deficits and to determine the relative
significance of particular cultural resources.

Historic district. A significant concentration,
linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings,
structures, or objects historically or
aesthetically united by plan or physical
development and eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places because
of cultural significance.

Historic properties. Historic properties (or
eligible properties) are cultural resources that
meet specific criteria for eligibility for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP). The effects of Federal actions
on historic properties must be assessed by
agencies and consultation is required to avoid,
reduce or minimize adverse effects.

Historic resources. Historic resources
include the material remains and landscape
alterations that have occurred since the arrival
of Europeans in the region.

Homesteaders. A person or people who settle
in an area of wilderness; an individual who
settles on U.S. public land by filing a record
and living on and cultivating the land under
the homestead law; a person who establishes a
colony or settles as a colonist in a new area.

Hunter-gatherers. A nomadic way of life
where small bands of people exploit plant and
animal resources sequentially, following
seasonal availability.

Hydrology. The science dealing with the
properties, distribution, and circulation of
water on and below the Earth’s surface and in
the atmosphere.

Infrastructure. The basic services, facilities,
and equipment needed for the functioning and
growth of an area.

Integrity. Integrity is an assessment of the
authenticity and survival of physical
characteristics that existed during the
property’s period of significance. In order for
a property to be eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, the
resource must retain most, if not all, aspects
of integrity: location, design, setting,
workmanship, material, and association.

Interim (permit) status. Period during which
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities
coming under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1980 are temporarily
permitted to operate while awaiting denial or
issuance of a permanent permit.

Ionizing radiation. Radiation with sufficient
energy to displace electrons from atoms or
molecules, thereby producing ions.

Isotope. Nuclei of the same element with
different numbers of neutrons are isotopes of
the element. Isotopes have the same chemical
properties but may have different radioactive
properties.
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Latent cancer fatality (LCF). Death from
cancer resulting from, and occurring some
years after, exposure to excess ionizing
radiation or other carcinogens.

Level of service (LOS). A qualitative
measure that characterizes operational
conditions within a traffic stream and the
perception by motorists and passengers of
conditions. Six levels of service are defined,
from LOS A, representing the best operating
conditions to LOS F, the worst.

Lithic scatter. Concentrations of stones
showing evidence of human manufacturing of
stone tools, including finished artifacts,
roughly formed artifacts, the cores of stone
from which they were made, and the waste
flakes from the tool manufacturing process.

Lithic. Stone, rock.

Local street. A local street primarily permits
direct access to abutting lands and
connections to higher order systems
(collectors and arterials).

Low-income population. Community in
which 25 percent or more of the population is
characterized as living in poverty. The
CT EIS uses the U.S. Bureau of the Census
1990 data to establish poverty thresholds; the
1990 poverty threshold for unrelated
individuals was a 1989 income of $6,451 for
those under age 65; $5,947 for those age 65
and older; and $12,674 for a family of four.

Low-level radioactive mixed waste
(LLMW). Waste that contains both
hazardous and low-level radioactive
components. The hazardous component in
LLMW is subject to regulation under the
RCRA.

Low-level radioactive waste (LLW). All
radioactive waste that is not classified as
high-level radioactive waste, transuranic
waste, spent nuclear fuel, or “11e(2) by-
product material” as defined by DOE Order
5820.2A, Radioactive Waste Management.
By-product material includes tailings or waste
produced by the extraction or concentration of

uranium or thorium from any ore processed
primarily for its source material content. Test
specimens of fissionable material irradiated
for research and development only, and not
for the production of power or plutonium,
may be classified as low-level radioactive
waste, provided that the concentration of
transuranic waste is less than 100 nanocuries
per gram.

Major arterial. Major arterials are roads that
serve the major centers of activity, the highest
traffic volume corridors, and the longest trips.

Maximally exposed individual (MEI). A
hypothetical person whose location and habits
result in the highest concentration or exposure
and who takes no protective actions to lessen
his or her exposure.

Meteorology. The science dealing with the
atmosphere and its phenomena, especially as
relating to weather.

Migration. The natural movement of a
material through the air, soil, or groundwater;
also, seasonal movement of animals from one
area to another.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act. This act states
that it is unlawful to pursue, take, attempt to
take, capture, possess, or kill any migratory
bird, or any part, nest, or egg of any such bird
other than permitted activities.

Minority population. Area where minority
individuals comprise 25 percent or more of
the population. Minority refers to people who
classified themselves in the 1990 U.S. Census
as African Americans, Asian or Pacific
Islanders, Native Americans (American
Indians), Hispanics of any race or origin, or
other non-White races.

Mitigation. The alleviation of adverse
impacts on resources by avoidance, by
limiting the degree or magnitude of an action,
by repair or restoration, by preservation and
maintenance that reduces or eliminates the
impact, or by replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments.
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Mixed waste. See low-level radioactive
mixed waste.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS). Air quality standards established
by the Clean Air Act, as amended. The
primary NAAQS are intended to protect the
public health with an adequate margin of
safety, and the secondary NAAQS are
intended to protect the public from any known
or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant.

National Environmental Research Park.
An outdoor laboratory set aside for ecological
research to study the environmental impacts
of energy developments. National
environmental research parks were
established by the DOE to provide protected
land areas for research and education in the
environmental sciences and to demonstrate
the environmental compatibility of energy
technology development and use.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES). Federal permitting system
required for hazardous effluents regulated
through the Clean Water Act, as amended.

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Permit. Federal regulation (40 CFR
Parts 122 and 125) requires permits for the
discharge of pollutants from any point source
into the waters of the United States regulated
through the Clean Water Act, as amended.

National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP). A list of districts, sites, buildings,
structures, and objects of prehistoric or
historic local, state, or national significance
maintained by the Secretary of the Interior.
The list is expanded as authorized by
Section 2(b) of the Historic Sites Act of 1935
(16 U.S.C. §462) and Section 101(a)(1)(A) of
the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966, as amended.

NRHP eligibility. The criteria of significance
in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture. The criteria require
integrity and association with lives or events,
distinctiveness for any of a variety of reasons,

or importance because of information the
property does or could hold.

Native American. A tribe, people, or culture
that is indigenous to the United States. Also
referred to as American Indians.

Natural event accidents. Accidents that are
initiated by events such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, floods, etc.

Noise. Unwanted or undesirable sound,
usually characterized as being so loud as to
interfere with, or be inappropriate to, normal
activities such as communication, sleep,
study, or recreation.

Nonattainment area. An air quality control
region (or portion thereof) in which the EPA
has determined that ambient air
concentrations exceed National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) for one or more
criteria pollutants.

Noncriteria pollutant. A pollutant with an
effects screening level guideline. Some
noncriteria pollutants have a state standard as
well.

Offsite. As used in the CT EIS, the term
denotes a location, facility, or activity
occurring outside of the boundary of the
entire LANL site.

Onsite. As used in the CT EIS, the term
denotes a location or activity occurring
somewhere within the boundary of the LANL
site.

Outfall. The discharge point of a drain,
sewer, or pipe as it empties into a body of
water.

Paleontological resources. Fossils, including
those of microbial, plant, or animal origin.

Paleontology. A science dealing with life of
past geological periods as known from fossil
remains.

Perched aquifer. Groundwater separated
from the underlying main body of
groundwater, or aquifer, by unsaturated rock.
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Perched groundwater. A body of
groundwater of small lateral dimensions lying
above a more extensive aquifer.

Perennial. Acting or lasting throughout the
year or through many years (perpetual).

Permeability. The degree to which or rate at
which a fluid or gas can pass through a
substance.

Person-rem. A redundancy meaning a dose
of 1 rem. When used with a collective dose or
population dose, it is a unit for expressing the
dose when integrated across all people in the
population.

Physical setting. The land and water form,
vegetation, and structures that compose the
landscape.

Plume. The elongated pattern of
contaminated air or water originating at a
point source, such as a smokestack or a
hazardous waste disposal site.

Plutonium. A heavy, radioactive, metallic
element with the atomic number 94. It is
produced artificially in a reactor by
bombardment of uranium with neutrons and is
used in the production of nuclear weapons.

Pollution prevention. Involves recycling or
reduction of any hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminate before generation,
along with practices that protect natural
resources through conservation or more
efficient use.

Population dose. See “collective dose.”

Potable. Suitable for drinking.

Potential release site (PRS). Areas that have
been designated by the LANL Environmental
Restoration Project as having actual,
suspected, or potential releases of
contamination.

Prehistoric resources. Prehistoric cultural
resources refer to any material remains,
structures, and items used or modified by
people before the establishment of a European

presence in the upper Rio Grande Valley in
the early 17th Century.

Programmatic environmental impact
statement (PEIS). A broad-scope EIS
prepared in accordance with the requirements
of 102(2)(C) of the NEPA that analyzes the
environmental impacts of proposed Federal
policies or programs that involve multiple
decisions potentially affecting the
environment at one or more sites.

Project-specific environmental impact
statement. An EIS prepared in accordance
with the requirements of 102(2)(C) of the
NEPA that evaluates the environmental
impacts of a single proposed action. See
“Environmental impact statement.”

Protected area. An area encompassed by
physical barriers, subject to access controls,
surrounding material access areas, and
meeting the standards of DOE Order
5632.1C, Protection and Control of
Safeguards and Security Interests.

Pueblo. The communal dwelling of a Native
American village of Arizona, New Mexico, or
adjacent areas, consisting of contiguous flat-
roofed stone or adobe houses in groups,
sometimes several stories high; a Native
American village of the southwestern United
States; a member of a group of Native
American people of the southwestern United
States.

Rad. See “Radiation absorbed dose.”

Radiation absorbed dose (rad). The basic
unit of absorbed dose equal to the absorption
of 0.01 joule per kilogram of absorbing
material.

Radiation. As used in the CT EIS, means
ionizing radiation. The emitted particles or
photons from the nuclei of radioactive atoms.

Radioactive waste. Materials from nuclear
operations that are radioactive or are
contaminated with radioactive materials, and
for which use, reuse, or recovery are
impractical.
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Radioactive. The state of emitting radiation
energy in forms of waves (rays) or particles.

Radioactivity. The spontaneous decay or
disintegration of unstable atomic nuclei
accompanied by the emission of radiation.

Radioisotopes. See “Isotope.”

Radionuclide. Any radioactive element.

Radon. A heavy gaseous, radioactive element
with a half life of about 4 days from the decay
of radium.

Raptor. Birds of prey including various types
of hawks, falcons, eagles, vultures, and owls.

Recharge. Replenishment of water to an
aquifer.

Record of decision (ROD). A document
prepared in accordance with the requirements
of 40 CFR 1505.2 that provides a concise
public record of the DOE’s decision on a
proposed action for which an EIS was
prepared. A ROD identifies the alternatives
considered in reaching the decision, the
environmentally preferable alternative(s),
factors balanced by the DOE in making the
decision, whether all practicable means to
avoid or minimize environmental harm have
been adopted, and if not, why they were not.

Region of influence (ROI). Region in which
the principal direct and indirect
socioeconomic effects of actions are likely to
occur and are expected to be of consequence
for local jurisdictions.

Reliability. The ability of a nuclear weapon,
weapon system, or weapon component to
perform its required function under stated
conditions for a specified period of time
(essentially equivalent to performance).

Rem (Roentgen equivalent man). The
conventional unit or radiation dose
equivalent. A unit of individual dose of
absorbed ionizing radiation used to measure
the effect on human tissue. The dosage of an
ionizing radiation that will cause the same

biological effect as one roentgen of x-ray or
gamma-ray exposure.

Remediation. Remediation is defined as the
process of remedying a site where a
hazardous substance release has occurred.
Remedial actions (most often concerned with
contaminated soil and groundwater, and
decontamination and decommissioning) are
responsibilities of the LANL Environmental
Restoration Project.

Restoration. Restoration is defined as the
assessment and cleanup of both contaminated
(radioactive and/or hazardous substances)
DOE-owned facilities in use and of DOE sites
that are no longer a part of active operations.

Risk assessment (chemical or radiological).
The qualitative and quantitative evaluation
performed in an effort to define the risk posed
to human health and/or the environment by
the presence or potential presence and/or use
of specific chemical or radiological materials.

Risk. A quantitative or qualitative expression
of possible loss that considers both the
probability that a hazard will cause harm and
the consequences of that event.

Roentgen equivalent man (rem). See
“Rem.”

Roentgen. A unit of exposure to ionizing
x-ray or gamma radiation equal to 2.58 x 10-4

coulomb per kilogram. (A coulomb is a unit
of electrical charge.) A roentgen is
approximately equal to 1 rad.

Runoff. The portion of rainfall, melted snow,
or irrigation water that flows across the
ground surface and may eventually enter
streams.

Sanitary wastes. Liquid or solid (includes
sludge) wastes that are not hazardous or
radioactive and that are generated by
industrial, commercial, mining, or agricultural
operations or from community activities.

Scenic class. A scenic class represents the
relative value of visual resources and provides
a basis for considering visual values during
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the site planning process. Class I represents
very high public value. Class II represents
high public value. Class III represents a
moderate public value. Class IV is considered
to be of low public value.

Scenic quality. The measure of the visual
appeal of a tract of land. Scenic quality is the
measure of the visual appeal of a tract of land,
which is determined using seven key factors:
landforms, vegetation, water, color, adjacent
scenery, scarcity, and cultural modifications.

Scope. In a document prepared pursuant to
the NEPA, the range of actions, alternatives,
and impacts to be considered.

Scoping. Involves the solicitation of
comments from interested people, groups, and
agencies at public meetings, public
workshops, in writing, electronically, or via
fax to assist the DOE in defining the proposed
action, identifying alternatives, and
developing preliminary issues to be addressed
in an environmental impact statement.

Section 106 process. A National Historic
Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §470 et seq.)
review process used to identify, evaluate, and
protect cultural resources eligible for
nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places that may be affected by
Federal actions or undertakings.

Sedimentation. The settling out of soil and
mineral solids from suspensions under the
force of gravity.

Seismic zone. Geographic region that is
assumed to possess uniform earthquake
potential throughout.

Seismic. Pertaining to any earth vibration,
especially an earthquake.

Seismicity. Occurrence of earthquakes in
space and time.

Sensitivity levels. The measure of public
concern for scenic quality.

Setting. The physical environment of a
property.

Settlement patterns. The distribution of
archaeological sites within a given
geographical region, arranged by cultural
conditions or environmental necessity.

Severe accident. An accident with a
frequency rate of less then 10-6 per year that
would have more severe consequences than a
design-basis accident, in terms of damage to
the facility, offsite consequences, or both.

Sewage. The total of organic waste and
wastewater generated by an industrial
establishment or a community.

Site-wide environmental impact statement
(SWEIS). A type of programmatic EIS that
analyzes the environmental impacts of all or
selected functions at a DOE site. As part of its
regulations for implementation of the NEPA,
the DOE prepares site-wide EISs for certain
large, multiple-facility DOE sites; it may
prepare EISs or EAs for other sites to assess
the impacts of all or selected functions at
those sites (10 CFR 1021.330[c]).

Socioeconomics. The social and economic
condition in the study area.

Solid waste management unit (SWMU).
Any unit from which hazardous constituents
may migrate, as defined by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. A designated
area that is or is suspected to be the source of
a release of hazardous material into the
environment that will require investigation
and/or corrective action.

Source term. The quantity of material
released and parameters (such as exhaust
temperature) that determine the downwind
concentration, given a specific meteorological
dispersion condition.

Species of concern. Includes species that are
considered to be potential candidates for
addition to the List of Endangered Species
(50 CFR 17) by the Federal agency
responsible for Endangered Species Act
compliance oversight, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. These are primarily species
for which there is insufficient information on
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biological vulnerability and threat to warrant
legal protection.

State Historic Preservation Office(r)
(SHPO). A position in each U.S. state that
coordinates state participation in the
implementation of the National Historic
Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §470 et seq.).
The SHPO is a key participant in the Section
106 process, reviewing the identification of
eligible resources and evaluation of effects of
undertakings, and assisting in the
development of mitigation measures or
management plans to reduce any adverse
effects to eligible cultural resources.

Strike. The direction or trend that a structural
surface (for example, a bedding or fault
plane) takes as it intersects the horizontal.

Surface water. Water on the Earth’s surface,
as distinguished from water in the ground
(groundwater).

Threatened species. Animals, plants, or other
living organisms threatened with extinction,
serious depletion, or destruction of critical
habitat by human-produced or natural changes
in their environment. Requirements for
declaring species threatened are contained in
the Endangered Species Act of 1973.

Total effective dose equivalent (TEDE).
The sum of the effective dose equivalent from
external exposures and the committed
effective dose equivalent from internal
exposures (10 CFR 835).

Toxic waste. Individual chemical wastes
(liquid or solid), such as polychlorinated
biphenyls or asbestos, that are regulated by
the Toxic Substances Control Act.

Traditional cultural properties (TCPs).
Traditional cultural properties are places
associated with the cultural practices or
beliefs of a living community. These sites are
rooted in the community’s history and are
important in maintaining cultural identity.

Traditional lifeways. The religious, social,
economic, or institutional aspects of a group’s

life that have been passed on and continued
through time.

Transfer. As used in this CT EIS, refers to
the disposition of land parcels to another
Federal Government agency, with the
retention of ownership by the Federal
Government.

Tritium. A radioactive isotope of the element
hydrogen with two neutrons and one proton.
Common symbols for the isotope are H–3
and T.

Undetermined resources. Undetermined
resources are those for which eligibility for
listing on the NRHP cannot be determined
based on current knowledge of the resource
and where further work is needed to make an
evaluation. Resources that may be present in
an area but that have not been identified,
including buried archaeological sites,
buildings or structures, and TCPs also are
undetermined resources. Undetermined
resources are treated as eligible until a formal
evaluation is completed.

Visual Resource Inventory Class. Scenic
quality, distance zones, and sensitivity levels
combine to establish Visual Resource
Inventory Classes, which in turn provide the
basis for considering visual values and
objectives in the planning or management
process.

Waste management. The planning,
coordination, and direction of those functions
related to generation, handling, treatment,
storage, transportation, and disposal of waste,
as well as associated pollution prevention,
surveillance, and maintenance activities.

Weapons laboratories. Colloquial term for
the three DOE national laboratories—Los
Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, and Sandia—
that are responsible for the design,
development, and stewardship of U.S. nuclear
weapons.
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Wetland. Land or area exhibiting hydric
(requiring considerable moisture) soil
concentrations, saturated or inundated soil
during some portion of the year, and plant
species tolerant of such conditions.

Wind rose. A depiction of wind speed and
direction frequency for a given period of time.
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